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Introduction
The purpose of this report is to provide detailed data
from the National Hospital Discharge Survey (NHDS).
Data for 1989 are shown by age and sex of the patient and
geographic region of the hospital for conditions diagnosed
and surgical and nonsurgical procedures performed. The
report is intended as a source document for researchers
and others who need data for detailed diagnostic and
procedure categories. Similar reports have been published
with data for 1977 (l), 1978 (2), 1979 (3), 1983 (4), 1984
(5), 1985 (6), 1986 (7), 1987 (8), and 1988 (9).
The survey has been conducted continuously by the
National Center for Health Statistics (NCHS) since 1965.
Estimates are produced from a sample of inpatient
records that are obtained from a national sample of
short-stay non-Federal general and specialty hospitals in
the United States. The 1989 sample included approxi-
mately 233,000 medical records from 408 hospitals that
participated in the survey.
The original universe for the survey consisted of 6,965
short-stay hospitals contained in the 1963 National Master
Facility Inventory of Hospitals (NMFI). The universe was
updated periodically from the lists of hospitals provided by
the American Hospital Association. A description of the
development of the original survey, which was in opera-
tion since 1964, has been published (10).
Beginning in 1988, the NHDS was redesigned in order
to link it with other surveys conducted by NCHS and to
improve efficiency through the use of information and
technologies that were not available when the survey was
first designed in 1964. Differences between NHDS statis-
tics based on the 1965–87 sample and statistics based on
the 1988 redesign may be due to factors other than real
changes in hospital utilization.
The redesigned survey
sample based on hospitals
Hospital Market Data Tape
uses a three-stage stratified
contained in the April 1987
from SMG Marketing Group,
Inc. “(11). Only hospitals-accepting inpatients by Augu;t
1987 were included. A brief description of the new design,
along with information about data collection procedures,
the estimation process, and relative standard errors, can
be found in appendix I.
Familiarity with NHDS definitions is important to
interpret the data properly and to compare them with
statistical data on short-stay hospital utilization that are
available from other sources. Definitions of the terms used
in this report are presented in appendix H. The medical
data for hospital patients are coded according to the
Intemalional Classification of Diseases, 9th Revision, Clini-
cal Modification (ICD–9–CM) (12). (See appendix III for
ICD–9-CM codes.) This coding system is updated period-
ically. Therefore, the reader is cautioned that annual
estimates for new ICD–9–CM codes are underestimated
for 1989. For a fuller discussion of this problem see the
introduction to appendix IV. New ICD–9–CM codes for
1986-89 are shown in a conversion table in appendix IV.
Information about newborn infants, although collected
through the survey, is excluded from this report.
Information on short-stay hospital utilization is also
collected through the National Health Interview Survey
(NHIS) of NCHS. Estimates from that survey generally
differ from NHDS estimates because of differences in
collection procedures, populations sampled, and defini-
tions. Data from NHIS are published in Series 10 of l&al
and Health Statktics. However, data on the detailed diag-
noses and procedures published in this report are not
available through NHIS.
Use of tables
The detailed tables in this report show the conditions
diagnosed and procedures performed by the detailed code
numbers of the International Classification of Diseases, 9th
Revision, Clinical Modification (12). Measurements of hos-
pital utilization are shown in terms of numbers of first-
Iisted and all-listed diagnoses, of days of care for first-
listed diagnoses, and of procedures performed for the
individuals discharged.
Presentation of estimates
Tables 1-3 provide information by ICD-9-CM 3-, 4-,
and 5-digit diagnostic codes, Table 4 shows 2-, 3-, and
4-digit procedure codes, A specific code appears in the
tables if the estimate of the total for the code has a
relative standard error (a measure of the reliability of the
data) no larger than 30 percent, The codes that appear in
table 2 for days of care are identical to those in table 1
for first-listed diagnoses. Only an asterisk (*) is shown in
the tables if the relative standard error of an estimate for
a sex or age group or a region is larger than 30 percent.
In addition, all estimates of diagnoses and procedures
less than 9,000 are preceded by an asterisk to indicate that
they are based on a relatively small sample of discharge
records. These estimates are generally based on fewer
than 60 records. Days of care estimates derived from
fewer than 9,000 estimated discharges are also indicated
by asterisks. These estimates are usually less than 59,000.
The total for all codes presented at the beginning of
each table includes estimates for codes not shown in the
table. Likewise, the total for each diagnostic chapter or
procedure category includes estimates for all the codes
in the chapter or category, whether or not they are
shown individually. Estimates for 5-digit codes may not
add to the 4-digit total, 4-digit codes to the 3-digit
total, or, for procedures, 3-digit codes to the 2-digit
total because the totals include estimates for codes not
shown or because the data were rounded to the nearest
thousand for presentation.
Although 4- and 5-digit diagnostic codes are pre-
sented together under the 3-digit codes of which they are a
part, the estimates for 4- and 5-digit codes cannot be
added to obtain the estimate for the 3-digit code. For
example, in table 1 the estimate for first-listed diagnosis
code 008 is 96,000. If the estimates for the 4- and 5-digit
codes included in 008 are added, the total would be
110,000. This occurs because the estimate of 16,000 for
code 008.49 is part of the estimate of 17,000 for code 008.4
and thus cannot be added to it. Similarly, estimates for 3-
and 4-digit codes cannot be added
estimate for a 2-digit code,
Diagnostic data
The first-listed diagnosis is the
together to obtain the
diagnosis identified as
the principal diagnosis or listed first on the face sheet of
the medical record. The number of all-listed diagnoses
includes first-listed diagnoses and other diagnoses appear-
ing on the medical record. At present, a minimum of one
and up to a maximum of seven diagnoses are coded;
before 1979, however, the maximum number was five.
With regard to all-listed diagnoses, it should be
pointed out that there is a certain amount of “double
coding” inherent in the ICD–9–CM; that is, certain diag-
noses require the coding of two diagnostic codes, For
example, females with deliveries all have one additional
diagnostic code that indicates the outcome of their deliv-
ery (single Iiveborn; twins, both liveborn; and the like).
Procedure data
Procedures include surgical and nonsurgical opera-
tions, diagnostic procedures, and special treatments. Since
1979, up to four procedures have been coded for each
discharge, an increase from the maximum of three proce-
dures coded in preceding years. Certain ICD-9-CM pro-
cedure codes are not used in NHDS. These codes are
listed in appendix II.
Computation of other statistics
The data in tables 1-4 can be used to compute other
hospital use statistics, such as rates of diagnoses and
average lengths of stay for diagnoses. In general, a rate is
the ratio between one statistic (for example, number of
discharges) and another statistic (for example, the popu-
lation) for a given period of time (such as 1 year). Usually
the resulting figure is multiplied by some constant (for
example, 100, 1,000, or 10,000) to produce rates greater
than one. The rates shown in most National Hospital
Discharge Survey publications are rates of discharges,
diagnoses, and procedures per 1,000, 10,000, or 1.00,000
civilian population for a given year.
An average length of stay is calculated by dividing the
number of days of care by the number of discharged
patients. This statistic can be calculated for first-listed
diagnoses by dividing the days of care of patients with the
diagnosis from table 2 by the number of patients with the
diagnosis from table 1.
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TOTAL MALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST HIOUEST sOUTH INEST
NUMBER OF FIRST-L ISTEO OIAGNOSES IN THOUSANOS
ALL CO OES. . . . . . .
001-139 . . . . . . .
003 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
003.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
OO.s . . . . . . . . . . . . .
008.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
008.49 . . . . . . . . . .
008.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
ooa.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
009 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
009.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
009. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
011 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
011.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
034 . . . . . . . . . . . .
034.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
038 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
038.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
038. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
038.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
038.40 . . . . . . . . . .
038.42 . . . . . . . . . .
038-49 . . . . . . . . . .
038.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
038.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
040 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
041 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
042 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
042. 0 . . . . . . . . . . .
042.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
047 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
047.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
052 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
053 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
053. 9 . . . . . . . . . . .
054 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
055 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
070 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
070.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
075 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
078 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
078. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
079 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
079.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
098 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Liz . . . . . . . . . . . . .
135 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
136 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
136.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
140-239 . . . . . . .
141 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
141.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
1+5 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
15”0 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE L. NUHBER OF FIRST-LISTEO OIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTs !JISCHARGED FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS. 8Y ICLk9_CM CODE. SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REG1ON ❑F HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES, 1989—coN.
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FEMALE YEARS YEARS VEARS OVER EAST MIOUEST SOUTH IAEST
NUMBER OF FIRST-L ISTEO OIAGNOSES IN THOUSANOS
198 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
198.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
198.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
19a.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
198.89 . . . . . . . . . .
L99 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
199.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
200 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
200.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
200.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
201 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
201. 9 . . . . . . . . . . .
202 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
202.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
202.80 . . . . . . . . . .
202.83 . . . . . . . . . .
2D.?.88 . . . . . . . . . .
203 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
203.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
204 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
204.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
204.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
205 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
205.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
210 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
210.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
211 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
211. 3 . . . . . . . . . . .
212 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
213 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
214 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
214. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
217 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
218 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
218.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
218. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
218.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
218.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
220 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
225 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
225.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
226 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
227 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
227.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
228 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
233 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
233. 0 . . . . . . . . . . .
233. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
235 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
237 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
238 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
239 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
240-2T9 . . . . . . .
241 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2+1.0. . . . . . . . . . .































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE 1. NUHBER OF FI17ST-LISTEO OIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NfflFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-C!I COOE, SEX ANO
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ICD-9-CM 15 15-44 45-64 AND
CODE TOTAL MALE
NORTH-
FEHALE YEARS YEA RS YEARS OVER EAST 1410HEST SWTH wEST
242 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
242.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
242.00 . . . . . . . . . .
24* . . . . . . . . . . . . .
244.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
250 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.?50.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
250.00 . . . . . . . . . .
250.01 . . . . . . . . . .
250.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
.?50.10 . . . . . . . . . .
250.11 . . . . . . . . . .
250.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
250.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
250.40 . . . . . . . . . .
250.41 . . . . . . . . . .
250.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
250.51 . . . . . . . . . .
250.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
250.60 . . . . . . . . . .
250.61 . . . . . . . . . .
250.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
250.70 . . . . . . . . . .
250.71 . . . . . . . . . .
250.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
250.80 . . . . . . . . . .
250.81 . . . . . . . . . .
250.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
250.90 . . . . . . . . . .
250.91 . . . . . . . . . .
251 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
251.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
251.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
252 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
252.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
253 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
255 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
255.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
263 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
263.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
2T2 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
272.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
272.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
274 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
274.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
275 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
27’5.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
276 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
276.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
276.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
216.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
276.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
276.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
276.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
276.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
277 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
277.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
27’7.00 . . . . . . . . . .
278 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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TOTAL MALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST 1410HEST SMITH wEST
280-289 . . . . . . .
280 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
280.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
280.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
281 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
281.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
282 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
282.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
282.62 . . . . . . . . . .
283 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
284 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
284.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
285 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
285. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
285.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
286 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
287 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
28 T. 3 . . . . . . . . . . .
287.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
288 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
288.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
288.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
289 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
289.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
289.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
290-319 . . . . . . .
290 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
290.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
290. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
290.10 . . . . . . . . . .
290. 3 . . . . . . . . . . .
290.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
291 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
291.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
291.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
292 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
292.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
293 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
293.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
293. 8 . . . . . . . . . . .
293.83 . . . . . . . . . .
295 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
295.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
295.30 . . . . . . . . . .
295.32 . . . . . . . . . .
295.34 . . . . . . . . . .
295.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
295.62 . . . . . . . . . .
295.64 . . . . . . . . . .
295.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
295.70 . . . . . . . . . .
295.74 . . . . . . . . . .
295.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
295.90 . . . . . . . . . .






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: ESTIMATES OF 5,000-9,000 ARE TO aE USEO WITH
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CAUTION: SEE ‘USE OF TAf3LESm IN TEXT.
,TASLE 1. NUHBER OF FIRST-LISTED DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NCWFEOERAL HOSPITALS, By IC~9-cM coo E* sEx ANo
AGE OF PAT1 ENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REG1ON OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES* 1989—CON.






15 15-44 +5-64 ANO
COOE
NORTH-
TOTAL MALE FEMALE YEARS YEA RS YEARS OVER EAST M1oHEST SOUTH MEST
NuMBER OF F IRST-LISTEO OIAGNOSES IN THOUSANOS
296 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
296.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
296.20 . . . . . . . . . .
296.23 . . . . . . . . . .
296.24 . . . . . . . . . .
296.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
296.30 . . . . . . . . . .
296.33 . . . . . . . . . .
.?96.34 . . . . . . . . . .
296.4 . . . . . . . . . .
296.40 . . . . . . . . . .
296.4+ . . . . . . . . . .
296.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
296.50 . . . . . . . . . .
296.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
296.60 . . . . . . . . . .
296.64 . . . . . . . . . .
296.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
296.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
296.82 . . . . . . . . . .
296.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
291 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
297.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
298 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
298.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
290.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
300 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
300.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
300.00 . . . . . . . . . .
300.01 . . . . . . . . . .
300. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
300.11 ..’ . . . . . . . .
300.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
300.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
301 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
301.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
30 L.83 . . . . . . . . . .
301-89 . . . . . . . . . .
303 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
303.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
303.00 . . . . . . . . . .
303.01 . . . . . . . . . .
303.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
303.90 . . . . . . . . . .
303.91 . . . . . . . . . .
304 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
304.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
304.01 . . . . . . . . . .
304.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
304.20 . . . . . . . . . .
304.21 . . . . . . . . . .
304.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
304. T....... . . . .
304.71 . . . . . . . . . .
304.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
304.81 . . . . . . . . . .
304.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
304.90 . . . . . . . . . .
305 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
305.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
305.00 . . . . . . . . . .
305.01 . . . . . . . . . .
305.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
305.61 . . . . . . . . . .
305.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
305.90 . . . . . . . . . .
307 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
307.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
307.51 . . . . . . . . . .
307. 8 . . . . . . . . . . .
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: ES TINATES OF 5,000-9,000 ARE TO 8E USEO uITH CAUTION: SEE ‘USE OF TA8LESn IN TEXT.
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b
TABLE 1. NUNBER OF FIRST-LISTED DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGE FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, 8Y ICC-9-CM CODE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REG1ON OF HOSPITAL: UN ITEO STATES, 1989--CON.










FEHALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST M1OHEST SOUTH uEST
NUMBER 06 FIRST-L ISTEO DIAGNOSES IN THOUSANOS
308 . .. .. .. .. .. ..
309 . .. .. .. .. .. ..
309.0 . .. .. .. .. ..
309.2 . .. .. .. .. ..
309.28 .. .. .. .. ..
309.4 ... .. .. .. ..
309. s..... .. .. ..
309.9 ... .. .. .. ..
310 . .. .. .. .. .. ..
310.1 . .. .. .. .. ..
310.2 ... .. .. .. ..
3L0.9 . .. .. .. .. ..
311 . .. .. .. .. .. ..
312 ... .. .... .. ..
313 . .. .. .. .. .. ..
313. 8. .. .. .. .. ..
313. 81 .. .. .. .. ..
320-389 . .. .. ..
320 . .... .. .. .. ..
320.0 . .. .. .. .. ..
322 . .... .. .. .. ..
322.9 . .. .. .. .. ..
331 ... .. .. .. .. ..
331.0 . .. .. .. .. ..
331.4 . .. .. .. .. ..
332 . .. .. .. .. .. ..
332.0 ... .... .. ..
333 . .. .. .. .. .. ..
336 . .. .. .. .. .. ..
336.9 . .. .. .. .. ..
337 . .. .. .. .. .. ..
337.9 . .. .. .. .. ..
340 . .. .. .. .. .. ..
342 . .. .. .. .. .. ..
342. 9. .. .. .. .. ..
3+3 . .. .. .. .. .. ..
344 . .... .. .. .. ..
344.6 . .. .. .. .. ..
345 ... .. .. .. .. ..
345. 1. .. .. .. .. ..
345.10 .. .. .. .. ..
345.3 . .. .. .. .. ..
345. 5. .. .. .. .. ..
345.9 ... .. .. .. ..
345.90 .. .. .. .. ..
346 . .... .. .. .. ..
346. 1... .. .. .. ..
3+6.9 . .. .. .. .. ..
348 . .. .. .. .. .. ..
348.1 . .. .. .. .. ..
3+8.2 . .. .. .. .. ..
3+8.3 . .. .. .. .. ..
349 ... .. .. .. .. ..
349. 0. .. .. .. .. ..
350 . .. .. .. .. .. ..
350.1 . .. .. .. .. ..


























































NOTE: ESTIMATES OF 5,000-9,000 ARE TO BE USEO HITH CAUTION: SEE “USE OF TABLES” IN TEXT.
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TAf3LE 1. NUMBER OF FIRST-LISTED OIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS L31SCHARGE0 FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS. By IcI++W Coo E. sEx ANo
AGE OF PAT1 ENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REG1ON OF HOSPITAL: uNITEO STATES, 1989 —CON-
(S.5E HEAONOTE AT BEGINNING OF TABLE)
SEX AGE REG ION
65
uNDER YEARS
ICO-9-CH 15 15-44 45-6+ ANO NORT+
CODE TOTAL MALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST HIoHEST S (W TH klEsT
NUH6ER OF FIRST-L ISTEO DIAGNOSES IN THOUSANOS
354 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
35+.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
35+.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
355 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
356 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
356.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
357 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
357.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
358 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
361 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
361.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
361. 00 . . . . . . . . . .
361. B. . . . . . . . . . .
361.81 . . . . . . . . . .
361. 9 . . . . . . . . . . .
362 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
365 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
366 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
366.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
366.10 . . . . . . . . . .
366.17 . . . . . . . . . .
366.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
370 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
371 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3?1.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
375 . . . . . . . . . . ..-
376 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3T6. O. . . . . . . . . . .
376.01 . . . . . . . . . .
378 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
379 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
379.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
379.23 . . . . . . . . . .
380 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
381. . . . . . . . . . . . .
381. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
381.10 . . . . . . . . . .
381.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
382 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
382. 0 . . . . . . . . . . .
382.00 . . . . . . . . . .
3S2.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
384 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
38%2 . . . . . . . . . . .
384.20 . . . . . . . . . .
385 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
386 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
386.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
386. L . . . . . . . . . . .
386.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
386.30 . . . . . . . . . .














































































































































































































































































































TA8LE 1. F4JHBER OF FIRST-LISTED DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY lCO-9-CH COOE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PAT1 ENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: uNITEO STATES, 1989—CON.






15-44 45-64 ANO MRTH-
TOTAL HALE FEHALE YEARS YEA RS YEARS OVER EAST MIOUEST SMITH UEST
NUMBER OF FIRST-L ISTEO OIAGNOSES IN THOUSANOS
390-459 . .. .. ..
39% .. .. .. .. .. ..
396 . .. .. .. .. .. ..
398 . .. .. .. .. .. ..
398.9 . .. .. .. .. ..
401 . .. .. .. .. .. ..
401.0 . .. .. .. .. ..
401. 1....... .. ..
+01.9 . .. .. .. .. ..
+02 . .. .. .. .. .. ..
+02.9 . .. .. .. .. ..
402.90 .. .. .. .. ..
402.91 .. .. .. .. ..
403 ... .. .. .. .. ..
403.0 . .. .. .. .. ..
403. 9. .. .. .. .. ..
403.90 .. .. .. .. ..
403.91 .. .. .. .. ..
410 . .. .. .... .. ..
410.0 . .. .. .. .. ..
410.00 .. .. .. .. ..
410.01 .. .. .. .. ..
410. 1. .. .. .. .. ..
410.10 .. .. .. .. ..
410. 11 .. .. .. .. ..
410.2 . .. .. .. .. ..
410.20 .. .. .. .. ..
410.21 .. .. .. .. ..
410.3 . .. .. .. .. ..
410.4 ... .. .. .. ..
410.40 .. .. .. .. ..
410.41 .. .... .. ..
410. 5. .. .. .. .. ..
410.6 . .. .. .. .. ..
410.7 . .. .... .. ..
410.70 .. .. .. .. ..
410.71 .. .. .. .. ..
410.8 . .. .. .. .. ..
410.9 . .. .. .. .. ..
410.90 .. .. .. .. ..
410.91 .. .. .. .. ..
411 ... .. .. .. .. ..
411. 1. .. .. .. .. ..
411.8 ... .. .. .. ..
411. Be .. .. .. .. ..
411.89 .. .. .. .. ..
412 . .. .. .. .. .. ..
413 . .. .. .. .. .. ..
413.9 . .. .. .. .. ..
414 . .. .. .. .. .. ..
414.0 . .. .. .. .. ..
414.8 . .. .. .. .. ..
414.9 . .. .. .. .. ..
415 ... .. .. .. .. ..
415.1 . .. .. .. .. ..
416 . .. .. .. .. .. ..
416.0 ... .. .. .. ..
4L6.9 . .. .. .. .. ..
420 ... .. .. .. .. ..
420.9 . .. .. .. .. ..
420.90 .. .. .. .. ..
421 ... .. .. .. .. ..
421. 0. .. .. .. .. ..
423 . .. .. .. .. .. ..









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: ESTIMATES OF 5,000-9,000 ARE TO BE usEo UITH CAUTION: SEE ‘USE OF TABLES* IN TEXT.
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TABLE 1. NUMBER OF FIRST-LISTED DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NOMFEOERAL HOSPITALS, BY lCC-+CU CODE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITED STATES, 1989—CON.




ICO-9-Ct4 15 15-44 45-64 ANO
COOE TOTAL HALE
M RTH-
FEMALE YEARS YEA RS YEARS OVER EAST M1OHEST SilJTH uEST























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE 1. NUMBER OF FIRS T-L ISTEO OIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROH SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, EIY ICC-9-CM COOE, SEX AND
AGE OF PAT1 ENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: uNITEO STATES, 1989--COh.






15 13-% +5-64 ANO NORTH-
















































466.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
466. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
470 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
471 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
+73 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
473.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
473.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
473.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
473. 9 . . . . . . . . . . .
47+ . . . . . . . . . . . . .
474.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
474. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
474. 10 . . . . . . . . . .







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE 1. NuRBER OF FIRST-LISTED OIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS. BY lCO-9-CM COOE. SEX AND
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REG1ON OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES, 1989—CON.






15 15- # 45-64 ANO
COOE TOTAL HALE
NORTH-
FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MIOMEST SOJTH HEST
NuMBER OF FIRST-LISTED OIAGNOSES IN THOUSANOS
475 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
478. . . . . . . . . . . . .
478.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
478.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
478.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
480 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
480.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
480.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
481 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
482 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
48.?.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
482.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
482.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
482.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
482.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
4a2.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
482.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
483 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
485 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
486- . . . . . . . . . . . .
487 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
487.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
490 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
491 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
491.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
492 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
492.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
493 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
493.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
493.00 . . . . . . . . . .
493.01 . . . . . . . . . .
493.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
493.90 . . . . . . . . . .
493.91 . . . . . . . . . .
496 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
307 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
507.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
510 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
511 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
511.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
511.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
511.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
512 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
512.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
513 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
513.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
514 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
515 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
516 . .. .. .. .. .. ..
518 . .. .. .. .. .. ..
518.0 . .. .. .. .. ..
518.3 ... .. .. .. ..
518.4 . .. .. .. .. ..
518.8 ... .. .. .. ..
51a. al.. .... .. ..
51a.82 .. .. .. .. ..
51a. a9 .. .. .. .. ..
519 . .. .. .. .. .. ..
519. 1. .. .. .. .. ..
519. a... .. .. .. ..
519.9 . .. .. .. .. ..
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE 1. NUMBER OF FIRST-LISTED OIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, 8Y lCO-9-CM COOE, SEX AND
AGE OF PATIENT, AND GEDGRAPHIC REG1ON OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES, 1989—CON.




ICO-9-CM 15 15- ++ 45-W ANO
COOE TOTAL
NORTH-
HALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MIO14EST SOUTH wEST
NUMBER OF FIRST-L ISTEO OIAGNOSES IN THOUSANOS
520-5T9. . . . . . .
520 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
520.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
521 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
521.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
522 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
524 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
524.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
52+.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
524.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
526 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
527 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
527. 2 . . . . . . . . . . .
528 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
530 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
530. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
530.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
530. 3 . . . . . . . . . . .
530. 5 . . . . . . . . . . .
530.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
531 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
531.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
531.00 . . . . . . . . . .
531.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
531.30 . . . . . . . . . .
531.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
531. 40 . . . . . . . . . .
531.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
531. 90 . . . . . . . . . .
532 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
532.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
532.00 . . . . . . . . . .
532. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
532.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
532.30 . . . . . . . . . .
532. 4 . . . . . . . . . . .
532.40 . . . . . . . . . .
532. 5 . . . . . . . . . . .
532. 50 . . . . . . . . . .
532.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
532.90 . . . . . . . . . .
533 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
533. + . . . . . . . . . . .
533.40 . . . . . . . . . .
533.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
533.90 . . . . . . . . . .
535 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
535.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
535.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
535.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
535. 5 . . . . . . . . . . .
535.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
536 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
536.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
536.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
536.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
537 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
537.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
540 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
540.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
540. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
540.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
541 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
550 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
550. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
550. 10 . . . . . . . . . .
550.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
550.90 . . . . . . . . . .
550.91 . . . . . . . . . .













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE : ESTIMATES OF 5,000-9,000 ARE TO BE USEO UITH CAUTION: SEE ‘USE OF TABLES- IN TEXT.
TABLE 1. twNBER OF FIRS T-L ISTEO DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NOUFEOERAL HOSPITALS, BY lCL!--CH COOE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITED STATES, 1989--CON.











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: ES TINATES OF 5,000-9,000 ARE TO 8E USEO UITH CAUTION: SEE ‘USE OF TA8LES= IN TExT.
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TABLE 1. NUUBER OF FIRST-LISTED DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROH SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, By ICC-9-CM COOE, SEX ANO
ALE OF PAT1 ENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UN ITEO STATES, 1989—CON.








15 L 5-44 45-64 AND NORTH-
VEARS V EA RS YEARS OVER EAST M1OUEST SOUTH 14EST
572. ... .. .. .. .. .
572. 2. .. .. .. .. ..
573 . .. .. .. .. .. ..
573.3 . .. .. .. .. ..
574 ... .. .. .. .. ..
51%0 . .. .. .. .. ..
574.00 .. .. .. .. ..
574.01 .. .. .. .. ..
574. 1. .. .. .. .. ..
574. 10 .. .. .. .. ..
574. 11 .. .. .. .. ..
574.2 . .. .. .. .. ..
574.20. .. .. .. .. .
574.3 . .. .. .. .. ..
574.31 .. .. .. .. ..
574.4 . .. .. .. .. ..
57+. +0.. .. .. .. ..
574.5 . .. .. .. ...-
574.50 .. .. .. .. ..
575 . .. .. .. .. .. ..
575.0 . .. .. .. .. ..
575. L. .. .. .. .. ..
576 . .. .. .. .. .. ..
576. L. .. .. .. .. ..
576.2 . .. .. .. .. ..
576.8 . .. .. .. .. ..
577 . .. .. .... .. ..
577.0 . .. .. .. .. ..
577. 1. .. .. .. .. ..
578 . .. .. .. .. .. ..
578.0 . .. .. .. .. ..
578. L. .. .. .. .. ..
578.9 . .. .. .. .. ..
579 ... .. .. .. .. ..
580-629 ... .. ..
581 . .. .. .. .. .. ..
581.9 . .. .. .. .. ..
582 ... .. .. .. .. ..
584 ... .. .. .. .. ..
584.9 . .. .. .. .. ..
585 ... .. .. .. .. ..
586 ... .. .. .. .. ..
590 ... .. .. .. .. ..
590. 1. .. .. .. .. ..
590. 10 .. .. .. .. ..
590.8 . .. .. .. .. ..
590. 80 .. .. .. .. ..
591 . .. .. .. .. .. ..
592 ... .. .. .. .. ..
592.0 . .... .. .. ..
592.1 . .. .. .. .. ..
592.9 . .. .. .. .. ..
593 . .. .. .. .. .. ..
593.4 . .. .. .. .. ..
593.7 . .. .. .. .. ..
593. 8. .. .. .. .. ..
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TABLE 1. wti6ER oF FIRs T-L ISTEO DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGED FROM .SHORT-STAY tAOtAFEOERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-CN CGOE, SEX AN(J
AGE OF PATIENT, AND GEOGRAPHIC REG1O?A OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES, 1989—CON.







15-44 45-64 ANO NORTN-
TOTAL MALE FEMALE YEARS YEA RS YEARS ❑VER EAST HIOHEST SOJTH uEST
NUMBER OF FIRST-L ISTEO OIAGNOSES IN THOUSANOS
594 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
594. L. . . . . . . . . . .
595 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
595.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
595.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
596 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
596.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
598 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
598.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
599 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
599.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
599.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
600. . . . . . . . . . . . .
601 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
601.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
603 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
603.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
60+ . . . . . . . . . . . . .
604.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
604.90 . . . . . . . . . .
604.99 . . . . . . . . . .
607 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
607. a. . . . . . . . . . .
607. a+.. . . . . . . . .
boa . . . . . . . . . . . . .
6oa.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
6oa.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
610 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
610.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
611 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
611.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
611.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
611.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
611.72 . . . . . . . . . .
614 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
614.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
61%1 . . . . . . . . . . .
614.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
61k.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
6L4. + . . . . . . . . . . .
614.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
614.9 . . . . . . . . . .
615 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
615.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
616 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
616.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
617 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
617.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
617.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
617.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
6L7.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
ala . . . . . . . . . . . . .
61a. o . . . . . . . . . . .
61a. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
61a.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
618.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
618.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
6La. 5. . . . . . . . . . .
618. a . . . . . . . . . . .
619 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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TABLE 1. NUMBER OF FIRS T-L ISTEO OIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NLWFEOERAL HOSPITALS. BY ICC-9-CH COOE. SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: uNITEO STATES, 1989--CON.




lCO-9-CH 15 15-44 45-64 ANO NORTH-
COOE TOTAL MALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MIOIAEST SOUTH UEST
NUMBER OF FIRST-L ISTEO OIAGNOSES IN THOUSANOS
620 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
620.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
620. 1. . . . . . . . . . .
620.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
621 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
621.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
622 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
622. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
623 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
625 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
625.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
625.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
625.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
626 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
626.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
626.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
627 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
627.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
628 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
628.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
630-676 . . . . . . .
632 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
633 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
633. 1. . . . . . . . . . .
63% . . . . . . . . . . . .
634.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
634.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
634.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
634.91 . . . . . . . . . .
634.92 . . . . . . . . . .
635 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
635.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
635.90 . . . . . . . . . .
635. 92 . . . . . . . . . .
637 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
637.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
637.91 . . . . . . . . . .
640 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
6+0.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
640.03 . . . . . . . . . .
b41 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
641. 1. . . . . . . . . . .
641. 13 . . . . . . . . . .
641.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
641.93 . . . . . . . . . .
64.? . . . . . . . . . . . . .
642.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
642.33 . . . . . . . . . .
642.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
662.43 . . . . . . . . . .
643 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
643.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
643.03 . . . . . . . . . .
643.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
643.13 . . . . . . . . . .
644 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
644.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
644.03 . . . . . . . . . .
644. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
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TABLE 1. NUHBER OF FIRST-LISTED DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICC-*CM COOE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REG1ON OF HOSPITAL: UNXTEO sTATES, 1989—CON.




ICO-9-CM 15 15-44 45-64 AND
COOE
NORTH-
TOTAL HALE FEMALE YEARS YEA KS YEARS OVER EAST 141016EST SOUTH IAEST “ ., .
NUMBER OF FIRST-LISTED OIAGNOSES IN THOUSANOS
646.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
646.63 . . . . . . . . . .
646.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
646.83 . . . . . . . . . .
64 T . . . . . . . . . . . . .
647.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
64 T.63 . . . . . . . . . .
648 . . . . . . . . . . ..-
6+8.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
648.03 . . . . . . . . . .
648.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
648.23 . . . . . . . . . .
648.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
64a. a3 . . . . . . . . . .
64a.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
64a.93 . . . . . . . . . .
654 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
654.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
654.53 . . . . . . . . . .
656 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65a . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65a.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
65a.13 . . . . . . . . . .
659 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
659.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
659. 13 . . . . . . . . . .
666 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
670 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
670.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
670.04 . . . . . . . . . .
680_709. . . . . . .
681 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
681.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
bal. of . . . . . . . . . .
681.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
bal. lo . . . . . . . . . .
602 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
6a2. o. . . . . . . . . . .
682.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
6a2.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
682.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
6a2. 5. . . . . . . . . . .
682.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
6a2*7 . . . . . . . . . . .
6a2.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
6a5 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
6a5. L. . . . . . . . . . .
686 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
686.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
693 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
693.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
695 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
701 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
707 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
707.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
707.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
709 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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TABLE 1. NUMBER OF FIRS T-L ISTEO OIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY lCO-+CM COOE, SEX AND
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: uNITED STATES, 1989--CON.




ICO-9-CM 15 15-44 45-64 A NO
COOE TOTAL
M RTH-
14ALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS VEARS OVER EAST 14101AEST SOUTH UEST
NU!4BER OF FIRST-L ISTEO OIAGNOSES IN THOUSANOS
710-739 . . . . . . .
710 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
710.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
711 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
711.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
711.06 . . . . . . . . . .
7L4 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
714. o . . . . . . . . . . .
715 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
715. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
715.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
715.35 . . . . . . . . . .
715.36 . . . . . . . . . .
715.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
715. 90 . . . . . . . . . .
715.95 . . . . . . . . . .
715.96 . . . . . . . . . .
716 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
716.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
716.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
717 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
717.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
717.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
717.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
117.83 . . . . . . . . . .
718 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
718.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
718.31 . . . . . . . . . .
718.36 . . . . . . . . . .
7L8.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
718. a . . . . . . . . . . .
719 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
719.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
1L9.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
721 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
721.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
721. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
721.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
722 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
722.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
722.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
722.10 . . . . . . . . . .
722.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
722.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
722.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
122. 52 . . . . . . . . . .
722.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
722.71 . . . . . . . . . .
7.?2.73 . . . . . . . . . .
722.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
722.83 . . . . . . . . . .
722.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
722.91 . . . . . . . . . .
722.93 . . . . . . . . . .
723 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
723.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
723.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
723.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
724 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
724.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
724. 02 . . . . . . . . . .
724.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
724.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
724. +....... . . . .
724. 5 . . . . . . . . . . .
724.8 . . . . . . . . . . .


















































































































































































































































































































































5,000-9,000 ARE 70 BE USEO WITH CAUTION: SEE ‘uSE OF TABLES- IN TEXT.
TABLE 1. NuMBER OF FIRST-LISTED DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS+ BY ICG9-CM COOES SEx ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REG1ON OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES, 1989—CON.





15 15-44 +5-6+ AND
COOE
NORTH-
TOTAL MALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MIOHEST SWTH MES1
726 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
726.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
726.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
726.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
726.33 . . . . . . . . . .
726.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
727 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
727.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
727.00 . . . . . . . . . .
T27. L. . . . . . . . . . .
727.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
727.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
728 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
728.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
729 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
729.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
729.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
729.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
730. . . . . . . . . . . . .
730.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
730. oT . . . . . . . . . .
730. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
730.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
730.27 . . . . . . . . . .
730.28 . . . . . . . . . .
732 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
733 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
733. L . . . . . . . . . .
733. + . . . . . . . . . . .
733. +2... T......
733.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
733.81 . . . . . . . . . .
733.82 . . . . . . . . . .
733.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
733.99 . . . . . . . . . .
135 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
735.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
736 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
738 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
738. + . . . . . . . . . . .
740-759 . . . . . . .
.742 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
74% . . . . . . . . . . . .
745...........*.
-145.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
7+5.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
745.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
745.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
746 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
747. . . . . . . . . . . . .
747.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
747.81 . . . . . . . . . .
7+9 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
749.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
750 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
750.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
751 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
752 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
752.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
752.6 . . . . . . . . . . .




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE 1. NUUBER OF FIRST-LISTED OIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-IX COOE, SEX AND
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REG1ON OF HOSPITAL: uNITED STATES, 1989--CON.




[CD-9-CM 15 15-44 45-6+ A NO NORTH-
CO OE TOTAL HALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MIOMEST SWTH UEST
753 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
15+ . . . . . . . . . . . . .
754. 5 . . . . . . . . . . .
755 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
756 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
759 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
760-779 . . . . . . .
765 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
165. L . . . . . . . . . . .
165.10 . . . . . . . . . .
765.16 . . . . . . . . . .
765. 18 . . . . . . . . . .
769 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
7T0 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
770.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
111.............
771.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
17% . . . . . . . . . . . .
77+.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
77a . . . . . . . . . . . . .
719 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
780-799 . . . . . . .
780 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
780.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
7ao.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
780.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
7ah . . . . . . . . . . . .
784.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
185 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
786 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
786.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
786.09 . . . . . . . . . .
186. 5 . . . . . . . . . . .
786. 50 . . . . . . . . . .
786. 52 . . . . . . . . . .
786.59 . . . . . . . . . .
baa . . . . . . . . . . . . .
7aa. o . . . . . . . . . . .
788.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
7a9 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
7a9. o . . . . . . . . . . .
799 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
799.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
800-999 . . . . . . .
800 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
aoo. o . . . . . . . . . . .
801 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
801.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
adz . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ao2. o . . . . . . . . . . .
ao2.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
802.25 . . . . . . . . . .
ao2. 3 . . . . . . . . . . .
aoz.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
ao2.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
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TABLE 1. ?AUNBER OF FIRST-LISTED DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGE FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HIISPITALS, BY ICC-9-CM COtIE. SEX ANQ
AGE OF PATIENT, AND GEOGRAPHIC REG1ON OF HOSPITAL: UNITED STATES, 1989—CQN.
(SEE HEAONQTE AT BEG ItUAING OF TABLE)




15 15-44 k5-64 ANO NORTH-
COOE TOTAL HALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST M1ouEST SIIJTH HES1
803 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
805 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
805.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
805.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
805.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
806 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
afar . . . . . . . . . . . .
aol. o . . . . . . . . . . .
ao7. of . . . . . . . . . .
807.02 . . . . . . . . . .
ao7. a3 . . . . . . . . . .
807.09 . . . . . . . . . .
807.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
EON.............
808. 0. . . . . . . . . . .
808.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
ao8.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
ale . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ale. o . . . . . . . . . . .
81a. of . . . . . . . . . .
adz . . . . . . . . . . . . .
alz. o . . . . . . . . . . .
812.00 . . . . . . . . . .
awl . . . . . . . . . .
a12.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
812.20 . . . . . . . . . .
ala. + . . . . . . . . . . .
812.40 . . . . . . . . . .
a12.41 . . . . . . . . . .
ala . . . . . . . . . . . . .
813.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
813.01 . . . . . . . . . .
813.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
813.23 . . . . . . . . . .
a13.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
a13.4h . . . . . . . . .
a13. +2 . . . . . . . . . .
a13.44.. . . . . . . . .
a13.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
813. a3 . . . . . . . . . .
815.............
815.0...........
ala. . . . . . . . . . . . .
816.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
816. 11 . . . . . . . . . .
820 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
820.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
820.00 . . . . . . . . . .
a20.02 . . . . . . . . . .
820.03 . . . . . . . . . .
820.09 . . . . . . . . . .
820.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
820.20 . . . . . . . . . .
820.21 . . . . . . . . . .
820.22 . . . . . . . . . .
a20. a . . . . . . . . . . .
ail . . . . . . . . . . . . .
a2ho . . . . . . . . . . .
821.00 . . . . . . . . . .
821.01 . . . . . . . . . .
a2b2 . . . . . . . . . . .
a2k20 . . . . . . . . . .
821.23 . . . . . . . . . .
a22 . . . . . . . . . . . . .




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE 1. NuMBER OF FIRS T-L ISTEO OIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICC-9-CM COOE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITED STATES, 1989—CON.






15-44 45-64 ANO NORTH-
TOTAL MALE FEMALE YEARS YE4RS YEARS ov ER EAST MIOHEST SOUTH ldEST
823. . . . . . . . . . . . .
023.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
823.00 . . . . . . . . . .
823.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
823.22 . . . . . . . . . .
823.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
823.80 . . . . . . . . . .
823.82 . . . . . . . . . .
823.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
823.92 . . . . . . . . . .
824 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
82+.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
824.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
82%4 . . . . . . . . . . .
824.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
82%8 . . . . . . . . . . .
824.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
825 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
825.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
825.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
831 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
831.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
831.04 . . . . . . . . . .
835 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
835.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
836 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
836. 0 . . . . . . . . . . .
836. 1. . . . . . . . . . .
a39 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
839.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
840 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
840.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
843 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
84% . . . . . . . . . . . . .
844. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
84+.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
844.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
845 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
845.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
845.09 . . . . . . . . . .
B46 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
846. 0 . . . . . . . . . . .
847 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
a47. o . . . . . . . . . . .
a47.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
B48 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ado . . . . . . . . . . . . .
850.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
850. 1. . . . . . . . . . .
850.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
850.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
851 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
851. 8 . . . . . . . . . . .
B52 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
852. 2 . . . . . . . . . . .
852. 20 . . . . . . . . . .
853 . . . . . . . . . . . . .










































































































































































































































































































NOTE: ESTIHATES OF 5,000-9,000 ARE TO BE USEO uITH CAUTION: SEE ‘USE OF TABLES- IN TEXT.
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TABLE 1. tWHBER OF FIRS T-L ISTEO DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGED FROH SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY 1CG9-CN COOE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES. 1989—CON.










FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MIOIIEST SOUTH IAEST
a54 ... .. .. .. .. ..
‘s54.0 . . . . . . . . . .
854.00 . . . . . . . . . .
854.01 . . . . . . . . . .
854.02 . . . . . . . . . .
a54.06 .. .. .. .. ..
a54.09 .. .. .. .. ..
860 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
a60. o. .. .. .. .. ..
ail ... .. .. .. .. ..
861.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
861.01 . . . . . . . . . .
862 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
a63 . .... .. .. .. ..
a64 . .. .. .. .. .. ..
a64. o. .. .. .. .. ..
a65 . .... .. .. .. ..
865.0 ... .. .. .. ..
a65.04 .. .. .. .. ..
866 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
866.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
a68 ... .. .. .. .. ..
871 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
873 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
873.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
a73.4 . .. .. .. .. ..
a73.42 .. .. .. .. ..
a75 ... .. .. .. .. ..
875.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
a79 . .. .. .. .. .. ..
8T9.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
ado ... .. .. .. .. ..
gal . .. .. .. .. .. ..
aaho . .. .. .. .. ..
a81.1 ... .. .. .. ..
881.2 . .. .. .. .. ..
adz ... .. .. .. .. ..
8a2.1 . .. .. .. .. ..
a83 ..... .. .. .. ..
aa3.1 . .. .. .. .. ..
a83.2 ... .. .. .. ..
a86 . .. .. .. .. .. ..
a86. O. .. .. .. .. ..
ado . .. .. .. .. .. ..
a90. o. .. .. .. .. ..
ah .. .... .. .. ..
891.0 . .. .. .. .. ..
891. 1... .. .. .. ..
a92 ... .. .. .. .. ..
a92. 1... .. .. .. ..
905 . .. .. .. .. .. ..
919 . .. .. .. .. .. ..
919.0 . .. .. .. .. ..
920 . .... .. .. .. ..
921 . .. .. .. .. .. ..
922 ..... .. .. .. ..
922. 1. .. .. .. .. ..
922.2 . .. .. .. .. ..
922.3 ... .. .. .. ..






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TALILE L. NUUEIER OF FIRST-L ISTEO DIAGNOSES FOR inpatients OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICC+9-CM COOEV SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT. ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UN ITEO STATES, 1989—coN.





ICO-9-CM 15 15-44 45-6+ AND NORTH-
COOE TOTAL MALE FEMALE YEARS YEA RS VEARS OVER EAST MIOIAEST SMITH IJEST
NUMBER OF FIRST-L ISTEO OIAGNOSES IN THOUSANOS
924 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
92+. 0 . . . . . . . . . . .
924.01 . . . . . . . . . .
924.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
935 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
935. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
941 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
945 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
945.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
9.45.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
946 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
94 b.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
946.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
955 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
958 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
958. 3 . . . . . . . . . . .
959 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
959. i . . . . . . . . . . .
963 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
963.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
965 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
965.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
965. 1. . . . . . . . . . .
965.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
966 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
966. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
96 T . . . . . . . . . . . . .
967.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
969 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
969.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
969.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
972 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
972. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
97+ . . . . . . . . . . . . .
974. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
975 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
9T7. . . . . . . . . . . . .
971.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
9TT.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
986 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
989 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
989.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
99 L. . . . . . . . . . . . .
994 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
994. 1. . . . . . . . . . .
995 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
995. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .



























































































































































TABLE 1. NJHBER OF FIRST-L ISTEO OIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY W?J4FEOERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICS-9-CM COOE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES, 1989—CON.










FEHALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MIOHEST SOUTH MEST
NUMBER OF FIRST-LISTEO OIAGNOSES IN THOUSANOS
996 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
996.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
996.01 . . . . . . . . . .
996.03 . . . . . . . . . .
996.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
996.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
996.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
996.39 . . . . . . . . . .
996.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
996.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
996.59 . . . . . . . . . .
996.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
996.60 . . . . . . . . . .
996.62 . . . . . . . . . .
996.69 . . . . . . . . . .
996.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
996.70 . . . . . . . . . .
996.73 . . . . . . . . . .
996.74 . . . . . . . . . .
996. B. . . . . . . . . . .
996. a l . . . . . . . . . .
99 T. . . . . . . . . . . . .
997.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
997.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
997.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
991.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
997.62 . . . . . . . . . .
99a . . . . . . . . . . . . .
998.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
998.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
99 B.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
99e. a.- . . . . . . . . .
999 . . . . . . . . . ...*
VOI-V82. . . . . . .
Vlo . . . . . . . . . . . . .
VL2 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V22 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V22.2... . . . . . . . .
V24 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V24. O. . . . . . . . . . .
V25 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V25.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
VAT. . . . . . . . . . . . .
v27. o. . . . . . . . . . .
V27. I . . . . . . . . . . .
V27.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
V27.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
V30 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V30. I . . . . . . . . . . .
V45 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
v45. a . . . . . . . . . . .
V51 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V54 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V54. O. . . . . . . . . . .
V55 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V55.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
V56 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V57 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V57. I . . . . . . . . . . .
v57. a . . . . . . . . . . .
V57.89 . . . . . . . . . .
V57.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
V5B . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V58. O. . . . . . . . . . .
v5a. h . . . . . . . . . .
V5B.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
V58. B. . . . . . . . . . .
V67 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V67. O. . . . . . . . . . .
V70 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V70.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
V71 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V71.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
wl.7 . . . . . . . . . . .






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: Es TlnATEs OF 5.000-9,004 ARE TO 8E usEo HITH CAUTION: SEE .USE OF TABLES. IN TEXT.
TABLE 2. NuMBER OF DAYS OF CARE FOR INPATIENTS 01 SCHARGEL3 FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY lCO-FCU CODE OF FIRST-LISTED
OIAGNOSIS, SEX ANO AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL; UNITEO STATES, 1989
(EXCLUOES NEHBORN INFANTS. COOE NUM8ERS ARE FROM THE INTERNATIONAL CLASS 1F1CATION OF oISEASES, 9TH REV IS1ON, CLINICAL MOC1F1CATION





ICD-9-CM 15 15- 4+ 45-W ANO NORTH-
COOE TOTAL HALE FEHALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MIDWEST SCUTH WEST































































































































































































































































































































































ALL COOES... . . . .
001-139 . . . . . . .
003 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
003.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
008 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
008.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
008.49 . . . . . . . . . .
008.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
008.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
009 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
009.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
009.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
011 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
011.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
034 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
034.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
038 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
038. 0 . . . . . . . . . . .
038.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
038.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
038. +0 . . . . . . . . . .
038.42 . . . . . . . . . .
038.49 . . . . . . . . . .
038.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
038.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
040 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
041 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
0+2 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
042.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
042.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
oAT . . . . . . . . . . . . .
047.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
052 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
053 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
053. 9 . . . . . . . . . . .
054 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
055 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
070 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
070. 9 . . . . . . . . . . .
075 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
078 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
078. 1. . . . . . . . . . .
079 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
079.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
098 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
112 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
135 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
136 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
136.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
140-239 . . . . . . .
141 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1+1.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
145 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
150 . . . . . . . . . . . . .






































































































































































PRECEOEO BY ASTERISK, USE ACCOROING TO SIZE OF CORRESPONDING ESTIMATE IN TABLE 1: SEE ‘USE OF TABLES1g IN TEXT.
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TABLE 2. NUMBER OF OAYS OF CARE FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGED FRO#l SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL N3SP ITALS, BY ICC-+CM COOE OF F IRS T-L ISTEO
OIAGNOSIS, SEX ANO AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL; uNITEO STATES, 1989—CON.




ICO-9-CM 15 15- ++ 45-64 ANO NORTH-
COOE TOTAL HALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST M1o HEST SOUTH wEST
NuH8ER OF OAYS OF CARE IN THOUSANOS
151 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
151.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
151.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
153 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
153.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
153.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
153.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
153.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
153.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
153. 9 . . . . . . . . . . .
154.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
154.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
155 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
155.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
156 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
157 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
157.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
157.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
161 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
16 L.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
162 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
162.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
162.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
162.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
162.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
162.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
170 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
170.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
171 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
172 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
173 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
173.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
174 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
IT+.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
174.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
174.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
174.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
Lao . . . . . . . . . . . . .
lao. o. . . . . . . . . . .
180.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
182 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Zez. o. . . . . . . . . . .
183 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
la3. o . . . . . . . . . . .
la b . . . . . . . . . . . . .
188 . . . . . . . . . . . .
18a.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
laa. a . . . . . . . . . . .
la8.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
lab . . . . . . . . . . . . .
189.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
191 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
191.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
191.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
193 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
195 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
196 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
197 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
197.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
197.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
197.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
197.6 . . . . . . . . . . .



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































PRECEOEO BY ASTERISK, USE ACCOROING TO SIZE OF CORRESPONDING ESTIMATE IN TABLE 1: SEE ‘USE OF 7AaLESn IN TEXT.
33
TABLE 2. NUMBER OF DAYS OF CARE FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGED FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY lCO-9-CM CIIOE OF FIRS T-L ISTEO
OIAGNOS IS, SEX ANO AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL; UNITEO STATES, 1989--CON.
(SEE HE AONOTE AT 8EGINN1NG OF TABLE)
SEX AGE REG1ON
65
UNO E R YEARS
ICC-9-CH 15 15-4+ 45-64 ANO
CODE TOTAL HALE
NORTH-
FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST HIO14EST SOUTH tlEST
NUMBER OF OAYS OF CARE IN THOUSANOS
198 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
198.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
198. 5 . . . . . . . . . . .
198.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
198.89 . . . . . . . . . .
199 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
199.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
200 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
200.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
200.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
.?O1 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
201.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
.202 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
202.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
202.80 . . . . . . . . . .
202.83 . . . . . . . . . .
202. so . . . . . . . . . .
203 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
203. 0 . . . . . . . . . . .
204 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
204.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
204.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
205 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
205.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
210 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
210. 2 . . . . . . . . . . .
211 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
211. 3 . . . . . . . . . . .
212 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
213 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
214 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
21+.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
21 T . . . . . . . . . . . . .
218 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
218.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
21 EJ.l . . . . . . . . . . .
218.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
218.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
220 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
225 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
225.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
226 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
227 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
227.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
228 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
233 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
233. 0 . . . . . . . . . . .
233.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
235 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
237 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
238 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
239 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
240-279 . . . . . . .
241 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
241.0 . . . . . . . . . . .























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: IF ESTIMATE PRECEOEO BY ASTERISK, uSE ACCIJROING TO S12E OF CORRESPONDING ESTIMATE IN TAaLE L: SEE ‘USE OF TABLESm IN TEXT.
TABLE 2. NUMBER OF DAYS OF CARE FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFE!JERAL HOSP ITALS. BY ICO-9-C14 COOE OF F lRST-L lSTEO
oIAGNos Is, SEX ANO AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL; UNITEO STATES, 1989—coN.










FE14ALE YEARS YEA RS YEARS OVER EAST uIOWEST SIYJTH HEST
242 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
242.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
242.00 . . . . . . . . . .
244 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2-44.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
250 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
250.0. . . . . . . . . . .
250.00 . . . . . . . . . .
250.01 . . . . . . . . . .
250. 1. . . . . . . . . . .
250.10 . . . . . . . . . .
250. 11 . . . . . . . . . .
250.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
250.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
250.40 . . . . . . . . . .
250.41 . . . . . . . . . .
250.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
250.51 . . . . . . . . . .
250.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
250.60 . . . . . . . . . .
250.61 . . . . . . . . . .
250.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
250.70 . . . . . . . . . .
250.71 . . . . . . . . . .
250.8. . . . . . . . . . .
250.80 . . . . . . . . . .
250.81 . . . . . . . . . .
250.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
250.90 . . . . . . . . . .
250.91 . . . . . . . . . .
251 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
251.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
251.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
252 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
252.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
253 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
255 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
255.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
263 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
263.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
272 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
272.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
272.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
274 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
274.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
275 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
275.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
276 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
276.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
276. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
276.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
276.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
276.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
276..S . . . . . . . . . . .
276.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
277 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
277.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
277.00 . . . . . . . . . .
278 . . . . . . . . . . . . .







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































PRECEOEO BY ASTERISK, USE ACCOROING TO SIZE OF CORRESPONDING ESTI14ATE IN TA8LE 1: SEE wSE OF 7A8LESM IN TEXT.
IABLE z. NUMBER OF DAYS OF CARE FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGED FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-CU CODE OF FIR ST-L ISTEO
OIAGNOSIS, SEX AND AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL; uNITEO STATES, 1989--CON.









FEHALE YEARS YEA RS YEARS Ov ER EAST MIOWEST SOUTH klEST










































































































































































































































2ao-289 . . . . . . .
280 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
280.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
280.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
zag . . . . . . . . . . . . .
261.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
282 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
282.6 . . . . . . . . . . .









































































































































263 . . . . . . . . . . . . . * *
284 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
284.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
285 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
285.1 . . . . . . . . . . .

















* *2S6 . . . . . . . . . . . . . *
287 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
287.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
za7.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
baa . . . . . . . . . . . . .
288.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
28a. a . . . . . . . . . . .
289 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
289.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
269.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
290-319 . . . . . . .
290 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
290.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
290. 1. . . . . . . . . . .
290.10 . . . . . . . . . .
290.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
290.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
291 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
291.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
291.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
292 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
292.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
293 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
293.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
293.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
293.83 . . . . . . . . . .
295 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
295. 3 . . . . . . . . . . .
295.30 . . . . . . . . . .
295. 32 . . . . . . . . . .
295.34 . . . . . . . . . .
295.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
295.62 . . . . . . . . . .
295.64 . . . . . . . . . .
295.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
295.70 . . . . . . . . . .
295.74 . . . . . . . . . .
295.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
295.90 . . . . . . . . . .


















































































































































NOTE: IF ESTIMATE pREc EoEo ay As TERIsK, usE ACCOROING TO SIZE OF CORRESPONDING ESTIMATE IN TA8LE 1: SEE IWISE OF TABLES. IN TEXT.
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TABLE 2. MJMBER OF OAYS OF CARE FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL lKISP ITALS, 8Y ICC-9-CM CGOE GF F IRS T-L ISTEO
OIAGNOSIS, SEX ANO AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL; UNITED STATES, 1989—CON.




ICO-9-CM 15 1 5+4 45-6+ NORTH-
COOE TO lAL HALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS 0;% EAST MIOIJEST SCUTH UEST
296 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
296.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
296.20 . . . . . . . . . .
296.23 . . . . . . . . . .
296.24 . . . . . . . . . .
296.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
296.30 . . . . . . . . . .
296. 33 . . . . . . . . . .
296.3 + . . . . . . . . . .
296.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
296. +0 . . . . . . . . . .
296. ++ . . . . . . . . . .
296.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
296.50 . . . . . . . . . .
296.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
296.60 . . . . . . . . . .
296.64 . . . . . . . . . .
296.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
296.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
296.82 . . . . . . . . . .
296.9 . . . . . . . . ..-
297 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
297.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
298 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
298.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
298.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
300 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
300.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
300.00 . . . . . . . . . .
300.01 . . . . . . . . . .
300. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
300.11 . . . . . . . . . .
300.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
300.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
301 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
301.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
301.83 . . . . . . . . . .
301.89 . . . . . . . . . .
303 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
303.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
303.00 . . . . . . . . . .
303.01 . . . . . . . . . .
303.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
303.90 . . . . . . . . . .
303.91 . . . . . . . . . .
304 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
304.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
304.01 . . . . . . . . . .
304.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
304.20 . . . . . . . . . .
304.21 . . . . . . . . . .
304.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
304.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
304.71 . . . . . . . . . .
304.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
304. 81 . . . . . . . . . .
304.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
304.90 . . . . . . . . . .
305 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
305.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
305.00 . . . . . . . . . .
305.01 . . . . . . . . . .
305.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
305.61 . . . . . . . . . .
305.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
305.90 . . . . . . . . . .
COT. . . . . . . . . . . . .
30 T.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
307.51 . . . . . . . . . .
307.8 . . . . . . . . . . .










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































N07E: IF EST IllA7E PRECEOEO BY ASTERISK, USE ACCOROING TO SIZE OF CORRESPONDING ESTIMATE IN TABLE 1: SEE ‘USE OF TAE!LESN IN TEXT.
37
TABLt 2. NuMBER CIF OAYS OF CARE FOR INPATIENTS OI$CHARGED FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL H12SPITALS, 8Y ICO-9-CU CODE CF FIR ST- LISTEO
OIALNOS IS, SkX ANO AGE OF PATIENT, ANO G60GRAPH1C REG1ON OF HOSPITAL; uNITEO STATES, 1989--CON.




[CO-9-CM 15 15-44 45-6+ ANCI NORTH-
CO OE TOTAL MALE FEMALE YEARS YEA RS YEARS OVER EAST FIIOWEST SCUTH HEST
NUMBER OF OAYS OF CARE IN THOUSANDS
308 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
309 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
309.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
309. 2 . . . . . . . . . . .
309.28 . . . . . . . . . .
309. + . . . . . . . . . . .
309.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
309.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
310 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
310. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
310. 2 . . . . . . . . . . .
310. 9 . . . . . . . . . . .
311 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
312 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
313 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
313.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
313. 81 . . . . . . . . . .
320-389 . . . . . . .
320 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
320.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
322 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
322.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
331 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
331.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
33 L.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
332 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
332.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
333 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
336 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
336.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
337 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
33T.9. . . . . . . . . . .
,.
340 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
342 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
342.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
343 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
344 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
344.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
345 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
345. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
345. 10 . . . . . . . . . .
345. 3 . . . . . . . . . . .
345. 5 . . . . . . . . . . .
345. 9 . . . . . . . . . . .
345.90 . . . . . . . . . .
346 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
346. 1. . . . . . . . . . .
3+6.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
348 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
348. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
348.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
348.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
349 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
349.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
350 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
350. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
353 . . . . . . . . . . . . .






































































































































































TABLE 2. NUMBER OF DAYS OF CARE FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGED FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL tk3SP ITALS, BY ICC-9-CM CODE OF F IRST-LISTEO
DIAGNOSIS, SEX ANO AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGIOtA OF HOSPITAL; UNITEO STATES, 1989—CON.









FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MIouEST SOUTH MEST
354 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
354.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
354.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
355 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
356 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
356.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
357.. . . . . . . . . . . .
357.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
358 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
361 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
36 L. O. . . . . . . . . . .
361.00 . . . . . . . . . .
361.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
361.81 . . . . . . . . . .
361.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
362 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
365 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
366 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
366.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
366.10 . . . . . . . . . .
366.17 . . . . . . . . . .
366.9 . .. .... .. ..
370.. .. .. .. .. .. .
371.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
375 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
376 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
376.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
376.01 . . . . . . . . . .
378 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
379 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
379.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
379..? 3 . . . . . . . . . .
380 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
381. . . . . . . . . . . . .
381.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
381.10 . . . . . . . . . .
381.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
382 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
382.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
382.00 . . . . . . . . . .
382. 9. . . . . . . . . . .
384 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
384.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
384.20 . . . . . . . . . .
3s5 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
386 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
386.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
386.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
386.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
386.30 . . . . . . . . . .
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: IF ESTIMATE PRECEOEO 8Y ASTERISK. USE ACCOROING TO SIZE OF CORRESPONDING ESTIMATE IN TABLE 1: SEE WJSE OF TA&ES. IN TEXT.
39
TABLE 2. NUHBER OF OAYS OF CARE FOR lNPATIENIS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-C14 COOE OF FIRST-LISTED
DIAGNOSIS, SEX ANO ALE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REG1ON OF HOSPITAL; UN1 TEO STATES, 1989--CON.




lCO-9-C14 15 15-44 45-64 ANO
CO OE
NORTH-
TOTAL MALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS ov ER EAsT MIOIAEST SOUTH uEST

































































































































































































































































































































































































394 ... .. .. .. .. ..
396 ... .. .. .. .. .. *
398 ... .. .. .. .. ..
398.9 . .. .. .. .. ..
*
*
401 . .. .. .. .. .. ..
401.0 . .. .. .. .. ..
401. 1... .. .. .. ..
401.9 . .. .. .. .. ..
402 . .. .. .. .. .. ..
402.9 ... .. .. .. ..
402.90 .. .. .. .. ..













403 . .. .. .. .. .. ..
403.0 . .. .. .. .. ..
403.9 ... .. .. .. ..
403.90 .. .. .. .. ..












410 . .. .. .. .. .. ..
410.0 . .. .. .. .. ..
410.00 .. .. .. .. ..
410.01 .. .. .. .. ..
410. 1. .. .. .. .. ..
410. 10 .. .. .. .. ..
410.11 .. .. .. .. ..
410.2 . .. .. .. .. ..
410.20 .. .. .. .. ..
410.21 .. .. .. .. ..
410.3 . .. .... .. ..
410.4 . .. .. .. .. ..
410.40 .. .. .. .. ..
410.41 .. .. .. .. ..
410.5 . .. .. .. .. ..
410.6 . .. .. .. .. ..
410.7 . .. .. .. .. ..
410.70 .. .. .. .. ..
410.71 .. .. .. .. ..
410.8 . .. .. .. .. ..
410.9 ... .... .. ..
410.90 .. .. .. .. ..







































































































411 . .. .. .. .. .. ..
411. 1. .. .. .. .. ..
411.8 . .. .. .. .. ..
411. so. .. .. .. .. .



















412 ... .. .. .. .. ..
413 ... .. .. .. .. ..










414 . .... .. .. .. ..
414.0 . .. .. .. .. ..
4L4.8 ... .. .. .. ..




















415 . .. .. .. .. .. ..
415. 1... .. .. .. ..
416 . .. .. .. .. .. ..
416.0 . .. .. .. .. ..

















420 ... .. .. .. .. ..
420.9 . .. .. .. .. ..










421 . .. .. .... .. ..
421.0 . .. .. .. .. ..
423 . .. .. .. .. .. ..









NOTE: IF ESTIMATE PRECEOEO BV ASTERISK, USE ACCOROING TO SIZE OF CORRESPONDING ESTIMATE IN TABLE 1: SEE *USE OF TABLES- IN TEXT.
TABLE 2. NUHBER OF DAYS OF CARE FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL WSPITALS, BY ICO-9-CPl COOE OF FIRST-LISTED
DIAGNOSIS, SEX A140 AGE ❑F PAT lENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL; UNITEO STATES, 1989—CON.







TOTAL MALE FEMALE YEARS Y EARS YEARS OVER EAST tlIOi4EST SWTH HEST
NUMBER OF OAYS OF CARE IN THOUSANOS
424 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
424.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
424.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
425 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
425.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
426 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
426.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
426. L. . . . . . . . . . .
426.11 . . . . . . . . . .
427 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
427.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
42 T.l . . . . . . . . . . .
627.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
427.31. . . . . . . . . . .
+27.32 . . . . . . . . . .
427.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
427.41 . . . . . . . . . .
427.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
427.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
427.69 . . . . . . . . . .
427.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
427.81 . . . . . . . . . .
427.89 . . . . . . . . . .
4.?7.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
428 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
428.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
42a.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
429 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
429.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
430 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
431 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
432 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
432.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
433 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
433.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
433.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
434 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
+34.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
434.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
434.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
435 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
435.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
435.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
435. %.... . . . . . .
436 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
43 T . . . . . . . . . . . . .
437.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
437.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
437.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
437.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
437.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
438 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
440. . . . . . . . . . . . .
440.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
440.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
441 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
441.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
441.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
442 . . . . . . . . . . . . .


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: IF ESTIMATE PRECEOEO 8Y ASTERISK, USE ACCOROING TO SIZE OF CORRESPONOING ESTIHATE IN TA8LE 1: SEE ‘USE OF 7A SL ES- IN TEXT.
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TABLE 2. NUMBER OF OAYS OF CARE FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSP ITALS, BY ICO-9-CM CODE OF FIR ST-L ISTEO
OIAGNOSIS, SEX ANO AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REG1ON OF HOSPITAL; UNITEO STATES, 1989—CON.





15 15-44 45-64 ANO NORTH-
CO OE TOTAL MALE FEMALE YEARS YEA RS YEARS OVER EAST HIotiEST SOUTH HEST
NUMBER DF DAYS OF CARE I N THOUSANOS
443 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
443.9 . . . . . . . . . .
+44 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4+4.0 . . . . . . . . ..-
4+4.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
444.21 . . . . . . . . . .
4+4.22 . . . . . . . . . .
444.8 . . . . . . . . . .
444.81 . . . . . . . . . .
++6 . . . . . . . . . . . .
W- T... . . . . . . . . . .
447.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
451 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45 L. O. . . . . . . . . . .
451. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
+51.11 . . . . . . . . . .
451.19 . . . . . . . . . .
451.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
453 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
453. e . . . . . . . . . . .
453.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
45+ . . . . . . . . . . . . .
454.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
+54.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
454.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
455 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
455.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
455.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
455.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
456 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
456.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
457 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
458 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
458.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
458.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
459 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
+59.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
4b0-519 . . . . . . .
461 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
461.9 . .. .. .. .. ..
462 ... .. .. .. .. ..
463 ... .. .. .. .. ..
464 ... .. .... .. ..
46%3 . .. .. .. .. ..
464.4 . .. .. .. .. ..
465 . .. .. .. .. .. ..
465.9 . .. .. .. .. ..
466 . .. .. .. .. .. ..
466.0 . .... .. .. ..
466. L... .. .. .. ..
470 ... .. .. .. .. ..
471 . .. .. .. .. .. ..
473 ... .. .... .. ..
4T3. o... .. .. .. ..
473.2 . .. .. .. .. ..
4T3.8 . .. .. .. .. ..
473.9 . .. .. .. .. ..
4-?4. .. .. .. .. .. ..
474.0. ... .. .. .. .
47+.1 ... .. .. .. ..
47+. 10 .. .. .. .. ..
+74.11... .. .. .. .






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































PRECEOEO BY ASTERISK, USE ACCORDING TO SIZE OF CORRESPONDING ESTIMATE IN TA8LE 1: SEE ‘USE OF TABLES- IN TEXT.
42
TABLE 2. NUMBER OF OAKS OF CARE FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL tCISP lTALS, BY ICO-9-CM COOE OF FIR ST-L ISTEO
OIAGNOSIS, SEX ANO AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL; UNITEO STATES, 1989—CON.








15-44 45-64 ANO NORTH-
TOTAL MALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MIDWEST SOUTH UEST
475 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
478 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
478.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
+78.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
478.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
480 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
480.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
480.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
481 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
482 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
482.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
48.?.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
482.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
482.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
482.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
482.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
482.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
483 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
485 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
486 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
487 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
487.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
490 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
491 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
491.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
492 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
492.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
493 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
493.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
493.00 . . . . . . . . . .
493.01 . . . . . . . . . .
493.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
493.90 . . . . . . . . . .
w3.9L . . . . . . . ..-
496 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
507 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
507. 0 . . . . . . . . . . .
510 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
511 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
511.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
511.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
511.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
512 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
512.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
513 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
513.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
514 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
515 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
516 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
518 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
518.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
518.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
518.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
51a.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
518.81 . . . . . . . . . .
518.82 . . . . . . . . . .
518.89 . . . . . . . . . .
519 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
519. 1. . . . . . . . . . .
519.8 . . . . . . . . . . .

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































PRECEOED 8Y AsTERISK, USE ACCORDING TO S12E OF CORRESPONDING ESTIMATE IN TABLE 1: SEE ‘USE OF TA8LESn IN TEXT.
43
TABLE 2. NUMBER OF OAYS OF CARE FOR Inpatients DISCHARGED FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-CM CGOE OF FIRS T- LISTEO
OIAGNOSIS, SEX ANO AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL; UNITEO STATES, 1989—CON.




1CW9-CM 15 15-44 45-64 A NO
COOE TOTAL MALE FEMALE
NORTH-
YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MIOUEST S W TH iiES7
520-579 . . . . . . .
520 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
520.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
521 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
521. 0 . . . . . . . . . . .
522 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
524 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
524.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
524.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
524.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
526 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
521 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
527.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
528 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
530 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
530. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
530. 2 . . . . . . . . . . .
530.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
530. 5 . . . . . . . . . . .
530.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
531 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
531.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
531.00 . . . . . . . . . .
531.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
531. 30 . . . . . . . . . .
531. 4 . . . . . . . . . . .
531.40 . . . . . . . . . .
531.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
531.90 . . . . . . . . . .
532 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
532.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
532.00 . . . . . . . . . .
532.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
532.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
53.?.30 . . . . . . . . . .
532.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
532.40 . . . . . . . . . .
532.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
532.50 . . . . . . . . . .
532. 9 . . . . . . . . . . .
532.90 . . . . . . . . . .
533 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
533.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
533.40 . . . . . . . . . .
533.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
533.90 . . . . . . . . . .
535 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
535.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
535. 3 . . . . . . . . . . .
535.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
535.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
535.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
536 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
536.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
536.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
536. 9 . . . . . . . . . . .
537 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
537.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
540 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
540.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
540.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
540.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
541 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
550 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
550. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
550.10 . . . . . . . . . .
550.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
550. 90 . . . . . . . . . .
550.91 . . . . . . . . . .







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: IF ESTIMATE PRECEOEO BY AS7ER1SK. USE ACCOROING To SIZE OF CORRESPONDING EST IHATE IN TAL3LE 1: SEE WJSE OF TAELESII ItA TEXT.
44
TABLE 2. NUMBER OF OAYS OF CARE FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, 8Y ICC-9-CH COOE OF FIRST- LISTEO
OIAGNOSIS, SEX ANO AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REG1ON OF HOSPITAL; uNITEO STATES, 1989—CON.
(SEE HEAONa TE AT BEGINNING OF TABLE]





15 15-4+ 45-64 ANO NORTH-
COOE TOTAL HALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MIoi6EST SOUTH ‘dEST
552 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
552.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
552.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
552.20 . . . . . . . . . .
552.21 . . . . . . . . . .
553 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
553.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
553.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
553.20 . . . . . . . . . .
553.21 . . . . . . . . . .
553.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
555 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
555.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
555.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
555.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
556 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
557... . . . . . . . . . .
557.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
557.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
558 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
558.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
560 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
560.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
560.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
560.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
560.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
560.39 . . . . . . . . . .
560.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
560.81 . . . . . . . . . .
560.89 . . . . . . . . . .
560.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
562 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
562.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
562.10 . . . . . . . . . .




565 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
565.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
565.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
566 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
567 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
567.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
568 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
568.0. . . . . . . . . . .
569 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
569.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
569.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
%9.4... . . . . . . . .
569.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
569.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
569.83 . . . . . . . . . .
570. . . . . . . . . . . . .
571 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
571.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
571.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
571. k . . . . . . . . . . .
57 L.49. . . . . . . . . .












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: IF ESTIMATE PRECEOEO 8Y ASTERISK, USE ACCOROING TO SIZE OF CORRESPONDING ESTIMATE IN TABLE 1: SEE WISE OF TAELESN IN TEXT.
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TABLE 2. NUMBER OF OAVS OF CARE FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROH SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSP ITALS, BY lCD-9-CH COOE OF FIRST-LISTED
OIAGNOSIS, SEX ANO AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL; UNITEO STATES, 1989--CON.




ICO-9-CM 15 15-44 +5-64 A NO NORTH-
COOE TOTAL MALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MIOi4EST SOUTH tdEST
NUMBER OF OAYS OF CARE IN THOUSANDS
572 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
572.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
573 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
573.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
574 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
574.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
57+.00 . . . . . . . . . .
57+01 . . . . . . . . . .
574.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
574. 10 . . . . . . . . . .
574.11 . . . . . . . . . .
574.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
574.20 . . . . . . . . . .
574.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
574.31 . . . . . . . . . .
574.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
574.40 . . . . . . . . . .
574.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
574.50 . . . . . . . . . .
575 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
575.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
575. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
576 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
576.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
516.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
576.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
577 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
577.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
577.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
578 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
578.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
57a. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
578.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
579 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
580-629 . . . . . . .
581 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
581.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
582 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
584 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
584.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
585 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
586 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
590 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
590. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
590. 10 . . . . . . . . . .
590.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
590.80 . . . . . . . . . .
591 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
592 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
592.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
592. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
592.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
593 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
593. % . . . . . . . . . .
593.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
593.8 . . . . . . . . . . .


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: IF ESTIMATE PRECEOEO BY ASTERISK, uSE ACCOROING 70 SIZE OF CORRESPONOING ESTIMATE IN TA8LE I: SEE ‘USE OF TA34ES* IN TEX7.
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TABLE 2. NUHEER OF DAYS OF CARE FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGED FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSP lTALS, BY lCC-9-Ct4 COOE GF F lRST-LISTEO
OIAGNOSIS, SEX ANO AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL; UNITED STATES, 1989—CON.









TOTAL HALE FEMALE YEARS Y EARS YEARS OVER EAST UIOUEST SOUTH WEST
594 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
594. L . . . . . . . . . . .
595 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5’35.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
595.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
596 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
596.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
598 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
598.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
599 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
599.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
599.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
600 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
sol . . . . . . . . . . . . .
601. 0 . . . . . . . . . . .
603 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
603.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
60+ . . . . . . . . . . . . .
604.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
60%90 . . . . . . . . . .
60+.99 . . . . . . . . .
607 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
607.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
607.8 k . . . . . . . . . .
608 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
608.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
608.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
6L0 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
610.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
611 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
611.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
611.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
611.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
611.72 . . . . . . . . . .
6L4 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
614.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
614.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
6L4.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
6L4.3. . . . . . . . . . .
614.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
6L4.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
614.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
615 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
6L5.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
616 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
616. o . . . . . . . . . . .
6L7 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
617.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
617.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
617.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
617.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
618 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
618. o . . . . . . . . . . .
618.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
6L8.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
61%3 . . . . . . . . . . .
618.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
618.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
618.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
619 . . . . . . . . . . . . .



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NoTE: IF EST IFIATE PRECEOEO 8Y ASTERISK, USE ACCOROING TO S12E OF CORRESPONOING ESTIHATE IN TABLE 1: SEE ‘USE OF TA8LES II IN TEXT.
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TA81. E 2. NuMBER OF OAVS OF CARE FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGED FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, aY [CO-9-CM COOE oF FIRsT-LLs TEo
OIAGNOSIS, SEX ANO AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL; uNITEO STATES* 1989 —CoN.






15 15-44 45-64 AND
CODE TOTAL MALE
NORTH-
FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST 1410uEST SCSJTH uEST
NUMBER OF OAVS OF CARE IN THOU SANOS
620 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
620. 0 . . . . . . . . . . .
62 D. I . . . . . . . . . . .
620.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
621 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
621. 3 . . . . . . . . . . .
622 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
622. 1. . . . . . . . . . .
623 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
625 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
625.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
625.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
625.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
626 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
626.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
626.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
62 T. . . . . . . . . . . . .
627. 1. . . . . . . . . . .
628 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
628.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
630-676 . . . . . . .
632 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
633 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
633. 1. . . . . . . . . . .
634 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
634.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
634. 1. . . . . . . . . . .
634.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
634.91 . . . . . . . . . .
63+. 92 . . . . . . . . . .
635 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
635. 9 . . . . . . . . . . .
635.90 . . . . . . . . . .
635.92 . . . . . . . . . .
637 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
637.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
637.91 . . . . . . . . . .
640 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
6+0. 0. . . . . . . . . . .
640.03 . . . . . . . . . .
641 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
64 L. I . . . . . . . . . . .
641. 13 . . . . . . . . . .
641.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
641.93 . . . . . . . . . .
642 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
642.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
642.33 . . . . . . . . . .
6+2.4. . . . . . . . . . .
642.43 . . . . . . . . . .
643 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
643.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
643.03 . . . . . . . . . .
643. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
643. 13 . . . . . . . . . .
64+ . . . . . . . . . . . . .
644.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
644.03 . . . . . . . . . .
644. 1. . . . . . . . . . .
































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: IF ESTIMATE PRECEOEO 8Y ASTERISK, USE ACCOROING TO S12E OF CORRESPONDING ESTIMATE IN TABLE 1: SEE ‘USE OF TABLESn IN 7EX7.
TABLE 2. NUHB ER OF OAYS OF CARE FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO_9-CH COO E OF F IRST-LISTEO
DIAGNOSIS, SEX AND AGE OF PATIENT, AND GEOGRAPHIC REGIffl OF HOSPITAL; UtAITEO STATES, 1989—CON.









FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST HIOIAEST SCAITH MEST






























































































































































































































































648.23 . . . . . . . . . .
648a...........
648.63 . . . . . . . . . .
648.9 . . . . . . . . . . .

















































































666 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
670 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
670.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
670.04 . . . . . . . . . .
680-109 . . . . . . .
681 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
halo ...........
68 L.OO . . . . . . . . . .
6ah L ..........








682.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
6a2.9...........



























































































































6a6 . . . . . . . . . . . . .















693 . . . . . . . . . . . . .















695 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
701 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
707 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
707.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
70 T. I . . . . . . . . . . .
* * * * * *

































NOTE: IF ESTIMATE PREC EOEO BY ASTERISK, USE ACCOROING TO SIZE OF CORRESPONDING ESTIMATE IN TABLE 1: SEE ‘USE OF TAM-ES- IN TEXT.
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TABLE Z. NUHBER OF DAYS OF CARE FoR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSP lTALS, BY ICO-9-CM COOE OF FIRS T-L ISTEO
OIAGNOSIS, SEX AND AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL; UNITEO STATES, 1989—CON.





UNO E R YEARS
15 15-44 45-.6+ AND
MALE
NORTH-
FEMALE YEARS YEA RS YEARS OVER EAST MLOWEST SOUTH HEST
710-739 . . . . . . .
710 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
710.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
711 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
711.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
TII. 06 . . . . . . . . . .
714 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
714.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
715 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
715. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
715. 3 . . . . . . . . . . .
715.35 . . . . . . . . . .
715.36 . . . . . . . . . .
715.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
715.90 . . . . . . . . . .
715.95 . . . . . . . . . .
715.96 . . . . . . . . . .
716 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
716. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
716. 9 . . . . . . . . . . .
711 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
717.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
717.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
717.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
717.83 . . . . . . . . . .
718 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
718.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
71$3.31 . . . . . . . . . .
718.36 . . . . . . . . . .
718.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
718.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
719 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
719.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
719.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
721 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
721. 0 . . . . . . . . . . .
721. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
721.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
122 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
722.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
722. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
722. 10 . . . . . . . . . .
722.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
722.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
722. 5 . . . . . . . . . . .
722. 52 . . . . . . . . . .
722. 7 . . . . . . . . . . .
722. Tl . . . . . . . . . .
722. 73 . . . . . . . . . .
722.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
722.83 . . . . . . . . . .
722.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
722. 91 . . . . . . . . . .
722. 93 . . . . . . . . . .
723 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
723. 0 . . . . . . . . . . .
723. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
723.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
724 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
724.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
724.02 . . . . . . . . . .
724.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
724.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
724.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
724.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
724.8 . . . . . . . . . . .

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: IF ESTIMATE PRECEOEO BY ASTERISK, uSE ACCORDING TO SIZE OF CORRESPONOING ESTIMATE IN TABLE 1: SEE WISE OF TABLES,( IN TEXT.
50
TABLE 2. NUt49ER OF DAYS OF CARE FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL M3SPITALS, BY ICD-9-CH COOE OF F IRS T-L ISTEO
OIAGNOSIS, SEX ANO AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REG1ON OF HOSPITAL: UtAITEO STATES, 1989—CON.





15 15-46 +5-6+ AND NORTH-
COOE TOTAL MALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS Ov ER EAST flIouEST SOUTH uEST
NUMBER OF OAYS OF CARE IN THOUSANOS
726 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
726. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
726.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
726.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
726.33 . . . . . . . . . .
TZ6.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
727 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
727.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
727.00 . . . . . . . . . .
72 T. L. . . . . . . . . . .
727. % . . . . . . . . . .
727.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
728.. . . . . . . . . . . .
728.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
729 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
729.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
729. 5. . . . . . . . . . .
729.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
730 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
730.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
730.07 . . . . . . . . . .
730.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
730.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
730.27 . . . . . . . . . .
730.28 . . . . . . . . . .
732 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
733 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
T33. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
733.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
733. +2 . . . . . . . . . .
733.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
T33.81 . . . . . . . . . .
733.82 . . . . . . . . . .
733.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
733.99 . . . . . . . . . .
735 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
735. 0 . . . . . . . . . . .
736 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
738 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
738. % . . . . . . . . . .
740-759 . . . . . . .
Tk2 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
7+4 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
745 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
745.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
745.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
7+5.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
7+5.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
T46 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
747 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
747.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
747.81 . . . . . . . . . .
749 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
749.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
750 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
750.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
151 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
752 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
752.5 . . . . . . . . . . .





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NoTE: IF ESTIMATE PRECEOEO BY ASTERISK, USE ACCOROING TO SIZE OF CORRESPONDING ESTIHATE IN TABLE 1: SEE ‘USE OF TABLES* IN TEXT.
51
TABLE 2. NUMBER OF DAYS OF CARE FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROH SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICC-9-CM CCOE GF FIR ST-L ISTEO
OIAGNOS IS, SEX ANO AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL; uNI TEO STATES. 1989--CON.





Ic O-9-CM 15 15-44 +5-64 A NO
CO OE
NORTH-
TOTAL MALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MIOUEST SWTH IAEST


















































802.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
802.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
802.25 . . . . . . . . . .
802.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
802.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
802.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































PRECEOEO BY ASTERISK, USE ACCOROING TO SIZE OF CORRESPONOING ESTIMATE IN TABLE L: SEE ‘USE OF TABLESW IN TEXT.
52
TABLE 2. NUMBER OF OAYS OF CARE FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGE FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY lCO-9-CM COOE OF F lRST-LISTED
DIAGNOSIS, SEX AND AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REG1ON OF HOSPITAL; uNITED STATES, 1989—CON.




Ico-9-ct4 15 1s-44 45-64 ANO
COOE TOTAL MALE
NORTH-
FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST !410 HEST SOUTH tiEST
NUMBER OF DAYS OF CARE IN THOUSANDS
803. . . . . . . . . . . . .
005 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
805.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
605.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
805.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
806 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
807 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SOT- O . . . . . . . . . . .
807.01 . . . . . . . . . .
807.02 . . . . . . . . . .
807.03 . . . . . . . . . .
807.09 . . . . . . . . . .
807.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
808 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
808.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
808.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
808.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
810 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
810.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
810.00 . . . . . . . . . .
812 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
812.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
812.00 . . . . . . . . . .
812.01 . . . . . . . . . .
812.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
812.20 . . . . . . . . . .
812.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
s12.40.. . . . . . . . .
ai2.41 . . . . . . . . . .
813 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
813.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
813.01 . . . . . . . . . .
813.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
813.23 . . . . . . . . . .
813.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
813.41 . . . . . . . . . .
8L3.4Z . . . . . . . . . .
a13. k4 . . . . . . . . . .
813.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
813.83 . . . . . . . . . .
815 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
815.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
816 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
816.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
816.11 . . . . . . . . . .
ado . . . . . . . . . . . . .
820.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
820.00 . . . . . . . . . .
820.02 . . . . . . . . . .
820.03 . . . . . . . . . .
a20.09 . . . . . . . . . .
820.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
azo. zo . . . . . . . . . .
820.21 . . . . . . . . . .
820.22 . . . . . . . . . .
820.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
821 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
8.?1.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
821.00 . . . . . . . . . .
821.01 . . . . . . . . . .
821.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
821.20 . . . . . . . . . .
821.23 . . . . . . . . . .
822 . . . . . . . . . . . . .



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































rABLE 1: SEE ‘USE OF TABLES- IN TEXT.
TABLE 2. MI MBER OF DAYS OF CARE FOR lNPArl ENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NoNFEDERAL HCSP lTALS, 8Y ICO-9-CM COOE OF FIR ST- LISTEO
OIAGNOSIS, SEX ANO AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNIIEO STATES. 1989—CON.









FEUALE YEARS YEA RS YEARS OVER EAST U1OUEST SOUTH UEST
823 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
823.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
823.00 . . . . . . . . . .
823.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
823.22 . . . . . . . . . .
a23. 8 . . . . . . . . . . .
a23. ao . . . . . . . . . .
823.82 . . . . . . . . . .
a23. 9 . . . . . . . . . . .
823.92 . . . . . . . . . .
ark . . . . . . . . . . . . .
82+.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
azkz . . . . . . . . . . .
82+.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
a24.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
a2+.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
825 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
a25. o . . . . . . . . . . .
a25.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
831 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
a31. o . . . . . . . . . . .
a31. o+ . . . . . . . . . .
a35 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
a35. o . . . . . . . . . . .
836 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
a36. o . . . . . . . . . . .
a36.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
a39 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
a39. o....... . . . .
ado . . . . . . . . . . . . .
a40.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
a43 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ark . . . . . . . . . . . . .
84+. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
8+4.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
844.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
a+5 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
a45. o . . . . . . . . . . .
a45.09 . . . . . . . . . .
846 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
a46. o..... . . . . . .
847 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
a4T. o . . . . . . . . . . .
a47.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
ala . . . . . . . . . . . . .
850 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
850.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
a50. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
a50. 5 . . . . . . . . . . .
a50.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
851 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
a51. a . . . . . . . . . . .
852 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
852.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
a52. 20.. . . . . . . . .
a 53 . . . . . . . . . . . . .














































































































































































NUH8ER OF OAYS OF CARE IN THOUSANOS








































































































































































































































































































































































































ESTIUATE IN TABLE 1: SEE ‘USE OF ‘TABLESIS IN TEXT.
54
TABLE 2. NUMBER OF OAYS OF CARE FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FRot4 SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL FOSP ITALS, OY ICC-9-CM COO E OF F lRST-LISTEO
OIAGNOSIS, SEX ANO AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL; UNITEO STATES? 19 L39--CON.






15 15-44 +5-64 ANO
COOE TOTAL MALE
NORTH-
FEI!ALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MIokiEST SOUTH liEST







































































































































































































































































































NOTE: IF EST IHATE PRECEOEO BY ASTERISK, USE ACCOROING TO SIZE OF CORRESPONOING ESTIMATE IN TABLE 1: SEE ‘USE OF TABLES- IN TEXT.
TABLE Z. NUMBER OF DAYS OF CARE FOR INPATIENTS oISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICC-9-CM CGOE CF FIRST-LISTED
OIAGNOS IS, SEX ANO AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REG1ON OF HOSPITAL; UN ITELl STATES, 1989—CON.













FEHALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST M1OUEST SOUTH HEST
924 . .. .. .. .. .. ..
924.0 . .. .. .. .. ..
924.01 .. .. .. .. ..
924.8 ... .. .. .. ..
935 . .. .. .. .. .. ..
935. 1. .. .. .. .. ..
941 . .. .. .. .. .. ..
945 . .. .. .. .. .. ..
945.2 . .. .. .. .. ..
%5.3 .. .. .. .. .. .
946 . .. .. .. .. .. ..
946. 2. .. .. .. .. ..
946.3 . .. .. .. .. ..
955 . .. .. .. .. .. ..
958 . .. .. .. .. .. ..
958. 3. .. .. .. .. ..
959 . .. .. .. .. .. ..
959. L. .. .. .. .. ..
963 . .. .. .. .. .. ..
963.0 ... .. .. .. ..
965 . .. .. .. .. .. ..
965.0 . .. .. .. .. ..
965. 1. .. .. .. .. ..
965.4 . .. .. .. .. ..
966 . .. .. .. .. .. ..
966. 1... .. .. .. ..
96? . .. .. .. .. .. ..
967.0 . .. .. .. .. ..
969 ... .. .. .. .. ..
969.0 . .. .. .. .. ..
969.4 . .. .. .. .. ..
912 ... .. .. .. .. ..
972. 1. .. .. .. .. ..
974 ... .. .. .. .. ..
974. 1. .. .... .. ..
g75 . .. .. .. .. .. ..
97 T. .. .. .. .. .. ..
977.8 . .. .. .. .. ..
97 T.9 . .. .... .. ..
986 ... .... .. .. ..
989 ... .. .. .. .. ..
989.5 . .... .. .. ..
991 ... .. .. .. .. ..
994 ... .. .. .. .. ..
994.1 . .. .. .. .. ..
995 . .. .. .. .. .. ..
995. 1... .. .. .. ..

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: IF ESTIMATE PRECEOEO BY ASTERISK, USE ACCOROING TO SIZE OF CORRESPONDING ESTIMATE IN TABLE 1: SEE WSE OF TABLES. IN TExT.
56
TABLE 2. NUMBER OF OAKS OF CARE FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL NDSPITALS, BY ICC-9-CM COOE OF F lRST-LISTEO
DIAGNOS 1S, SEX ANO AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGIDN OF HoSPITAL; UN ITEO STATES, 1989—CON.




ICD-9-CH 15 15-44 45-64 ANO
CODE
NORTH-
TOTAL MALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST HIOUEST SCUTH HEST
NUHBER OF OAYS OF CARE IN THOUSANOS
996 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
996.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
996.01 . . . . . . . . . .
996.03 . . . . . . . . . .
996.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
996.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
996.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
996.39 . . . . . . . . . .
996.4 . . . . . . . . . .
996.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
996.59 . . . . . . . . . .
996.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
996.60 . . . . . . . . . .
996.62 . . . . . . . . . .
996.69 . . . . . . . . . .
996.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
996.70 . . . . . . . . . .
996.73 . . . . . . . . . .
996.7 +.. . . . . . . . .
996.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
996. LTL. . . . . . . . . .
997 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
99 T.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
997.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
997.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
997.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
997.62 . . . . . . . . . .
998 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
998. L....... . . . .
998.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
998.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
998.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
999 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
VO1-V82. . . . . . .
Vlo . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V12 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V22 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V22.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
Vzk . . . . . . . . . . . . .
v24. O. . . . . . . . . . .
V25 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
v25.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
vAT . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V27. O... . . . . . . . .
v27.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
V27.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
V2T.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
V30 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V30.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
V45 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
vk5. a . . . . . . . . . . .
V51 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V5+ . . . . . . . . . . . .
Vsko . . . . . . . . . . .
V55 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V55.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
V56 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
VAT. . . . . . . . . . . . .
v5T. I....... . . . .
V57.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
v57. r39. . . . . . . . . .
V5T.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
V58 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V58. O. . . . . . . . . . .
V58.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
V58.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
V58.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
V67 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V67. O. . . . . . . . . . .
V70 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V70.7. . . . . . . . . . .
V71 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V71. + . . . . . . . . . . .
V71.7 . . . . . . . . . . .




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































N07E: If ESTIMATE PRECEOEO BY ASTERISK, uSE ACCOROING TO SIZE OF CORRESPONDING ESTIUATE IN TABLE 1: SEE ‘USE OF TA2LES - IN TEXT.
TABLE 3. NUMBER OF ALL-LISTED DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGED FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HoSPITALS. BY ICO-9-CM COOE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, AND GEOGRAPHIC REG1ON OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES, L989
(EXCLUDES NEWBORN INFANTS. COOE NUMBERS ARE FROM THE INTERNATIONAL CLASSIFICATION OF oISEASES. 9TH REV IS1ON, CLINICAL MOO IF ICATION
(I CO-9 -C14) ; SEE APPENOIX 111 FOR CATEGORY TITLES.
TExT 1






15 15-44 45-64 A NO NORTH-
COOE TOTAL MALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST flIO’dEST SOUTH 14EST
NUMBER OF ALL-LI STEO OIAGNOSES IN THOUSANOS















































































































































































































































































































































































































































001-139 . . . . . . . 1,100 1,029 506
003 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
003.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
*
*
004 . .... .. .. .. ..
OAT . . . . . . . . . . . . .
007. 1. .. .. .. .. ..
008 . .... .. .. .. ..
ooa.4 . .. .. .. .. ..
ooa.49 .. .. .. .. ..
ooa.6 . .. .. .. .. ..
ooa. a ... .. .. .. ..
009 ... .. .. .. .. ..
009.0 . .. .. .. .. ..
009. 1. .. .. .. .. ..
















011 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
011.9 ... .. .. .. ..




031 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
031.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
*
*
033 . .... .. .. .. ..
034 . .... .. .. .. ..
034.0 ... .. .. .. ..
034. 1... .. .. .. ..
ova ..... .... .. ..
038. 0. .. .. .. .. ..
03a. 1... .. .. .. ..
038.2 . .. .. .. .. ..
038.4 . .. .. .. .. ..
038.40 .. .. .. .. ..
038.41 .. .. .. .. ..
038.42 .. .. .. .. ..
03a. +3 .. .. .. .. ..
038.49 .. .. .. .. ..
038. a. .. .. .. .. ..
D3a.9 . .. .. .. .. ..
040 . .... .. .. .. ..
041 ... .. .. .. .. ..
041.0 ... .. .. .. ..
041. 1... .. .. .. ..
041.3 . .. .. .. .. ..
041.4 . .. .. .. .. ..
041. 5. .. .. .. .. ..
041.6 . .. .. .. .. ..
041.7 . .. .. .. .. ..
o+l. a. .. .. .. .. ..

































































042 . .. .. .. .. .. ..
042.0 ... .. .. .. ..
D42. 1... .. .. .. ..
042.2 ... .. .. .. ..








043 . . . . . . . . . . . . . *
044 ..... .. .. .. ..
044.9 . .. .... .. ..
*
*
047 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
047.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
049 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
049.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
13
12
D52 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
052.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
*
*
5,000-9,000 ARE TO 13E uSEO I/l TH CAUTION: SEE wSE OF TABLES* IN TEXT.NOTE: ESTIMATES OF
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TABLE 3. MJHBER OF ALL-LISTED DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGED FILOH sHaftT-sTAvNaNFEoEt7ALHOSPITALS, BY Ica-9-u4 c GOE. SEX ANa
AGE OF PATIENT. ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES* 1989 —CQN-




lCO-9-CH 15 15++ 45-64 ANO
COOE TOTAL HALE
NORTH-
FEIIALE YEARS YEA RS YEARS OVER EAST HIOHEST SOUTH NEST








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: ESTIMATES OF 5,000-9,000 ARE TO 8E USEO lAITHCAUTION: SEE ‘USE OF TA8LESW IN TEXT.
TABLE 3. NUMBER OF ALL-LISTED DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCMARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY lCO-9-CJ4 COOE, SEX AND
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: uNITEO STATES, 1989--CON.





15 15-44 45-64 AND NOR TH-
COOE TOTAL MALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST M1D14EST SOUTH UEST
NUMBER OF ALL-L ISTEO OIAGNOSES IN THOUSANOS
140-239 . . . . . . .
141 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1+1.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
141.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
145 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
146 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
15 D . . . . . . . . . . . . .
150.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
150.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
151 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
151.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
151.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
151.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
153 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
153. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
153.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
153.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
153.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
153.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
153.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
153.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
154 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
154.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
154. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
155 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
155.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
156 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
156.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
156. L . . . . . . . . . . .
157 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
157.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
157.8. . . . . . . . . . .
157.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
161 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
161. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
161.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
162 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
162.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
162. 3 . . . . . . . . . . .
162.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
162.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
162.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
162.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
163 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
163.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
170 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
170.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
171 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
172 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
172.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
173 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
173.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
174 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
174. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
174.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
17+.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
174.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
174.8 . . . . . . . . . . .













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE 3. NUFN3ER OF ALL-LISTED DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO->CN COOE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UN ITEO STATES, 1989—-CON.






15 13-44 45-64 ANO
COOE
NORTH-
TOTAL HALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MIOHEST SUJTH 14EST
179 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
180 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
180.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
180.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
180.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
182 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
182.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
183 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
183.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
184 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
185 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
186 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
186.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
188 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18 S.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
188.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
188.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
188.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
189 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
189.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
189.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
190 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
191 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
191.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
191.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
191.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
193 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
19% . . . . . . . . . . . .
195 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
195.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
196 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
196.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
196. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
196.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
196.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
196.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
196.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
197 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
197.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
197.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
197.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
197.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
197.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
197.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
197.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
197.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
198 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
198.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
198.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
198.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
198.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
198.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
198.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
198.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
198.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
198.81 . . . . . . . . . .
198.82 . . . . . . . . . .
198.89 . . . . . . . . . .
199 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
199.0 . . . . . . . . . . .



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: ESTIMATES OF 5,000-9,000 ARE TO BE USEO IAI TH CAUTION: SEE ‘USE OF TA8LES- IN TEXT.
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TABLE 3. NUMBER OF AL L-L ISTEO OIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGED FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-Ctl COOE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: uNITEO STATES, 1989--CON.
(SEE HE AONOTE AT BEGINNING OF TABLE)





15-44 45-64 ANO NORTH-
TOTAL MALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MIO16EST SIXJTH 16EST
200 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
200.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
200. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
200. 8 . . . . . . . . . . .
200.88 . . . . . . . . . .
201 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
201.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
201.90 . . . . . . . . . .
202 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
202.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
202.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
202.80 . . . . . . . . . .
202.81 . . . . . . . . . .
202.83 . . . . . . . . . .
202.88 . . . . . . . . . .
203 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
203.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
204 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
204.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
204. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
205 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
205.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
205. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
208 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
20s.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
210 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
210.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
211 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
211.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
211.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
211.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
212 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
213 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
213.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
214 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
214. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
2L4.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
214.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
215 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
216 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
216.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
217 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
218 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
218.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
218.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
218.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
218.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
219 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
220 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
225 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
225.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
226 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
227 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
227.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
228 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
228.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
233 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
233.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
233. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE 3. NUMBER OF ALL-LISTED DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-Sr AY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY lCO-9-CM COOE, SEX AND
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REG1ON OF HOSPITAL: uNITEO STATES, 1989—CON.





15 15-44 45-64 ANO
COOE
NORTH-
















241.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
241.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
241.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
242 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
242.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
242.00 . . . . . . . . . .
242.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
242.90 . . . . . . . . . .
244 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
244.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
244.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
245 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
245.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
246 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
250 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
250.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
250.00 . . . . . . . . . .
250.01 . . . . . . . . . .
250.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
250.10 . . . . . . . . . .
250.11 . . . . . . . . . .
250.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
250.21 . . . . . . . . . .
250.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
250.40 . . . . . . . . . .
250.41 . . . . . . . . . .
250.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
250.50 . . . . . . . . . .
250.51 . . . . . . . . . .





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: ESTIMA7ES OF 5,000-9,000 ARE TO BE USEO HITH CAUTION: SEE ‘USE OF TABLES- IN TEXT.
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TABLE 3. NUMBER OF ALL-LISTED DIAGNOSES FOR lNPAIIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICFJ-5-CM CGOE. SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UN ITEO STATES, 1989--CON.




[CO-9-CM 15 15- 4+ +5-64 A NO NORTH-














































276.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
276.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
277 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2T7. o . . . . . . . . . . .
277.00 . . . . . . . . . .
277. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
278 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
278. 0 . . . . . . . . . . .
278. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
279 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
279.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
280-289 . . . . . . .
280 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
280. 0 . . . . . . . . . . .

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: ES TIHATES OF 5,000-9,000 ARE TO BE USEO wITH CAUTION: SEE ‘USE OF TABLES* IN 7EXT.
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TABLE 3. NUMBER OF ALL-LISTED DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGED FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-CN COOE, SEX AND
AGE OF PAT1 ENT. ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: IJNITEOSTATES, 1989—CON.









F EHAL E YEARS YEA RS YEARS OVER EAST MIDHEST SCUTH HEST


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: ES TI14A7ES OF 5,000-9,000 ARE TO BE USEO WITH CAUTION: SEE ‘uSE OF TABLES- IN TEXT.
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TABLE 3. NUMBER OF ALL-LISTED OIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICC-9-CM CODE, SEX AND
AGE OF PATIENT, AND GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITED STATES, 1989—CON.





15 15-44 45-64 ANO NORTH-
COOE TOT AL MALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MI OHEST SOUTH HEST
293 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
293.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
293.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
293. 83 . . . . . . . . . .
293.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
29+ . . . . . . . . . . . . .
294. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
294.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
295 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
295. 3 . . . . . . . . . . .
295.30 . . . . . . . . . .
295.32 . . . . . . . . . .
295.34 . . . . . . . . . .
295.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
295.60 . . . . . . . . . .
295.62 . . . . . . . . . .
295.64 . . . . . . . . . .
295.7. . . . . . . . . . .
295.70 . . . . . . . . . .
295.74 . . . . . . . . . .
295. 9 . . . . . . . . . . .
295.90 . . . . . . . . . .
295.92 . . . . . . . . . .
295.94 . . . . . . . . . .
296 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
296.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
296.00 . . . . . . . . . .
296.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
296.20 . . . . . . . . . .
296.23 . . . . . . . . . .
296.2 + . . . . . . . . . .
296.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
296.30 . . . . . . . . . .
296.33 . . . . . . . . . .
296.3 + . . . . . . . . . .
296. + . . . . . . . . . . .
296.40 . . . . . . . . . .
296. +4 . . . . . . . . . .
296.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
296.50 . . . . . . . . . .
296.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
296.60 . . . . . . . . . .
296.64 . . . . . . . . . .
296.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
296.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
296.80 .. .. .. .. ..
296.82 . . . . . . . . . .
296.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
296.90 . . . . . . . . . .
297 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
297. 1. . . . . . . . . . .
29 T.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
298 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
298.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
























































300.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
300.00 . . . . . . . . . .
300.01 . . . . . . . . . .
300.02 . . . . . . . . . .
300. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
300.11 . . . . . . . . . .
300. 2 . . . . . . . . . . .
300.3, . . . . . . . . . .
300.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
300.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
300.81 . . . . . . . . . .


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE 3. NUMBER OF ALL-LISTED OIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROtI SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICD-9-CH CODE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATI ENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REG1ON OF HOSPITAL: UN ITEO STATES, 1989—CON.
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TAfjLE 3. kuHBER OF AL L-L1s TEO OIAGNOSES FOR lNPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM sHoRT-sTAY NON I= EOERAL HOSPITALS, By xco-9-cm COoE. SEx ANO
AGE OF PAT I ENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REG1ON OF HOSPITAL: UN ITEO STATES, 1989—CON.




lCO-9-CM 15 15-44 45-64 ANO
co OE TOTAL HALE
NORTH-
F EHAL E YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST M1OWEST SOUTH uEST
307 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
307. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
307. 5 . . . . . . . . . . .
30?.51 . . . . . . . . . .
307.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
307.81 . . . . . . . . . .
307.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
308 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
308. 0. . . . . . . . . . .
308.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
308.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
309 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
309.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
309.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
309.24 . . . . . . . . . .
309.28 . . . . . . . . . .
309.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
309.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
309.81 . . . . . . . . . .
309.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
310 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
310. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
310.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
310.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
311 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
312 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
312.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
312.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
312.34 . . . . . . . . . .
312.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
313 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
313.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
313.81 . . . . . . . . . .
3i4 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
314.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
314.01 . . . . . . . . . .
315 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
317 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
318 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
318. 1. . . . . . . . . . .
318.2 . . . . . . . . . .
319 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
320-389 . . . . . . .
320 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
320.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
321 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
321.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
322 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
322.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
323 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
323.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
331 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
331.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
331.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
331.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
331.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
332 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
332.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
333 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
333.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
333.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
333.82 . . . . . . . . . .
333. 9 . . . . . . . . . . .










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TA8LE 3. NUISBER OF ALL-LISTED DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS oISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-C14 COOE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PAT1 EN T, ANO GEOGR4PH1C REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES, 1989—CON.












YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MIo14EsT SWTH wEST
NuNBER OF ALL-LISTEO OIAGNOSES IN THOUSANOS
335 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
335.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
335.20 . . . . . . . . . .
336 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
336.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
337 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
337. 1. . . . . . . . . . .
337.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
3+0 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
341 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
342 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
342.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
342.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
343. . . . . . . . . . . . .
343.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
3+3.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
344 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
344.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
344. L. . . . . . . . . . .
344.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
344.60 . . . . . . . . . .
344.61 . . . . . . . . . .
34%9 . . . . . . . . . . .
345 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
345.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
3+5.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
345.10 . . . . . . . . . .
345.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
3+5.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
345.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
345.50 . . . . . . . . . .
345.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
345.90 . . . . . . . . . .
346 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
346.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
346.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
346.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
3+8 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
368.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
348.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
348.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
348.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
348.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
349 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
349.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
349.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
3+9.8 L . . . . . . . . . .
349.82 . . . . . . . . . .
350 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
350.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
351 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
351.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
35 Z . . . . . . . . . . . . .
353 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
353.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
354 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
354.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
354. Z . . . . . . . . . . .
355 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
355.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
355.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
355.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
356 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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TABLE 3. NUMBER OF ALL-L ISTEO DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROU SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS* BY ICO_+cn cooE* sEx ANo
AGE OF PAT1 ENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITED STATES, 1989--CON.




lCO-9-CM 15 15- w 45-64 A NO NORTH-
COOE TOTAL MALE FEhiALE YEARS VEARS YEARS OVER EAST M1o MEST SCUTH UEST
357 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
357.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
357.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
358 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
358.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
359 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
359. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
360 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
360.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
361 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
361.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
361.00 . . . . . . . . . .
361.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
361.81 . . . . . . . . . .
361.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
362 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
362.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
362.01 . . . . . . . . . .
36.?.02 . . . . . . . . . .
362. L . . . . . . . . . . .
362.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
362.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
362.34 . . . . . . . . . .
362.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
36.?.50 . . . . . . . . . .
363 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
363.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
364 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
365 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
365. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
365.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
365.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
366 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
366.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
36 b. 10 . . . . . . . . . .
366.17 . . . . . . . . . .
366.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
368 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
368.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
368.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
368.46 . . . . . . . . . .
369 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
369.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
369.00 . . . . . . . . . .
369.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
369.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
369.60 . . . . . . . . . .
370 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
310.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
371 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
371.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
371.23 . . . . . . . . . .
372 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
372.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
372.00 . . . . . . . . . .
372. 3 . . . . . . . . . . .
372.30 . . . . . . . . . .
372.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
372.72 . . . . . . . . . .
373 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
374 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
374.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
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TABLE 3. NUMBER OF ALL-LISTEO DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGED FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICD-+CM CODE, SEX AND
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGIoN OF HOSPITAL: UNITED STATES, 1989—-CON.









FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MIOIAEST SCIITH HEST
NUMBER OF ALL-LISTED OIAGNOSES IN THOU SANOS
3T6 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3T6. O....... . . . .
3T6. OF . . . . . . . . . .
377 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
37a . . . . . . . . . . . . .
378.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
379 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
379.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
379.23 . . . . . . . . . .
379.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
380 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
380.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
380.10 . . . . . . . . . .
381 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
381.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
381.01 . . . . . . . . . .
381.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
381.10 . . . . . . . . . .
381.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
381.4 . . . . . . . . . .
382 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
382.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
38.?.00 . . . . . . . . . .
382.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
382.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
383 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
384 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
384.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
384.20 . . . . . . . . . .
385 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
385.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
385.30 . . . . . . . . . .
386 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
386.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
386.00 . . . . . . . . . .
386. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
386.12 . . . . . . . . . .
386.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
386.30 . . . . . . . . . .
387 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
387.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
388 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
388.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
3a8.30 . . . . . . . . . .
389 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
389.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
389.00 . . . . . . . . . .
389.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
3s9.10 . . . . . . . . . .
389.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
390-459 . . . . . . .
394 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
394.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
394.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
394.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
394.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
395 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
396 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
396.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
396.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
396.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
396.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
397 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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TABLE 3. NUUBER OF ALL-LISTED DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-Ct4 COOE, SEX AND
AGE OF PATIENT, AND GEOGRAPHIC REG1ON OF HoSPITAL: uNITEO STATES, 1989—CON.




ICO-9-CM 15 15-44 45-64 ANO NORTH-
COOE TOT AL MALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MIOUEST SOUTH wEST
398 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
398.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
398.90 . . . . . . . . . .
398.91 . . . . . . . . . .
401 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
401.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
401. 1. . . . . . . . . . .
401.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
402 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
402. 1. . . . . . . . . . .
402.10 . . . . . . . . . .
402.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
402.90 . . . . . . . . . .
402.91 . . . . . . . . . .
403 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
403.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
403. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
403.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
403.90 . . . . . . . . . .
403.91 . . . . . . . . . .
404 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
404.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
405 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
405.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
405.91 . . . . . . . . . .
410 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
410.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
+10.00 . . . . . . . . . .
410.01 . . . . . . . . . .
410.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
410.10 . . . . . . . . . .
410.11 . . . . . . . . . .
410.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
+10.20 . . . . . . . . . .
410.21 . . . . . . . . . .
410. 3 . . . . . . . . . . .
410.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
410.40 . . . . . . . . . .
410.41 . . . . . . . . . .
410.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
410.50 . . . . . . . . . .
410.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
410.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
410.70 . . . . . . . . . .
410.71 . . . . . . . . . .
410.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
410.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
410.90 . . . . . . . . . .
410.91 . . . . . . . . . .
411 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
411.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
411.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
411.8. . . . . . . . . . .
411.81 . . . . . . . . . .
4il. a9 . . . . . . . . . .
412 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
413 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
413.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
414 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
414.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
414.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
414.10 . . . . . . . . . .
414.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
+14.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
415 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
415.0 . . . . . . . . . . .












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TAEL E 3. NUMBER OF ALL-LISTED DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGED FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICC++CS4 COOE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES, 1989—CON.






15 15-4* 45-64 ANO NORTH-
COOE TOTAL HALE F EHAL E YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MIOHEST SWTH nEST
416 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
416.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
+16.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
416.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
420 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
420.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
420.90 . . . . . . . . . .
4.?0.91 . . . . . . . . . .
421 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
421.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
423 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
423.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
424 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
424.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
424.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
424.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
424.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
424.90 . . . . . . . . . .
425 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
425.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
4.?5. % . . . . . . . . . .
425.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
426 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
426.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
426.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
426. 10 . . . . . . . . . .
426.11 . . . . . . . . . .
426.12 . . . . . . . . . .
426.13 . . . . . . . . . .
426.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
426.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
+26.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
426.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
426.50 . . . . . . . . . .
426.52 . . . . . . . . . .
+26.53.. . . . . . . . .
426.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
426.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
426.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
426.89 . . . . . . . . . .
426.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
427... . . . . . . . . . .
427.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
421.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
427.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
427.31 . . . . . . . . . .
427.32 . . . . . . . . . .
427.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
427.4 L . . . . . . . . . .
427.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
427.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
42 T.60 . . . . . . . . . .
427.61 . . . . . . . . . .
427.69 . . . . . . . . . .
427.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
427.81 . . . . . . . . . .
427.89 . . . . . . . . . .
427.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
42a . . . . . . . . . . . . .
428.,0 . . . . . . . . . . .
428.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
42. s.9 . . . . . . . . . .
429 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
429.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
+29.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
429.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
429.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
429.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
429.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
430 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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TABLE 3. NUHBER OF AL L-L ISTEO OIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROH SHORT-STAY NoNFEDERAL HOSPITALS, Bv lco-+cH cao Ev sEx ANo
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REG1ON OF HOSPITAL: UNITED STATES, 1989--CON.




ICO-9-CM 15 L 5-44 45-64 A NO
CODE
NORTH-
TOTAL MALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MIC2UEST SOUTH mEs T
NUMBER OF ALL-L ISTEO OIAGNOSES IN THOU SANOS
432 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
432. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
433 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
433. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
433. 3 . . . . . . . . . . .
434 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
434.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
+34. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
434.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
435 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
435.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
435. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
435.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
435.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
436 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
437 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
437. 0 . . . . . . . . . . .
437. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
437.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
437. 3 . . . . . . . . . . .
437.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
43a . . . . . . . . . . . . .
440 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
440.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
440.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
4+0 .2 . . . . . . . . . .
440.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
440.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
441 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
441.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
441.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
441.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
441.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
4+2 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
442.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
442.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
442.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
442.81 . . . . . . . . . .
443 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
443. 0 . . . . . . . . . . .
443.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
443.81 . . . . . . . . . .
443.89 . . . . . . . . . .
443.’3 . . . . . . . . . . .
444 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
444.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
444.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
444.21 . . . . . . . . . .
444.22 . . . . . . . . . .
444.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
444.81 . . . . . . . . . .
446 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
446. 2 . . . . . . . . . . .
446. 5 . . . . . . . . . . .
44 T . . . . . . . . . . . . .
44 T. I . . . . . . . . . . .
447.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
447.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
447.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
44 T. 9 . . . . . . . . . . .
448 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
451 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
451. 0 . . . . . . . . . . .
+51. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
451. 11 . . . . . . . . . .
451. 19 . . . . . . . . . .
451.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
451.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
451. 89 . . . . . . . . . .
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TABLE 3. NUMBER OF ALL-LISTED DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-5-CM COOE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATI ENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES, 1989—CON.










FEHALE YEARS YEARS YEARS Ov ES EAST f41014EST SCSJTH IAEST
NUMBER OF ALL-LI STEO OIAGNOSES IN T140USANOS
453 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
453.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
453.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
454 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
454.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
454.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
454.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
454.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
455 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
455.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
455.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
455.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
455.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
455.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
455.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
+55.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
+55.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
455.9 . . ...*.....
456 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
456.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
456.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
456.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
456.20 . . . . . . . . . .
456.21 . . . . . . . . . .
456.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
457.. . . . . . . . . . . .
457. 1. . . . . . . . . . .
458 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
458.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
458.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
459 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
459.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
+59.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
459.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
459.81 . . . . . . . . . .
459.89 . . . . . . . . . .
459.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
460-519 . . . . . . .
460 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
461 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
461.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
461.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
461.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
461.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
462 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
463 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
464 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
464.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
464.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
464.10 . . . . . . . . . .
464.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
464.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
464.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
465 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
465.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
465.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
466 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
466.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
466. L . . . . . . . . . . .
470 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
47 L. . . . . . . . . . . . .
471. e . . . . . . . . . . .
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TABLE 3. NUMBER OF ALL-LISTED OIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY lCO-9-Ct4 CGOE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UN ITEO STATES, 1989--CON.
(SEE HEAONOTE AT BEGINNING OF TABLE)




15 15- 4+ *5-64
COOE
ANO NORTH-
TOTAL HALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MIoIAEST SOUTH UEST







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































$73 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
473.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
473.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
473.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
473.8 . . . . . . . . . . .





























47% . . . . . . . . . . . .
478.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
47 B. 1. . . . . . . . . . .
470.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
478.29 . . . . . . . . . .
478.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
478.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
47a.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
47a.74 . . . . . . . . . .
k7a.75 . . . . . . . . . .
+BO. . . . . . . . . . . . .
480.1 . . . . . . . . . . .




























































481 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
482 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
482.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
482. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
482.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
482.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
482.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
482.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
















































555486 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
487 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
487.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
487. L. . . . . . . . . . .




























491 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
491.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
491.2 . . . . . . . . . . .









492 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
492.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
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TABLE 3. NUMBER OF AL L-L ISTEO DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROH SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-CH C40E, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATI ENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITED STATES, 1989--CON.










YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST HIOliEST SOUTH wEST
500 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
501 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
507 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
507.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
508 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
510 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
510.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
511 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
511.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
511.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
511.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
512 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
512.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
512.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
513 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
513.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
51+. . . . . . . . . . . . .
515 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
516 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
516.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
516.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
517 . . ...*... . . . .
5L7.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
518 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
518.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
518.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
518.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
518.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
518.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
518.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
518.81 . . . . . . . . . .
518.82 . . . . . . . . . .
518.89 . . . . . . . . . .
519 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
519.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
519.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
519.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
519.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
520-579 . . . . . . .
520 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
520.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
521 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
521.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
522 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
522.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
523 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
523.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
524 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
524.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
524.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
524.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
525 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
525.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
526 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
527 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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TABLE 3. NUMBER OF AL L-L ISTEO OIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS DISCMARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY lCO-9-CM COOE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REG1ON OF HOSPITAL: UN ITEO STATES, 1989—CON.




ICO-9-CH 15 15-44 45-64 A NO
COOE TOTAL MALE
NORTH-
FEMALE YEARS YEA RS YEARS OVER EAST ISIOUEST s ou Ttl HEST
528 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
528.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
528.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
528.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
529 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
530 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
530.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
530. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
530.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
530.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
530. 5 . . . . . . . . . . .
530. 6 . . . . . . . . . . .
530. 7 . . . . . . . . . . .
530.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
531 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
531. 0 . . . . . . . . . . .
531.00 . . . . . . . . . .
531. 3 . . . . . . . . . . .
531.30 . . . . . . . . . .
531. 4 . . . . . . . . . . .
531.40 . . . . . . . . . .
531.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
531.70 . . . . . . . . . .
531.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
531.90 . . . . . . . . . .
532 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
532.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
532.00 . . . . . . . . . .
532. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
532.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
532. 30 . . . . . . . . . .
532.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
532.40 . . . . . . . . . .
532. 5 . . . . . . . . . . .
532.50 . . . . . . . . . .
532.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
532.70 . . . . . . . . . .
532. 9 . . . . . . . . . . .
532.90 . . . . . . . . . .
533 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
533.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
533.30 . . . . . . . . . .
533. + . . . . . . . . . . .
533. 40 . . . . . . . . . .
533.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
533.70 . . . . . . . . . .
533.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
533.90 . . . . . . . . . .
535 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
535.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
535. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
535. 3 . . . . . . . . . . .
535.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
535. 5....... . . . .
535.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
536 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
536.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
536.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
536.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
537 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
537.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
537.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
53 Tea . . . . . . . . . . .
537. a k . . . . . . . . . .
537. a9 . . . . . . . . . .
5+0 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
540. 0 . . . . . . . . . . .
540. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE 3. NUMBER OF ALL-LISTED OIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGED FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-Ckl CCDE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITED STATES, 1989--CON.









MALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST 191D14EST SCUTH HEST
NUMBER OF ALL-LISTED DIAGNOSES IN THOUSANOS
541 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
542 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5+3 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
543. 9 . . . . . . . . . . .
550 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
550.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
550.10 . . . . . . . . . .
550.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
550.90 . . . . . . . . . .
550.91 . . . . . . . . . .
550.92 . . . . . . . . . .
552 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
552. 1. . . . . . . . . . .
552.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
552.20 . . . . . . . . . .
552.21 . . . . . . . . . .
552.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
553 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
553.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
553.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
553.20 . . . . . . . . . .
553.21 . . . . . . . . . .
553.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
553.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
555 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
555.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
555.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
555.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
555.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
556 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
557....*......*.
557.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
557.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
551.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
558 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
558.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
558.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
560 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
560.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
560. 1. . . . . . . . . . .
560.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
560.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
560.39 . . . . . . . . . .
560.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
560.81 . . . . . . . . . .
560.89 . . . . . . . . . .
560.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
562 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
562.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
562.00 . . . . . . . . . .
562.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
562.10 . . . . . . . . . .
562.11 . . . . . . . . . .
564 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
564.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
56k.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
56+. 2 . . . . . . . . . . .
564.6, . . . . . . . . . .
566.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
565 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
565.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
565. L . . . . . . . . . . .
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TABLE 3. NUMBER OF AL L-L ISTEO DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS. BY lCO-9-CM COOE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PAT1 ENT, AND GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UN ITEO STATES, 19.39--CON.




ICO-9-CM 15 15-44 +5-64 ANO NGRTH-
COOE TOTAL MALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST HIOHEST SOUTH tiEST
567 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
567.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
567.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
568 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
568.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
568.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
568.8 L . . . . . . . . . .
568.89 . . . . . . . . . .
569 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
569.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
569. 1. . . . . . . . . . .
569.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
569.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
569. + . . . . . . . . . . .
569.41 . . . . . . . . . .
569.49 . . . . . . . . . .
569. 5 . . . . . . . . . . .
569.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
569.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
569.81 . . . . . . . . . .
569.82 . . . . . . . . . .
569.83 . . . . . . . . . .
569.89 . . . . . . . . . .
569.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
570 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
571 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
571. 1. . . . . . . . . . .
571.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
571.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
571. + . . . . . . . . . . .
571.40 . . . . . . . . . .
571.49 . . . . . . . . . .
571.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
571.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
571.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
571.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
572 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
572.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
572.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
572.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
572.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
573 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
573.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
573.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
513.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
576 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
57+.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
574.00 . . . . . . . . . .
574.01 . . . . . . . . . .
Sl%l . . . . . . . . . . .
57% 10.... . . . . . .
574.11 . . . . . . . . . .
574.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
574.20 . . . . . . . . . .
57%3 . . . . . . . . . . .
574.30 . . . . . . . . . .
574.3 L . . . . . . . . . .
574. + . . . . . . . . . . .
574.40 . . . . . . . . . .
574.41 . . . . . . . . . .
5T4.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
574.50 . . . . . . . . . .
574.51 . . . . . . . . . .
575 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
575.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
575. 1. . . . . . . . . . .
575.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
575.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
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TABLE 3. NUMBER OF ALL-LISTED DIAGNOSES I=OR INPATIENTS DISCHARGE FROH SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY IcrJ-5-cN c 00E, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: IJNITEO STATES, 1989—CON.











FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST H1OUEST SWTH 14EST
Nut48ER OF ALL-LISTEO OIAGNOSES IN THOUSANOS
576 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
576.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
576.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
576.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
577 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
577.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
577. 1. . . . . . . . . . .
577.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
577.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
578 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
578.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
578.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
578.9.*. . . . . . . . .
579 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
579.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
5T9.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
579.9 . . . . . . . . . . .






























591 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
592 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
592.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
592. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
592.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
593 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
593..2 . . . . . . . . . . .
593.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
593.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
593.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
593.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
593.8 . . . . . . . . . . .























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE 3. NUMBER OF AL L-L ISTEO OIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-CM COOE* SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES, 1989--CON.






15 L 5-44 45-64 ANO
co OE
NORTH-
TOTAL MALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MIOHESr S 4U TH wEST
595 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
595.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
595. 1 . . . . . . . . . .._
595. 2 . . . . . . . . . . .
595. 3 . . . . . . . . . . .
595.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
595.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
596 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
596.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
596.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
596. 4 . . . . . . . . . . .
596. 5 . . . . . . . . . . .
596. 8 . . . . . . . . . . .
597 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
597. 8 . . . . . . . . . . .
597.80 . . . . . . . . . .
598 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
598.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
598.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
599 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
599. 0 . . . . . . . . . . .
599.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
599.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
599.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
600 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
601 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
601.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
601.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
601.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
60.? . . . . . . . . . . . . .
602.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
603 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
603.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
604 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
604.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
604.90 . . . . . . . . . .
604.99 . . . . . . . . . .
605 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
607 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
607. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
607. 8 . . . . . . . . . . .
60 T.84 . . . . . . . . . .
607.89 . . . . . . . . . .
608 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
608. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
608.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
608. + . . . . . . . . . . .
608.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
608.89 . . . . . . . . . .
610 . .. .. .. .. .. ..
610. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
610.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
611 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
611.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
611. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
611.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
611.72 . . . . . . . . . .
611. 8 . . . . . . . . . . .
614 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
614.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
614. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
614. 2 . . . . . . . . . . .
614. 3 . . . . . . . . . . .
614.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
61+.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
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TABLE 3. NUf9BER OF ALL-LISTED DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGE FROM SHLIRT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-CN CODE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REG1ON OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES, 19.99-CON.









MALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MIouEST Si3JTH 16EST
NUMBER OF ALL-LI STEO DIAGNOSES IN THOU SANOS
615 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
615.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
615. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
615.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
616 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
616.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
616. 1. . . . . . . . . . .
616.10 . . . . . . . . . .
617 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
617.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
617.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
617.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
617.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
617.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
61 T.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
ala . . . . . . . . . . . . .
618.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
618.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
618.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
618.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
618.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
61s.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
6L8.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
619 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
619.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
620 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
620.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
620. 1. . . . . . . . . . .
620.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
620.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
620.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
621 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
621.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
621.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
621.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
621.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
621.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
621.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
622 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
622. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
622.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
623 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
623.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
625 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
625.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
625.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
625.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
625.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
625.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
625.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
626 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
626.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
626.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
626.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
626.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
627 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
621.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
627.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
628 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
628.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
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\
TABLE 3. NUMBER OF AL L-L ISTEO DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SUGRT-STAV NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY lCO-9-CM COOE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PAT I ENT, AND GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITED STATES, 1989--CON.





ICO-9-CM 15 15-44 45-64 ANO
COOE
NORTH-
TOTAL MALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST M1o HEST SOUTH uEST
NUMBER OF ALL-LISTEO OIAGNOSES IN THOUSANOS
630-676 . . . . . . .
632 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
633 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
633. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
633. 9 . . . . . . . . . . .
63% . . . . . . . . . . . .
634.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
634. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
634.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
634.91 . . . . . . . . . .
634.92 . . . . . . . . . .
635 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
635.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
635.90 . . . . . . . . . .
635.92 . . . . . . . . . .
637 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
637.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
637.9 L . . . . . . . . . .
639 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
639.0 . 4 . . . . . . . . .
639. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
640 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
640.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
640.03 . . . . . . . . . .
641 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
641.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
641. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
641. 11 . . . . . . . . . .
641. 13 . . . . . . . . . .
641.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
641.21 . . . . . . . . . .
641.23 . . . . . . . . . .
6+1.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
641.91 . . . . . . . . . .
641.93 . . . . . . . . . .
642 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
642.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
642.01 . . . . . . . . . .
642.03 . . . . . . . . . .
642.31 . . . . . . . . . .
642.33 . . . . . . . . . .
642.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
642.41 . . . . . . . . . .
642.43 . . . . . . . . . .
642.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
642.51 . . . . . . . . . .
642.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
642.61 . . . . . . . . . .
642.’1 . . . . . . . . . . .
642.71 . . . . . . . . . .
642. 9 . . . . . . . . . . .
642.91 . . . . . . . . . .
642.93 . . . . . . . . . .
643 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
643.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
643.03 . . . . . . . . . .
643. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
643. Lo . . . . . . . . . .
643.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
644 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
644.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
644.03 . . . . . . . . . .
644. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
644. Lo . . . . . . . . . .
644.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
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TABLE 3. NUMBER OF ALL-L IsTEO o lAGNOSES fOR Inpatients OISCHARGEO FROH sHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HoSPITALS. BY ICO-9-CM COOE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PAT1 ENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UN ITEO STATES, 1989—CON.






15 15-++ 45-64 ANO
COOE
NORTH-
TOTAL HALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST HIO16EST SUJTH WEST
NuMBER OF ALL-LISTEO DIAGNOSES IN THOUSANOS
645 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
645.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
645.01 . . . . . . . . . .
645.03 . . . . . . . . . .
646 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
646. L. . . . . . . . . . .
646.11 . . . . . . . . . .
646.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
646.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
646.61 . . . . . . . . . .
646.62 . . . . . . . . . .
646.63 . . . . . . . . . .
646.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
646.81 . . . . . . . . . .
646.83 . . . . . . . . . .
647 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
647.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
647.01 . . . . . . . . . .
647.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
647.61 . . . . . . . . . .
647.63 . . . . . . . . . .
647.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
647.81 . . . . . . . . . .
647. %3. . . . . . . . . .
648 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
648.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
648.01 . . . . . . . . . .
648.03 . . . . . . . . . .
6+8.1. . . . . . . . . . .
6+8.11 . . . . . . . . . .
648.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
648.21 . . . . . . . . . .
648.22 . . . . . . . . . .
64a.23 . . . . . . . . . .
648.24 . . . . . . . . . .
6k8.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
648.31 . . . . . . . . . .
648.33 . . . . . . . . . .
648.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
648.43, . . . . . . . . . .
648.43 . . . . . . . . . .
648.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
648.61 . . . . . . . . . .
648.63 . . . . . . . . . .
640.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
648.8 L . . . . . . . . . .
6+8.83 . . . . . . . . . .
648.’? . . . . . . . . . . .
648.91 . . . . . . . . . .
648.93 . . . . . . . . . .
650 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
651 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
651.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
651.01 . . . . . . . . . .
651.03 . . . . . . . . . .
652 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
652. 1. . . . . . . . . . .
652. lo . . . . . . . . . .
652.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
652.21 . . . . . . . . . .
652.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
652.31 . . . . . . . . . .
652.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
652.41 . . . . . . . . . .
652.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
652.51 . . . . . . . . . .
652.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
652.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
652.81 . . . . . . . . . .
652.9 . . . . . . . . . . .











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE 3. NUM8ER OF ALL-LISTED DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, I)Y ICO-9-CN COOE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, AND GEOGRAPHIC REG1ON OF HOSPITAL: UN ITEO STATES, 1989--cON.








15-44 45-64 A NO NORTH-
TOTAL MALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST u1OMEST SWTH 16EST

































































660 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
660.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
660.01 . . . . . . . . . .
660.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
660. 11...... . . . .
660.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
660.31 . . . . . . . . . .
660.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
660.41 . . . . . . . . . .
660.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
660.61 . . . . . . . . . .
660. 1....... . . . .
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TAEL E 3. NUMBER OF ALL-LISTED DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS* By ICD-+CM CGIJE* SEX ANo
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REG1ON OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES, 1989—CON.






15 15-44 45-64 ANO
COOE
NORTH-
TOTAL MALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MIOUEST SOUTH HEST
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TABLE 3. NUMBER OF ALL-LISTED DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGE FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-01 COOE, SEX AND
AGE OF PATIENT, AND GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES, 1989—coN.




ICO-9-CM 15 15-W) 45-64 ANO
COOE TOTU HALE
NORTH-
FEUALE YEARS YEA RS YEARS OVER EAST MIOIJEST SCUTH UEST
NUMBER OF ALL-LISTEO OIAGNOSES IN THOUSANOS
669 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
669. + . . . . . . . . . . .
669. 5 . . . . . . . . . . .
669. 51 . . . . . . . . . .
669.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
669.71 . . . . . . . . . .
669.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
669.81 . . . . . . . . . .
669.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
669.91 . . . . . . . . . .
670 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
6T0. O....... . . . .
670.02 . . . . . . . . . .
670.04 . . . . . . . . . .
6T1 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
671.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
671.81 . . . . . . . . . .
671.82 . . . . . . . . . .
672 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
672.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
672.02 . . . . . . . . . .
674 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
614.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
674.32 . . . . . . . . . .
67%8 . . . . . . . . . . .
674.82 . . . . . . . . .
676. . . . . . . . . . . . .
676.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
676.22 . . . . . . . . . .
680-709 . . . . . . .
680 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
681 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
681.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
681.00 . . . . . . . . . .
681. 1. . . . . . . . . . .
681. 10 . . . . . . . . . .
682 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
662.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
682. 1. . . . . . . . . . .
6&?..? . . . . . . . . . . .
602.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
682.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
682. 5. . . . . . . . . . .
682.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
662.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
662.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
663 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
684 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
685 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
605.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
686 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
686.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
690 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
691 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
691.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
691.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
692 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
692.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
693 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
693.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
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TABLE 3. HUM8ER OF ALL-LISTEO OIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGE FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY lCO-9-C!l COOE, SEX AND
AGE OF PATI ENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: uNITEO STATES, 1989--CON.






15 15-44 45-64 ANO
COOE
NORTH-
TOTAL HALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST HIOUEST SGUTH UEST









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































698 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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TABLE 3. NuMBER OF AL L-L ISTEO DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY lCO-9_CH COOE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO (, EOGRAPHIC REGIu N OF HOSPITAL: UN ITEO STATES, 1989--CON.




lCO-9-CH 15 15- 4+ 45-6+ ANO NORTH-
CO OE TOTAL HALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MIOWEST SOUTH WEST
716 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
716. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
716.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
716.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
7L6.90 . . . . . . . . . .
716.91 . . . . . . . . . .
716.96 . . . . . . . . . .
716.99 . . . . . . . . . .
717 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
71 T.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
T17. 4 . . . . . . . . . . .
717.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
717.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
717.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
7L7. a3 . . . . . . . . . .
718 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
718. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
718.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
718.31 . . . . . . . . . .
718. 36 . . . . . . . . . .
718.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
718.46 . . . . . . . . . .
718. 5 . . . . . . . . . . .
718.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
718.06 . . . . . . . . . .
719 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
719.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
719.06 . . . . . . . . . .
71’?.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
719.41 . . . . . . . . . .
719.45 . . . . . . . . . .
719.46 . . . . . . . . . .
719.49 . . . . . . . . . .
719. 7 . . . . . . . . . . .
719.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
720. . . . . . . . . . . . .
720.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
720. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
721 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
721.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
721. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
721.2 . . .. . . . . . . . .
721. 3 . . . . . . . . . . .
72 L. 9 . . . . . . . . . . .
721.90 . . . . . . . . . .
722 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
722.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
722.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
722. 10 . . . . . . . . . .
722.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
122.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
722. 5 . . . . . . . . . . .
722. 52 . . . . . . . . . .
722.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
722. 7 . . . . . . . . . . .
722.7 L . . . . . . . . . .
722. 73 . . . . . . . . . .
722. 8 . . . . . . . . . . .
T22.83 . . . . . . . . . .
722.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
722. 91 . . . . . . . . . .
722.93 . . . . . . . . . .
723 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
723.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
723. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .





















































































































































































NUMBER OF ALL-L ISTEO OIAGNOSES IN THOUSANOS























































































































































































































































































































































TABLE 3. NU!4BER OF ALL-LISTED 01 AGt40SES FOR INPATIENTS L)ISCHARGEO FROK SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-CH CODE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITED STATES, 1989—CON.






15 15-44 +5-64 ANO NORTH-
COOE TOTAL HALE FEMALE YEARS YEA RS YEARS OVER EAST HIOHEST SOUTH uEST
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TABLE 3. NUHBER OF ALL-LISTED DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY lCO-9-CM COOE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATI ENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES, 1989--CON.











FENALE YEARS YEA RS YEARS OVER EAST MIOUEST SOUTH blEsT
NUMBER OF ALL-L ISTEO OIAGNOSES IN THOU SANOS
733 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
733.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
133.00 . . . . . . . . . .
733. OF . . . . . . . . . .
733. 1. . . . . . . . . . .
733.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
733.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
733. +2.. . . . . . . . .
733.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
733.8 L . . . . . . . . . .
733. L!2. . . . . . . . . .
733. 9 . . . . . . . . . . .
733. 90 . . . . . . . . . .
733. 99 . . . . . . . . . .
T35 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
735.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
735.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
736 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
736.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
136.70 . . . . . . . . . .
736.79 . . . . . . . . . .
736.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
736.89 . . . . . . . . . .
737. . . . . . . . . . . . .
737. 1. . . . . . . . . . .
737. 10 . . . . . . . . . .
137.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
737.30 . . . . . . . . . .
73a . . . . . . . . . . . . .
138.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
738.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
739 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
7+0-759 . . . . . . .
741 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
741.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
74 L.9 . . . . . . . . . .
741.90 . . . . . . . . . .
742 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
142. 1. . . . . . . . . . .
74.?.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
142.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
742.59 . . . . . . . . . .
743 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
744 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
7k5 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
745. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
1+5.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
745.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
745. 5 . . . . . . . . . . .
T45.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
746 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
746.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
746.02 . . . . . . . . . .
746.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
746.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
746.89 . . . . . . . . . .
746.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
747 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
747.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
-147. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
747. do . . . . . . . . . .
7+7.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
T47.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
747.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
747.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
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TABLE 3. NUMBER OF AL L-L ISTEO OIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS DXSCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-+CI’I COOE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REG1ON OF HOSPITAL: LNAITEO STATES* 1989—CON.





15 15-44 45-6+ ANO
COOE
NORTH-
TOTAL HALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST HIOUEST SWTH HEST




























































7T2 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
7T2.1. . . . . . . . . . .
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TABLE 3. NUMBER OF ALL-LISTED OIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGECJ FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-CM COOE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATI ENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES, 1989--CON.




lCO-9-CM 15 15- 4+
COOE
+5-64 ANO NORTH-
TOT AL MALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MIOHEST SCUTH liEST
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TABLE 3. NUMBER OF ALL-LISTEO OIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICD-9-CM COOE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES, 1989—CON.










FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MIOUEST SCUTH MEST
NuMBER OF ALL-LX STEO OIAGNOSES IN THOUSANOS
787 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
187.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
7a7.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
787.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
787.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
788 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
788.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
788.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
788.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
788.4 . . . .*.. . . . .
788.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
789...........*.
789.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
789.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
789.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
789.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
789.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
790 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
790.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
790.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
790.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
790.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
790.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
790.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
791 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
791.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
791.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
192 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
792.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
793 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
793.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
79+ . . . . . . . . . . . . .
794.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
794.31 ● . . . . . . . . .
79+.39.. . . . . . . . .
794.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
195 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
795.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
795*8 *...... . . . .
796 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
196.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
196.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
197 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
199 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
799.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
799.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
799.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
799. + . . . . . . . . . . .
799.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
199.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
800-999 . . . . . . .
800 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
800.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
801 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
801.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
802 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ao2. o... . . . . . . . .
ao2.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
802. ZO . . . . . . . . . .
802.25 . . . . . . . . . .
802.26 . . . . . . . . . .
802.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
802.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
802.6 . . . . . . . . . . .

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE 3. NuMBER OF ALL-L ISTEO OIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGED FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY lCO-9-CH CGDE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REG1ON OF HOSPITAL: UNITED STATES, 1989--CON.






15 15-44 45- 6+ AND NORTH-
MALE FEMALE YEARS YEA RS YEARS OVER EAST #lIO14EST SOUTH UEST
803 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
LT03.0 . . . . . . . . . .
805 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
805.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
805.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
805. 4 . . . . . . . . . . .
805.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
806 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
foot . . . . . . . . . . . . .
80 T. O . . . . . . . . . . .
80 T.00.. . . . . . . . .
80 T.O1 . . . . . . . . . .
807.02 . . . . . . . . . .
807.03 . . . . . . . . . .
807.04 . . . . . . . . . .
80 T.09 . . . . . . . . . .
80 T.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
808 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
808.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
808.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
808.4 . . . . . . . . . . .




810.02 . . . . . . . . . .
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TABLE 3. NUMBER OF AL L-LISTEO OIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGED FROH SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-CM COOE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITED STATES, 1989—CON.









FE14ALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST HIOIIEST SOUTH uEST





















a22. o . . . . . . . . . . .
a23 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
a23. o . . . . . . . . . . .
a23. of . . . . . . . . . .
a23.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
a23.22.. . . . . . . . .
a23. a . . . . . . . . . . .
a23. ao . . . . . . . . . .
a23.82 . . . . . . . . . .
a23.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
a23.92 . . . . . . . . . .
a24 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
a24. o. . . . . . . . . . .
a2k. z... . . . . . . . .
824. + . . . . . . . . . .
a2k6. . . . . . . . . . .
az+. a . . . . . . . . . . .
a24.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
825 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
azs. o . . . . . . . . . . .
a25.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
a25.21 . . . . . . . . . .
azs. as . . . . . . . . . .
a26 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
a26. o . . . . ...*...
831.............
a3bo . . . . . . . . . . .
a31. of . . . . . . . . . .
a31.04 . . . . . . . . . .
a32 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
a32. o. . . . . . . . . . .
a33 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
a33. o. . . . . . . . . . .
a34 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
a35 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
a35. o . . . . . . . . . . .
a35. of . . . . . . . . . .
836.............
a36.o...........
836.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
a36.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
ace . . . . . . . . . . . . .
a3a. o . . . . . . . . . . .

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE 3. NUMBER OF ALL-LISTED DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGED FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY lCD-9-CM COOE. SEX ANO
AGE OF PATI ENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITED STATES, 1989—CON.




K o- 9-CM 15 15-+4 45-64 AND
CODE TOTAL MALE FEMALE
NORTH-
YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST t41DHEST SOUTH IAEST
839 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
839.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
840 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
840. 4 . . . . . . . . . . .
S40.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
842 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
843 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
0+3. 8....... . . . .
844 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
844.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
844.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
844.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
044.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
845 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
045.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
845.00 . . . . . . . . . .
8+5.09 . . . . . . . . . .
846 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
846. 0 . . . . . . . . . . .
846.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
847 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
047. 0 . . . . . . . . . . .
847. 1. . . . . . . . . . .
847.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
84 T.9... . . . . . . . .
8+6 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
048.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
850 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
850.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
850. 1. . . . . . . . . . .
850.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
850.9 . . . . . .. a...
851 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
851.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
852 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
852.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
852.20 . . . . . . . . . .
853 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
053.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
854 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
a54. o... . . . . . . . .
854.00 . . . . . . . . . .
854.01 . . . . . . . . . .
854.02 . . . . . . . . . .
854.06 . . . . . . . . . .
854.09 . . . . . . . . . .
860 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
860.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
860. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
860.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
860.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
861 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
861. 0 . . . . . . . . . . .
861.01 . . . . . . . . . .
861. 2 . . . . . . . . . . .
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TA8L E 3. NUHBER OF ALL-L ISTEO OIAGtWSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-$-CM CODE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REG1ON OF HOSPITAL: UNITED STATES, 1989—CON.




ICO-9-CH 15 i5-44 +5-611 ANO
COOE TOT AL HALE
NORTH-
FE14ALE YEARS Y EARS YEARS OVER EAST HIOWEST SOUTH HEST
NUMBER OF ALL-LISTEO OIAGNOSES IN THOUSANOS
862 . .. .. .. .. .. ..
862.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
863 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
a63.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
a63.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
a64 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
a6k. o . . . . . . . . . . .
a64.1. . . . . . . . . . .
865 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
a65. o... . . . . .*..
065.04 . . . . . . . . . .
a66 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
a66. o. . . . . . . . . . .
a66.01.. . . . . . . . .
act’ . . . . . . . . . . . . .
a67*o . . . . . . . . . . .
ala . . . . . . . . . . . . .
aba. o . . . . . . . . . . .
a6a. of . . . . . . . . . .
a68. 1. . . . . . . . . . .
ado . . . . . . . . . . . . .
a70. a . . . . . . . . . . .
871 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
a72 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
B72. o . . . . . . . . . . .
a72.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
a73 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
a73. o. . . . . . . . . . .
a73.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
873.20 . . . . . . . . . .
a73.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
873.40 . . . . . . . . . .
a73.4i . . . . . . . . . .
a73.42.. . . . . . . . .
a73.43 . . . . . . . . . .
a73. ok . . . . . . . . . .
a73. k9.. . . . . . . . .
a73.5. . . . . . . . . . .
a73.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
a73.63 . . . . . . . . . .
a74 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
a7k. a . . . . . . . . . . .
a75 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
a75. o . . . . . . . . . . .
876 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
876.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
ala . . . . . . . . . . . . .
a79 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
a79.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
a79. a . . . . . . . . . . .
ado . . . . . . . . . . . . .
aao. o . . . . . . . . . . .
ail . . . . . . . . . . . . .
aal. o. . . . . . . . . . .
aal. of . . . . . . . . . .
aal. of . . . . . . . . . .
aal.02 . . . . . . . . . .
aal. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
aal.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
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TABLE 3. NUMBER OF AL L-L ISTEO OIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGE FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS* BY ICO-+CM COOE$ SEX ANo
AGE OF PATI ENT, AND GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES* 1989--CON=




ICC-9-CM 15 15-44 45-64 ANO NORTN-
COOE ToT AL HALE FEMALE YEARS YEA RS YEARS OVER EAST MIO16EST SOUTH WEST
NUMBER OF ALL-LISTED OIAGNOSES IN THOUSANOS
882 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
nez. o. . . . . . . . . . .
eaz.l . . . . . . . . . . .
882.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
ae3 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
883.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
B83. L. . . . . . . . . . .
883.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
884 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
084.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
B86 . . . . . ...*....
086.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
.990 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
890.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
891 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
891.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
891. 1. . . . . . . . . . .
892 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
892.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
892. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
895 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
903 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
905 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
905.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
905.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
9i35.4..* . . . . . . . .
906 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
907 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
40?.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
901.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
908 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
908.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
969 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
910 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
910.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
911 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
911.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
913 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
913.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
916 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
916.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
918 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
9 9 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
i9 9.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
$+?O. . . . . . . . . . . . .
921 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2
9 1.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
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TABLE 3. NUMBER OF ALL-LISTEO OIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS (31SCHAR6E0 FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-CH COOE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PAT1 ENTs ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES. 1989--CON.





15 15-44 65-64 ANO NORTH-
TOTAL MALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS Ov ER EAST HIOMEST SCYJTH 14EST
NUH8ER OF ALL-LI STEO O IAGNOSES IN THOU SANOS
922.. . . . . . . . . . . .
922.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
922.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
922.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
923 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
923.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
923.00 . . . . . . . . . .
924 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
924.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
924.00 . . . . . . . . . .
92+. of . . . . . . . . . .
924.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
924.11 . . . . . . . . . .
924.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
92*.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
927 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
928 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
933 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
933.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
93+ . . . . . . . . . . . . .
935 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
935.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
9+1 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
941.2 . . . . . . . . . .
9+2 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
942.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
943 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
944 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
9+5 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
9+5.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
945.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
946 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
946.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
9+6.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
94.9 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
9+8.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
948.00 . . . . . . . . . .
948.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
952 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
952.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
955 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
955.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
955.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
955.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
958 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
958.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
958.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
958.7 . . . . . . . . . . .



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE 3. NuMBER OF AL L-L ISTEO OIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO fROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS. BY lCO-9-W COOEe SEX ANo
AGE OF PAT1 ENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REG1ON OF HOSPITAL: UNITED STATES, 1989--CON.




ICO-9-CM 15 15-44 45-64 ANO NORTH-
COOE TOTAL HALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST HIOHEST SflUTH HEST
NUMBER OF ALL-LISTEO OIAGNOSES IN THOU SANOS
959 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
959.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
959. 1. . . . . . . . . . .
959.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
959.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
959.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
962 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
963 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
963.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
965 . . . . ..!......
965.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
965.09 . . . . . . . . . .
965. 1. . . . . . . . . . .
965.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
965.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
966 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
966. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
967 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
967.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
968 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
969 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
969.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
969. 1. . . . . . . . . . .
969.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
971 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
972 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
972. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
974 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
974. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
975 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
975.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
977 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
977a . . . . . . . . . . .
977.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
980 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
980.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
986 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
987 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
987.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
989 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
989. 5 . . . . . . . . . . .
990 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
991. . . . . . . . . . . . .
991. 6 . . . . . . . . . . .
992 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
994 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
994. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
995 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
995.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
995. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
995.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
995.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
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TABLE 3. NUMBER OF ALL-LISTED OIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY lCO-9-CM CIIOE. SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES, 1989--coN.






15 15-44 45-64 ANO
COOE TOTAL
NORTH-
HALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST HIOIAEST SWTH UEST
996 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
996.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
996.01 . . . . . . . . . .
996.02 . . . . . . . . . .
996.03 . . . . . . . . . .
996. 1. . . . . . . . . . .
996.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
996.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
996.39 . . . . . . . . . .
996.+. . . . . . . . . . .
996.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
996.59 . . . . . . . . . .
996.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
996.60 . . . . . . . . . .
996.62 . . . . . . . . . .
996.69 . . . . . . . . . .
996.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
996.70 . . . . . . . . . .
996.73 . . . . . . . . . .
996.74 . . . . . . . . . .
996.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
996.81 . . . . . . . . .
997 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
997.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
W1.1. . . . . . . . . . .
997.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
997.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
997.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
997. 5 . . . . . . . . . . .
997.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
997.62 . . . . . . . . . .
997.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
998 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
998.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
99a. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
998.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
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TABLE 3. NUMBER OF ALL-L ISTEO OIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY lCO-9-CM COOE, SEX ANO
A&E OF PATI ENT, AND GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITED STATES, 1989--CON.






15 15-44 45-64 ANO NORTH-
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TABLE 3. NUMBER OF ALL-LISTED OIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGED FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-CM CaOE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REG1ON OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES, 1989—CON.





15 15-44 45-64 AHO NORTH-
COOE TOTAL HALE FEMALE YEARS Y EARS YEARS OVER EAST MID14EST S(XJ TH UEST
V46 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V46.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
V50 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V51 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V54 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V54. O. . . . . . . . . . .
v54.8... . . . . . . . .
V55 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V55.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
V56 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V56. O. . . . . . . . . . .
V5-I . . . . . . . . . . . . .
v57.1 . . ...*... . .
V57.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
V57.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
V57.89 . . . . . . . . . .
V57.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
V58 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V58. O. . . . . . . . . . .
V58.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
v58.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
V58.8* . . . . . . . . . .
V59 . . . . ...*.....
V61 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V61. 1. . . . . . . . . . .
V61.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
V61.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
V61.5 . . . . . . . . . .
V61.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
V62 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
v62.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
V62.89 . . . . . . . . . .
Vbk . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V64. I . . . . . . . . . . .
V64.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
V64.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
V65 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V65.3. . . . . . . . . . .
V66 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V66.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
V66.2... . . . . . . . .
V67 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V67. O. . . . . . . . . . .
v-lo . . . . . . . . . . . .
V70.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
V71 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V71.4 . . . . . . . ...*
vll.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE +. NUMBER OF AL L-L ISTEO PROCEDURES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROH SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY lCO+_CM COOE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATI ENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REG1ON OF HOSPITAL: UN ITEO STATES, 1989
(E XCLUOES NEUBORN INFANTS. CGOE NUMBERS ARE FROM THE INTERNATIONAL CLASS 1F1CATION OF OISEASES* 9TH REV IS 10N* cLINIcAL MoolF1cATIQN







15 15- %4 45-64 AND NORTH-
COOE TOTAL MALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MIOHEST s ou TH HEST
NuMBER OF PROCEDURES IN THOUSANOS
ALL CODES.......
01-05 . . . . . . . . .
01 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
01.1 .... .. .. .. ..
01.13 ... .. .. .. ..
01.18 . .. .. .. .. ..
01.2 .. .. .. .. .. ..
01.24 . .. .. .. .. ..
01.25 . .. .. .. .. ..
01.3 .. .. .. .. .. ..
01.31 . .. .. .. .. ..
01.39 . .. .. .. .. ..
01.5 .. .. .. .. .. ..
01.51 . .. .. .. .. ..
01.59 ... .. .. .. ..
02 .... .. .. .. .. ..
02.0 .. .. .. .. .. ..
02.02 . .. .. .. .. ..
02.1 .. .. .. .. .. ..
02. 12 ... .. .. .. ..
02.2 .... .. .. .. ..
02.3 .. .. .. .. .. ..
02.34 ... .. .. .. ..
02.4 .. .. .. .. .. ..
02.42 ... .. .. .. ..
02.9 .. .. .. .. .. ..
02.94 ... .. .. .. ..
03 .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
03.0 .. .. .. .. .. ..
03.09 . .. .. .. .. ..
03.3 .. .... .. .. ..
03.31 . .. .. .. .. ..
03.4 .. .. .. .. .. ..
03.5 .. .. .. .. .. ..
03.6 .. .. .. .. .. ..
03.9 .. .. .... .. ..
03.90 . .. .. .. .. ..
03.91 . .. .. .. .. ..
03.92 . .. .... .. ..
03.95 . .. .. .. .. ..
04 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
04.0 . . . . . . . . . . . .
04.04 ... .. .. .. ..
04.07 . .. .. .. .. ..
04.3 .... .. .. .. ..
04.4 .. .. .. .. .. ..
04.43 ... .. .. .. ..
04.49 . .. .. .. .. ..
04.6 .... .. .. .. ..
04.7 .. .. .. .. .. ..
04.8 .. .. .. .. .. ..
04.81 ... .... .. ..
05 .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
05.3 .. .. .. .. .. ..
05.31 . .. .. .. .. ..
06-07 . .. .. .. ..
06 .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
06.0 .. .. .. .. .. ..
06.09 . .. .. .. .. ..
06.1 .. .. .. .. .. ..
06.2 .. .. .. .. .. ..
06.3 .. .. .... .. ..
06.39 . .. .. .. .. ..
06.4 .... .. .. .. ..
06.8 .. .. .. .. .. ..
06.89 . .. .. .. .. ..
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TABLE 4. NUMBER OF AL L-LISTEO PROCEDURES FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGECI FROM SHGRT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICD-9-CM CODE, SEX AhO
AGE OF PATI ENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REG1ON OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES, 1969—CON.
(sEE HEAONOTE AT BEGINNING OF TABLE)
SEX AGE REG ION
65
UNOER YEARS
ICO-9-CM 15 i5-44 45-64 ANO
COOE TOTAL
NORTH-
MALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST HIDHEsT SMITH IAEST
08-16.........
08 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
08.2. . . . . . . . . . . .
08.5 . . . . . . . . . . . .
08.8 . . . . . . . . . . . .
08.81 . . . . . . . . . . .













































20 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
20.0 . . . . . . . . . . . .
20.01 . . . . . . . . . . .
20.09 . . . . . . . . . . .
20.4 . . . . . . . . . . . .















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE 4. NUMBER OF ALL-LISTED PROCEDURES FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGED FROM SHGRT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS. BY lCO+-CU COOE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATI ENT, AND GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES, L989—CON.






15 15-44 45-64 ANO NoRTH-
COOE TOTAL MALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MIOliEST SOUTH HEST
NUMBER OF PROCEDURES IN THOUSANOS
21-29 . . . . . . . . .
21 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
21.0 . . . . . . . . . . . .
21.01 . . . . . . . . . . .
21.02 . . . . . . . . . . .
21 .03 . . . . . . . . . . .
21..? . . . . . . . . . . . .
21.3 . . . . . . . . . . . .
21.31 . . . . . . . . . . .
21.5 . . . . . . . . . . . .
21.6 . . . . . . . . . . . .
21.62 . . . . . . . . . . .
21.69 . . . . . . . . . . .
21.7 . . . . . . . . . . . .
21.71 . . . . . . . . . . .
21.72 . . . . . . . . . . .
21.8 . . . . . . . . . . . .
21.81 . . . . . . . . . . .
21.83 . . . . . . . . . . .
21.84 . . . . . . . . . . .
21.86 . . . . . . . . . . .
21. Be . . . . . . . . . . .
21.88 . . . . . . . . . . .
22 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
22.1 . . . . . . . . . . . .
22.2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
22.3 . . . . . . . . . . . .
22.39 . . . . . . . . . . .
22.5 . . . . . . . . . . . .
22.52 . . . . . . . . . . .
22.6 . . . . . . . . . . . .
22.63 . . . . . . . . . . .
23 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
23.0 . . . . . . . . . . . .
23.09 . . . . . . . . . . .
23.1 . . . . . . . . . . . .
23.19 . . . . . . . . . . .
24 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25.2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
26 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
26.3 . . . . . . . . . . . .
26.30 . . . . . . . . . . .
26.31 . . . . . . . . . . .
26.32 . . . . . . . . . . .
27 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
27.0 . . . . . . . . . . . .
27.4 . . . . . . . . . . . .
27.5 . . . . . . . . . . . .
27.51 . . . . . . . . . . .
27.6 . . . . . . . . . . . .
27.62 . . . . . . . . . . .
27.63 . . . . . . . . . . .
27.69 . . . . . . . . . . .
27.7 . . . . . . . . . . . .
28 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2a.o............
28.2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
28.3 . . . . . . . . . . . .
2a.6 . . . . . . . . . . . .
29 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
29.1 . . . . . . . . . . . .
29.4 . . . . . . . . . . . .
30-34 . . . . . . . . .
30 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
30.0 . . . . . . . . . . . .
30.09 . . . . . . . . . . .











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE +. NUMBER OF ALL-LISTED PROCEDURES FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGE FROH SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY lCO+-CH CODE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REG1ON OF HOSPITAL: UNITED STATES, 1989—CON.






15 15-44 +5-64 ANO
cOOE
NORTH-
TOTAL HALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST HIoMEST SW TH HEST




























































36.15 . . . . . . . . . . .
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TABLE 4. NUMBER OF ALL-LISTED PROCEDURES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHCRT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9_CM CODE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITED STATES, 1989--CON.
(SEE HE ADNOTE AT BEGINNING OF TABLE)
SEX
ICO-9-Cfl




15 15-44 45-64 A NO NORTH-
YEARS YEARS YEARS 0 VER EAST MIDMEST SGil TH uEST
37 .... .. .. .. .. ..
3T. O .. .. .. .. .. ..
37. 1.. .. .. .. .. ..
37.12 . .. .. .. .. ..
37.2 .. .. .. .. .. ..
37.21 . .. .. .. .. ..
37 .22 ... .. .. .. ..
37.23. ... .. .. .. .
37.25 ... .. .. .. ..
37.26 . .. .. .. .. ..
37.3 .. .. .. .. .. ..
37.6 .. .. .. .. .. ..
37.61 ... .. .. .. ..
31.7 .. .. .. .. .. ..
37.71.... .. .. .. .
37.72 ... .. .. .. ..
37.73 ... .. .. .. ..
31.76 ... .. .. .. ..
37.78 ... .. .. .. ..
37.8 .... .. .. .. ..
37.80 ... .. .. .. ..
37.81 ... .. .. .. ..
37.82 . .. .. .. .. ..
37.83 . .. .. .. .. ..
31.85 . .. .. .. .. ..
37.9 .... .. .. .. ..
38 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
38.0 . . . . . . . . . . . .
38.03 . . . . . . . . . . .
38.08 . . . . . . . . . . .
38.1 . . . . . . . . . . . .
38.12 . . . . . . . . . . .
3J3.18 . . . . . . . . . . .
38.2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
38.21 . . . . . . . . . . .
38.3 . . . . . . . . . . . .
38.4 . . . . . . . . . . . .
38.44 . . . . . . . . . . .
38.48 . . . . . . . . . . .
38.5 . . . . . . . . . . . .
38.59 . . . . . . . . . . .
38.6 . . . . . . . . . . . .
38.7 . . . . . . . . . . . .
38.8 . . . . . . . . . . . .
30.85 . . . . . . . . . . .
38.86 . . . . . . . . . . .
38.9 . . . . . . . . . . . .
38.91 . . . . . . . . . . .
38.92 . . . . . . . . . . .
38.93 . . . . . . . . . . .
38.94 . . . . . . . . . . .
38.95 . . . . . . . . . . .
39 .. .... .. .. .. ..
39.2 .. .. .. .. .. ..
39.25 ... .. .. .. ..
39.27 ... .. .. .. ..
39.29 ... .. .. .. ..
39.3 .... .. .. .. ..
39.31 . .. .. .. .. ..
39. + .... .. .. .. ..
39. +2 ... .. .. .. ..
39.49 ... .. .. .. ..
39.5 .... .. .. .. ..
39.51 ... .. .. .. ..
39.56 . .. .. .. .. ..
39.57 . .. .. .. .. ..
39.58 . .. .. .. .. ..
39.59 . .. .. .. .. ..
39.6 .... .. .. .. ..
39.61 . .. .. .. .. ..
39.62 . .. .. .. .. ..
39.63 ... .. .. .. ..
39.6+ . .. .. .. .. ..
39.9 .. .. .. .. .. ..
39.93 . .. .. .. .. ..
39.95 . .. .... .. ..










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































5,000-9,000 ARE TO BE USEO WITH CAUTION: SEE WSE OF TABLESm IN 7EX7.
TABLE 4. NuUBER OF ALL-LISTED PROCEDURES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, 8Y Ice+-cM cooE , sEx Aho
AGE OF PATIENT* ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES, 1989 —CoN-






15 15-44 45-64 A NO NORTH-
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TABLE + NUMBER OF ALL-LISTED PROCEDURES fiOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGELI FROM SHORT-STAY NOtAFEOERAL HOSPITALS, BY lCO-9<H COOE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UN ITEO STATES, 1989—CON.
(SEE HEAONOTE AT BEGINNING OF TABLE I





15 15- w 45-64 ANO
COOE TOTAL
NORTH-
HALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MID UEST SWTH wEST
45.4 . . . . . . . . . . . .
+5.41 . . . . . . . . . . .
45.42 . . . . . . . . . . .
45.49 . . . . . . . . . . .
45.6 . . . . . . . . . . . .
45.62 . . . . . . . . . . .
45.7 . . . . . . . . . . . .
45. To . . . . . . . . . . .
45.73 . . . . . . . . . . .
45. To . . . . . . . . . . .
45.75 . . . . . . . . . . .
45.76 . . . . . . . . . . .
45.79 . . . . . . . . . . .
45.9 . . . . . . . . . . . .
45.91 . . . . . . . . . . .
45.93 . . . . . . . . . . .
45.94 . . . . . . . . . . .
46 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
46.0 . . . . . . . . . . . .
46.03 . . . . . . . . . . .
46.1 . . . . . . . . . . . .
46.10 . . . . . . . . . . .
46.11 . . . . . . . . . . .
46.13 . . . . . . . . . . .
46.2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
+6.3 . . . . . . . . . . . .
46.39 . . . . . . . . . . .
46.4 . . . . . . . . . . . .
46.43 . . . . . . . . . . .
46.5 . . . . . . . . . . . .
46.52 . . . . . . . . . . .
46.7 . . . . . . . . . . . .
46.73 . . . . . . . . . . .
+6.75 . . . . . . . . . . .
46.79 . . . . . . . . . . .
46.8 . . . . . . . . . . . .
47 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
47.0 . . . . . . . . . . . .
47.1 . . . . . . . . . . . .
48 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
48.2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
48.23 . . . . . . . . . . .
48.24 . . . . . . . . . . .
48.3 . . . . . . . . . . . .
48.35 . . . . . . . . . . .
48.5 . . . . . . . . . . . .
+8.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
48.63 . . . . . . . . . . .
48.69 . . . . . . . . . . .
48.7 . . . . . . . . . . . .
48.8 . . . . . . . . . . . .
48.81 . . . . . . . . . . .
49 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
49.0 . . . . . . . . . . . .
49.01 . . . . . . . . . . .
49.1 . . . . . . . . . . . .
49.11 . . . . . . . . . . .
49.12 . . . . . . . . . . .
49.2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
49.21 . . . . . . . . . . .
49.3 . . . . . . . . . . . .
49.39 . . . . . . . . . . .
49.4 . . . . . . . . . . . .
49.45 . . . . . . . . . . .
49.46 . . . . . . . . . . .
+9.5 . . . . . . . . . . . .
49.59 . . . . . . . . . . .
49. T . . . . . . . . . . . .


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE 4. WISER OF ALL-LISTED PROCEDURES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROH SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, 8Y lCO+-CM COOE. SEX ANO
AGE OF PAT1 ENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES, 1989—CON.
































































5+ . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
54.0 . . . . . . . . . . . .
5+.1 . . . . . . . . . . . .
5+.11 . . . . . . . . . . .
5+.12 . . . . . . . . . . .
5+.19 . . . . . . . . . . .
5+.2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
54.21 . . . . . . . . . . .
54.23 . . . . . . . . . . .
54.3 . . . . . . . . . . . .
5+.4 . . . . . . . . . . . .
54.5 . . . . . . . . . . . .
5%6 . . . . . . . . . . . .
5+.61 . . . . . . . . . . .
5+. T . . . . . . . . . . . .
5+.72 . . . . . . . . . . .
5+.9 . . . . . . . . . . . .
54.91 . . . . . . . . . . .
5%93 . . . . . . . . . . .
54.94 . . . . . . . . . . .
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TABLE 4. NUMBER OF ALL-LISTED PROCEDURES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROU SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY lCO-9-CM cooE* sEX ANQ
AGE OF PATIENT, AND GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES? 1989 —Co N-




lCD-9-CM 15 15- *4 45-.54 ANO NORTH-
COOE TOTAL MALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST &lIOlfEST SOUTH WEST
NuMBER OF PROCEDURES IN THOUSANOS
55-59 . . . . . . . . .
55 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
55.0 . . . . . . . . . . . .
55.02 . . . . . . . . . . .
55.03 . . . . . . . . . . .
55.2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
55.23 . . . . . . . . . . .
55.5 . . . . . . . . . . . .
55.51 . . . . . . . . . . .
55.6 . . . . . . . . . . . .
55.69 . . . . . . . . . . .
55.8 . . . . . . . . . . . .
55.87 . . . . . . . . . . .
55.9 . . . . . . . . . . . .
56 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
56.0 . . . . . . . . . . . .
56.2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
56.3 . . . . . . . . . . . .
56.31 . . . . . . . . . . .
56.5 . . . . . . . . . . . .
56.51 . . . . . . . . . . .
56. T . . . . . . . . . . . .
56. To . . . . . . . . . . .
57 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
57.0 . . . . . . . . . . . .
57.1 . . . . . . . . . . . .
57.19 . . . . . . . . . . .
57.2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
57.21 . . . . . . . . . . .
57.3 . . . . . . . . . . . .
57.32 . . . . . . . . . . .
57.33 . . . . . . . . . . .
57.4 . . . . . . . . . . . .
57.49 . . . . . . . . . . .
57.8 . . . . . . . . . . . .
57.61 . . . . . . . . . . .
57.89 . . . . . . . . . . .
57.9 . . . . . . . . . . . .
57.91 . . . . . . . . . . .
57.94 . . . . . . . . . . .
5a . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
58.2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
58.22 . . . . . . . . . . .
58.3 . . . . . . . . . . . .
58.4 . . . . . . . . . . . .
58.45 . . . . . . . . . . .
58.49 . . . . . . . . . . .
58.6 . . . . . . . . . . . .
59 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
59.5 . . . . . . . . . . . .
59.7 . . . . . . . . . . . .
59.79 . . . . . . . . . . .
59.8 . . . . . . . . . . . .
59.9 . . . . . . . . . . . .
59.95 . . . . . . . . . . .
59.96 . . . . . . . . . . .
60-64 . . . . . . . . .
60 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
60.1 . . . . . . . . . . . .
60.11 . . . . . . . . . . .
60.2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
60.3 . . . . . . . . . . . .
60. +... . . . . . . . . .
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TABLE 4. NUMBER OF AL L-L ISTEO PROCEDURES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS* By lLO-9-c H cooE* sEx ANo
AGE OF PATIENT, AND GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES, 1989—coN.





15 15-44 45-64 ANO
COOE
NORTH_
TOTAL MALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MIOHEST SWTH uEST
61 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
61.0 . . . . . . . . . . . .
61..? . . . . . . . . . . . .
62 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
62.3 . . . . . . . . . . . .
62.4 . . . . . . . . . . . .
62.41 . . . . . . . . . . .
62.5 . . . . . . . . . . . .
63 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
63. L . . . . . . . . . . . .
63.3 . . . . . . . . . . . .
63.7 . . . . . . . . . . . .
64 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
64.0 . . . . . . . . . . . .
64.9 . . . . . . . . . . . .
6+.95 . . . . . . . . . . .
64.97 . . . . . . . ..-.
65-71 . . . . . . . . .
65 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65. L . . . . . . . . . . . .
65.12 . . . . . . . . . . .
65.2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
65.22 . . . . . . . . . . .
65.29 . . . . . . . . . . .
65.3 . . . . . . . . . . . .
65.4 . . . . . . . . . . . .
65.5 . . . . . . . . . . . .
65.5 L . . . . . . . . . . .
65.6 . . . . . . . . . . . .
65.6 L. . . . . . . . . . .
65.62 . . . . . . . . . . .
65.7 . . . . . . . . . . . .
65.79 . . . . . . . . . . .
65.8 . . . . . . . . . . . .
65.9 . . . . . . . . . . . .
65.91 . . . . . . . . . . .
66 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
66.2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
66.29 . . . . . . . . . . .
66.3 . . . . . . . . . . . .
66.32 . . . . . . . . . . .
66.39 . . . . . . . . . . .
66.4 . . . . . . . . . . . .
66.5 . . . . . . . . . . . .
66.51 . . . . . . . . . . .
66.6 . . . . . . . . . . . .
66.6 L. . . . . . . . . . .
66.62 . . . . . . . . . . .
66.69 . . . . . . . . . . .
66.7 . . . . . . . . . . . .
66.73 . . . . . . . . . . .
66.79 . . . . . . . . . . .
66.8 . . . . . . . . . . . .
67 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
67.L. . . . . . . . . . . .
67.12 . . . . . . . . . . .
67.2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
67’.3 . . . . . . . . . . . .
67.39 . . . . . . . . . . .
67.5 . . . . . . . . . . . .
68 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
68. L . . . . . . . . . . . .
68.12 . . . . . . . . . . .
68.16 . . . . . . . . . . .
68.29 . . . . . . . . . . .
68.4 . . . . . . . . . . . .
68.5 . . . . . . . . . . . .
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TABLE 4. NU!4BER OF ALL-LISTED PROCEDURES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY lCO-9-CM COOE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, AND GEOGRAPHIC REGIoN oF Hosp IT AL: uNITEO STATES, 1989—CON.











YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MIOHEST SOUTH JIEST
NuMBER OF PROCEDURES IN THOUSAt40S
69 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
69.0. . . . . . . . . . . .
69.01 . . . . . . . . . . .
69.02 . . . . . . . . . . .
69.09 . . . . . . . . . . .
69.1 . . . . . . . . . . . .
69.19 . . . . . . . . . . .
69.2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
69.22 . . . . . . . . . . .
69.5 . . . . . . . . . . . .
69.51 . . . . . . . . . . .
69.52 . . . . . . . . . . .
69.9 . . . . . . . . . . . .
69.91 . . . . . . . . . . .
69.96 . . . . . . . . . . .
lo . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
70.0. . . . . . . . . . . .
70.1. .. .. .... .. .
70.2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
70.3 . . . . . . . . . . . .
70.33 . . . . . . . . . . .
70.4 . . . . . . . . . . . .
70.5 . . . . . . . . . . . .
70.50 . . . . . . . . . . .
-10. sl . . . . . . . . . . .
10.52 . . . . . . . . . . .
70.7 . . . . . . . . . . . .
10.71 . . . . . . . . . . .
10.77 . . . . . . . . . . .
70.8 . . . . . . . . . . . .
71 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
71.2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
71.3 . . . . . . . . . . . .
71.7 . . . . . . . . . . . .
71.71 . . . . . . . . . . .
71.79 . . . . . . . . . . .
72-75 . . . . . . . . .
72 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
72.0 . . . . . . . . . . . .
72.1 . . . . . . . . . . . .
T2.2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
72.21 . . . . . . . . . . .
T2.4 . . . . . . . . . . . .
72.5 . . . . . . . . . . . .
72.52 . . . . . . . . . . .
72.7 . . . . . . . . . . . .
72.71 . . . . . . . . . . .
72.79 . . . . . . . . . . .
72.9 . . . . . . . . . . . .
73 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
T3. o . . . . . . . . . . . .
73.01 . . . . . . . . . . .
73.09 . . . . . . . . . . .
73.4 . . . . . . . . . . . .
73.5 . . . . . . . . . . . .
73.51 . . . . . . . . . . .
73.59 . . . . . . . . . . .
73.6 . . . . . . . . . . . .
74 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
74.0 . . . . . . . . . . . .
74.1 . . . . . . . . . . . .
74.3 . . . . . . . . . . . .
74.9 . . . . . . . . . . . .
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TABLE 4. NuMBER OF ALL-LISTED PROCEDURES FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-CH COOE, SEX AND
AGE OF PATI ENT, AND GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES, 1989—COh.




ICD-9-CH 15 15-44 45-64
COOE
ANO NORTH-
TOTAL HALE FEMALE YEARS YEA RS YEARS OVER EAST 141016EST SIYJTH HEST
75 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
75.0 . . . . . . . . . . . .
75. L . . . . . . . . . . . .
T5.3 . . . . . . . . . . . .
75.32 . . . . . . . . . . .











76-84 . . . . . . . . .
76.5 . . . . . . . . . . . .
76.6 . . . . . . . . . . . .
76.62 . . . . . . . . . . .
76.64 . . . . . . . . . . .
76.65 . . . . . . . . . . .
76.7 . . . . . . . . . . . .
76.72 . . . . . . . . . . .
76.7’ 5 . . . . . . . . . . .
76.76 . . . . . . . . . . .
T6.79 . . . . . . . . . . .
16.9 . . . . . . . . . . . .
76.91 . . . . . . . . . . .
76.92 . . . . . . . . . . .
77 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
77. L . . . . . . . . . . . .
77.2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
77.3 . . . . . . . . . . . .
77.35 . . . . . . . ...*
77.37 . . . . . . . . . . .
77.38 . . . . . . . . . . .
77.39 . . . . . . . . . . .
77.4 . . . . . . . . . . . .
77.45 . . . . . . . . . . .
77.49 . . . . . . . . . . .
77.5 . . . . . . . . . . . .
77.51 . . . . . . . . . . .
77.53 . . . . . . . . . . .
77.59 . . . . . . . . . . .
77.6 . . . . . . . . . . . .
77.6i . . . . . . . . . . .
77.62 . . . . . . . . . . .
77.63 . . . . . . . . . . .
17.65 . . . . . . . . . . .
77.66 . . . . . . . . . . .
77.67 . . . . . . . . . . .
77.68 . . . . . . . . . . .
77.69 . . . . . . . . . . .
77.7. . . . . . . . . . . .
77.79 . . . . . . . . . . .
77. %. . . . . . . . . . . .
7T.81 . . . . . . . . . . .
77.83 . . . . . . . . . . .
77.88 . . . . . . . . . . .
77.89 . . . . . . . . . . .
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TABLE + NuMBER OF ALL-LISTED PROCEDURES FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGEO FRoM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY lCO-9-CH COOE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PAT I ENT, AND GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UN ITEO STATES, 1989—CON.





15 15-44 +5-64 A NO NO f4TH-
cOOE TOTAL MALE FEMALE YEARS YEA RS YEAILS OVER EAST MIOUEST sOUTH !4EsT
NUMBER OF PROCEDURES IN THOUSANOS
78.6 . . . . . . . . . . . .
78.62 . . . . . . . . . . .
T8.63 . . . . . . . . . . .
7B.65 . . . . . . . . . . .
78.67 . . . . . . . . . . .
T8.69 . . . . . . . . . . .
79 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
79.0 . . . . . . . . . . . .
79.01 . . . . . . . . . . .
79.02 . . . . . . . . . . .
79.05 . . . . . . . . . . .
79.06 . . . . . . . . . . .
79.1 . . . . . . . . . . . .
79.11 . . . . . . . . . . .
79.12 . . . . . . . . . . .
79.15 . . . . . . . . . . .
19.16 . . . . . . . . . . .
79.2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
79.26 . . . . . . . . . . .
79.3 . . . . . . . . . . . .
T9.31 . . . . . . . . . . .
79.32 . . . . . . . . . . .
19.33 . . . . . . . . . . .
79.34+ . . . . . . . . . . .
79.35 . . . . . . . . . . .
19.36 . . . . . . . . . . .
79.37 . . . . . . . . . . .
79.39 . . . . . . . . . . .
79.6 . . . . . . . . . . . .
79.64 . . . . . . . . . . .
79.65 . . . . . . . . . . .
79.66 . . . . . . . . . . .
79.7 . . . . . . . . . . . .
79.75 . . . . . . . . . . .
19.8 . . . . . . . . . . . .
79.81 . . . . . . . . . . .
80 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
80.0 . . . . . . . . . . . .
80.1 . . . . . . . . . . . .
80.16 . . . . . . . . . . .
80.2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
80..? 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
80.26 . . . . . . . . . . .
80.4 . . . . . . . . . . . .
80.46 . . . . . . . . . . .
80.5 . . . . . . . . . . . .
80.50 . . . . . . . . . . .
80.51 . . . . . . . . . . .
80.6 . . . . . . . . . . . .
80.7 . . . . . . . . . . . .
80.76 . . . . . . . . . . .
80.8 . . . . . . . . . . . .
80..96 . . . . . . . . . . .
80.9 . . . . . . . . . . . .
80.91 . . . . . . . . . . .
81. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
81.0 .. .. .. .. .. ..
81 .02 . . . . . . . . . . .
81.04 . . . . . . . . . . .
B1.06 . .. .. .. .. ..
81.07 ... .. .. .. ..
B1.08 ... .. .. .. ..
81.1 .. .. .. .. .. ..
81.11 . .. .. .. .. ..
81.2 .. .. .. .. .. ..
B1.3 .... .. .. .. ..
81 .39 . .. .. .. .. ..
81.4 .. .. .... .. ..
81.40 . .. .... .. ..
81.41 ... .. .. .. ..
8i. +5 . .. .... .. ..
81.46 . .... .. .. ..
8i.47 . .. .... .. ..































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE 4. NUMBER OF ALL-LISTED PROCEDURES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY lCO-9-CH CODE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REG1ON OF HOSPITAL: uNITEO STATES, 1989—CON.




ICO-9-CII 15 13-44 4 5-6+ ANO NORTH-
COOE TOTAL HALE F EHAL E YEARS Y EARS YEARS OVER EAST MIDIAEST SGUTH MEST
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TABLE 4. NUMBER OF AL L-L ISTEO PROCEDURES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9<M CODEV SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, AND GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UN ITEO STATES, 1989--CON.






15 15-44 45-64 A NO NORTH-
COOE TOT AL MALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MID IAEST SUJTH UEST















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































86 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
86.0 . . . . . . . . . . . .
86.01 . . . . . . . . . . .
86.04 . . . . . . . . . . .
86.05 . . . . . . . . . . .
86.06 . . . . . . . . . . .
86.09 . . . . . . . . . . .
B6.1 . . . . . . . . . . . .
86.11 . . . . . . . . . . .
86.2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
86.2 L . . . . . . . . . . .
86.22 . . . . . . . . . . .
86.23 . . . . . . . . . . .
86.27 . . . . . . . . . . .
86.28 . . . . . . . . . . .
86.3 . . . . . . . . . . . .
86.4 . . . . . . . . . . . .
86.5 . . . . . . . . . . . .
86.59 . . . . . . . . . . .
86.6 . . . . . . . . . . . .
86.60 . . . . . . . . . . .
86.63 . . . . . . . . . . .
86.65 . . . . . . . . . . .
86.69 . . . . . . . . . . .
86.7 . . . . . . . . . . . .
86.70 . . . . . . . . . . .
86.72 . . . . . . . . . . .
86.74 . . . . . . . . . . .
B6.8 . . . . . . . . . . . .
B6.82 . . . . . . . . . . .
86.83 . . . . . . . . . . .
06.84 . . . . . . . . . . .
a6. a 9 . . . . . . . . . . .
87-99 . . . . . . . . .
87 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
87.0 . . . . . . . . . . . .
87.03 . . . . . . . . . . .
87.2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
87.21 . . . . . . . . . . .
87.3 . . . . . . . . . . . .
87.33 . . . . . . . . . . .
87.37 . . . . . . . . . . .
a 7.4 . . . . . . . . . . . .
87.41 . . . . . . . . . . .
a 7.5 . . . . . . . . . . . .
a 7.53 . . . . . . . . . . .
a 7.54 . . . . . . . . . . .
07.59 . . . . . . . . . . .
a7.6 . . . . . . . . . . . .
a7.61 . . . . . . . . . . .
a7.62 . . . . . . . . . . .
87.63 . . . . . . . . . . .
a7.64 . . . . . . . . . . .
67.65 . . . . . . . . . . .
87.66 . . . . . . . . . . .
a7.7 . . . . . . . . . . . .
a7.71 . . . . . . . . . . .
87. To . . . . . . . . . . .
a7.73 . . . . . . . . . . .
07.74 . . . . . . . . . . .
a7.76 . . . . . . . . . . .
87.77 . . . . . . . . . . .
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TABLE 4. NUflBER OF ALL-LISTED PROCEDURES FOR INPAT1 ENTS DISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL Hos PITALss By lco++n cQoE , sEx ANo
AGE OF PATIENT, AND GEOGRAPHIC REG1ON OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES, 1989—CON.
(SEE HEAONOTE AT BEGINNING OF TABLE)
SEX AGE REG ION
65
UNOER YEARS
ICO-9-CM 15 15-44 +5-6+ ANO NORTH-
COOE TOTAL HALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST 141014EST s ou TH ldEST
NUHBER OF PROCEDURES IN THOUSANOS
88 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
88.0 . . . . . . . . . . . .
B8.01 . . . . . . . . . . .
88.3 . . . . . . . . . . . .
88.32 . . . . . . . . . . .
88.38 . . . . . . . . . . .
88.4 . . . . . . . . . . . .
88.+0 . . . . . . . . . . .
88.41 . . . . . . . . . . .
88.42 . . . . . . . . . . .
88.43 . . . . . . . . . . .
88.45 . . . . . . . . . . .
88.47 . . . . . . . . . . .
88.48 . . . . . . . . . . .
88.49 . . . . . . . . . . .
88.5 . . . . . . . . . . . .
88.50 . . . . . . . . . . .
88.53 . . . . . . . . . . .
B8.54 . . . . . . . . . . .
88.55 . . . . . . . . . . .
88.56 . . . . . . . . . . .
88.57 . . . . . . . . . . .
88.6 . . . . . . . . . . . .
88.66 . . . . . . . . . . .
88.7 . . . . . . . . . . . .
88.71 . . . . . . . . . . .
88.72 . . . . . . . . . . .
88.73 . . . . . . . . . . .
88.74 . . . . . . . . . . .
a8.75 . . . . . . . . . . .
aa.76 . . . . . . . . . . .
a8.77 . . . . . . . . . . .
aa.7a . . . . . . . . . . .
aa.79 . . . . . . . . . . .
a8.9 . . . . . . . . . . . .
aa.9b . . . . . . . . . .
Ba.93 . . . . . . . . . . .
a . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
89.1 . . . . . . . . . . . .
a9.14 . . . . . . . . . . .
a9.2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
a9.22 . . . . . . . . . . .
a.+ . . . . . . . . . . . .
89.4 L . . . . . . . . . . .
a9.44 . . . . . . . . . . .
a9.5 . . . . . . . . . . . .
89.51 . . . . . . . . . . .
a9.52 . . . . . . . . . . .
89.54 . . . . . . . . . . .
a9.59 . . . . . . . . . . .
a9.6 . . . . . . . . . . . .
a9.6L... . . . . . . . .
a9.62 . . . . . . . . . . .
a9.64 . . . . . . . . . . .
89.65 . . . . . . . . . . .
92 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
92.0 . . . . . . . . . . . .
92.01 . . . . . . . . . . .
92.02 . . . . . . . . . . .
92.03 . . . . . . . . . . .
92.04 . . . . . . . . . . .
92.05 . . . . . . . . . . .
92.1 . . . . . . . . . . . .
92.11 . . . . . . . . . . .
92.14 . . . . . . . . . . .
92.15 . . . . . . . . . . .
92.1a . . . . . . . . . . .
92.19 . . . . . . . . . . .
92.2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
92.23 . . . . . . . . . . .
92.24 . . . . . . . . . . .
92.27 . . . . . . . . . . .
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93 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
93.2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
93.26 . . . . . . . . . . .
93.4 . . . . . . . . . . . .
93.42 . . . . . . . . . . .
93.44 . . . . . . . . . . .
93.46 . . . . . . . . . . .
93.5 . . . . . . . . . . . .
93.51 . . . . . . . . . . .
93.53 . . . . . . . . . . .
93.5% . . . . . . . . . .
93.57 . . . . . . . . . . .
93.59 . . . . . . . . . . .
93.9 . . . . . . . . . . . .
93.90 . . . . . . . . . . .
93.92 . . . . . . . . . . .
93.93 . . . . . . . . . . .
93.94 . . . . . . . . . . .
93.96 . . . . . . . . . . .
93.99 . . . . . . . . . . .
94 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
94.2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
94.27 . . . . . . . . . . .
94.6 . . . . . . . . . . . .
94.62 . . . . . . . . . . .
94.63 . . . . . . . . . . .
9+.66 . . . . . . . . . . .
94.69 . . . . . . . . . . .
95 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
96 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
96.0 . . . . . . . . . . . .
96.0+ . . . . . . . . . . .
96.05 . . . . . . . . . . .
96.07 . . . . . . . . . . .
96. ea . . . . . . . . . . .
96.2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
96.3 . . . . . . . . . . . .
96.33 . . . . . . . . . . .
96.6 . . . . . . . . . . . .
97 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
9a . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
9a. o . . . . . . . . . . . .
9a.02 . . . . . . . . . . .
98.2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
9a.5 . . . . . . . . . . . .
9a.59 . . . . . . . . . . .
99 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
99.1 . . . . . . . . . . . .
99.15 . . . . . . . . . . .
99.2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
99.25 . . . . . . . . . . .
99.6 . . . . . . . . . . . .
99.60 . . . . . . . . . . .
99.61 . . . . . . . . . . .
99.62 . . . . . . . . . . .
99.8 . . . . . . . . . . . .
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Statistical design of the National Hospital
Discharge Survey
Scope of the survey – The National Hospital Discharge
Survey (NHDS) covers discharges from noninstitutional
hospitals, exclusive of Federal, military, and Veterans
Administration hospitals, located in the 50 States and the
District of Columbia. Only short-stay hospitals (hospitals
with an average length of stay for all patients of less than
30 days) or those whose specialty is general (medical or
surgical) or children’s general are included in the survey.
These hospitals must ak.o have six beds or more staffed for
patient use,
NZYDShistory– The National Center for Health Sta-
tistics (NCHS) has conducted the NHDS continuously
since 1965. The original sample was selected in 1964 from
a frame of short-stay hospitals listed in the National
Master Facility Inventory. That sample was updated peri-
odically with samples of hospitals that opened later. Sam-
ple hospitals were selected with probabilities ranging from
certainty for the largest hospitals to 1 in 40 for the smallest
hospitals. Within each sample hospital, a systematic ran-
dom sample of discharges was selected. The development
and design of the original NHDS has been published (10).
Until 1985, all data were collected by a system in
which sample selection and transcription of information
were done manually. Starting in 1985 some data were also
collected using a system in which NCHS purchased data
tapes containing discharge medical abstracts from com-
mercial abstracting services and selected the samples from
those tapes.
In 1988, the NCHS redesigned the NHDS to link it
with other surveys conducted by NCHS and to improve
efficiency through use of information and technologies
that were not available when the survey was first designed
in 1964. Details of the new design are outlined below.
The changes in the survey may affect trend data. That
is, some of the differences between NHDS estimates
based on the 1965–87 sample and estimates based on the
1988-89 sample may be due to survey redesign rather than
to real changes in hospital utilization.
1988 sampling design – The NHDS sampling frame
consists of hospitals that were listed in the April 1987
SMG Hospital Market Data Tape (11) and that began to
accept inpatients by August 1987. The NHDS sample
includes with certainty all hospitals with 1,000 beds or
more or 40,000 discharges or more annually. The remain-
ing sample of hospitals is based on a stratified three-stage
design.
The first stage consists of 112 primary sampling units
(PSU’S) that comprise a probability subsample of PSU’S
used in the 1985–94 National Health Interview Survey
(NHIS). The PSU’S are counties, groups of counties,
county equivalents (such as parishes or independent cit-
ies), or towns and townships (for some PSU’S in New
England). The NHDS sample includes with certainty the
26 PSU’S with the largest populations. In addition, the
sample includes half of the next 26 largest PSU’S, and one
PSU from each of 73 PSU strata formed from the remain-
ing PSU’S for the NHIS sample design. Those 73 PSU
strata were defined within four geographical regions and
were assigned metropolitan statistical area (MSA) or
non-MSA status by using 1980 Census of Population data
and a computer program that minimized the between-
PSU variances for NHIS stratification variables. (MSA is a
metropolitan statistical area defined by the U.S. Office of
Management and Budget on the basis of the 1980 Cen-
sus.) From the 73 strata thus formed, the PWJ’S were
selected with probability proportional to the projected
1985 population. A more detailed analysis of the NHIS
PSU sample design is presented in a Series 2 Vital and
Health Statistics report (13).
The second stage consists of noncertainty hospitals
selected from the sample PSU’S. To assure distribution of
the sample across PSU’S and to maximize the potential for
automated data collection, the noncertainty hospitaIs in
those PSU’S were stratified. The strata were defined by
region, PSU, and in the 12 largest PSU’S, by abstracting
status (whether or not the hospital subscribes to a com-
mercial abstracting service). Within the strata, the hospi-
tals were ordered by PSU, abstracting service status, and
the hospital specialty-size groups defined in table L
Within each specialty-size group, hospitals were arrayed
by their annual numbers of discharge$ recorded in the
April 1987 SMG Hospital Market Data Tape. Hospitals
were then selected from each stratum’s orderecl array by
systematic random sampling with probability proportional
to their SMG recorded 1987 annual numbers of dis-
charges. The sampling rates were such that at least three
hospitals were selected from every PSU containing three
eligible hospitals or more. In PSU’S with fewer than three
hospitals, all hospitals in the PSU were selected. For 1989,
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Table L Definition of noncertainty hospital specialty-size groups used as secondary strata in the National Hospital Discharge Survey
1989 sample design
Hospital group Bed size Type of service
Group I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3-999 beds Selected specialties
Group . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . *I 74 beds General (medical and surgical) and other specialties
Group . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 175-349 beds General (medical and surgical) and other specialties
Group . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 350–999 beds Ganeral (medical and surgical) and other specialties
1ln~l~de$ ~Syc~stM t“ber~ulOSiS and Other respiratory diSe~~ rehabilitation; chronic @easq mental retardation; alcoholism and other chemical dependenc~ and children’s psychiatry.
P“Other SPecial~es,, in~l”d~ Ob$,te~@ and gy”eCOIOgfi eye, ear, nose, and thrOa~ ~rth~pedic~~!he~specially children)s genera~ children’s tuberculosis and other respiratory diseas~
children’s eye, ear, nose, and throat children’s rehabilitation; children’s orthopedics; children’s chronic diseasq and ch[ldren’s other speciahy.
Tabie IL Hospitais in the National Hospital Discharge Survey universe and sample, the number of in-scope and responding sample
hospitals, and response rates, by geographic region: United States, 1989
Total Sample
Hospital region and size Universe sample in scopel Respondent.& Response rate
Number Percent
All hospitals . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6,400 542 526 406 78
Region
Northeast . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 931 117 115 97
Midwest . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
84
1,797 120 115 86
South . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
75
2,458 219 215 167
West . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
78
1,214 66 81 56 72
1~cludes hOspits[S that fOr the ~hO[e year either were O“t Of b~si”ess Or ~lsd to meet the defi”]tion of a ge”erd, a children’s general, or a short-stay hospital.
2HospfiaIs for ~~ch data were colle~ed by NationaI center fOr Health sra~stics fOr at [east half Of the number of s~ple discharges expected in half or more of the months the hospitals were in
scope.
the sample consisted of 542 hospitals. Of the 542hospi-
tals, 16 were found to be out of scope (ineligible) because
prior to 1989 they went out of business or otherwise failed
to meet the criteria for the NHDS universe. Of the 526
in-scope (eligible) hospitals, 40S hospitals responded
(NCHS collected data for at least half of the number of
sample discharges expected in half or more of the months
these hospitals were in scope). The number of hospitals in
the universe, the sample, and the responding sample are
shown by region in table II.
At the third stage, a sample of discharges from each
hospital was selected by a systematic random sampling
technique. For hospitals using the manual system of data
collection, the discharges were selected at the hospital
from daily listing sheets, computer files, or other lists in
which discharges were listed in some chronological order.
For most of these hospitals, the sample discharges were
selected on the basis of the terminal digit(s) of the
patient’s medical record number. In some cases, an admis-
sion number, billing number, or other number was used. If
no patient numbers useful for sampling purposes were
available in a hospital’s list of discharges, the sample was
selected by starting with a randomly selected discharge
and taking every lc~hdischarge thereafter.
For hospitals whose data were collected via the auto-
mated system, the discharges were selected by NCHS from
discharge medical abstract files after sorting by the first
two digits of the ICD-9–CM code of the first-listed diag-
nosis, patient age group at time of admission (under 1
year, 1–14 years, 15–44 years, 45–64 years, 65–74 years,
75-84 years, 85 years and over, and age unknown), sex,
and date of discharge. These samples were selected by
starting with a randomly selected discharge and taking
every kth discharge thereafter.
The third-stage sampIing rate was determined by the
hospital’s sampling stratum and the system (manual or
automated) used to collect data from the hospital. One
percent and 5 percent of discharges in the certainty hos-
pitals were selected under the manual and automated
systems, respectively. Except for certain~ hospitals, the
target sample size was 250 discharges each from all man-
ual system hospitals and from the automated system
hospitals that had fewer than 4,000 discharges annually
according to the 1987 sampling frame data. Samples of
2,000 were targeted for each of the remaining noncer-
tainty automated system hospitals. The final sample for
1989 included about 233,000 discharge medical record
abstracts.
Data collection and processing
Data collection – Two data collection procedures were
used for the survey. One was a manual system of sample
selection and data abstraction. The other was an auto-
mated method, used with approximately 27 percent of the
respondent hospitals in 1989, that involved the purchase
of data tapes from abstracting service organizations.
In the manual system, the sample selection and the
transcription of information from the hospital records to
abstract forms were performed at the hospitals. The
completed forms, along with sample selection control
sheets, were then forwarded to NCHS for coding, editing,
and weighting. A few of these hospitals submitted their
data via computer printout or tape. Of the hospitals using
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the manual system in 1989, about two-thirds had the work
performed by their own medical records staff. In the
remaining hospitals using the manual system, personnel of
the U.S. Bureau of the Census did this work on behalf of
NCHS. For the automated system, NCHS purchased tapes
containing machine-readable medical record data from
abstracting service organizations and selected sample dis-
charges from these tapes.
Figure I shows the information collection form used in
1989. This form and the records on abstract service data
tapes contain items relating to personal characteristics of
the patient, including birth date, sex, race, ethnicity,
marital status, ZIP Code (but not name and address), and
expected sources of payment; administrative information,
including admission and discharge dates, discharge status,
and medical record number; and medical information,
including diagnoses, surgical and nonsurgical operations
or procedures, and dates of surgery. These data items
conform with the Uniform Hospital Discharge Data Set
(UHDDS) (14). The PSU, hospital name, medical record
number, and patient ZIP Code are confidential informa-
tion and are not available to the public.
Medical coding and edit– The medical information
recorded on the sample patient abstracts that was col-
lected by the manual system was coded by NCHS staff, A
maximum of seven diagnostic codes were assigned for
each sample abstract; in addition, if the medical informa-
tion included surgical or nonsurgical procedures, a maxi-
mum of four codes for these procedures were assigned.
The system currently used for coding the diagnoses and
procedures on the medical abstract forms, as well as the
data that appear on the commercial abstracting services
data tapes, is the International Classification of Diseases,
9th Revision, Clinical Modification, or ICD-9-CM (12). All
of the diagnostic codes and most of the procedure codes in
the ICD–9–CM are used with the exception of selected
procedure codes in Chapter 16 (see appendix II).
With two exceptions, the order of diagnoses and
procedures for sampled discharges is preserved to reflect
the order on the medical record face sheet or in the
abstracting service file. One exception is for women admit-
ted for delivery. In this case, a code of V27 from the
supplemental classification must be assigned and it must
be listed first. In the other exception, a decision was made
to reorder some acute myocardial infarction diagnoses
based on accepted medical coding practice. Whenever an
acute myocardial infarction is encountered with other
circulatory diagnoses and is other than the first entry, it
must be reordered to first position.
An ongoing quality control program is undertaken on
the coding and entering of data from abstracts to machine
readable form. Approximately 5 percent of the abstracts
are independently recoded by an NHDS coder, with
discrepancies resolved by the chief coder. The overall
error rate for records manually coded by NCHS for the
1989 data year was 2.6 percent for medical (ICD-9-CM)
coding and entering and 0.5 percent for demographic
coding and entering.
Following conversion of the data on the medical ab-
stract to computer tape and combining the data with the
automated data tapes, a final medical edit was performed by
computer inspection and by a manual review of rejected
abstracts. If the sex or age of the patient was incompatible
with the recorded medical information, priority was given to
the medical information in the editing decision.
Presentation of estimates
Grouping of diagnoses and procedures – In this report,
the diagnostic chapters, the broadest groupings of disease
and injuries shown, correspond to ICD–9–CM chapters
1–17 and the supplementary classification of factors influ-
encing health status and contact with health services. The
procedure groupings used in this report are the groups
numbered 1–16 in the ICD–9–CM section entitled “Pro-
cedure classification.”
Patient characteristics not stated– Age or sex of the
patient were not stated for about 1 percent of the sample
discharges for 1989. These data were imputed by assigning
the patient an age or sex consistent with the age or sex of
other sampled patients with the same diagnostic code.
Data on race were not available for 11 percent of the
discharges, and missing values were not imputed. During
1989, .005 percent of the sampled records lacked an
admission or discharge date. For these cases a length of
stay was imputed based on age unless the discharge was a
newborn or a female with delivery, in which case a length
of stay was assigned similar to the length of stay of
sampled cases in these categories.
In addition to the edits performed by NCHS, data
obtained through the automated system may have been
edited by an abstract service and had data imputed. The
extent of this imputation, if any, is unknown.
Rounded numbers – Estimates in this report have been
rounded. Therefore, detailed figures may not add to
totals. Rates and percents were calculated using un-
rounded figures and may not agree with computations
made from the rounded data.
Population estimates – The population estimates used
in computing rates are from published and unpublished
estimates for the U.S. civilian population, including insti-
tutionalized persons, on July 1 of the data year provided
by the U.S. Bureau of the Census. The estimates by age,
sex, and geographic region are presented in table III and
are consistent with the population estimates published in
Current Population Reports, Series P-25. Rates computed
using these population estimates will be overestimates to
the extent that military personnel and non-U.S. citizens
use NHDS-eligible hospitals and will be underestimates to
the extent that civilians (for example, military dependents
or retirees) use hospitals that are not in the NHDS
universe, that is, hospitals that are institutional, Federal,
military, veteran, or long-stay hospitals that are not gen-
eral, maternal, or children’s general hospitals.
Published and j?agged estimates – Estimates are not
presented unless a reasonable assumption regarding the
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Table Ill. Civilian population, by sex, age, and geographic region:
United States, July 1, 1989
[Population estimates consistent with Series P-25, Current Population Reports,
US.Bureauof the Census]
Popu/at/on
Sex, age, and geographic region in thousands
Total. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 246,552
Sex
Male, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 119,467
Female., . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 127,084
Age
Under15years, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 53,914
15-44years,. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 115,203
45–64years,, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 46,451
65yearsandover. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30,984
Geographic region
Northeast .,,.........,,. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50,658
Midwest, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 60,007
South. ,,, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 84,653
West ..,,...........,.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 51,234
probability distribution of the sampling error is possible
on the basis of the Central Limit Theorem. The Central
Limit Theorem states that, given a sufficiently large
sample size, the sample estimate approximates the popu-
lation estimate, and upon repeated sampling, its distribu-
tion wouldbe approximately normal.
Based inconsideration of the complex sample design
of the NHDS, the following guidelines are used for pre-
senting the NHDS estimates:
● If the relative standard error of an estimate is larger
than30 percent, the estimate is not shown. Only an
asterisk (*) appears in the tables.
. If the sample size is less than 60, the value of the
estimate should not be assumed to be reliable. The
estimate is preceded by an asterisk (*) in the tables.
Estimation procedures
Statistics from NHDS are derived by a multistage
estimation procedure that produces essentially unbiased
national estimates and has three basic components: (1)
inflation by reciprocals of the probabilities of sample
selection, (2) adjustment for nonresponse, and (3) popu-
Iation weighting ratio adjustments. The second and third
components were made separately by admission types–
that is, for discharges of newborn infants (whose hospital
stay began with their own births) and for discharges to
other than newborn infants.
Inflation by reciprocals of probabilities of selec-
tion – There is one probability for each stage of sampling:
(a) the probability of selecting the PSU, (b) the probabil-
ity of selecting the hospital, and (c) the probability of
selecting the discharge within the hospital. The last prob-
ability varies monthly and is calculated to be the sample
size from the hospital for the month divided by the total
number of discharges occurring at the hospital that month.
The overall probability of selection is the product of the
probabilities at each stage. The inverse of the overall
selection probability is the basic inflation weight.
Adjustment for nonresponse – NHDS data were ad-
justed to account for two types of nonresponse. The first
type of nonresponse occurred when an in-scope (NHDS
eligible) sample hospital did not respond for more than
half of the months during which it was in scope, thus
making it a nonrespondent hospital. In this case, the
weights of discharges from hospitals similar to the nonre-
spondent hospitals were inflated to account for discharges
represented by the nonrespondent hospitals. For this
purpose, hospitals were judged to be similar if they were
in the same region, hospital specialty-size group, and if
possible, the same sampling stratum (that is, the same
abstracting status group if the nonrespondent hospital was
in the 12 largest PSU’S and in the same PSU otherwise),
The adjustments for this nonresponse were made sepa-
rately for admission types —that is, for discharges of new-
born infants and for all other discharges. The adjustment
consisted of a ratio for which the numerator was the
weighted number of discharges of the admission type in all
similar sample hospitals (regardless of response status)
and the denominator was the weighted total of discharges
of that admission type from the hospitals similar to the
nonrespondent hospitals. Data on the number of dis-
charges for each admission type for each hospital came
from either the hospitals or the April 1989 SMG Hospital
Market Data Tape (11).
The second type of nonresponse occurred when
NCHS failed to collect all the discharge abstracts expected
(the number expected is the product of the hospital’s total
discharges each month and the discharge sampling rate
assigned to the hospital). In each month when the hospital
was respondent (at least half the expected abstracts were
collected), the weights of abstracts collected for the month
were inflated to account for the missing abstracts. For a
hospital’s month(s) of nonresponse, the weights of dis-
charges in the hospital’s respondent months were inflated
by ratios that varied with discharge groups defined by the
ICD-9-CM diagnostic classes of those discharges’ first-
listed diagnoses. The adjustment ratio for each partially
respondent hospital and each discharge group was calcu-
lated using only data from sample hospitals that were both
NHDS eligible and respondent for all 12 months of the
data year. The ratio had as its numerator the weighted
sum of discharges in that discharge group for all months in
which the partially respondent hospital was in scope and
had as its denominator the weighted sum of discharges in
that discharge group that occurred in the months when
the partially respondent hospital did respond to the
NHDS.
Population weighting ratio adjustment – Adjustments
were made within each of 16 noncertainty hospital groups
defined by region and hospital specialty-size classes to
adjust for oversampling or undersampling of discharges
reported in the sampling frame for the data year. For
discharges other than newborn infants, the adjustment is a
multiplicative factor that had as its numerator the number
of admissions reported for the year at sampling frame
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hospitals within each region-specialty-size group and as its
denominator the estimated number of those admissions
for that same hospital group. The adjustment for dis-
charges of newborn infants was similar, but numbers of
births were used in place of admissions. The ratio numer-
ators were based on the figures obtained from the SMG
Hospital Market Data Tape (11) and the ratio denomina-
tors were obtained through a simple inflation of the SMG
figures for the NHDS sample hospitals.
Reliability of estimates
Nonsampling errors– As from any survey, results are
subject to nonsampling errors, which include errors that
are due to sampling frame errors, hospital nonresponse,
missing abstracts, and recording processing errors. The
magnitude of the nonsampling errors cannot be deter-
mined. However, errors resulting from the exclusion of
in-scope hospitals from the sampling frame are believed to
be small because the hospitals excluded are hospitals that
opened after the frame was constructed and, hence, they
tend to have few discharges relative to hospitals that are in
the frame. Other nonsampling errors are kept to a mini-
mum by methods built into the survey procedures, such as
training the data collectors in sampling and data abstrac-
tion, quality checks of sampling and abstracting, manual
and computer editing, and verification of keypunching and
coding. Some nonsampling errors are discussed under
“Presentation of estimates.”
Sampling errors– Because the statistics presented in
this report are based on a sample, they may differ from
the figures that would be obtained if a complete census
had been taken using the same forms, definitions, instruc-
tions, and procedures. However, the probability design of
NHDS permits the calculation of sampling errors. The
standard error is primarily a measure of sampling variabil-
ity that occurs by chance because only a sample rather
than the entire population is surveyed. The standard error,
as calculated for the NHDS, zdso reflects part of the varia-
tion that arises in the measurement process, but does not
include estimates of any systematic bias. The chances are
about 68 in 100 that an estimate from the sample would
differ from a complete census by less than the standard
error. The chances are about 95 in 100 that the difference
would be less than twice the standard error, and about 99 in
100 that it would be less than 2.5 times as huge.
The relative standard error of an estimate is obtained
by dividing the standard error by the estimate. The result-
ing value is multiplied by 100, which expresses the relative
standard error as a percent of the estimate.
Estimates of sampling variability were calculated with
SESUDA4N software, which computes standard errors by
using a first-order Taylor approximation of the deviation
of estimates from their expected values. A description of
the software and the approach it uses was published (15).
Relative standard errors for aggregate estimates– The
constants for relative standard error curves for the Na-
tional Hospital Discharge Survey aggregate statistics by
statistic type are presented in table IV. The relative
standard error [RSE(X)] of an estimate X may be esti-
mated from the formula:
RSE(X) = ~a + b/x
where X, a, and b are as defined in table IV.
Relative standard en-ors for estimates of percents– The
relative standard errors for a percent 100P (O < p <1)
may be calculated directly using the formula
RSE@) = 100~b(l -p)/@ -X)
where 100P is the percent of interest, X is the base of the
percent, and b is the parameter b in the formuIa for
Table IV. Estimated parameters for relative standard error equations for National Hospital Discharge Survey statistics,by characteristics:
United States, 1989
Number of discharges,
r%t-listediagnoses, or Number of Number of
all-listed diagnoses days of care procedures
Characteristic a b a b a b
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.00360 171.428 0.00404 1488.643 0.00440 477.756
Sex
Male . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.00271 348.880 0.00311 1853.369 0.00388
Female . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
444.732
0.00235 338.536 0.00253 1907.568 0.00373 457.378
Age
Under 15 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.02168 107.150 0.01976 1248.390 0.02644
15-44 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
386.539
0.00341 165.558 0.00298 1225.181 0.00376
45-64 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
445.183
0.00295 252.955 0.00278 1551.060 0.00376 483.766
65years and over . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.00281 202.073 0.00295 2110.341 0.00383 468.438
Region
Northeast . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.00380 132.181 0.00432 972.782 0.00456
Midwest . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.01126
331.430
252.698 0.01269 1496.015 0.01426
South . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
491.416
0.00588 175.645 0.00436 1408.247 0.00854
West . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.01397
452.325
245.475 0.01456 1361.842 0.01387 541.125
NOTE The relative standard error (RSE)for an estimate (~ can be determined from the equation RSE(%)= ~.
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approximating the RSE(X). The values for b are given in
table IV.
The approximation is valid if the relative standard
error of the denominator is less than 0.05 or the relative
standard errors of the numerator and denominator are
both less than 0,10 (16,17).
RSE for average length of stay and other averages, ratios,
or rates where the numerator is not a subclass of the
denominator– If the denominator of the rate is a number
produced by the U.S. Bureau of the Census for the total
U.S. population or one or more of the age-sex-race groups
of the total population, then the approximate relative
standard error of the rate is equivalent to the relative
standard error of the numerator that can be obtained from
table IV.
If the numerator X and denominator Y are both
estimated from the NHDS, then the relative standard
error of the ratio X/Y is approximated by
RSE(XiY) = ~[RSE(X)]2+ [RSE(Y)]Z
This approximation is valid if the relative standard error
of the denominator is less than 0.05 or the relative
standard errors of the numerator and denominator are
both less than 0.10 (16,17).
Estimates of differences between two statistics– The relative
standard errors shown in this appendix are not directly
applicable to differences between two sample estimates.
The standard error of a difference is approximately the
square root of the sum of squares of each standard error
considered separately, This forrmda represents the standard
error quite accurately for the difference between separate
and uncorrelated characteristics, although it is only a rough
approximation in most other cases,
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Appendix II
Definitions of certain terms
used in this report
Terms relating to hospitalization
Ho.s@A– All hospitals with an average length of stay
for all patients of less than 30 days or hospitals whose
special~ is general (medical or surgical) or children’s
general are eligible for inclusion in the National Hospital
Discharge Survey except Federal hospitals and hospital
units of institutions, and hospitals with less than six beds
staffed for patients’ use.
Patient– A person who is formally admitted to the
inpatient service of a short-stay hospital for observation,
care, diagnosis, or treatment. The terms “patient” and
“inpatient” are used synonymously.
Newborn infant–A patient admitted by birth to a
hospital.
Discharge– The formal release of a patient by a hos-
pital; that is, the termination of a period of hospitalization
by death or by disposition to place of residence, nursing
home, or another hospital. The terms “discharges” and
“patients discharged” are used synonymously.
Discharge rate – The ratio of the number of hospital
discharges during a year to the number of persons in the
civilian population on July 1 of that year.
Days of care – The number of patient days accumu-
lated at time of discharge by a patient. A stay of less than
1 day (patient admission and discharge on the same day) is
counted as 1 day in the summation of total days of care.
For patients admitted and discharged on different days,
the number of days of care is computed by counting all
days from (and including) the date of admission to (but
not including) the date of discharge.
Rate of days ofcare– The ratio of the number of days
of care accumulated during a year to the number of
persons in the civilian population on July 1 of that year.
Average length of stay– The number of days of care
accumulated by patients discharged during the year di-
vided by the number of these patients.
Terms relating to diagnoses
Diagnosis – A disease or injury (or factor that influ-
ences health status and contact with health services that is
not itself a current illness or injury) on the medical record
of a patient. (See “Medical coding and edit” in the “Data
collection and processing” section of appendix I for fur-
ther detail.)
Princ@al diagnosis – The condition established after
study to be chiefly responsible for occasioning the admis-
sion of the patient to the hospital for care.
First-listed diagnosis– The coded diagnosis identified
as the principal diagnosis or listed first on the face sheet
or discharge summary of the medical record if the princi-
pal diagnosis cannot be identified. The number of first-
Iisted diagnoses is equivalent to the number of discharges.
All-1isted diagnoses– The number of diagnoses on the
face sheet of the medical record. In the NHDS a maxi-
mum of seven diagnoses are coded.
Terms relating to procedures
Procedure – A surgical or nonsurgical operation, diag-
nostic procedure, or special treatment reported on the
medical record of a patient, (See “Medical coding and
edit” in the “Data collection and processing” section of
appendk I for further details.) The following ICD–9–CM
procedure codes were not used in the the NHDS in 1989:
87.09, 87.11-87.12, 87.16-87.17, 87.22-87.29, 87.39,
87.43-87.49, 87.85, 87.89,87.92, 87.95, 87.99, 88.09, 88.16,
88.19, 88.21-88.29, 8S.31, 88.33, 88.35, 88.37, 88.39,
89.01-89.09, 89.11-89.13, 89.15-89.16, 89.26, 89.29, 89.31,
89.33-89.39, 89.7, 89.8, 90.01-90.99, 91.01-91.99,
93.01-93.09, 93.11-93.19, 93.21-93.25, 93.27, 93.28,
93.31-93.39, 93.61-93.67, 93.71-93.78, 93.81-93.89,
94.01-94.19, 94.21-94.23, 94.29, 94.31-94.39, 94.41-94.49,
94.51-94.59, 95.01-95.03, 95.05-95.09, 95.14-95.15,
95.31-95.36, 95.41-95.48, 96.11-96.19, 96.26-96.28,
96.34-96.39, 96.41-96.48, 96.51-96.59, 96.6, 97.01-97.04,
97.14-97.16, 97.21-97.29, 97.31-97.39, 97.41-97.49,
97.51-97.59, 97.61-97.69, 97.72-97.79, 97.81-97.87, 97.89,
99.12-99.13, 99.14, 99.16-99.18, 99.26-99.29, 99.31-99.39,
99.41-99.48, 99.51-99.59.
All-1isted procedures– The number of procedures on
the face sheet of the medical record. In the NHDS a
maximum of four procedures are coded.
Rate ofprocedures– The ratio of the number of proce-
dures during a year to the number of persons in the
civilian population on July 1 of that year determines the
rate of procedures.
Demographic terms
Population – The U.S. resident
members of the Armed Forces.
population excluding
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Age – Patient’s age at birthday prior to admission to Region
the hospital.
Geographic region – Hospitals are classified by location South
in one of the four geographic regions of the United States
that correspond to those used by the U.S. Bureau of the
Census.
Region States included
Northeast Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont,
Massachusetts, Rhode Island,
West
Connecticut, New York, New
Jersey, and Pennsylvania
Midwest Michigan, Ohio, I!linois, Indiana,
Wisconsin, Minnesota, Iowa,
Missouri, North Dakota, South
Dakota, Nebraska, and Kansas
States included– Con.
Delaware, Maryland, District of
Columbia, Virginia, West Virginia,






Colorado, New Mexico, Arizona,
Utah, Nevada, Washington,




ICD-9-CM codes for the
1989 National Hospital
Discharge Survey
Coding of the diagnostic and procedure data in the
National Hospital Discharge Survey is based on the hzter-
national Classification of Diseases, 9th Revision, Clinical
Modification, or ICD-9-CM (12). This appendix presents
a list of all diagnostic and procedure codes for which data
were received by the National Hospital Discharge Survey
(NHDS) for 1989. Part A shows the classification of
diseases and injuries and supplementary classifications
and is to be used with tables 1–3. Part B includes the
codes for surgical, nonsurgical, and diagnostic procedures
and is to be used with table 4. It is important to consult
the appropriate volume of ICD-9-CM for more detailed
information about the coding scheme, such as the specific
terms included in or excluded from a particular code.
The following abbreviations are used in the list of
codes: N.E.C. (not elsewhere classified) and N.O.S. (not
otherwise specified). Codes added to the ICD–9-CM on
October 1, 1989, are preceded by a slash (/) and codes
changed at that time are referenced with a slash between
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BY BACTERIOLOGICAL OR HISTOLOGICAL EXAMINATION, BUT
TUBERCULOSIS CONFIRMEO BY OTHER HETHOOS(INOCULAT ION OF ANIMALS)
TuBERCULOS IS OF LUNG, NOOULAR
TUBERCULOSIS OF LUNG? NOOULAR, TUBERCLE BACILLI NOT FOUNO 8y






















































INFECTIOUS ANO PARASITIC OISEASES










TuBERCULOSIS OF LUNG, NOOULAR, TUEERCLE BACILLI NOT FOUNO BY
BACTERIOLOGICAL OR HISTOLOGICAL EXA#lINATIONt BuT TuBERCULOSIS
.16
CONFIR14E0 BY OTHER 14ETHOOS (INOCULATION OF AN IHALs)
TUBERCULOSIS OF LUNG WITH CAVITATION
TUBERCULOSIS OF LUNG HITH CAVITATION, UNSPECIFIED EXAMINATION
TUBERCULOSIS OF LUNG 141TH CAVITATION, TUB ERCLE BACILLI FOUNO
(IN SPUTUM) BY MICROSCOPY
TUBERCULOSIS OF LUNG HITH CAVITATIONS TUB ERCLE BACILLI NOT
FOUNO (IN SPUTUM) BY MICROSCOPY* BUT FOUNO BY BACTERIAL
CULTURE
TuBERCULOSIS OF BRONCHUS
TUBERCULOSIS OF BRONCHUS, UNSPECIFIED EXAMINATION
TUBERCULOUS FIBROSIS OF LUNG
TUBERCUOUS FIBROSIS OF LUNG, uNSPECIFIED EXAMINATION
SALMONELLA PNEUMONIA
SALMONELLA ARTHRITIS
OTHER LOCALIZEO SALMONELLA INFECTIONS






OTHER SPECIFIEO SHIGELLA INFECTIONS
SHIGELLOSIS, UNSPECIFIED
OTHER FOOO POISONING (BACTERIAL)
STAPHYLOCOCCAL FOOO POISONING




















TUB ERCULOUS BRONCHI ECTASIS, UNSPECIFIED EXAMINATION
TuBERcuLous PNEUMONIA (ANY F0Rt4)
TUBERCULOUS PNEUNONIA (ANY FORM), UNSPECIFIED EXA141NATIGN
TUBERCULOUS PNEUHONIA (ANY FoRn), BACTERIOLOGICAL OR
HISTOLOGICAL EXAMINATION RESULTS UNKNOldN (AT PRESENT)
TUBERCULOUS PNEUMONIA (ANY FORM), TUBERCLE BACILLI FOUNO (IN
SPUTUM) BY MICROSCOPY
OTHER SPECIFIEO PULNONARY TUBERCULOSIS
OTHER SPECIFIEO PULMONARY TUBERCULOSIS, UNSPECIFIED
ExAMINATION
OTHER SPECIFIEO PULMONARY TUBERCULOSIS, BACTERIOLOGICAL OR
HISTOLOGICAL EXA141NATION RESULTS UNKNOIAN (AT PRESENT)
OTHER SPECIFIEO PULMONARY TUBERCULOSIS* TUBERCLE BACILLI
FOUNO (IN SPUTUN) BY MICROSCOPY
OTHER SPECIFIEO PULMONARY TUBERCULOSIS, TUBERCLE BACILLI NOT
FOUNO (IN SPUTUM) BY MICROSCOPY, BUT FOUNO BY BACTERIAL
CULTURE
oTHER SPECIFIEO PUL140NARY TUberCUlOSiS. TU8ERCLE BAc ILL I NOT
FOUND BY BACTERIOLOGICAL EXAMINATION, BUT TUBERCULOSIS
CONFIRMEO HISTOLOGICALLY
OTHER SPECIFIEO PULMONARY TUBERCULOSIS, TUBERCLE BACILLI NOT
FOUNO BY BACTERIOLOGICAL OR HISTOLOGICAL EXAMINATION* BUT
TUBERCULOSIS CONFXR#lEO BY OTHER METHOOS (INOCULATION OF
ANIMALS)
AN EBIASIS
ACUTE AHEBIC OYSENTERY HITHOUT MENTION OF A8SCESS
AHEBIC LIVER ABSCESS
AMEBIC LUNG ABSCESS
AMEBIC INFECTION OF OTHER SITES
AM EBIASIS, UNSPECIFIED





INTESTINAL INFECTIONS OUE TO OTHER ORGANISMS
.83
.84
INTESTINAL INFECTION OUE TO ESCHERICHIA COLI (E. COLI)
INTESTINAL INFECTION OUE TO OTHER SPECIFIEO BACTERIA
INTESTINAL INFECTION OUE TO STAPHYLOCOCCUS
INTESTINAL INFECTION OUE TO PSEUDOMONAS




ENTERITIS OUE TO SPECIFIEO VIRUS






UNSPECIFIED PULMONARY TUBERCULOSIS, UNSPECIFIED EXAMINATION
UNSPECIFIED PULMONARY TUBERCULOSIS, BACTER1OLOGICAL OR
ILL-OEFINEO INTESTINAL INFECTIONS
INFECTIOUS COLITXSS ENTERITIS, ANO GASTROENTERITIS
COLITIS* ENTERITIS, ANO GASTROENTERITIS OF PRESU#lEO
HISTOLOGICAL EXAMINATION NOT 00NE
UNSPECIFIED PULMONARY TUBERCULOSIS, BACTERIOLOGICAL OR
HISTOLOGICAL EXAMINATION RESULTS UNKNOHN (AT PRESENT)
UNSPECIFIED PULMONARY TUBERCULOSIS, TUBERCLE BACILLI FOUNO (IN
SPUTUM) BY MICROSCOPY
UNSPECIFIED PULNONARY TUBERCULOSIS* TuBERCLE BACILLI NOT FOUNO
(IN SPUTUM) BY MICROSCOPY, BUT FOUNO BY BACTERIAL CULTURE
UNSPECIFIED PUL140NARY TUBERCULOSIS, TUBERCLE BACILLI NOT FOUNO






OIARRHEA OF PRESUHEO INFECTIOUS ORIGIN
PRIHARY TUBE RCULOUS INFECTION
PRIMARY TUBERCULOUS COHPLEX
PRIHARY TUBERCULOUS COMPLEX, UNSPECIFIED EXAMINATION
TUBERCULOUS PLEURISY IN PRI14ARY PROGRESSIVE TUBERCULOSIS
TUBERCULOUS PLEURISY IN PRIHARY PROGRESSIVE TUBERCULOSIS,
TUBERCLE BACILLI FOUND (IN SPUTUH) BY MICROSCOPY
TUBERCULOUS PLEURISY IN PRI14ARY PROGRESSIVE TUBERCULOSIS,
TUBERCLE BACILLI NoT FOUNO BY BACTERIOLOGICAL OR
HISTOLOGICAL EXAMINATION, BUT TUBERCULOSIS CO NFIRHEO
BY OTHER HETHOOS (INoCULATION OF ANIMALS)
OTHER PRIHARY PROGRESSIVE TUBERCULOSIS
OTHER PRIHARY PROGRESSIVE TUBERCULOSIS, TUBERCLE BACILLI NOT
FOUNO BY BACTERIOLOGICAL OR HISTOLOGICAL EXAMINATION? BUT
TUBERCULOSIS CONFIRMEO BY OTHER HETHOOS (INOCULATION OF
HISTOLOGICALLY
UNSPECIFIED PULHONARY TUBERCULOSIS, TUBERCLE BACILLI NOT FOUNO
.16
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BY BACTERIOLOGICAL OR HISTOLOGICAL EXAMINATION, BUT




TUBERCULOUS PLEURISY, UNSPECIFIED EXAMINATION
TuBERCULOUS PLEURISY* TUBERCLE BACILLI ?403 FOUNO {IN SPUTUM) BY
MICROSCOPY, BUT FOUNO BY BACTERIAL CULTURE
TUBERCULOUS PLEURISY* TUBERCLE BACILLI NOT FOUNO BY
BACTERIOLOGICAL EXAMINATION, BUT TUBERCULOSIS CONFIRHEO
HISTOLOGICALLY






PRIHARY TUBE RCULOUS INFECTION, UNSPECIFIED TYPE





TUBERCULOSIS OF LUNG, INFILTRATIVE
TUBERCULOSIS OF LUNG, INFILTRATIVE, BACTERIOLOGICAL OR





BACTERIOLOGICAL OR HISTOLOGICAL EXAMINATION? BUT TUBERCULOSIS
CONFIR)lEO BY OTHER METHOOS (IIWCULATION OF AN IHALS)
TUBERCULOSIS OF INTRATHORACIC LYHPH NOOES
TUBERCULOSIS OF INTRATHORACIC LYHPH NOOES, UNSPECIFIED
EXAM INATI ON
TUBERCULOSIS OF INTRATHORACIC LYMPH NOOES, TUBERCLE BACILLI NOT
FouNo (IN SPUTUH) BY 141cR05coPY, BuT FOUNO BY BACTERIAL cuLTuRE
TUBERCULOSIS OF INTRATHORACIC LYHPH NOOES, TUB ERCLE BACILLI
NOT FOUNO BY BACTERIOLOGICAL EXAMINATION, BUT TUBERCULOSIS
CONFIRHEO HISTOLOGICALLY
TUBERCULOUS LARYNGITIS
TUBERCILOUS LARYNGITIS, UNSPECIFIED EXAMINATION
TUBERCULCXJS LARYNGITIS? TUBERCLE BACILLI NOT FOONO BY
BACTERIOLOGICAL EXAHINATION~ BUT TUBERCULOSIS CONFIRHEO
HISTOLOGICALLY
BACTERIOLOGICAL EXAMINATIONS BUT TUBERCULOSIS CONFIRHEO
HISTOLOGICALLY
TUBERCULOSIS OF OTHER ORGANS
TUBERCULOSIS OF SKIN ANO SUBCUTANEOUS CELLULAR TISSUE
TUBERCULOSIS OF SKIN ANO SUBCUTANEOUS CELLULAR TISSUE,
UNSPECIFIED EXAMINATION
TUBERCULOSIS OF PERIPHERAL LYHPH NOOES
TUBERCULOSIS OF PERIPHERAL LYMPH NOOESS UNSPECIFIED EXAMINATION
TUBERCULOSIS OF PERIPHERAL LYMPH NOOESS BACTERIOLOGICAL OR
HISTOLOGICAL EXAMINATION RESULTS UNKNOHN (AT PRESENT)
TUBERCULOSIS OF PERIPHERAL LYHPH NOOES, TUBERCLE BACILLI NOT
Fouiio (IN SPUTUH) BY MICROSCOPY. BUT FOUNO By BAcTERxAL CULTURE
TUBERCIX-OSIS OF PERIPHERAL LYHPH NOOES* TUBERCLE BACILLI NOT

















TUBERCULOSIS OF PERIPHERAL LYHPH NOOES, TUBERCLE BACILLI NOT
FouNO BY BACTERIOLOGICAL OR HISTOLOGICAL EXAMINATION, BUT
.6
.80
OTHER SPECIFIEO RESPIRATORY TUBERCULOSIS
OTHER SPECIFIEO RESPIRATORY TUBERCULOSIS, uNSPECIFIED
EXAMINATION
OTHER SPECIFIEO RESPIRATORY TUBERCULOSIS, TuBERCLE BACILLI NOT
FOUNO (IN SPUTUH) BY MICROSCOPY, BUT FOUNO BY BACTERIAL CULTURE
TUBERCULOSIS OF HENIN6ES ANO CENTRAL NERvous SYSTEH
.26
TUBERCULOSIS CONFIRHEO BY OTHER HETHOOS (INOCULATION-OF
ANIHALS)
TUBERCULOSIS OF SPLEEN
TUBERCULOSIS OF SPLEEN, BACTERIOLOGICAL OR HISTOLOGICAL
EXAMINATION RESULTS UNKNOUN (AT PRESENT)
TUBERCULOSIS OF OTHER SPECIFIEO ORGANS
TUBERCULOSIS OF OTHER SPECIFIEO ORGANSS UNSPECIFIED EXAMINATION
TUBERCULOSIS OF OTHER SPECIFIEO 0R6ANS~ BACTERIOLOGICAL OR
HISTOLOGICAL EXAMINATION RESULTS UNKNO14N (AT PRESENT)
TUBERCULOSIS OF OTHER SPECIFIEO ORGANS, TUBERCLE BACILLI NOT
FOUNO (IN SPUTUH) BY MICROSCOPY, BUT FOUNO BY BACTERIAL CULTURE
HILIARY TUBERCULOSIS
ACUTE HILIARY TUBERCULOSIS
ACUTE HILIARY Tuberculosis TUBERCLE BACILLI FOUNO (IN SPUTUH)
BY MICROSCOPY
ACUTE HILIARY TUBERCULOSIS. TUBERCLE BACILLI NOT FOUNO (IN
SPUTUH) BY HICROSCOPY~ BUT FOUNO BY BACTERIAL CULTURE
OTHER SPECIFIEO HILIARY TUBERCULOSIS
OTHER SPECIFIEO HILIARY TUBERCULOSIS. UNSPECIFIED EXAMINATION













TUBERCULllJS tlENINGITIS* UNSPECIFIED EXAMINATION
TUBERCOLOUS MENINGITIS, TUBERCLE BACILLI NOT FOUNO (IN SPUTUH)
BY MICROSCOPY, BUT FOUNO BY BACTERIAL CULTURE
TUBERCULOHA OF BRAIN
TUBERCILOHA OF BRAIN* UNSPECIFIED EXAMINATION
TuBERCKOHA OF BRAIN* TUBERCLE BACILLI NOT FOUND BY
BACTERIOLOGICAL OR HISTOLOGICAL EXAMINATIONS BUT TUBERCULOSIS
CONFIRHEO BY OTHER HETHOOs (rNocuLATxON OF AN IHALS)
TuBERCULOUS ABSCESS OF SPINAL CORO
TUBERCULWS ABSCESS OF SPINAL CORO, TUBERCLE BACILLI NOT FOONO












UNSPECIFIED TUBERCULOSIS OF CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEH
UNSPECIFIED TUBERCULOSIS OF CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEHt
TUBERCLE BACILLI NOT FOUNO BY BACTERIOLOGICAL OR
HISTOLOGICAL EXAHINATIONr BUT TUBERCULOSIS COW IRHEO
BY OTHER HETI’KIOS (INOCULATION OF ANIHALS)
TUBERCULOSIS OF INTESTINES* PERITONEUM, ANO HESENTERIC GLANOS
TUBERCULOUS PERITONITIS
TUBERCULOUS PERITONITIS, UNSPECIFIED EXAHINATILYA
TUBERCULOSIS OF INTESTINES ANO HESENTERIC GLANOS





(IN SPUTUH) BY MICROSCOPY
OTHER SPECIFIEO HILIARY TUBERCULOSIS, TUBERCLE BACILLI NOT







UNSPECIFIED HILIARY TUBERCULOSIS* UNSPECIFIED EXAMINATION





TUBERCULOSIS OF BONES ANO JOINTS
TUBERCULOSIS OF VERTEBRAL COLUHN
SPUTUH) BY MICROSCOPY
UNSPECIFIED HILIARY TUBERCULOSIS* TUBERCLE BACILLI NOT FOUNO






.95TUBERCULOSIS OF VERTEBRAL COLUHN, UNSPECIFIED EXAMINATION
TUBERCULOSIS OF VERTEBRAL COLUHN, TUBERCLE BACILLI FOUNO (IN
SPUTUH) BY MICROSCOPY
ONSPECIFIEO HILIARY TUBERCULOSIS, TUBERCLE BACILLI NOT FOUNO BY
BACTERIOLOGICAL EXAMINATION, BUT TUBERCULOSIS CONFIRHEO
HISTOLOGICALLY
.05 TUBERCtiOSIS OF VERTEBRAL COLUHN? TUBERCLE BACILLI NOT FOUNO BY
































TUBERCULOSIS OF HIP, TUBERCLE BACILLI NOT FOUNO (IN SPUTUH)
BY MICROSCOPY. BUT FOUNO BY BACTERIAL CULTURE
TUBERCULOSIS OF KNEE
TUBERCULOSIS OF KNEE, TUBERCLE BACILLI FOUNO (IN SPUTUH) BY
MICROSCOPY
TuBERCULOSIS OF OTHER SPECIFIEO JOINT
TUBERCULOSIS OF OTHER SPECIFIEO JOINT* UNSPECIFIED EXAMINATION
TUBERCULOSIS OF UNSPECIFIED BONES ANO JOINTS
TUBERCULOSIS OF UNSPECIFIED BONES ANO JOINTS-
UNSPECIFIED EXAMINATION
TUBERCULOSIS OF GENITOURINARY SYSTEH
TUBERCULOSIS OF KIONEY
TUBERCULOSIS OF KIONEY9 UNSPECIFIED EXAMINATION
TUBERCULOSIS OF KIONEY, TUBERCLE BACILLI NOT FWNO BY
BACTERIOLOGICAL OR HISTOLOGICAL EXAMINATIONS BUT TUBERCULOSIS









LEPROHATOUS LEPROSY (TYPE L)
TUBERCULOIO LEPROSY (TYPE T)










OISEASES OUE TO OTHER HYCOBACTERIA
PULHONARY OISEASES OUE TO OTHER HYCOBACTERIA
CUTANEOUS OISEASES OUE TO OTHER HYCOBACTERIA
OTHER SPECIFIEO HYCOBACTERIAL OISEASES




TUBERCULOSIS OF BLAOOER, BACTERIOLOGICAL OR HISTOLOGICAL
EXAMINATION RESULTS UNKNOHN (AT PRESENT)


































































MHOOPING COUGH OUE TO BOROETELLA PERTUSSIS (B. PERTUSSIS)
wHOOPING CWGH DUE TO OTHER SPECIFIEO ORGANISH
HHOOPING COUGHO UNSPECIFIED ORGANISM








I.JATERHCIUSE-FRI OERICHSEN SYNOROMES MEN INGOCOCCAL
ME NINGOCOCCAL INFECTION, UNSPECIFIECI
SEPTICEMIA
STREPTCICCCCAL SEPTIC Etl IA
STAPHYL12COCCAL SEPTICEMIA
PNEUHOCOCCAL SEPTICEMIA
SEPTICEMIA CIUE TO ANAERCIBES
SEPTICEMIA OUE TO OTHER GRAN-NEGATIVE ORGANISMS
SEPTICEMIA OUE TO GRAM-NEGATIVE ORGANISM, UNSPECIFIED
SEPTICEMIA flUE TO HEMCIPHILUS INFLUENZA (H. INFLUENZA)
SEPTICEMIA CXIE TCI ESCHERICHIA CCILI (E. COLI)
SEPTICEMIA LIUE TLI PSEUOi3flClNAS
SEPTICEMIA OUE Tll SERRATIA




PULMONARY AC TINONYCOTIC INFECTICIN




!3THER SPECIFIEO BACTERIAL OISEASES
LITHER SPECIFIED BACTERIAL OISEASES
BACTERIAL IN FECTILIN IN CIJNOITILINS CLASSIFIED ELSEUHERE ANO CIF
UNSPECIFIED SITE
STREPTCICLICCUS INFECTION IN CONDITIONS CLASSIFIED ELSEHHERE ANO
OF UNSPECIFIED SITE
STAPHYLCICLICCUS INFECTICIN IN CONOITILINS CLASS IFXEO ELSEMHERE ANO
OF UNSPECIFIECI SITE
PNEUIM3CIJCCUS INFECTICIN IN CONOITICINS CLASSIFIED ELSEIAHERE ANO
OF UNSPECIFIED SITE
FRIEOLANOERO S BACILLUS INFECTI13N IN CLINOITIONS CLASSIFIED
ELSEIAHERE ANCI OF uNSPECIFIED SITE
ES CHERICHIA CCILI (E. CLILI) INFECTION IN CCINI)ITICINS CLASS IFIEtI
ELSEHHERE AND OF UNSPECIFIECI SITE
HEllCIPHILUS INFLUENZA (H. INFLUENZA) INFECTION IN CONL)ITIIINS
CLASSIFIED ELSEIAHERE ANO CIF UNSPECIFIED SITE
PROTEUS (#l IRABILIS) (HCIRGANI I) INFECTION IN CCINO IT IONS
CLASSIFIED ELSEUHERE ANO OF UNSPECIFIED SITE
PS EUOOIN3NAS INFECTION IN C13NOITIONS CLASS IFIECI ELSEHHERE
ANO OF UN SPECIFIECI SITE
OTHER SPECIFIELI BACTERIAL INFECT ICINS IN CONOITICINS
CLASSI FIEO ELSEHHERE ANO OF UNSPECIFIED SITE
BACTERIAL INFECTION* UNSPECIFIED* IN CONDITIONS CLASSIFIED
ELSEWHERE ANCI CIF UNSPECIFIED SITE
HU14AN T-CELL LYHPHCITROPIC VIRUS-111 /LYHPHACJENOPATHY-ASSCIC IATEO
VIRUS (HTLV-111/LAV) INFECTION HITH SPECIFIECl CLINOITICINS
HITH SPECIFIEO INFECTILINS
CAUSING OTHER SPECIFIECI INFECTIONS
HITH SPECIFIED MALIGNANT NE13PLASHS
ACQUIREO IWIUN130EFIC1ENCY SYNORCIHE HITH CIR HITH13UT
CITHER CCINLII TIC!NS
HUHAN T-CELL LYHPHCITROPIC VIRUS-II I/LYMPHALIENiJPATHY-ASSCICIATEO
YIRUS (HTLY-I 11/LAvl INFECTION CAUSING aTHER SPEC xFIEO caNo ITIaNs
CAUSING LYHPHAOENIIPATHY
CAUSING SPECIFIEO CIISEASES OF THE CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEH
CAUSING LITHER SPECIFIEO CCINOITICtNS
ACQUIRECI IHMUNOOEFICIENCY SYNORONE-RELATEO CLIHPLEX HITH OR
UITHOUT CITHER CCltAL)ITIONS






































































HTLV-11 I/LAV N07 OTHERWISE SPECIFIEO (HITH OR liITHOUT OTHER
CONOTI (INS NOT CLASSIFIABLE TCl 042,043 ~044.0)
ACUTE POLILIHYELITIS
ACUTE POLICIHYELITIS WITH OTHER PARALYSIS
ACUTE PLILIIJFIYELITIS HITH OTHER PARALYSIS, uNSPECIFIED TYPE
aF PaLIav IRus
UNSPECIFIED ACUTE PCILIIJHYELITIS
UNSPECIFIEtl ACUTE POLICIHYELITIS. UNSPECIFIECI TYPE OF PCIL1OVIRUS
UNSPECIFIED ACUTE P13LIIWIYELITIS, POLIOVIRUS TYPE III
SL!Jld VIRUS INFECTION 13F CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM
JAKCIB-CREUTZFELOT OISEASE
PROGRESSIVE MULTI FOCAL LEUKCIENCEPHALOPA THY
MENINGITIS OUE TO ENTERCAVIRUS
HE NINGI TIS OUE TO CllXSACKIE VIRUS
14ENINGI TIS OUE T(I ECHO VIRUS
CITHER SPECIFIEO VIRAL MENINGITIS
UNSPECIFIED VIRAL MENINGITIS
OTHER ENTERCIVIRUS OISEASES OF CENTRAL NERVLIUS SYSTEM
OTHER N13N-ARTHR13P130 -BORNE VIRAL L)ISEASES OF CENTRAL NERVOUS
SYSTEH
NON-ARTHCIP(10-BLIRNE LY14PHOCYTIC CHORIOi!ENINGITIS
OTHER S PEC IFIEO NCIN-ARTHROP!30-BORNE VIRAL OISEASES OF
CENTRAL N ERVCIUS SYSTEH




VARICELLA (H E#lLIRRHAGIC) PNEUHONITIS
CHICKENPCIX ldITH LITHER SPECIFIEO C13MPLICATICINS
CHICKENPLIX !JIITH UNSPECIFIECI COMPLICATION
VARICELLA HITHWT HENTICIN OF COHPLICATICiN
HERPES ZCISTER
HERPES ZCISTER UITH MENINGITIS
HERPES ZOSTER HITH OTHER NERVCIUS SYSTEH COMPLICATIONS
HERPES ZCLSTER HITH UNSPECIFIED NERVOUS SYSTEM COMPLICATION
GENXCULATE HERPES ZOSTER
PO STHERPETIC TRIGEPIINAL NEURALGIA
PCKSTHERPETIC PCILYNEUROPATHY
HERPES ZCLSTER liITH 13THER NERVOUS SYSTEM CCIHPLICATIONS
HERPES ZCSTER wITH OPHTHALMIC C13HPLICATIONS
HERPES ZOSTER OERHATITIS OF EYELIO
HERPES ZCISTER KERATLIC(3NJUNCT IVITIS
HERPES ZCISTER HITH OTHER CIPHTHALHIC CCNIPLICATIONS
HERPES ZOSTER MITH OTHER SPECIFIEO CWPLICATIONS
OTITIS EXTERNA OUE TLl HERPES ZOSTER
HERPES ZCISTER HITH LITHER SPECIFIELI CCJHPLICATILINS






HERPETIC ULCERATICIN CIF VULVA




HERPES SIHPLEX HITH OPHTHALMIC CCIMPLICATIONS
HERPES SIHPLEX 01 SCIF13RH KERATITIS
HERPES SIHPLEX MITH LITHER 13PHTHALHIC COMPLICATIONS
HERPETIC SEPTICEMIA
HERPETIC ldHITLCiH
HERPES SIHPLEX HITH CJTHER SPECIFIEO CCIHPLICATIIJNS
HERPES SI14PLEX WITH OTHER SPECIFIEO CCIMPLICATIC!NS
HERPES SIMPLEX UITH UNSPECIFIED CCNIPLICATION





HE ASLES IIIITH OTHER SPECIFIEO COHPLICATICINS
MEASLES KERATCICONJUNCT IVITIS
































































HEASLES HITH UNSPECIFIED COMPLICATION
MEASLES liITHOUT HENTION OF COMPLICATION
RUBELLA
RUBELLA wITHOUT MENTION OF COMPLICATION
OTHER VIRAL EXANTHEMATA
ERYTHEHA INFECTIOSLNI (FIFTH OIsEAsE)
OTHER SPECIFIEO VIRAL EXANTHEMATA
VIRAL EXANTHEH, UNSPECIFIED
VIRAL ENCEPHALITIS TRANSHITTEO BY OTHER ANO uNSPECIFIED
ARTHROPODS
ARTHROPOO-BORNE HEMORRHAGIC FEVER
CRIFIEAN HEMORRHAGIC FEVER (CHF CONGO VIRUS)
OTHER ARTHROPOO-BORNE VIRAL OISEASES
TICK-BORNE FEVER
VIRAL HEPATITIS
VIRAL HEPATITIS A HITHOUT HENTION OF HEPATIC COMA
VIRAL HEPATITIS B HITH HEPATIC COHA
VIRAL HEPATITIS B HITHOUT MENTION OF HEPATIC COHA
oTHER SPECIFIEO VIRAL HEPATITIS wITH HEPATIC COHA
OTHER SPECIFIEO VIRAL HEPATITIS UITl@UT MENTION OF HEPATIC
COMA
UNSPECIFIED VIRAL HEPATITIS HITH HEPATIC COHA





HUMPS HITHOUT HENTION OF COMPLICATION
ORNI THOSI S
ORNITHOSIS, UNSPECIFIED
SPECIFIC OISEASES OUE TO COXSACKIE VIRUS
HERPANGINA
EPIOEHIC PLEUROOYNIA
HANO, FOOT* ANO HOUTH OISEASE
OTHER SPECIFIEO OISEASES OUE TO COXSACKIE VIRUS
INFECTIOUS MONONUCLEOSIS





UNSPECIFIED OISEASES OF CONJUNCTIVAL OUE TO VIRUSES ANO
CHLAHYOIAE




FOOT ANO HOUTH OISEASE
CYTOHEGALIC INCLUSION OISEASE
OTHER SPECIFIEO OISEASES OUE TO VIRUSES ANO CHLAHYOIAE
OTHER SPECIFIEO OISEASES OUE TO VIRUSES ANO CHLAHYOIAE
VIRAL INFECTION IN CONDITIONS CLASSIFIED ELSEHHERE ANO OF
UNSPECIFIED SITE
AOENOVIRUS INFECTION IN CONDITIONS CLASSIFIED ELSEWHERE ANO
OF UNSPECIFIED SITE
ECHO VIRUS INFECTION IN CONOITICINS CLASSIFIED ELSEWHERE ANO
OF UNSPECIFIED SITE
COXSACKIE VIRUS INFECTION IN CONDITIONS CLASSIFIED ELSEh’HERE
ANo OF UNSPECIFIED SITE
RHINOVIRUS INFECTION IN CONDITIONS CLASSIFIED ELSEWHERE ANO OF
UNSPECIFIED SITE
OTHER SPECIFIEO VIRAL INFECTIONS IN CONDITIONS CLASSIFIED
ELSEHHERE ANO OF UNSPECIFIED SITE
UNSPECIFIED VIRAL INFECTION IN CONDITIONS CLASSIFIED ELSEUHERE








FALCIPARUH MALARIA (HALIGNANT TERTIAN)














































































OTHER SPECIFIEO ARTHROPOO-BORNE OISEASES
/ LYHE OISEASE
/ OTHER SPECIFIEO ARTHROPOO-BORNE OISEASES
ARTHROPO&BORNE OISEASEC UNSPECIFIED
CONGENITAL SYPHILIS
EARLY CONGENITAL SYPHILIS, SYHPTOHATIC
EARLY CONGENITAL SYPHILIS, LATENT
EARLY CONGENITAL SYPHILIS, UNSPECIFIED
SYPHILITIC INTERSTITIAL KERATITIS






SECONOARY SYPHILIS OF SKIN OR HUCOUS llEHBRANES
OTHER FORHS OF SECONOARY SYPHILIS
OTHER FORMS OF SECONOARY SYPHILIS
UNSPECIFIED SECONOARY SYPHILIS
EARLY SYPHILIS, LATENT




SYPHILITIC ENMCAROITIS OF AORTIC VALVE
OTHER SPECIFIEO CAROIOVASCULAR SYPHILIS
OTHER SPECIFIEO CARO1OVASCULAR SYPHILIS











OTHER FORHS OF LATE SYPHILIS, WITH SYHPTOHS
OTHER SPECIFIEO FORHS OF LATE SYHPTOHATIC SYPHILIS
LATE SYPHILIS, LATENT





GoNoccccAL INFEcTIoN (AcuTE) OF LOHER GENITOURINARy TRACT
GoNococcAL INFECTION (AcuTE) OF UPPER GENITOURINARY TRACT
GoNococcAL INFECTION (AcuTE) OF UPPER GENITOURINARy
TRACT, SITE UNSPECIFIED
GONOCOCCAL CERVICITIS (ACUTE)
GONOCOCCAL SALPINGITIS, SPECIFIEO AS ACUTE
OTHER GONOCOCCAL INFECTION (ACUTE) OF UPPER GE NITOURINARY
TRACT
GONOCOCCAL INFECTION, CHRONIC, OF LOHER GENITOURINARY TRACT
GONOCOCCAL INFECTION, CHRONIC, OF UPPER GENITOURINARY TRACT
GONOCOCCAL SALPINGITIS (CHRONIC)
GONOCOCCAL INFECTION OF EYE
GONOCOCCAL CONJUNCTIVITIS (NEONATORUH)
GONOCOCCAL INFECTION OF JOINT
GONOCOCCAL ARTHRITIS
GONOCOCCAL INFECTION OF PHARYNX
GONOCOCCAL INFECTION OF ANUS ANO RECTUM
GONOCOCCAL INFECTION OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES
GONOCOCCAL PERIToNITIS
















































































OTHER SPECIFIEO VENEREAL OISEASES
VENEREAL OISEASES UNSPECIFIED
LEPTOSPIROSI S
OTHER SPECIFIEO LEPTOSPIRAL INFECTIONS
LEPTOSPIRAL HEN INGIT15 (ASEPTIC)
LEPTOSPIROSIS, UNSPECIFIED
VI NC ENTr S ANGINA
OTHER SPIROCHETAL INFECTION
NONVENEREAL ENOE!l IC SYPHILIS
0ER14ATOPHYTOSIS
DE R14ATOPHYTOSf S OF SCALP ANO BEARO
0ER14ATOPHYTOSIS OF NAIL
OERMATOPHYTOSIS OF HANO
OERMATOPHYTOSIS OF GROIN ANO PER IANAL AREA
OERMATOPHYTOSIS OF FOOT
OERMATOPHYTOSIS OF THE BOOY
oEEP SEATEO OER!IATOPHYTOSIS
OERHATOPHYTOSIS OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES
OERHATOPHYTOSIS OF UNSPECIFIED SITE







CANOIOIASIS OF VULVA ANO VAGINA
CANOIOIASIS OF OTHER UROGENITAL SITES
CANOIOIASIS OF SKIN ANO NAILS
CANOIOIASIS OF LUNG
oISSEIIINATEO CANOIOIASIS
CANOIOIASIS OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES
CANOIOAL ENOOCAROITIS
OTHER CANOIOIASIS OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES
CA NO IOIASIS OF UNSPECIFIED SITE
COCCIOIO1OOHYCOSIS
PRIMARY cocc IoIoIooi4YcosIs (PULMONARy)




INFECTION BY HISTOPLAS14A CAP SULATUM
INFECTION BY HISTOPLASHA CAPSULATLNI, WITHOUT MENTION OF
MANIFESTATION
HISTOPLASMA CAP SULATUM PNEUMONIA
INFECTION BY HISTOPLASMA CAPSULATLN4, IJITH MENTION OF OTHER
MANIFESTATION
HISTOPLASHOSIS, UNSPECIFIED
HISTOPLASFIOSISt uNSPECIFIED* WITHOUT MENTION OF MANIFESTATION
HISTOPLASPIOSIS MENINGITIS
HISTOPLASMOSIS PNEUHONIA




AS PERGI LLOSI S
MYCOTIC HYCETOHAS
CR YPTOCOCCOSIS
zYGOMYCOSIS [PHYCOIIYCOSIS OR IIUCORHYCOSIS)





EC HINOCOCCUS GRANuLOSUS INFECTION OF LUNG




























































TR ICHUR I AS IS
EN TEROBIASIS




NENINGOENCE PHALITIS OUE TO TOXOPLASMOSIS
CHORIORETINITIS OUE TO TOXOPLASMOSIS









TRICHO!lONIASIS OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES
TRICHOHONIASIS, UNSPECIFIED
PEOICULOSIS ANO PHTHXRUS INFESTATION
PEOICULUS CAPITIS (HEAO LOUSE)
PEOICULUS CORPORIS (BOOY LOUSE)
PHTHIRUS PUBIS (PUBIC LOUSE)










OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED INFECTIOUS
AI NHUM




OTHER SPECIFIEO INFECTIOUS ANO PARASITIC OISEASES
UNSPECIFIED INFECTIOUS ANO PARASITIC OISEASES
LATE EFFECTS OF TUBERCULOSIS
LATE EFFECTS OF RESPIRATORY OR UNSPECIFIED TUBERCULOSIS
LATE EFFECTS OF CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM TUBERCULOSIS
LATE EFFECTS OF TuBERCULOSIS OF BONES ANO JOINTS
LATE EFFECTS OF ACUTE POLIOMYELITIS
LATE EFFECTS OF OTHER INFECTIOUS ANO PARASITIC OISEASES
LATE EFFECTS OF VIRAL ENCEPHALITIS
























MALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF LIP
HALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF UPPER LIP, VERMILION BOROER
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF LOIAER LIP, VERMILION BOROER
HALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF LOHER LIP, INNER ASPECT
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF LIP, UNSPECIFIED, INNER ASPECT
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF OTHER SITES OF LIP
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF LIP, UNSPECIFIEOS VER141LION BOROER
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF TONGUE
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF BASE OF TONGUE
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF 00RSAL SURFACE OF TONGUE
MALIGNANT NEOPLAS14 OF TIP ANO LATERAL BOROER OF TONGUE
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF VENTRAL SURFACE OF TONGUE
MALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF ANTERIOR TIAO-THIROS OF TONGUES PART
uNs PEC IFIEO
tlALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF LINGUAL TONSIL
I+ALIGNAN1 KEOPLAS# OF OTHER SITES OS TONGIJE
HALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF TONGUE, uNSPECIFIED
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF MAJOR SALIVARY GLANOS
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF PAROTI O GLANO
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF SUB$IANOIBULAR GLANO
HALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF SALIVARY GLANO, UNSPECIFIED










































































HALIGNAN7 NEOPLASM OF LOklER GUM
HALIGNAN7 NE OPLASH OF OTHER SITES OF GUH
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF GUM* UNSPECIFIED
A4ALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF FLOOR OF MOUTH
HALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF ANTERIDR PORTION OF FLOOR OF MOUTH
14ALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF LATERAL PORTION OF FLOOR OF MOUTH
14ALIGNANT NE OPLASH OF OTHER SITES OF FLOOR OF HOUTH
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF FLOOR OF HOUTH, PART UNSPECIFIED
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED PARTS OF MOUTH
MALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF CHEEK HUCOSA
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF VESTIBULE OF MOUTH
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF HARD PALATE
HALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF SOFT PALATE
MALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF PALATE* UNSPECIFIED
HALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF RETROHOLAR AREA
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM DF OTHER SPECIFIEO PARTS OF HOUTH
HALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF MOUTH* UNSPECIFIED
MALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF OROPHARYNX
MALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF TONSIL
HALIGNANT NEoPLASH OF TONS ILLAR FOSSA
HALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF TONS ILLAR PILLARS (ANTERIoR) (POSTERIOR)
MALIGNANT NEoPLASH OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES OF OROPHARYNX
MALIGNAN7 NEOPLASH OF OROPHARYNX, UNSPECIFIED
14ALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF NASOPHARYNX
MALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF POSTERIOR HALL OF NASOPHARYNX
MALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES OF NAsOPHARYNX
MALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF NASOPHARYNX, UNSPECIFXEO
HALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF HYPOPHARYNX
MALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF PYRIFORH SINUS
HALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES OF HYPOPHARYNX
HALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF HYPOPHARYNX9 UNSPECIF IEO
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF OTHER ANO ILL-oEFINEO SITES HITHIN
THE LIP , UIAL CAV17Y, ANO PHARYNX
HALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF PHARYNX* UNSPECIFIED ..
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF ESOPHAGUS
MALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF CERVICAL ESOPHAGUS
HALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF THORACIC ESOPHAGUS
MALIGNANT NE OPLASH OF A800MINAL ESOPHAGUS
MALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF UPPER THIRO OF ESOPHAGUS
MALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF HIOOLE THIRO OF ESOPHAGUS
MALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF LOHER THIRO OF ESOPHAGUS
HALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF OTHER SPECIFIEO PART OF ESOPHAGUS
MALIGNANT NE OPLASH OF ESOPHAGUS? UNSPECIFIED
HAL IGNANT NEOPLASH OF STOHACH
HALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF CAROIA
MALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF PYLORUS
MALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF PYLORIC ANTRUH
MALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF FUNOUS OF STOHACH
HALIGNANT NEoPLASM OF BDOY OF STOHACH
HALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF LESSER CURVATURE OF STOHACH, UNSPECIFIED
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF GREATER CURVATURE OF STOHACH~ UNSPECIF IEO
HALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES OF STOMACH
HALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF STOMACH, UNSPECIFIED
HALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF SHALL INTESTINES INCLUOING OUOOENUH
HALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF OUODENLM
IIALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF JEJUNUM
HALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF ILEUM
A4ALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES OF SHALL 1N7EsTINE
HA LIGNANT NEOPLASH OF SHALL INTESTINE* UNSPECIFIED
HAL I GNANT NEOPLASM OF COLON
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF HEPATIC FLEXURE
HALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF TRANSVERSE COLON
HALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF OESCENOING COLON
HALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF SIGHOIO COLON
A4ALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF CECUH
HALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF APPENOIX
MALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF ASCENOING COLON
HALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF SPLENIC FLEXURE
HALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES OF LARGE INTESTINE
HALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF COLON, UNSPECIFIED
HAL IGNANT NEOPLASM OF RECTUH* RECTOSIGHOIO JUNCTIONS ANo ANus
HALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF RECTOSIGHOIO JUNCTION
HALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF RECTUH


































































MALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF ANUS, UNSPECIFIED
tlALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF OTHER SITES OF RECTUH~ RECTOSIGHOIO
JUNCTION, ANO At+!<,.” -
HALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF LIVER ANO INTRAHEPATIC BILE OUCTS
HALIGNANT NEOPLASN OF LIVER* PRIMARY
tlALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF INTRAHEPATSC BILE OUCTS
HALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF LIVER, NOT SPECIFIEO AS PRIMARY
OR SEC ONOARY
HAL IGNANT NEOPLASH OF GALLBLAoOER ANo EXTRAHEPATIC BILE OUCTS
HALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF GALLBLAOOER
14ALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF EXTRAHEPATIC BILE OUCTS
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF AtlPuLLA OF VATER
HALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF OTHER SPECXFIEO SITES OF GALLBLAOOER ANO
EXTRAHEPATIC BILE OUCTS
HALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF BILIARY TRACT, PART uNSPEC lFIED
HALI GNANT NE OPLASH OF PANCREAS
HALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF HEAO OF PANCREAS
MALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF BOOY OF PANCREAS
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF TAIL OF PANCREAS
14ALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF PANCREATIC OUCT
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF ISLETS OF LANGERHANS
HALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES OF PANCREAS
HALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF PANCREAS* PART UNSPEC IFIEO
HALI GNANT NEOP LASH OF RETROP ERITON EUH ANO PER ITONEUH
MALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF RETROPERITONEUM
MALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF SPECIFIEO PARTS OF PERITONEUM
14ALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF PERITONEUMS UNSPECIFIED
HALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF OTHER ANO ILL-OEFINED SITES HITHIN THE
DIGESTIVE ORGANS ANO PERITONEUM
MALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF tNTEST INAL TRACT, PART UNSPEC IFIEO
MALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF OTHER SITES OF DIGESTIVE SYSTEH ANO
INTRA-ASOOHINAL ORGANS
HALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF ILL-OEFINEO SITES WITHIN THE OIGESTIVE
ORGANS ANO PERITnMG1#H. . ... . ..
MALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF NASAL CAVITIES* HIDDLE EAR* ANo
ACCESSORY SINUSES
HALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF NASAL CAVITIES
HALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF HAXILLARY SINUS
HALI GNANT NE OPLAS H OF ETHHOI OAL SINUS
HALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF SPHENOIOAL SINUS
HALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF LARYNX
HALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF GLOTTIS
HALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF SUPRAGLOTTIS
HALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF SUBGLOTTIS
HA LIGNANT NE OPLASH OF LARYNGEAL CARTILAGES
HALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES OF LARYNX
HALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF LARYNX* UNSPECIFIED
HALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF TRACHEA* BRONCHUS* ANo LuNG
HALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF TRACHEA
HALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF HAIN BRONCHUS
HALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF UPPER LOBE? BRONCHUS OR LuNG
HALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF HIOOLE LOBES BRONCHUS OR LUNG
HALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF LOWER LOBE s BRONCHUS OR LUNG
MALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF OTHER PARTS OF BRONCHUS OR LUNG
HALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF BRONCHUS ANO LUNG, UNSPECI FIEO
HALIGNANT NE OPLASH OF PLEURA
HALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF PARIETAL PLEURA
HALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF VISCERAL PLEURA
HALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES OF PLEURA
HALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF PLEURA. UNSPECIFIED
HALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF THYHUS, HEART, ANO HEOIASTINUH
HALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF THYHUS
HALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF HEART
HALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF ANTERIOR HEOIASTINUH
HALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF OVERLAPPING PARTS OF HEoIASTINUH
HALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF HEOIASTINUH, PART uNSPECIFIED
HALIGNANT NE OPLASH OF OTHER ANO ILL-OEFINEO SITES llITHIN THE
RESPIRATORY SYSTEH ANO INTRATHoRACIC oRGANS
HALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF UPPER RESPIRATORY TRACT, PART
uNsPECIFIED
HALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF BONE ANO ARTICULAR CARTILAGE
HALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF BONES OF SKULL ANO FACE, EXCEPT HAN018LE
HALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF HANOIBLE



































































RIBS, STERNUH, ANO CLAVICLE
SCAPULA ANO LONG BONES OF UPPER LIMB
SHORT fM3NES OF UPPER LIMB
PELVIC BONES, SACRUH, ANO COCCYX
LONG BONES OF LOliER LIHB
SHORT BONES OF LOHER LIHB
BONE ANO ART ICULAR CARTILAGE, SITE
MALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF CONNECTIVE ANO OTHER SOFT TISSUE
MALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF CONNECTIVE ANO OTHER SOFT TISSUE OF
HEAO, FACE, ANO NECK
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF CONNECTIVE ANO OTHER SOFT TISSUE OF
UPPER LIMB, INCLUOING SHOULOER
MALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF CONNECTIVE ANO OTHER SOFT TISSUE OF
LOWER LIMB, INCLUOING HIP
MALIGNANT NEOPLAS#l OF CONNECTIVE ANO OTHER SOFT TISSUE OF
THORAX
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF CONNECTIVE ANO OTHER SOFT TISSUE OF
ABOOMEN
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF CONNECTIVE ANO OTHER SOFT TISSUE OF
PELVIS
t4ALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF CONNECTIVE ANO OTHER SOFT TISSUE OF
TRUNK, UNSPECIFIED
MALIGNANT NEOPLASt4 OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES OF CONNECTIVE
ANO OTHER SOFT TISSUE
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF CONNECTIVE ANO OTHER SOFT TISSUE*
SITE UNSPECIFIED
FIALIGNANT HELANON4 OF SKIN
MALIGNANT HELANOHA OF SKIN
MALIGNANT MELANOHA OF SKIN
CANAL
MALIGNANT HELANOHA OF SKIN
OF FACE
MALIGNANT MELANOMA OF SKIN
MALIGNANT HELANOHA OF SKIN
MALIGNANT MELANOMA OF SKIN
OF LIP
OF EAR ANO EXTERNAL AUOITORY
OF OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED PARTS
OF SCALP ANO NECK
OF TRUNK, EXCEPT SCROTUM
OF UPPER LIMB, INCLUOING SHOULOER
MALIGNANT PIELANOHA OF SKIN OF LOHER LIHB* INCLUOING HIP
MALIGNANT MELANOMA OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES OF SKIN
$IELANOMA OF SKIN* SITE UNSPECIFIED
OTHER MALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF SKIN
OTHER MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF SKIN OF LIP
OTHER 14ALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF SKIN OF EYELIO~ INCLUOING CANTHUS
OTHER MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF SKIN OF EAR ANO EXTERNAL
AUOITORY CANAL
OTHER HALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF SKIN OF OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED
PARTS OF FACE
OTHER IIALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF SCALP ANO SKIN OF NECK
OTHER MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF SKIN OF TRUNK* EXCEPT SCROTUH
OTHER MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF SKIN OF UPPER LIflB, INCLUOING
SHOULOER
OTHER HALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF SKIN OF LOUER LIHi3s INCLUOING HIP
OTHER MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES OF SKIN
OTHER MALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF SKINS SITE UNSPECIFIED
HALIGNANT NEoPLASH OF FEMALE BREAST
HALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF NIPPLE ANO AREOLA OF FEHALE BREAST
HALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF CENTRAL PORTION OF FEHALE BREAST
HALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF UPPER-INNER QUAORANT OF FEHALE BREAST
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF LOHER-INNER IJUAORANT OF FEHALE BREAST
HALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF UPPER-OUTER QUAORANT OF FEHALE BREAST
HALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF LOHER-OUTER QUAORANT OF FEMALE BREAST
MALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF AX ILLARY TAIL OF FEMALE BREAST
MALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES OF FEHALE BREAST
MALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF BREAsT (FEHALE). Unspecified
MALIGNANT NE OPLASH OF HALE BREAST
HALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF NIPPLE ANO AREOLA OF HALE BREAST
HALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED SITES OF HALE
9REAST
MALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF UTERUS, PART UNSPECIFIED
HALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF CERVIX UTERI
HALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF ENOOCERVIX
HALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF EXOCERVIX
HALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES OF CERVIX




































































MALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF PLACENTA
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF BOOY OF UTERUS
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF CORPUS UTERI, EXCEPT ISTHHUS
MALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF OTHER SPECIFIED SITES OF 800Y OF UTERUS
#lALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF OVARY ANO OTHER UTERINE AONEXA
t4ALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF OVARY
MALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF FALLOPIAN TUBE
HALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF BROAO LIGAHENT OF UTERUS
HA LIGNANT NEOPLASH OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES OF UTERINE AONEXA
HA LIGNANT NEOPLASH OF UTERINE AONEXA, UNSPECIFIED
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED FEHALE GENITAL
ORGANS
MALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF VAGINA
MALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF LABIA MAJORA
HALIGNANT NEOPLASII OF LABIA MINORA
MALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF VULVA, uNSPECIFIED
MALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF OTHER SPECXFIEO SITES OF FEHALE
GENITAL ORGANS
MALIGNANT NEC4LASM OF PROSTATE
HAL IGNANT NEOPLASM OF TESTIS
MALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF uNOESCENOEO TESTIS
MALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED TESTIS
HALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF PENIS ANO OTHER HALE GENITAL ORGANS
HALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF GLANS PENIS
MALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF BOOY OF PENIS
HALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF PENIS, PART uNSPECIFIED
HALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES OF HALE GENITAL
ORGANS
HALIGNANT NEOPLASU OF BLAOOER
HALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF TRIGoNE OF URINARY BLAOOER
HALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF 00HE OF URINARY BLAOOER
HALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF LATERAL UAU OF URINARY BLAOOER
MALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF ANTERIOR HALL OF URINARY BLAOOER
HALIGNANT NEOPLASU OF POSTERIOR HALL OF uRINARY 8LAOOER
MALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF BLAOOER NECK
HALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF URETERIC ORIFICE
MALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES OF BLAOOER
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF BLAOOER, PART UNSPECIFIED
MALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF KIONEY ANO OTHER ANO uNSPECIFIED uRINARY
ORGANS
HALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF KIONEY, EXCEPT PELVIS
MALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF RENAL PELVIS
HALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF URETER
HALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF URETHRA
MALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF EYE
MALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF EYEBALL, EXCEPT CONJUNCTIVAL CORNEAS
RETINAs ANO CHOROIO
HALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF ORBIT
MALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF CONJUNCTIVAL
HALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF RETINA
HALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF CHOROIO
HALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES OF EYE
HALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF EYE, PART UNSPECIFIED
MALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF BRAIN
HALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF CEREBRUH, EXCEPT LOBES ANO VENTRICLES
HALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF FRONTAL LOBE
MALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF TEHPORAL LOBE
HALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF PARIETAL LOBE
HALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF OCCIPITAL LOBE
HALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF VENTRICLES
MALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF CEREBELLUM NOS
MALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF BRAIN STEH
HALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF OTHER PARTS OF BRAIN
MALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF BRAIN, UNSPECIFIED
MALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF OTHER 3N0 UNSPECIFIED PARTS OF NERVOUS
SYSTEH
HALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF CRANIAL NERVES
HALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF CEREBRAL HENINGES
MALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF SPiNAL CORO
HALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF SPINAL HEN INGES
HALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES OF NERVOUS SYSTEH
HALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF THYROIO GLANO
































































HALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF AORENAL GLAtio
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF PA RATHYROIO GLANo
HALIGNANT NE OPLASH OF PINEAL GLANo
HALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF ENOOCRINE GLANO, SITE UNSPECIFIED
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF OTHER ANO ILL-oEFINEO SITES
HALIGNANT NE OPLASH OF HEAO, FACE, ANO NECK
HALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF THORAX
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF ABOOHEN
HALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF PELVIS
MALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF UPPER LIH8
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF LO HER LIHB
HALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES
SECONOARY ANO UNSPECIFIED MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF LYHPH NOOES
SECONOARY ANO UNSPECIFIED MALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF LYHPH NOOES
OF HEAO, FACE, ANO NECK
SECONOARY ANO UNSPECIFIED MALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF INTRATHORACIC
LYMPH NOOES
SECONOARY ANO UNSPECIFIED MALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF
INTRA-ABOOHINAL LYMPH NOOES
SECONDARY ANO UNSPECIFIED t4ALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF LYMPH NOOES
OF AXILM ANO UPPER LIMB
SECONDARY ANO uNSPECIFIED MALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF LYHPH NODES
OF INGUINAL REGION ANO LOHER LIMB
SECONDARY AND uNSPECIFIED HALIGNANT NEOPLASII OF INTRAPELVIC
LYHPH NOOES
SECONOARY ANO UNSPECIFIED #lALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF LYHPH NOOES OF
MULTIPLE SITES
SE CONOARY ANO UNSPECIFIED HALIGNANT NEOPLASll OF LYMPH NODES,
SITE UNSPECIFIED
SECONOARY MALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF RESPIRATORY ANO OIGESTIVE
SYSTEHS
SECONDARY HALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF LUNG
SECONDARY HALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF HEOIASTINUH
SECONOARY HALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF PLEURA
SECONOARY NALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF OTHER RESPIRATORY ORGANS
SECONOARY MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF SHALL INTESTINE
INCLUOIW OUOOENUH
SECONOARY MALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF LARGE INTESTINE ANO RECTUH
SECONOARY HALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF RETRoPERITONEUH ANO PERITONEUM
MALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF LIVER, SPECIFIEO AS SECONOARY
SECONOARY MALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF OTHER OIGESTIVE
ORGANS ANO SPLEEN
SECONDARY HALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES
SECONOARY HALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF KIONEY
SECONDARY NALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF OTHER URINARY ORGANS
SECONDARY HALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF SKIN
SECONOARY HALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF BRAIN ANO SPINAL CORD
SECONDARY HALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF OTHER PARTS IIF
NERVOUS SYSTEH
SECONOARY HALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF BONE AND BONE HARROH
SECONDARY NALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF OVARY
SECONOARY HALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF AORENAL GLANO
SECONOARY HALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF OTHER SPECIFIED SITES
SECONOARY HALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF BREAST
SECONOARY MALIGNANT NEoPLASM OF GENITAL ORGANS
SECONDARY MALIGNANT NE OPLASH OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM 141THOUT SPECIFICATION OF SITE
OISSEHINATEO MALIGNANT NEOPLASH




RETICULOSARCOHA INVOLVING LYMPH NOOES OF HEAO, FACE, ANO NECK
RETICULOSARCOHA INVOLVING INTRATHORACIC LYHPH NOOES
RETICULOSARCOHA INVOLVING INTRA-ABOOIIINAL LYHPH NOOES
RETICULOSARCOHA INVOLVING LYHPH NOOES OF AXILLA ANO UPPER LIMB
RETICULOSARCOMA INVOLVING LYMPH NOOES OF INGUINAL REGION ANO
LOHER LIHB
RETICULOSARCONA INVOLVING INTRAPELVIC LYHPH NODES
RETICULOSARCDNA INVOLVING SPLEEN
RETICULOSARCOHA INVOLVING LYHPH NODES OF HULTIPLE SITES
LY HPHOS ARCOHA
LYHPHOSARCOHA, UNSPECIFIED SITE


















































.- LYHPHOSARCOHA INVOLVING INTRATHoRACIC LYHPH NOOES
LYMPHOSARCOHA INVOLVING INTRA-ABOOMINAL LYHPH NOOES
LYHPHOSARCOMA INVOLVING LYHPH NOOES OF AXILLA AND UPPER LIHB
LYHPHOSARCOHA INVOLVING LYHPH NODES OF INGUINAL REGION ANO
LOHER LIHB
LYHPHOSARCOHA INVOLVING INTRAPELVIC LYHPH NOOES
LYHPHOSARCOHA INVOLVING LYHPH NOOES OF HULTIPLE SITES
8URKITT*S TUHOR OR LYHPHOHA
BURKITTSS TUHOR OR LYPIPHOHA, UNSPECIFIED SITE
BURKITTSS TUHOR OR LY14PHOHA INVOLVING LYMPH NOOES OF HEAO,
FACEt ANO NECK
BURKI TT* S TUMOR OR LYHPHOHA INVOLVING INTRA-ABDOHINAL LYHPH
unni=s------
BURKITTr S TUHOR OR LYHPHOHA INVOLVING LYHPH NODES OF AXILLA
ANo UPPER LIHB
BURKITT* S TUMOR OR LYMPHO#lA INVOLVING INTRAPELVIC LYHPH NODES
6URKITT~s TUIWR OR LyHpHOHA INVOLVING LyHpH NOOES OF HuLTIpLE
SITES
OTHER NAHEO VARIANTS OF LYHPHOSARCOHA ANO RETICULOSARCOHA
OTHER NAMEO VARIANTS OF LYHPHOSARCOHA ANO RETICULOSARCOHAS
UNSPECIFIED SITE
OTHER NAMED VARIANTS OF LYHPHOSARCOHA ANO RETICULOSARCOIIA
INVOLVING LYHPH NOOES OF HEAD, FACE, ANO NECK
OTHER NAHEO VARIANTS OF LYHPHOSARCOHA ANO RETICULOSARCOHA
INVOLVING INTRATHORAC XC LYHPH NOOES
OTHER NAMEO VARIANTS OF LYMPHOSARCOHA ANO RETICULOSARCOHA
INVOLVING INTRA-ABDOHINAL LYMPH NDOES
OTHER NAHED VARIANTS OF LYHPHOSARCOHA ANO RETI CULOSARCOHA
INVOLVING LYHPH NODES OF AXILLA ANO UPPER LIHB
OTHER NAHEO VARIANTS OF LYHPHOSARCOHA AND RETICULOSARCOHA
INVOLVING LYHPH NOOES OF INGUINAL REGION ANO LOMER LIHB
OTHER NAHEO VARIANTS OF LYHPHOSARCOHA ANO RETICULOSARCOHA
INVOLVING LYMPH NOOES OF MULTIPLE SITES
HOOGKIN*S OISEASE
HOOGKIN @S GRANULOHA
HOOGKIN9 S GRANULOHA, UNSPECIFIED SITE
HOOGKIN* S GRANULOHA INVOLVING SPLEEN
HOOGKIN OS OISEASE, LYIIPHoCYTIC-HIS TIOCYTIC PREDOMINANCE
HOOGK INS S OISEASE, LYMPHOCYTIC-HIST IOCYTIC PREOO141NANCE~
INVOLVING LYMPH NOOES OF HEAD, FACE, ANO NECK
HOOGKIN@ S DISEASE, LYHPHOCYTIC-HISTIOCYTIC PREDOMINANCE,
INVOLVING LYHPH NOOES OF HULTIPLE SITES
HOOGKIN*S DISEASE, NOOULAR SCLEROSIS
HOOGKIN* S OISEASE, NOOULAR SCLEROSIS, UNSPECIFIED SITE
HOOGKINC S DISEASE, NOOULAR SCLEROSIS,
INVOLVIW LYHPH NOOES OF HEAO, FACES ANO NECK
HODGKIN* S DISEASE, NOOULAR SCLEROSIS, INVOLVING
INTRATHORACIC LYHPH NOOES
HODGKIN, S OISEASE, NOOULAR SCLEROSIS, INVOLVING
INTRA-ABooHINAL LYMPH NOOES
HODGK IN* S OISEASES NOOULAR SCLEROSIS, INVOLVING
LYHPH NODES OF AXILl_A AND UPPER LIMB
HOOGl(IN~ S OISEASE, NOOULAR SCLEROSIS, INVOLVING SPLEEN
HOOGKIN* S OISEASE, NOOULAR SCLEROSIS, INVOLVING LYHPH
NOOES OF HULTI PLE SITES
HOOGKIN *S 01 SEASE, HIXEO CELLULARITY
HOOGKIN*S OISEASE, HIXEO CELLULARITY, UNSPECIFIED SITE
HOOGKINSS OISEASE* HIXEO CELLULARITY, INVOLVING LYHPH
NOOES OF HEAO, FACE, ANO NECK
HOOGKIN* S OISEASE, HIXEO CELLULARITY, INVOLVING
INTRA-ABDOHINAL LYMPH NOOES
HODGK IN* S OISEASE, HIXEO CELLULARITY, INVOLVING LYHPH NOOES
OF AXILLA ANO UPPER LIHB
HOOGKIN*S DISEASE, HIXEO CELLULARITY, INVOLVING SPLEEN
HOOGKIN~ S OISEASE, HIXEO CELLULARITY. INVOLVING LYMPH NOOES
OF HULTIPLE SITES
HOOGKIN* S DISEASE, LYHPHOCYTIC DEPLETIoN
HOOGKIN* S OISEASE, LYHPHOCYTIC OEPLETION, INVOLVING
INTRA-ABoOHINAL LYHPH NOOES
Ho OGKIN~S OISEASE, UNSPECIFIED TYPE
HOOGKIN*S OISEASE, UNSPECIFIED TYPE, UNSPECIFIED SITE
I-KIDGKIN- S OISEASE, UNSPECIFIED TYPE, INVOLVING LYHPH NOOES
OF HEAO, FACE, ANO NECK




























































HOOGKIN*S OISEASE, UNSPECIFIED TYPE, INVOLVING
INTRA-ABOOMINAL LYMPH NOOES
HO OGKIN*S OISEASE, UNSPECIFIED TYPE, INVOLVING LYMPH NODES
OF AXILLA ANO UPPER LIHB
HOOGKIN@ S OISEASE, UNSPECIFIED TYPE. INVOLVING LY14PH NOOES
OF INGUINAL REGION AND LOHER LIMB
HOOGKIN*S OISEASE, UNSPECIFIED TYPE, INVOLVING LYHPH NOOES
OF #lULTIPLE SITES
OTHER MALIGNANT NEOPLASHS OF LYMPHOIO ANO HIS TIOCYTIC TISSUE
NODULAR LYHPHOHA
NOOULAR LYHPHDHA, UNSPECIFIEO SITE
NOOULAR LYHPHOHA INVOLVING LYHPH NOOES OF HEAO. FACE. ANO NECK
NODULAR LYMPHOHA INVOLVING INTRATHORACIC LY14PH NOOES
NOOIR_AR LYtlPHO14A INVOLVING INTRA-ABDOHINAL LYMPH NOOES
NODULAR LYHPHOHA INVOLVING LYHPH NODES OF AX ILLA AND UPPER LIHB
NOOLU-AR LYHPHOHA INVOLVING LYHPH NOOES OF INGUINAL
REGION ANO LOUER LIHB
NOOULAR LYMPHDHA INVOLVING INTRAPELVIC LYMPH NOOES
NOOULAR LYHPHDMA INVOLVING LYHPH NODES OF WLTIPLE SITES
MYCOSIS FuNGOIOES
HYCOSIS FUNGOIOES, UNSPECIFIED SITE
HYCOSIS FUNGOIOES INVOLVING INTRATHORACIC LYHPH NODES
MYCOSIS FUNGOIOES INVOLVING INTRAPELVIC LYHPH NOOES
HYCOSIS FUNGOIOES INVOLVING LYMPH NOOES OF WLTIPLE SITES
SE2ARY* S 01.SEASE
SE ZARYOS OISEASE, UNSPECIFIED SITE
SEZARY*S OISEASE INVOLVING INTRATHDRACIC LYMPH NOOES
SE ZARYCS OISEASE INVOLVING LYHPH NDOES OF MULTIPLE SITES
MALIGNANT HISTIOCYTOSIS
HALIGNANT HISTIOCYTOSIS, UNSPECIFIED SITE
MALIGNANT HISTIOCYTOSIS INVOLVING LYHPH NOOES OF MULTIPLE SITES
LE UKEHI C RET ICULOENOOTHELIOS IS
LEUKEMIC RET ICULOENOOTHELIOS IS, uNSPECIFIED SITE
LEUKEHIC RET ICULOENOOTHELIOSIS INVOLVING INTRATHORAC IC LYMPH
NODE S
LEUKEHIC RETICULOENOOTHELI OSIS INVOLVING INTRAPELVIC LYMPH
NOOE S
LEUKEHIC RET ICULOENOOTHELIOSIS INVOLVING SPLEEN
LE TTERER-SIHE OISEASE
LETTER ER-SIHE OISEASE, UNSPECIFIED SITE
LETTER ER-SIHE OISEASE INVOLVING LYMPH NOOES OF AXILLA ANO UPPER
LIHB
MALIGNANT HAST CELL TUHORS
HALIGNANT MAST CELL TUMORS, uNSPECIFIED SITE
HALIGNANT HAST CELL TUHORS INVOLVING INTRA-ABDOHINAL LYHPH
NODE S
oTHER HALIGNANT LYHPHOHAS
OTHER MALIGNANT LYHPHOHAS, UNSPECIFIED S lTE
OTHER MALI GNANT LYHPHOHAS INVOLVING LYMPH NOOES OF HEAO, FACE,
ANO NECK
OTHER MALIGNANT LYHPHOHAS INVOLVING INTRATHORACIC LYMPH NOOES
OTHER HALIGNANT LYHPHOHAS INVOLVING INTRA-ABOOHINAL LYHPH NOOES
OTHER HALIGNANT LYHPHOf4AS INVOLVING LYMPH NOOES OF AXILLA ANO
UPPER LIHB
OTHER I’!ALIGNANT LY!IPHOHAS INVOLVING LYMPH NOOES OF INGUINAL
REGION ANO LOMER LIMB
OTHER HALIGNANT LYHPHOHAS INVOLVING INTRAPELVIC LYHPH NODES
OTHER MALIGNANT LY14PHOHAS INVOLVING SPLEEN
OTHER MALIGNANT LYHPHOHAS INVOLVING LYMPH NOOES OF MULTIPLE
SITES
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED HA LIGNANT NEOPLASHS OF LYMPHOIO
ANO HISTIIKYTIC TISSUE
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED MALIGNANT NEOPLASHS OF LYHPHOIO
AND HIS TIOCYTIC TISSUE, UNSPECIFIED SITE
HULT IPLE HYELOMA AND IHHUNOPROLIFERA TIVE NEOPLASHS
MuLTIPLE HYELOMA
OTHER I WWAOPROLIFERATIVE NE OPLASIIS
CfHPHOiO LEUXE)IIA
LYHPHOI D LEUKEHIA, ACUTE
LYHPHOI O LEUKEMIA, CHRONIC
OTHER LYHPHDIO LEUKEMIA
uNSPECIFIED LYHPHOIO LEUKEHIA
















































































ACUTE ERYTHREPIIA ANO ERYTHROLEUKEil IA
I! EGAKARYOCYTIC LEUKEMIA
OTHER SPECIFIED LEUKEHIA
LEUKEHIA OF UNSPECIFIED CELL TYPE
LEUKEMIA OF UNSPECIFIED CELL TYPE, ACUTE
LEUKEHIA OF UNSPECIFIED CELL TYPE, CHRONIC
OTHER LEUKEMIA OF UNSPECIFIED CELL TYPE
uNSPECIFIED LEUKEHIA
BENIGN NE OPLASH OF LIP, ORAL CAVITY, ANO PHARYNX
BENIGN NEOPLASM OF LIP
BENIGN NEOPLASH OF TONGUE
BENIGN NEOPLASM OF MAJOR SALIVARY GLANOS
BENIGN NEOPLASH OF FLOOR OF MOUTH
BENIGN NEOPLASH OF OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED PARTS OF MOUTH
BENIGN NEOPLASH OF TONSIL
BENIGN NEDPLASM OF OTHER PARTS OF OROPHARYNX
8ENIGN NEOPLASH OF NASOPHARYNX
BENIGN NEOPLASH OF HYPOPHARYNX
BENIGN NEOPLASM OF PHARYNX, UNSPECIFIED
BENIGN NE OPLASH OF OTHER PARTS OF DIGESTIVE SYSTEM
BENIGN NEOPLASM OF ESOPHAGUS
BENIGN NEOPLASH OF STOHACH
BENIGN NEOPLASH OF OUOOENUH, JEJUNUH, ANO ILEUM
BENIGN NEOPLASH OF COLON
BENIGN NEOPLASH OF RECTUH ANO ANAL CANAL
8ENIGN NEOPLASM OF LIVER ANO BILIARY PASSAGES
BENIGN NEOPLASH OF PANCREAS, EXCEPT ISLETS OF LANG ERHANS
BENIGN NEOPLASM OF ISLETS OF LANGERHANS
BENIGN NEOPLASH OF RETROPERITONEUH AND PERITONEUM
BENIGN NEOPLASH OF OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED SITE IN THE
OIGESTIVE SYSTEH
BENIGN NE OPLASH OF RESPIRATORY ANO IN TRATHORACIC ORGANS
BENIGN NEOPLASH OF NASAL CAVITIES, HIOOLE EAR, ANO ACCESSORY
SINUSES
BENIGN NEOPLASH OF LARYNX
BENIGN NEOPLASH OF TRACHEA
BENIGN NEOPLASH OF BRONCHUS ANO LUNG
BENIGN NEOPLASH OF HEOIASTXNUH
BENIGN NEOPLASM OF THYHUS
BENIGN NEOPLASH OF HEART













BONES OF SKULL ANO FACE
LOHER JAM BONE
VERTEBRAL COLLU4N. EXCLUOING SACRUM ANO
RIBS, STERNUFI, AND CLAVICLE
SCAPULA ANO LONG BONES OF UPPER LIH8
SHORT BONES OF UPPER LIHB
PELVIC BONES, SACRUH, ANO COCCYX
LONG BONES OF LOHER LIMB
SHORT BONES OF LOHER LIMB
BONE ANO ARTICULAR CARTILAGE, SITE
LIPOHA
LIPOHA OF SKIN ANO SUBCUTANEOUS TISSUE OF FACE
LIPOHA OF OTHER SKIN AND SUBCUTANEOUS TISSUE
LIPOHA OF IN TRATHORACIC ORGANS
LIPOMA OF INTRA-ABOOHINAL ORGANS
LIPOHA OF SPERHATIC CORO
LIPO!IA OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES
LIPOHA, UNSPECIFIED SITE
OTHER BENIGN NEo PLASH OF CONNECTIVE ANO OTHER SOFT TISSUE
OTHER BENIGN NEOPLASM OF CONNECTIVE ANO OTHER SOFT TISSUE OF













































































NEOPLASM OF CONNECTIVE ANO 07 HER SOFT TISSUE OF
INCLUOING SHOULOER
NEOPLASII OF CONNECTIVE ANO OTHER SOFT TISSUE OF
INCLUOING HIP
NEOpLASH OF CONNECTIVE ANO OTHER SOFT TISSuE OF
NEOPLASH OF CONNECTIVE ANO OTHER SOFT TISSUE OF
NEOPLASM OF CONNECTIVE ANO OTHER SOFT TISSUE OF
NEOPLASM OF CONNECTIVE AND 07 HER SOFT TISSUE OF
TRUNK, UNSPECIFIED
oTHER BENIGN NEOPLASH OF CONNECTIVE ANO OTHER SOFT TISSUE OF
OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES
OTHER BENIGN NEOPLASH OF CONNECTIVE ANO OTHER SOFT TISSUE*
SITE UNSPECIFIED
BENIGN NEOPLASH OF SKIN
BENIGN NEOPLASM OF SKIN OF LIP
BENIGN NEOPLASH OF EYELIO, INCLUOING CANTHUS
BENIGN NEOPLASM OF EAR ANO EXTERNAL AUOITORY CANAL
BENIGN NEOPLASH OF SKIN OF OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED PARTS OF FACE
BENIGN NEOPLASM OF SCALP ANO SKIN OF NECK
BENIGN NEOPLASM OF SKIN OF TRUNK, EXCEPT SCROTUH
BENIGN NEOPLASH OF SKIN OF UPPER LIHB, INCLUOING SHOULOER
BENIGN NEOPLASM OF SKIN OF LOWER LIHB, INCLUOING HIP
BENIGN NEOPLASH OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES OF SKIN
BENIGN NEOPLASM OF SKIN, SITE UNSPECIFIED
BENIGN NEOPLASM OF BREAST
UTERINE LEIO#lYOMA
SUEMUCOUS LEIOHYOHA OF UTERUS
INTRAMURAL LEICWYOMA OF UTERUS
SUBSEROUS LEIOHYOHA OF UTERUS
LEIOllYOHA OF UTERUS, UNSPECIFIED
OTHER BENIGN NEOPIASH OF UTERUS
BENIGN NEOPLASH OF CERVIX UTERI
BENIGN NEOPLASH OF CORPUS UTERI
BENIGN NEOPLASH OF OTHER SPECIFIEO PARTS OF UTERUS
BENIGN NEOPLASH OF UTERUS, PART UNSPECIFIED
BENIGN NEOPLASM OF OVARY
BENIGN NE OPLASH OF OTHER FEHALE GENITAL ORGANS
BENIGN NEOPLASH OF FALLOPIAN TUBE ANO UTERINE LIGAHENTS
BENIGN NEOPLASM OF VAGINA
BENIGN NEOPLASH OF VULVA
BENIGN NEOPLASH OF HALE GENITAL ORGANS
BENIGN NEOPLASH OF TESTIS
BENIGN NEOPLASH OF PENIS
BENIGN NEOPLASH OF PROSTATE
BENIGN NEOPLASH OF SCROTUM
BENIGN NEOPLASM OF KIONEY ANO OTHER URINARY ORGANS
BENIGN NEOPLASH OF KIONEY. EXCEPT PELVIS
BENIGN NEOPLASH OF BLADOER
BENIGN NEOPLASH OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES OF URINARY ORGANS
BENIGN N EOPLASH OF URETHRA
BENIGN NEOPLASH OF EYE
BENIGN NEOPLASH OF ORBIT
BENIGN NEOPLASH OF CONJUNCTIVAL
BENIGN NEOPLASH OF CHOROIO
BENIGN NEOPLASH OF BRAIN ANO OTHER PARTS OF NERVOUS SYSTEH
BENIGN NEOPLASH OF BRAIN
BENIGN NEOPLASH OF CRANIAL NERVES
BENIGN NEOPLASH OF CEREBRAL MENINGES
BENIGN NEOPLASH OF SPINAL CORO
BENIGN NEOPLASH OF SPINAL HENINGES
BENIGN NEOPLAStl OF OTHER SPECIFIED SITES OF NERVOUS SYSTE&
BENIGN NEOPLASH OF NERVOUS SYSTEHS PART UNSPECIFIED
BENIGN NE OPLASH OF THYROIO GLAN OS
BENIGN NEOPLASH OF OTHER ENOOCRINE GLANOS ANO RELATEO
STRUCTURES
BENIGN NEOPLASH OF AORENAL GLANO
BENIGN NEOPLASM OF PARATHYROIO GLANO
BENIGN NEOPLASH OF PITUITARY GLANO ANO CRANIOPHARYNGEAL OUCT
BENIGN NEOPLASH OF PINEAL GLANO
BENIGN NEOPLASH OF AORTIC BOOY ANO OTHER PARAGANGLIA

































































HEHANGIOMA ANO LYHPHANGIOHAS ANY SITE
HEHANGIOHA* ANY SITE
HEHANGIOHA OF UNSPECIFIED SITE
HEHANGIOHA OF SKIN ANO SUBCUTANEOUS TISSUE
HEHANGIOHA OF INTRACRANIAL STRUCTURES
HEHANGIoHA OF INTRA-ABOOHINAL STRUCTURES
HEHANGIONA OF OTHER SITES
LYHPHANGIOHA, ANY SITE
BENIGN NEOPLASH OF OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED SITES
BENIGN NEOPLASH OF LYHPH NOOES
BENIGN NEOPLASH OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES
BENIGN NEOPLASH OF UNSPECIFIED SITE
CARCINOHA IN SITU OF OIGESTIVE ORGANS
CARCINOHA IN SITU OF LIP, ORAL CAVITY, ANO PHARYNX
CARCINOHA IN SITU OF ESOPHAGUS
CARCINOHA IN SITU OF STOHACH
CARCINOHA IN SITU OF COLON
CARCINOHA IN SITU OF RECTUH
CARCINOHA IN SITU OF LIVER ANO BILIARY SYSTEH
CARC INOHA IN SITU OF RESPIRATORY SYSTEH
CARCINOHA IN SITU OF LARYNX
CARCINOHA IN SITU OF BRONCHUS ANO LUNG
CARCINOHA IN SITU OF RESPIRATORY SYSTEHS PART UNSPECIFIED
CARCINOHA IN SITU OF SKIN
CARCINOHA IN SITU OF SKIN OF LIP
CARCINOHA IN SITU OF SKIN OF EAR ANO EXTERNAL AU OITORY CANAL
CARCINOHA IN SITU OF SKIN OF TRUNK* EXCEPT SCR07UH
CARCINOHA IN SITU OF SKIN OF UPPER LIHBs INCLUOI NG SHOULOER
CARCINOHA IN SITU OF SKIN OF LOHER LIHB, INCLUOING HIP
CARCINOHA IN SITU OF SKINt SITE UNSPECIFIED
CARCINOHA IN SITU OF BREAST ANO GENITOURINARY SYSTEH
CARCINOHA IN SITU OF BREAST
CARCINOHA IN SITU OF CERVIX UTERI
CARCINOHA IN SITU OF OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED PARTS OF UTERUS
CARCINOHA IN SITU OF OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED FEHALE GENITAL
ORGANS
CARCINOHA IN SITU OF PROSTATE
CARCINOHA IN SITU OF PENIS
CARCINOHA IN SITU OF OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED HALE GENITAL ORGANS
CARCINOMA IN SITU OF BLAOOER
CARCINOMA IN SITU OF OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED URINARY ORGANS
CARCINOHA IN SITU OF OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED SITES
CARCIt#lHA IN SITU OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES
CARCINOHA IN SITU* SITE UNSPECIFIED
NEOPLASH OF UNCERTAIN BEHAVIOR OF OIGESTIVE ANO RESPIRATORY
SYSTEHS
NEOPLASH OF UNCERTAIN BEHAVIOR OF
NEOPLASH OF UNCERTAIN BEHAVIOR OF
NEOPLASH OF UNCERTAIN BEHAVIOR OF
RECTUH
NEOPLASH OF UNCERTAIN BEHAVIOR OF
NEOPLASH OF UNCERTAIN BEHAVIOR OF
PERITONEUM
NEOPLASH OF UNCERTAIN BEHAVIOR OF
OIGEST IVE ORGANS
NEOPLASH OF UNCERTAIN BEHAVIOR OF
NEOPLASH OF UNCERTAIN BEHAVIOR OF
HEOIASTINUH
NEOPLASH OF UNCERTAIN BEHAVIOR OF
HAJOR SALIVARY GLANOS
LIP* ORAL CAVITY , ANO PHARYNX
STOHACH* INTESTINES, ANO
LIVER ANO BILIARY PASSAGES
RETROPERITONEUH ANO
oTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED
TRACHEA, BRONCHUS, ANO LUNG
PLEURA* THYHUS J ANO
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED
RESPIRATORY ORGANS
NEOPLASH OF UNCERTAIN BEHAVIOR OF GENITOURINARY ORGANS
NEOPLASH OF UNCER7AIN BEHAVIOR OF UTERUS
NEOPLASH OF UNCERTAIN BEHAVIOR OF OVARY
NEOPLASH OF UNCERTAIN BEHAVIOR OF OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED
FEHALE GENITAL ORGANS
NEOPLASH OF UNCERTAIN BEHAVIOR OF TESTIS
NEOPLASH OF UNCERTAIN BEHAVIOR OF PROSTATE
NEOPLASH OF UNCERTAIN BEHAVIOR OF BLAOOER
NEOPLASH OF UNCERTAIN BEHAVIOR OF OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED
URINARY ORGANS
NEOPLASH OF UNCERTAIN BEHAVIOR OF KIONEY ANO URETER



























































NEOPLASH OF UNCERTAIN BEHAV1OR OF PITUITARY GLANO ANO
CRANIOPHARYNGEAL OUCT
NEOPLASM OF UNCERTAIN BEHAVIOR OF PINEAL GLANO
NEOPLASH OF UNCERTAIN BEHAVIOR OF AORENAL GLANO
NEOPLASM OF UNCERTAIN BEHAVIOR OF PARAGANGLIA
NEOPLASM OF UNCERTAIN BEHAVIOR OF OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED
ENOOCR INE GLANOS
NEOPLASM OF UNCERTAIN BEHAVIOR OF BRAIN ANO SPINAL CORO
NEOPLASM OF UNCERTAIN BEHAVIOR OF llENINGES
NEuROFIBRONATOSIS
NEOPLASM OF OWCERTAIN BEHAVIOR OF OTHER ANO uNSPECIFIED SITES
ANO TISSUES
NEOPLASH OF UNCERTAIN BEHAVIOR OF BONE ANO ART ICULAR CARTILAGE
NE OPLASH OF UNCERTAIN BEHAVIOR OF CONNECTIVE ANO OTHER SOFT
TISSUE
NEOPLASM OF UNCERTAIN BEHAVIOR OF SKIN
NEOPLASM OF UNCERTAIN BEHAVIOR OF BREAST
POLYCYTHEHIA VERA
NEOPLASM OF UNCERTAIN BEHAVIOR OF PLASMA CELLS
NEOPLASM OF UNCERTAIN BEHAVIOR OF OTHER LYMPHATIC ANO
HEHATOPOIETIC TISSUES
NEOPLASM OF UNCERTAIN BEHAVIOR OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES
NEOPLASt4S OF UNSPECIFIED NATURE
NEOPLASM OF UNSPECIFIED NATURE OF OIGESTIVE SYSTEN
NEOPLASM OF UNSPECIFIED NATURE OF RESPIRATORY SYSTEM
NEOPLASM OF UNSPECIFIED NATURE OF BONE, SOFT TISSUE, ANO SKIN
NEOPLASM OF UNSPECIFIED NATURE OF BREAST
NEOPLASM OF UNSPECIFIEO NATURE OF BLAOOER
NEOPLASM OF UNSPECIFIED NATURE OF OTHER GENITflURINARY ORGANS
NEOPLASM OF UNSPECIFIED NATURE OF BRAIN
NEOPLASM OF UNSPECIFIED NATURE OF ENOOCRINE GLANOS ANO
OTHER PARTS OF NERVOUS SYSTEM
NEOPLASM OF UNSPECIFIED NATURE OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES
EN OOCRINE. NUTRITIONAL ANO METABOLIC OISEASES. ANO IMMUNITY
OISOROERS
SIMPLE ANO UNSPECIFIED GOITER





UNSPECI FIEO NONTOXIC NOOULAR GOITER
THYROTOXICOSIS UITH OR UITHOUT GOITER
TOXIC OIFFUSE GOITER
TOXIC OIFFUSE GOITER WITHOUT HENTION OF THYROTOXIC CRISIS OR
STORM
TOXIC OIFFUSE GOITER liITH flENTION OF THYROTOXIC CRISIS OR STORFl
TOXIC UN INOOULAR GOITER
TOXIC uNINOOULAR GOITER HXTHOUT MENTION OF THY ROTOXIC CRISIS
OR STORH
TOXIC HULTINOOULAR GOITER
TOXIC HULTINOOULAR GOITER HITHOUT HENTION OF THyROTOXIC
CRISIS OR STORM
TOXIC NOOULAR GOITER* UNSPECIFIED TYPE
TOXIC NOOULAR GOITER, UNSPECIFIED TYPE, MITHOUT t4ENTION OF
THYROTOXIC CRISIS OR STORH
THYROTOXICOSIS OF OTHER SPECIFIEO ORIGIN
THYROTOXICOSIS OF OTHER SPECIFIEO ORIGIN HITHOUT HENTION OF
THYROTOXIC CRISIS OR STORM
THYROTOXICOSIS IWTHLTUT HENTION OF GOITER OR OTHER CAUSE
THYROTOXICOSIS HITHOUT MENTION OF GOITER OR OTHER CAUSES
ANO HITHDUT MENTION OF THYROTOXIC CRISIS OR STORM
THYROTOXICOSIS HITHOUT MENTION OF GOITER OR OTHER CAUSE,




OTHER POST ABLATIVE HYPOTHYROIOISH
IOOINE HYPOTHYROIOISH
OTHER IATROGENIC HYPOTHYROIOISH
OTHER SPECIFIEO ACQUIREO HYPOTHYROIDISM






































































OTHER ANO IJWSPECIFIEO CHRONIC THYROIOITIS
THYROIOITIS, UNSPECIFIED
OTHER OISOROERS OF THVROIO
OISOROERS OF THYROCALCITONIN SECRETION
OYSHORMONOGENIC GOITER
CYST OF THYROIO
HEMORRHAGE ANO INFARCTION OF THYRo I O
OTHER SPECIFIEO OISOROERS OF THYROIO
UNSPECIFIED OISOROER OF THYROIO
OIABETES HELLITUS
oIABETES PIELLITUS WITHOUT t4ENTIoN OF COMPLICATION
AOULT-DNSET TYPE 01 A8ETES HELL ITuS klITHOUT MENTION OF
COMPLICATION
JUVENILE TYPE OIABETES MELLITUS HITHOUT MENTION OF COMPLICATION
OIABETES HITH KETOACIOOSIS
AOULT-ONSET TYPE OIABETES HELLITuS wITH KETOACIOOSIS
JUVENILE TYPE OIABETES HELLITUS MITH KETOACIOOSIS
01 ABETES ldITH HYPEROSHOLAR COMA
AOULT-ONSET TYPE OIABETES HELL ITUS HITH HYPEROSHOLAR COMA
JUVENILE TYPE OIABETES HELLITUS liITH HYPEROSHOLAR COHA
OIABETES HITH OTHER COMA
AOULT-ONSET TYPE OIABETES MELLITUS klITH OTHER COMA
JUVENILE TYPE OIABETES IIELLITUS MITH OTHER COMA
OIABETES ldITH RENAL MANIFESTATIONS
AOULT-ONSET TYPE OIABETES MELLITUS WITH RENAL MANIFESTATIONS
JUVENILE TYPE OIABETES HELLITUS wITH RENAL MANIFESTATIONS
oIABETES HITH OPHTHALMIC PIANIFESTATIONS
AOULT-ONSET TYPE OIABETES MELLITUS U[TH OPHTHALMIC
MANIFESTATIONS
JUVENILE TYPE OIABETES HELLITUS lJITH OPHTHALMIC MANIFESTATIONS
OIABETES MITH NEUROLOGICAL MANIFESTATIONS
AOULT-ONSET TYPE OIABETES 14ELLITuS MITH NEUROLOGICAL
HANI GESTATIONS
JUVENILE TYPE OIABETES MELLITuS HITH NEUROLOGICAL
MANIFESTATIONS
OIABETES WITH PERIPHERAL CIRCULATORY OISOROERS
AOULT-ONSET TYPE DIABETES MELLITUS UXTH PERIPHERAL CIRCULATORY
OISOROERS
JUVENILE TYPE OIABETES MELLITUS WITH PERIPHERAL CIRCULATORY
OISOROERS
OIABETES HITH OTHER SPECIFIEO MANIFESTATIONS
ADULT-ONSET TYPE OIABETES !IELLITUS 141TH OTHER SPECIFIEO
MANIFESTATIONS
JUVENILE TYPE DIABETES $lELLITUS HITH OTHER SPECIFIEO
MANI GESTATIONS
OIABETES HITH UNSPECIFIED COMPLICATION
AOULT-ONSET TYPE OIABETES MELLITUS HITH UNSPEC IF IEO COHPLI CATION
JUVENILE TYPE OIABETES HELLITUS WITH UNSPECIFIED COMPLICATION
OTHER OISOROERS OF PANCREATIC INTERNAL SECRETION




ABNDRHALITY OF SECRETION OF GASTRIN
OTHER SPECIFIEO OISORDERS OF PANCREATIC INTERNAL SECRETION
OISOROERS OF PARATHYROIO GLAND
HY PER PA RATHYRO 101 SH
HYPOPARATHYROIOISH
OTHER SPECIFIEO OISOROERS OF PARATHYROIO GLANO
UN SPECI FIEO OISOROER OF PARATHYROIO GLAND
DISDROERS OF THE PITUITARY GLAND ANO ITS HYPOTHALAMIC CONTROL
ACROMEGALY ANO GIGANTIW
OTHER ANO ONSPECIFIEO ANTERIOR PITuITARY HYPERFUNCTION
PANHYPOPITUITARISH
PITuITARY OliARFISH
DTHER ANTERIOR PITUITARY OISOROERS
OIABETES INS IPIDUS
OTHER D ISOROERS OF NEUROHYPOPHYSIS
IATROGENIC PITUITARY OISOROERS










































































uNSPECIFIED OISOROER OF THE PITUITARY GLANO ANO ITS
HYPOTH ALA HI C CONTROL
OISEASES OF THYMUS GLANO
PERSISTENT HYPERPLASIA OF THYHUS
OTHER SPEC IFIEO OISEASES OF THYIWS GLAND
UNSPECIFIED OISEASE OF THYHUS GLANo







OTHER SPEC IFIEO OISORDERS OF AORENAL GLANOS








POLYGLANDULAR DYSFUNCTION ANO RELATEO OISOROERS
POLYGLANDULAR ACTIVITY IN MULTIPLE ENOOCRINE AOENOHATOSIS
OTHER COMBINATIONS OF ENDOCRINE DYSFUNCTION
OTHER SPECIFIEO POLYGLANOULAR OYSFUNCTIDN
POLYGLANDULAR DYSFUNCTIONS UNSPECIFIED
OTHER ENDOCRINE OISOROERS
OELAY IN SEXUAL OEVELOPHENT ANO PUBERTY* NOT ELSEHHERE
CLASSIFIEO
PRECOCIOUS SEXUAL DEVELOPMENT ANO PUBERTYC NOT ELSEHHERE
CLASSIFIED
CARCINOIO SYNOROHE
EC TOPIC HO RHONE SECRETION, NOT ELSEUHERE CLASS IF IEO
OHARFISM, NOT ELSEWIERE CLASSIFIED




OTHER SEVERE PROTEIN-CALORIE MALNUTRITION
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED PROTEIN-CALORIE HALNUTRITION
HALNUTRITIffl OF HOOERATE OEGREE
HALNUTRITION OF HILD OEGREE
OTHER PROTEI N-CALORIE HALNUTRITIDN
UNSPECI FIEO PROTEIN-CALORIE HALNUTRITION
VITAHIN A OEFICIEtWY
VITAMIN A DEFICIENCY HITH NIGHT BLINONESS
UNSPECIFIED VITAMIN A DEFICIENCY
THIAHINE AND NIACIN DEFICIENCY STATES
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED MANIFESTATIONS OF THIAMINE DEFICIENCY
OEFICI ENCY OF B-COHPLEX COMPONENTS
ARIBOFLAVIMi SIS
VITAMIN B6 OEFICI ENCY
OTHER B-COHPLEX DEFICIENCIES






UNSPECIFIED VI TANIN O DEFICIENCY
OTHER NuTRITIONAL OEFICIENCI ES
DEFICIENCY OF VITAHIN K
DEFICIENCY OF OTHER VITAHINS
UNSPECIFIED VITAHIN DEFICIENCY
HINERAL OEFICIENCYS NOT ELSEHHERE CLASSIFIED
OTHER NUTRITIONAL OEFICI ENCY
UNSPECIFIED NUTRITIONAL DEFICIENCY
OISOROERS OF A141N0-ACIO TRANSPORT ANO HE TABOLISH
DISTURBANCES OF AHINO-ACIO TRANSPORT
PHENYLKETONURIA ( PKU)
OTHER DISTURBANCES OF AROMATIC AHINGACIO HETABOLISH
DISTURBANCES OF BRANCHED-CHAIN AHINI+ACID IIETABOLISH










































































OTHER O ISTURBANCES OF STRAIGHT-CHAIN AHINO-ACID METABOLISH
OTHER SPECIFIEO OISOROERS OF At41N0-ACIO HETABOLISH
UNSPECIFIED OISOROER OF AHINO-ACIO HETA80LISH




INTESTINAL OISACCHARIOASE DEFICIENCIES ANO DISACCHARIDE
14ALABSORPTION
RENAL GLYCOSURIA
UN SPECI FIEO OISORDER OF CARBOHYDRATE TRANSPORT ANO HETABOLISH









OTHER DISOROERS OF LIPOIO HETA80LISH
UNSPECIFIED OISOROER OF LIPOID HETABOLISH
DISORDERS OF PLASMA PROTEIN HETABOLISU




OTHER OISOROERS OF PLASHA PROTEIN METABOLISM




GOUTY NE PHROPATHY, UNSPECIFIED
URIC ACIO NEPHROLITHIASIS
GOUT HI TH OTHER SPECIFIEO MANIFESTATIONS
GOUTY TOPHI OF OTHER SITES? EXCEPT EAR
GOUT IIIITH OTHER SPECIFIEO MANIFESTATIONS
GOUT, UNSPECIFIED
OISOROERS OF HINERAL HETABOLISH
DISORDERS OF IRON HETAEJJLIStl
01 SOROERS OF COPPER HETABOLISH
OISOROERS OF HAGNESIUH METABOLISM
OISOROERS OF PHOSPHORUS HETABOLISH
OISOROERS OF CALCIUH HETABOLISH
UNSPECI FIEO DISOROER OF HINERAL HETABOLISH
OISORDERS OF FLUIO* ELECTROLYTE* ANO ACIO_BASE BALANCE




HIXEO ACID-BASE BALANCE OISOROER
vOLUHE OEPLETIDN OISOROER
FLU1O OVERLOAD 01 SOROER
HYPERPOTASSEHIA
HYPOPOTASSEHIA
ELECTROLYTE ANO FLUIO OISOROERS NOT ELSEIAHERE CLASSIFIED
OTHER AND UNSPECIFI EO OISOROERS OF HETABOLISH
CYSTIC FIBROSIS
CYSTIC FIBROSIS IIIITHOUT HENTION OF MECONIUH ILEUS
CYSTIC FIBROSIS HITH HECONIUM ILEUS
01 SORDERS ❑F PORPHYRIN HETABOLISH
AHYLOIDOSIS
DISOROERS OF BILIRUBIN EXCRETION
HUCOPOLYSACCHARIOOSIS
OTHER DEFICIENCIES OF CIRCULATING ENZYHES
OTHER SPEC IFIEO OISOROERS OF HETABOLISH
UNSPECI FIEO OISOROER OF HETABOLISH






OISOROERS INVOLVING THE IHHUNE HECHANISH












































































OTHER SELECTIVE IIMNJNOGLOBULIN DEFICIENCIES
CONGENITAL HYPOGAHHAGLOBUL INEHIA
COMMON VARIABLE IFNNJNOOEFICIENCY
OTHER DEFICIENCY OF HUHORAL IHHUNITY
DEFICIENCY OF CELL-14 EOIATE0 1MMUNIT%
1HMUN00EFICIENC% UITH PREOOHINANT T-CELL OEFECT, UNSPECIFIED
OIGEORGE *S SYNOROilE
HISKOTT– AL ORICH SYNOROME
OTHER DEFICIENCY OF CELL-MEOIATEO IMMUNITY
COMBINEO IW4UNITY DEFICIENCY
UNSPECIFIED 1MMUNIT% DEFICIENCY
AUTO IMMUNE OISEASE, NOT ELSE HHERE CLASSIFIED
OTHER SPECIFIEO OISOROERS INVOLVING THE IIIHUNE MECHANISM
OISEASES OF THE BLOOO ANO BLOOO-FORMING ORGANS
IRON OEFICIENCY ANEMIAS
IRON OEFIC IENCY ANEMIA SECONOARY TO BLOOO LOSS ( CHRONIC)
IRON DEFICIENCY ANEMIA SEC ONOARY TO INADEQUATE OIETARY
IRON INTAKE
OTHER SPECIFIEO IRON DEFICIENCY ANEMIAS
IRON DEFICIENCY AN EHIA, UNSPECIFIED
OTHER DEFICIENCY ANEMIAS
PERNICIOUS ANEMIA
OTHER VITAMIN BL2 DEFICIENCY ANEMIA
FoLATE-DEFICIENCY ANEMIA
OTHER SPECIFIEO MEGALOBLASTIC ANEMIAS NOT ELSEHHERE CLASSIFIED
PROTEIN-OEFICIENCY ANEMIA





AN Et41AS OUE TO 01 SOROERS OF GLUT ATHIONE METABOLI WI





HB-S DISEASE HITHOUT MENTION OF CRISIS
HB-S OISEASE HITH MENTION OF CRISIS
SICKL E-C ELL/HB-C DISEASE
OTHER S1 CKLE-CELL ANEHIA
OTHER HEHOGLOBINOPATHIES
OTHER SPECIFIEO HEREDITARY HEHOLYTIC ANEHIAS
HEREDITARY HEHOLYTIC ANEtlIA, UNSPECIFIED
AC QUIREO HEHCLYTIC ANEMIAS
Au TDIMMUNE HEMOLYTIC ANEMIAS
NON-AUTOIHIWNE HEHOLYTIC ANEHIAS
HEHDGLOB INURIA OUE TO HEHOLYSIS FRO14 EXTERNAL CAUSES
AC QUIREO HEMOLYTIC ANEMIA, UNSPECIFIED
APLASTIC ANEMIA
CONSTITUTIONAL APLASTIC ANEMIA
OTHER SPECIFIEO APLASTIC ANEMIAS
APLASTIC ANEMIA, UNSPECIFIED






CONGEN1 TAL FACTDR VIII OISDROER
CONGENITAL FACTOR IX OISORDER
CONGENITAL FACTOR XI DEFICIENCY
CONGENITAL OEFICI ENCY OF OTHER CLOTTING FACTORS
VON MILLEBRANOCS DISEASE
HEMORRHAGIC OISOROER OUE TO CIRCULATING ANTICOAGULANTS
OEFIBRINAT ION SYNOROME
AC QUIREO COAGULATION FACTOR DEFICIENCY
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED COAGULATION OEFECTS

















































































OTHER SPECIFIEO HEMORRHAGIC CONDITIONS
UNSPECIFIED HEMORRHAGIC CONDITIONS
OISEASES OF MHITE BLDDO CELLS
AGRANULOCYTOSIS
FUNCTIONAL OISOROERS OF POLYHORPHONUCLEAR NEUTROPHILS
GENETIC ANOHALIES OF LEUKOCYTES
EOSINOPHILIA
OTHER SPECIFIEO OISEASE OF MHITE BLOOD CELLS
UNSPECIFIED OISEASE OF WHITE BLOOD CELLS
OTHER oISEASES OF BLOOO ANO BLOOD-FORMING ORGANS
PDLYCYTHEM IA, SEC ONOARY
CHRONIC LYMPHAOENITIS
NONSPECIFIC IIESENTERIC LY14PHAOENITIS
LYMPHAOENITIS, UNSPECIFIED, EXCEPT HE SENTERIC
HYPERSPLENISH
OTHER DISEASES OF SPLEEN
OISEASE OF SPLEEN, UNSPECIFIED
CHRONIC CONGESTIVE SPLENOHEGALY
OTHER 01 SEASES OF SPLEEN
FAMILIAL POLYCYTHEMIA
14ETHEMOGLOBINEHIA
OTHER SPECIFIEO DISEASES OF BLOOO ANO BLOOO-FOIU41NG ORGANS
UNSPECIFIED OISEASES OF BLODO AND BLDDO-FORHING ORGANS
MENTAL 01 SOROERS
SENILE ANO PRESENILE ORGANIC PSYCHOTIC CONDITIONS
SENILE OEM ENTIA, UNCO14PLICATE0
PRESENILE OEHENTIA
PRESENILE OEHENTXA, UNCOHPLICATEO
PRESENILE OEHENTIA HITH DEL IRIUH
PRESENILE OEMENTIA IAITH DELUSIONAL FEATURES
PRESENILE OEMENTIA MITH OPPRESSIVE FEATURES
SENILE DEMENTIA UITH DELUSIONAL OR OPPRESSIVE FEATURES
SENILE OEHENTIA HITH DELUSIONAL FEATuRES
SENILE DEMENTIA UITH OPPRESSIVE FEATURES
SENILE OEMENTIA liITH OELIRIUH
ARTERIOSCLEROTIC OEtlENTIA
ARTERIOSCLEROTIC OEMENTIA, UNCOHPLICATEO
ARTERIOSCLEROTIC 0E14ENTIA HITH OELIRIU$l
ARTERIOSCLEROTIC DEMENTIA IAITH DELUSIONAL FEATURES
ARTERIOSCLEROTIC DEMENTIA HITH OPPRESSIVE FEATURES
UNSPECIFIED SENILE PSYCHOTIC CONOITION
ALCOHOLIC PSYCHOSES










PARANOIO ANO/OR HALLUCINATORY STATES INOUCEO BY ORUGS
ORUG-INDl_K EO ORGANIC OELUS IONAL SYNDROME
ORUG-INOUCEO HALLUCINOSIS
PATHOLOGICAL ORUG INTOXICATION




ORUG-INOUCEO ORGANIC AFFECTIVE SYNOROME
OTHER SPECIFIEO ORUG-INOUCEO MENTAL OISOROERS
UNSPECIFIED ORUG-INOUCEO MENTAL DISOROER
TRANSIENT ORGANIC PSYCHOTIC CONDITIONS
ACUTE 0ELIRILN4
SUBACUTE OELIRILNI

































































OTHER SPEC IFIEO TRANSIENT ORGANIC HENTAL OISOROERS
UN SPECI f IEO TRANs IENT ORGANIc flENTAL OISOROER
OTHER ORGANIC PSYCHOTIC CONOITIONS (CHRONIC)
AHNESTIC SYNOROHE
OEHENTIA IN CONDITIONS CLASSIFIED ELSEHHERE
OTHER SPECIFIEO ORGANIC BRAIN SYNOROHES (CHRONIC)
UNSPECI FIEO ORGANIC BRAIN sYNOROtIE (CHRONIC)
SCHIZOPHRENIC OISOROERS
SIHPLE TYPE SCHIZOPHRENIA
SIMPLE TYPE Schizophrenia UNSPECIFIED sTATE
SIHPLE TYPE SCHIZOPHRENIA* CHRONIC STATE
SIHPLE TYPE SCHIZOPHRENIA, CHRONIC STATE WITH ACUTE
EXACERBATION
DISORGANIZE TYPE SCHIZOPHRENIA
OISORGANIZEO TYPE SCHIZOPHRENIAS UNSPECIFIED STATE
OISORGANIZEO TYPE SCHIZOPHRENIA; CHRONIC STATE





















SUBCHRONIC STATE lJITH ACUTE




SUBCHRONIC STATE HITH ACUTE












LATENT SCHIZOPHRENIA, UNSPECIFIED STATE
LATENT SCHIZOPHRENIAS CHRONIC STATE
RE SIOUAL SCHIZOPHRENIA
RESIOUAL SCHIZOPHRENIA, UNSPECIFIED STATE
RESIOUAL SCHIZOPHRENIA* SUBCHRIMIC STATE
RESIOUAL SCHIZOPIM7ENIA, CHRONIC STATE
RESIOUAA SCHIZOPHRENIA; SUBCHRONIC STATE HITH ACUTE
EXACERBATION
RESIOUAL SCHIZOPHRENIA, CHRONIC STATE HITH ACUTE EXACERBATION
17ESIOUAL SCHIZOPHRENIA* IN REHISSION
SCHIZO-AFFECTIVE TYPE SCHIZOPHRENIA
SCHIZO-AFFECTIV E TYPE SCHIZOPHRENIA, UNSPECIFI EO STATE
SCHIZO-AFFECTIVE TYPE SCHIZOPHRENIA, SUBCHRONI C STATE
SCHIZO-AFFECTIVE TYPE SCHIZOPHRENIA, CHRONIC STATE
SCHIZO-AFFECTIVE TYPE SCHIZOPHRENIA, SUBCHRONIC STATE liITH
ACUTE EXACERBATION
SCHIZO-AFFECTIVE TYPE SCHIZOPHRENIA* CHRONIC STATE HITH
ACUTE EXACERBATION
SCHIZO-AFFECTIVE TYPE SCHIZOPHRENIA* IN REMISS ION
OTHER SPECIFIEO TYPES OF SCHIZOPHRENIA
OTHER SPECIFIEO TYPES OF SCHIZOPHRENIA, UNSPECIFIED STATE
OTHER SPECIFIEO TYPES OF SCHIZOPHRENIA, CHRONIC STATE
OTHER SPECIFIEO TYPES OF SCHIZOPHRENIAS SUBCHRONIC STATE WITH
ACUTE EXACERBATION
OTHER SPECIFIEO TYPES OF sCHIZOPHRENIAS CHRONIC STATE MITH
ACUTE EXACERBATION
OTHER SPECIFIEO TYPES OF sCHIZOPHRENIA, IN REMISSION
UNSPECIFIED SCHIZOPHRENIA
WSPECIFIEO TYPE SCHIZOPHRENIA, UNSPECIFIED STATE
UNSPECIFIED TYPE SCHIZOPHRENIA* CHRONIC STATE
UNSPECIFIED TYPE SChiZOphrenia SUBCHRONIC STATE IIITH
ACUTE EXACERBATION
.94 UNSPECIFIED TYPE SCHIZOPHRENIA, CHRONIC STATE HITH
ACUTE EXACERBATION
.95 UNSPECIFIED TYPE SCHIZOPHRENIA* IN REHISSION
Z 96 AFFECTIVE PSYCHOSES
.0 HANIC OI~ROER, SINGLE EPISOOE
.00 MANIC AFFECTIVE OISOROER, SINGLE EPISODE, UNSP EC IFIEO OEGREE
.03 MANIC AFFECTIVE OISOROER* SINGLE EPISOOE* SEVERE OEGREES
MITHOUT HENTION OF PSYCHOTIC BEHAVIOR
.04 HANIC AFFECTIVE OISOROERr SINGLE EPISOOE* SEVERE OEGREE c
SPECIFIEO AS WITH PSYCHOTIC BEHAVIOR
.05 MANIC AFFECTIVE OISORDER, SINGLE EPISOOE, IN PARTIAL OR
UNSPECIFIED REHISSION
.1 HANIC DISORDER, RECURRENT EPISODE
.10 MANIC AFFECTIVE OISOROER. RECURRENT EPISOOE* UNSPECIFIED OEGREE
.11 HANIC AFFECTIVE OISOROER, RECURRENT EPISOOE, HILO OEGREE
.13 MANIC AFFECTIVE OISOROER, RECURRENT EPISOOEt SEVERE OEGREE,
liITHOUT HENTION OF PSYCHOTIC BEHAVIOR
.2 HAJOR OPPRESSIVE OISOROER, SINGLE EPISOOE
.20 MAJOR OPPRESSIVE AFFECTIVE OISOROERt SINGLE EPISOOES
UNSPECI FI EO OEGREE
.21 HAJOR OPPRESSIVE AFFECTIVE OISOROERt SINGLE EPISOOE*
HILO OEGREE
.22 HAJOR OPPRESSIVE AFFECTIVE OISOROER, SINGLE EPISOOE*
HOOERATE OEGREE
.23 HAJOR OPPRESSIVE AFFECTIVE OISORDER, SINGLE EPISODE*
SEVERE DEGREE, HITHOUT MENTION OF PSYCHOTIC BEHAVIOR
.24 HAJOR OPPRESSIVE AFFECTIVE OISOROER, SINGLE EPISOOE,
SEVERE OEGREEG SPECIFIEO AS WITH PSYCHOTIC BEHAVIOR
.25 HAJOR OPPRESSIVE AFFECTIVE OISORDER, SINGLE EPISOOE,
IN PARTIAL OR UNSPECIFIED REHISSION
.26 HAJDR DEPRESSIVE AFFECTIVE DISORDER, SINGLE EPISOOE,
IN FULL REHISSION
.3 HAJOR OPPRESSIVE OISOROERS RECURRENT EPISOOE
.30 HAJOR OPPRESSIVE AFFECTIVE OISOROER* RECURRENT EPISOOE,
UNSPECIFIED OEGREE
.31 HAJOR OPPRESSIVE AFFECTIVE OISOROERS RECURRENT EPISOOET
HILO OEGREE
.32 NAJOR OPPRESSIVE AFFECTIVE OISOROER* RECURRENT EPISOOEt
HOOERATE OEGREE
.33 HAJOR DEPRESSIVE AFFECTIVE OISOROERt RECURRENT EPISODE*
SEVERE OEGREE, HITHOUT HENTION OF PSYCHOTIC BEHAVIOR
.34 MAJOR OPPRESSIVE AFFECTIVE OISOROERS RECURRENT EPISOOES
SEVERE OEGREE, SPECIFIEO AS idITH PSYCHOTIC BEHAVIOR
.35 HAJOR OPPRESSIVE AFFECTIVE OISOROER, RECURRENT EPISOOE,
IN PARTIAL OR UNSPECIFIED REHISSION
.36 HAJOR OPPRESSIVE AFFECTIVE OISOROERt RECURRENT EPISOOE*
IN FULL REHISSION
.4 BI POLAR AFFECTIVE OISOROER, HANIC
.+ o BIPOLAR AFFECTIVE OISOROERt HANIC t UNSPEC IFIEO OEGREE
.41 BIPOLAR AFFECTIVE OISOROER, HANIC, HILO OEGREE
.42 BIPOLAR AFFECTIVE OISOROER, MANIC, HOOERATE OEGREE
.43 BIPOLAR AFFECTIVE OISOROERt HANIC s SEVERE OEGREES IIIITHOUT
HENTICN OF PSYCEIJTIC BEHAVIOR
.44 BIPOLAR AFFECTIVE DISORDER* HANIC, SEVERE OEGREE* SPECIFIEO
AS WITH PSYCMITIC BEHAVIOR















BIPOLAR AFFECTIVE OISOROERS MANIC s IN FULL REHISSION
81 POLAR AFFECTIVE OISOROERS OEPRESSEO
BIPOLAR AFFECTIVE OISOROER, OEPRESSEO, UNSPECIFIED OEGREE
BIPOLAR AFFECTIVE OISOROER, OEPRESSEO, HILO DEGREE
BIPOLAR AFFECTIVE OISOROER, OEPRESSEO, HOOERATE OEGREE
BIPOLAR AFFECTIVE OISOROER, OEPRESSEOO SEVERE OEGREEt
HITHOUT HENTION OF PSYCHOTIC BEHAVIOR
BIPOLAR AFFECTIVE OISOROERS OEPRESSEOS SEVERE OEGREE*
SPECIFIEO AS WITH PSYCHOTIC BEHAVIOR
BIPOLAR AFFECTIVE OISOROER, OEPRESSEO, IN PARTIAL OR
UNSPECIFIED REHISSION
BIPOLAR AFFECTIVE OISOROER, HIXEO
BIPOLAR AFFECTIVE OISOROER, HIXEO, UNSPECIFIED OEGREE
BIPOLAR AFFECTIVE OISOROER, HIXEO* HILO OEGREE
BIPOLAR AFFECTIVE OISOROER, HIXEO, HOOERATE OEGREE
BIPOLAR AFFECTIVE OISOROER* HIXEO* SEVERE OEGREE*






































































BIPOLAR AFFECTIVE OISOROER, 141XE0, SEVERE OEGREE,
SPECIFIEO AS WITH PSYCHOTIC BEHAVIOR
BIPOLAR AFFECTIVE OISOROER, MIXEO, IN PARTIAL OR
UNSPECIFIED REMISSION
BIPOLAR AFFECTIVE OISOROER, II IXEO, IN FULL REMISSION
81 POLAR AFFECTIVE OISOROER, UNSPECIFIED
PIANIC-OPPRESSIVE PSYCHOSIS, OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED




OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED AFFECTIVE PSYCHOSES
UNSPECIFIED AFFECTIVE PSYCHOSIS













OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED REACTIVE PSYCHOSIS
UN SPECI FIEO PSYCHOSIS
PSYCHOSES MITH ORIGIN SPECIFIC TO CHILOHOOO
INFANTILE AuTISH
INFANTILE AUTISM, CURRENT OR ACTIVE STATE
INFANTILE AUTISM, RESIOUAL STATE
OTHER SPECIFIEO EARLY CHILOHOOO PSYCHOSES
OTHER SPECIFIEO EARLY CHILOHOOO PSYCHOSES, CURRENT OR ACT I
STATE
UNSPECIFIED CHILOHLU30 PSYCHOSIS













DISSOCIATIVE OISOROER OR REACTION, uNSPECIFXEO
FACTITIOUS ILLNESS ldITH PSYCHOLOGICAL SYMPTOMS
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED FACTITIOUS ILLNESS
PHOBIC OISOROERS
PHOBIA, UNSPECIFIED
AGORAPHOBIA UITH PANIC ATTACKS
AGORAPHOBIA HITHOUT MENTION OF PANIC ATTACKS
SOCIAL PHOBIA










PA RANOIO PERSONALITY OISOROER
AFFECTIVE PERSONALITY OiSOROER
AFFECTIVE PERSONALITY OISOROER, UNSPECIFIED
CHRONIC HYPO#lANIC PERSONALITY OISOROER
CHRONIC OPPRESSIVE PERSONALITY OISOROER
CYCLOTHYHIC OISOROER

































































SCHIZOIO PERSONALITY OISOROER, UNSPECIFIED
SCHIZOTYPAL PERSONALITY
EXPLOSIVE PERSONALITY 01 SOROER
COHPULS IVE PERSONALITY OISOROER
HISTRIONIC PERSONALITY OISOROER
HISTRIONIC PERSONALITY OISOROER, UNSPECIFIED
CHRONIC FACTITIOUS ILLNESS UITH PHYSICAL SYA4PTOMS















TRANS-SEXUALIS14 HITH UNSPECIFIED SEXUAL HISTORY
OISOROERS OF PSYCHOSEXUAL IO ENTITY
PSYCHOSEXUAL DYSFUNCTION
PSYCHOSEXUAL DYSFUNCTION, UNSPECIFIED
PSYCHOSEXUAL DYSFUNCTION MITH INHIBITEo SEXUAL EXCITEHEN1
OTHER SPECIFIEO PSYCHOSEXUAL OISOROERS
OTHER SPECIFIEO PSYCHOSEXUAL OISOROERS
ALCOHOL OEPENOENCE SYNOROHE
ACUTE ALCOHOLIC INTOXICATION
ACUTE ALCOHOLIC INTOXICATION IN ALCOHOLISM, UNSPECIFIED
ORINKING BEHAVIOR
ACUTE ALCOHOLIC INTOXICATION IN ALCOHOLISM, CONT INUOIJS
OR INKING BEHAVIOR
ACUTE ALCOHOLIC XNTOXI CATI ON IN ALCOHOLISM, EP ISOOIC
ORINKING BEHAVIOR
ACUTE ALCOHOLIC INTOXICATION IN ALCOHOLISM, IN REFIISS1ON
OTHER ANO LU4SPECIFIE0 ALCOHOL OEPENOENCE
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED ALCOHOL OEPENOENCE, UNSPECIFIEO
ORINKING BEHAVIOR
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED ALCOHOL OEPENOENCE , CONTINUOUS
ORINKING BEHAVIOR
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED ALCOHOL OEPENOENCE, EPISOOIC
ORINKING BEHAVIOR
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED ALCOHOL OEPENOENCE, IN REMISSION
ORUG OEPENOENCE
OPIO1O TYPE OEPENOENCE
OPIOIO TYPE OEPENOENCE, UNSPECIFIED USE
OPIOIO TYPE OEPENOENCE, CONTINUOUS USE
OPIOIO TYPE OEPENOENCE, EPISOOIC USE
OPIOIO TYPE OEPENOENCE, IN REMISSION
BARBITURATE ANO SIMILARLY ACTING SEOATIVE OR HYPNOTIC
OEPENOENCE
BARBITuRATE ANO SIMILARLY ACTING SEOATIVE OR HYPNOTIC
OEPENOEKE, uNSPECIFIED USE
BARBITURATE ANO SIMILARLY ACTING SEOATIVE OR HYPNOTIC
OEPENOENCE, CONTINUOUS USE
BARBITURATE ANO SIMILARLY ACTING SEOATIVE OR HYPNOTIC
OEPENOENCE, EPISOOIC USE
BARBITURATE ANO SIMILARLY ACTING SEOATIVE OR HYPNOTIC
OEPENOENCE. IN REMISSION
COCAINE OEPENOENCE
COCAINE OEPENOENCE, UNSPECIFIED USE
COCAINE OEPENOENCE, CONTINUOUS USE
COCAINE OEPENOENCE, EP ISOOIC USE
COCAINE OEPENOENCE, IN RE141SSION
CANNABIS OEPENOENCE
CANNABIS DEPENDENCE. UNSPECIFIED USE
CANNABIS OEPENOENCE, CONTINUOUS USE
CANNABIS OEPENOENCE, EPISOOIC USE
CANNABIS OEPENOENCE, IN REHISSION
AHPHETAHINE ANO OTHER PSYCHOSTI14ULANT OEPENOENCE





























































AMPHETA141NE ANO OTHER PSYCHOSTIA4ULANT DEPENDENCE *
CONTINUOUS USE
AMPHETAMINE ANO OTHER PSYCHOSTIHULANT DEPENDENCE, EPISOOIC USE
HA LLUCI NoGEN OEPENOENCE
HALLUCINOGEN 0EPENOENCE9 UNSPECIFIED USE
HALLUCINOGEN oEPENOENCE, CONTINUOUS USE
HALLUCINOGEN oEPENOEWE, IN REMISSION
OTHER SPECIFIEO ORUG OEPENOENCE
OTHER 5P EC IFIED ORUG DEPENDENCE, UNSPECIFIED USE
OTHER SPECIFIED ORUG OEPENOENCE, CONTINUOUS USE
OTHER SPECIFIED ORUG DEPENDENCE, EPISOOIC USE
OTHER SPECIFIED DRUG OEPENOENCE, IN REMISSION
COMBINATIONS OF OPIOID TYPE ORUG HITH ANY OTHER ORUG
DEPENDENCE
COMBINATIONS OF OPIOIO TYPE ORUG WITH ANY OTHER ORUG
DEPENOEME, UNSPECIFIED USE
COMBINATIONS OF OPIOIO TYPE DRUG IJITH ANY OTHER ORUG
DEPENDENCE, CONTINUOUS USE
COMBINATIONS OF OPIOIO TYPE ORUG HITH ANY DTHER ORUG
OEPENOENCE~ EPISOOIC USE
COklBINAT IONS OF OPIOID TYPE ORUG 141TH ANY OTHER DRUG
DEPENDENCE, IN REHISSION
COMBINATIONS OF ORUG DEPENDENCE EXCLUOING OPIOIO TYPE ORUG
COMBINATIONS OF ORUG DEPENDENCE EXCLUOING OPIO IO
TYPE ORUG, UNSPECIFIED USE
COIIBI NATIONS OF ORUG OEPENOENC E EXCLUOING OPIO IO
TYPE DRUG o CONTINUOUS USE
COMBINATIONS OF DRUG OEPENOENCE EXCLUOING OPIO IO
TYPE ORUG? EPISOOIC USE
COflBI NAT IONS OF ORUG DEPENDENCE EXCLUOING OPIO IO
TYPE ORUG, IN REHISSION
UNSPECIFIED ORUG OEPENOENCE
UNSPECIFIED ORUG OEPENOENCE* uNSPECIFIED USE
UNSPECIFIED ORUG OEPENOENCE, CONTINUOUS USE
UNSPECIFIED ORUG DEPENDENCE, EPISODIC USE
UNSPECIFIED ORUG OEPENOENCE, IN REHISSION
NONOEPENOENT ABUSE OF ORUGS
ALCOHOL ABUSE
ALCOHOL ABUSES UNSPECI FIEO ORINKING BEHAVIOR
ALCOHOL ABUSE, CONTINUOUS ORINKING BEHAVIOR
ALCOHOL ABUSE, EPISOOIC OR INKING BEHAVIDR
ALCOHOL ABUSES IN REHISSION
TOBACCO USE OISDROER
TOBACCO USE OISOROER, UNSPECIFIED USE
TOBACCO USE OISORDER, CONTINUOUS USE
TOBACCO USE OISOROER, EPISOOIC USE
TOBACCO USE OISOROER, IN REMISSION
CANNABIS ABUSE
CANNABIS ABUSE, UNSPECIFIED USE
CANNABIS ABUSE* CONTINUOUS USE
CANNABIS ABUSE~ EPISODIC USE
CANNABIS ABUSES IN REHISSION
HALLUCINOGEN ABUSE
HALLUCINOGEN ABUSE, UNSPECIFIED USE
HALLUCINOGEN ABUSE. CONTINUOUS USE
HALLUCINOGEN ABUSE, EP ISOOIC USE
HALLuCINOGEN ABUSES IN REMISSION
BARBITURATE ANO SIMILARLY ACTING SEDATIVE OR HYPNOTIC ABUSE
BARBITURATE AND SIMILARLY ACTING
HYPNOTIC ABUSE, UNSPECIFIED USE
BARBITURATE AND SIHILARLY ACTING
HYPNOTIC ABUSE* CONTINUOUS USE
BARBITURATE AND SIHILARLY ACTING
HYPNOTIC ABUSE, EPISOOIC USE
BARBITURATE AND SIMILARLY ACTING
HYPNOTIC ABUSE, IN RE141SSION
OP 1010 ABUSE
OPIOIO ABUSE, UNSPECIFIED USE
OPIOIO ABUSES CONTINUOUS USE
OPIOIO ABUSE, EPISOOIC USE
OPIOIO AIMJSE, IN REMISSION
COCAINE ABUSE









































































COCAINE ABUSE, CONTINUOUS USE
COCAINE ABUSE, EPISOOIC USE
COCAINE ABUSE, IN REHISSION
AHPHETAHINE OR RELATEO ACTING SYHPATHOHIHETIC ABUSE
AHPHETAHINE OR RELATEO ACTING SYHPATHOMIMETIC ABUSES
UNSP ECI FI EO USE
AHPHETAPIINE OR RELATEO ACTING SYHPATHOMIMETIC ABUSES
CONTINUOUS USE
AMPHETAMINE OR RELATEO ACTING SYt4PATHOHIHETIC ABUSES
EPISOOIC USE
AHPHETAHINE OR RELATEO ACTING SYMPATHOHIHETIC ABUSE?
IN REMISS ION
ANTIDEPRESSANT TYPE ABUSE
ANTIOEPRESSANT TYPE A8USE~ UNSPECIFIED USE
ANTIDEPRESSANT TYPE ABUSE* CONTINUOUS USE
OTHERS MIXEO , OR UNSPECIFIED ORUG ABUSE
OTHER, !lIXEOr. OR UNSPECIFIED ORUG ABUSE, UNSPECIFIED USE
OTHER. MIXED. OR UNSPECIFIED ORUG ABUSE, CONTINUOUS USE
OTHER; HIXED; OR UNSPECIFIED ORUG ABUSE, EPISOOIC USE
oTHER, HIXEO, OR UNSPECIFIED DRUG ABUSE, IN REHISSION
PHYsIOLOGICAL HALFUNCTION ARISING FROM HENTAL FACTORS
HUSCMOSKELETAL HALFUNCTION ARISING FROH HENTAL FACTORS
RESPIRATORY MALFUNCTION ARISING FROM MENTAL FACTORS
cARO10vA5CuAR HALFUNCTION ARISING FROM HENTAL FACTORS
SKIN 01SOROER ARISING FROH MENTAL FACTORS
GASTROINTESTINAL HALFUNCTION ARISING FROM HENTAL FACTORS
GENITOURINARY HALFUNCTION ARISING FROM HENTAL FACTORS
OTHER GE NITOURI NARY HALFUNCTION ARISING FROM HENTAL FACTORS
ENOOCRI NE OISOROER ARISING FROH MENTAL FACTORS
OTHER SPEC IFIEO PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGICAL IIALFUNCTION
uNSPECI FIEO PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGICAL MALFUNCTION





CHRONIC MOTOR TIC OISORDER
GILLES OE LA TOURETTE*S OISORDER
SPECIFIC DISOROERS OF SLEEP OF NONORGANIC ORIGIN
NONORGANIC SLEEP OISOROER, UNSPECIFIED
TRANSIENT DISOROER OF INITIATING OR MAINTAINING SLEEP
PERSISTENT OISOROER OF INITIATING OR MAINTAINING SLEEP
SOMNAMBULISM OR NIGHT TERRORS
OTHER DYSFUNCTIONS OF SLEEP STAGES OR AROUSAL FROH SLEEP
OTHER SPECIFIC DISORDERS OF SLEEP OF NONORGANIC ORIGIN









PSYCHOGENIC PAINT SITE UNSPECIFIED
TENSION HEAoACHE
oTHER PSYCHALGIA
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED SPECIAL SYMPTOHS OR SYNOROMES, NOT
ELSEHHERE CLASSIFIED
ACUTE REACTION TO STRESS
PREOOHI NANT DISTURBANCE OF EHOTIONS
PREDOHI NANT PSYCHOMOTOR 01 STUR8ANCE
OTHER ACUTE REACTIONS TO STRESS
HIXEO OISORDERS AS REACTION TO STRESS
UNSPECIFIED ACUTE REACTION TO STRESS
ADJUSTMENT REACTION
AOJUSTHENT REACTION HITH BRIEF oPPRESSIVE REACTION
AOJUSTHENT REACTION HITH PROLONGEO OPPRESSIVE REACTION
ADJUSTMENT REACTION HITH PREOOHINANT DISTURBANCE OF
OTHER EMOTIONS
SEPARATION ANXIETY DISORDER
EHANC IPATION DISORDER OF ADOLESCENCE ANO EARLY ADULT LIFE
SPECIFIC ACAOEHIC OR HORK INHIBITION





























































AOJUSTHENT REACTION HITH MIXED EMOTIONAL FEATURES
OTHER ADJUSTMENT REACTIONS UITH PREOOHINANT DISTURBANCE
OF OTHER EMOTIONS
ADJUSTMENT REACTION wITH PREOOHINANT DISTURBANCE OF CONOUCT
ADJUSTMENT REACTION MITH MIXEO OISTIJRBANCE OF EMOTIONS ANO
CON OIICT
OTHER SPECIFIEO ADJUSTMENT REACTIONS
PROLONGEO POSTTRAUMATIC STRESS OISOROER
ADJUSTMENT REACTION WITH PHYSICAL SYMPTOMS
AOJUSTllENT REACTION !41TH II ITHORAHAL
OTHER 5P EC IFIEO ADJUSTMENT REACTIONS
UNSPECIFIED ADJUSTMENT REACTION





OTHER SPECIFIEO NONPSYCHOTIC MENTAL OISOROERS FOLLOHING
ORGANIC BRAIN OAHAGF
UNSPECIFIED NONPSYCHOTIC !lENTAL OISOROER FOLLOMING
ORGANIC BRAIN OAPIAGE
OPPRESSIVE OISOROER, NOT ELSEklHERE CLASSIFIED
DISTURBANCE OF CDNOUCT, NOT ELSEHHERE CLASSIFIED
UN OERSOCIALIZEO CONOUCT OISOROER, AGGRESSIVE TYPE
UNOERSCCIALIZEO CONOUCT OISOROER, AGGRESSIVE TYPE,
UNSPECIFIED OEGREE
UNOERSOCIALIZEO CONOUCT OISORDER, AGGRESSIVE TYPE,
SEVERE OEGREE
UN OERSOCIALIZEO CONOUCT OISOROER, UNAGGRESSIVE TYPE
UNOERSOC IALIZEO CONOUCT 01 SOROER, UNAGGRESSIVE TYPE.
UNSPECIFIED OEGREE
UN OERSDCIALIZEO CONOUCT OISOROER, uNAGGRESSIVE TYPE,
SEVERE OEGREE
SOCIALIZE CONOUCT OISOROER
SOCIALIZE CONOUCT OISOROER, UNSPECIFIEO OEGREE
SOCIALIZE CONOUCT OISOROER, lllLO OEGREE
SOCIALIZE CONOUCT OISOROER, SEVERE OEGREE
OISOROERS OF IMPULSE CONTROL, NOT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED




OTHER OISOROERS OF IHPULSE CONTROL
MI XEO O ISTURBANCE OF CONOUCT ANO EMOTIONS
OTHER SPEC IFIEO DISTURBANCES OF CONOUCT, NOT ELSEHHERE
CLASSIFIED
UNSPECIFIED DISTURBANCE OF CONOUCT
DISTURBANCE OF EMOTIONS SPECIFIC TO CHILOHOOO ANO ADOLESCENCE
OVERANXIOUS OISOROER SPECIFIC TO CHILOHDOO ANO ADOLESCENCE
SENSITIVITY, SHYNESS, ANO SOCIAL HITHORAHAL OISORDER SPECIFIC
TO CHILOHCU30 ANO ADOLESCENCE
SHYNESS OISOROER OF CHILOHOOO
INTROVERTED OISOROER OF CHILOHOOO
OTHER OR HIXEO EFIOTIONAL DISTURBANCES OF CHILOHOOO OR
ADOLESCENCE
OPPOSITIONAL OISOROER OF CHILOHOOO OR ADOLESCENCE
IOENTITY OISOROER OF CHILOHOOO OR ADOLESCENCE
ACAOEHIC UNOERACHIEVEMENT OISOROER OF CHILOHOOO OR ADOLESCENCE
UN SPECIFIED EMOTIONAL OISTURBANCE OF CHILOHOOO OR ADOLESCENCE
HYPE RKINETIC SYNOROME OF CHILOHOOO
ATTENTION OEFICIT OISDROER OF CHILOHOOO
ATTENTION OEFICIT OISOROER OF CHILOHOOO HITHOUT MENTION OF
HYPERACTIVITY
ATTENTION OEFICIT OISOROER OF CHILOHOOO MITH HYPERACTIVITY
HYPERKINESIS OF CHILOHOOO MITH DEVELOPMENTAL OELAY
HYPERKINETIC CONOUCT OISOROER OF CHILOHOOO
OTHER SPECIFIEO MANIFESTATIONS OF HYPERKINETIC SYNOROHE OF
CHILnHOLln------ -----
UN SPECIFIED HYPERKINETIC SYNOROME OF CHILOHOOO
SPECIFIC OELAYS IN DEVELOPMENT
OEVELOPHENTAL REAOING OISORDER
DEVELOPMENTAL REAOING OISORDER, UNSPECIFIED
DEVELOPMENTAL OYSLEXIA









































































OE VELOPHENTAL ARITHMETICAL OISOROER
OTHER SPECIFIC OEVELOPMENTAL LEARNING DIFFICULTIES
DEVELOPMENTAL SPEECH OR LANGUAGE OISOROER
0EVELOP14ENTAL LANGUAGE OISOROER
OTHER OEVELOPHENTAL SPEECH OISOROER
OE VELOPtlENTAL COORDINATION OISOROER
HIXEO OEVELOPHENT OISOROER
OTHER SPECIFIEO OELAYS IN DEVELOPMENT
UNSPECIFIED OELAY IN OEVELOPIIENT
PSYCHIC FACT~S ASSOCIATE tAITH OISEASES CLASSIFIED ELSE!dHERE
MILO MENTAL RETARDATION
OTHER SPECIFIEO MENTAL RETARDATION
MO OERAT E MENTAL RETAROAT 10N
SEVERE MENTAL RETARDATION
PROFOUNO MENTAL RETARDATION
uNSPECIF1 EO MENTAL RETARDATION






MENINGITIS IN OTHER BACTERIAL OISEASES CLASSIFIED ELSEIAHERE
MENINGITIS OUE TO OTHER SPECIFIEO BACTERIA
FIENINGI TIS OUE TO uNSPECIFIED BACTERIUM
I’IENI NGITI S OUE TO OTHER ORGANISMS
CRYPTOCOCCAL MENINGITIS
MENINGITIS IN SARCOIOOSIS
MENINGITIS OUE TO OTHER NONBACTERIAL ORGANISMS CLASSIFIED
E LS EHH ERE




HE NINGI TIS , UNSPEC





, ,...-.-. TIs, ANO ENCEPHALOHYELITIS
,---- IS IN VIRAL OISEASES CLASSIFIED ELSEIAHERE
FNCEPHA1 ITIS OUE TO INFECTION CLASSII=IEO ELSEWHERE. ..—-.-.
IOUS ENCEPHALITIS
OTHER CAUSES OF ENCEPHALITIS
UNSPECI FIEO CAUSE OF ENCEPHALITIS
INTRACRANIAL ANO INTRASPINAL ABSCESS
INTRACRANIAL ABSCESS
IN TRASP INAL ABSCESS
INTRACRANIAL ANO INTRASPINAL ABSCESS OF UNSPECIF IEO S1 TE
PHLEBITIS NO THROt4BDPHLEBITIS OF INTRACRANIAL VENWS SINUSES
LATE EFFECTS OF INTRACRANIAL ABSCESS OR PYOGENIC INFECTION
CEREBRAL OEGENERATI ONS USUALLY MANIFEST IN CHILOHOOO
LEIKOOYSTROPHY
CEREBRAL LIP IOOSES
CEREBRAL DEGENERATION IN GENERALIZE LIP IOOSES
OTHER SPEC IFIEO CEREBRAL DEGENERATIONS IN CHILOHOOO




SENILE DEGENERATION OF BRAIN
CO NNUNI CATING HYORDCEPHALUS
OBSTRUCTIVE HYOROCEPHALUS
CEREBRAL DEGENERATION IN DISEASES
OTHER CEREBRAL DEGENERATION




PARKINSON ●S 01 SEASE
PARALYSIS AGITANS
SECONOARY PARK INSONISM
OTHER EXTRAPYRAHIOAL OISEASE ANO ABNORHAL MOVEMENT OISOROERS
OTHER DEGENERATIVE OISEASES OF THE BASAL GANGLIA











































































FRAGMENTS OF TORSION OYSTONIA
OROFACIAI. OYSKI NESIA
SPASHOOIC TORTICOLLIS
OTHER FRAGHENTS OF TORSION OYSTONIA
OTHER ANO lAiSPECIFIEO EXTRAPYRAHIOAL OISEASES ANO
ABNORHAL P41VEHENT OISOROERS
UNSPECIFIED EXTRAPYRAHIOAL OISEASE ANO ABNORHAL
HOVEHENT OISOROER
STIFF-H4N SYNOROHE





CEREBELLA ATAXIA IN OISEASES CLASSIFIED ELSEIAHERE
OTHER SPINOCEREBELLAR 01 SEASES
SPINOCEREBELLAR OISEASE, UNSPECIFIED
ANTERIOR HORN CELL OISEASE
HERONIG-HOFFHANN OISEASE
5P IN AL HUSCULAR ATROPHY
SPINAL HUSCULAR ATROPHY? UNSPECIFIED
KUGELBERG-HELANOER 01S EASE







OTHER OISEASES OF SPINAL CORO
SYRINGOHYELIA ANO SYRINGOBULBIA
VASCULAR HYELOPATHIES
SUBACUTE COMBINED DEGENERATIoN OF SPINAL CORD IN DISEASES
CLASSI FIEO EL SEHHERE
HYELOPATHY IN OTHER DISEASES CLASSIFI EO ELSEHHERE
OTHER HYELOPATHY
UNSPECIFIED OISEASE OF SPINAL CORO
OISORDERS OF THE AUTONOHIC NERVOUS SYSTEH
IDIOPATHIC PERIPHERAL AUTONOHIC NEUROPATHY
Peripheral AUTONOHIC NEUROPATHY IN OISORDERS CLASSIFIED
ELSEliHERE
UNSPECIFIED OISORDER OF AUTONOMIC NERVOUS SYSTEH
HULTIPLE SCLEROSIS
OTHER OEHYEL INATING OISEASES OF CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM
NEUROHYELI TIS OPTICA
SCHILOER*S OISEASE
OTHER DEHYELINATING OISEASES OF CENTRAL NERVWS SYSTEM









OTHER SPECIFIEO INFANTILE CEREBRAL PALSY




HONOPLEGIA OF LOHER LIHB
HONOPLEGIA OF UPPER LIMB
UNSPECIFIED MONOPLEGIA
CAUOA EQUINA SYNOROHE
CAUDA EQUINA SYNOROHE HITHOUT MENTION OF NEUROGENIC BLAOOER
CAUOA EQUINA SYNDROME HITH NEUROGENIC BLADDER






































































/ GENERAL12E0 NONCONVULSIVE EPILEPSY, HITH INTRACTABLE
EPILEPSY
GENERALIZE CONVULSIVE EPILEPSY
/ GENERALIZE CONVULSIVE EPILEPSY, IJITHDUT MENTION OF
INTRACTABLE EPILEPSY
/ GENERALIZE CONVULSIVE EPILEPSY. HITH INTRACTABLE
EPILEPSY
PETIT HAL STATUS, EPILEPTIC
GRANO HAL STATUS, EPILEPTIC
PARTIAL EPILEPSY, HITH IMPAIRMENT OF CONSCIOUSNESS
/ PARTIAL EPILEPSYr HITH IHPAIRHENT OF CONSCIOUSNESS*
MITHOUT MENTION OF INTRACTABLE EPILEPSY
PARTIAL EPILEPSY, HITHOUT HENTION OF IHPAIRHENT OF CONSCIOUSNESS
/ PARTIAL EPILEPSY, WITHOUT MENTION OF IHPAIRHENT OF
CONSCIOUSNESS, lJITHOUT HENTION OF INTRACTABLE EPILEPSY
/ PARTIAL EPILEPSY, HITHDUT HENTION OF IHPAIRHENT OF
CONSCIOUSNESS, WITH INTRACTABLE EPILEPSY
INFANTILE SPASHS
/ INFANTILE SPASMS, HITHOUT MENTION OF INTRACTABLE
EPILEPSY
EPILEPSIA PARTIALIS CONTINUA
/ EPILEPSIA PARTIALIS CONTINUA, llITHOUT HENTION OF
INTRACTABLE EPILEPSY
OTHER FORNS OF EPILEPSY
/ OTHER FORHS OF EPILEPSY, !dITHOUT HENTION OF INTRACTABLE
EPILEPSY
/ OTHER FORHS OF EPILEPSY, HITH INTRACTABLE EPILEPSY
EPILEPSY, UNSPECIFIED
1 EPILEPSY, UNSPECIFIED UITHOUT MENTION OF INTRACTABLE
EPILEPSY





OTHER FORHS OF HIGRAINE
HIGRAINEt UNSPECIFIED
CATAPLEXY ANO NARCOLEPSY





CO HPRES SION OF BRAIN
CEREBRAL EOEHA
OTHER CONDITIONS OF BRAIN
UNSPECI FIEO CONOITION OF BRAIN
OTHER AND UNSPECIFIED OISOROERS OF THE NERVOUS SYSTEH
REACTION TO SPINAL OR LUHBAR PUNCTURE
OISORDERS OF HENINGES, NOT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED
OTHER SPECIFIEO DISOROERS OF NERVOUS SYSTEH
CEREBROSPINAL FLUIO RHINORRHEA
TOXIC ENCEPHALOPATHY
OTHER SPECIFIED DISOROERS OF NERVOUS SYSTEM
UNSPECIFIED OISORDERS OF NERVOUS SYSTEH
TRIG EHINAL NERVE DISOROERS
TRIGEHINAL NEURALGIA
ATYPICAL FACE PAIN
OTHER SPECIFIEO TRIGEHINAL NERVE OISOROERS
TRIGEMINAL NERVE DISOROER* UNSPECIFIED
FACIAL NERVE DISOROERS
BELL~S PALSY
OTHER FACIAL NERVE OISOROERS
FACIAL NERVE DISORDER* UNSPECIFIED
OISOROERS OF OTHER CRANIAL NERVES
GLOSSOPHARYNGEAL NEURALGIA
OTHER o ISOROERS OF GLOSSOPHARYNGEAL (9TH) NERVE
OISORDERS OF PNEUHOGASTRIC ( 10TH) NERVE
OISORDERS OF ACCESSORY (11TH) NERVE
OISOROERS OF HYPOGLOSSAL ( 12TH) NERVE
HULTIPLE CRANIAL NERVE PALSIES
UNSPECIFIED DISOROER OF CRANIAL NERVES











































































LUMBOSACRAL PLEXUS LES IONS
CERVICAL R~T LESIONS, NOT ELSEHHERE CLASSIFIED
THORACIC ROOT LESIONS, NOT ELSEHHERE CLASSIFIED
LUMBOSACRAL ROOT LESIONS, NOT EL SEHHERE CLASSIFIED
NEURALGIC A14YOTROPHY
iw,4NTaf4LIMB (sYN0Ro14E)
OTHER NERVE ROOT ANO PLEXUS OISOROERS
UN SPECI FIEO NERVE ROOT ANO PLEXUS OISOROER
llONONEURITIS OF UPPER LIMB AND HONONEURITIS MULTIPLEX
CARPAL TUNNEL SYNOROHE
OTHER LESION OF I.IEOIAN NERVE
LESION OF ULNAR NERVE
LESION OF RADIAL NERVE
CAUSALG 1A
t!ONONEURITIS HULTIPLEX
OTHER FIONONEURITIS OF UPPER LfHB
$lONONEURITIS OF uPPER LIMB, uNSPECIFIED
HONONEURITIS OF LOUER LIMB
LESION OF SCIATIC NERVE
MERALGI A PAR ESTHETICA
OTHER LESION OF FEMORAL NERVE
LESION OF LATERAL POPLITEAL NERVE
TARSAL TUNNEL SYNORO14E
LESION OF PLANTAR NERVE
OTHER MONONEURITIS OF LOHER LIMB
/lONONEURITIS OF LOMER LIMB, UNSPECIFIED
HONONEURITIS OF UNSPECIFIED SITE




10 IOPATHIC PROGRESSIVE POLYNEUROPATHY
OTHER SPECIFIEO IDIOPATHIC PERIPHERAL NEUROPATHY
UNSPECI FIEO IDIOPATHIC PERIPHERAL NEUROPATHY
INFLAMMATORY ANO TOXIC NEUROPATHY
ACUTE INFECTIVE POLYNEURITIS
POLYNEUROPATHY IN COLLAGEN VASCULAR OISEASE
POLYNEUROPATHY IN OIABETES
POLYNEUROPATHY IN MALIGNANT OISEASE
POLYNEUROPATHY IN OTHER OISEASES CLASS IFIEO ELSEltHERE
ALCOHOLIC POLYNEUROPATHY
POLYNEUROPATHY OUE TO ORUGS
POLYNEUROPATHY OUE TO OTHER TOXIC AGENTS
OTHER INFLANHATORY ANO TOXIC NEUROPATHIES
UNSPECI FIEO INFLAMMATORY ANO TOXIC NEUROPATHIES
MYONEURAL 01 SO ROERS
MYASTHENIA GRAVIS
PIYASTHENIC SYNOROHES IN OISEASES CLASSIFIED ELSEHHERE
OTHER SPECIFIEO HYONEURAL OISOROERS
#lYONEURAL 01 SOROERS, UNSPECI FIEO
MUSCULAR DYSTROPHIES ANO OTHER MYOPATHIES
CONGENITAL HEREOI TARY MUSCULAR OYSTROPHY
HEREDITARY PROGRESSIVE MUSCULAR OYSTROPHY
HYOTONI C OISOROERS
FAMILIAL PER IOOIC PARALYSIS
TOXIC MYOPATHY
MYOPATHY IN ENDOCRINE OISEASES CLASSIFIED ELSEIAHERE




OISOROERS OF THE GLOBE
PURULENT ENOOPHTHALMITIS






OEGENERATI VE OISOROERS OF GLOBE
DEGENERATIVE OISOROER OF GLOBE, UNSPECIFIED
PRoGREss IVE HIGH (Degenerative) HYoPIA
HYPOTONY OF EYE












































































FLAT ANTERIOR CHAllBER OF EYE
OEGENERATEO CONDITIONS OF GLOBE
OEGENERATEO GLOBE OR EYE, UNSPECIFIED
BLINO HYPOTENSIVE EYE
BLINO HYPERTENSIVE EYE
HEHOPHTHALMOS, EXCEPT CURRENT INJURY
RETAINEO (OLO) INTRAOCULAR FOREIGN BOOY, NONMAGNETIC
FOREIGN BODY IN IRIS OR CILIARY EIOOY
OTHER OISOROERS OF GLOBE
LUXAT 10N OF GLOBE
OTHER OISOROERS OF GLOBE
RETINAL OETACHllENTS ANO OEFECTS
RETINAL DETACHMENT liITH RETINAL DEFECT
RETINAL OETACHHENT HITH RETINAL OEFECT, UNSPECIFIED
RECENT RETINAL OETACHHENT, PARTIAL. HITH SINGLE OEFECT
RECENT RETINAL DETACHMENT, PARTIALs HITH MuLTIPLE OEFECTS
RECENT RETINAL DETACHMENT, PARTIAL, HITH GIANT TEAR
RECENT RETINAL DETACHMENT, PARTIAL, IAITH RETINAL OIALYSIS
RECENT RETINAL OETACHHENT, TOTAL OR SUBTOTAL
OLO RETINAL OETACHHENT, PARTIAL
OLD RETI tAAL OETACHHENT , TOTAL OR SUBTOTAL
RETINOSCHISIS ANO RETINAL CYSTS
RETINOSCHISIS, UNSPECIFIED
SEROUS RETINAL OETACHHENT
RETINAL OEFECTS uITHOUT OETACHHENT
RETINAL OEFECT. UNSPECIFIED
ROUNO HOLE OF RETINA UITHOUT OETACHHENT
HORSESHOE TEAR OF RETINA IAITHOUT DETACHMENT
OTHER FORHS OF RETINAL OETACHHENT
TRACTION DETACHMENT OF RETINA
OTHER FORMS OF RETINAL OETACHIIENT
UN SPECI FIEO RETINAL OETACHHENT
OTHER RET INAL 01 SOROERS
OIABETIC RET INOPATHY
BACKGROUND OIABETIC RETINOPATHY
PROLIFERATIVE OIABETIC RET INOPATHY
OTHER BACKGROUND RET INOPATHY ANO RETINAL VASCULAR CHANGES
BACKGROUND RETINOPATHY, UNSPEC IFIEO
HYPERTENSIVE RET INOPATHY
EXUOATIVE RETINOPATHY
CHANGES IN VASCULAR APPEARANCE OF RETINA
RETINAL NEOVASCULARIZATION NOS




OTHER NONOIABETIC PROLIFERATIVE RETINOPATHY
RETINAL VASCULAR OCCLUSION
RETINAL VASCULAR OCCLUSION, UNSPECIFIED
CENTRAL RETINAL ARTERY OCCLUSION
RETINAL ARTERIAL BRANCH OCCLUSION
PARTIAL RETINAL ARTERIAL OCCLUSION
TRANSIENT RETINAL ARTERIAL OCCLUSION
CENTRAL RETINAL VEIN OCCLUSION
VENOUS TRIBUTARY (BRANCH) OCCLUSION OF RETINA
OEGENERATICW OF t4ACULA ANO POSTERIOR POLE OF RETINA
NACULAR DEGENERATION ( SENILE) OF RETINA, UNSPECI FIEO
NONEXUOATIVE SENILE t4ACULAR DEGENERATION OF RETINA
CYSTOIO HACULAR DEGENERATION OF RETINA
MACULAR CYST, HOLE. OR PSEUOOHU-E OF RETINA
HACULAR PUCKERING OF RETINA
PERIPHERAL RETINAL DEGENERATIoNS
PERIPHERAL RETINAL DEGENERATION. UNSPECIFIED
LATTICE DEGENERATION OF RETINA
SENILE RETICULAR DEGENERATION OF RETINA
HEREDITARY RETINAL OYSTROPHI ES
RETINAL OYSTROPHY IN SYSTEMIC OR CEREBRORETINAL LIPIOOSES
PIG14ENTARY RETINAL OYSTROPHY
OTHER DYSTROPHIES PRIMARILY INVOLVING THE SENSORY RETINA
DYSTROPHIES PRIMARILY INVOLVING THE RETINAL PIGMENT EPITHELIuMS
OTHER RETINAL OISOROERS
RETINAL HEMORRHAGE











































































CHORIORETINAL INFLAHHATIONS, SCARS, ANO OTHER OISOROERS OF
CHOROIO
OISSEHINATEO CHORIORETINITIS ANo OI$SEklINATEO RETINO-
CHOROIOITIS
OISSEMINATEO CHORIORETINITIS, UNSPECIFIED
OISSEHINATEO CHOROIOITIS ANO CHORIORETINITIS , GENERALIZE
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED FORMS OF CHORIORETINITIS ANO
RET INOCHOROIOITIS




OTHER HACULAR SCARS OF RETINA
PERIPHERAL SCARS OF RETINA
CHOROIOAL DEGENERATIONS
CHOROIOAL DEGENERATIONS UNSPECIFIED
CHOROIOAL HEMORRHAGE ANO RUPTURE
CHORO IOAL HEMORRHAGE* UNSPECIFIED
CHOROIOAL RUPTURE
CHOROIOAL OETACHHENT
CHORO IOAL OETACHHENTS UNSPECIFIED
HEMORRHAGIC CHOROIOAL DETACHMENT
OTHER OISOROERS OF CHOROIO
OISOROERS OF IRIS ANO CILIARY BOOY
ACUTE ANO SUBACUTE IRIOOCYCLITIS






CHRONIC IRIOOCYCLITIS IN OISEASES CLASSIFIED ELSEMHERE
CERTAIN TYPES OF IRIOOCYCLITIS
LENS-INOIJCEO IRIOOCYCLITIS
UNSPECIFIED IRIOOCYCLITIS
VASCULAR O ISOROERS OF IRIS ANO CILIARY BOOY
HYPHEMA OF IRIS AHO CILIARY BOOY
RUBEOSIS IRIOIS
DEGENERATIONS OF IRIS ANO CILIARY BOOY
DEGENERATION OF PUPILLARY MARGIN
CYSTS OF IRISS CILIARY BOOY, ANO ANTERIOR CHAHBER
IMPLANTATION CYSTS OF IRIS ANO CILIARY BOOY
AOHESIONS ANO DISRUPTIONS OF IRIS ANO CILIARY BOOY
POSTERIOR SYNECHIAE OF IRIS
GONIOSYNECHIAE
AOHES IOHS ANO O IRRUPTIONS OF PUP ILLARY HEHBRANES
IRIOOOIALYSIS
OTHER OISOROERS OF IRIS ANO CILIARY BOOY
UNSPECI FIEO OISOROER OF IRIS ANO CILIARY BOOY
GLAUCOMA
BORDERLINE GLAWOHA (GLAuCOHA SUSPECT)
PREGLALKOMA. UNSPECIFI EO








PRIHARY ANGLFCLOSURE GLAUCOHA* UNSPECIFIED
INTERMITTENT ANGLE-CLOSURE GLAUCOHA
ACUTE ANGLE-CLO SURE GLAUCOMA
CHRONIC ANGLHLOSURE GLAUCOHA
GLAUCOHA ASSOCIATE ldITH CONGENITAL ANOMALIES*
DYSTROPHIES, ANO SYSTEHIC sYNOROHES
GLAUCONA ASSOCIATE HI TH ANOMALIES OF IRIS
GLAUCOt4A ASSOCIATE MITH OISOROERS OF THE LENS
PHACOLYTIC GLAUCOHA
PSEUDOEXFOLIATION GLAUCOt4A








































































GLAUCOHA ASSOCIATE klITH UNSPECIFIED OCULAR OISOROER
GLAUCOMA ASSOCIATE HITH PUP ILLARY BLOCK
GLAUCOHA ASSOCIATE blITH OCULAR INFLAHHATIONS
GLAUCOMA ASSOCIATE HITH VASCULAR OISOROERS
GLAUCOHA ASSC!CIATEO ilITH OCULAR TRAUMA
OTHER SPECIFIEO FORW3 OF GLAUCOMA
GLAUCOHA HITH INCREASEO EPISCLiRAL VENOUS PRESSURE
OTHER SPEC IFIEO GLAUCOHA
UNSPECIFIED GLAUCOHA
CATARACT
INFANTI LEs JUVENILE* ANO PRESENILE CATARACT
ANTERIOR SUBCAPSULAR POLAR NONSENILE CATARACT
POSTERIOR SUBCAPSULAR POLAR NONSENILE CATARACT
NUCLEAR NONSENILE CATARACT
OTHER ANO COHBINEO FORHS OF NONSENILE CATARACT
SENILE CATARACT
SENILE CATARACT s UNSPECIFIED
PSEUOOEXFOLIATION OF LENS CAPSULE
INCIPIENT SENILE CATARACT
ANTERIOR SUBCAPSULAR POLAR SENILE CATARACT
POSTERIOR SUBCAPSULAR POLAR SENILE CATARACT
CORTICAL SENILE CATARACT
SENILE NuCLEAR SCLEROSIS
TOTAL OR MATURE CATARACT
HYPERHATURE CATARACT
OTHER ANO COHBI NEO FORMS OF SENILE CATARACT
TRAUMATIC CATARACT
TRAUHATIC CATARACT, UNSPEC IFIEO
CATARACT SECONOARY TO OCULAR OISOROERS
CATARACT SECONOARY TO GLAUCOHATOUS FLECKS (SUB CAPSULAR)


























VISUAL FIELO OEFECTS UNSPECIFIED
OTHER LOCALIZEO VISUAL FIELO OEFECT
HOHONYHOUS BILATERAL FIELO OEFECTS
HETERONYNOUS BILATERAL FIELO OEFECTS
NIGHT BLINONESS
NIGHT BLINONESS, UNSPECIFIED
OTHER SPECIFIEO VISUAL DISTURBANCES
UNSPECIFIED VISUAL DISTURBANCE
BLINONESS ANO LOH VISION
PROFOUNO VISION I HPAIRHENT, BOTH EYES
BLINONESS OF BOTH EYES, IHPAIRHENT LEVEL NOT FURTHER SPECIFIEO
BETTER EYE : TOTAL VISION IHPAIRPGMT:... ... .
LESSER EYE: TOTAL VISION IHPAIRHENT
BETTER EYE: NEAR-TOTAL VISION IHPAIRHENT;
LESSER EYE: TOTAL VISION IHPAIFMKMT,.... .. .
BETTER EYE: NEAR-TOTAL VISION IHPAIRHENT;
LESSER EYE: NEAR-TOTAL VISION IHPAIRHENT



































































VISION IMPAIRMENT OF LESSER EYE
BLINONESS, ONE EYE; LOld VISION OTHER EYE
MOOERATE OR SEVERE VISION IMPAIRMENT. BOTH EYES
LOH VISION, BOTH EYES, NOT OTHERHISE SPECIFIEO
BETTER EYE: SEVERE VISION IMPAIRMENT;
LESSER EYE: SEVERE VISION IHPAIRHENT
BETTER EYE: HOOERATE VISION IMPAIRMENT;
LESSER EYE: MOO ERATE VISION IMPAIRMENT
UNQUALIFIED VISUAL LOSS, BOTH EYES
LEGAL BLINilNESS, AS OEFINEO IN U.S.A.
PROFOUND VISION I14PAIRIIENT, ONE EYE
BLINONESS, ONE EYE, NOT OTHERWISE SPECIFIEO
ONE EYE: TOTAL VISION IMPAIRMENT; OTHER EYE:
ONE EYE: TOTAL VISION IMPAIRMENT; OTHER EYE:
ONE EYE: NEAR-TOTAL VISION IHPAIR14ENT: OTHER
SPECIFIEO






EYE: NORMAL VISIONONE EYE: NEAR–TOTAL VISION IMPAIRMENT; OTHER
1400 ERATE OR SEVERE VISION I14PAIRFIENT, ONE EYE
LOH VISION, ONE EYE, NOT OTHERUISE SPECIFIEO
ONE EYE: SEVERE VISION IMPAIRMENT; OTHER EYE: VISION NOT
SPECIFIEO
ONE EYE: MOO ERATE VISION I14PAIR14ENT; OTHER EYE: VISION NOT
SPECIFIEO
ONE EYE: MOO ERATE VISION IHPAIRNENT; OTHER EYE: NEAR-NOR14AL
VISION












CERTAIN TYPES OF KERATOCON.IUNCTI VITIS
PHLYCTENULAR KERATOCONJUNCTIVI TIS
EXPOSURE KERATOCONJUNCTI VITIS
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED KERATOCONJUNCTI VITIS
KERATOCONJ UNCTIVITIS, UNSPECIFIED
KERATITIS OR KERATOCONJUNCTIV ITIS IN EXANTHEMA
OTHER KERATOCONJUNCTIV ITIS
INTERSTITIAL ANO OEEP KERATITIS
INTERSTITIAL KERATITIS, UNSPECIFIED
OTHER FORHS OF KERATITIS
UNSPECIFIED KERATITIS
CORNEAL OPACITY AND OTHER OISOROERS OF CORNEA
CORNEAL SCARS AND OPACITIES
CORNEAL OPACITY, UNSPECIFIED








































































































OTHER CHRONIC ALLERGIC CONJUNCTIVITIS
BLEPHAROCONJ UNCTIVITIS
EL EPHAROCONJUNC TIVITIS, UN SPECIFIED













OTHER OISOROERS OF CONJUNCTIVAL
UNSPECIFIED OISOROER OF CONJUNCTIVAL
IN FLAHHATION OF EYELIOS
BLEPHARITIS
BLEPHARITIS, UNSPECIFIED





OTHER INFLANHATIONS OF EYELIOS
UNSPECIFIED INFLAMMATION OF EYELXO
OTHER OISOROERS OF EYELIOS
EN TROPION ANO TRICHIASIS OF EYELIO
ENTROPION, UNSPECIFIED
CICATRICIAL ENTROPION












OTHER OISOROERS AFFECTING EYELIO FUNCTION
LIO RETRACTION OR LAG
ABNORMAL INNERVATION SYNOROFIE OF EYELIO
BLEPHAROPHIMOSIS
DEGENERATIvE OISOROERS OF EYEL1O ANO PERIOCULAR AREA
XANTHELASMA OF EYELIO
OTHER DEGENERATIvE OISORDERS OF SKIN AFFECTING EYELIo




OTHER OISOROERS OF EYELIO
OISOROERS OF LACRIHAL SYSTEM
OACRYOAOENITIS
CHRONIC OACRYOAOENITIS
OiHER OiSOROERS OF LACRIMAL GLANO
TEAR FILM INSUFFICIENCY, UNSPECIFIED
EPIPHORA
EPIPHORA, UNSPECIFIED AS TO CAUSE
EPIPHORA OUE TO EXCESS LACRIMATION
















































































CHRONIC INFLAMMATION OF LACRIHAL PASSAGES
CHRONIC OACRYOCYSTITIS
LACRIHAL HUCOCELE
STENOSIS ANO INSUFFICIENCY OF LACRIHAL PASSAGES
STENOSIS OF LACRIHAL PUNCTUH
STENOSIS OF LACRIHAL CANAL ICULI
STENOSIS OF LACRIHAL SAC
OBSTRUCTION OF NASoLACRIHAL OUCT* NEoNATAL
STENOSIS OF NASOLACRIHAL OUCT, ACQUIREO
oTHER CHANGES OF LACRIMAL PASSAGES
OTHER CHANGES OF LACRIHAL PASSAGES
OTHER OISOROERS OF LACRIHAL SYSTEH
OTHER OISOROERS OF LACRIHAL SYSTEH
OISORDERS OF THE Om~rT------
ACUTE INFLAMMATION OF ORBIT
ACUTE INFLAHHATION OF ORBITt UNSPECIFIED
ORBITAL CELLULITIS
ORBITAL OSTEOMYELITIS
CHRONIC INFLAHHATORY OISOROERS OF ORBIT








ORBITAL EOEHA OR CONGESTION
OEFORHITY OF ORBIT
OEFORll ITY OF ORBITS UNSPECIFIED
OEFORHITY OF ORBIT OUE TO TRAUHA OR SURGERY
ENOPHTHALHOS
ENOPHTHALHOSS UNSPECIFIED AS TO CAUSE
ENOPHTHALHOS OUE TO TRAUHA OR SURGERY
OTHER ORBITAL OISOROERS
ORBITAL CYSTS-..-. ..— ,
OTHER ORBITAL OISOROERS
OISOROERS OF OPTIC NERVE ANO VISUAL PATHHAYS
PA PILLEOEMA. ... -———.—
PAPILLEOEHA, UNSPECIFIEO
PAPILLEOEHA ASSOCIATE HITH INCREASEO INTRACRANIAL PRESSURE








oTHER OISOROERS OF OPTIC NERVE
ISCHEHIC OPTIC NEUROPATHY
OTHER OISOROERS OF OPTIC NERVE
OISOROERS OF VISUAL CORTEX
CORTICAL BLINONESS











oTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED HE TEROTROPIA
HYPERTROPIA
HYPOTROP IA













































































THIRO OR OCULOIIOTOR NERVE PALSY, PARTIAL
THIRO OR OCULOHOTOR NERVE PALSY, TOTAL
FOURTH OR TROCHLEAR NERVE PALSY





STRABISMUS IN OTHER NEURO14USCULAR OISOROERS
OTHER OISOROERS OF BINOCULAR EYE HOVEHENTS
INTERNUCLEAR OPHTHALHOPLEGIA
OTHER OISSOCIATEO OEVIATION OF EYE MOVEMENTS
UNSPECIFIED OISOROER OF EYE lt3VEMENTS
OTHER OISOROERS OF EYE
SCLERITIS ANO EPISCLERITIS
SCLERITIS, UNSPECIFIED
SCLERITIS HITH CORNEAL INVOLVEMENT
POSTERIOR SCLERITIS
OTHER OISOROERS OF SCLERA
OTHER DEGENERATIVE OISOROERS OF SCLERA
OISOROERS OF VITREOUS BOOY
VITREOUS DEGENERATION
CRYSTALLINE OEPOSITS IN VITREOUS
VITREOUS HEMORRHAGE
OTHER VITREOUS OPACITIES
VITREOUS HEHBRANES ANO STRANOS
VITREOUS PROLAPSE
OTHER OISOROERS OF VITREOUS
APHAKIA ANO OTHER OISOROERS OF LENS
APHAKIA
SUBLUXATION OF LENS
OTHER OISOROERS OF LENS
ANOHALIES OF PUPILLARY FUNCTION
AN ISOCORIA
MIOSIS (PERSISTENT)s NOT OUE TO flIOTICS
HYORIASIS (PERSISTENT)* NoT ouE To HyoRIATIcS
TONIC PUPILLARY REACTION
OTHER ANOMALIES OF PUP ILLARY FUNCTION
NY STAGHUS ANO OTHER IRREGULAR EYE HOVEHENTS
NYSTAGMUS, UNSPECIFIED
CONGENITAL NYSTAGHUS
NYSTAGHUS ASSOCIATE HITH OISOROERS OF THE VESTIBULAR SYSTEM
oTHER FORNS ❑F NYSTAGHUS
oTHER IRREGULARITIES OF EYE MOVEHENTS
OTHER SPECIFIEO oISOROERS OF EYE ANO AONEXA
UNSPECIFIED OISOROER OF EYE ANO AONEXA
PAIN IN OR AROUNO EYE
SHELLING OR HASS OF EYE
REONESS OR OISCHARGE OF EYE
OTHER ILL-OEFINEO OISOROERS OF EYE
OISOROERS OF EXTERNAL EAR
PERICHONORITIS OF PINNA
PERICHONORITIS OF PINNA* unspecified
ACUTE PERICHONORITIS OF PINNA
INFECTIVE OTITIS EXTERNA
INFECTIVE OTITIS EXTERNA, UNSPECIFIED
ACUTE .WIHHERS” EAR
OTHER ACUTE INFECTIONS OF EXTERNAL EAR
HALIGNANT OTITIS EXTERNA
CHRONIC HYCOTIC OTITIS EXTERNA
OTHER OTITIS EXTERNA
CHOLESTEATOMA OF EXTERNAL EAR
OTHER ACUTE OTITIS EXTERNA
oTHER CHRONIC OTITIS EXTERNA
NONINFECTIOUS OISOROERS OF PINNA
HEHATOHA OF AURICLE OR PINNA
ACQUIREO OEFORHITIES OF AURICLE OR PINNA
oTHER NoNINFECTIOUS OISOROERS OF PINNA
I14PACTE0 CERUHEN
AC QUIREO STENOSIS OF EXTERNAL EAR CANAL
ACQUIREO STENOSIS OF EXTERNAL EAR CANAL, UNSPECIFIED
AS TO CAUSE










































































ACQUIRED STENOSIS OF EXTERNAL EAR CANAL SECONOARY TO SURGERY
OTHER OISOROERS OF EXTERNAL EAR
OTHER OISOROERS OF EXTERNAL EAR
UNSPECIFIED CIISOROER OF EXTERNAL EAR
NONSUPPURATIVE OTITIS HEOIA ANO EUSTACHIAN TUBE OISOROERS
ACUTE NONSUPPURATIVE OTXTIS 14EOIA
ACUTE NONSUPPURATIVE oTITIS MEOIA, UNSPECIFIED
ACUTE SEROUS OTITIS MEOXA
ACUTE SAN@ JINOUS OTITIS HEOf A
ACUTE ALLERGIC SANGUINEOUS OTITIS tlEOIA
CHRONIC SEROUS OTITIS HEOIA
CHRONIC SEROUS OTITIS MEOIA, SIMPLE OR UNSPECIFIED
CHRONIC WJCOIO OTITIS MEOIA
CHRONIC HUCOIO OTITIS FIEOIA, SIMPLE OR UNSPECIFIED
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED CHRONIC NONSUPPURATIVE OTITIS MEOIA
NO NSUPPURATIVE OTITIS HEOIA, NOT SPECIFIEO AS ACUTE OR CHRONIC
EUSTACHIAN SALPINGITIS
EUSTACHIAN SALPINGITIS, UNSPECIFIED
CHRONIC EUSTACHIAN SAL PINGITIS
OBSTRUCTION OF EUSTACHIAN TUBE
OBSTRUCTION OF EUSTACHIAN TUBE, UNSPECIFIED
OTHER OISOROERS OF EUSTACHIAN TUBE
DYSFUNCTION OF EUSTACHIAN TUBE
OTHER OISOROERS OF EuSTACHIAN TUBE
SUPPURATIVE AND UNSPECIFIED OTITIS HEOIA
ACUTE SUPPURATIVE OTITIS HEOIA
ACUTE SUPPURATIVE OTITIS !IEOIA HITHOUT SPONTANEOUS RUPTURE OF
EARORUH
ACUTE SUPPURATIVE OTITIS MEOIA IN OISEASES CLASSIFIED
ELSEHHERE
CHRONIC TUBOTYMPANIC SUP PURATIVE OTITIS HEOIA
CHRONIC ATTICOANTRAL SUP PURATIVE OTITIS MEOIA
UNSPECIFIED CHRONIC SUPPURATIVE OTITIS HEOIA
UNSPECIFIED SUPPURATIVE OTITIS MEOIA
UNSPECIFIED OTITIS HEOIA
NASTOIOITIS ANO RELATEO CONDITIONS
ACUTE MASTOIDITIS
ACUTE HASTOIOITIS HITHOUT COMPLICATIONS
SUBPERIOSTEAL ABSCESS OF MASTOIO







RECURRENT CHOLESTEATOMA OF POSTMASTOIOECTOHY CAVITY
GRANuLATIONS OF POSTHASTOIOECTOIIY CAVITY
OTHER OISOROERS OF MASTOIO
POSTAURICULAR FISTULA
OTHER DISOROERS OF MASTOIO
UNSPECIFIED HASTOIOITIS
OTHER OISOROERS OF TYMPANIC UE14BRANE
ACUTE flYRINGITIS HITHOUT HENTION OF oTITIS FIEOIA
BULLOUS PIYRINGITIS
OTHER ACUTE MYRXNGITIS HITHOUT MENTION OF OTITIS IIEOIA
PERFORATION OF TYIIPANIC HEMBRANE
PERFORATION OF TYHPANIC HEMBRANE, UNSPECIFIED
CENTRAL PERFORATION OF TYllPANIC MEMBRANE
ATTIC PERFORATION OF TYHPANIC HEHBRANE
OTHER MARGINAL PERFORATION OF TYHPANIC MEMBRANE
#lULTIPLE PERFORATIONS OF TYHPANIC MEMBRANE
TOTAL PERFORATION OF TYMPANIC MEHBRANE
OTHER SPECIFIEO OISOROERS OF TY!4PANIC MEMBRANE
ATROPHIC NONFLACCIO TYflPANIC HEHBRANE
UNSPECIFIED OISOROER OF TY14PANIC FIEHBRANE
OTHER OISORDERS OF HIOOLE EAR ANO HASTOIO
TYHPANo SCLEROSIS
TYIIPANOSCLEROSIS, UNSPECIFIED AS TO INVOLVEMENT
TYHPANOSCLEROSIS INvOLVING TYHPANZC *EHafiANE ONLY
NMPANOSCLEROSIS INVOLVING TYllPANIC llEHaRANE ANO EAR OSSICLES
TYIIPANOSCLEROSIS INVOLVING TYHPANIC IIEHBRANE, EAR OS SICLES.
ANO tlIOOLE EAR











































































AOHESIVE MIOOLE EAR OISEASE, UNSPECIFIED AS TO INVOLVEMENT
AOHESIONS OF ORUH HEAO TO INCUS
AOHESIONS OF ORUH HEAO TO STAPES
OTHER HIOOLE EAR AOHES1ONS ANO COMBINATIONS
OTHER AC QUIREO ABNORMALITY OF EAR OSSICLES
IMPAIREO MOBILITY OF OTHER EAR OSSICLES
DISCONTINUITY OR DIsLoCATION OF EAR OSSICLES
PARTIAL LOSS OR NECROSIS OF EAR OSSICLES
CHOLESTEATOHA OF H1OOLE EAR ANO MASTO1O
CHOLESTEATOMA, uNSPECIFIED
CHOLESTEATOIIA OF ATTIC
CHOLESTEATOMA OF H1OOLE EAR
CHOLESTEATOHA OF HIOOLE EAR ANO 14ASTOI0
oTHER OISOROERS OF flIOOLE EAR ANO HASTOIO
CHOLESTERIN GRANULO14A OF II IOOLE EAR
RETAINEO FOREIGN BODY OF MIOOLE EAR
OTHER OISOROERS OF MIOOLE EAR ANO HASTOIO
UN SPECIFIED OISOROER OF MIOOLE EAR ANO MASTOIO
vERTIGINOUS SYNOROMES ANO OTHER OISOROERS OF VEST IBULAR SYSTEM
MENIEREOS OISEASE
MENIERE*s oIsEAs E. unspecified
ACTIVE H13NIERE*S OISEASE, COCHLEOVESTIBULAR
ACTIVE !lENIERE*S OISEASE, VEST IaULAR
INACTIVE MENIERE*S OISEASE
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED PERIPHERAL VERTIGO
PERIPHERAL VERTIGO, UNSPECIFIED
BENIGN PAROXYSMAL POSITIONAL VERTIGO
VESTIBULAR NEURONITIS
OTHER PERIPHERAL VERTIGO










LAaYRINTHINE FISTULA OF COflflINEO SITES
LAaYRINTHINE DYSFUNCTION
LABYRINTHINE DYSFUNCTION, UNSPECIFIED
OTHER FORMS ANO COPlaINATIONS OF LABYRINTHINE DYSFUNCTION
OTHER DISOROERS OF LAaYRINTH
UNSPECIFIED VERTIGINOUS SYNOROHES ANO LABYRINTHINE OISOROERS
OTOS CL EROS IS
OTOSCLEROSIS INVOLVING OVAL HINOOU, NONOBLITERATIVE




OTHER DISOROERS OF EAR
DEGENERATIVE AND VASCULAR OISOROERS OF EAR
DEGENERATIVE ANO VASCULAR OISOROERS, UNSPECIFIED
PRESa YACUSIS
NOISE EFFECTS ON INNER EAR
NOISE EFFECTS ON INNER EAR, UNSPECIFIED
NO ISE-INOUCEO HEARING LOSS












oTHER DISOROERS OF EAR







































































CONDUCTIVE HEARING LOSS* UNSPECIFIED
CONDUCTIVE HEARING LOSS, TY14PANIC MEMBRANE
CONDUCTIVE HEARING LOSSS llIOOLE EAR
CONDUCTIVE HEARING LOSS* INNER EAR
SENSORINEURAL HEARING LOSS




SENSORINEURAL HEARING LOSS OF COHBINEO TYPES
HIXEO CONDUCTIVE ANO SENSORINEURAL HEARING LOSS
OEAF IKJTISHS NOT ELSEHHERE CLASSIFIABLE
OTHER SPECIFIEO FORHS OF HEARING LOSS
UNSPECIFIED HEARING LOSS
OISEASES OF THE CIRCULATORY SYSTEH
RHEUHATIC FEVER UITHOUT MENTION OF HEART INVOLVEI’IENT




OTHER ACUTE RHEUHATIC HEART OISEASE
ACUTE RHEUHATIC HEART DISEASE. UNSPECIFIED
RHEU#lATIC CHOiEA
RHEUHATIC CHOREA HITHOUT HENTION OF HEART INVOLVEMENT
OISEASES OF MITRAL VALVE
HITRAL STENOSIS
RHEUMATIC MITRAL INSUFFICIENCY
HITRAL STEMJSIS HITH INSUFFICIENCY
oTHER ANO l!NSPECIFIEO HITRAL VALVE OISEASES
OISEASES OF AORTIC VALVE
RHEUHATIC AORTIC STENOSIS
RHEUMATIC AORTIC INSUFFICIENCY
RHEUHATIC AORTIC STENOSIS IAITH INSUFFICIENCY
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED RHEUHATIC AORTIC OISEASES
OISEASES OF HITRAL ANO AORTIC VALVES
HITRAL VALVE STENOSIS ANO AORTIC VALVE STENOSIS
HITRAL VALVE STENOSIS ANO AORTIC VALVE INSUFFICIENCY
HITRAL VALVE INSUFFICIENCY ANO AORTIC VALVE STENOSIS
HITRAL VALVE INSUFFICIENCY ANO AORTIC VALVE INSUFFICIENCY
HULTIPLE INVOLVEMENT OF HITRAL ANO AORTIC VALVES
HITRAL ANO AORTIC VALVE OISEASESS UNSPECIFIED
OISEASES OF OTHER ENDOCAROIAL STRUCTURES
OISEASES OF TRICUSPIO VALVE
RHEUHATIC OISEASES OF PULHONARY VALVE
RHEUHATIC OISEASES OF ENOOCAROIUH~ VALVE UNSPECIFIED
OTHER RHEUHATIC HEART OISEASE
RHEUHATIC HVOCAROITIS
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED RHEUMATIC HEART OISEASES
RHEUMATIC HEART OISEASE, uNSPECIFIED
RHEUHATIC HEART FAILURE (CONGESTIVE)






i4ALIGNANT HYPERTENSIVE HEART OISEASE
HALIGNANT HYPERTENSIVE HEART OISEASE HITHOUT CONGESTIVE
HEART FAILURE
NALIGNANT HYPERTENSIVE HEART OISEASE IAITH CONGESTIVE HEART
FAILURE
BENIGN HYPERTENSIVE HEART oISEASE
BENIGN HYPERTENSIVE HEART OISEASE HITHOUT CONGESTIVE HEART
FAILURE
BENIGN HYPERTENSIVE HEART oISEASE HITH CONGESTIVE HEART
FAILURE
UNSPECIFIED HYPERTENSIVE HEART OISEASE
UNSPECIFIED HYPERTENSIVE HEART OISEASE HITHOUT CONGESTIVE
HEART FAILURE
UNSPECIFIED HYPERTENSIVE HEART OISEASE HITH CONGESTIVE
HEART FAILURE
HYPERTENSIVE RENAL OISEASE
HAL16NANT HYPERTENSIVE RENAL OISEASE

















































/ HYPERTENSIVE RENAL OISEASE, MALIGNANT, UITH RENAL
FAILURE
BENIGN HYPERTENSIVE RENAL OISEASE
/ HYPERTENSIVE RENAL OISEASE, BENIGN, HITHOUT HENTION OF
RENAL FAILURE
/ HYPERTENSIVE RENAL OISEASE, BENIGN, HITH RENAL FAILURE
UNSPECIFIED HYPERTENSIVE RENAL OISEASE
/ HYPERTENSIVE RENAL OISEASE, UNSPECIFIEO$ HITHOUT
HENTION OF RENAL FAILURE
/ HYPERTENSIVE RENAL OISEASE, UNSPECIFIED, klITH RENAL
FAILURE
HYPERTENSIVE HEART ANO RENAL OISEASE
MALIGNANT HYPERTENSIVE HEART ANO RENAL OISEASE
/ HYPERTMSIVE HEART ANO RENAL OISEASE, HALIGNANT*
WITHOUT HENTION OF CONGESTIVE HEART FAILURE OR RENAL
FAILURE
/ HYPERTENSIVE HEART AND RENAL OISEASE, HALIGNANT, UITH
CONGESTIVE HEART FAILURE OR RENAL FAILURE
BENIGN HYPERTENSIVE HEART ANO RENAL OISEASE
/ HYPERTENSIVE HEART ANO RENAL OISEASE. BENIGN. MITH
RENAL FAILURE
/ HYPERTENSIVE HEART ANO RENAL OISEASE, BENIGN, UITH
CONGESTIVE HEART FAILURE OR RENAL FAILURE
UNSPECIFIED HYPERTENSIVE HEART AND RENAL OISEASE
/ HYPERTENSIVE HEART ANO RENAL OISEASE* UNSPECIFIED,
HITHOUT HENTION OF CONGESTIVE HEART FAILURE OR RENAL
FAILURE
/ HYPERTENSIVE HEART ANO RENAL OISEASE, UNSPECIFIED, WITH
CONGESTIVE HEART FAILURE
/ HYPERTENSIVE HEART ANO RENAL OISEASE* UNSPECIFIED,
liITH RENAL FAILURE
/ HYPERTENSIVE HEART ANO RENAL OISEASE, UNSPECIFIEOS




OTHER HALIGNANT SECONOARY HYPERTENSION
BENIGN SECONOARY HYPERTENSION
BENIGN RENOVASCULAR HYPERTENSION
OTHER BENIGN SECONOARY HYPERTENSION
UNSPECIFIED SECONOARY HYPERTENSION
UNSPECIFIED RENOVASCULAR HYPERTENSION
OTHER UNSPECIFIED SECONOARY HYPERTENSION
ACUTE HYOCAROIAL INFARCTION
ACUTE HYOCARDIAL INFARCTION OF ANTEROLATERAL HALL
/ ACUTE HYOCAROIAL INFARCTION, OF ANTEROLATERAL HALLs
EPISOOE OF CARE. UNSPECIFIED
/ ACUTE HYOCAROIA” INFARCTION, OF ANTEROLATERAL HALL= .
INITIAL EPISOOE OF CARE
/ ACUTE HYOCAROIAL INFARCTIONS OF ANTEROLATERAL klALLs
SUBSEQUENT EPISOOE OF CARE
ACUTE HYOCARDIAL INFARCTION OF OTHER ANTERIOR HALL
/ ACUTE HYOCAROIk INFARCTION* OF OTHER ANTERIOR )JALL~
EPISODE OF CARE UNSPECIFIED
/ ACUTE HYOCAROIAL INFARCTION* OF OTHER ANTERIOR HALLs
INITIAL EPISOOE OF CARE
/ ACUTE HYOCAROIAL INFARCTION, OF OTHER ANTERIOR UALl -,-,
SUBSEQUENT EPISOOE OF CARE
ACUTE HYOCAROIAL INFARCTION OF INFEROLATERAL HALL
/ ACUTE MYOCAROIAL INFARCTION, OF INFERoLATERAL HALL~
EPISODE OF CARE UNSPECIFIED
/ ACUTE HYOCAROIAL INFARCTION, OF INFERoLATERAL HALL,
INITIAL EPISODE OF CARE
/ ACUTE HYOCAROIAL INFARCTION~ OF INFEROLATERAL WALL. .
SUBSEQUENT EPISOOE OF CARE
ACUTE HYCCAROIAL INFARCTION OF INFEROPOSTERIOR MALL
/ ACUTE HYOCAROIAL INFARCTION, OF INFEROPOSTERIOR HALL.----
EPISOOE OF CARE UNSPECIFIED
/ ACUTE ~YoCAROIAL INFARCTION, OF INFEROPoSTERIOR HALL*
INITIAL EPISOOE OF CARE
/ ACUTE HYOCAROIAL INFARCTION, OF INFEROPOSTERIOR IAALL,
SUBSEQUENT EPISOOE OF CARE























































/ ACUTE HYOCAROIAL INFARCTION, OF OTHER INFERIOR WALL,
EPISOOE OF CARE UNSPECIFIED
/ ACUTE HYOCAROIAL INFARCTION, OF OTHER INFERIOR MALL,
INITIAL EPISOOE OF CARE
/ ACUTE MYOCAROIAL INFARCTION* OF OTHER INFERIOR UALL,
SUBSEQUENT EPISOOE OF CARE
ACUTE 14YoCAR01AL INFARCTION OF OTHER LATERAL HALL
/ ACUTE MYOCAROIAL INFARCTION,
EPISOOE OF CARE UNSPECIFIEO
/ ACUTE HYOCAROIAL INFARCTION,
INITIAL EPISOOE OF CARE
/ ACUTE MYOCAROIAL 1NFARCTION.
SUBSEQUENT EPISOOE OF CARi -
TRUE POSTERIOR HALL INFARCTION
/ ACUTE HYOCAROIAL INFARCTION,
INFARCTION, EPISOOE OF CARE
/ ACUTE MYOCAROIAL INFARCTION,
INFARCTION, INITIAL EPISOOE
OF OTHER LATERAL MALL.
OF OTHER LATERAL HALL,





/ ACUTE MYOCAROIAL INFARCTION, TRUE POSTERIOR HALL
INFARCTION, SUBSEQUENT EPISOOE OF CARE
SUBENOOCAROIAL INFARCTION
/ ACUTE HYOCAROIAL INFARCTION, SUOENOOCAROIAL INFARCTION,
EPISOOE OF CARE UNSPECIFIED
/ ACUTE HYOCAROIAL INFARCTION, SUBENOOCAROIAL INFARCTION,
INITIAL EPISOOE OF CARE
/ ACUTE HYOCAROIAL INFARCTION, SUBENOOCAROIAL INFARCTION,
SUBSEQUENT EPISOOE OF CARE
ACUTE HYOCAROIAL INFARCTION OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES
/ ACUTE HYOCAROIAL INFARCTION, OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES,
EPISOOE OF CARE UNSPECIFIED
/ ACUTE MYOCAROIAL INFARCTION, OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES,
INITIAL EPISOOE OF CARE
/ ACUTE HYOCAROIAL INFARCTION, OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES,
SUBSEQUENT EPISOOE OF CARE
ACUTE MYOCAROIAL INFARCTION OF UNSPECIFIED SITE
/ ACUTE HYOCAROIAL INFARCTION, UNSPECIFIED SITE, EPISOOE
OF CARE UNSPECIFIED
/ ACUTE HYOCAROIAL INFARCTION, UNSPECIFIED SITE, INITIAL
EPISOOE OF CARE
/ ACUTE 14YOCAROIAL INFARCTION, UNSPECIFIED SITE.
SUBSEQUENT EPISOOE OF CARE
OTHER ACUTE ANO SUBACUTE FORMS OF ISCHEMIC HEART
OISEASE
PO STHYOCAROIAL INFARCTION SYNOROHE
IN TERHEOIATE CORONARY SYNOROHE
OTHER ACUTE ANO SUBACUTE FORKS OF ISCHEHIC HEART OIStiSE / OTHER







OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED ANGINA PECTORIS
OTHER FORMS OF CHRONIC ISCHEMIC HEART OISEASE
CORONARY ATHEROSCLEROSIS
ANEURYSH OF HEART
ANEURYSM OF HEART (HALL)
ANEURYSM OF CORONARY VESSELS
OTHER ANEURYSM OF HEART
OTHER SPECIFIEO FORHS OF CHRONIC ISCHEHIC HEART OISEASE
CHRONIC IS CHEMIC HEART OISEASE, UNSPECIFIED
ACUTE PULHCWARY HEART OISEASE
ACUTE COR PULHONALE
PULMONARY EMBOLISM ANO INFARCTION
CHRONIC PULHONARY HEART OISEASE
PRIMARY PULNONARY HYPERTENSION
OTHER CHRONIC PULMONARY HEART OISEASES
CHRONIC PULflONARY HEART OISEASE, UNSPECIFIED
OTHER OISEASES OF PuLMONARY CIRCULATION
ARTERIOVENOUS FISTULA OF PULflONARY VESSELS
ANEURYSM OF PULMONARY ARTERY












































































ACUTE PERICAROITIS IN OISEASES CLASSIFIEO ELSEHHERE
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED ACUTE PER ICAROITIS
ACUTE PERICAROITIS, UN SPECIFIED
ACUTE 101OPATH1C PER ICAROITIS
OTHER ACUTE PER ICAROITIS
ACUTE ANO SUBACUTE ENOOCAROITIS
ACUTE ANO SUBACUTE BACTERIAL ENOOCAROITIS
ACUTE EN LIJCAROITIS, UNSPECIFIED
ACUTE MYOCAROITIS
OTHER ANO IA’4SPECIFIE0 ACUTE MYOCAROITIS
ACUTE MYOCAROITIS, UNSPECIFIED
IDIOPATHIC MYOCAROITIS




OTHER SPECIFIEO OISEASES OF PERICAROIUH
UNSPECIFIED OISEASE OF PER ICAROIUH
OTHER OISEASES OF ENOOCAROIUM
MITRAL VALVE OISOROERS
AORTIC VNVE OISOROERS
TRICUSPIO VALVE OISOROERS, SPECIFIEO AS NONRHEUMATIC
PULNONARY VALVE OISOROERS
EN OOCAROITIS, VALVE UNSPECIFIED
ENOOCAROITIS, VALVE UNSPECIFIED, UNSPECIFIED CAUSE
OTHER EN OOCAROITIS, VALVE UNSPECIFIED
CARO 10H% PAT HY
ENOOHYOCAROIAL FIBROSIS
HYPERTROPHIC OBSTRUCTIVE CARDIOMYOPATHY




NUTRITIONAL ANO UETABOLIC CARDIOMYOPATHY
CA ROIOHYOPATHY IN OTHER OISEASES CLASSIFIED ELSE HHERE
SE CONOARY CARDIOMYOPATHY, UNSPECIFIED
CONDUCTION OISOROERS
ATRIOVENTRICULAR BLOCK, COMPLETE
ATRIOVENTRICULAR BLOCK, OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED
ATRIOVENTRICULAR BLOCK, UNSPECIFIED
FIRST OEGREE ATRIOVENTRICULAR BLOCK
HOBITZ (TYPE) II ATRIOVENTRIIXLAR BLOCK
OTHER SECONO OEGREE ATRIOVENTRICULAR BLOCK
LEFT BUNOLE BRANCH HEfl IBLOCK
OTHER LEFT BUNOLE BRANCH BLOCK
RIGHT BUNOLE BRANCH BLOCK
BUNOLE BWWH BLoCK, OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED
BUNOLE BRANCH BLOCK, UNSPECIFIED
RIGHT BUNOLE BRANCH BLOCK ANO LEFT POSTERIOR FASCICULAR BLOCK
RIGHT BUNOLE BRANCH BLOCK ANO LEFT ANTERIOR FASCICULAR BLOCK




OTHER SPECIFIEO CONDUCTION OISOROERS
LOWJ-GANONG-LEVINE SYNOROHE






ATRIAL FIBRILLATIoN ANO FLUTTER
ATRIAL FIBRILLATIoN
ATRIAL FLUTTER




























































































FUNCTIONAL DISTURBANCES FOLLOHING CAROIAC SURGERY
RUPTURE OF CHOROAE TENOINEAE
RUPTURE OF PAPILLARY HUSCLE
/ CERTAIN SEQUELAE OF HYOCAROIAL INFARCTION, NoT ELSEIIHERE
CLASSIFIED
/ ACQUIREO CAROIAC SEPTAL OEFECT
/ OTHER CERTAIN SEQUELAE OF MYOCAROIAL INFARCTION. NOT
ELSEHHERE CLASSIFIED
OTHER ILL-OEFINEO HEART OISEASES
OTHER OISCIROERS OF PAPILLARY HUSCLE
HYPERKINETIC HEART OISEASE








OCCLUSION ANO STENOSIS OF PRECEREBRAL ARTERIES
OCCLUSION ANO STENOSIS OF BASILAR ARTERY
OCCLUSION ANO STENOSIS OF CAROTIO ARTERY
OCCLUSION ANO STENOSIS OF VERTEBRAL ARTERY
OCCLUSION ANO STENOSIS OF MULTIPLE ANO BILATERAL
PRECEREBRAL ARTERIES
oCCLUSION ANO STENOSIS OF OTHER SPECIFIEO PRECEREBRAL ARTERY
OCCLUSION ANO STENOSIS OF UNSPECIFIED PRECEREBRAL ARTERY
OCCLUSION OF CEREBRAL ARTERIES
CEREBRAL THROMBOSIS
CEREBRAL EHBOLISH





OTHER SPECIFIEO TRANSIENT CEREBRAL ISCHEHIAS
UNSPECIFIED TRANSIENT CEREBRAL ISCHEHIA
ACUTE, BUT ILL-OEFINEO* CEREBROVASCULAR OISEASE
OTHER ANO ILL-OEFINEO CEREBROVASCULAR OISEASE
CEREBRAL ATHEROSCLEROSIS





NONPYOGENIC THROMBOSIS OF INTRACRANIAL VENOUS SINUS
OTHER ILL-OEFINEO CEREBROVASCULAR OISEASE
UNSPECIFIED CEREBROVASCULAR OISEASE
LATE EFFECTS OF CEREBROVASCULAR OISEASE
ATHEROSCLEROSIS
ATHEROSCLEROSIS OF AORTA
ATHEROSCLEROSIS OF RENAL ARTERY
ATHEROSCLEROSIS OF ARTERIES OF THE EXTREMITIES
ATHEROSCLEROSIS OF OTHER SPECIFIED ARTERIES
GENERALIZE ANO UNSPECIFIED ATHEROSCLEROSIS
AORTIC ANEURYSH
DISSECTING ANEURYSH (ANY PART)
THORACIC ANEURYSMS RUPTUREO
THORACIC ANEURYSH HITHOUT HENTION OF RUPTURE
ABOOHINAL AN EURYSH* RUPTUREO
ABOOHINAL ANEURYSM HITHoUT MENTION OF RUPTURE







































































AORTIC ANEURYSH OF UNSPECIFIED SITE HITHOUT MENTION OF RUPTURE
OTHER ANEURYSH
ANEURYSH OF ARTERY OF UPPER EXTREHITY
ANEURYSH OF RENAL ARTERY
ANEURYSM OF ILIAC ARTERY
ANEURYSM OF ARTERY OF LOHER EXTREMITY
ANEURYSM OF OTHER SPECIFIEO ARTERY
ANEURYSM OF ARTERY OF NECK
ANEURYSH OF SUBCLAVIAN ARTERY
ANEURYSM OF SPLENIC ARTERY
ANEURYSM OF OTHER VISCERAL ARTERY
ANEURYSM OF OTHER SPECIFIEO ARTERY
ANEURYSH OF UNSPECIFIED SITE
OTHER PERIPHERAL VASCULAR DISEASE
RAYNAUO*S SYNOROHE
THRoHBoANGrxTxs OBLITERANS (BUERGER*S OISEASE)
OTHER SPECIFIEO PERIPHERAL VASCULAR OISEASES
PERIPHERAL ANGIOPATHY IN OISEASES CLASSIFIED ELSEUHERE
OTHER PERIPHERAL VASCULAR OISEASE
PERIPHERAL VASCULAR OISEASES UNSPECIFIED
ARTERIAL EMBOLISM ANO THROMBOSIS
EHBOLISH AND THROMBOSIS OF ABOOHINAL AORTA
EI’180LISH ANO THROMBOSIS OF THORACIC AORTA
EHBOLISH ANO THROMBOSIS OF ARTERIES OF THE EXTREMITIES
ARTERIAL EMBOLISM ANO THROMBOSIS OF UPPER EXTREMITY
ARTERIAL EMBOLISH ANO THROMBOSIS OF LOHER EXTREHITY
EMBOLISM ANO THROIIBOSIS OF OTHER SPECIFIEO ARTERY
EMBOLISM ANO THROMBOSIS OF ILIAC ARTERY
EMBOLISU ANO THROMBOSIS OF OTHER ARTERY
EMBOLISM ANO THROMBOSIS OF UNSPECIFIED ARTERY
POLYARTERITIS NOOOSA ANO ALLIEO CONDITIONS
PoLYARTERITIS NOOOSA










CELIAC ARTERY COMPRESSION SYNOROHE
NECROSIS OF ARTERY
ARTERITIS~ UNSPECIFIED
OTHER SPECIFIEO OISOROERS OF ARTERIES AND ARTERIOLES




OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED CAPILLARY OISEASES
PHLEBITIS ANO THROllBOPHLEBITIS
PHLEBITIS ANO THROHBOPHLEBITIS OF SUPERFICIAL VESSELS
OF LOkl ER EXTREMITIES
PHLEBITIS ANO THROHBOPHLEBITIS OF DEEP VESSELS OF LOHER
EXTREMITIES
PHLEBITIS ANO TtlROHBOPHLEBITIS OF FEMORAL VEIN (OEEP)
PHLEBITIS ANO THROHBOPHLEBITIS OF OTHER OEEP VESSELS OF
LOHER EXTREMITIES
PHLEBITIS ANO THROHBOPHLEBITIS OF LOHER EXTREMITIESS
UNSPEC IFI EO
PHLEBITIS ANO THROHBOPHLEBITIS OF OTHER SITES
PHLEBITIS ANO THROIIBOPHLEBITIS OF ILIAC VEIN
PHLEBITIS ANO THROHBOPHLEBITIS OF OTHER SITES
PHLEBITIS ANO THROHBOPHLEBITIS OF UNSPECIFIED SITE
PORTAL VEIN THROHMSIS
OTHER VENOUS EHBOLISH AND THROMBOSIS
BUOO-CHIARI SYNDROHE
THROHBOPHLEBITIS HIGRANS
EHBOLISH ANO THROMBOSIS OF VENA CAVA
EMBOLISH ANO THROMBOSIS OF RENAL VEIN
EHBDLISH ANO THROMBOSIS OF OTHER SPECIFIEO VEINS
EHB43LISH ANO THROMBOSIS OF UNSPECIFIED SITE






































































VARICOSE VEINS OF LOHER EXTRE141TIES !IITH ULCER
VARICOSE VEINS OF LOHER EXTREMITIES HITH INFLAHHATION
VARICOSE VEINS OF LOHER EXTREMITIES HITH ULCER ANO
INFLA!414ATION
VARICOSE VEINS OF LOHER EXTRE141TIES HITHOUT MENTION OF ULCER
OR INFLAMA4ATION
HEf40RRHOI OS
INTERNAL HEN ORRHOIOS tAITHOUT MENTION OF COMPLICATION
INTERNAL THROMBOSEO HEHORRHOIOS
INTERNAL HEHORRHOIOS HITH OTHER CO14PLICATION
EXTERNAL HE!40RRHOIOS ldITHOUT HENTION OF COMPLICATION
EXTERNAL THROMBOSED HEMORRHOIDS
EXTERNAL HENORRHOIOS lJITH OTHER COMPLICATION
UNSPECIFIED HEHORRHOIOS UITHCUT MENTION OF COMPLICATION
UNSPECIFIED THROIIBOSEO HEHORRHOIOS
UNSPECIFIED HEMoRRHOIDS MITH OTHER COMPLICATION
RESIOUAL HEMORRHOIOAL SKIN TAGS
VARICOSE VEINS OF OTHER SITES
ESOPHAGEAL VARICES HITH BLEEDING
ESOPHAGEAL VARICES WITHOUT IIENTION OF BLEEOING
ESOPHAGEAL VARICES IN OISEASES CLASSIFIED ELSEUHERE
ESOPHAGEAL VARICES IN OISEASES CLASSIFIED ELSE HHERE.
ilITH BLEEOING
ESOPHAGEAL VARICES IN OISEASES CLASSIFIED ELSEklHERE,




VARICES OF OTHER SITES




OTHER NONINFECTIOUS OISOROERS OF LYMPHATIC CHANNELS









OTHER SPECIFIEO OISOROERS OF CIRCULATORY SYSTEM
VENOUS (PERIPHERAL) INSUFFICIENCY, UNSPECIFIED
OTHER SPECIFIEO CIRCULATORY SYSTEM OISOROERS
UNSPECIFIED CIRCULATORY SYSTEM DISOROER
OISEASES OF THE RESPIRATORY SYSTEM










ACUTE LARYNGITIS ANO TRACHEITIS
ACUTE LARYNGITIS
ACUTE TRACHEITIS
ACUTE TRACHEITIS WITHOUT HENTION OF OBSTRUCTION
ACUTE TRACHEITIS iiITH OBSTRUCTION
ACUTE LARYNGOTRACHEITIS
ACUTE LARYNGOTRACHEITIS llITHOUT HENTION OF OBSTRUCTION
ACUTE LARYNGOTRACHEITIS HITH OBSTRUCTION
ACUTE EPIGLOTTITIS
ACUTE EPIGLOTTITIS !dITHOUT MENTION OF OBSTRUCTION
ACUTE EPIGLOTTITIS HITH OBSTRUCTION
CROUP
ACUTE UPPER RESPIRATORY INFECTIONS OF MULTIPLE OR UNSPECIFIED
SITES
ACUTE LARYNGOPHARYNGITIS










































































ACUTE UPPER RESPIRATORY INFECTIONS OF uNSPECIFXEO SITE





POLYP OF NASAL CAVITY
PoLYPOIO SINUS DEGENERATION
OTHER POLYP OF SINUS
UNSPECIFXEO NASAL POLYP










UN SPECIFXEO SINUSITIS (CHRONIC)
CHRONIC OISEASE OF TONSILS ANO AOENOIOS
CHRONIC TONSILLITIS
HYPERTROPHY OF TONSILS ANO AOENOIOS
HYPERTROPHY OF TONSILS HITH AOENOIOS
HYPERTROPHY OF TONSILS ALONE
HYPERTROPHY OF AOENOIOS ALONE
AOENOIO VEGETATIONS
OTHER CHRONIC OISEASE OF TONSILS ANO AOENOIOS
UNSPECIFIED CHRONIC OISEASE OF TONSILS ANO AOENOIOS
PERITONSILLAR ABSCESS




ALLERGIC RHINITIS OUE TO POLLEN
ALLERGIC RHINITIS OUE TO OTHER ALLERGEN
ALLERGIC RHINITIS, CAUSE UNSPECIFIED
OTHER OISEASES OF uPPER RESPIRATORY TRACT
HYPERTROPHY OF NASAL TuRBINATEs
OTHER OISEASES OF NASAL CAVITY ANO SINUSES
OTHER OISEASES OF PHARYNX, NOT ELSEHHERE CLASSIFIED
UNSPECIFIED OISEASE OF PHARYNX
CELLULITIS OF PHARYNX OR NASOPHARYNX
PARAPHARYNGEAL A8SCESS
RETROPHARYNGEAL ABSCESS
EOE#lA OF PHARYNX OR NASOPHARYNX
CYST OF PHARYNX OR NASOPHARYNX
OTHER OISEASES OF PHARYNX OR NASOPHARYNX
PARALYSIS OF VOCAL COROS OR LARYNX
UNSPECIFIED PARALYSIS OF VOCAL COROS
PARTIAL UNILATERAL PARALYSIS OF VOCAL COROS
COMPLETE UNILATERAL PARALYSIS OF VOCAL COROS
PARTIAL BILATERAL PARALYSIS OF VOCAL COROS
COMPLETE BILATERAL PARALYSIS OF VOCAL COROS
POLYP OF VWAL CORO OR LARYNX
OTHER OISEASES OF vOCAL COROS
EOENA OF LARYNx
OTHER OISEASES OF LARYNX, NOT EL SEHHERE CLASSIFIED
UNSPECIFIED OISEASE OF LARYNX
CELLULITIS ANO PERICHONORITIS OF LARYNX
STENOSIS OF LARYNX
LARYNGEAL SPASH
OTHER OISEASES OF LARYNX
UPPER RESPIRATORY TRACT HYPERSENSITIVITY REACTION,
SITE UNSPECIFIED
OTHER ANo LWSPECIFIEO OISEASES OF UPPER RESPIRATORY TRACT
VIRAL PNEUM3NIA
PNEUMONIA OUE TO AOENOVIRUS
PNEUMONIA OUE TO RESPIRATORY SYNCYTIAL VIRUS
PNEWION IA OUE TO PARAINFLUENZA VIRUS









































































PNEUMONIA OUE TO KLEBSIELLA PNEUHONIAE
PNEUHONIA OUE TO PSEUOOHONAS
PNEUHONIA CUE TO HEHOPHILUS INFLUENZA (H. INFLUENZA)
PNEUHONIA OUE TO STREPTOCOCCUS
PNEUMONIA OU E TO STAPHYLOCOCCUS
PNEUllONIA DUE TO OTHER sPECIFIEO BACTERIA
BACTERIAL PNEUMONIA, UNSPECIFIED
PNEUMNIA DUE TO OTHER SPECIFI EO ORGANISM
PNEUNONIA IN INFECTIOUS oISEASES CLASSIFIED ELSEHHERE
PNEUHONIA IN CYTOMEGALIC INCLUSION OISEASE
PNEUHONIA IN HIUIOPIN6 COUGH
PNEUHONIA IN ASPERGILLOSIS
PNEUHONIA IN OTHER SYSTEHIC HYCOSES




INFLUENZA klITH OTHER RESPIRATORY HANIFESTATIOHS
INFLUENZA HITH OTHER MANIFESTATIONS












EXTRINSIC ASTHMA ilITHOUT MENTION OF STATUS ASTHHATICUS
EXTRINSIC ASTHMA HITH STATUS ASTHHATICUS
INTRINSIC ASTHHA
INTRINSIC ASTHMA UITHOUT HENTION OF STATUS ASTHHATICUS
INTRINSIC ASTHHA llITH STATUS ASTHHATICUS
/ CHRONIC OBSTRLK TIVE ASTHHA (HITH OBSTRUCTIVE PULHONARY
OISEASE)
/ cHRoNIc obstructive ASTHHA (WTH 06sTRucTIvE PULHONARy
OISEASE ), HI THOUT HENTION OF STATUS AS THHAT ICUS
/ CHRONIC OBSTRUCTIVE ASTHHA ( ilITH OBSTRUCTIVE PULHONARY
OISEASE ) J blITHSTATUS ASTHHATICUS
AS THHA~ WSPECIFI EO
ASTHHA, UNSPECI FIEO TYPE? HITHOUT MENTION OF STATUS ASTHHATICUS




61 RO-FANCI ERSS LUNG
HAPLE BARK-STRIPPERS? LUNG
OTHER SPECIFIEO ALLERGIC ALVEOLITIS AND PNEUHONITIS
UNSPECIFIED ALLERGIC ALVEOLITIS ANO PNEUHONITIS
CHRONIC AIRUAY OBSTRUCTIC#A, NOT ELSEUHERE CLASSIFI EO
COAL HORKERS s PNEUHOCONIOSIS
ASBESTOSIS
PNEUHOCONIOS IS OUE TO OTHER SILICA OR SILICATES
PNEUHOCONIOSIS OUE TO OTHER INORGANIC OUST
PNEUMONOPATHY DUE TO INHALATION OF OTHER OUST
PNEUHOCONIOSIS, UNSPECIFIED
RESPIRATORY CONOITIOHS OUE TO CHEHICAL FUMES AND VAPORS
BRONCHITIS ANO PNEUM3NITIS OUE TO FUMES ANO VAPORS
ACUTE P ULH~ARY EOEMA DUE TO FUHES ANO VAPORS
OTHER ACUTE ANO SUBACUTE RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS WE TO
FUMES ANO VAPORS
UNSPECIFIED RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS DUE TO FUMES ANO VAPORS
PNEIMINITIS WE TO SOLIOS AHO LIWJIOS
PNEUHONITIS DUE TO INHALATION OF FOOO OR VOHITUS
PNEUHON ITIS OUE TO INHALATION OF OILS ANO ESSENCES
PNEUHONITIS OUE TO OTHER SOLIOS ANO LIQUIOS
RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS OUE TO OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED EXTERNAL
AGENTS
ACUTE PULHONARY MANIFESTATIONS OUE TO RAOIATION








































































RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS OUE TO OTHER SPECIFIEO EXTERNAL AGENTS
RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS OUE TO UNSPECIFIED EXTERNAL AGENT
EHPYEHA
EMPYEHA WTH FISTULA
EHPYEHA UITHOUT HENTION OF FISTULA
PLEURISY
PLEURISY MITHOUT HENTION OF EFFUSION OR CURRENT TUBERCULOSIS
PLEURISY UITH EFFUSIONJ liITH HENTION OF A BACTERIAL CAUSE
OTHER THAN TUBERCULOSIS





ABSCESS OF LUNG ANO HEOIASTINUH
ABSCESS OF LUNG
ABSCESS OF UEOIASTINLHI
PULHONARY CONGESTION ANO HYPOSTASIS
POSTINFLAHHATORY PULHONARY FIBROSIS
OTHER ALVEIIAR ANO PARIETOALVEOLAR PNEUHONOPATHY
PULHONARY ALVEOLAR PROTEINOS IS
IDIOPATHIC PULHONARY HEHOSIOEROSIS
IDIOPATHIC FIBROSING ALVEOLITIS
OTHER SPECIFIEO ALVEOLAR ANO PARIETOALVEOLAR PNEUHONOPATHIES
UNSPECIFIED ALVEOLAR ANO PARIETOALVEOLAR PNEUHONOPATHY
LuNG INVOLVEMENT IN CONDITIONS CLASSIFIED ELSEliHERE
RHEUHATIC PNEUHONIA
LUNG INV(lVE1’lENT IN SYSTEHIC SCLEROSIS
LUNG INVWVEHENT IN OTHER OISEASES CLASS IF IEO EL SE MHERE





ACUTE EOEHA OF LUNG, UNSPECIFIED
PULMONARY INSUFFICIENCY FOLLOHING TRAUHA ANO SURGERY
OTHER OISEASES OF LUNG
RESPIRATORY FAILURE
OTHER PULNONARY INSUFFICIENCY* NOT ELSEHHERE CLASSIFIED
OTHER 01 SEASES OF LUNG* NOT ELSEHHERE CLASSIFI EO
OTHER OISEASES OF RESPIRATORY SYSTEH
TRACHEOSTOHV COMPLICATION
OTHER OISEASES OF TRACHEA ANO BRONCHUS* NOT ELSEIAHEUE,.-----
CLASSIFIEO
HEoIASTINITIS
OTHER OISEASES OF HEOIASTINUH, NOT ELSEHHERE CLASSTcrGn!“-. . . .
OISOROERS OF OIAPHRAGH
OTHER OISEASES OF RESPIRATORY SYSTEH, NOT ELSEIJHERE CLASSIFI EO
UNSPECIFIED OISEASE OF RESPIRATORY SYSTEH
OISEASES OF THE OIGESTIVE SYSTEM




HEREDITARY DISTURBANCES IN TOOTH STRUCTURE t NOT
ELSEHHERE CLASSIFIED
OISTURBAMES IN TOOTH ERUPTION
TEETHING SYNOROHE
OTHER SPEC IFIEO OISOROERS OF TOOTH OEVELOPHENT ANO ERUPTION
OISEASES OF HARO TISSUES OF TEETH
OENTAL CARIES
ANKYLOS IS OF TEETH
DISEASES OF PULP ANO PERIAPICAL TISSUES
PuLPITIS
NECROSIS OF THE PULP
ACUTE APICAL PERIOOONTITIS OF PULPAL ORIGIN
PERIAPICAL ABSCESS HITHOUT SINUS
CHRONIC APICAL PERIOOONTITIS
PERIAPICAL ABSCESS IAITH SINUS
RAOI CULAR CYST














































































OTHER SPECIFIEO PERIODONTAL OISEASES
UNSPECIFIED GINGIVAL ANO PER IOOOMTAL OISEASE
OENTOFACIAL ANOMALIES, INCLUOING MALOCCLUSION
HAJOR ANOMALIES OF JAH SIZE
AN OH ALIES OF RELATIONSHIP OF JAM TO CRANIAL BASE
ANOHALI ES OF OENTAL ARCH RELATIONSHIP
ANOtlALI ES OF TOOTH POSITION
HALOCCLUSION, UNSPECIFIED
OENTOFAC IAL FUNCTIONAL ABNORMALITIES
TEMPOROHANOIBULAR JOINT OISOROERS
OTHER SPECIFIEO OENTOFACIAL ANOHALIES
uNSPECI FIEO OENTOFACIAL ANOHALIES
OTHER OISEASES ANO CONDITIONS OF THE TEETH ANO SUPPORTING
STRUCTURES
LOSS OF TEETH OUE TO ACCIOENT, EXTRACTION, OR LOCAL
P ERIOOONTAL OISEASE
ATROPHY OF EDENTULOOS ALVEOLAR RIOGE
RETAINEO OENTAL ROOT
OTHER SPECIFIED OISOROERS OF THE TEETH ANO SUPPORTING
STRUCTURES
UNSPECIFIED OISOROER OF THE TEETH ANO SUPPORTING
STRUCTURES
OISEASES OF THE JAHS
DEvELOPMENTAL 000 NTOGENI C CYSTS
FISSURAL CYSTS OF JAIA
OTHER CYSTS OF JAWS
CENTRAL GIANT CELL (REPARATIVE) GRANULOHA
INFLAMMATORY CONDITIONS OF JAtA
ALVEOLI TIS OF JAM
OTHER SPECIFIEO OISEASES OF THE JAHS
EXOSTOSIS OF JAld
OTHER SPEC IFIEO OISEASES OF THE JAMS
UNSPECIFIED OISEASE OF THE JAILS
OISEASES OF THE SALIVARY GLANOS
ATROPHY OF SALIVARY GLANO
HYPERTROPHY OF SALIVARY GLANO
S I ALOAO ENI TI S
ABSCESS OF SALIVARY GLANO
FISTULA CIF SALIVARY GLANO
SIAL13LITHIASIS
#lUCOCELE OF SALIVARY GLANO
OISTURBANC E OF SALIVARY SECRETION
OTHER SPECIFIELI OISEASES OF THE SALIVARY GLANOS
UNSPECIFIED OISEASE OF THE SALIVARY GLANDS
OISEASES IIF THE ORAL SOFT TISSUES, EXCLUOING LESIONS SPECIFIC
FOR GINGIVA ANO TONGUE
STOHATITIS
ORAL AP HTHAE
CELLULITIS ANCI ABSCESS OF ORAL SOFT TISSUES
CYSTS OF ORAL SOFT TISSUES
OISEASES OF LIPS
LEUKCIPLAKIA OF CIRAL HUCOSAS INCLULIING TONGUE
OTHER DISTURBANCES OF ORAL EPITHELIUH* INCLUOING TONGUE
OTHER ANCI LNSPECIFIEO OISEASES OF THE ORAL SOFT TISSUES
OISEASES ANO OTHER CONDITIONS OF THE TONGUE
GLIISSITIS
HYPERTROPHY OF TONGUE PAPILLAE
GLLISSLIOYNIA
OTHER SPECIFIEO CONL)ITIONS OF THE TONGUE





STRICTURE ANO STENOSIS OF ESOPHAGUS
PERFORATION OF ESOPHAGUS
OYSKINESIA OF ESOPHAGUS
01 VERTICULIJ+l LIF ESLIPHAGUS, ACQUIREO
GASTRCIESCIPHAGEAL LACERATION-HEMORRHAGE SYNOROME
CITHER SPECIFIEO CIISORCJERSOF ESOPHAGUS















































ACUTE GASTRIC ULCER 141TH HEMORRHAGE
ACUTE GASTRIC ULCER UITH HEMORRHAGE,
WITHOUT MENTION OF OBSTRUCTION
ACUTE GASTRIC ULCER WITH HEMORRHAGE, ldITH OBSTRUCTION
ACUTE GASTRIC ULCER WITH PERFCIRATICIN
ACUTE GASTRIC ULCER HITH PERFORATION*
WITHOUT MENTION OF OBSTRUCTION
ACUTE GASTRIC ULCER WITH HEMORRHAGE ANO PERFllRATKIN
ACUTE GASTRIC ULCER WITH HEMORRHAGE ANO PERFORATION,
wITHOUT MENTION OF OBSTRUCTION
ACUTE GASTRIC ULCER WITHOUT MENTION OF HEMCIRRHAGE
OR PERFORATION
ACUTE GASTRIC ULCER HITHOUT MENTION OF HEMORRHAGE OR
PERFORATION, wITHOUT MENTION CIF OBSTRUCTION
ACUTE GASTRIC ULCER WITHOUT MENTION OF HEMORRHAGE OR
PERFORATION, WITH OBSTRUCTION
CHRONIC OR UNSPECIFIED GASTRIC ULCER 141TH HEMORRHAGE
CHRLINIC IJR UNSPECIFIED GASTRIC ULCER WITH HEMORRHAGE,
WITHOUT MENTION OF OBSTRUCTION
CHRONIC OR UNSPECIFIED GASTRIC ULCER WITH HEMORRHAGE,
HITH OBSTRUCTION
CHRONIC OR UNSPECIFIEO GASTRIC ULCER WITH PERFORATION
CHRONIC OR UNSPECIFIED GASTRIC ULCER WITH PERFORATION,
WITHOUT MENTION OF OBSTRUCTION
CHRONIC OR UNSPECIFIED GASTRIC ULCER WITH PERFORATION,
WITH OBSTRUCTION
CHRONIC OR UNSPECIFIED GASTRIC ULCER WITH HEMORRHAGE
ANO PERFORATION
CHRONIC OR UNSPECIFIED GASTRIC ULCER WITH HEMORRHAGE ANO
PERFORATIllN, WITHOUT HENTION LIF OBSTRUCTION
CHRONIC GASTRIC ULCER WITHOUT MENTION OF HEMORRHAGE
OR PERFORATION
CHRONIC GASTRIC ULCER WITHOUT HENTION OF HEMORRHAGE OR
PERFCIRATICIN, WITHOUT HENTION OF OBSTRUCTION
CHRONIC GASTRIC ULCER WITHOUT HENTION OF HEMORRHAGE OR
PERFLIRATION, WITH OBSTRUCTION
GASTRIC ULCER, UNSPECIFXEO AS ACUTE OR CHRONIC, HITHOUT
MENTION OF HEMORRHAGE OR PERFORATION
GASTRIC ULCER, UNSPECIFIED AS ACUTE OR CHRONIC, WITHOUT MENTION
OF HEMORRHAGE OR PERFORATILIN, WI THCIUT MENTILIN LIF OBSTRUCTION
GASTRIC ULCER, UNSPECIFIED AS ACUTE OR CHRONIC, wITHOUT MENTION
OF HEIK3RRHAGE OR PERFORATION, HITH CIBSTRUCTICIN
OUOO ENAL ULCER
ACUTE LIULIOENAL ULCER WITH HEMORRHAGE
ACUTE OUOOENAL ULCER WITH HEMORRHAGE, WI THIIUT MENTION OF
OBSTRUCTION
ACUTE 0U130ENAL ULCER WITH HEIM3RRHAGE* WITH OBS TRUCTICIN
ACUTE 0LN30ENAL ULCER WITH PERFORATION
ACUTE DUOOENAL ULCER WITH PERFORATION, WITHOUT MENTION OF
OBSTRUCTION
ACUTE OUCIOENAL ULCER WITH PERFoRATIoN, WITH CIBSTRUCTION
ACUTE OUIJOENAL ULCER WITH HEMORRHAGE ANO PERFORATION
ACUTE OUOOENAL ULCER WITH HEMORRHAGE ANO PERFORATION,
WITHOUT MENTION OF OBSTRUCTION
ACUTE OtlllOENAL ULCER WITH HEI03RRHAGE ANO PERFORATION*
WITH OBSTRUCTION
ACUTE OUOOENAL ULCER WITHOUT MENTION OF HEMORRHAGE
OR PERFORATION
ACUTE OUCIOENAL ULCER wITHOUT MENTION OF HEH13RRHAGE OR
PERFORATION. WITHOUT HENTION OF OBSTRUCTION
ACUTE OUOOENAL ULCER WITHOUT HENTION OF HEMORRHAGE OR
PERFORATION, WITH OBSTRUCTION
CHRONIC OR UNSPECIFIED OUOOENAL uLCER wITH HEHCIRRHAGE
CHRONIC 13R UNSPECIFIED OUOOENAL ULCER WITH HEMORRHAGE,
WITHOUT MENTION OF OBSTRUCTION
CHRONIC OR UNSPECIFI EO OUOOENAL ULCER wITH HEHLIRRHAGE,
WITH OBSTRUCTION
CHRONIC OR UN.SPEL IFI ECI OUCIOENA!. LI!.CER MI?!! PERFORATION
CHRONIC CR UNSPECIFIED OUOLIENAL ULCER HITH PERFORATION,
WITHCIUT I’IENTICIN OF OBSTRUCTION
CHRONIC OR UNSPECIFIED OUCIOENAL ULCER WITH PERFORATION.
WITH OBSTRUCTION









































CHRONIC CR UNSPECIFIED OUOOENAL ULCER ilITH HEMORRHAGE ANO
PERFORATION, wITHOUT MENTION OF OBSTRUCTION
CHRONIC OR UNSPECIFIED OUOOENAL ULCER wITH HEMORRHAGE ANO
PERFORATION, HITH OBSTRUCTION
CHRONIC OUOOEN& ULCER UITHOUT HENTION OF HEMORRHAGE
OR PERFORATION
CHRONIC DUOOENAL ULCER UITHOUT HENTION OF HEMORRHAGE OR
PERFoRATI ON* WITHOUT HENTION OF OBSTRUCTION
CHRONIC OUOOENAL ULCER WITHOUT MENTION OF HEMORRHAGE OR
PERFORATION, wITH OBSTRUCTION
OUOOENAL uLC ER, UNSPECIFIED AS ACUTE OR CHRONIC, H ITHOUT
MENTION OF HEMORRHAGE OR PERFORATION
OUODENAL ULCER, UNSPECIFIED AS ACUTE OR CHRONIC, HITHOUT HENTIoN
OF HEHDRRHAGE OR PERFORATION, HITHOUT HENTION OF OBSTRUCTION
OUOOENAL uLCER* UNSPECIFIED AS ACUTE OR CHRONIC, UITHOUT
HENT ION OF HEMORRHAGE OR PERFORATION, 141TH OBSTRUCTION
PEPTIC ULCER, SITE UNSPECIFIED
ACUTE PEPTIC ULCER OF UNSPECIFIED SITE HITH HEIKIRRHAGE
ACUTE PEPTIC ULCER OF UNSPECIFIED SITE UITH HEMORRHAGES
HITHOUT MENTION OF OBSTRUCTION
ACUTE PEPTIC ULCER OF UNSPECIFIED SITE HITH HEMORRHAGE,
WITH OBSTRUCTION
ACUTE PEPTIC ULCER OF UNSPECIFIED SITE HITH PERFORATION
ACUTE PEPTIC ULCER OF UNSPECIFIED SITE UITH PERFORATIONS
MITHOUT HENTION OF OBSTRUCTION
ACUTE PEPTIC ULCER OF uNSPECIFIED SITE WITH HEMORRHAGE ANO
PERFORATION
ACUTE PEPTIC ULCER OF UNSPECIFIED SITE HITH HEMORRHAGE AND
PERFORATION, HITHOUT HENTION OF OBSTRUCTION
ACUTE PEPTIC ULCER OF UNSPECIFIED SITE HITHOUT HENTION OF
HEMORRHAGE ANO PERFORATION
ACUTE PEPTIC ULCER OF UNSPECIFIED SITE MITHOUT HENTION OF
HEMORRHAGE ANO PERFORATIONO HITHOUT HENTION OF OBSTRUCTION
ACUTE PEPT XC ULCER OF UNSPECIFIED SITE 141THOUT HENTION OF
HEHORPMAGE ANO PERFORATION, lJITH OBSTRUCTION
CHRONIC OR UNSPECIFIED PEPTIC ULCER OF UNSPECIFIED SITE UITH
HEMORRHAGE
CHRONIC OR uNSPECIFIED PEPTIC ULCER OF UNSPECIFIED SITE WITH
HENORRMAGE, HITHOUT HENTION OF OBSTRUCTION
CHRONIC 117 UNSPECIFIED PEPTIC ULCER OF UNSPECIFIED SITE liITH
HEMORRHAGE, HITH OBSTRUCTION
CHRONIC OR UNSPECIFIED PEPTIC ULCER OF UNSPECIFIED SITE HITH
PERFORATION
CHRONIC OR UNSPECIFIED PEPTIC lLCER OF UNSPECIFIED SITE
HITH PERFORATION. MITHOUT HENTION OF OBSTRUCT ION
CHRONIC OR UNSPECIFIED PEPTIC ULCER OF UNSPECIFXEO “SITE HITH
HEMORRHAGE AND PERFORATION
CHRONIC OR UNSPECIFIED PEPTIC ULCER OF UNSPECIFIED SITE HITH
HE!40RRHAGE ANO PERFORATION, HITHOUT HENTION OF OBSTRUCTION
CHRONIC PEPTIC ULCER OF UNSPECIFIED SITE HITHOUT 14ENTION OF
HEMORRHAGE OR PERFORATION
CHRONIC PEPTIC ULCER OF UNSPECIFIED SITE klITHOUT HENTION OF
HEMORRHAGE OR PERFORATION, HITHOUT HENTION OF OBSTRUCTION
CHRONIC PEPTIC ULCER OF UNSPECIFIED SITE HITHOUT MENTION OF
HEMORRHAGE OR PERFORATION, HITH OBSTRUCTION
PEPTIC ULCER OF UNSPECIFIED 51TE. unspecified AS AcuTE OR
CHRONIC, liITHOUT MENTION OF HEMORRHAGE OR PERFORATION
PEPTIC ULCER OF UNSPECIFIED SITE, UNSPECIFIED AS ACUTE OR
CHRONIC* lfITHOUT HENTION OF HEMORRHAGE OR PERFORATION.
HITHOUT HENTION OF OBSTRUCTION
PEPTIC ULCER OF UNSPECIFIED SITE, UNSPECIFIED AS ACUTE OR




ACUTE GASTROJEJUNAL ULCER WITH HEMORRHAGE
ACUTE GASTROJEJUNAL ULCER HITH HEMORRHAGE,
HITHOUT HENTION OF OBSTRUCTION
AcuTE GASTROJEJUNAL ULCER HI TH PERFORATION
ACUTE GASTROJEJUNAL ULCER HITH PERFORATION.
HITHOUT HENTION OF OBSTRUCTION
ACUTE GASTROJEJUNAL ULCER HITHOUT MENTION OF HEMORRHAGE
OR PERFORATION




























































OR PERFORATION, liITHOUT MENTION OF OBSTRUCTION
CHRONIC CR UNSPECIFIED GASTROJEJUNAL ULCER klITH HEMORRHAGE
CHRONIC OR UNSPECIFIED GAS TROJEJUNAL ULCER HITH HEHORRHAGE~
liITHOUT MENTION OF OBSTRUCTION
GASTROJEJUNAL ULCER, UNSPECIFIED AS ACUTE OR CHRONICC HITHOUT
MENTION OF HEMORRHAGE OR PERFORATION
GASTROJEJUNAL ULCER, UNSPECIFIED AS ACUTE OR CHRONIC,
HITHOUT MENTION OF HEMORRHAGE OR PERFORATION*
blITHOUT HENTION OF OBSTRUCTION
GASTROJEJUNAL ULCER, UNSPECIFI EO AS ACUTE OR CHRONIC, WITHOUT







UNSPECIFIED GASTRITIS ANO GASTROOUOOENITIS
OUOOENI TIS
OISOROERS OF FuNCTION OF STOMACH
AC HLORHYORIA
ACUTE DILATATION OF STOUACH
PERSISTENT VOHITING
OYSPEPS IA ANO OTHER SPECIFIED DISOROERS OF FUNCTION OF STO14ACH
UNSPECI FIEO FUNCTIONAL OISOROER OF STOHACH
OTHER OISOROERS OF STOHACH AND DUOOENUH
ACOUIREO HYPERTROPHIC PYLORIC STENOSIS
GASTRIC DIVERT ICULUH
CHRONIC OUOOENAL ILEUS
OTHER OBSTRUCTION OF OUODENUH
FISTULA OF STOHACH OR OUOOENUH
GASTROPTOSIS
HOURGLASS STRICTURE OR STENOSIS OF STOMACH
OTHER SPEC IFIEO OISOROERS OF STOHACH AND DUOOENUH
PYLOROSPASH
OTHER SPECIFIED OISOROERS OF STOHACH AND OUODENUH
UN SPECI FIEO OISOROER OF STOHACH AND OUOOENUH
ACUTE APPENDICITIS
ACUTE APPENDICITIS HITH GENERALIZE PERITONITIS
ACUTE APPENDICITIS HITH PERITONEAL ABSCESS
ACUTE APPENDICITIS WTHOUT HENTION OF PERITONITIS
APPENDICITIS, UNQUALIFIED
OTHER APPENDICITIS
OTHER OISEASES OF APPENOIX
HYPERPLASIA OF APPENOIX (LYHPHOIO)
OTHER ANO litiSPECI FIEO OISEASES OF APPENDIX
INGUINAL HERNIA
INGUINAL HERNIA. HITH GANGRENE
UNILATERAL OR UNSPECIFIED INGUINAL HERNIA, HITH GANGRENE
RECURRENT UNILATERAL OR uNSPECIFIED INGUINAL HERNIA, HITH
GANGRENE
INGUINAL HERNIA, HITH OBSTRUCTION, HITHOUT 14ENTION OF GANGRENE
UNILATERAL OR UNSPECIFIED INGUINAL HERNIAs MITH OBSTRUCTIONS
HITHOUT HENTION OF GANGRENE
RECURRENT UNILATERAL OR UNSPECIFIED INGUINAL HERNIA
HITH OBSTRUCTION, HITHOUT HENTION OF GANGRENE
BILATERAL INGuINAL HERNIA, HITH OBSTRUCTION, WITHOUT MENTION
OF GANGRENE
RECURRENT BILATERAL IN GUINAL HERNIA* WITH OBSTRUCTION*
U1ll.ll_MJT HENTIoN oF GANGRENE-------
INGUINAL HERNIA, WITHOUT HENTION OF OBSTRUCTION OR GANGRENE
UNILATERAL OR UNSPECIFIED INGUINAL HERNIA, wITHOUT MENTION OF
nmC7QiJcTION oR GANGRENE--- . .,w
RECURRENT UNILATERAL OR UNSPECIFIED INGUINAL HERNIA*
WITHOUT HENTION OF OBSTRUCTION OR GANGRENE
BILATERAL INGUINAL HERNIA, wITHOUT HENTION OF OBSTRUCTION OR
GANGRENE
RECURRENT BILATERAL INGUINAL HERNIA, WITHOUT MENTION OF
OBSTRUCTION OR GANGRENE
OTHER HERNIA OF ABOOHINAL CAVITY, wITH GANGRENE
FEMJRAL HERNIA WITH GANGRENE
UNILATERAL OR UNSPECIFIED FEMORAL HERNIA WITH GANGRENE
UMBILICAL HERNIA WITH GANGRENE

































































uNSPECIFIED VENTRAL HERNIA IIIITH GANGRENE
INCIS ION AL HERN 1A, liITH GANGRENE
OTHER VENTRAL HERNIA HITH GANGRENE
OIAPHRAGNATIC HERNIA IAITH GANGRENE
HERNIA OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES, 141TH GANGRENE
HERNIA OF UNSPECIFIED SITE, ilITH GANGRENE
OTHER HERNIA OF ABDOMINAL CAVITY, HITH OBSTRUCTION, BUT WITHOUT
MENTION OF GANGRENE
FE NDRAL HERNIA HI TH OBSTRUCTION
LWILATERAL OR uNSPECIFIED FEMORAL HERNIA WITH OBSTRUCTION
RECURRENT UNILATERAL OR UNSPECIFIED FEMORAL HERNIA WITH
OBSTRUCTION
UHBILICAL HERNIA HITH OBSTRUCTION
VENTRAL HERNIA HI TH OBSTRUCTION
UNSPECIFIED VENTRAL HERNIA ldITH OBSTRUCTION
INCISIONAL HERNIA HITH OBSTRUCTION
OTHER VENTRAL HERNIA HITH OBSTRUCTION
DI APHRAG14ATIC HERNIA HITH OBSTRUCTION
HERNIA OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES, ldITH OBSTRUCTION
HERNIA OF UNSPECIFIED SITE, UITH OBSTRUCTION
OTHER HERNIA OF ABDOMINAL CAVITY HITHDUT MENTION OF OBSTRUCTION
OR GANGRENE
FE NDRAL HERNIA !IXTHOUT HENTION OF OBSTRUCTION OR GANGRENE
UNILATERAL OR UNSPECIFIED FE140RAL HERNIA IAITHOUT HENTIoN
OF OBSTRUCTION OR GANGRENE
RECURRENT UNILATERAL OR UNSPECIFIED FEHORAL HERNIA MI THOUT
MENT ION OF OBSTRUCTION OR GANGRENE
BILATERAL FEMORAL HERNIA HITHOUT 14ENTION OF OBSTRUCTION
OR GANGRENE
UMBILICAL HERNIA HITHOUT MENTION OF OBSTRUCTION OR GANGRENE
VENTRAL HERNIA WITHOUT HENTION OF oBSTRUCTION OR GANGRENE
UNSPECIFIED VENTRAL HERNIA WITHOUT HENTION OF OBSTRUCTION
OR GANGREtAE
INCISIONAL HERNIA ldITHOUT HENTION OF OBSTRUCTION OR GANGRENE
OTHER VENTRAL HERNIA WITHOUT HENTIoN OF oBSTRUCTION OR GANGRENE
OIAPHRAGMATIC HERNIA HITHOUT HENTION OF OBSTRUCTION OR GANGRENE
HERNIA OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES UITHOUT MENTION OF OBSTRUCTION
OR GANGRENE
HERNIA OF UNSPECIFIED SITE WITHOUT MENTION OF OBSTRUCT
GANGRENE
REGIONAL ENTERITIS
REGIONAL ENTERITIS OF SKIALL INTESTINE
REGIONAL ENTERITIS OF LARGE INTESTINE
REGIONAL ENTERITIS OF SHALL INTESTINE HITH LARGE INTES’
REGIONAL ENTERITIS OF UNSPECIFIED SITE
IDIOPATHIC PROCTOCOLITIS
VASCULAR INSUFFICIENCY OF INTESTINE
ACUTE VASCULAR INSUFFICIENCY OF INTESTINE
CHRONIC VASCULAR INSUFFICIENCY OF INTESTINE
UNSPECIFIED VASCULAR INSUFFICIENCY OF INTESTINE
OTHER NON INFECTIOUS GASTROENTERITI S AND COLITIS
GASTROENTERITIS ANO COLITIS OUE TO RAOIATION
TOXIC GASTROENTERITIS ANO COLITIS
OTHER AND UNSPECIFIED NONINFECTIOUS GASTROENTERI TIS
ANO COLITIS





IHPACTION OF INTESTINE, UNSPECIFIED
GALLSTONE ILEUS
OTHER IHPACTION OF INTESTINE
OTHER SPECIFIED INTESTINAL OBSTRUCTION
INTESTINAL OR PERITONEAL AOHES IONS UITH DESTRUCTION
OTHER SPEC IFIEO INTESTINAL OBSTRUCTION
UNSPECIFIED INTESTINAL OBSTRUCTION
OIVERTICULA OF INTESTINE
OIVERTICULA OF SHALL INTESTINE
OIVERTICULOSIS OF SHALL INTESTINE




















































































VOFIITING FOLLOHING GASTROINTESTINAL SURGERY
OTHER POSTOPERATIVE FUNCTIONAL OISOROERS
FUNCTIONAL OIARRHEA
ANAL SPASM
HE GACOLON, OTHER THAN HI RSCHSPRUNG- S
OTHER SPECIFIED FUNCTIONAL OISORDERS OF INTESTINE
UNSPECIFIED FUNCTIONAL OISORDER OF INTESTINE
ANAL FISSURE ANO FISTULA
ANAL FISSURE
ANAL FISTULA
ABSCESS OF ANAL ANO RECTAL REG1ONS
PERITONITIS




OTHER DIS ORDERS OF PERITONEUM
PERITONEAL AOHESI ONS
OTHER SPECIFIED OISOROERS OF PERITONEUM
HEMOPERI TONEUH (NONTRAUMATIC)
PERITONEAL EFFUSION (CHRONIC)
OTHER SPECIFIEO OISOROERS OF PER ITDNEUH
OTHER OISOROERS OF INTESTINE
ANAL ANO RECTAL POLYP
RECTAL PROLAPSE
STENOSIS OF RECTUH ANO ANUS
HEMORRHAGE OF RECTUM ANO ANUS
OTHER SPECIFIED OISOROERS OF RECTUM AND ANUS
ULCER OF ANUS ANO RECTUM
ANAL OR RECTAL PAIN
OTHER SPEC IFIEO OISOROERS OF RECTUM ANO ANUS
ABSCESS OF INTESTINE
COLDSTOHY ANO ENTEROSTOIIY MALFUNCTION
OTHER SPEC IFIEO OISOROERS OF INTESTINE
FISTULA OF INTESTINE, EXCLUOING RECTUM ANO ANUS
ULCERATION OF INTESTINE
PERFORATION OF INTESTINE
OTHER SPEC IFIEO OISOROERS OF INTESTINES
UNSPECIFIED OISOROER OF INTESTINE
ACUTE ANO SUBACUTE NECROSIS OF LIVER
CHRONIC LIVER DISEASE ANO CIRRHOSIS
ALCOHOL IC FATTY LIVER
ACUTE ALCOHOLIC HEPATITIS
ALCOHOLIC CIRRHOSIS OF LIVER





CI RRHDSIS OF LIVER HITHOUT HENTION OF ALCOHOL
BILIARY CIRRHOSIS
OTHER CHRONIC NONALCOHOLIC LIVER DISEASE
UNSPECI FIEO CHRONIC LIVER DISEASE HITHOUT MENTIDN OF ALCOHOL






OTHER SEQUELAE OF CHRONIC LIVER DISEASE
OTHER OISOROERS OF LIVER
CHRONIC PASSIVE CONGESTION OF LIVER
HEPATITIS IN VIRAL OISEASES CLASSIFIED ELSEWHERE
HEPATITIS IN oTHER INFECTIOUS OISEASES CLASSIFIED ELSE UHERE
HEPATITIS, UNSPECIFIED
HE PATIC INFARCTION
OTHER SPECIFIED DISOROERS OF LIVER
UNSPECIFIED OISOROER OF LIVER
CHOLELITHIASIS



























































CALCULUS OF GALLBLAOOER HITH ACUTE cHOLECYsTITIs,
MITHOUT tlENTION OF OBSTRUCTION
CALCULUS OF GALLBLAOOER HI TH ACUTE CHOLECYSTIT 1S,
WITH OBSTRUCTION
CALCULUS OF GALLBLAOOER HITH OTHER CHOLECYSTITIS
CALCULUS OF GALLBLAOOER HITH OTHER CHOLECYSTITIS ●
HITHoUT MENTION OF OBSTRUCTION
CALCULUS OF GALLBLAOOER HI TH OTHER CHOLECYSTITIS .
H ITH OBSTRUCTION
CALCULUS OF GALLBLAOOER HITHOUT HENTIoN OF CHOLECYSTITIS
CALCULUS OF GALLBLAOOER HITHOUT HEHTION OF C1-MILECYSTITIS.
WITHOUT HENTION OF OBSTRUCTION
—.
CALCULUS OF GALLBLAOOER MI THOUT MENTIffl OF CHOLECYSTITIS,
WITH OBSTRUCTION
CALCULUS OF BILE OUCT HITH ACUTE CHOLECYSFITIS
CALCULUS OF BILE OUCT UITH ACUTE CHOLECYSTITIS
HITHOUT MENTION OF OBSTRUCTION
CALCULUS OF BILE OUCT HITH ACUTE CHOLECYSTITIS.
HITH OBSTRUCTION
CALCULUS OF BILE OUCT klITH OTHER CHOLECYSTITIS
CALCULUS OF BILE OUCT IAITH OTHER CHOLECYSTITIS .
WITHOUT HENTION OF OBSTRUCTION
CALCULUS OF BILE OUCT MITH OTHER CHOLECYSTITIS s
HITH OBSTRUCTION
CALCULUS OF BILE OUCT HITHOUT MENTION OF CHOLECYSTITIS
CALCULUS OF BILE OUCT IAITHOUT MENTION OF CHOLECySTITIs.
ldITHOUT HENTION OF OBSTRUCTION
CALCULUS OF BILE OUCT UITHOUT HENTION OF CHOLECYSTITIS,
H ITH OBSTRUCTION








OTHER SPECIFIEO OISOROERS OF GALLBLAOOER
UNSPECIFIED OISOROER OF GALLBLAOOER
OTHER OISOROERS OF BILIARY TRACT
POSTCHOLECYSTECTOHY SYNOROHE
CHOLANGITIS
OBSTRUCTION OF BILE OUCT
FISTULA OF BILE OUCT
SPASM OF SPHINCTER OF 0001
OTHER SPEC IFIEO OISOROERS OF BILIARY TRACT




CYST ANO PSEUOOCYST OF PANCREAS
OTHER SPECIFIED OISEASES OF PANCREAS









OTHER AND UNSPECIFIED POSTSURGICAL NONABSORPTION
PANCREATIC STEATORRHEA
OTHER SPECIFIEO INTESTINAL HALABSORPTION
UN SPECI FIEO INTESTINAL HALABSORPTION
OISEASES OF THE GENITOURINARY SYSTEM
ACUTE GLOHERULONEPHRITIS
ACUTE GLONERULONEPHRITIS HITH LESION OF PROLIFERATIVE
GLOHERULONEPHRITIS
ACUTE GLOHERULONEPHRITIS IAITH LESION OF RAPIOLY PROGRESSIVE
GLOHERULONEPHRITIS
ACUTE GLOHERULONEPHRITIS MITH OTHER SPECIFIEO PATHOLOGICAL
4
(T) LESION IN K IONEY
















































ACUTE GLO14ERULONEPHRITIS HITH UNSPECIFIED PATHOLOGICAL
LESION IN K IONEY
NEPHROTIC SYNOROHE
NEPHROTIC SYNOROHE 141TH LESION OF PROLIFERATIVE
GLOHERULONEPHRITIS
NE PHROT IC SYNOROHE HITH LESION OF HEHBRANOUS
GLOllERULONEPHRITIS
NEPHROTIC SYNOROHE HITH LESION OF HEMBRANOPROLIFERATIVE
GLOHERULONEPHRITIS
NEPHRoTIC SYNORONE HITH LESION OF HINIHAL CHANGE
GLOHERULONEPHRITIS
NEPHROTIC SYNOROHE IJITH OTHER SPECIFIEO PATHOLOGICAL
LESION IN KIONEY
NEPHROTIC SYNORO#lE IN OISEASES CLASSIFIED ELSEilHERE
NEPHROTIC SYNOROHE HITH OTHER SPECIFIEO PATHOLOGICAL LESION
IN KIONEY
NEPHROTIC SYNOROHE HITH UNSPECIFIED PATHOLOGICAL LESION IN
KIONEY
CHRONIC GLONERULONEPHRITIS
CHRONIC GLOHERULONEPHRITIS HITH LESION OF HEHBRANOUS
GLOMERULONEPHRITIS
CHRONIC 6LOHERULONEPHRITIS wITH LESION OF MEHBRANOPROLIFERATIVE
GLOHERULONEPHRITIS
CHRONIC GLOHERULONEPHRITIS HITH LESION OF RAPIOLY PROGRESSIVE E
GLOHERULONEPHRITIS
CHRONIC GLOHERULONEPHRITIS WITH OTHER SPECIFIEO PATHOLOGICAL
LESION IN KIONEY
CHRONIC GLOHERULfflEPHR ITIS IN OISEASES CLASS IF IEO ELSEIAHERE
CHRONIC GLOHERULONEPHRITIS HITH OTHER SPECIFIEO PATHOLOGICAL
LESION IN KIONEY
CHRONIC GLOHERULONEPHRITIS HITH UNSPECIFIED PATHOLOGICAL
LESION IN K IONEY
NEPHRITIS ANO NEPHROPATHY, NOT SPECIFIEO AS ACUTE OR CHRONIC
NEPHRITIS ANO NEPHROPATHY~ NOT SPECIFIEO AS ACUTE OR CHRONIC*
HITH LESIffl OF PROLIFERATIVE GLOHERULONEPHRITIS
NEPHRITIS ANO NEPHROPATHYS NOT SPECIFIEO AS ACUTE OR CHRONICS
WITH LESION OF 14EHBRANOUS GLOHERULONEPHRITIS
NEPHRITIS ANO NEPHROPATHY, NOT SPECIFIEO AS ACUTE OR CHRONICS
H ITH LESION OF HEHBRANOPROLIFERATIVE GLOHERULONEPHRITIS
NEPHRITIS ANO NEPHROPATHY* NOT SPECIFIEO AS ACUTE OR CHRONIC o
bJITH LESICN OF RAPIOLY PROGRESSIVE GLOHERULONEPHRITIS
NEPHRITIS ANO NEPHROPATHY, NOT SPECIFIEO AS ACUTE OR CHRONICS
UITH OTHER SPECIFIEO PATHOLOGICAL LESION IN KIONEY
NEPHRITIS ANO NEPHROPATHY, NOT SPECIFIEO AS ACUTE
OR CHRONIC, IN OISEASES CLASSIFIED ELSEHHERE
NEPHRITIS ANO NEPHROPATHY, NOT SPECIFIEO AS ACUTE OR CHRONIC*
WITH OTHER SPECIFIEO PATHOLOGICAL LESION IN KIONEY
NEPHRITIS ANO NEPHROPATHY, NOT SPECIFIEO AS ACUTE OR CHRONIC?
HITH UNSPECIFIED PATHctOGICAL LESION IN KIONEY
ACUTE RENAL FAILURE
ACUTE RENAL FAILURE HI TH LESION OF TUBULAR NECROSIS
AcuTE RENAL FAILuRE IIITH LESION of RENAL HEouLLARy (PAPILLARY)
NECROSIS
ACUTE RENAL FAILURE lAITH OTHER SPECIFIEO PATHOLOGICAL LESION
IN KIONEY
ACUTE RENAL FAILURE, UNSPECI FIEO
CHRONIC RENAL FAILURE
RENAL FAILURE* UNSPECIFIED
RENAL SCLEROSIS, UNSPECIFI EO
OISOROERS RESULTING FROH IMPAIREO RENAL FUNCTION
RENAL OSTEOOYSTROPHY
NE PHROGENIC OIABETES INS IPIOUS
OTHER SPECIFIEO OISOROERS RESULTING FROH IHPAIREO RENAL
F(klCTION
UNSPECIFIED OISOROER RESULTING FROH IHPAIREo RENAL
FUNCTION















































































ACUTE PYELONEPHRITIS UITHOUT LESION OF RENAL HEOULLARY
NECROSIS
ACUTE PYELONEPHRITIS HITH LESION OF RENAL HEOULLARY NECROSIS
RENAL ANO PERINEPHRIC ABSCESS
PYELOURETERITIS CYSTICA
OTHER PYELDNEPHRITIS OR PYONEPHROSIS, NOT SPECIFIEO AS
ACUTE OR CHRONIC
PYELONEPHRITIS, WSPECIFIEO
PYELITIS OR PYELONEPHRITIS IN OISEASES CLASSIFIED
ELSE HHERE
INFECTION OF KIDNEY, UNSPECIFIED
HYDRONEPHROS IS




OTHER DISOROERS OF KIONEY ANO URETER
NE PHROPTDSIS
HYPERTROPHY OF KIDNEY
CYST OF KIDNEY, ACQUIRED





OTHER SPECIFIEO OISOROERS OF KIONEY AND URETER
VASCULAR DISDROERS OF KIDNEY
URETERAL FISTULA
OTHER SPECIFIEO OISOROERS OF KIONEY ANO URETER
UNSPECIFIED OISOROER OF KIONEY ANO URETER
CALCUJJS OF LOMER URINARY TRACT
CALCULUS IN OIVERTICULUH OF BLAODER
oTHER CALCULUS IN BLAOOER
CALCULUS IN URETHRA






CYSTITIS IN OISEASES CLASSIFIED ELSEldHERE
OTHER SPECIFIED TYPES OF CYSTITIS
CYSTITIS CYSTICA
IRRADIATION CYSTITIS
OTHER SPECIFIEO TYPES OF CYSTITIS
CYSTITIS, UNSPECIFIED
oTHER OISOROEltS OF BLAOOER
BLAODER NECK OBSTRUCTION
INTESTINOVESICAL FISTULA
VESICAL FISTULA, NOT ELSEUHERE CLASSIFIED
01 VERTICIA_UN OF BLAOOER
ATWY OF BLAOOER
OTHER FUNCTIONAL OISOROERS OF BLAOOER
RUPTURE OF BLAOOER, NONTRAUHATIC
HEMORRHAGE INTO BLAOOER HALL
OTHER SPECIFIEO DISOROERS OF BLAOOER
UNSPECIFIED DISORDER OF BLAOOER







URETHRAL STRICTURE OUE TO INFECTION
URETHRAL STRICTURE OUE TO UNSPEC IFIEO INFECTION




OTHER SPECIFIEO CAUSES OF URETHRAL STRICTURE
URETHRAL STRICTURE, UNSPECIFIED














































































PROLAPS EO URETHRAL HUCOSA
URINARY OBSTRUCTION. UNSPECIFIED
HEMATURIA
OTHER SPECIFIED OISOROERS OF URETHRA ANO URINARY TRACT
UNSPECIFIED DISOROER OF URETHRA ANO URINARY TRACT
HYPE RPLASIA OF PROSTATE





OTHER SPECIFIED INFLAMMATORY OISEASES OF PROSTATE
PROSTATITIS. UNSPECIFIED
OTHER OISOROERS OF PROSTATE
CALCULUS OF PROSTATE
CONGEST ION OR HEMORRHAGE OF PROSTATE
OTHER SPECIFIEO OISOROERS OF PROSTATE




OTHER SPECIFIEO TYPES OF HYOROCELE
HYOROCELE, UNSPECIFIED
oRCHITIS ANO EPIOIOYIIIITIS
OR CHITIS, EPIOIOY141TIS, ANO EPIOIOYHO-ORCH IT IS, HITH ABSCESS
OTHER ORCHITIS, EPIOIOYMITIS, ANO EPIOIOYHO-ORCH ITISS
lJITHOUT MENTION OF ABSCESS
ORCHITIS ANO EPIOIOYHITIS, UNSPECIFIED
OTHER ORCHITIS, EPIOIDYHITIS , ANO EPIOIOYHO-ORCHI TIS, IJITHOUT
MENTION OF ABSCESS









OTHER INFLAHHATORV OISDROERS OF PENIS
PRIAPISM
OTHER SPECIFIEO OISOROERS OF PENIS
BALAN ITIS XEROTICA OBLITERANS
VASCULAR OISOROERS OF PENIS
EOEHA OF PENIS
IHPOTENCE OF ORGANIC ORIGIN
OTHER SPECIFIEO OISOROERS OF PENIS
UNSPECIFIED OISOROER OF PENIS




OTHER INFLAMMATORY OISOROERS OF HALE GENITAL ORGANS
OTHER SPECIFIEO DISORDERS OF HALE GENITAL ORGANS
VASCULAR DISORDERS OF HALE GENITAL ORGANS
STRICTURE ❑F HALE GENITAL ORGANS
EOE#lA OF HALE GENITAL ORGANS
OTHER SPECIFIEO OXSOROERS OF MALE GENITAL ORGANS
UNSPECIFIED DISOROER OF HALE GENITAL ORGANS
BENIGN flAHHARY OYSPLASIAS
SOLITARY CYST OF BREAST
OIFFUSE CYSTIC HASTDPATHY
FIBRDAOENOSIS OF BREAST
FI BROSCLEROSIS 05 9REAST
HAHHARY wCT ECTASIA
oTHER SPECIFIEO BENIGN HAHHARY OYSPLAS IAS
BENIGN HANNARY OYSPLASIA, UNSPECIFIED
OTHER OISOROERS OF BREAST






































































FAT NECROSIS OF BREAST
ATROPHY OF BREAST
GALACTORRHEA NOT ASSOCIATE UITH CHILDBIRTH
SIGNS ANO SYMPTOMS IN BREAST
HASTOOYNIA
LUHP OR HASS IN BREAST
OTHER SIGNS ANO SYHPTOHS IN BREAST
OTHER sPECIFIEO OISOROERS OF BREAST
UNSPECIFIED BREAST OISOROER
INFLAHHATORY OISEASE OF OVARY, FALLoPIAN TUBE, PELVIC CELLULAR
TISSUE, ANO PERITONEUM
ACUTE SALPINGITIS ANO 00 PHORITIS
CHRONIC SALPINGITIS ANO 00 PHORITIS
SALPINGITIS ANO 00 PHORITIS NOT SPECIFIEO AS ACUTE,
SUBACUTE, OR CHRONIC
ACUTE PARAHETRITIS ANO PELVIC CELLULITIS
CHRONIC CR UNSPECIFIED PARANETRI TIS ANO PELVIC C ELLULITIS
ACUTE OR UNSPECIFIED PELVIC PERIToNITIs, FEMALE
PELVIC PERITONEAL AoHESIONSS FEHALE -
OTHER CHRONIC PELVIC PERITONITIS FEMALE
OTHER SPECIFIEO INFLAHHATORY OISEASE OF FEMALE PELVIC
ORGANS ANO TISSUES
UNSPECIFIED INFLA$WIATORY OISEASE OF FEHALE PELVIC ORGANS
ANO TISSUES
1NFLAMMAToR% oISEASES OF UTERUSt EXCEPT CERVIX
ACUTE INFLAMMATORY OISEASES OF UTERUS, EXCEPT CERVIX
CHRONIC INFLAHHATORY OISEASES OF UTERUS, EXCEPT CERVIX
UNSPECIFIED INFLAMMATORY OISEASE OF UTERUS
INFLAHHATORY OISEASE OF CERVIX, VAGINA, ANO VULVA
CERVICITIS ANO ENOOCERVICITIS
VAGINITIS ANO VULVOVAGINITIS
VAGINITIS ANO VULVOVAGINITIS, UNSPECIFIED
CYST OF BARTHOLIN~ S GLANO
ABSCESS OF BARTHOLIN*S GLANO
OTHER ABSCESS OF VULVA
ULCERAT ION OF VULVA
ULCERATION OF VULVA, UNSPECIFIED
OTHER S PECIFIEO INFLAMMATORY OISEASES OF CERVIX* VAGINA*
ANO VULVA
uNSPECI FIEO 1NFLAMMAT0R% OISEASE OF CERVIXS VAGINA, ANO VULVA
ENOOHETRIOSIS
ENOOHETRIOSI S OF UTERUS
EN OOHETRIOSI S OF OVARY
ENOOHETRIOSIS OF FALLOPIAN TUBE
ENOOHETRIOSIS OF PELVIC PERITONEUM
ENOO14ETRIOSIS OF RECTOVAGINAL SEPTUH AND VAGINA
ENOOHETRIOSIS OF INTESTINE
EN OOHETRIOSI S IN SCAR OF SKIN
ENOOHETRIOSIS OF oTHER SPECIFIEO SITES
EN MHETRIOSIS, SITE uNSPECIFIED
GENITAL PROLAPSE
PROLAPSE OF VAGINAL HALLS ldITHOUT MENTION OF UTERINE PROLAPSE
UTERINE PROLAPSE HITHOUT HENTION OF VAGINAL WALL PROLAPSE
UT EROVAGINAL PROLAPSE, INCOMPLETE
UT EROVAGINAL PROLAPSE; COHPLETE
UT EROVAGINAL PROLAPSE, UNSPECIFIED
PROLAPSE OF VAGINAL VAULT AFTER HYSTERECTOMY
VAGINAL ENTEROCELEt CONGENITAL OR ACQUIREO
OLO LACERATION OF HUSCLES OF PELVIC FLOOR
OTHER SPECIFIEO GENITAL PROLAPSE
UNSPECIFIED GENITAL PROLAPSE
FISTULA INVOLVING FEHALE GENITAL TRACT
URINARY-GENITAL TRACT FISTULA, FEMALE
DIGESTIVE-GENITAL TRACT FISTULA~ FEMALE
GENITAL TRACT-SKIN FISTULA, FEHALE
OTHER SPECIFIEO FISTULAS INVOLVING FEMALE GENITAL TRACT
UNSPECIFIED FISTULA INVOLVING FEMALE GENITAL TRACT
NONI NFLAHHATORY OISOROERS OF oVARY, FALLOPIAN TUBE, ANO
BROAO LIGAMENT
FOLLICULAR CYST OF OVARY
CORPUS LUTEUM cYST OR HEllATOHA
OTHER ANO uNSPECIFIED OVARIAN cYST




































































PROLAPSE OR HERNIA OF OVARY ANO FALLOPIAN TUBE
TORSION OF OVARY, OVARIAN PEOICLE, OR FALLOPIAN TUBE
BROAO LIGAHENT LACERATION SYNOROHE
HEHATOHA OF BROAO LIGAMENT
OTHER NONINFLAHHATORY OISOROERS OF OVARY, FALLOPIAN
TUBE, ANO BROAO LIGAHENT
UNSPECIFIED NONINFLAflHATORY OISOROER OF OVARY, FALLOPIAN
TUBE* ANO BROAO LIGAHENT
OISOROERS OF UTERUS, NOT ELSEHHERE CLASSIFIED
POLYP OF CORPUS UTERI






OTHER SPECIFIEO OISOROERS OF UTERUS, NOT ELSEHHERE CLASSIFIED
UNSPECIFIED OISOROER OF UTERUS
NONINFLAHHATORY OISOROERS OF CERVIX
EROSION ANO ECTROPION OF CERVIX
OVSPLASIA OF CERVIX (UTERI)
LEUKOPLAKI A OF cERvIX OJTERI )
OLO LACERATION OF CERVIX
STRICTURE ANO STENOSIS OF CERVIX
INCOMPETENCE OF CERVIX
HYPERTROPHIC ELONGATION OF CERVIX
HUCOUS PCLYP OF CERVIX
OTHER SPEC IFIEO NONINFLAHHATORY OISOROERS OF CERVIX
UNSPECI FIEO NONINFLAMMATORY OISOROER OF CERVIX
NONINFLAMMATORY OISOROERS OF VAGINA
OYSPLASIA OF VAGINA
LEUKOPLAKIA OF VAGINA
STRICTURE OR ATRESIA OF VAGINA
OLO VAGINAL LACERATION
LEUKORRHEAS NOT SPECIFIED AS INFECTIVE
VAGINAL HEHATOHA
POLYP OF VAGINA
OTHER SPECIFIEO NONINFLAINIATORY OISOROERS OF VAGINA
UNSPECIFIED NONINFLAMMATORY OISOROER OF VAGINA
~NI NFLAHHATORY OISOROERS OF VULVA ANO PERINEUH
OYSTROPHY OF VULVA
HEHATOHA OF VULVA
POLYP OF LABIA ANO VULVA
OTHER SPECIFIEO NONINFLAHNATORY OISOROERS OF VULVA ANO
PER INEUH
UNSPECI FIEO NONINFLAMMATORY oISOROER OF VULVA ANO PERINEUM







OTHER SPECIFIEO SYHPTOIIS ASSOCIATE blITH FEHALE GENITAL ORGANS
UN SPECI FIEO SYMPTOM ASSOCIATE WITH FEHALE GENITAL ORGANS
OISOROERS OF MENSTRUATION ANO OTHER ABNORHAL BLEEO ING FROH
FEMALE GENITAL TRACT
ABSENCE OF MENSTRUATION
SCANTY OR INFREQUENT MENSTRUATION






OTHER OISOROERS OF MENSTRUATION ANO OTHER
FRo14 FENALE GENITAL TRACT
UNSPECIFIED OISOROERS OF MENSTRUATION ANO
BLEEOING FROH FEMALE GENITAL TRACT
MENOPAUSAL ANO POSTMENOPAUSAL OISORDiRS
PREHENOPAUSAL HENoRRHAGIA
POSTMENOPAUSAL BLEEOING



























































STATES ASSOCIATE kIITH ARTIFICIAL MENOPAUSE
OTHER SPECIFIED MENOPAUSAL ANO POSTHENOPAUSAL OISOROERS
UNSPECIFIED MENOPAUSAL ANO POSTMENOPAUSAL oISOROER
INFERTILITY, FEMALE
INFERTILITY* FEMALE, ASSOCIATE HITH ANOVULATION
INFERTILITY* FEMALE, OF TUBAL ORIGIN
INFERTILITY, FENALEs OF UTERINE ORIGIN
INFERTILITY* FEMALE* OF CERVICAL OR VAGINAL ORIGIN
INFERTILITY, FEMALEs OF OTHER SPECIFIEO ORIGIN
INFERTILITY* FEHALEs OF UNSPECIFIED ORIGIN
OTHER DISOROERS OF FEMALE GENITAL ORGANS
oTHER SPECIFIEO OISOROERS OF FEHALE GENITAL ORGANS
UNSPECIFIED OISOROER OF FEMALE GENITAL ORGANS
COMPLICATIONS OF PREGNANCY- CHILDBIRTH* ANo THE puERpERIuH
HYoATIDIFORM HOLE







UNSPECIFIED EC TOPIC PREGNANCY
SPONTANEOUS ABORTION
SPONTANEOUS ABORTION COHPLICATEO BY GENITAL TRACT ANO PELVIC
INFECTION
SPONTANEOUS ABORTIONO UNSPECIFIED, COHPLICATEO BY GENITAL
TRACT ANO PELVIC INFECTION
SPONTANEOUS ABORTION, INCOMPLETE, COMPLICATE BY GENITAL TRACT
ANO PELVIC INFECTION
SPONTANEOUS ABORTION, COMPLETE, COMPLICATE BY GENITAL TRAC1
ANO PELVIC INFECTION
SPONTANEOUS ABORTION COMPLICATE BY OELAYEO OR EXCESSIVE
HEMORRHAGE
SPONTANEOUS ABORTION, UNSPECIFIED, COMPLICATE BY OELAYEO OR
EXCESSIVE HEMORRHAGE
SPONTANEOUS ABORTION, INCOMPLETE* COHPLICATEO BY OELAYEO OR
EXCESSIVE HEMORRHAGE
SPONTANEOUS ABORTIONS COMPLETE, COHPLICATEO BY OELAYEO OR
EXCESSIVE HEMORRHAGE
SPONTANEOUS ABORTION COHPLICATEO BY OA#lAGE TO PELVIC ORGANS
OR TISSUES
SPONTANEOUS ABORTION, INCOMPLETE, COHPLICATEO BY OAPIAGE TO
PELVIC ORGANS OR TISSUES
SPONTANEOUS ABORTION CONPLICATEO BY HETABOLIC OISOROER
SPONTANEOUS ABORTION, INCO#lPLETES CO14PLICATE0 BY METABOLIC
oISOROER
SPONTANEOUS ABORTION CO14PLICATE0 BY SHOCK
SPONTANEOUS ABORTION, INCOMPLETE, COMPLICATE BY SHOCK
SPONTANEOUS ABORTION UITH OTHER SPECIFIEO COMPLICATIONS
SPONTANEOUS ABORTIONS UNSPECIFIEOS ldITH OTHER SPECIFIEO
COPIPLICATIONS
SPONTANEOUS ABORTION, INCOIIPLETES HITH OTHER SPECIFIEO
COMPLICATIONS
SPONTANEOUS ABORTION* COHPLETE~ MITH OTHER SPECIFIEO
COMPLICATIONS
SPONTANEOUS ABORTION HITH UNSPECIFIED COMPLICATION
SPONTANEOUS ABORTION, UNSPECIFIED, HITH UNSPECIFIED
COMPLICATION
SPONTANEOUS ABORTION? COMPLETES HITH UNSPECIFIED COMPLICATION
SPONTANEOUS ABORTION HITHOUT HENTION OF COMPLICATION
SPONTANEOUS ABORTION? UNSPECIFIEOS HITHOUT flENTION OF
COMPLICATION
SPONTANEOUS ABORTION* INCO14PLETEC WITHOUT MENTION OF
COMPLICATION
SPONTANEOUS ABORTION, COMPLETE, HITHOUT MENTION OF
COMPLICATION
LEgALLy l&oucEo ABoRTIoN (COHPLETE, INCOMPLETE, OR UNSPECIFIED)
LEGALLY IN OUCEO ABORTION COMPLICATE BY GENITAL TRACT ANO
PELVIC INFECTION
LEGALLY INOUCEO ABORTION, uNSPECIFIED, COHPLICATEO BY GENITAL
TRACT ANO PELvIC INFECTION
LEGALLY IN OUCEO ABORTION, INCOMPLETE, COIIPLICATEO BY GENITAL


















































LEGALLY IN OUCEO ABORTION, COHPLETE, CO14PLICATE0 BY GENITAL
TRACT Am PELVIC INFECTION
LEGALLY IN OUCEO ABORTION COMPLICATE BY oELAyEo oR Exc Ess IvE,
HEMORRHAGE
LEGALLY INOUCEO ABORTION* UNSPECIFIED* conpLIc ATEo By oELAy Eo
OR EXCESSIVE HEMORRHAGE
LEGALLY INOUCEO ABORTION* COMPLETES COMPLICATE By OELAYEO OR
EXCESSIVE HEMORRHAGE
LEGALLY IN OUCEO ABORTICV4 IAITH OTHER SPECIFIEO COMPLICATIONS
LEGALLY IN OUCEO ABORTION, INCOMPLETE* HITH OTHER SPECIFIEO
COMPLICATIONS
LEGALLY INOUCEO ABORTION- COHPLETE, HITH OTHER SPECIFIEO
COMPLICATIONS
LEGALLY INOUCEO ABORTION UITH UNSPECIFIED COtlPLICATION
LEGALLY INOUCEO ABORTION* COHPLETE* klITH UNSPECIFIED
COMPLICATION
LEGALLY INOUCEO ABORTION tAITHOUT HENTION OF COMPLICATION
LEGALLY INOUCEO ABORTION* UNSPECIFIEOr II ITHOUT MENTION OF
COMPLICATION
LEGALLY INOUCEO ABORTION, INCOMPLETE, WITHOUT MENTION OF
COMPLICATION
LEGALLY INOUCEO ABORTION* COHPLETE* HITHouT MENT1oN oF
COHPL ICAT ION
UNSPECIFIED ABORTION (COt4PLETES INCOMPLETE- OR UNSPECIFIED)
UNSPECIFIED ABORTION COHPLICATEO BY GENITAL TRACT ANO PELVIC
‘INFECTION
!.F4SPECIFIE0 ABORTIONS COMPLETE, COMPLICATE BY GENITAL TRACT
ANO PELVIC INFECTION
uNSPECIFIED ABORTION COHPLICATEO BY OELAYEO OR EXCESSIVE
HEMORRHAGE
UNSPECIFIED ABORTION* INCOMPLETE, CO14PLICATE0 BY OELAYEO
OR EXCESSIVE HEMORRHAGE
UNSPECIFIED ABORTIW COHPLICATEO BY EHBOLIS14
UNSPECIFIED ABORTION, INCOMPLETE, CO!IPLICATEO BY EHBOLISH
UNSPECIFIED ABORTION WITH OTHER SPECIFIEO COMPLICATIONS
UNSPECIFIED ABORTION* INCOMPLETE, HITH OTHER SPECIFIEO
COMPLICATIONS
UNSPECIFIED ABORTION HITHOUT HENTION OF COMPLICATION
UNSPECIFIED TYPE OF ABORTION, UNSPECIFIED, IAITHOUT MENTION OF
COMPLICATION
uNSPECIFIED ABORTION, INCOMPLETE, UITHOUT HENTION OF
COMPLICATION
uNSPECIFIED ABORTION, COHPLETE, HITHOUT MENTION OF COMPLICATION
FAILEO ATTEHPTEO ABORTION
FAILEO ATT EHPTEO ABORTION COHPLICATEO BY OELAYEO OR EXCESSIVE
HEMORRHAGE
FAILEO ATT EHPTEO ABORTION COHPLICATEO BY OAHAGE TO PELVIC
ORGANS 0s TIssuEs
COHPLICATI~S FOLLOIAING ABORTION OR ECTOPIC ANO MOLAR
PREGNANCIES
GENITAL TRACT ANO PELVIC INFECTION FOLLOHING ABORTION OR
ECTOPIC ANO MOLAR PREGNANCIES
OELAYEO OR EXCESSIVE HEMORRHAGE FOLLOHING ABORTION OR ECTOPIC
ANO HOLAR PREGNANCIES
OANAGE TO PELVIC ORGANS ANO TISSUES FOLLOHING ABORTION OR
ECTOPIC ANO HOLAR PREGNANCIES
EHBOLISH FOLLOklING ABORTION OR ECTOPIC ANO HOLAR PREGNANCIES
OTHER SPECIFIEO COMPLICATIONS FOLLOHING ABORTION OR
ECTOPIC ANO HOLAR PREGNANCIES
UNSPECIFIED COMPLICATION FOLLOHING ABORTION OR ECTOPIC
ANO MOLAR PREGNANCIES
HEMORRHAGE IN EARLY PREGNANCY
THREATENED ABORTION
THREATENED ABORTION, UNSPECIFIED AS TO EPISOOE OF CARE
THREATENED ABORTION* OELIVEREO
THREATENED ABORTION, ANTEPARTUH
OTHER SPECIFIEO HEMORRHAGE IN EARLY PREGNANCY
OTHER SPECXFIEO HEMORRHAGE IN EARLY PREGNANCY, oELIVEREO
OTHER SPECIFIEO HEMORRHAGE IN EARLY PREGNANCY. ANTEPARTLMI
uNSPECIFIED HEMORRHAGE IN EARLY PREGNANCY
UNSPECIFIED HEMORRHAGE IN EARLY PREGNANCY, OELIVEREO
UNSPECIFIED HEMORRHAGE IN EARLY PREGNANCY, ANT EPARTLNI
ANTEPARTUH HEMORRHAGES ABRUPTIO PLACENTAE, ANO PLACENTA PREVIA

























































PLACENTA PREVIA HITHOUT HEMORRHAGE. HITH OELIVERY
PLACENTA PREVIA ilITHOUT HEMORRHAGE, ANTEPARTUH
HEIWRRHAGE FROH PLACENTA PREVIA
HEMORRHAGE FROM PLACENTA PREVIA, UNSPECIFIED AS TO EPISODE OF
CARl=-. ...-
HEMORRHAGE FROM PLACENTA PREVIA, MITH OELIVERY
HEWRRHAGE FROH PLACENTA PREVIA, ANTEPARTUM
PREMATuRE SEPARATION OF PLACENTA
PREHATIRE SEPARATION OF PLACENTA. UNSPECIFIED AS TO EPISOOE OF
CARE
PREHATURE SEPARATION OF PLACENTA, WITH DELIVERY
PREHATURE SEPARATION OF PLACENTA, ANTEPARTUH
ANTEPARTUH HEMORRHAGE ASSOCIATE HITH COAGULATION OEFECTS
ANTEPARTU#l HEMORRHAGE ASSOCIATEO WITH COAGULATION OEFECTS,
HITH OELIWRY
ANTEPARTUH HEHORRHAGE ASSOCIATE HITH COAGULATION ❑EFECTS
OTHER ANTE PARTUH HEMORRHAGE
OTHER AN TEPARTUH HEMoRRHAGE, UNSPECIFIED AS TO EPISOOE OF CARE
OTHER AN TEPARTUH HEMORRHAGE, HITH OELIVERY
OTHER ANTEPARTUH HEMORRHAGE
UNSPECIFIED ANTEPARTUH HEMORRHAGE
UNSPECIFIED ANTEPARTIN4 HE140RRHAGE, UNSPECIFIED AS TO EPISOOE OF
CARE
UNSPECIFIED ANTEPARTUH HEMORRHAGE, lJITH OELIVERY
UNSPECIFIED ANTEPARTUH HEHORRHAGE
HYPERTENsIoN COMPLICATING PREGNANCY, CHILDBIRTH, ANO THE
PUERPERIUM
BENIGN ESSENTIAL HYPERTENSION COMPLICATING PREGNANCY,
CHILDBIRTH, AND THE PUERPERIUH
BENIGN ESSENTIAL HYPERTENSION COMPLICATING PREGNANCY*
CHILDBIRTH, ANO THE PUERPERIUH, UNSPECIFIED AS TO EPISOOE OF
CARE
BENIGN ESSENTIAL HYPERTENSION HITH OELIVERY
BENIGN ESSENTIAL HYPERTENSION, liITH OELIVERY, HITH HENTION
OF POSTPARTUM COMPLICATION
ANTEPARTUH BENIGN ESSENTIAL HYPERTENSION
POSTPARTUM BENIGN ESSENTIAL HYPERTENSION
HYPERTENSION SECONOARY TO RENAL OISEASE, COMPLICATING
PREGNANCY, CHILDBIRTH, ANO THE PUERPERIUH
HYPERTENSION SECCNOARY TO RENAL OISEASE, llITH OELIVERY
HYPERTENSION SECONOARY TO RENAL OISEASE, ANTEPARTUH
HYPERTENSION SEC~OARY TO RENAL oISEASE, POSTPARTUM
OTHER PRE-EXISTING HYPERTENSION COHPLICATItJG PREGNANCY,
CHILDBIRTH, ANO THE PUERPERIUH
OTHER PRE-EXISTING HYPERTENSION, MITH OELIVERY
OTHER PRE-EXISTING HYPERTENSION, WTH OELIVERY, HITH HENTION
OF POSTPARTUM COMPLICATION
OTHER PRE-EXISTING HYPERTENSION, ANTEPARTUH
TRANSIENT HYPERTENSION OF PREGNANCY
TRANSIENT HYPERTENSION OF PREGNANCY, HITH OELIVERY
TRANSIENT HYPERTENSION OF PREGNANCY HITH OELIVERYS
HITH HENTION OF POSTPARTUM COMPLICATION
ANTEPARTUH TRANSIENT HYPERTENSION
HILO OR UNSPECIFIED PRE-ECLAHPSIA
HILO OR UNSPECIFIED PRE-ECLAHPSIA, blITH OELIVERY
HILO ❑R UNSPECIFIED PRE-ECLAHPSIA, HITH OELIVERY,
klITH HENTION OF POSTPARTUM COMPLICATION
141L0 OR UNSPECIFIED PRE-ECLAHPSIAS ANTEPARTUH
HILO OR UNSPECIFIED PRE-ECLAHPSIA* POSTPARTUM
SEVERE PRE-ECLAHPSIA
SEVERE PRE-ECLAHPSIA, HITH oELIVERY








PRE-ECLAHPSIA OR ECLAHPSIA SUPERIMPOSED ON PRE-EXISTING
HYPERTENSION
PRE-ECLAHPSIA OR ECLAHPSIA SUPERIHPOSEO ON PRE-EXISTING
HYPERTENSION, CO14PLICATING PREGNANCY. CHILDBIRTH* OR THE



























































PRE-ECLAHPSIA OR ECLAHPSIA SUPERIHPOSEO ON PRE-EXISTING
HYPERTENSION, UITH OELIVERY
PRE-ECLAHPSIA OR ECLAHPSIA SUPERIHPOSEO ON PRE-EXISTING
HYPERTENSION, ANTEPARTUH
PRE-ECLAHPSIA OR ECLAHPSIA SUPERIHPOSEO ON PRE-EXISTING
HYPERTENSION, POSTPARTUM
UNSPECIFIED HYPERTENSION COMPLICATING PREGNANCY,
CHILDBIRTH, AND THE PUERPERIUM
WSPECIFIEO HYPERTENSION COiPLICATING PREGNANCY
CHILOEIRTH, ANO THE PUERPERIUM, UNSPECIFIED AS TO EPISOOE OF
CARE
UNSPECIFIED HYPERTENSION, HITH OELIVERY




EXCESSIVE VOHITING IN PREGNANCY
HILO HYPEREHESIS GRAVIOARUH
HILO HYPEREHESIS GRAVIDARUH, UNSPECIFIED AS TO EPISOOE
OF CARE
MILD HYPEREHESIS GRAVIOARUH, OELIVEREO
MILO HYPEREHESIS GRAVIOARUH, ANTEPARTUH
HYPEREHESIS GRAVIOARUH WITH HETABOLIC DISTURBANCE
HYPEREHESIS GRAVIOARUH HITH HETABOLIC DISTURBANCE,
UNSPECIFIED AS TO EPISOOE OF CARE
HYPEREMESIS GRAvIOARUH HITH HE TABOLIC DISTURBANCE, OELIVEREO
HYPEREHESIS GRAVIOARUH WITH HETABOLIC DISTURBANCE, AN TEPARTUH
LATE VOHITING OF PREGNANCY
- LATE VOHITING OF PREGNANCY, OELIVEREO
LATE VOHITING OF PREGNANCY, ANTE PARTUH
OTHER VOHITING COMPLICATING PREGNANCY
OTHER VOHITING COMPLICATING PREGNANCY, ANTEPARTUH
UNSPECIFIED VOHITING OF PREGNANCY
UNSPECIFIED VOHITING OF PREGNANCY, OELIVEREO
UNSPECIFIED VOHITING OF PREGNANCY, ANTEPARTUH
EARLY OR THREATENED LABOR
THREATENEo PREHATURE LABOR
‘ THREATENEO PREHATURE LABORS UNSPECIFIED AS TO EPISOOE OF CARE
THREATENED PREHATURE LABOR, ANTEPARTUH
OTHER THREATENED LABOR
OTHER THREATENEO LABOR, UNSPECIFIED AS TO EPISOOE OF CARE
OTHER THREATENED LABOR, ANTEPARTUH
EARLY ONSET OF OELIVERY
EARLY ONSET OF OELIVERY, UNSPECIFIED AS TO EPISOOE OF CARE
EARLY ONSET OF OELIVERY, OELIVEREO, HITH OR HITHOUT
HENTIoN OF ANTEPARTUH CONDITION
PROLON6E0 PREGNANCY
PROLONGEO PREGNANCY
PROLONGEO PREGNANCY, uNSPECIFIED AS TO EPISODE OF CARE
PROLONGEO PREGNANCY, blITH DELIVERY
PROLONGEO PREGNANCY, ANTEPARTUH
OTHER COMPLICATIONS OF PREGNANCY, NOT ELSEldHERE CLASSIFIED
PAPYRACEOUS FETUS
PAPYRACEOUS FETUS, ANTEPARTUH
EDEHA OR EXCESSIVE HEIGHT GAIN IN PREGNANCY, HITHOUT
HENTION OF HYPERTENSION
EOEHA OR EXCESSIVE HEIGHT GAIN IN PREGNANCY* MITH OELIVERYt
klITH OR MITHOUT HENTION OF ANTEPARTUH COMPLICATION
EOEMA OR EXCESSIVE HEIGHT GAIN IN PREGNANCY* lJITH DELIVERY?
MITH HENTION OF POSTPARTUM COMPLICATION
ANTEPARTuH EOEHA OR EXCESSIVE klEIGHT GAIN
POSTPARTUM EOEHA OR EXCESSIVE HEIGHT GAIN
UNSPECIFIED RENAL OISEASE IN PREGNANCY, IAITHOUT HENTION
OF HYPERTENSION
UNSPECIFIED RENAL DISEASE IN PREGNANCY, HITH OELIVERY
UNSPECIFIED RENAL OISEASE IN pREGNANcY. HITH OELIVERY,
UITH HENTIoN OF POSTPARTUM COMPLICATION
UNSPECIFIED ANTEPARTUH RENAL OISEASE
UNSPECIFIED POSTPARTUM RENAL OISEASE
HABITUAL ABORTER, CURRENTLY PREGNANT
HABITuAL ABORTER, OELIVEREO, HITH OR liITHOUT HENTION
OF ANTEPARTUH CONDITION
HABITUAL ABORTER, ANTEPARTUH CONOITION OR COMPLICATION



























PERIPHERAL NEURITIS IN PREGNANCY, bJITH
AN TEPARTUM PERIPHERAL NEuRITIS
AS Y14PTOMAT1C BACTERIURIA IN PREGNANCY
AS YMPTOMATIC BACTERIURIA IN PREGNANCY*
EPISOOE OF CARE
AS YMPTO!lATIC BACTERIURIA IN PREGNANCY*
ASY14PTOkl ATIC BACTERIURIA IN PREGNANCY*
MENTION OF POSTPARTUM COMPLICATION





.83 oTHER SPECIFIEO INFECTIOUS ANO PARASITIC OISEASES OF MOTHER*
ANTE PARTUM
OTHER SPECIFIEO INFECTIOUS ANO PARASITIC OISEASES OF HO THER*
POSTPARTUM
UNSPECIFIED INFECTION OR INFESTATION COMPLICATING PREGNANCY*
CHILDBIRTH, OR THE PUERPERIUH
UNSPECIFIED INFECTION OR INFESTATION OF MOTHER, HITH OELIVERY
uNsPECIFIED INFECTION OR INFESTATION OF HOTHER, ANTE PARTUM
OTHER CURRENT CONDITIONS IN THE MOTHER CLASSIFIABLE ELSEHHERES
BUT COMPLICATING PREGNANCY CHILDBIRTH. OR THE PUERPERIUM
OIABETES 14ELLITUS COHPLICATING PREGNANCY, CHILOBIRTH, OR THE
PUERPERIUM
oIABETES HELLITUS OF 140THERs COMPLICATING PREGNANCY,









INFECTIONS OF GENIToURINARY TRACT IN PREGNANCY
INFECTIONS OF GENITOUR:NARY TRACT IN PREGNANCY*
uNSPECIFIED AS TO EPISOOE OF CARE
.0
INFECTIONS OF GENITOURINARY TRACT IN PREGNANCY, blITti OELIVERY
INFECTIONS OF GE NITOURINARY TRACT IN Pregnancy UITH OELIVERYS
liITH MENTION OF POSTPARTUM COMPLICATION
AN TEPARTUM INFECTIONS OF GENITOURINARY TRACT
POSTPARTUM INFECTIONS OF GENITOURINARY TRACT
LIVER OISOROERS IN PREGNANCY
LIVER OISJJROERS IN PREGNANCY* HITH OELIVERY
AN TEPARTUFl LIVER OISOROERS
OTHER SPECIFIEO COMPLICATIONS OF PREGNANCY
OTHER SPECIFIEO COMPLICATIONS OF PREGNANCY*
UNSPECIFIEO AS TO EPISOOE OF CARE
OTHER SPECIFIEO CO14PLICATIONS OF PREGNANCY, UITH OELIVERY
OTHER SPECIFIEO COMPLICATIONS OF PREGNANCY* HITH OELIVERYS
WITH MENTION OF POSTPARTUM COMPLICATION
OTHER SPECIFIEO AN TEPARTUM COMPLICATIONS
OTHER SPECIFIEO POSTPARTUM COMPLICATIONS
UNSPECIFIED COMPLICATION OF PREGNANCY
uNSPECIFIELI COMPLICATION OF PREGNANCY* UITH oELIvERy
UNSPECIFIED ANTEPARTUM COMPLICATION
INFECTIOUS ANO PARASITIC CONDITIONS IN THE MOTHER CLASSIFIABLE





oIABETES MELLITUS OF MOTHER, WITH OELIVERY
ANTEPARTUM OIABETES MELLITUS
THYROIO DYSFUNCTION COMPLICATING PREGNANCY, CHILDBIRTH. OR THE
PUERPERIUM
.10 THYROIO DYSFUNCTION ❑F MOTHER, COMPLICATING PREGNANCY*
CHILDBIRTH, OR THE PuERPERIUM, UNSPECIFIED AS TO EPISOOE OF
CARE
THYROIO DYSFUNCTION OF MOTHER, HITH OELIVERY






ANEMIA COMPLICATING PREGNANCY, CHILDBIRTH, OR THE PUERPERIUM
ANEHIA OF MOTHER, COMPLICATING PREGNANCY, CHILDBIRTH, OR THE
PuERPERIUM, UNSPECIFIED AS TO EPISOOE OF CARE
ANEMIA OF MOTHER, klITH OELIVERY










SYPHILIS COMPLICATING PREGNANCY, CHILDBIRTH, OR THE PUERPERIUH






























GONORRHEA COMPLICATING PREGNANCYS CHILDBIRTH* oR THE puERp ERIuH
GONORRHEA OF HOTHERS COMPLICATING pREGNANcy* cHILoBIRTH~ oR THE
PuERPERIUH, UNSPECIFIEO AS TO EPISOOE OF CARE
GONORRHEA OF HOTHER, HITH oELIvERy
ANTEPARTUM GoNoRRHEA
OTHER VENEREAL OISEASES COMPLICATING PREGNANCY* CHILDBIRTHS oR
THE PUERP ER IUM
OTHER VENEREAL OISEASES OF MOTHER* WITH oELIvERy
OTHER VENEREAL OISEASES OF MoTHER* HITH oELIvERy~
MITH MENTION OF POSTPARTUM COMPLICATION
OTHER AN TEPARTUH VENEREAL OISEASES
TuBERCULOSIS COt4PLICATING PREGNANCY, CHILDBIRTH, OR THE
PUERPERIUM
TuBERCULOSIS OF MOTHER, WITH OELIVERY
RUBELLA CO HP LICAT ING PREGNANCY* CHILDBIRTH s OR THE puERf’ERIuM
RUBELLA OF MOTHER, klITH OELIVERY
.30 ORUG OEPENOENCE OF 140THER, COMPLICATING PREGNANCY? CHILDBIRTH*
OR THE PUERPERIUH, UNSPECIFIED AS TO EPISOOE OF CARE
ORUG OEPENOENCE OF MoTHER, HITH oELIvERY
ORUG OEPENOENCE OF MOTHER, HITH OELIVERYS WITH MENTIoN oF
POST PARTU14 COMPLICATION







MENTAL OISOROERS COMPLICATING PREGNANCY. CHILDBIRTH. OR THE
PUERPERIUM
.40 MENTAL oISOROERS OF $lOTHER, COMPLICATING PREGNANCY*




HENTAL OISOROERS OF PIOTHER, HITH OELIVERY





AN TEp ARTut4 MENTAL OISOROERS OF MOTHER
POSTPARTUM HENTAL OISOROERS OF MOTHER
CONGEN1 TAL CARDIOVASCULAR OISOROERS COMPLICATING PREGNANCY*
CHILOB IRTH, OR THE PUERPERIIIH
AN TEPARTUH RUBELti
OTHER VIRAL OISEISES COMPLICATING
PuERPERIUM
OTHER VIRAL OISEASES OF MOTHER*
CHILDBIRTH, OR THE PUERPERIUNS
CARE
OTHER VIRAL OISEASES OF MOTHER*
OTHER vIRAL OISEASES OF HOTHERS
OF POSTPARTUM COt4PLICATION
OTHER AN TEPARTUH VIRAL OISEASES
PREGNANCY, CHILDBIRTH, OR THE
COMPLICATING PREGNANCY,
UNSPECIFIED AS TO EPISOOE OF
HITH OELIVERY
HITH OELIVERY, HITH MENTION
,.-..
CONGENITAL CARDIOVASCULAR OISOROERS OF HO THER* Complicating





CONGENITAL CARDIOVASCULAR OISOROERS OF MOTHER, HITH oELIvERv
CONGENITAL CARO1OVASCULAR OISOROERS OF MOTHER*
HITH oELIVERY, 141TH t4ENTION OF POSTPARTUM COMPLICATION
CONGENITAL CARDIOVASCULAR OISOROERS OF MOTHER* AN TEpARTuM
OTHER CARDIOVASCULAR OISEASES COMPLICATING PREGNANCY*









OTHER POSTPARTUM VIRAL OISEASES
OTHER SPECIFIEO INFECTIOUS ANO PARAsITIC OISEASES COMPLICATING
PREGNANCY, CHILDBIRTH* oR THE puERpERIuM
OTHER SPECIFIEO INFECTIOUS ANO PARASITIC OISEASES OF HOTHER*
COi4PLICATIi4G PREGNANCY* CHILDBIRTH* QR THE puERp ER1uM~
uNSPECIFIED AS TO EPISOOE OF CARE
OTHER SPECIFIEO INFECTIOUS ANO PARASITIC OISEASES OF MOTHERS
OTHER CA RO1OVASCULAR OISEASES OF HOTHER COMPLICATING
PREGNANCY, CHILDBIRTH, OR THE PUERPERIUH, uNsPECIFIED AS TO
EPISOOE OF CARE
OTHER CARDIOVASCULAR OISEASES OF MOTHER, WITH OELIVERY
OTHER CARDIOVASCULAR OISEASES OF MOTHER, HITH OELIVERY*
wITH MENTION OF POSTPARTUM COMPLICATION
OTHER CARDIOVASCULAR OISEASES OF MOTHER! ANT EpARTuM
OTHER CARDIOVASCULAR OISEASES OF MOTHER, PoSTPARTUM










OTHER SP EC IF IEO INFECTIOUS ANO PARASITIC OISEASES OF HOTHER*




















































HOTHER, COMPLICATING PREGNANCY. CHILDBIRTH. OR THE PUERPERIUM
BONE AND JOINT OISOROERS OF BACK, PELVIS. ANO LOMER LIMBS
OF HO THER, MITH DELIVERY
BONE AND JOINT DXSOROERS OF 8ACK, PELVIS* ANO LOIAER LIHBS
OF HO THER, MITH OELIVERY, uITH MENTION OF POSTPARTUM
COMPLICATION
BONE ANO JOINT OISOROERS OF BACK, PELVIS, ANO LOWER LIHBS
OF HOTHER. ANT EPARTUM
ABNORMAL GLuCOSE TOLERANCE OF MOTHER* COMPLICATE NG PREGNANCY s
CH1LD81RTH, OR THE PUERPERIUN
ABNORMAL GLuCOSE TOLERANCE OF HOTHERS COHpLIcATING PREGNANCy.
CHILOBIRTH, IXi THE PUERPERIUM, UNSPECXFIEO AS TO EPISOOE OF
CARE
ABNORMAL GLUCOSE TOLERANCE OF HO THER. WITH OELIVERY
A8NORMAL GLucos E TOLERANCE OF NDTHER, MITH OELIVERY, UITH
MENTION OF POSTPARTUM COMPLICATIffl
ABNORMAL GLUCOSE TOLERANCE OF NDTHER, ANT EPARTUH
OTHER CURRENT CONDITIONS COMPLICATING PREGNANCY, CHILDBIRTH. OR
OTHER CURRENT CONDITIONS CLASSIFIABLE ELSEWHERE OF MOTHER*
COMPLICATING PREGNANCY. CHILDBIRTHS OR THE PUERPERIUMS
UNSPECI FI EO AS TO EPISODE OF CARE
OTHER CURRENT CONDITIONS CLASSIFIABLE ELSEWHERE OF MOTHER,
wITH OELI vERY
OTHER CURRENT CONDITIONS CLASSIFIABLE ELSEWHERE OF MOTHER.
HXTH OELIVERV, IAXTH MENTION OF POSTPARTUM COMPLICATION
OTHER CURRENT CONOITfONS CLASSIFIABLE ELSEUHERE OF MOTHER.
ANTEPARTuM
OTHER CURRENT CONDITIONS CLASSIFIABLE ELSEWHERE OF HO THER,
POSTPARTUM
OELIVERY IN A COMPLETELY NORUAL CASE
MULTIPLE GESTATION
TwIN PREGNANCY
THIN PREGNANCY, UNSPECIFIED AS TO EPISOOE OF CARE
THIN PREGNANCY, OELIVEREO
TuIN PREGNANCY, ANTE PARTUM CONOITION OR COMPLICATION
TR lPLET PREGNANCY
TRIPLET PREGNANCY, UNSPECIFIEO AS TO EPISOOE OF CARE
TRIPLET PREGNANCY, OELIVEREO
TRIPLET PREGNANCY, ANT EPARTUN CONOITION OR COMPLICATION
PIALPOSITION ANO MALPRESENTATION OF FETUS
UNSTABLE LIE OF FETUS
LWSTABLE LIE, OELIVEREO
BREECH OR OTHER MALPRESENTAT ION SUCCESSFllLV CON VERTEO
TO CEPHALIC PRESENTATION
BREECH OR OTHER NALPRESENTATION SUCCESSFULLY CON VERTEO TO
CEPHALIC PRESENTATION, OELIVEREO
BREECH OR OTHER NALPRESENTATION SUCCESSFULLY CON VERTEO TO
CEPHALIC PRESENTATION. AN TEPARTUM
BREECH PRESENTATION WITHOUT MENTION OF VERSION
BREECH PRESENTATION HITHOOT MENTION OF VERSION, UNSPECIFIED
AS TO EPISOOE OF CARE
BREECH PRESENTATION tAITHWT MENTION OF VERSION, OELIVEREO
BREECH PRESENTATION HITHOUT MENTIffl OF VERSION, AN TEPARTUM
TRANSVERSE OR OBLIQUE PRESENTATION OF FETUS
TRANSVERSE OR OBLIQUE PRESENTATION, UNSPECIFIED AS TO EPISOOE
OF CARE
TRANSVERSE OR OBLIQUE PRESENTATION, OELIVEREO
TRANSVERSE OR OBLIQUE PRESENTATION, ANTE PARTWI
FACE OR BROW PRESENTATION OF FETUS
FACE OR BROW PRESENTAT ION, OELIVEREO
HIGH FETAL HEAO AT TERM
H16H HEAO AT TERM, DEL IVEREO
HIGH HEAO AT TERM, ANT EPARTUM
MULTIPLE GESTATION wITH HALPRESENTATION OF ONE FETUS OR
MORE
MULTIPLE GESTATICN HITH MALPRESENTATION OF ONE FETUS
OR MORE, OELIVERED
MuLTIPLE GESTATIW WITH mALpREsENTATx ON OF ONE FETUS
OR MORE, AN TEPARTuH
PROLAPSEO ARM OF FETUS
PRDLAPSEO ARM OF FETUS, OELIVEREO
OTHER SPECIFIEO HALPOS1TION OR MALPRESENTATION OF FETUS
OTHER SPECIFIEO NALPOSITION OR NALPRESENTATION. OELIVEREO






















































UNSPECIFIEO MALPOSITION OR RALPRESENTATION, OELIVEREO
DISPROPORTION IN PREGNANCY, LABOR, ANO OELIVERY
MAJOR ABNORMALITY OF BONY PELVIS, NOT FURTHER SPECIFIEO, IN
PREGNANCY, LABOR. ANO OELIVERY
NAJOR ABKIRMALITY OF BONY PELVISO NOT FURTHER Specifier
OELIVEREO
GENERALLY CDNTRACTEO PELVIS IN PREGNANCY. LABOR, ANO DELIVERY
GENERALLY CONTRACTED PELVIS, OELIVEREO
GENERAUY CONTRACTED PELVIS, ANTE PARTIM
INLET CONTRACTION OF PELVIS IN PREGNANCY, LA80R. ANO OELIVERY
INLET CONTRACTION OF PELVIS, DEL IVEREO
OUTLET CONTRACTION OF PELVIS IN PREGNANCY, LABOR, ANO OELIVERV
OUTLET CONTRACTION OF PELVIS, OELIVEREO
FE TOPELVIC OISPROPORTIDN
FE TOP ELVIC OXSPROPORTIW. OELXVERED
FE TOP ELVIC DISPROPORTION, AN TEPARTuM
UNUSUALLY LARGE FETUS CAUSING DISPROPORTION
UNUSUAUY LARGE FETuS CAUSING DISPROPORTION, OELIVEREO
HYOROCEPHALIC FETUS CAUSING DISPROPORTION
HYOROCEPNALIC FETUS CAUSING DISPROPORTION, DEL IVEREO
OTHER FETAL ABWRMALITY CAUSING DISPROPORTION
OTHER FETAL ABNORMALITY CAUSING DISPROPORTION, OELIVEREO
OTHER FETAL ABNORMALITY CAUSING OISPROPORTION$ AN TEPARTUM
OISPROPORTION OF OTHER ORIGIN IN PREGNANCY, LA80R, ANO OELIVERY
DISPROPORTION OF OTHER ORIGIN, OELIVEREO
UN SPECIFIED DISPROPORTION IN PREGNANCY, LABOR, ANO OELIVERY
UNSPECIFIEO OISPROPORTION, UNSPECIFIED AS TO EPISOOE OF CARE
UNSPECIFIED DISPROPORTION. OELIVEREO
ABNORMALITY OF ORGANS ANO SOFT TISSUES OF PELVIS COMPLICATING
PREGNANCY, CHILDBIRTH, OR THE PUERPERIUH
CO NGENITA ABNORMALITIES OF UTERUS COMPLICATING PREGNANCY,
CHXLOBIRTH* OR THE PUERPERIUM
CONGENITAL AIWORNALITIES OF UTERUS. UNSPECIFIED AS TO EPISOOE
OF CARE
CONGENITAL ABNORMALITIES OF UTERUS, liITH OELIVERY
CONGENITAL ABNORMALITIES OF UTERUS, OELIVEREO, HITH MENTION
OF POSTPARTUM COMPLICATION
CONGENITA ABNORMALITIES OF UTERUS, ANT EPARTUM CONOITION
OR COMPLICATION
CONGENIT& AWORMALITIES OF UTERUS, POSTPARTUM CONOITION
OR COMPLICATION
TUMORS OF BOOY OF UTERUS COMPLICATING PREGNANCY, CHILDBIRTH. OR
THE PUERPERIUM
TUHORS OF BOOY OF uTERUS, uNSPECIFIED AS TO EPISOOE OF CARE
IN PREGNANCY
TUMORS OF BOOY OF UTERUS, MITH OELIVERY
TUMORS OF BOOY OF UTERUS, OELIVEREO, WITH HENT ION OF
POSTPARTUM COMPLICATION
TUMORS OF BOOY OF uTERUS. AN TEPARTUM CONOITIDN OR COMPLICATION
UTERINE SCAR FROM PREVIOUS SURGERY COMPLICATING PREGNANCY,
CHILDBIRTH. OR THE PUERPERIUM
UTERINE SCAR FROM PREV1OUS SURGERY, UNSPECIFIEO AS TO EPISOOE
OF CARE IN PREGNANCY
UTERINE SCAR FROM PREVIOUS SURGERY, WITH OELIVERY
UTERINE SCAR FROM PREVIOUS SURGERY. ANTEPARTUM CONOI TION OR
COMPLICATION
RETROVERTEO ANO INCARCERATE GRAVIO UTERUS
RETROVERTEO ANO INCARCERATE GRAV1O UTERUS* OELIVEREO
RETROVERTEO ANO INCARCERATED GRAVIO UTERUS, AN TEPARTUM
OTHER ABNORMALITIES IN SHAPE OR PoSITION OF GRAVIO UTERUS
ANO OF NEIGHBORING STRUCTURES
OTHER ABNURHALITIES IN SHAPE OR POSITION OF GRAVIO UTERUS ANO
OF NEIGHBORING STRUCTURES. UNSPECIFIED AS TO EPISOOE OF CARE
OTHER ABNORMALITIES IN SHAPE OR POSITION OF GRAVIO UTERUS
ANO OF NEIGHBORING STRUCTURES, OELXVEREO
OTHER ABNORMALITIES IN SHAPE OR POSITION OF GRAVID uTERuS
AND OF NEIGHBORING STRUCTURES, OELIVEREO, uITH MENTION
OF POSTPARTUM COMPLICATION
OTHER ABMJRMALITIES IN SHAPE OR POSITION OF GRAVIO UTERUS ANO
OF N E IGH80R ING STRUCTURES, AN TEPARTUM
OTHER ABNORMALITIES IN SHAPE OR POSITION OF GRAVIO UTERUS ANO
OF NEIGHBORING STRUCTURES. POSTPARTUM









































CERVICAL INCOMPETENCE, UNSPECIFIED AS TO EPISOOE OF CARE
IN PREGNANCY
CERVXCAl INCDWETENCE, iiITti DELIVERY
CERVICAL INCOMPETENCE, ANTEPARTuM CONOITION OR COMPLICATION
OTHER CONGENITAL OR ACQUIRED ABNORMALITY OF CERVIX COMPLICATING
PREGNANCY, CHILDBIRTH, OR THE PI.IERPERIUM
OTHER CONGENITAL OR AC QUIREO ABNORMALITY OF CERVIX, NITH
DELI VERY
OTHER CONGENITAL OR ACQUIRED ABNORMALITY OF CERVIX, ANT EPARTUM
CONOITXON OR COMPLICATION
CONGENITAL OR ACQUIRED ABNORMALITY OF VAGINA COMPLICATING
PREGNANCY, CHILDBIRTH, OR THE PUERPERIUM
CONGENITAL OR AC CMJIREO ABNORMALITY OF VAGINA, NITH OELIVERY
CONGENITAL OR ACQUIRED ABNORMALITY OF VAGINA, AN TEPARTUM
CONDITION OR COMPLICATION
CONGENITAL OR ACCNJIREO ABNORMALITY OF VULVA COHPLf CATING
PREGNANCY , CHILOB IRTH, OR THE PUERPERIUH
CONGENITAL OR ACCIUIREO ABNORMALITY OF VULVA, 141TH OELIVERY
UN SPECXFIEO ABNORMALITY OF ORGANS ANO SOFT TISSUES OF PELVIS
c0f4pLIcAT ING PREGNANCY, childbirth. ANO THE PUERPERIUM
UNSPECIFIED ABNORMALITY OF ORGANS ANO SOFT TISSUES OF PELVIS,
liITH DELIVERY
UNSPECIFIED ABNDW4AL1TY OF ORGAM ANO SOFT TISSUES OF PELVIS,
ANTE PARTu M CONDITION OR COMPLICATION
KNOHN OR SUSPECTEO FETAL ABNORMALITY AFFECTING MANAGEMENT OF
MOTHER
CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM 14ALFORNATION IN FETUS AFFECTING
MANAGEMENT OF MOTHER
CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM MALFORMATION IN FETUS, UNSPECIFIED AS TO
EPISODE OF CARE IN PREGNANCY
CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM MALFORMATION IN FETUS, HITH OELIVERY
CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM MALFORMATION IN FETuS, ANT EPARTUM
CHRONDSONAL ABMJRMALf TY IN FErUS AFFECrING Management OF HOrHER
CHROMOSDHAL ABNORMALITY IN FErUS, AFFECTING MANAGEMENT OF
MOTHER. UNSPECIFIED AS ro EpXSOOE of CARE IN pREGNANCY
CHRONOSWAL ABNORMALITY IN FETUS, AFFECTING MANAGEMENT OF
MOTHER, 141TH OELIVERY
CHROMOSDHAL ABNORMALITY IN FErUS. AFFECTING Management OF
MOTHER, ANrEPARTUH
HEREDITARY OISEASE IN FAMILY POSSIBLY AFFECr ING FETUSS
AFFECr ING HANAGENENr OF MOrHER
HE REOIrARY OISEASE IN FAMILY POSSIBLY AFFECr ING FETUS.
AFFECTING HANAGEMENr OF HOrHER, UIrH OELIVERY
SUSPECTEO DAMAGE rO FETUS FRLNI VIRAL OISEASE IN THE
MOTHER, AFFECTING HANAGEMENr OF MOTHER
suspEcrEo OAmAGE ro FETUS FROH VIRAL OISEASE IN rHE MOTHER.
AFFECTING Management OF MOrHER, iAIrH OELIVERY
SUSPECTEO DAMAGE ro FETus FRO14 OTHER OIsEAsE IN THE
140rHER, AFFECrING t4ANAGEHENr OF MOrHER
SUSPECTEO OAHAGE rO FETUS FROM OTHER OISEASE IN THE 140rHER*
AFfEcrIffi MANAGEMENT OF morHER. UNSPECIFIED AS ro EPISOOE
OF C ARE f N PREGNANCY
SUSPECTEO OAHAGE rO FErUS FROM ORUGS, AFFECTING MANAGEMENT OF
MOrHER
SUSPECTE O OAHAGE TO FETUS FROM ORUGS, AFFECr ING MANAGEMENT
OF MOrHER, UNSPECIFIEO AS TO EPISODE OF CARE
SUSPECTEO OANAGE rO FErUS FROM ORUGS, AFFECr ING MANAGEMENT OF
MOrHER, OELIVEREO
susPEcTEo OAMAGE ro FErus FROM ORUGS, AFFECTIN6 MANAGEMENT OF
MOTHER, ANT EPA RTLN4
SUSPECr EO OAHAGE rO FErUS FROM RAOIAr ION, AFFECTING Management
OF MOr HER
SUSPECTEO OAMAGE rO FETUS FROM RAOIArION, AFFECTING MANAGEHENr
OF MOTHER, UNSPECIFIED AS TO EPC300E OF CARE
OTHER KNOWN OR SUSPECTEO FErAL ABNORMALITY, NOr ELSE14HERE
CLASSIFIED, AFFECrING HANAGEHENr OF NOrHER
OTHER KNOIAN OR SUSPECr EO FErAL ABNORMALITY. NOr ELSE IAHERE
CLASSIFIED, AFFECr XNG MANAGEMENT OF MOrHER, UNSPECIFIED AS TO
EPISOCE OF CARE
OrHER KNOHN OR SUSPECTED FErAL ABNORMALITY, NOr ELSE IAHERE
CLASSIFIED, AFFECr ING !4ANAGEMENr OF MOTHER, OELIVEREO
OTHER KNOHN OR SUSPECTEO FErAL ABNORMALITY, NOT ELSE MHERE




















































KNOMN OR SUSPECrEO FEr AL ABNORMALITY AFFECTING MANAGEMENT OF
MOrHER, UNSPECIFIED
UNSPECIFIED KNOliN OR SUSPECrEO FErAL ABNORMALITY, AFFECTING
Management OF HOrHER, ANrEPARrUH CONO1rt ON OR COHPL ICATION
OTHER FETAL NO PLACENTAL PROBLEMS AFFECr ING Management OF
MOrHER
FE rAL-NATERNAL HEMORRHAGE AFFECr ING J4ANAGEklENr OF HOrHER
FErAL-HATERNAL HEMORRHAGE. ANr EPARTUH CONOITION OR COMPLICATION
RHESUS ISOIHMUNIZArION AFFECTING MANAGEMENT OF HOT HER
RHESUS ISOIIWJNIZArION, UNSPECIFIED AS rO EPISOOE OF CARE
IN PREGNANCY
RHESUS ISOIHMUNIZAr ION. AFFECTING Management OF HO THER,
OELIVEREO
RHESUS ISOIMMUNIZAr ION. AFFECTING MANAGEMENT OF MOrHER,
ANrEPARTUH CONOIr ION
lSOIMMUNIZATIDN FROM OrHER AND uNSPECIFIEO BLOOO-GROUP
lNCOMPArIB1 LI TY AFFECrl NG MANAGEMENT OF HOTHER
ISOIMMUNIZAr IDN FRoM OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED BLOOO-GROUP
XNCOHPATIBILIrY, AFFECr ING Management OF HO THER, DE LIVEREO
FErAL OISrRESS AFFECr ING MANAGEMENT OF MOrHER
FETAL DISTRESS, AFFECr ING MANAGEMENT OF MOTHER, uNSPECIFIED AS
TO EPISOOE OF CARE
FETAL OISTRESS. AFFECr ING MANAGEMENT OF MOTHER. OELIVEREO
FErAL OISTRESS, AFFECr ING MANAGEPIENr OF NOrHER; ANrEPARTUM
INTRAUTERINE OEATH AFFECr ING MANAGEHENr OF HOrHER
INTRAUTERINE OEArH. AFFECr ING HANAGEMENr OF MOrHER,
UNSPECI FI EO AS rO EPI SOOE OF CARE
INTRAUTERINE OEATH, AFFECr ING HANAGEMENr OF MOTHER, OELIVEREO
INrRAUrERINE OEArH, AFFECTING MANAGEMENT OF MOTHER, AN TEPARrUM
POOR FE rAL 6RONrH AFFECr ING HANAGEMENr OF MOTHER
POOR FETAL GRDUTH, AFFECr ING MANAGEMENT OF HOrHER. UNSPECIFIED
AS rO EPISOOE OF CARE
POOR FEr AL GROHTH, AFFECr ING MANAGEMENT OF HOr HER, DEL IVEREO
POOR FEr AL GROWTH. AFFECTING HANAGEf4ENr OF MOTHER. ANTE PARTUM
CONOITIDN OR COMPLICATION
EXCESSIVE FErAL GROUTH AFFECTING Management OF MOrHER
EXCESSIVE FETAL GROilrH. AFFECr ING MANAGEMENT OF i40rHER.
OELIVEREO
EXCESSIVE FErAL GROUTH. AFFECr ING Management OF MOrHER*
ANrEPARTUM
Or HER PLACENrAL CONOIr IONS AFFECTING MANAGEMENT OF MOr HER
OrHER PLACENrAL CONDITIONS. AFFECTING MANAGEMENT OF MOTHER,
OELf VEREO
OTHER PLACENTAL CONOIr IONS. AFFECrING Management OF MOTHERS
ANTEPARTUM
OTHER SPECIFIEO FErAL MO PLACENTAL PROBLEMS AFFECr ING
MANAGEWNr OF NOrHER
OTHER SPECIFIEO FETAL ANO PLACENrAL PROBLEMS, AFFECr ING
HANAGEMENr OF MOTHERS OELIVEREO
OTHER SPECIFIEO FErAL ANO PLACENrAL PROBLEMS, AFFECr ING
MANAGEMENT OF MOTHER, ANr EPARTUH
UNSPECIFIED FETAL ANO PLACENTAL PROBLEM AFFECr ING HANAGEMENr OF
MOrHER




POLYHYORAMNIOS, ldl TH OELIVERY
POLYHYC+MMNIOS. ANTEPARTuH COMPLICATION
OTHER PROSLEUS ASSOCIArEO tAtrH AMNIOrIC CAVlr Y ANO MEMBRANES
OLIGOHYORAWIOS
DLIGOHVDRAMNIOS, UNSPECIFIED AS TO EPISOOE OF CARE
~IGOHYOaMNIOS, OELIVEREO
OLIGOHYORAMNIOS, ANT EPARTUM
PREMATURE RUPrURE OF MEMBRANES
PREMATURE RupruRE OF MEMBRANEs. UNSPECIFIED AS ro EPISOOE
OF CARE
PREMATURE RUPTURE OF MEMBRANES, OELIVEREO
PREMATURE RUPTURE OF MEMBRANES. ANrEPARrUH
OELAYEO OELIVERY AFTER SPONTANEOUS OR UNSPECIFIED
RUPTURE OF MEMBRANES
OELAYEO OELIVERY AFTER SPONTANEOUS OR UNSPECIFIED RUPrURE OF
MEMBRANES, UNSPECIFIED AS TO EPISOOE OF CARE
OELAYEO DELIVERY AFr ER SPONTANEOUS OR UNSPECIFIED RUPrURE OF




















































OELAYED DELIVERY AFTER SPONTANEOUS OR UNSPECIFIED RuPTURE OF
MEH8RANES , ANT EPARTUM
OELAYEO oELI VERY AFTER ARTIFICIAL RUPTURE OF HEHBRANEs
OELAYEO OELIVERY AFTER ARTIFXC IAL RuPTURE OF HEIIBRANESS
OELIVEREO
INFECTION OF AHNIOTIC CAVITY
INFECTION OF AflNIDTIC CAVITY, UNSPECIFIED AS TO EPISOOE OF
CARE
INFECTION OF AIINIDTIC CAVITY, OELIVEREO
INFECTION OF AHNIOTIC CAVITY, ANT EPARTUH
OTHER PROBLEMS ASSOCIATE HITH AHNIOTIC CAVITY ANO HEHBRANES
OTHER PR08LEHS ASSDCIATEO WITH AHNIOTIC CAVITY ANO HEHBRANES~
DELI VEREO
OTHER PROBLEHS ASSOCIATE lJITH AHNIOTIC CAVITY ANO MEHBRANES*
ANTEPARTUH
UNSPECIFIED PROBLEH ASSOCIATE WITH AHNIOTIC CAVITY ANO
MEMBRANES
UNSPECIFIED PROBLEM ASSOCIATE HITH AMNIOTIC CAVITY ANO
HEHBRANES , OEL IVEREO
OTHER INDICATIONS FOR CARE OR INTERVENTION RELATEO TO LABOR ANO
OELIVERY, NOT ELSEMHERE CLASSIFIED
FAILEO MECHANICAL INOUCTION OF LABOR
FAILEO MECHANICAL INOUCTION OF LABOR, OELIVEREO
FAILEO MECHANICAL IN OUCTION OF LABOR, ANT EPARTUH
FAILEO MEDICAL OR UNSPECIFIED INOLACTION OF LABOR
FAILEO 14EOICAL OR uNSPECIFIED INOUCTION OF LABOR, UNSPECIFIED
AS TO EPISOOE OF CARE
FAILEO HEOICAL OR UNSPECIFIED INOUCTION OF LABORS OELIVEREO
FAILEO HEOICAL OR uNSPECIFIED INOUCTION OF LABOR, ANT EPARTUH
MATERNAL PYREXIA OURING LABOR, UNSPECIFIED
UNSPECIFIED TYPE HAT ERNAL PYREXIA OURING LABOR* UNSPECIFIED
AS TO EPISOOE OF CARE
UNSPECIFIED TYPE MATERNAL PYREXIA OURING LABOR* OELIVEREO
UNSPECIF IEO TYPE HAT ERNAL PYREXIA, ANTEPARTUH
GENERAL12E0 INFECTION OURING LABOR
GENERAL12E0 INFECTION OURING LABOR* OELIVEREO
GRANO MULT IPARITY, IAITH CURRENT PREGNANCY
GRANO HULTIPARITY, WITH CURRENT PREGNANCY, OELIVEREO




OTHER SPEC IFIEO INDICATIONS FOR CARE OR INTERVENTION
RELATEO TO LABOR AND OELIVERY
OTHER SPECIFIEO INDICATIONS FOR CARE OR INTERVENTION RELATEO
TO LABOR ANO OELIVERY, UNSPECIFIED AS TO EPISOOE OF CARE
OTHER SPECIFIEO INDICATIONS FOR CARE OR INTERVENTION RELATEO
TO LABOR ANO OELIVERYt OELIVEREO
OTHER SPECIFIEO INDICATIONS FOR CARE OR INTERVENTION RELATEO
TO LABOR ANO OELIVERY? ANTEPARTUH
UNSPECIFIED INDICATION FOR CARE OR INTERVENTION RELATEO TO
LABOR ANO OELIVERY
UNSPECIFIED INDICATION FOR CARE OR INTERVENTION RELATEO TO
LABOR ANO OELIVERY, OELIVEREO
UNSPECIFIED lNOICATION FOR CARE OR INTERVENTION RELATEO TO
LABOR ANO OELI VERY, ANTEPARTUH
OBSTRUCTED LABOR
oBSTRUCTION CAUSEO BY NALPOSITION OF FETUS AT ONSET OF LABOR
OBSTRUCTION CAUSEO BY HALPOSITION OF FETUS AT ONSET OF LABORS
HITH OELI VERY
OBSTRUCTION CAUSEO BY HALPOSITION OF FETUS AT ONSET OF LABORS
ANTE PARTUH
OBSTRUCTION 8Y BONY PELVIS DuRING LABOR
OBSTRUCT ION BY BONY PELVIS OURING LABOR, HITH OELIVERY
OBSTRUCTION BY ABNORMAL PELVIC SOFT TISSUES OURING LABOR
OBSTRUCTION BY A8NORHAL PELVIC SOFT TISSUES OURING LABORt
WITH OELI VERY
OEEP TRANSVERSE ARREST A NO PERSISTENT OCCIP ITOPOSTERIOR
POSIT1 ON OURING LABOR A NO DELIVERY
OEEP TRANSVERSE ARREST ANO PERSISTENT OCCIPITOPOSTERIOR
POSITION. IIIITH 0EL14ERY






























































SHOULOER ( GIRDLE) OYSTOCIA OURING LABOR ANO OELIVERY
SHOULOER (GIROLE) OYSTOCIA, 141TH OELIVERY
FAILEO TRIAL OF LABOR, UNSPECIFIED
UNSPECIFIED FAILED TRIAL OF LABOR, UITH OELIVERY
UNSPECIFIED FAILEO TRIAL OF LABDR, ANTEPARTUH
FA ILEO FORCEPS OR VACUUH EXTRACTOR, UNSPECIFIED
UNSPECIFIED FAILEO FORCEPS OR VACUUH EXTRACTOR, HITH OELIVERY
OTHER CAUSES OF OBSTRUCTED LABOR
OTHER CAUSES OF OBSTRUCTED LABOR, wITH DELIVERY
uNSPECI FIEO OBSTRUCTED LABOR
UNSPECIFIED OBSTRUCTED LABORS HITH OELIVERY
ABNORHALI TY OF FORCES OF LABOR
PRIHARY UTERINE INERTIA
PRIHARY UTERINE INERTIA, HITH OELIVERY
PRIHARY UTERINE INERTIA, ANTEPARTUH
SECONOARY UTERINE INERTIA
SECONOARY UTERINE INERTIA, UNSPECIFIED AS TO EPISOOE OF CARE
SECONOARY UTERINE INERTIA* HITH DELIVERY
OTHER ANO (!NSPECIFIEO UTERINE INERTIA
OTHER UiO UNSPECIFIED UTERINE INERTIA- UNSPECIFIED AS TO
EPISOOE OF CARE
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED UTERINE INERTIA, HITH OELIVERY
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED UTERINE INERTIA, ANTEPARTUH
PRECIPITATE LABOR
PRECIPITATE LABOR? HITH DELIVERY
HYPERTONIC, INCOOROINATE* OR PROLONGEO UTERINE CONTRACTIONS
HYPERTONIC , INCOOROINATE, OR PROLONGEO UTERINE CONTRACTIONS?
uNSPEC1 FI EO AS TO EPI SOOE OF CARE
HYPERTONIC* INCOOROINATE, OR PROLONGED UTERINE CONTRACTIONS,
HITH OELIVERY
HYPERTONIC, INCOOROINATES OR PROLONGED UTERINE CONTRACTIONS*
ANTE PARTUH
UNSPECI FIEO ABNORMALITY OF LABOR
UNSPECIFIED ABNORMALITY OF LABOR, HITH OELIVERY
UNSPECIF IEO ABNORHAL ITY OF LABOR, ANTEPARTUII
LONG LABJ3R
PROLONGEO FIRST STAGE OF LABOR
PROLONfiEO FIRST STAGE OF LABOR, OELIVEREO
PROLONGEO FIRST STAGE OF LABOR, ANTEPARTUH
PROLONGEO LABOR, UNSPECIFIED
UNSPECIFIED TYPE PROLONGEO LABOR, OELIVEREO
UNSPECIFIED TYPE PROLONGEO LABORS ANTEPARTUH
PROLONGEO SECONO STAGE OF LABOR
PROLONGEO SECONO STAGE OF LABORS OELIVEREO
OELAYEO OELIVERY OF SECONO TwIN, TRIPLET, ETC.
OELAYEO OELIVERY OF SECONO THIN, TRIPLET* ETC. 9 OELIVEREO
uHBILICAL CORO COMPLICATIONS OURING LABOR ANO OELI VERY
PROLAPSE OF CORO COMPLICATING LABOR ANO OELIVERY
PROLAPSE OF CORO COMPLICATING LABOR ANO OELIVERY, UNSPECIFIED
AS TO EPISOOE OF CARE
PROLAPSE OF CORO COMPLICATING LABOR ANO OELIVERY, OELIVEREO
PROLAPSE OF CORO COMPLICATING LABOR ANO OELIVERY, ANTEPARTUM
CORD AROUNO NECK, WITH COMPRESSION, COMPLICATING LABOR ANO
OELIVERY
CORO AROUNO NECK WITH COMPRESSION, COMPLICATING LABOR ANO
OELIVERYS UNSPECIFIED AS TO EPISOOE OF CARE
CORO AROU&O NECK, HITH COMPRESSIONS COMPLICATING LABOR AND
OELIVERYt OELIViREO
CORO AROUNO NECK, WITH COMPRESSION, CO14PLICATING LABOR ANO
OELI VERY, ANTE PARTUH
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED CORO ENTANGLEMENT, HITH
COMPRESSION, COMPLICATING LABOR ANO OELIVERY
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED CORO ENTANGLEFIENTJ HITH COMPRESSION*
COMPLICATING LABOR ANO OELIVERY, OELIVEREO
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED CORO ENTANGLEMENT, liITHOUT MENTION
OF COHPRESSION~ COMPLICATING LABOR ANO DELIVERY
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED CORO ENTANGLEMENT, HITHOUT HENTION OF
COMPRESSION, COMPLICATING LABOR ANO OELIVERY, UNSPECIFIED AS
TO EPISOOE OF CARE
OTHER ANo UNSPECIFIED CORO ENTANGLEMENT* UITHOUT MENTION OF
COMPRESSION, COMPLICATING LABOR ANO OELIVERYS OELIVEREO
SHORT CORO COMPLICATING LABOR ANO OELIVERY
SHORT CORO COMPLICATING LABOR ANO OELIVERYS OELIVEREO


































































VASA PREVIA COMPLICATING LA80R ANO OELIVERY, OELIVEREO
VASCULAR LESIONS OF CORO COMPLICATING LA80R ANO OELIVERV
VASCULAR LESIONS OF CORO COMPLICATING LA80R ANO OELIVERY*
OELI VEREO
OTHER UMBILICAL CORO COMPLICATIONS OURING LABOR ANO OELIVERY
OTHER UMBILICAL CORO COMPLICATIONS OURING LABOR ANO OELIVERY.
OELIVEREO
UN SPECIFIED IJH81LICAL CORO COMPLICATION OURING LABOR ANO
OELIVERY
UNSPECIFIED UMBILICAL CORO COMPLICATION OURING LA80R ANO
OELIVERY, OELIVEREO
TRAUUA TO PERINEUM ANO VULVA OURING OELIVERY
“FIRS T-O EGREE PERINEAL LACERATION OURING OELIVERY
FIRST-OEGREE PERINEAL LACERATION, uNSPECIFIED AS TO EPISOOE
OF CARE IN PREGNANCY
FIRST- OEGREE PERINEAL LACERATION, liITH OELIVERY
FIRST-OEGREE PERINEAL LACERATION, POSTPARTUM
SE COND-OEGREE PERINEAL LACERATION OURING OELIVERY
SECONO-OEGREE PERINEAL LACERATION UNSPECIFIED AS TO EPISOOE
OF CARE IN PREGNANCY
SECONO-OEGREE PERINEAL LACERATION, ldITH OELIVERY
SECONO–OEGREE PERINEAL LACERATION, POSTPARTUM
THIRD-O EGREE PERINEAL LACERATION OURING OELIVERY
THIRO-OEGREE PERINEAL LACERATION, UNSPECIFIEO AS TO EPISOOE
OF CARE IN PREGNANCY
THIRO-OEGREE PERINEAL LACERATION, HITH OELIVERY
THIRO-OEGREE PERINEAL LACERATION, POSTPARTUM
FOURTH- OEGREE PERINEAL LACERATION OURING OELIVERY
FOURTH-O EGREE PERINEAL LACERATION, UNSPECIFIED AS TO EPISOOE
OF CARE IN PREGNANCY
FCAURTH-OEGREE PERINEAL LACERATION, 141TH OELIVERY
FouRTH-OEGREE PERINEAL LACERATION, POSTPARTUM
uNSPECI FIEO PERINEAL LACERATION OURING OELIVERY
UNSPECIFIEO PERINEAL LACERATION, uITH OELIVERY
VULVAL ANO PERINEAL HEHATOf4A OURING OELIVERY
VULVAL ANO PERINEAL HE HATOHAS blITH OELIVERY
VULVAL ANO PERINEAL HEHATOHA, POSTPARTUM
OTHER SPECIFIEO TRAUMA TO PERINEUM ANO VULVA OURING OELIVERY
OTHER SPECIFIED TRAUHA TO PERINEUM ANO VULVA, HITH OELIVERY
uNSPECIFIED TRAUNA TO PERINEu14 AND VULVA OURING OELIVERY
UNSPECIFIED TRAUMA TO PERINEuM ANO VULVA, HITH OELIVERY
UNSPECIFIED TRAUHA TO PERINEUM ANO VULVA, POSTPARTUM
OTHER OBSTETRI CAL TRAUMA
RUPTURE OF UTERUS BEFORE ONSET OF LABOR
RuPTURE OF UTERUS BEFORE ONSET OF LA80R. WITH OELIVERY
RUPTURE OF UTERUS BEFORE ONSET OF LABOR, ANTEPARTUH
RUPTURE OF uTERUS OURING ANO AFTER LABOR
RUPTURE OF UTERUS, uNSPECIFIED AS TO EPXSOOE OF CARE
RUPTURE OF UTERUS, HITH OELIVERY
OBSTETRICAL INVERSION OF uTERUS
INVERSION OF UTERUS, OELIVEREO WITH POSTPARTUM CO14PLICATION
OBSTETRICAL LACERATION OF CERVIX
LACERATION OF CERVIX, UNSPECIFIED AS TO EPISOOE OF CARE
IN PREGNANCY
LACERATIW OF CERVIX* HITH OELIVERY
HIGH VAGINAL LACERATION OURING ANO AFTER LABOR
HIGH VAGINAL LACERATION, HITH OELIVERY
HIGH VAGINAL LACERATION, POSTPARTUM
OTHER OBSTETRICAL INJURY TO PELVIC ORGANS
OTHER INJURY TO PELVIC ORGANS, WITH OELIVERY
OTHER 1NJUR% TO PELVIC ORGANS, POSTPARTUM
OBSTETRICAL 0A14AGE TO PELVIC JOINTS ANO LIGAMENTS
OAMAGE TO PELVIC JOINTS ANO LIGAMENTS, WITH OELIVERY
OAPIAGE TO PELVIC JOINTS ANO LIGAMENTS, POSTPARTUM
oBSTETRICAL PELVIC HE14ATOHA
PELVIC HEHATOMAO WITH OELIVERY
PELVIC HEMATOHA, OELIVEREO WITH POSTPARTUM COMPLICATION
OTHER SPEC IFIEO OBSTETRICAL TRAUHA
OTHER S? EC IFXEO OBSTETRICAL TRAUHAS WIT!+ OELIVERY
OTHER SPECIFIED OBSTETRICAL TRAUMA* ANTE PARTUM
OTHER SPECIFIED OBSTETRICAL TRAUHA, PoSTPARTUM
UN SPECI FIEO OBSTETRICAL TRAUMA
UNSPEC IFIEO OBSTETRICAL TRAUMA, WITH OELIVERY













































UNSPECIFIED OBSTETRICAL TRAuHA, POSTPARTUM
POSTPARTUM HEMORRHAGE
THIRO-STAGE POSTPARTUM HEMORRHAGE
THIRO-STAGE POSTPARTU14 HEMORRHAGE, UNSPECIFIED AS TO EPISOOE
OF CARE
THIRO-STAGE POSTPARTUM HEMORRHAGE, WITH OELIVERY
THIRO-STAGE POSTPARTUM HEMORRHAGE
OTHER IMliEOIATE POSTPARTUM HEMORRHAGE
OTHER IHHEOIATE POSTPARTUM HE140RRHAGE, UNSPECIFIED AS TO
EPISOOE OF CARE
OTHER IMMEOIATE POSTPARTUM HEMORRHAGE, UITH OELIVERY
OTHER IMHEOIATE PO STPARTLMI HE140RRHAGE
OELAYEO ANO SECONOARY POSTPARTUM HEMORRHAGE
OELAYEO ANO SEC ONOARY POST PARTUH HE140RRHAGE, uNSPECIFIEO AS
TO EPISOOE OF CARE
OELAYEO ANO SEC ONOARY POSTPARTUM HEMORRHAGE, MITH OELIVERY
OELAY EO ANO SEC ONOARY POSTPARTUM HEMORRHAGE
POSTPARTUM COAGULATION OEFECTS
POSTPARTUM COAGULATION OEFECTS. WITH OELIVERY
RETAINEO PLACENTA OR ME14BRANES, UITHOUT HEMORRHAGE
RETAINEO PLACENTA HITHOUT HEMORRHAGE
RETAINEO PLACENTA wITHOUT HEMORRHAGE. UN SPECIFIED AS TO EPISOOE
OF CARE
RETAINEO PLACENTA WITHOUT HEMORRHAGE, WITH OELIVERY, MITH
HENTION OF POSTPARTUM COMPLICATION
RETAINEO PLACENTA WITHOUT HEMORRHAGE, POSTPARTUM CONOITION
OR COHPL1CATION
RETAINEO PORTIONS OF PLACENTA OR HEHBRANES, WITHOUT HEMORRHAGE
RETAINEO PORTIONS OF PLACENTA OR MEMBRANES, ldl THOUT
(
HEMORRHAGE, UNSPECIFIED AS TO EPISOOE OF CARE
RETAINEO PORTIONS OF PLACENTA OR 14E14BRANES. WITHOUT HEflORRHAGE.
OELIVEREO, HITH MENTION OF POSTPARTUM COMPLICATION
RETAlt4E0 PORTIONS OF PLACENTA OR MEMBRANES, HITHOUT HEMORRHAGE,
POSTPARTUM CON OITION OR COMPLICATION
COMPLICATIONS OF THE AO141NISTRATION OF ANESTHETIC OR OTHER
SEOATION IN LABOR ANO OELIVERY
PULMONARY COMPLICATIONS OF ANESTHESIA OR OTHER SEOATION IN
LABOR ANO OELIVERY
PULHONARY COMPLICATIONS OF ANESTHESIA OR OTHER SEOATION IN
LABOR ANO OELIVERY, OELIVEREO
PULHONARY COMPLICATIONS OF ANESTHESIA OR OTHER SE OAT ION IN
LABOR ANO OELIVERY, OELIVEREO, WITH MENTION OF POSTPARTUM
COMPLICATION
PULMONARY COMPLICATIONS OF ANESTHESIA OR OTHER SEOATION IN
LABOR ANO OELIVERY, POSTPARTUM
CA ROIAC COMPLICATIONS OF ANESTHESIA OR OTHER SEOATION IN LABOR
ANO OELIVERY
CAROIAC COMPLICATIONS OF ANESTHESIA OR OTHER SEOATION IN LABOR
ANO OELIVERYS OELIVEREO
CAROIAC COMPLICATIONS OF ANESTHESIA OR OTHER SEOATION IN LABOR
ANO OELIVERY, OELIVEREO, WITH HENTION OF POSTPARTUM
COMPLICATION
CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEf4 COMPLICATIONS OF ANESTHESIA OR OTHER
SEOATION IN LA80R ANO OELIVERY
CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM COMPLICATIONS OF ANESTHESIA OR OTHER
SEOATION IN LA80R ANO OELIVERY, OELIVEREO, liITH HENTIoN OF
POSTPARTUM COMPLICATION
CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM COMPLICATIONS OF ANESTHESIA OR OTHER
SEOATION IN LABOR ANO OELIVERY. POSTPARTUM
OTHER COMPLICATIONS OF ANESTHESIA OR OTHER SEOATION IN
LABOR ANO OELIVERY
OTHER COMPLICATIONS OF ANESTHESIA OR OTHER SEOATION IN LABOR
ANO OELIVERY, DELI VEREO
OTHER COMPLICATIONS OF ANESTHESIA OR OTHER SEOATION IN LABOR
ANO OELIVERY, OELIVEREO, WITH MENTION OF POSTPARTUM
CO14PLICATION
OTHER COMPLICATIONS OF ANESTHESIA OR OTHER SEOATION IN LABOR
AMQ OEL1VERy: pos TDAR~uM
UNSPECIFIED COMPLICATION OF ANESTHESIA OR OTHER SE OATION IN
LABOR ANO OELIVERY
UNSPECIFIED COMPLICATION OF ANESTHESIA OR OTHER sEOATION IN
LABOR ANO OELIVERY, OELIVEREO















































LABOR ANO DELIVERY, OELIVEREO, UITH HENTION OF POSTPARTUM
COMPLICATION
OTHER COMPLICATIONS OF LABOR ANO OELIVERY, NOT ELsEwHERE CLASSIFIED
MATERNAL DISTRESS
MATERNAL OISTRESS, HITH OELIVERY, HITH OR WITHOUT HENTION
OF ANTE PARTUH CONOITION
MATERNAL OISTRESS COMPLICATING LABOR ANO DELIVERY,
ANTEPARTUH CONOITION OR CDIIPLICATION
OBSTETRIC SHOCK
OBSTETRIC SHOCK, UNSPECIFIED AS TO EPISOOE OF CARE
OBSTETRIC SHOCK, kJITH OELIVERY, uITH OR HITHOUT HENTIDN OF
ANTEPARTUH CONOITION
OBSTETRIC SHOCK, HITH OELIVERY, UITH HENTION OF POSTPARTUM
COMPLICATION
HA TERNAL HYPOTENSION SYNOROHE
HATERNAL HYPOTENSION SYNORO14E, HITH DELIVERY, HITH OR blITHoUT
MENTION OF ANTEPARTLN4 CONOITIDN
MATERNAL HYPOTENSION SYNOROHE, HITH OELIVERY, UITH HENTION OF
PoSTPARTUM COMPLICATION
NATERNAL HYPOTENSION SYNOROHE, AUTEPARTUH
NATERNAL HYPOTENSION SYNOROHE, POSTPARTUM
ACUTE RENAL FAILURE FOLLOHING LABOR AND OELIVERY
ACUTE RENAL FAILURE HITH OELIVERY. WITH HENTION OF POSTPARTLH4
COMPLICATION
DTHER COMPLICATIONS OF OBSTETRICAL SURGERY ANO PROCEDURES
OTHER COMPLICATIONS OF OBSTETRICAL SURGERY ANO PROCEDURES.
blITH DELIVERY, HITH OR HITHDUT MENTION DF ANTEPARTUH CONOITION
OTHER COMPLICATIONS OF OBSTETRICAL SURGERY AND PROCEDURES~
HITH OELIVERY, HITH HENTION OF POSTPARTUM COMPLICATION
OTHER COMPLICATIONS OF OBSTETRICAL SURGERY AM PROCEDURES*
POSTPARTUH CONOITION OR COMPLICATION
FORCEPS OR vACUUH EXTRACTOR OELIVERY HITHOUT HENTION OF
INDICATION
FORCEPS OR VACUUM EXTRACTOR OELIVERY HITHOUT HENTION OF
INDICATION* DEL IVEREO~ HITH OR HITHOUT MENTION
OF ANTE PARTUH CONOITION
BREECH EXTRACT Iffl, WITHOUT HENTION OF INOICATIKM
BREECH EXTRACTION, IAITHOUT HENTION OF INOICATIDN*
OELIVEREO, UITH OR HITHOUT HENTICM OF ANTEPARTUH CONDITION
CESAREAN OELIVERY, liITHOUT HENTION OF INDICATIffl
CESAREAN OELIVERY, HITHOUT HENTION OF INOICATION~
OELIVEREO, HITH OR WITHOUT HENTION OF ANTEPARTUH CONOITION
OTHER COMPLICATIONS OF LABOR ANO OELIVERY
OTHER COHPLICATIDHS OF LABOR ANO DELIVERY, OELIVEREO,
HITH OR HITHOUT MENTION OF ANTEPARTUH CONDITIffl
OTHER COMPLICATIONS OF LABOR AND OELIVERYS OELIVEREOS
WITH HENTION OF POSTPARTUM COMPLICATION
UNSPECIFIED COHPLICATIDN OF LABOR ANO OELIVERY
UNSPECIFIED COMPLICATION OF LABOR ANO OELIVERY* WITH DELIVERY*
UITH DR lfITHDUT HENTION OF ANTEPARTUH CONOIT16N
UNSPECIFIED COMPLICATION OF LABOR AND OELIVERY* WITH OELIVERYS
UITH HENTION OF POSTPARTUM COMPLICATION
HAJOR PUERPERAL INFECTION
HAJOR PUERPERAL INFECTION
HAJOR PUERPERAL INFECTION, UNSPECIFIED AS TO EPISODE OF CARE
HAJOR PUERPERAL INFECTION, OELIVEREDr HITH HENTION OF
POSTPARTUM COMPLICATION
HAJOR PUERPERAL INFECTION* POSTPARTUM
VENOUS COMPLICATIONS IN PREGNANCY ANO THE PUERPERIIN’I
VARICOSE VEINS OF LEGS IN PREGNANCY AND THE PUERPERIUH
VARICOSE VEINS OF LEGS* HITH OELIVERYr MITH OR HITHOUT MENTION
OF ANTEPARTUH CONOITION
VARICOSE VEINS OF LEGS, HITH OELIVERY, lJITH MENTION OF
POST PARTUH COMPLICATION
ANTEPARTUH VARICOSE VEINS OF LEGS
VARICOSE VEINS OF VULVA ANO PERINEUM IN PREGNAMY ANO THE
PUERPERIUll
VARICOSE VEINS OF VULVA AND PERINEUll~ UITH OELIVERYC UITH OR
HITHOUT MENTION OF ANTEPARTUH CONOITION
SUPERFICIAL THROHBOPHLEBITIS IN PREGNANCY AND THE PUERPERIUH
SUPERFICIAL THROHBOPHLEBITIS HITH OELIVERY, HITH OR HITHDUT
HENTION OF ANTEPARTUH CONDITIffl




























































DEEP PM EBOTHROH@41SIS, ANTEPARTUH, WITH OELIVERY
DEEP PILEBOTHROHBOSIS, ANTEPARTUH
OEEP PHLEBOTHRDHBOSIS, POSTPARTUM
DEEP PHLEBOTHRO!NIDSIS, POSTPARTUH, HITH OELIVERY
OEEP PHLEBOTHROHBOSIS, POSTPARTUM
OTHER PHLEBITIS ANO THROMBOSIS IN PREGNANCY ANO THE PUERPERIUH
OTHER PHLEBITIS ANO THROMBOSIS COMPLICATING PREGNANCY AND THE
PUERPERIUH, UNSPECIFIED AS TO EPISOOE OF CARE
OTHER PHLEBITIS ANO THROHBDSIS MITH DELIVERY, HITH OR WITHOUT
HENTION OF ANTEPARTUH CONOITION
OTHER PHLEBITIS ANO THROMBOSIS HITH DELIVERY, UITH HENTION OF
POSTPARTUM COMPLICATION
OTHER ANTEPARTUH PHLEBITIS ANO THROMBOSIS
OTHER VENDUS COMPLICATIONS IN PREGNANCY AND THE PUERPERIUH
OTHER VENOUS COMPLICATIONS, HITH OELIVERY, HITH OR HITHOUT
HENTION OF ANTEPARTUH CONOITIDN
OTHER VENDUS CDHPLICATIONS, HITH OELIVERY, HITH HENTION OF
POSTPARTUM CDHPLICATION
OTHER MTEPARTUH vENDuS COMPLICATIONS
OTHER POSTPARTUM VENOUS COMPLICATIONS
UNSPECIFIED VENDUS COMPLICATION IN PREGNANCY ANO THE PUERPERIUH
UNSPECIFIED POSTPARTUM VENOUS COMPLICATION
PYREXIA OF UNKNOWN ORIGIN OURING THE PUERPERIUH
PYREXIA OF UNKMJMN ORIGIN DURING THE PUERPERIUH
PUERPERAL PYREXIA OF UNKNOUN ORIGIN, UNSPECIFIED AS TO EPISODE
OF CARE
PUERPERAL PYREXIA OF UNKNOUN ORIGIN, DEL IVEREO, HITH HENTION
OF POSTPARTUM COMPLICATION
PUERPERAL PYREXIA OF UNKNOHN ORIGIN, POSTPARTUM
OBSTETRICAL PULHONARY EHBOLISH
OBSTETRICAL AIR EHBOLISH
OBSTETRICAL AIR EHBOLISH, ANTE PARTUH CONOITION OR COMPLICATION
AHNIOTIC FL(IIO EHBDLISH
AHNIOTIC FLUID EHBOLISH, MITH OELIVERY, WITH OR UITHOUT
HENTIffl OF ANTEPARTUH CONOITION
AMNIOTIC FLUIO ENBOLISH, UITH DELIVERY, UITH HENTION OF
POSTPARTUM CDHPLICATION
AHNIOTIC FLUIO EHBoLISH, POSTPARTUM CONOITION OR COMPLICATION
OBSTETRICAL BLOOD-CLOT EHBOLISH
OBSTETRICAL BLOOD-CLOT EHBOLIS#l, klITH OELIVERY, HITH OR
UITHOUT MENTION OF ANTEPARTUH CONDITION
OBSTETRICAL BLOOWCLOT EHBOLISH, HITH OELIVERY, HENTION OF
POSTPARTUM COMPLICATION
OBSTETRICAL BLOOD-CLOT EHBDLISH, ANTEPARTUH
OBSTETRICAL BLOOD-CLOT EHBOLISH, POSTPARTUM
OTHER OBSTETRICAL PULHDNARY EHBOLISH
OTHER OBSTETRICAL PULNONARY EHBOLISH, HITH OELIVERY, HITH
HENTIDN OF POSTPARTUM COMPLICATION
OTHER OBSTETRICAL PULIIONARY EHBOLISH, ANT EPARTUH
OTHER ANO lMSPECIFIEO COMPLICATIONS OF THE PUERPERIUH, NDT
ELSEMHERE CLASSIFIED
CEREBROVASCULAR OISOROERS IN THE PUERPERIUH
CEREBROYASCULAR DISDROERS, HITH OELIVERY, HITH OR HITHOUT
HENTIDN OF ANTEPARTUN CONOITIffl
CEREBRDVASCULAR OISOROERS, HITH DELIVERY, HITH HENTION OF
POSTPARTUM COMPLICATION
ANTEPARTU4 CEREBROVASCULAR DISOROERS
OISRUPTIDN OF CESAREAN liOUNO
DISRUPTION OF CESAREAN UOUNO, UITH OELIVERY, HITH HENTION OF
POSTPARTUM COMPLICATION
OISRUPTIffl OF CESAREAN HOUNO, POSTPARTUM
OISAUPTIIM OF OBSTETRICAL PERINEAL MOUNO
OISRUPTICW OF PERINEAL HOUNO, HITH OELIVERY, UITH MENTION OF
POSTPARTUM COHPLICATON
DISRUPTION OF OBSTETRICAL PERINEAL UOUNO, POSTPARTUM
OTHER COMPLICATIONS OF oBSTETRICAL SURGICAL HOUNDS
OTHER COHPLICATILWS OF OBSTETRICAL SURGICAL UOUNOS, HITH
OELIVERY, IAITHHENTIDN OF POSTPARTUM COMPLICATION
OTHER CD HPLICATIONS OF OBSTETRICAL SURGICAL klOUNOS,
POSTPARTUM CONOITION OR COMPLICATION




























































OTHER CO HP LICATXONS OF PUERPERIUM, HITH OELIVERY, WITH
HENTION OF POSTPARTUM COMPL1CATION
OTHER COMPLICATIONS OF PUERPERIU14
UNSPECIFIED COMPLICATIONS OF THE PUERPERIUM
uNSPECIFIED COMPLICATIONS OF PUERPERIUH, HITH OELIVERY, HITH
t4ENTION OF POSTPARTUM COMPLICATION
:NFECTIONS OF THE BREAST ANO NIPPLE ASSOCIATE HITH CHILDBIRTH
ABSCESS OF BREAST ASSOCIATE liITH CHILDBIRTH
ABSCESS OF BREAST ASSOCIATED HITH CHILDBIRTH, DE LIVEREO,
WITH 14ENTION OF POSTPARTUM COMPLICATION
POSTPARTUM ABSCESS OF BREAST
NONPURULENT HA STITIS ASSOCIATE liITH CHILDBIRTH
NONPURULENT MASTITIS ASSOCIATE HITH CHILDBIRTH, OELIVEREO,
WITH OR HITHOUT MENTION OF AN TEPARTUH CONOITION
NO NPURULENT MASTITIS ASSOCIATE HITH CHILDBIRTH, OELIVEREO,
UITH HENTION OF POSTPARTUH COMPLICATION
ANTEPARTUH NONPURULENT HAS TITIS
POSTPARTUM NONPURULENT 14ASTITIS
OTHER OISOROERS OF THE BREAST ASSOCIATE WITH CHILDBIRTH ANO
OISOROERS OF LACTATION
CRACKEO NIPPLE ASSOCIATE HITH CHILDBIRTH
CRACKEO NIPPLE ASSOCIATE WITH CHILDBIRTH. OELIVEREO,
WITH MENTION OF POSTPARTUM COHPLXCATION
EN GORGE FIENT OF BREASTS ASSOCIATE WITH CHILDBIRTH
ENGORGEMENT OF BREASTS ASSOCIATE HITH CHILDBIRTH, OELIVEREO,
liITH OR MITHOUT HENTION OF AN TEPARTUH CONOITION
EN GORGEHENT OF BREASTS ASSOCIATE HITH CHILDBIRTH, OELIVEREO,
ldITH HENTION OF POSTPARTUM COHPLICATION
POSTPARTUM ENGORGEHENT OF BREASTS ASSOCIATE WITH CHILDBIRTH
OTHER ANO LNSPECIFIEO OISOROER OF BREAST ASSOCIATE UITH
CHILDBIRTH
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED OISOROER OF BREAST ASSOCIATE HITH
CHILDBIRTH, OELIVEREO, UITH OR uITHOUT HENTION OF
ANTE PARTu M CON OITION
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED OISOROER OF BREAST ASSOCIATE HITH
CHILDBIRTH, OELIVEREO, HITH HENTION OF PoSTPARTUM COMPLICATION
OTHER NO UNSPECIFIED OISOROER OF BREAST ASSOCIATE HITH
CHILDBIRTH, POSTPARTUM CONOITION OR COMPLICATION
GA LACTORRHEA
GALACTORRHEA, MITH OELIVERY, HITH HENTION OF POSTPARTUM
COMPLICATION
GALACTORRHEA, ANTEPARTUH CONOITION OR COHPLICATION
GALACTORRHEA, POSTPARTUM CONOITION OR COMPLICATION
OTHER OISOROERS OF LACTATION
OTHER OISOROERS OF LACTATION, HITH OELIVERY, HITH OR IAITHOUT
MENTION OF ANTEPARTUM CON OITION
OISEASES OF THE SKIN ANO SUBCUTANEOUS TISSUE
CARBUNCLE ANO FURUNCLE
CARBUNCLE ANO FURUNCLE OF FACE
CARBUNCLE ANO FURUNCLE OF NECK
CARBUNCLE ANO FURUNCLE OF TRUNK
CARBUNCLE ANO FURUNCLE OF UPPER ARH ANO FOREARH
CARBUNCLE ANO FURUNCLE OF BUTTOCK
CARBUNCLE ANO FUR UNCLE OF LEG, EXCEPT FOOT
CARBUNCLE ANO FURUNCLE OF FOOT
CARBUNCLE ANO FURUNCLE OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES
CARBUNCLE ANO FURUNCLE OF UNSPECIFIED SITE
CELLULITIS ANO ABSCESS OF FINGER ANO TOE
CELLULITIS ANO ABSCESS OF FINGER
UNSPECIFIED CELLULITIS ANO ABSCESS OF FINGER
FELON
ONYCHIA ANO PARONYCHIA OF FINGER
CELLULITIS ANO ABSCESS OF TOE
UNSPECIFIED CELLULITIS ANO ABSCESS OF TOE
ONYCH IA ANO PARONYCHIA OF TOE
CELLULITIS ANO ABSCESS OF UNSPECIFIED OIGIT
OiHER CELLUL ITIS ANO ABSCESS
CELLULITIS ANO ABSCESS OF FACE
CELLULITIS ANO ABSCESS OF NECK
CELLULI TXS A NO ABSCESS OF TRUNK
CELLULI TIS A NO ABSCESS OF UPPER ARH ANO FOREARM
CELLULITIS ANo ABSCESS OF HANO, EXCEPT FINGERS ANO THUMB
CELLULITIS ANO ABSCESS OF BUTTOCK





































































CELLULITIS ANO ABSCESS OF FOOT, EXCEPT TOES
CELL ULITIS ANO ABSCESS OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES




PILONIOAL CYST HITH ABSCESS
PILONIOAL CYST HITHOUT HENTION OF ABSCESS
OTHER LOCAL INFECTIONS OF SKIN ANO SUBCUTANEOUS TISSUE
PYOOERflA
PYOGENIC GRANULO$IA OF SKIN ANO SUBCUTANEOUS TISSUE
OTHER SPECIFIEO LOCAL INFECTIONS OF SKIN ANO SUBCUTANEOUS
TISSUE
UNSPECIFIED LOCAL INFECTION OF SKIN ANO SUBCUTANEOUS TISSUE
ERYTHEHATOSQUAMOUS 0ER14ATOSIS
ATOPIC OERHATITIS ANO RELATEO CONDITIONS
OIAPER OR NAPKIN RASH
OTHER ATOPIC OERHATITIS ANO RELATEO CONDITIONS
CONTACT DERMATITIS ANO OTHER ECZEMA
CONTACT OERHATITIS ANO OTHER ECZEHA OUE TO
CONTACT OERflATITIS ANO OTHER ECZEMA OUE TO
IN CONTACT liITH SKIN
CONTACT OERHATITIS ANO OTHER ECZEHA OUE TO
PROOUCTS
CONTACT OERtlATITIS ANO OTHER ECZEPIA OUE TO
CONTACT OERHATITIS ANO OTHER ECZEMA OUE TO
UN SPECIF IEO OERHATITIS OUE TO SUN
SUNBURN
OTHER OERNATITIS OUE TO SUN
CO NTAC7 OERHATITIS ANO OTHER ECZEHA OUE TO
AGENTS
CONTACT OERHATITIS ANO OTHER ECZEHA OUE TO OTHER SPECIFIEO
DETERGENTS






CONTACT DERMATITIS ANO OTHER ECZEHA, UNSPECIFIED CAUSE
OERHATITIS OUE TO SUBSTANCES TAKEN INTERNALLY
OERHATITIS OUE TO ORUGS ANO HEOICINES TAKEN INTERNALLY
DERMATITIS OUE TO FOOO TAKEN INTERNALLY
OERHATITIS OUE TO OTHER SPECIFIEO SUBSTANCES TAKEN INTERNALLY






BENIGN HUCWS HEkl BRANE PEMPHIGOIO
BENIGN Hl_LOUS HEHBRANE PEHPHIGOIO !41THOUT HENTION OF OCULAR
INVOLVEMENT
BENIGN MUCOUS !4EMBRANE PEMPHIGOIO WITH OCULAR INVOLVEMENT








OTHER SPECIFIEO ERYTHEHATOUS CONDITIONS
RI TTER*S OISEASE
OTHER SPEC IFIEO ERYTHEMATOUS CONOITIONS
UN SPECI FIEO ERYTHEMATOUS CONOITION
PSORIASIS ANO SIHILAR OISOROERS
PSORIATIC ARTHROPATHY
OTHER PSORIASIS ANO sIHILAR OISOROERS
PARAPSORIASIS
PITVRIASIS ROSEA
PITY RIASIS RUBRA PILARIS
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED PITYRIASIS
OTHER PSORIASIS ANO SIHILAR OISOROERS
LI cH EN
LICHEN PLANIJS
oTHER LICHEN, NOT ELSEHHERE CLASSIFIED
PRURITUS ANO RELATEO CONDITIONS
PRURITUS ANI
















LICHENIFICATION ANO LICHEN SIHPLEX CHRONICUS
OERIIATITIS FACTITIA (ARTEFACTA)









PYoGENIc ARTHRITIS INVOLvING pELv Ic REGION ANO THIGH
PYOGENIC ARTHRITIS INVOLVING LOHER LEG
PYOGENIC ARTHRITIS INVOLVING ANKLE ANO FOOT
PYoGENIC ARTHRITIS INVOLVING OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES
PYOGENIC ARTHRITIS INVOLVING MULTIPLE SITES
ARTHROPATHY ASSCC IATEO HITH OTHER BACTERIAL OISEASES
ARTHROPATHY INVOLVING OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES ASSOCIATE
CORNS ANO CAUOSITI ES
OTHER HYPERTROPHIC ANO ATROPHIC CONDITIONS OF SKIN
CIRCUMSCRI BEO SCLEROOERJ4A HITH OTHER 8ACTERIAL OISEASES
AR THROPATHY ASSOCIATE HITH OTHER VIRAL OISEASES
ARTHROPATHYt SITE UNSPECIFIEO~ ASSOCIATE
HITH OTHER VIRAL OISEASES
ARTHROPATHY INVOLVING MULTIPLE SITES ASSOCIATE HITH OTHER






OTHER A8NORHAL GRANULATION TISSUE
OTHER SPECIFIEO HYPERTROPHIC ANO ATROPHIC CONDITIONS OF SKIN
.59
.8 ARTHROPATHY ASSOCIATE HITH OTHER INFECTIOUS ANO PARASITIC
OISEASES









INFECTIOUS ANO PARASITIC OISEASES
ARTHROPATHY INVOLVING LOHER LEG ASSOCIATED HITH OTHER



































OTHER SPECIFIEO OISEASES OF NAIL
UNSPECIFIED OISEASE OF NAIL .88 ARTHROPATHY INVOLVING OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES ASSOCIATE HITH
OTHER INFECTIOUS ANO PARASITIC OISEASES
ARTHROPATHY INVOLVING MJLTIPLE SITES ASSOCIATE uITH OTHER
INFECTIOUS ANO PARASITIC OISEASES
UNSPECIFIED INFECTIVE ARTHRITIS
UNSPECIFIED INFECTIVE ARTHRITIS INVOLVING PELVIC REGION ANO








UNSPECIFIED INFECTIVE ARTHRITIS INVOLVING LOMER LEG
UNSPECIFIED INFECTIVE ARTHRITIS INvOLVING ANKLE ANO FOOT






VARIATIONS IN HAIR COLOR
OTHER SPECIFIEO OISEASES OF HAIR ANO HAIR FOLLICLES
oISOROERS OF SHEAT GLANOS
PRICKLY HEAT
OTHER SPECIFIED OISOROERS OF SHEAT GLANOS
OYSHIOROSIS
UNSPECIFIED INFECTIVE ARTHRITIS INVOLVING OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES
CRYSTAL ARTHROPATHIES
CHONOROCALCINOSIS* OUE TO PYROPHOSPHATE CRYSTALS





CHONOROCALCINOSIS, CAUSE UNSPECIFIED. INVOLVING FOREARH
CHONORIKALCINOSIS, CAUSE UNSPECIFIED, INVOLVING PELVIC REGION
HIORAOENITIS







OTHER SPECIFIEO OISEASES OF SE8ACEOUS GLANOS
CHRONIC ULCER OF SKIN
OECUBITUS UCER
ULCER OF LOHER LIMBS, EXCEPT OECUBITUS ULCER
CHRONIC ULCER OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES
ANO THIGH
CHONOROCALCINUSIS, CAUSE UNSPECIFIED, INVOLVING LOHER LEG
CHONORWALCINOSIS, CAUSE UNSPECIFIED, INVOLVING ANKLE ANO FOOT
CHONOROCALCINOSIS, CAUSE UNSPECIFIED, INVOLVING OTHER SPECIFIEO
SITES


















UNSPECIFIED CRYSTAL ARTHROPATHYS SITE UNSPECIFIED
UNSPECIFIED CRYSTAL ARTHROPATHY INVOLVING HANO
UNSPECIFIED CRYSTAL ARTHROPATHY INVOLVING LOHER LEG
ARTHROPATHY ASSOCIATE HITH OTHER OISOROERS CLASSIFIED
ELSEUHERE














ARTHROPATHY ASSOCIATE HITH HEHATOLOGICAL OISOROERS
ARTHROPATHY ASSOCIATE HITH 0ERHATOL061CAL OISOROERS
ARTHROPATHY ASSOCIATE HITH NEUROLOGICAL OISOROERS
OTHER GENERAL OISEASES HITH ARTICULAR INVOLVEMENT
ARTHROPATHY ASSOCIATE HITH OTHER CONDITIONS CLASSIFIABLE
ELSEHHERE
RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS ANO OTHER INFLAWATORY POLYARTHROPATHIES
RHEUHATOIO ARTHRITIS
FELTY*S SYNOROHE
OTHER RHEUHATOIO ARTHRITIS HITH VISCERAL OR SYSTEHIC
I NVOLV EHENT
JUVENILE CHRONIC POLYARTHRITIS






















SCAR CONDITIONS ANO FIBROSIS OF SKIN
DEGENERATIVE SKIN OISOROERS
FOREIGN 800Y GRANULOHA OF SKIN ANO SUBCUTANEOUS TISSUE
OTHER SPECIFIEO OISOROERS OF SKIN















OISEASES OF THE HUSCULOSKELETAL SYSTEH ANO CONNECTIVE TISSUE





ACUTE POLYARTICULAR JUVENILE RHEUHATOIO ARTHRITIS
M3NOARTICULAR JUVENILE RHEUHATOIO ARTHRITIS
PO LY14YOSITIS
OTHER SPECIFIEO OIFFUSE OISEASES OF connective TISSUE
UNSPECIFIED OIFFUSE CONNECTIVE TISSUE OISEASE
ARTHROPATHY ASSOCIATE HITH INFECTIONS
PYOGENIC ARTHRITIS
PYOGENIC ARTHRITIS, SITE UNSPECIFIED
PYOGENIC ARTHRITIS INVOLVING SHOULOER REGION
OTHER SPECIFIEO INFLAH14ATORY POLYARTHROPATHIES
RHEUHATOIO LUNG
OTHER SPECIFIEO INFLAHHATORY POLYARTHROPATHIES
UNSPECIFIED INFLAHHATORY PoLYARTHROPATHY
OSTEOARTHROSIS ANO ALLIEO OISOROERS
OS TEOARTHROSIS, GENERALIZEPYOGENIC ARTHRITIS INVOLVING UPPER ARM
PYOGENIC ARTHRITIS INVOLVING FOREARM






















































OS TEOARTHROSIS, GENERALIZE, INVOLVING UNSPECIFIED SITE
OS TEOARTHROSIS, GENERALIzE, INVOLVING HANO
OS7EOARTHROSIS, GENERALIzE, INVOLVING MULTIPLE SITES
0S7EOAR7HROSIS, LOCALIZEO, PRIMARY
0S7EOAR7HROSIS, LOCALIZEO, PRINARY, INVOLVING UNSPECIFIED SITE
OS TEOARTWOSIS, LOCALIZEO, PRIMARY, INVOLVING SHOULOER REGION
OS TEOARTNROSIS, LOCALIZEO, PRIMARY, INVOLVING HANO
OS TEOARTHROSIS, LOCALIZEO, PRIMARY, INVOLVING PELVIC REGION
ANO THIGH
OS TEOARTHROSIS, LOCALIZEO, PRIMARY, INVOLVING LOHER LEG
OS TEOARTHROSIS, LOCALIZEO. PRIMARY, INVOLVING ANKLE ANO FOOT
OS TEOARTHROSIS, LOCALIZEO, PRIHARY, INVOLVING OTHER SPECIFIEO
SITES
OS TEOARTHROSIS, LO CALIZEO, SECONOARY
OS TEOARTHROSIS, LOCALIZEO, SECONOARY, INVOLVING PELVIC REGION
ANO THIGH
OS TEOARTHROSIS, LOCALIZEO, SEC ON OARY, INVOLVING LOMER LEG
OS TEOARTHROSIS, LOCAL IZEO, NOT SPECIFIEO HHETHER
PRIMARY OR SECONOARY
OS TEOARTHROSIS, LOCALIZEO, NOT SPECIFIEO HHETHER
PRIMARY OR SECONOARY, INVOLVING UNSPECIFIED SITE
OS TEOARTHROSIS, LOCALIZEO, NOT SPECIFIEO UHETHER
PRIHARY OR SECONOARY, INVOLVING SHOULOER REGION
OS TEOARTHROSIS, LOCALIZEO, NOT SPECIFIEO HHETHER
PRIHARY OR SEC ONOARY, INVOLVING UPPER ARH
OS TEOARTHROSIS, LOCALIZEO, NOT SPECIFIEO WHETHER
PRIMARY OR SEC ONOARY, INVOLVING FOREARM
OS TEOARTHROSIS, LOCALIZEO, NOT SPECIFIEO HHETHER
PRIflARY OR SEC ONOARY, INVOLVING HANO
OS TEOARTHROSIS, LOCALIZEO. NOT SPECIFIEO IAHETHER
PRIMARY OR SEC ONOARY, INVOLVING PELVIC REGION ANO THIGH
OS TEOARTHROSIS, LOCALIZEO, NOT SPECIFIEO !dHETHER
PRIMARY OR SEC ONOARY, INVOLVING LOUER LEG
OS TEOARTHROSIS, LOCALIZEO, NOT SPECIFIEO HHETHER
PRIMARY OR SEC ONOARY, INVOLVING ANKLE ANO FOOT
OS TEOARTHROSIS, LOCALIZED, NOT SPECIFIEO MHETHER
PRIMARY OR SEC ONOARY, INVOLVING OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES
OS TEOARTHROSIS INVOLVING OR MITH HENTION OF NORE THAN
ONE SITE, BUT NOT SPECIFIEO AS GENERALIZE
OSTEOARTHROSIS INVOLVING OR uITH HENTION OF HORE THAN
ONE SITE, BUT NOT SPECIFIEO AS GENERALIZE. ANO
INVOLVING UNSPECIFIED SITE
OSTEOARTHROSIS INVOLVING OR HITH MENTION OF HULTIPLE SITES.
BUT NOT SPECIFIEO AS GENERALIZE
OS TEOARTHROSIS, UNSPECIFIED HHETHER GENERALIZE OR LOCALIZEO
OS TEOARTHROSIS, UNSPECIFIED MHETHER GENERALIZE OR LOCALIZEO.
INVOLVING UNSPECIFIED SITE
OS TEOARTHROSIS. UNSPECIFIED HHETHER GENERALIZE OR LOCALIZEO.
INVOLVING SHOULOER REGION
OS TEOARTHROSIS, UNSPECIFIED WHETHER GENERALIZED OR LOCALIZEO*
INVOLVING UPPER ARM
OSTEOARTHROSIS, UNSPECIFIED uHETHER GENERALIzE OR LOCALIZEO,
INVOLVING FOREARH
OSTEOARTHROSIS, uNSPECIFIED UHETHER GENERALIZE OR
LOCAL IZEO, INVOLVING HANO
OS TEOARTHROSIS, UNSPECIFIED HHETHER GENERALIZE OR LOCALIZEO,
INVOLVING PELVIC REGION ANO THIGH
OSTEOARTHROSIS, uNSPECIFIED HHETHER GENERALIZED OR
LOCAL IZEO, INVOLVING LOUER LEG
OS TEOARTHROSIS, uNSPECIFIED HHETHER GENERALIZE OR
LOCALIZEO, INVOLVING ANKLE AND FOOT
OS TEOARTHROSIS, UNSPECIFIED HHETHER GENERALIZE OR LOCALIZEO,
INVOLVING OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES
OTHER AND UNSPECIFIED ARTHROPATHIES
TRAUMATIC ARTHROPATHY
TRAuHATIC ARTHROPATHY, SITE UNSPECIFIED
TRAUHATIC ARTHROPATHY INVOLVING SHOULOER REGION
TRAUHATIC AR THRoPATHY INVDLVING FOREARM
TRAUHATIC ARTHROPATHY INVOLVING HANO
TRAUMATIC ARTHROPATHY INVOLVING PELVIC REGION ANO THIGH
7RAUMATIC ARTHROPATHY INVOLVING LOHER LEG
TRAUMATIC ARTHROPATHY INVOLVING ANKLE ANO FOOT
TRAUHATIC ARTHROPATHY INVOLVING OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES










































































CLIMACTERIC ARTHRITIS INVOLVING Lo~ER LEG—. ..- .
TRANSIENT ARTHROPATHY
TRANSIENT ARTHRoPATHY INVOLVING LOWER LEG
UNSPECIFIED POLYARTHRDPATHY OR POLYARTHRITIS
UNSPECIFIED POLYARTHROPATHY OR POLYARTHRITIS INVOLVING
PELVIC REGION ANO THIGH
UWSPECIFIEO POLYARTHROPATHY OR POLYARTHRITIS INVOLVING
MULTIPLE SITES
UNSPECIFIED MONOARTHRITIS
llUSPF4_TFIEo HoNoARTHRITIs INvoLv ING SHOULOER REG1ON----- ---
UNSPECIFIED HDNOARTHRITIS INVOLVING FOREARH
UNSPECIFIED HoNOARTHRITIS INVOLVING PELVIC REGION ANO THIGH
UNSPECIFIED HIINOARTHRITIS INVOLVING LOHER LEG
IR4SPECIFIE0 MONOARTHRXTIS INVOLVING ANKLE ANO FOOT
OTHER SPECIFIEO ARTHROPATHY
OTHER SPECIFIEO ARTHROPATHY, NO SITE SPECIFIEO
OTHER SPECIFIEO ARTHROPATHY INVOLVING SHOULOER REGION
OTHER SPECIFIED ARTHROPATHY INVOLVING LOHER LEG
17THFR Sp~~FxEo ARTHRfJpATHy INVOLVING ANKLE ANO FOOT--------
OTHER SPECIFIEO ARTHROPATHY INVOLVING OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES
OTHER SPECIFIEO ARTHROPATHY INVOLVING HULTIPLE SITES
UNSPECIFIED ARTHROPATHY
UNSPECIFIED ARTHROPATHY, SITE UNSPECIFIED
ONSPECIFIEO ARTHROPATHY INVOLVING SHOULOER REGION
UNSPECIFIED ARTHROPATHY INVOLVING UPPER ARH
UNSPECIFIED ARTHROPATHY INVOLVING FOREARH
UNSPECIFIED ARTHROPATHY INVOLVING HANO
UNSPECIFIED ARTHROPATHY INVOLVING PELVIC REGION ANO THIGH
lM3PECIFIE0 ARTHROPATHY INVOLVING LOHER LEG
UNSPECIFIED ARTHROPATHY INVOLVING ANKLE ANO FOOT
ONSPECIFIEO ARTHROPATHY INVOLVING OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES
UNSPECIFIED ARTHROPATHY INVOLVING HULTIPLE SITES
INTERNAL OERANGEHENT OF KNEE
OLD BWKE7 HANOLE TEAR OF HEOIAL HENISCUS
OERANGEHENT DF ANTERIOR HORN OF MEOXAL MENISCUS
OERANGEHENT DF POSTERIOR HORN OF MEOIAL MENISCUS
OTHER AND ONSPECIFIEO OERANGEHENT OF HEOIAL MENISCUS
OERANGEHENT OF LATERAL HENISCUS
DERANGEMENT OF LATERAL llENISCUS, UNSPECIFIED
BUCKET HANDLE TEAR OF LATERAL MENISCUS
OERANGEHENT OF ANTERIoR HORN OF LATERAL MENISCUS
0ERAN6ENENT DF POSTERIOR HORN OF LATERAL MENISCUS
1117.lFQ nERANGENENT oF LATERAL HEN1scus-. ... .. “.
OERAWEHENT OF HEN ISCUS, NOT ELSEMHERE CLASSIFIED
LOOSE BODY IN KNEE
CHONDROHALACIA OF PATELLA
OTHER INTERNAL OERANGEHENT OF KNEE
OLO DISRUPTION OF LATERAL COLLATERAL LIGAMENT
DLO OISRUPTIDN OF HEOIAL COLLATERAL LIGAHENT
MO DISRUPTION OF ANTERIOR CRUCIATE LIGAHENT
OLO OISRUPTIDN OF OTHER LIGAMENTS OF KNEE
OTHER INTERNAL 0ERAN6EHENT OF KNEE
UNSPECIFIED INTERNAL OERANGE!lENT OF KNEE
OTHER OERAWENENT OF JOINT
ARTICULAR CARTILAGE OISOROER
ARTICULAR CARTILAGE OISOROER INVOLVING sHOULDER REGION
ARTICULAR CARTILAGE OISOROER INVOLVING UPPER ARH
ARTICULAR CARTILAGE OISOROER INVOLVING FOREARM
ARTICULAR CARTILAGE OISOROER INVOLVING ANKLE ANO FOOT
ARTICULAR CARTILAGE OISOROER INVOLVING OTHER SPECIFIEO
LOOSE BODY IN JOINT
LOOSE E4JOY IN JOINT OF SHDULOER REGION
LOOSE BOOY Ill UPPER ARM JOINT
LOOSE BDOY IN FOREARPl JOINT
LOOSE BDOY IN JOINT OF PELVIC REGION ANO THIGH
LOOSE BDOY IN ANKLE ANO FOOT JOINT




PATHOLOGICAL DISLOCATION OF FOREARH JOINT
PATHOLffi ICAL DISLOCATION OF HANO JOINT
PATHOLOGICAL DISLOCATION OF JOINT OF PELVIC REGION ANO THIGH
PATHOLOGICAL DISLOCATION OF JOINT OF LOHER LEG
































































RECURRENT DISLOCATION OF JOINT
RECURRENT DISLOCATION OF JOINTt SITE uNSPECIFIED
RECURRENT DISLOCATION OF JOINT OF SHOULOER REGION
RECURRENT DISLOCATION OF UPPER ARM JOINT
RECURRENT DISLOCATION OF FOREARH JOINT
RECURRENT DISLOCATION OF HANO JOINT
RECURRENT DISLOCATION OF JOINT OF PELVIC REGION ANO THIGH
RECURRENT DISLOCATION OF LOHER LEG JOINT
RECURRENT DISLOCATION OF ANKLE ANO FOOT JOINT
RECURRENT DISLOCATION OF JOINT OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES
CONTRACTURE OF JOINT
CONTRACTlitE OF JOINT? SITE UNSPECIFIED
CONTRACTURE OF JOINT OF SHOULOER REGION
CONTRACTURE OF UPPER AM JOINT
CONTRACTURE OF FOREARH JOINT
CONTRACTM7E OF HANO JOINT
CONTRACTME OF JOINT OF PELVIC REGIoN ANO THIGH
CONTRACTURE OF LOHER LEG JOINT
CONTRACTURE OF ANKLE AND FOOT JOINT
CONTRACTURE OF JOINT OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES
CONTRACTURE OF JOINT OF HULTIPLE SITES
ANKYLOSIS OF JOINT
ANKYLOSIS OF JOINT OF SHOULOER REGION
ANKYLOSIS OF UPPER ARM JOINT
ANKYLOSIS OF HANO JOINT
ANKYLOSIS OF JOINT OF PELVIC REGION ANO THIGH
ANKYLOSIS OF LOHER LEG JOINT
ANKYLOSIS OF ANKLE AND FOOT JOINT
ANKYLOSIS OF JOINT OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES
ANKYLOSIS OF JOINT OF HULTIPLE SITES
UNSPECIFIED INTRAPELVIC PROTRUSION OF ACETABULUH
LUWPECIFIEO INTRAPELVIC PROTRUSION OF ACETABULUH OF
PELVIC REGION ANO THIGH
OTHER JOINT OEMNGEMENT? NOT ELSEHHERE CLASSIFIED
OTHER JOINT DERANGEMENT, NOT ELSEUHERE CLASS IF IEOt
INVOLVI#& UNSPECIFIED SITE
OTHER JOINT OERANGEHENT, NOT ELSEHHERE CLASS IFIEOt
INVOLVIffi SHOULOER REG1ON
OTHER JOINT OERANGEHENTt NOT ELSEHHERE CLASSIFIERS
INVOLVING UPPER ARM
OTHER JOINT OERANGEHENTS NOT ELSEHHERE CLASS IFIEOt
INVOLVING FOREARH
OTHER JOINT OERANGEHENTS NOT ELSEUHERE CLASSIFIED,
INVOLVING HAND
OTHER JOINT OERANGEHENTS NOT ELSEWIERE CLASS IF IEOt
XNVOLVING PELVIC REGION ANO THIGH
OTHER JOINT OERANGEHENTS NOT ELSEHHERE CLASSIFIED*
‘XNVOLVIffi LOIIJE17 LEG
oTHER JOINT DERANGEHENTt NOT ELSEMHERE CLASSIFIED*
INVOLVIW ANKLE ANO FOOT
OTHER JOINT OERANGEHENT* NOT ELSEliHERE CLASSIFIEOt
INVOLVIN6 OTHER SPECIFIED SITES
OTHER JOINT DERANGEMENT* NOT ELSEHHERE CLASSIFIED*
INVOLVING HLU_TIPLE SITES
UNSPECIFIED OERANGEHENT OF JOINT
UNSPECIFIED OERANGEHENT OF JOINTS SITE UNSPECIFIED
UNSPECIFIED DERANGEMENT OF JOINT OF SHOULOER REGION
UNSPECIFIED OERANGEHENT OF FOREARH JOINT
UNSPECIFIED OERANGEHENT OF ANKLE ANO FOOT JOINT
IANSPECIFIEO OERANGEHENT OF JOINT OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES
OTHER AND UNSPECIFIED OISOROERS OF JOINT
EFFUSION OF JOINT
EFFUSION OF JOINT* SITE uNSPECIFIED
EFFUSION OF JOINT OF SHOULOER REGION
EFFUSION OF UPPER ARM JOINT
EFFUSION OF HANO JOINT
EFFUSION OF JOINT OF PELVIC REGION ANO THIGH
EFFUSION OF iOHER LEG JOINT
EFFUSION OF ANKLE AND FOOT JOINT
EFFUSI~ OF JOINT OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES
EFFUSICM OF JoINT OF MULTIPLE SITES
HE MARTHROSIS
HERARTHROSIS INVOLVING SHOULOER REGION

























































































INVOLVING PELVIC REGION AND THIGH
INVOLVING LOHER LEG
INVOLVING ANKLE ANO FOOT
INVOLVING MULTIPLE SITES
INVOLVING FOREARH
INVOLVING PELVIC REGION ANO THIGH
INVOLVING MULTIPLE SITES
PAIN-IN JOINT, SITE lJiSPECIFIEO
PAIN IN .HIINT INVOLVING SHOULOER REGION
PAIN IN JOINT INVOLVING UPPER ARH
PAIN IN JOINT INVOLVING FOREARH
PAIN IN JOINT INVOLVING HANO
PAIN IN JOINT INVOLVING PELVIC REGION ANO THIGH
PAIN IN JOINT INVOLVING LOMER LEG
PAIN IN JOINT INVOLVING ANKLE ANO FOOT
PAIN IN JOINT INVOLVING OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES
PAIN IN JoINT INVOLVING HULTIPLE SITES
STIFFNESS OF JOINT* NOT ELSEHHERE CLASSIFIED
STIFFNESS OF JOINTS NOT ELSEUHERE CLASSIFIED, INVOLVING
SHOULOER REGION
STIFFNESS OF JOINT. NOT ELSEUHERE CLASSIFIED, INVOLVING
UPPER ARH
STIFFNESS OF JoINTc NOT ELSEUHERE CLASSIFIED* INVOLVING FOREARH
STIFFNESS OF JOINT* NOT ELSEHHERE CLASSIFIED, INVOLVING HANO
STIFFNESS OF JOINT* NOT ELSEliHERE CLASSIFIED* INVOLVING PELVIC
REGION ANO THIGH
STIFFNESS OF JOINT, NOT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED* INVOLVING LOHER
LEG
STIFFNESS OF JOINT, NOT EL SEMHERE CLASSIFIEO~ INVOLVING
MULTIPLE SITES
OTHER SYHPTOHS REFERABLE TD JOINT
OTHER SYHPTOHS REFERA8LE TO JOINT OF SHOULOER REGION
OTHER SYHPTOHS REFERABLE TO FOREARH JOINT
OTHER SYWTOHS REFERABLE TO JOINT OF PELVIC REGION ANO THIGH
OTHER SYHPTOHS REFERABLE TO LOHER LEG JOINT
OTHER SYHPTOHS REFERABLE TO ANKLE ANO FOOT JOINT
OTHER SYHPTOHS REFERABLE TO JOINT OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES
DIFFICULTY IN WALKING
DIFFICULTY IN MALKING INVOLVING JOINT, SITE UNSPECIFIED
DIFFICULTY IN HALKING INVOLVING JOINT OF PELVIC REGION ANO
THIGH
DIFFICULTY IN MALKING INVOLVING LOMER LEG JOINT
DIFFICUTV IN HALKING INVOLVING JOINT OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES
01 FFICWT% IN HALKING INVOLVING JOINT OF HULTIPLE SITES
OTHER SPECIFIEO DISOROERS OF JOINT
OTHER SPECIFIEO OISOROERS OF JOINT OF SHOULOER REGION
OTHER SPECIFIEO OISOROERS OF UPPER ARH JOINT
OTHER SPECIFIEO DISOROERS OF FOREARM JOINT
OTHER SPECIFIEO DISOROERS OF HAND JOINT
OTHER SPECIFIEO OISORDERS OF JOINT OF PELVIC REGION AND THIGH
OTHER SPECIFIEO OISORDERS OF LOHER LEG JOINT
OTHER SPECIFIEO OISOROERS OF ANKLE ANO FOOT JOINT
UNSPECIFIED OISOROER OF JOINT
UNSPECIFIED OISOROER OF JOINT, SITE UNSPECIFIED
UNSPECIFIED OISOROER OF JOINT OF SHOULOER REGION
UNSPECIFIED OISOROER OF FOREARH JOINT
UNSPECIFIED OISOROER OF HANO JOINT
UNSPECIFIED OISOROER OF JOINT OF PELVIC REGION ANO THIGH
UNSPECIFIED OISOROER OF LOHER LEG JOINT
UNSPECIFIED OISORDER OF ANKLE ANO FOOT JOINT
UNSPECIFIED OISOROER OF JOINT OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES
ANKYLOSING SPONOYLITIS ANO OTHER INFLAHHATORY SPONOYLOPATHIES
ANKYLOSING SPONOYLITIS
SPINAL ENTHESOPATHY








































































SPONOYLOSIS ANO ALLXEO OISORDERS
CERVICAL SPONDYLOSIS WITHOUT HYELOPATHY
CERVICAL SPONOYLOSIS HITH klYELOPATHY
THORACIC SPONOYLOSIS HITHOUT $IYELOPATHY
LUW30SACRAL SPONOYLOSIS HITHOUT MY ELOPATHY
THORACIC OR LUMBAR SPONOYLOSIS HITH MYELOPATHY
SPONOYLOSIS tlITH 14YELOPATHY, THORACIC REGION
SPONOYLOSIS HITH HYELOPATHY, LU14BAR REGION
ANKYLOSING VERTEBRAL HYPEROSTOSIS
TRAUMATIC SPONOYLOPATHY
OTHER ALLIEO OISOROERS OF SPINE
SPDNOYLOSIS OF UNSPECIFIED SITE
SPONOYLOSIS OF UNSPECIFIED SITE !dITHOUT MENTION OF MYELOPATHY
SPONOYLOSIS OF UNSPECIFIED SITE UITH 14YELOPATHY
INTERVERTEBRAL OISC OISOROERS
DISPLACEMENT OF CERVICAL INTERVERTEBRAL OISC UITHOUT
HYELOPATHY
OISPLACEHENT OF THORACIC OR LUMBAR INTERVERTEBRAL OISC
WITHOUT FIYELOPATHY
OISPLACEHEN7 OF LUMBAR INTERVERTEBRAL OISC ldITHOUT IIYELOPATHY
OISPLACEHENT OF THORACIC INTERVERTEBRAL OISC UITHOUT HYELOPATHY
OISPLACEHENT OF INTERVERTEBRAL OISC, SITE uNSPECIFIED.
HITHOUT MYELOPATHY
SC HMORLOS NOOES
SCHMORLOS NOOES OF LLN4BAR REGION
OEGENERATICN OF CERVICAL INTERVERTEBRAL OISC
DEGENERATIoN OF THORACIC OR LUMBAR INTERVERTEBRAL oISC
DEGENERATION OF THORACIC OR THORACOLLN4BAR INTERVERTEBRAL DISC
DEGENERATION OF LUMBAR OR LuHBOSACRAL INTERVERTEBRAL OISC
DEGENERATION OF INTERVERTEBRAL OISC~ SITE UNSPECIFIED
INTERVERTEBRAL OISC OISOROER HITH MYELOPATHY
INTERVERTEBRAL OISC OISOROER HITH WELOPATHY, CERVICAL REGION
INTERVERTEBRAL OISC OISOROER HfTH HYELOPATHY, LUMBAR REGION
PO STLAMINECTOMY SYNOROME
POSTLAHINECTO14Y SYNOROME OF UNSPECIFIED REGION
POSTLAMINECTOHY SYNOROME OF CERVICAL REGION
POSTLAHINECTOMY SYNORO14E OF THORACIC REGION
POSTLAHINECTOMY SYNOROHE OF LUHBAR REGION
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED OISC OISOROER
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED OISC OISOROER OF UNSPECIFIED REGION
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED OISC OISOROER OF CERVICAL REGION
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED OISC OISORDER OF THORACIC REGION
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED OISC OISOROER OF LUHBAR REGION
OTHER OISOROERS OF CERVICAL REGION




BRACHIAL NEURITIS OR RAOICULITIS NOS
TORTICOLLIS, UNSPECf FIEO
OTHER SYNOROIIES AFFECTING CERVICAL REGION
UNSPECIFIED MJSCULOSKELETAL OISOROERS ANO SYMPTOHS
REFERABLE TO NECK
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED DISOROERS OF BACK
SPINAL STENOSIS, OTHER THAN CERVICAL
SPINAL STENOSIS OF UNSPECIFIED REGION
SPINAL STENOSIS OF THORACIC REGION
SPINAL STENOSIS OF LUMBAR REGION
SPINAL STENOSIS OF OTHER REGION
PAIN IN THORACIC SPINE
LUHBAGO
SCIATICA




OTHER OISOROERS OF COCCYX
OTHER SYMPTOMS REFERABLE TO BACK
OTHER UNSPECIFIED BACK OISOROERS
POLYNYALGIA RHEUHATICA
PERIPHERAL ENTHESOPATHIES ANO ALLIEO SYNOROMES
AOHESIVE CAP SULITIS OF SHOULDER
ROTATOR CUFF SYNORO#lE OF SHOULOER ANO ALLIEO OISOROERS










































































CALCIFYING TENOINITIS OF SHOULOER
BICIPITAL TENOSYNOVITIS
oTliER SPKIFIEO OISOROERS OF BURSAE ANO TENOONS IN SHOULOER
REGION
OTHER AFFECTIONS OF SHOULOER REGION, NOT ELSEHHERE CLASSIFIED
EN THESOPATHY OF ELBOH REGION




EN THESOPATHY OF wRIST ANO CARPUS
EN THESOPATHY OF HIP REGION
EN THESOPATHY OF KNEE
EN THE SOPATHY OF KNEE, UNSPECIFIED
PES ANSERINUS TENDINITIS OR BURSITIS
TIBIAL COLLATERAL LIGAHENT BURSITIS
PA TELLAR TENDINITIS
PREPATELLAR BURSITIS
OTHER EN THESOPATHY OF KNEE
EN THESOPATHY OF ANKLE ANO TARSUS
ENTHESOPATHY OF ANKLE ANO TARSUS, UNSPECIFIED
ACHILLES 8URSITIS OR TENDINITIS
TIBIALIS TENDINITIS
CALCANEAL SPUR
OTHER EN THESOPATHY OF ANKLE ANO TARSUS
OTHER PERIPHERAL ENTHESOPATHIES
UNSPECIFIED EN THE SOPATHY
ENTHESOPATHY OF UNSPECIFIED SITE
ExOSTOSIS OF UNSPECIFIED SITE
OTHER OISOROERS OF SYNOVIU14, TENOON, ANO BURSA
SYNOVITIS ANO TENOSYNOVITIS
SYNOVITIS ANO TENOSYNOVITIS, UNSPECIFIED
SYNOVITIS ANO TENOSYNOVITIS IN OISEASES CLASSIFIED ELSEWHERE
GIANT CELL TUMOR OF TENOON SHEATH
TRIGGER FINGER (Ac QuIREo)
RADIAL STYLOIG TENOSYNOVITIS
OTHER TENOSYNOVITIS OF HANO ANO HRIST
TENOSYNOVITIS OF FOOT ANO ANKLE
OTHER SYNOVITIS ANO TENOSYNOVITIS
8UNION
SPECIFIC BURSITIOES OFTEN OF OCCUPATIONAL ORIGIN
OTHER BURSITIS OX SOROERS
GANGLION ANO CYST OF SYNOVIUM, TENOON, ANO BURSA
SYNOVIAL CYST, UNSPECIFIED
GANGLION OF JOINT
GANGLION OF TENOON SHEATH
GANGLIoN, UN SPECIFIED
OTHER GANGLION ANO CYST OF SYNOVIUH, TENOON, ANO BURSA
RUPTURE OF SYNOVIUM
SYNOVIAL CYST OF POPLITEAL SPACE
OTHER RUPTURE OF SYNOVIUM
RUPTURE OF TENOON, NONTRAUHATIC
COMPLETE RUPTURE OF ROTATOR CUFF, NONTRAU14A71C
NONTRAUHATIC RUPTURE OF TENOONS OF BICEPS (LONG HEAO)
NONTRAU14ATIC RUPTURE OF EXTENSOR TENOONS OF HANO ANO liRISl
NONTRAUMATIC RUP7URE OF FLEXOR TENOONS OF HANO ANO HRIST
NONTRAUMATIC RUPTURE OF QUADRICEPS TENOON
NONTRAUMATIC RUPTURE OF ACHILLES TENOON
NONTRAUMATIC RUPTURE OF OTHER TENDONS OF FOOT ANO ANKLE
NONTRAUNATIC RuPTURE OF OTHER TENOON
OTHER OISOROERS OF SYNOVIUH, TENOON, ANO BURSA
CONTRACTURE OF TENOON (SHEATH)
CALCIUM OEPOSITS IN TENDON ANO BURSA
OTHER OISOROERS OF SYNOVIUH, TENOON, ANO BURSA
UNSPECIFIED OISOROER OF SYNOVIUM, TENOON, ANO BURSA
OISOROERS OF MUSCLE, LIGAMENT, ANO FASCIA
INFECTIVE HYOSITIS
HUSCULAR Calcification ANO OSSIFICATION
CALCIFICATION ANO OSSIFICATION, uNSPECIFIED
PROGRESSIVE MYOSITIS OSSIFICANS
TRAUMATIC HYOSITIS OSSIFXCANS
POSTOPERATIVE HE TEROTOPIC CALCIFICATION






































































HUSCULAR HASTING ANO OISUSE ATROPHY~ NOT ELSEMHERE CLASSIFIED
OTHER SPECIFIC MUSCLE OISOROERS
LAXITY ❑F LIGAHENT
HYPERI’IOBILITY SYNOROIIE
CONTRACTURE OF PALNAR FASCIA
OTHER FIBRCVIATOSES OF HUSCLES LIGAHENTt ANO FASCIA
PLANTAR FASCIAL FIBROHATOSIS
OTHER FIBRO#lATOSES OF HUSCLE* LIGAHENTs ANo FAscIA
OTHER OISOROERS OF HuSCLES LIGAHENTs ANo FASCIA
FOREIGN BOOY GRAtUJLOHA OF HUSCLE
RuPTURE OF HUSCLE, NONTRAU#lATIC
OIASTASIS OF MUSCLE
SPASH OF HUSCLE
OTHER OISOROER OF MUSCLE* LIGAHENT, ANO FASCIA
UNSPECIFIED OISOROER OF HUSCLE* LIGAHENTs ANo FAscIA
OTHER OISOROERS OF SOFT TISSUES
RHEUHATISHt UNSPECIFIED* ANO FIBROSITIS
HYALGIA ANO HYOSITIS, UNSPECIFIED
NEuRALGIA* NEURITISO ANO RACIIcULITIss unspecified
PANNICULITIS* UNSPECIFIED
PANNICULITIS, UNSPECIFIED SITE
HYPERTROPHY OF FAT PAO, KNEE
PANNICULITIS AFFECTING OTHER SITES
FASCIITIS. uNSPECIFIED
PAIN IN LIMB
RESIOUAL FOREIGN BOOY IN SOFT TISSUE
OTHER HUSCULOSKELETAL SYHPTOHS REFERABLE TO LIHBS
SHELLING OF LIHB
CRAHP OF LIHB
OTHER HUSCULOSKELETAL SYMPTOMS REFERABLE TO LIHBS
OTHER ANO LUASPECIFIEO OISOROERS OF SOFT TISSUE
OS TEOHYELITISS PERIOSTITISS ANO OTHER INFECTIONS INVOLVING BONE
ACUTE OSTEOMYELITIS
ACUTE Osteomyelitis SITE UNSPECIFIED
ACUTE OSTEOMYELITIS INVOLVING SHOULOER REGION
ACUTE OSTEOMYELITIS INVOLVING HANO
ACUTE OSTEOMYELITIS INVOLVING PELVIC REGION ANO THIGH
ACUTE OSTEOMYELITIS INVOLVING LOHER LEG
ACUTE OSTEOMYELITIS INVOLVING ANKLE ANO FOOT
ACUTE OSTEOMYELITIS INVOLVING OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES
ACUTE ❑STEOMYELITIS INVOLVING MULTIPLE SITES
CHRONIC OSTEOt!YELITIS
CHRONIC OS TEOHYELITIS~ SITE UNSPECIFIED
CHRONIC OSTEOMYELITIS INVOLVING SHOULOER REGION
CHRONIC OSTEOMYELITIS INVOLVING UPPER ARH
CHRONIC OSTEOMYELITIS INVOLVING FOREARM
CHRONIC 0STEOHYELIT15 INVOLVING MAMn. ... ...
CiRONIC OSTEOFIYELITIS INVOLVING PELVIC REGION ANO THIGH
CHRONIC OSTEOMYELITIS INVOLVING LOHER LEG
CHRONIC OSTEOMYELITIS INVOLVING ANKLE ANO FOOT
CHRONIC OSTEOMYELITIS INVOLVING OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES
CHRONIC OSTEOMYELITIS INVOLVING HULTIPLE SITES
UNSPECIFIED OSTEOMYELITIS
UNSPECIFIED OSTEOMYELITIS, SITE UNSPECIFIED
UNSPECIFIED OSTEOMYELITIS INVOLVING SHOULOER REGION
UNSPECIFIED OSTEOMYELITIS INVOLVING UPPER ARH
UNSPECIFIED OSTEOMYELITIS INVOLVING FOREARH
UNSPECIFIED OSTEOMYELITIS INVOLVING HANO
UNSPECIFIED OSTEOMYELITIS INVOLVING PELVIC REGION ANO THIGH
UNSPECIFIED OSTEOMYELITIS INVOLVING LOHER LEG
uNSPECIFIED OSTEOMYELITIS INVOLVING ANKLE ANO FOOT
UNSPECIFIED OSTEOMYELITIS INVOLVING OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES
UNSPECIFIED OSTEOMYELITIS INVOLVING MULTIPLE SITES
PERIOSTITIS blITHOUT HENTION OF OSTEOMYELITIS
PERIOSTITIS~ HITHOUT MENTION OF OSTEOMYELITIS, INVOLVING
LOHER LEG
OTHER INFECTIONS INVOLVING BONE IN OISEASES CLASSIFIED
ELSEIAHERE
oTHER INFECTIONS INVOLVING BONE IN OISEASES CLASSIFIED
ELSE UHERE. SITE UNSPECIFIED--.—. . .
OTHER IN FEcT10N5 INvOLVING BONE OF PELVIC REGIm ANO THIGH
IN OISEASES CLASSIFIED ELSEHHERE










































































oTHER INFECTIONS INVOLVING BONE OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES
IN OISEASES CLASSIFIED ELSEHHERE
UNSPECIFIED INFECTION OF BONE
UNSPECIFIED INFECTION OF BONE~ SITE UNSPECIFIED
WSPECIFIEO INFECTION OF BONE OF PELVIC REGION ANO THIGH-..
UNSPECIFIED INFECTION OF ANKLE ANO FOOT BONE
UNSPECIFIED INFECTION OF BONE OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES
oSTEITIS OEFORHANS ANO OSTEOPATHIES ASSOCIATE HITH OTHER
OISOROERS CLASSIFIED ELSEHHERE
OS TEITIS OEFORMANS HITHOUT HENTION OF BONE TUHOR
HYPERTROPHIC PULHONARY OSTEOARTHROPATHY
OTHER BONE INVOLVEMENT IN OISEASES CLASSIFIED ELSEHHERE
0STEOCHONOROPA7HIES
JUVENILE OSTEOCHONOROSIS OF SPINE
JuVENILE OSTEOCHONOROSIS OF HIP ANO PELVIS
NONTRAUllATIC SLIPPEO UPPER FEMORAL EPIPHYSIS
JUVENILE OSTEOCHONOROSIS OF UPPER EXTREHITY
JUVENILE OSTEOCHONOROSIS OF LOHER EXTREHITY, EXCLUOING FOOT


















ASEPTIC NECROSIS OF BONE
ASEPTIC NECROSIS OF BONE? SITE UNSPECIFIED
ASEPTIC NECROSIS OF HEAO OF HUHERUS
ASEPTIC NECROSIS OF HEAO ANO NECK OF FEllUR
ASEPTIC NECROSIS OF HEOIAL FEHORAL CONOYLE
ASEPTIC NECROSIS OF TALUS
ASEPTIC NECROSIS OF OTHER BONE SITES
oSTEITIS COHOENSANS
TIETZE*S OISEASE
HALUNION ANO NONUNION OF FRACTURE
NALUNION OF FRACTURE
NONUNION OF FRACTURE
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED OISOROERS OF BONE ANO CARTILAGE
OISOROER OF BONE ANO CARTILAGE, UNSPECIFIED
ARREST OF BONE OEVELOPHENT OR GROHTH
CHONOROHALACIA
OTHER OISOROERS OF BONE ANO CARTILAGE
FLAT FOOT




OTHER HAHHER TOE (ACQUIREO)
CLAM TOE (ACQUIREO)
OTHER ACQUIREO OEFORHITIES OF TOE
UNSPECIFIED ACQUIREO OEFORHITY OF TOE
OTHER ACQUIREO OEFORHITIES OF LIHBS
ACQUIREO OEFORHITIES OF FOREARH, EXCLUOING FINGERS
UNSPECIFIED OEFORHITY OF FOREARH, EXCLUOING FINGERS (ACQUIREO)
CUBITUS VARUS (ACQUIREO)
HRIST OROP (ACQUIREO)
OTHER AC QUIREO OEFORHITIES OF FOREARM, EXCLUOING FINGERS
14ALLET FINGER (ACQUIREO)
OTHER ACOUIREO OEFORHITIES OF FINGER
UNSPECIFIED OEFORHITY OF FINGER (ACQUIREO)
BOUTONNIERE OEFORMITY (ACQUIREO)
SWAN-NECK OEFORHiTY (ACQUIREO)





































































ACQUIRED DEFORMITIES OF HIP
UNSPECIFIED OEFORMITY OF HIP (ACQUIREO)
coxA vALGA (AcQulREO)
COXA VARA (Acau IREo)
OTHER ACWIREO OEFORliITIES OF HIP
GENU VALGUM OR VARUH (AC QUIREO)
GENU VALGUM (AC QUIREO)
GENU VARUH (ACQUIREO)
OTHER ACQUIREO DEFORMITIES OF KNEE
oTHER ACQUIREO DEFORMITIES OF ANKLE ANO FOOT
UNSPECIFIED OEFORHITY OF ANKLE ANO FOOT (ACQUIREO)
ACQUIREO EQUINOVARUS OEFORHITY
EQUINUS OEFORMITY OF FOOT (ACQUIREO)
CAVUS OEFORHITY OF FOOT (ACQUIREO)
cLAH FooT (AcQuIREO)
CAVOVARUS OEFORMITY OF FOOT (ACQUIREO)
OTHER AC QUIREO CALCANEUS OEFORHITY
OTHER AC QUIREO OEFORHITIES OF ANKLE ANO FOOT
AC QUIREO DEFORMITIES OF OTHER PARTS OF LIMBS
UNEQUAL LEG LENGTH (ACQUIREO)
OTHER AC QUIREO OEFORHITY OF OTHER PARTS OF LIHB




KYPHOSIS (ACQUIRE• ) (pOSTuRAL)
OTHER KY PHOSIS (ACQUIREO)
Lo Roosxs (Ac QuIREO)
LOROOSIS [ACQUIREO) (POSTURAL)
LOROOSIS, POSTLAHINECTOHY (ACQUIREO)
KY PHOSCOLIOSIS ANO SCOLIOSIS
scoLIosIs (ANO KypHoSCOLIOsIs), IOIOpATHIC
PROGRESSIVE INFANTILE IO IO PATHIC SCOLIOSIS
THORACOGENIC SCOLIOSIS
OTHER KYPHOSCOLIOSIS ANO SCOLIOSIS
CURVATURE OF SPINE ASSOCIATE HITH OTHER CONOITILVdS
UNSPECIFIED CURVATURE OF SPINE ASSOCIATE WITH OTHER CONDITIONS
KYPHoSIS ASSOCIATE MITH OTHER CONDITIONS
LOROOSIS ASSOCIATE HITH OTHER CONDITIONS
SCOLIOSIS ASSOCIATE MITH OTHER CONDITIONS
UNSPECIFIED CURVATURE OF SPINE
OTHER ACQUIREO HUSCULOSKELETAL OEFORHITY
ACQUIREO OEFORHITY OF NOSE
OTHER ACQUIREO OEFORHITY OF HEAO
AC QUIREO OEFORHITY OF NECK



















OF BACK OR SPINE
OEFORHITY OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITE
OEFORliITY OF UNSPECIFIED SITE
ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED
HEAO REGION, NOT ELSEUHERE CLASSIFIED
CERVICAL REGION, NOT EL SEHHERE
THORACIC REGION, NOT ELSEWHERE
LLNIBAR REGION, NOT EL SE HHERE
LOHER EXTREt41TIES, NOT ELSEHHERE
ABOOHEN ANO OTHER SITES, NOT ELSEUHERE
SPINA BIFIOA HITH HYOROCEPHALUS
SPINA BIFIOA, UNSPECIFIED REGION, UITH HYOROCEPHALUS
SPINA BIFIOA, CERVICAL REGION, MITH HYOROCEPHALUS
SPINA iJIFIOA. 00RsAL (THORAcIC) REGIoN, HITH HYOROCEPHALUS
SPINA BIFIOA+ LUMBAR REGION* UITH HYDROCEPHALUS
SPINA BIFIOA WITHOUT MENTION OF HYOROCEPHALUS
SPINA BIFIOA, UNSPECIFIED REGION, HITHOUT MENTION OF
HYOROCEF+IALUS







































































SPINA BIFIOA, LUMBAR REGIONS HITHOUT MENTION OF HYOROCEPHALUS
OTHER CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF NERVOUS SYSTEM
ENCEPHALOCELE, CONGENITAL
HICROCEPHALUS
CONGENITAL REONTION OEFORHITIES OF BRAIN
CONGENITAL HYOROCEPHALUS
OTHER sPECIFIEO CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF BRAIN
OTHER SPECIFIEO CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF SPINAL CORO
OIASTENATOHYELIA
HYOROMYELIA
OTHER SPECIFIEO CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF SPINAL CORO
oTHER SPECIFXEO CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF NERVOUS SYSTEM
UNSPECIFIED CONGENITAL ANOMALY OF BRAIN, SPINAL CORO? ANO
NERVOUS SYSTEM
CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF EYE
HICROPHTHALHOS




BUPHTHAZHOS ASSOCIATE iIITH OTHER OCULAR ANOHALIES
CONGENITAL CATARACT ANO LENS ANOMALIES
CONGENITAL CATARACT, UNSPECIFIED
OTHER CONGENITAL CATARACT ANO LENS ANOHALIES
CO LOBOMA ANO OTHER CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF ANTERIOR SEGMENT
OTHER CONGENITAL CORNEAL OPACITIES
ANIRIOIA
OTHER SPECIFIEO CONGENITAL ANOHALIES OF IRIS ANO CILXARY 800Y
OTHER CONGENITAL ANONALIES OF ANTERIOR SEGMENT
CONGENITAL ANONALIES OF POSTERIOR SEGHENT
OTHER RETINAL CHANGES, CONGENITAL
SPECIFIEO CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF OPTIC OISC
OTHER COffi ENITAL ANOMALIES OF POSTERIOR SEGMENT
CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF EYELIOS, LACRIMAL SYSTEM, ANO ORBIT
CONGENITAL PTOSIS OF EYELIO
CONGENITAL DEFORMITIES OF EYELIOS
OTHER SPECIFIEO CONGENITAL ANOHALIES OF EYELIO
SPECIFIEO CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF LACRIMAL PASSAGES
SPECIFIEO CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF ORBIT
OTHER SPECIFIEO ANONALIES OF EYE? CONGENITAL
CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF EAR, FACE, ANO NECK
CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF EAR CAUSING IMPAIRMENT OF HEARING
UNSPECIFIED CONGENITAL ANOHALY OF EAR wITH IMPAIRMENT OF
H EARING
OTHER CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF EXTERNAL EAR MITH IMPAIRMENT
OF HEARING
CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF EAR OS SICLES
ACCESSORY AURICLE
OTHER SPECIFIEO CONGENITAL ANOHALIES OF EAR
HICROTIA
OTHER SPEC IFIEO CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF EAR
UN SPECI FIEO CONGENITAL ANOHALY OF EAR
8RANCHIAL CLEFT CYST OR FISTULA; PREAURICULAR SINUS
BRANCHIAL CLEFT SINUS OR FISTULA
BRANCHIAL CLEFT CYST
PREAURICULAR SINUS OR FISTULA
PREAURICW.AR CYST
IAE8BING OF NECK
OTHER SPECIFIEO CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF FACE ANO NECK
NACROSTOMIA
MI CROSTOflIA
OTHER SPEC IFIEO CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF FACE A NO NECK
UNSPECIFIED CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF FACE ANO NECK
BULBUS COROIs ANOMALIES ANO ANOHALXES OF CAROIAC s EPTAL CLOSURE
COMMON TRUMUS
TRANSPOSITION OF GREAT VESSELS
COHPLETE TRANSPOSITION OF GREAT VESSELS
00UBLE OUTLET RIGHT VENTRICLE
CORRECTEO TRANSPOSITION OF GREAT VESSELS












LISTIUH SECUNDUM TYPE ATRIAL SEPTAL DEFECT
ENOOCAROIAL CUSHION DEFECTS
ENOOCAROIAL CUSHION OEFECT, UNSPECIFIED TYPE
OS TIU#l PRIWJM DEFECT










CLEFT LIPs UNILATERAL, COHPLETE
CLEFT LIP, UNILATERAL* INCOMPLETE
C4EFT M P, BILATERAL, INCOMPLETE
CLEFT PALATE MITH CLEFT LIP
CLEFT PALATE UITH CLEFT LIP, uNSPECIFIED_——.
CLEFT PALATE HI TH CLEFT LIP; UNILATERAL, COMPLETE
CLEFT PALATE HI TH CLEFT LIPs UNILATERAL, INCOMPLETE
CLEFT PALATE klITH CLEFT LIP, BILATERAL, COHPLE TE
CLEFT PALATE WITH CLEFT LIP, BILATERAL, INCOMPLETE
OTHER COHBINATICINS OF CLEFT PALATE liITH CLEFT LIP
OTHER CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF UPPER ALIMENTARY TRACT
TONGUE TIE
OTHER CONGENITAL AN13MALI ES CIF TCJNGUE
#lACR13GLLl SSIA
CITHER CONGENITAL ANCIHALIES LIF TONGUE
OTHER SPECIFIECI CONGENITAL ANOMALIES CIF MOUTH ANO PHARYNX
OTHER SPEC IF IEO CCINGENITAL AND HA LIES OF HCIUTH
CONGENITAL OWERTICULUM CIF PHARYNX
OTHER SPECIFIED CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF PHARYNX
CLINGENITAL TRACHECIESCIPHAGEAL FISTULA, ESOPHAGEAL ATRESIA
ANO STENOSIS
CITHER SPEC IFIEO CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF ESOPHAGUS
CCJNGENITAL HYPERTROPHIC PYLORIC STEN13SIS
CONGENITAL HIATUS HERNIA
DTHER SPECIF IEO CONGENITAL ANCINALIES LIF STOMACH
OTHER SPEC IFIEO CONGENITAL ANOMALIES CIF UPPER ALIMENTARY TRACT
UNSPECI FIECI CONGENITAL ANOMALY CIF UPPER ALIMENTARY TRACT
OTHER CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF DIGESTIVE SYSTEM
CUR BILIJCULARE
OTHER CONGENITAL BULBUS CORDIS ANOMALIES ANO ANCIHALIES LIF CAROIAC
SEPTAL CLOSURE
UN SPECI FIEO CONGENITAL DEFECT OF sEPTAL CLOSURE



































































750AN CIHALI ES OF PULHaNARY VALVE, CONGENITAL
CONGENITAL PULHIINARY VALVE ANOllALY~ UNSPECIFIED
ATRESIA OF PULHCINARY VALVE, CONGENITAL
STENOSIS OF PWHCINARY VALVE* CIJNGENITAL
OTHER CONGENITAL ANLIHALIES OF PULHDNARY VALVE











CCINGENITAL STENOSIS OF AORTIC VALVE
CCINGENI 7AL INSUFFICIENCY CIF ACIRTIC VALVE
Cll NGENI 7A liITRAL STENOSIS
Ct3NGENI 7AL MITRAL INSUFFICIENCY





OTHiR SPECIFIED CCINGENITAL ANOHALIES OF HEART
SUBAORTIC STENOSIS, CLINGEN ITAL
COR TRIATR IA7uH
INFUNOIBULAR PULHONIC STENOSIS* CONGENITAL
CCJNGENITAL CIBSTRUCTIVE AN13HALI ES OF HEAR7 * NOT
CLASSIFIED
CCIRCINARY ARTERY ANCOIALY, CONGENITAL
CONGENITAL HEART BLOCK
HALP13SITION IIF HEART ANO CARDIAC APEX
13THER SPEC IFIEO CCINGENITAL ANOI!AL IES CIF HEART







CONGENITAL ATRESI A ANO STENOSIS OF SHALL INTESTINE
CONGENITAL ATRESIA ANO STENOSIS OF LARGE INTESTINES RECTUHS
ANLI ANAL CANAL
HIRSCHSPRUNG*S DISEASE AND OTHER CONGENITAL FUNC71CJNAL●3
LIISLIROERS OF COLON
CONGENITAL ANCIHALIES OF INTESTINAL FIXATION
OTHER CONGENITAL ANOHALIES OF INTESTINE
CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF GALLBLADDER, BILE tIUCTSs ANO LIVER
UNSPECIFIED CONGENITAL ANOHALY OF GALLBLADDER* BILE DUCTS*
OTHER CCINGEN ITAL ANCOIALIES OF CIRCULATORY SYSTEH





CCIARCTATIL3N OF AORTA ( PREOUCTAL) (PLISTOUCTAL)
INTERRUP71(JN OF ACIRTIC ARCH
OTHER CONGENITAL ANDHALI ES OF AORTA
CONGENITAL ANDHALY aF AORTAS UNSPECIFIED
CC!NGEN17N ANDNAL1 ES OF ALIRTIC ARCH
CCINGENITAL ATRESIA ANO STENOSIS (IF AIIRTA
CITHER CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF AORTA
CONGENITAL ANOM4LIES OF PULWJNARY ARTERY
CONGENITAL ANOHALIES OF GREAT VEINS
CONGENITAL ANLIHALY LIF GREAT VEINS, UNSPECIFIED
TOTAL ANONALOUS PULliCINARY VENOUS CONNECTION
PARTIAL ANOHAMUS PULHONARY VENCNAS CLINNECTICIN
CITHER CCINGENITAL ANCIHALIES OF GREAT VEINS
OTHER CCINGENITAL ANOMALIES OF PERIPHERAL VASCULAR SYSTEM
CITHER SPECIFIED CONGENITAL ANCIHALIES OF CIRCULATORY SYSTEM
CONGENITAL ANOHALIES IIF CEREBRWASCULAR SYSTEH
CITHER SPEC IFIEO CIINGEN ITAL ANtlHALIES OF CIRCULATORY SYSTEM
UNSPECI FIEO CONGENITAL ANOHALY OF CIRCULATORY SYSTEM
CONGENITAL AtifAHALIES OF RESPIRATORY SYSTEH
ANO LIVER
BILIARY ATRESIA, CONGENITAL
CONGENITAL CYSTIC DISEASE OF LIVER





CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF PANCREAS







CCINGENITAL ANOHALIES OF CIVARIES
CONGENITAL ANOHALIES OF FALLCIPIAN TUBES ANO BRCIAO LIGAMENTS
E#lBRYONI C CYST LIF FALLOPIAN TUBES ANO BROAD LIGAHENTS





OTHER CONGENITAL ANOllALIES CIF UTERUS
CCINGENITAL ANCIMALIES IJF CERVIX* VAGINA, ANO EXTERNAL FEMALE
GENITALIA
W4SPECIFIE0 CLV4GENITAL ANOHALY CIF CERVIX* VAGINA, ANO EXTERNAL
FEMALE GENITALIA
EHBRYONIC CYST !3F CERVIX. VAGINA, ANO EXTERNAL FEHALE GEN17ALIA
.4a
CHt3ANAL ATRESIA










INOETERHINATE SEX ANO PSEUCKIHERHAPHROOITISH
OTHER SPECIFIED CCINGENITAL ANOHALIES OF GENITAL ORGANS
OTHER C13NGEN 17AL ANOMALIES OF LARYNX? TRACHEAt A NO BRONCHUS
CCINGENI 7AL CYSTIC LUNG
CONGENITAL AGENESIS, HYPOPLASIAt ANCI DYSPLASIA CIF LUNG
OTHER CCINGENITAL ANCIHALI ES OF LUNG
CONGENITAL ANOHALY OF LUNG, UNSPECIFIED
OTHER CCIWENITAL ANOHALIES OF LUNG
OTHER SPECIFIED CLINGENITAL ANOHALIES OF RESPIRATORY SYS7Ell
CLEFT PALA7E ANO CLEFT LIP
CLEFT PALATE
CLEFT PALATE, UNSPECIFIED
CLEFT PALATE, UNILATERAL* C(3HPLETE
CLEFT PALATE , UNILATERAL, INCOMPLETE
CLEFT PALATE, BILATERAL, COMPLETE







UNSPECIFIED CCINGENITAL ANOMALY OF GENITAL ORGANS
CONGENITAL ANLI14ALIES OF URINARY SYSTEH
RENAL AGENES IS ANO OYSGENESIS
CONGENITAL CYSTIC KIDNEY DISEASE
CONGENITAL OBSTRUCTIVE DEFECTS OF RENAL PELVIS ANO URETER









OTHER SPECIFIED CCINGENITAL ANOMALIES OF URETER
EXSTRCIPHY OF URINARY BLADDER
CONGENITAL ATRESI A ANO STENOSIS OF URETHRA ANO BLAOOER NECK




































































OTHER SPECIFIED CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF BLAOOER ANO URETHRA
UNSPECIFIED CONGENITAL ANOMALY OF URINARY SYSTEM
CERTAIN CONGENITAL INJSCULOSKELETAL OEFORHITI ES
CONGENITAL IIUSCULOSKELETAL OEFORFIITIES OF SKULL, FACE, ANO JAk
CONGENITAL MUSCULOSKELETAL OEFORMTIES OF STERNOCLEIOOHASTOIO
MUSCLE
CONGENITAL MUSCULOSKELETAL DEFORMTIES OF SPINE
CONGENITAL DISLOCATION OF HIP
CONGENITAL DISLOCATION OF HIP, UNILATERAL
CONGENITAL 01 SLOCATICV4 OF HIP, BILATERAL
CONGENITAL SUBLUXATION OF HIP, UNILATERAL
CONGENITAL SUBLUXATION OF HIP, BILATERAL
CONGENITAL GENU RECURVATLN4 ANO BOWING OF LONG BONES OF LEG
CONGENITAL GENU RECURVATLN4
CONGENITAL OISLOCATION OF KNEE (bJITH GENU RECURVATWI)
CONGENITAL VARUS OEFORHITIES OF FEET
CONGENITAL TALIPES VARUS - -
CONGENITAL TALI PES EW INOVARUS
CONGENITAL t4ETATARSUS PRIMUS VARUS
CONGENITAL METATARSUS VARUS
OTHER CONGENITAL VARUS OEFORHITIES OF FEET




OTHER CONGENITAL VALGUS DEFORMITIES OF FEET
OTHER CONGENITAL DEFORMITIES OF FEET
TALIPES, UNSPECIFIED
TALIPES CAVUS
OTHER CONGENITAL OEFOR#lITIES OF FEET
OTHER SPECIFIED NoNTERATOGENIC ANO14AL1ES
PECTUS EXCAVATUM, CONGENITAL
PECTUS CAR INATUM, CONGENITAL
OTHER SP EC IFIEO NONTERATOGENIC 4NOMALIES
OTHER CONGENITAL ANOilALIES OF LIMBS””’
POLYOAC TYLY




SYNOACTVLY OF MULTIPLE ANO UNSPECIFIED SITES
SYNOACTYLY OF FINGERS liITHOUT FUSION OF BONE
SYNOACTYLY OF FINGERS MITH FUSION OF BONE
SYNOACTYLY OF TOES liITHOUT FUSION OF BONE
REOUCTION OEFORHITIES OF UPPER LIHB, CONGENITAL
UNSPECIFIED REOUCTION OEFORHITY OF UPPER LIHB, CONGENITAL
TRANSVERSE DEFICIENCY OF UPPER LIHB
LONGI TUOINAL OEFICIEtiCY OF UPPER LIMB, NOT ELSEliHERE CLASSIFIED
LONGITUDINAL DEFICIENCY, RAOIOULNAR, COHPLETE OR
PARTIAL (141TH OR HITHCAIT OISTAL OEFICIENCIESt INCOMPLETE)
LONGITUDINAL DEFICIENCY, RAOIAL, COHPLETE OR PARTIAL
(HITH OR UITHOUT OISTAL 0EFICIENCIES9 INc014pLETE)
LONGITUDINAL DEFICIENCY, PHALANGES, COHPLETE OR PARTIAL
CONGENITAL REOUCTIIM 0EFOR141TIES OF LOMER LIMB
UNSPECIFIED REOUCTION OEFORHITY OF LOUER LIMB, CONGENITAL
TRANSVERSE DEFICIENCY OF LOHER LIHB
LONGITUDINAL DEFICIENCY, FEMORAL, COHPLETE OR PARTIAL
(HITH OR MI THOUT OISTAL DEFICIENCIES, INCOMPLETE)
LONGITUDINAL DEFICIENCY, TIBIOFIBULAR, COMPLETE OR
PARTIAL (IAITH OR MITHOUT OISTAL DEFICIENCIES* INCOIIPLETE)
LONGI TUOINAL OEFICIENCYS FIBuLARs COHPLETE OR
PARTIAL (HITH OR !JIITHouT OISTAL OEFICIENCIESS INCOMPLETE)
OTHER CONGENITAL ANOHALIES OF UPPER LIMB, INCLUOING SHOULOER
GIROLE
UNSPECIFIED ANOMALY OF UPPER LIH8, CONGENITAL
CONGENITAL ELEVATION OF SCAPULA
ACROC E PHALOS YNOACTYLY
ACCESSORY CARPAL BONES
CLEFT HANO , CONGENITAL
OTHER CONGENITAL ANOHALIES OF UPPER LIHB, INCLUOING SHOULOER
GIROLE
OTHER CONGENITAL ANOHALIES OF LOHER LIHB, INCLUOING PELVIC
GIROLE






































































COXA VA GA, CONGENITAL
COXA VARA, CONGENITAL
OTHER CONGENITAL OEFORHITY OF HIP (JOINT)
CONGENITAL OEFORSIITY OF KNEE (JOINT)
MACROOACTYLIA oF TOES
OTHER CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF TOES
CONGENITAL ANON ALIES OF FOOT, NOT EL SEHHERE CLASSIFIED
OTHER CONGENITAL ANOHALIES OF LOHER LiHB, lNCLUOING PELVIC
GIROLE
OTHER SPECIFIEO CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF UNSPECIFIED LIMB
OTHER CONGENITAL HUSCULOSKELETAL ANOHALIES
CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF SKULL ANO FACE BONES
CONGENITAL ANOHALIES OF SPINE
CONGENITAL ANOHALY OF SPINE, UNSPECIFIED
CONGENITAL SPONOYLOLYS IS , LLN4BOSACRAL REG ION
SPONOYLOLI STHESIS, CONGENI TAL
ABSENCE OF VERTEBRA, CONGENITAL
UI=vlv ERTEBRA..-..,
Fus IoN OF SplNE (v ERTEBRA), congenital
KLIPPEL-FEIL SYNOROHE
SPINA BIFIOA OCCULTA
OTHER CONGENITAL ANONALIES OF SPINE
CERvIcAL RIB











CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF OIAPHRAGH
CONGENI TbA ANOMALIES OF ABOOHINAL MALL
OTHER SPECIFIEO cONGENITAL ANOHALIES OF HUSCLE, TENOON. FASCIA,
ANO CONNECTIVE TISSUE
CONGENITAL ABSENCE OF MUSCLE ANO TENOON
EHLER S-OANLOS S YNOROHE
OTHER SPEC IFIEo CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF HUSCLE , TENoON. FASCIA.
AND c~NEcT~vE T~ssu~
“.. u
OTHER ANO uNSPECIFIED CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF HUSCULOSKELETAL
SYSTEH
CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF THE INTEGUMENT
HEREDITARY EOEMA OF LEGS
ICHTHYOSIS CONGENITA
OTHER SPEC IFIEO CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF SKIN
CflNGENITAL EcTooERHAL oyspLAsl A-----
VASCULAR HAHARTOHAS
CONGENITAL PIGHENTARY ANOHALIES OF SKIN
OTHER SPEC IFIEO CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF SKIN
SPECIFI EO CONGENITAL ANOHALI ES OF NAILS
SPECIFIEO CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF BREAST






BALANCEO AUTOSOHAL TRANSLOCATION IN NORHAL INOIVIOUAL
OTHER CONDITIONS OUE TO AUTOSOHAL ANOHALIES
GONAOAL OYSGENESIS
KLINEFELTER*S sYNOROHE
OTHER CONDITIONS OUE TO SEX CHRONOSOHE ANOMALIES
CONDITIONS OUE TO ANOHALY OF uNSPECIFIED CHROklOSOHE
OTHER ANO ON SPECIFIED CONGENITAL ANOHALIES
ANOMALIES OF SPLEEN, CONGENITAL
ANOMALIES OF AORENfiL GLANO, CONGENITAL


























































HULTIPLE CONGENITAL ANOHALIES, SO OESCRIBEO
OTHER SPECIFIEO CONGENITAL ANOMALIES
/ llARFAN SYNDROf’iE
/ LITHER SPECIFIEO ANOHALIES
CONGENITAL ANOHALYS UNSPECIFIED
CERTAIN CONDITIONS ORIGINATING IN THE PERINATAL PERIOO
FETUS OR NEWBORN AFFECTEO BY IIATERNAL CONDITIONS MHICH MAY BE
UNRELATEO TO PRESENT PREGNANCY
HATERNAL HYPERTENSIVE OISOROERS AFFECTING FETUS OR NEHBORN
MATERNAL RENAL ANO URINARY TRACT OISEASES AFFECTING FETUS OR
NEHBORN
MATERNAL INFECTIONS AFFECTING FETUS OR NEUBORN
SURGICAL OPERATION ON HOTHER AFFECTING FETUS OR NEHBORN
NOXIOUS INFLUENCES AFFECTING FETUS OR NEIABORN VIA
PLACENTA OR BREAST MILK
ALCOHOL AFFECTING FETUS OR NEHBORN VIA PLACENTA OR BREAST MILK
NARCOTICS AFFECTING FETUS OR NEMBORN VIA PLACENTA OR BREAST
H ILK
OTHER NOXIOUS INFLUENCES AFFECTING FETUS OR NEIABORN VIA
PLACENTA OR BREAST MILK
FETUS OR NEliBORN AFFECTEO BY HATERNAL COMPLICATIONS OF
PREGNANCY
PREHATtiiE RUPTURE OF MEMBRANES AFFECTING FETUS OR NEIABORN
OLIGOHYORANNIOS AFFECTING FETUS OR NEUBORN
POLYHYORAIINIOS AFFECTING FETUS OR NEUBORN
ECTOPIC PREGNANCY AFFECTING FETUS OR NEHBORN
MULTIPLE PREGNANCY AFFECTING FETUS OR NEHBORN
MALPRESENTATION BEFORE LABOR AFFECTING FETUS OR NEMBORN
UNSPECIFIED MATERNAL COMPLICATION OF PREGNANCY AFFECTING
FETUS OR NEHBORN
FETUS OR NEHBORN AFFECTEO BY COMPLICATIONS OF PLACENTA* COROS
ANO HEHBRANES
PLACENTA PREVIA AFFECTING FETUS OR NEblBORN
OTHER FORHS OF PLACENTAL SEPARATION ANO HEMORRHAGE AFFECTING
FETUS OR NEHBORN
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED MORPHOLOGICAL ANO FUNCTIONAL
ABNORMALITIES OF PLACENTA AFFECTING FETUS OR NEHBORN
PROLAPSEO UNBILICAL CORO AFFECTING FETUS OR NEHBORN
OTHER COMPRESSION OF UHBILICAL CORO AFFECTING FETUS OR NEHBORN
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED CONDITIONS OF UHBILICAL CORO AFFECTING
FETUS OR NEHBORN
CHORIOAHNIONITIS AFFECTING FETUS OR NEHBORN
FETUS OR NEHBORN AFFECTEO BY OTHER COMPLICATIONS OF LABOR ANO
OELIVERY
BREECH OELIVERY ANO EXTRACTION AFFECTING FETUS OR NEHBORN
OTHER HALPRESENTATIONt MALPOSITION* ANO DISPROPORTION
OURING LABOR ANO OELIVERY AFFECTING FETUS OR NEMBQRN
FORCEPS OELIVERY AFFECTING FETUS OR NEHBORN
CESAREAN OELIVERY AFFECTING FETUS OR NEHBORN
OTHER SPECIFIEO COMPLICATIONS OF LABOR ANO OELIVERY
AFFECTING FETUS OR NEHBORN
SLOH FETAL GROHTH ANO FETAL MALNUTRITION
‘L IGHT-FOR-OATESW INFANT UITHOUT MENTION OF FETAL HALNuTRITION
‘LIGHT-F IR-OATESU INFANT HITHOUT HENTION OF FETAL
MALNUTRITION, UNSPECIFIED [HEIGHT I
“LIGHT-F Wt-OATESn INFANT HITHOUT HENTION OF FETAL
!IALNUTRITIONS 750-999 GRAMS
‘L IGHT-FOR-OATES” INFANT HITHOUT MENTIoN OF FETAL
HALNUTRITIOHS 1000-1249 GRAHS
‘L IGHT-FC#l-OATES- INFANT HITHOUT NENTION OF FETAL
MALNUTRITION, 1250-1499 GRAHS
‘LIGHT-F OR-OATESW INFANT wITHOUT HENTION OF FETAL
MALNUTRITION* 1500-1749 GRAHS
‘LIGHT-F~-OATESn INFANT HITHOUT HENTION OF FETAL
MALNUTRITION, 1750-1999 GRAHS
‘L IGHT-FOR-OATESm INFANT HITHOUT HENTION OF FETAL
HALNUTRITICW 2000-2499 GRAHS
“LIGHT-F OR-OATESW INFANT HITHOUT MENTION OF FETAL
HALNUTRITION, 2500 GRAMS ANO OVER
‘L IGHT-FOR-OATES- INFANT HITH SIGNS OF FETAL HAL NUTRITION
WLIGHT-FOR-OATES” INFANT HITH SIGNS OF FETAL
HALNUTRITION, 1000-1249 GRANS
















































FETAL HALNUTRITION HITHOUT HENTION OF “LIGHT-FOR-OATES”
FETAL HALNUTRITION HITHOUT HENTION OF ‘LIGHT-FOR-OATES”~
2000-2499 GRAHS
FETAL GROHTH RETARDATION, RETARDATION
FETAL GROHTH RETARDATION, UNSPECIFIED*
UNSPECIFIED [HEIGHT I
FETAL GROHTH RETARDATION* UNSPECIFIED*
LESS THAN 500 GRAHS
FETAL GROHTH RETAROATIQN* UNSPECIFIEQ~
750-999 GRAMS
FETAL GROHTH RETAROATXONS UNSPECIFIEOS
1000-1249 GRAHS
FETAL 6ROHTH RETAROATIffl S UNSPECIFIEOr
1500-1749 GRAHS
FETAL GROHTH RETARDATION* UNSPECIFIEOS
1750-1999 GRANS
FETAL GROHTH RETARDATIONS UNSPECIFIED?
2000-2499 GRAHS
FETAL GROHTH RETAROATIffl S UNSPECIFIED*
2500 GRAHS ANO OVER





















uNSPECI FI EO [UEIGHT 1
OTHER PRETERH INFANTS*
















2500 GRAHS ANO OVER
OISOROERS RELATING TO LONG GESTATION ANO HIGH BIRTHHEIGHT
EXCEPTIONAUY LARGE BABY RELATING TO LONG GESTAT ION
OTHER “HEAVY-FOR-OATES” INFANTS NOT RELATEO TO GESTATION PER 100
PO ST-TERH INFANT? NOT “HEAVY-FOR-OATES”
BIRTH TRAUNA
SUBOURAL ANO CEREBRAL HEMORRHAGE OUE TO BIRTH TRAUMA
INJURIES TO SCALP OUE TO BIRTH TRAUHA
FRACTURE OF CLAVICLE OUE TO BIRTH TRAUHA
OTHER INJURIES TO SKELETON OUE TO BIRTH TRAUHA
FACIAL NERVE INJURY OUE TO BIRTH TRAUMA
INJURY TO BRACHIAL PLEXUS OUE TO BIRTH TRAUHA
OTHER CRANIAL ANO PERIPHERAL NERVE INJURIES OUE TO BIRTH TRAUHA
OTHER SPECIFIEO BIRTH TRAUHA





































































FETAL OEATH FROM ASPHYXIA OR ANOXIA BEFORE ONSET OF LABOR
OR AT UNSPECIFIED TIME
FETAL OISTRESS BEFORE ONSET OF LABOR, IN LIVEBORN INFANT
FETAL OISTRESS FIRST NOTEO OURING LABOR, IN LIVEBORN INFANT
FETAL OISTRESS, NOT STATEO IAHETHER FIRST NOTEO BEFORE OR AFTER
ONSET OF LABOR, IN LIVEBORN INFANT
SEVERE BIRTH ASPHYXIA
HILO OR PJ30ERATE BIRTH ASPHYXIA
UN SPECIFIED SEVERITY OF BIRTH ASPHYXIA IN L1VE80RN INFANT
RESPIRATORY OISTRESS SYNOROHE IN NEHBORN
OTHER RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS OF FETUS ANO NE HBORN
CONGENITAL PNEUMONIA
FIASSIVE ASPIRATION SYNOROI.IE OF NEtABORN
INTERSTITIAL EHPHYSE14A ANO RELATEO CONDITIONS OF NEHBORN
PUL140NARY HEMORRHAGE OF FETUS OR NEWBORN
PRIHARY AT EL EC TASIS OF NEHBORN
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED AT ELECTASIS OF NE HBORN
TRANSITORY TACHYPNEA OF NEldBORN
CHRONIC RESPIRATORY OISEASE ARISING IN THE PER INATAL PERIoo
OTHER NE HBORN RESPIRATORY PROBLEMS
UNSPECIFIED RESPIRATORY CONOITION OF FETUS ANO NEHBORN
INFECTIONS SPECIFIC TO THE PER INATAL PERIOO
CONGENITAL RUBELLA
CONGENITAL CYTOMEGALOVIRUS INFECTION
OTHER CONGENITAL INFECTIONS SPEC lFIC TO THE PERINATAL PERIOO
OMPHALITIS OF THE NE14BORN ‘“ ‘-
NEONATAL INFECTIVE MASTITIS
NEONATAL CONJUNCTIVITIS ANO OACRYOCYSTITIS
NEONATAL CANOIOA 1NFECTION
OTHER TYPE OF INFECTION SPECIFIC TO THE PER INATAL PERIOO
FETAL ANO NEoNATAL HEMORRHAGE
FETAL BLOOO LOSS
IN TRAVENTRICULAR HEMORRHAGE OF FETUS OR NE HBORN
SUBARACHNO 10 HEMORRHAGE OF NEIABORN
UMBILICAL HEMORRHAGE AFTER BIRTH
GASTROINTESTINAL HEMORRHAGE OF FETUS OR NE MBORN
cuTANEous HEMORRHAGE OF FETUS OR NEHBORN
OTHER SPECIFIEO HEMORRHAGE OF FETUS OR NEHBORN
HE f40LYTIC OISEASE OF FETUS OR NEHBORN OUE TO ISOIMIRJNIZATION
HEt40LYTIC OISEASE OF FETUS OR NEWBORN OUE TO RH ISOIMMUN12ATION
HE PJ3LyTIc OISEASE OF FETUS OR NEHBORN OUE TO ABO
ISOIHHUNIZATION
HE IWLYTIC OISEASE OF FETUS OR NE UBORN OUE TO OTHER ANO
UNSPECIFIED ISOIHNUNIZATION
OTHER PER INATAL JAUNOICE
PERINATAL JAUNOIC E FROH HEREDITARY HEMOLYT IC ANEMIAS
PERINATAL JAUNOICE FROM OTHER EXCESSIVE HEHOLYSIS
NEONATAL JAUNOICE ASSOCIATE blITH PRETERH OELIVERY
NEONATAL JAUNOICE OUE TO OELAYED CONJUGATION FROH OTHER CAUSES
NEONATAL .IAUNOICE OUE TO OELAYEO CONJUGATION, CAUSE uNSPECIFI EO
OTHER NE CU4ATAL JAUNOICE OUE TO OELAYEO CONJUGATION FROM OTHER
CAUSES
PERINATAL JAUNOIC E OUE TO HE PATOCELLULAR OAHAGE
UN SPECI FIEO FETAL ANO NEONATAL JAUNOICE
KERN ICTERUS OF FETuS OR NEliBORN NOT OUE TO ISOIHIRJNIZATION
ENOOCRINE AND METABOLIC DISTURBANCES SPECIFIC TO THE FETuS ANO
NEWBORN
SYNOROME OF ‘INFANT OF A OIABETIC HOTHERN
NEONATAL OIABETES $IELLITUS
HYPOCALCEHIA AND HYPOHAGNESEMIA OF NEHBORN
OTHER TRANSI TORY NEONATAL ELECTROLYTE DISTURBANCES
NEONATAL HYPOGLYC EA41A
LATE HE TABOLIC AC 100S1S OF NEHBORN
OTHER TRANSITORY NEONATAL EN OOCRINE ANO HE TABOLIC DISTURBANCES
HEHATOLOGICAL OISOROERS OF FETUS ANO NEHBORN
HEMORRHAGIC DISEASE OF NEWBORN
TRANSIENT NEONATAL THROHBOCYTOPENIA
DISSEHINATEO INTRAVASCULAR COAGULATION IN NEHBoRN




TRANSIENT NEONATAL NEUTROPEN IA




































































PERI NATAL OISOROERS OF OIGESTI VE SYSTEH
HE CONIUH OBSTRUCTION IN FETUS OR NEliBORN
TRANSITORY ILEUS OF NE HBORN
NECROTIZING EN TEROCOLITIS IN FETUS OR NEIABORN
:RINATAL INTESTINAL PERFoRATION
iHER sPECXFIEO PERINATAL OISOROERS OF OIGESTIVE SYSTEH
EO PERINATAL OISOROER OF OIGESTIVE SYSTEM





OF FETUS ANO NE HBORN
1110N
HYOROPS FE TALIS NOT OUE TO ISOI14HUN12ATION
SC LEREHA NEONATORUH
OTHER HYPOTHERMIA OF NEWBORN
OTHER OISTURBANCES OF TEMPERATURE REGULATION OF NE HBORN
OTHER ANO uNSPECIFIED EOEMA OF NEWBORN
CONGENITAL HYOROCELE
BREAST ENGORGEHENT IN NE14BORN
OTHER SPECIFIEO CONOITIONS INVOLVING THE INTEGuMENT OF
FETus ANO NEHBORN
UNSPECIFIED CONOITION INVOLVING THE INTEGuMENT ANO
TEMPERATURE REGuLATION OF FETUS ANO NE!dBORN
OTHER ANo IL L- OEFINEO CONO1TIONS ORIGINATING IN THE PER INATAL
PERIOO
CONVULSIONS IN NEMBORN
oTHER ANO uNSPECIFIED CEREBRAL IRRITABILITY IN NEUBORN
CEREBRAL OEPRESS1ON, COt!A, ANO OTHER ABNORMAL CEREBRAL
KT13JS TN FETu$ OR NE~60RN------ . ..
FE EOING PROBLEHS IN NEHBORN
ORUG HITHo RAHAL SYNOROHE IN NEHBORN
OTHER SPECIFIEO CONOITIONS ORIGINATING IN THE PER INATAL PERIOO
UNSPECIFIED CONOITION ORIGINATING IN THE PER INATAL PERIOO









INSOMNIA UITH SLEEP APNEA
OTHER INSOHNIA
HYPERSONNIA HITH SLEEP APNEA
OTHER HYPE RSOIW IA
DISRUPTIONS OF 24-HOUR SLEEP-HAKE CYCLE
DYSFUNCTIONS ASSOCIATE HITH SLEEP STAGES OR AROUSAL
OTHER SLEEP DISTURBANCES




SYHPTOMS INVOLVING NERVOUS ANO )RISCULOSKELETAL SYSTEHS
ABNORHAL I NvOLUNTARY HOVEH EN TS
DISTURBANCES OF SENSATION OF SHELL ANO TASTE
ABNORMALITY OF GAIT
LACK OF COORDINATION





OTHER SYHPTOHS INVOLVING NERVOUS ANO WSCULOSKELETAL SYSTEHS
SYHPTOHS INVOLVING SKIN ANO OTHER INTEGUHENTARY TISSUE
DISTURBANCE OF SKIN SENSATION
RASH ANO oTHER NONSPECIFIC SKIN ERUPTION
LOCALIZEO SUPERFICIAL SHELLING, HASS, OR LUHP
EOEHA






CHANGES IN SKIN TEXTURE













































































ABNORMAL LOSS OF HEIGHT
FEEDING 01 FFICULTIES ANO l’!I$llANAGEMENT
LACK OF EXPECTEO NORHAL PHYSIOLOGICAL OEVELOPHENT
POLYOIPSIA
POLYPHAGIA
OTHER SYHPTOHS CONCERNING NUTRITION, METABOLISPIC ANO
DEVELOPMENT
SYHPTOHS INVCLVING HEAO ANO NECK
HEADACHE
THROAT PAIN
SHELLING, HASS~ OR LUHP IN HEAO ANO NECK
APHASIA
VO ICE O ISTURBANCE









OTHER SYHPTOHS INVOLVING HEAO ANO NECK
SYHPTOHS INVOLVING CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEH
TACHYCAROIAS UNSPECIFIED
PALPITATIONS
FUNCTIONAL ANO UNOIAGNOSEO CAROIAC HURHURS
OTHER ABNORHAL HEART SOUNOS
GANGRENE
SHOCK HITHOUT HENTION OF TRAUHA
SHOCK, UNSPECIFIED
CAROIOGENIC SHOCK
OTHER SHOCK HITHOUT HENTION OF TRAUHA
ENLARGEMENT OF LYMPH NOOES
OTHER SYHPTOHS INVOLVING CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEH
SYMPTOHS INVIIVING RESPIRATORY SYSTEH ANO OTHER CHEST SYHPTOIIS














SHELLING, HASS* OR LUMP IN CHEST
ABNDRHAL CHEST SOUNOS
HICCOUGH
OTHER SYHPTOHS INVOLVING RESPIRATORY SYSTEH ANO CHEST









OTHER SYHPTOHS INVOLVING OIGESTIVE SYSTEH





FREQUENCY OF URINATION ANO POLYURIA
OLIGURIA ANO ANURIA



























































OTHER SYHPTOHS INVOLVING URINARY SYSTEH




ABOOHINAL OR PELVIC SMELLING* MASS, OR LUMP
ABOOMINAL RIGIOITY
ASCITES
OTHER SYHPTOHS INVOLVING ABOOHEN ANO PELVIS
NONSPECIFIC FINOINGS ON EXAMINATION OF BLOOO
ABNORMALITY OF REO BLOOO CELLS
EL EVATEO SEOIHENTATION RATE
ABNORHAL GLUCOSE TOLERANCE TEST
EXCESSIVE BLOOO LEVEL OF ALCOHOL
NONSPECIFIC ELEVATION OF LEVELS OF TRANSAIIINASE OR LACTIC
ACIO OEHYDROGENASE (LoH)
OTHER NONSPECIFIC ABNORHAL SERUM ENZYHE LEVELS
OTHER ABNORHAL BLOOO CHE141STRY
UNSPECIFIED BACTERE141A
uNsPECIFIED VI REHIA
OTHER NONSPECIFIC FINOINGS ON EXAMINATION OF BLOOO






OTHER CELLS ANo CASTS IN URINE
OTHER NONSPECIFIC FINOINGS ON EXAMINATION OF URINE
NONSPECIFIC ABNORHAL FINOINGS IN OTHER BOOY SUBSTANCES
NONSPECIFIC ABNORMAL FINOINGS IN CEREBROSPINAL FLUIO
NONSPECIFIC ABNORHAL FINDINGS IN STOOL CONTENTS
NONSPECIFIC ABNORMAL FINOINGS IN AMNIOTIC FLUIO
OTHER NONSPECIFIC ABNORMAL FXNOINGS IN BOOY SUBSTANCES
NONSPECIFIC ABNORMAL FINOINGS ON RADIOLOGICAL ANO OTHER
EXAMINATION OF BOOY STRUCTURE
NONSPECIFIC ABNoRMAL FINOINGS ON RADIOLOGICAL ANO OTHER
EXAHINATIDN OF SKULL ANO HEAO
NONSPECIFIC ABNORMAL FINOINGS ON RADIOLOGICAL ANO OTHER
ExAMINATION OF LUNG FIELO
NONSPECIFIC ABNORMAL FINOINGS ON RAOIOLOGICAL ANO OTHER
ExAMINATION OF OTHER INTRATHORACIC ORGANS
NONSPECIFIC ABNORHAL FINOINGS ON RAOtOLOGIcAL ANO OTHER
EXAHINATIffl OF BILIARY TRACT
NONSPECIFIC ABNORHAL FINOINGS ON RADIOLOGICAL ANO OTHER
EXAHINATIDN OF GASTROINTESTINAL TRACT
NONSPECIFIC ABNORHAL FINOINGS ON RADIOLOGICAL ANO OTHER
ExAMINATION OF GENITOURINARY ORG)UC“,. ”
NONSPECIFIC ABNORHAL FINOINGS ON RADIOLOGICAL ANO OTHER
ExAHINATICW OF ABOOMINAL AREA, INCLUOING RETROPERITONEUH
NONSPECIFIC ABNORMAL FINOINGS ON RADIOLOGICAL ANO OTHER
EXAMINATION OF MUSCULOSKELETAL SYQTFM.- .-. .
NONSPECIFIC ABNORMAL FINOINGS ON RADIOLOGICAL ANO OTHER
EXAHINATIDN OF BREAST
NONSPECIFIC ABNORHAL FINOINGS ON RADIOLOGICAL ANO OTHER
ExAMINATION OF OTHER SITES OF BOOY
NONSPECIFIC ABNORHAL RESULTS OF FUNCTION STUDIES
NONSPECIFIC ABNORMAL RESULTS OF FUNCTION STUOY OF BRAIN ANO
CENTRAL NERVDUS SYSTEH
UNSPECIFIED ABNORHAL FUNCTION STUOY OF BRAIN ANO CENTRAL
NERVOUS SYSTEH
NOnSpeCifiC ABNoRHAL ELEcTROENcEPHALOGRAH (EEG)
OTHER NONSPECIFIC ABNORt4AL RESULTS OF FUNCTION STUOY OF BRAIN
ANO CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM
NONSPECIFIC ABNORHAL RESULTS OF FUNCTION STUOY DF PULHONARY
SYSTEM
NOnSpeCifiC ABNORMAL RESULTS OF FUNCTXON STUOY OF
CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEH
UNSPECIFIED ABNORHAL FUNCTIDN STUOY OF CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEH
NONSPECIFIC ABNORHAL ELECTROCAROIOGRAH (ECG) (EXG)


















































NoNSPECIFIC ABNORMAL RESULTS OF FUNCTION STUOY OF K1ONEY
NONSPECIFIC A6NORFlAL RESULTS OF FUNCTION STUDY OF TiiYROIO
NONSPECIFIC ABNORMAL RESULTS OF FUNCTION STUOY OF LIVER
NONSPECIFIC ABNORMAL RESULTS OF oTHER SPECIFIEO FUNCTION STUOY
NONSPECIFIC A8NORMAL HISTOLOGICAL ANO IMMUNOLOGICAL FINOINGS
NONSPECIFIC ABNORMAL PAPANICOLAOU SHEAR OF CERVIX
NONSPECIFIC ABNORMAL PAP AN ICOLAOU SHEAR OF OTHER SITE
NONSPECIFIC POSITIVE CULTURE FINOINGS
NONSPECIFIC REACTION TO TUBERCULIN TEST
FALSE POSITIVE SEROLOGICAL TEST FOR SYPHILIS
oTHER NONSPECIFIC IMMUNOLOGICAL FINoINGS
POSITIVE SEROLOGICAL OR VIRAL CULTURE FINOINGS FOR HUMAN T-CELL
LY$IPHOTROPIC VIRUS- 111/ LYf’IPHAOENOPATHY-AS SOCIATEO
(HTLv-111/LAV)
OTHER NONSPECIFIC ABNORMAL FINOINGS
NONSPECIFIC ABNORMAl TOXICOLOGICAL FINOIMI=s. ----
ABNORMAL REFLEX
ELEvATED BLOOO PRESSURE REAOING uITHOUT OIAGNOSIS OF
HYPERTENS ION
NONSPECIFIC LOH BLOOO PRESSURE REAOING
OTHER ABNOR14AL CLINICAL FINDINGS
SENILITY HITHOUT MENTION OF PSYCHOSIS
SUDOEN OEATH, CAUSE UNKNOUN
SUDOEN INFANT DEATH SYNDROME
INSTANTANEOUS OEATH






OTHER IL L- OEFINEO CONDITIONS
oTHER UNKNOWN ANO UNSPECIFIED CAUSE OF MORBIDITY OR MORTALITY
INJURY ANO POISONING
FRACTURE OF VAULT OF SKULL
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF VAULT OF SKULL HITHOUT MENTION OF
INTRACRANIAL INJURY
CLOSED FRACTURE OF VAULT OF SKULL UITHOUT MENTION OF
INTRACRANIAL INJURY, HITH STATE OF CONSCIOUSNESS UNSPECIFIED
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF VAULT OF SKULL ldl THOUT MENTION OF
INTRACRANIAL INJURY* HITH No Loss oF consciousness
CLOSEO FRACTURE Of VAULT OF SKULL MITHOUT HENTION OF
INTRACRANIAL INJURY, HITH BRIEF (LEss THAN ONE HOUR) LCISS OF
CONSCIOUSNESS
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF VAULT OF SKULL UITHOUT MENTION OF
INTRACRANIAL INJURY* UITH MODERATE (1-24 HOURS) Loss oF
CONS C IO USNESS
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF VAULT OF SKULL WITHOUT MENTION OF
INTRACRANIAL INJURY, MITH PROLONGED (MORE THAN 24 HOURS) LOSS
OF CONSCIOUSNESS ANo RETURN TO PRE-EXISTING CONSCIOUS LEVEL
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF VAULT OF SKULL HITHOUT MENTION OF INTRA-
CRANIAL INJURY, ldITH LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS OF UNSPECIFIED
DURATION
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF VAULT OF SKULL !41THOUT MENTION OF
INTRACRANIAL INJURY? MITH CONCUSSION* Unspecified
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF VAULT OF SKULL MITH CEREBRAL LACERATION ANO
CONTUS 10N
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF VAULT OF SKULL UITH CEREBRAL LACERAT ION AND
CONTUSION* MITH STATE OF CONSCIOUSNESS UNSPECIFIED
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF VAULT OF SKULL HITH CEREBRAL LACERATION AND
cONTUSION, liITH NO LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF VAULT OF SKULL MKTH CEREBRAL LACERAT ION ANO
CONTUSION? blfTH BRIEF (LESS THAN ONE HOUR) LOSS OF
CONSCIOUSNESS
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF VAULT OF SKULL klITH CEREBRAL LACERATION ANO
CONTUSION* UITH pROLONGEO (MORE THAN 24 HOuRs) LOSS OF
CONSCIOUSNESS ANO RETURN TO PRE-EXISTING CONSCIOUS LEVEL
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF VAULT OF SKULL uITH CEREBRAL LACERATION ANO
CONTUSION* WITH PROLONGED (MORE THAN 24 HOURS) Loss oF
CONSCIOUSNESS, HITHOUT RETuRN To pRE-Ex IsTING coNsc Ious LEvEL
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF VAULT OF SKULL UITH CEREBRAL LACERATION ANO
CONTUSION, WITH LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS OF UNSPECIFIED OURATION
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF VAULT OF SKULL HITH CEREBRAL LACERATION AND






























CLOSED FRACTURE OF VAULT OF SKULL HITH SUBARACHNOIO* SUBoURAL*
ANO EXTRAMURAL HEMORRHAGE
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF VAULT OF SKULL HITH SUBARACHNO1O* SUBOURAL*
AND EXTRAMURAL HEMORRHAGE, HITH STATE OF cONSCIOUSNESS
uNSP ECI FI EO
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF VAULT OF SKULL HITH SUBARACHNOIO? SUBDURAL*
ANO EXTRAMURAL HEMORRHAGES HITH No Loss oF consciousness
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF VAULT OF SKULL HITH SUBARACHNOIO, SUBOURAL*
ANO EXTRAMURAL HEMORRHAGE? HITH BRIEF (LESS THAN ONE HOUR)
LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS
CLOSED FRACTURE OF VAULT OF SKULL HITH SUBARACHNOXO* SUBOURAL$
ANO EXTRAMURAL HEMORRHAGE, MITH PROLONGEO (140RE THAN 24 HOURS)
LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS AND RETURN TO PRE-Ex IST ING CONSCIOUS
LEVEL
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF VAULT OF SKULL HITH SUBARACHNOID* SUBOURAL*
ANO EXTRAMURAL HEMORRHAGE, HITH PROLONGEO (HORE THAN 24 HOURS)
LOSS OF Consciousness* RI THouT RETu RN To pRE-Ex IsTING
CONSCIOUS LEVEI .
C~OSEO FRACTURE OF VAULT OF SKULL HITH SUBARACHNOIO, SUBDURAL,
ANO EXTRAMURAL HEFiORRHAGES WITH Loss oF consciousness oF
IJNSPEC1 FIED OURATION
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF VAULT OF SKULL UITH SUBARACHNOIDV SU80URALS
ANO EXTRAMURAL HEMORRHAGE* HITH coNcuss IoN* unspecified
cLOSEO FRACTURE OF VAULT OF sKULL klITH OTHER ANO Ut4SPECIFi ED
lNTRACRAN IAL HEt40RRHAGE
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF VAULT OF SKULL UITH oTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED
INTRACRANIAL HEMORRHAGE, blITH STATE OF CONSCIOUSNESS
uNSPECIFIED
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF VAULT OF SKULL HITH OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED
INTRACRANIAL HEMORRHAGE, HITH NO LoSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS
cLosEo FRACTURE OF VAULT OF SKULL UITH OTHER ANO uNsp EcIFIEO
INTRACRANIAL HEMORRHAGE$ WITH BRIEF (LESS THAN ONE HOUR) LOSS
OF CONS CIOUSNECC.-.J
CLOSi O FRACTURE OF VAULT OF SKULL HITH oTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED
INTRACRANIAL HEMORRHAGE* HITH PROLONGEO (MORE THAN 24 HOURS)
LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS ANO RETURN TO PRE-Ex ISTING CONSCIOUS
LEVEL
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF VAULT OF SKULL liITH OTHER AND UNSPECIFI EO
INTRACRANIAL HEMORRHAGE, MITH LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS OF
uNSPECIFIED OURATION
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF VAULT OF SKULL uITH INTRACRANIAL INJURY OF
OTHER ANO UNSPEC IFIEO NATURE
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF VAULT OF SKULL HI TH INTRACRANIAL INJuRY OF
OTHER ANO uNSPECIFIED NATURE, HITH STATE OF consciousness
uNSP ECI FI ED
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF VAULT OF SKULL WITH INTRACRANIAL INJURY OF
oTHER AND uNSPECIFIED NATURE, HITH NO LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS
CLOSED FRACTURE OF VAULT OF SKULL WITH INTRACRANIAL INJURY OF
OTHER AND uNSPECIFIED NATURE, HITH BRIEF (LESS THAN ONE HOUR)
LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS
OPEN FRACTURE OF VAULT OF SKULL MI THOUT MENTION OF INTRA-
CRANIAL INJURY
OPEN FRACTURE OF VAULT OF SKULL uITHOUT MENTIoN OF INTRACRANIAL
INJURY, UITH STATE OF Consciousness unspecified
OPEN FRACTURE OF VAULT OF SKULL HITHOUT MENTION OF INTRACRANIAL
INJURY, U ITH NO LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS
OPEN FRACTURE OF VAULT OF SKULL UITHOUT MENTION OF INTRACRANIAL
INJURY. WITH BRIEF (LESS THAN ONE HOuR) LOSS OF COnSCiOUSneSS
OPEN FRACTURE OF VAULT OF sKULL uITHoUT MENTION OF INTRACRANIAL
INJoRY, HITH PROLONGED (t40RE THAN 24 HoURS) LOSS OF
CONSCIOUSNESS* UITHOUT RETURN TO PRE-Ex ISTING CONSCIOUS LEVEL
OPEN FRACTURE OF VAULT OF SKULL HITHOUT MENTION OF INTRACRANIAL
INJuRY, HITH LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS OF UNSPECIFIED OURATION
oPEN FRACTLMt E OF VAULT OF SKULL HI TH CEREBRAL LACERATION AND
CONTUS 10N
oPEN FRACTURE OF VAULT OF sKuLL uITH CEREBRAL Laceration ANO
CONTUSION , HITH STATE OF CONSCIOUSNESS UNSPECIFIED
OPEN FRACTURE OF VAULT OF SKULL HITH CEREBRAL LACERATION ANO
CONTUSICN, IAITH LosS oF consciousness oF unspecified DuRATIoN
oPEN FRACTURE OF VAULT oF SKULL HITH SUBARACHNOIOS SUBOURALS
ANO EXTRAMURAL HEMORRHAGE
oPEN FRACTURE OF VAULT OF SKULL UITH SuBARAcHNOIO* suBouRAL*
ANO EXTRAMURAL HEMORRHAGE, HITH STATE OF CONSCIOUSNESS




oPEN FRACTURE OF VAULT OF SKULL UITH SUBARACHNOID, SUBOURAL?
ANO EXTRAMURAL HE140RRHAGEs HI TH BRIEF (LESS THAN ONE HOUR)
LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS
oPEN FRACTURE OF VAULT OF SKULL HITH SUBARACHNOIO, SUBOURAL~
ANO EXTRAMURAL HEMORRHAGE, UITH HOOERATE (l-z4 HOURS) LOSS OF
CONSCIOUSNESS
OPEN FRACTURE OF VAULT OF SKULL IAITH SULiARACHNOIOS SUBOURAL*
ANO EXTRAMURAL HEMORRHAGE, lJITH PROLONGEO (HORE THAN 24 HOURS)
LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS, HITHOUT RETURN TO PRE-EXISTING CONSCIOUS
LEVEL
OPEN FRACTURE OF VAULT OF SKULL HITH SUBARACHNOIO, SUBLIURAL,
A NO EXTRAMURAL HEMORRHAGE, HITH LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS ❑F
UNSPECI FI EO OURATION
OPEN FRACTURE OF VAULT OF SKULL ldITH OTHER AND uNSPECIFIED
.20 CLOSEO FRACTURE OF BASE OF SKULL HITH SUBARACHNOIO* SUBaURAL,
ANO EXTRAMURAL HEMORRHAGE, wITH STATE OF CONSCIOUSNESS
uNSPECIFIED
CLOSEO FRACTURE CIF BASE OF SKULL HITH SUBARACHNOIOS SUBaURALs
ANO EXTRAMURAL HEMORRHAGE, WITH NO LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS
.21
.22 CLOSEO FRACTURE OF BASE LIF SKULL h’ITH SUBARACHNOIO* SUBaURAL*
ANO EXTRAMURAL HE140RRHAGE~ HITH BRIEF ( LESS THAN ONE HaUR)
LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF BASE OF SKULL UITH SUBARACHNOID* SUBaURAL?
ANO EXTRAMURAL HEt40RRHAGE, HITH pRoLoNGEo (HcRE THAN 24 HauRs)




CLCISEO FRACTURE LIF BASE OF SKULL wITH SUBARACHNOIO, SUBCMJRAL,
ANO EXTRA CIURAL HEMORRHAGE f HITH PROLilNGEa (HoRE THAN 24 HaURS)




I NTRAC RAN IAL HEMORRHAGE
OPEN FRACTURE OF VAULT OF SKULL HITH OTHER ANO uNsPECIFIED
INTRACRANIAL HEMORRHAGE, HITH STATE OF CONSCIOUSNESS
CONSCIOUS LEVEL
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF BASE LIF SKULL WITH SUBARACHNOIOS SUBOURAL*
ANO EXTRAMURAL HEMORRHAGE, WITH LOSS CIF CCJNSC IOUSNESS CIF
.26
UNSPECIFIED
OPEN FRACTURE OF VAULT OF SKULL wITH OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED.85 UNSPECI FI EO OURATION
CLOSED FRACTURE OF BASE OF SKULL WITH SUBARACHNOIO? SUBLIURAL*
ANO EXTRAMURAL HEMORRHAGE* wITH CONCUSS ION, UNSPECIF IEO
CL CISEO FRACTURE OF BASE OF SKULL WITH OTHER ANO uNSPECIFIED
‘XNTRACRAN I AL HEMORRHAGE, WITH PR13LONGE0 (HURE THAN 24 HouRS)
LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS* WITHOUT RETURN TO PRE-EXISTING coNscIous
LEVEL







CLOSEO FRACTURE OF BASE CIF SKULL WITH OTHER AN(I UNSPECIFIELl
INTRACRANIAL HEMORRHAGE, WITH STATE OF CONSCIOUSNESS
oTHER ANO UNSPEC IFIEO NATURE
LIPEN FRACTURE OF VAULT OF SKULL WITH INTRACRANIAL INJURY OF
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED NATURE, WITH STATE OF CONSCIOUSNESS
UNSP ECI FI EO
OPEN FRACTURE OF VAULT OF SKULL wITH INTRACRANIAL INJURY OF
OTHER ANO uNsPECIFIED NATuREs MITH BRIEF (LESS THAN aNE HOUR)
uNSPECI FI EO
CLOSEO FRACTURE LIF BASE OF SKULL WITH OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED
INTRACRANIAL HEHORRHAGE9 WITH BRIEF (LEss THAN aNE HauR) Lass
OF CCINSCIOUSNESS
CLCISEO FRACTURE OF BASE OF SKULL WITH OTHER ANCI UNSPECIFIED
INTRACRANIAL HEMORRHAGE, WITH HLIOERATE ( 1-24 HOURS) LOSS OF
CONSCIOUSNESS
CLCISEO FRACTURE OF BASE OF SKULL WITH OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED
INTRACRANIAL HEMORRHAGE, WITH PRoLoNGEo (~aRE THAN 24 HauRs)




OPEN FRACTURE OF VAULT OF SKULL wITH INTRACRANIAL INJURY OF
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED NATURE* WITH PROLCINGEO (MORE THAN 24
HOURS) LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS, HITHOUT RETURN TO PRE-EXISTING
CONSCICIUS LEVEL
FRACTURE OF BASE OF SKULL










CLOSEO FRACTURE OF BASE OF SKULL WITH INTRACRANIAL INJURY OFINTRACRANIAL INJURY
CLOSED FRACTURE C!F BASE OF SKULL WITHOUT MENTION OF INTRA-
.4
.4a
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED NATURE
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF BASE OF SKULL wITH INTRACRANIAL INJURY OF
OTHER AND UNSPECIFIED NATURE, WITH STATE OF CONSCIOUSNESS
.-. .—.
CRANIAL INJURY, WITH STATE 13F CCINSCIOUSNESS UNSPECIFIED
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF BASE OF SKULL wITHOUT HENTION OF INTRA-
CRANIAL INJURY* WITH NO LOSS OF CONSCILIUSNESS
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF BASE OF SKULL WITHOUT HENTI tlN OF INTRA-
CRANIAL INJURyt WITH BRIEF (LESS THAN ONE HauR) Lass OF
UNSPiCI FI ECI
CLCISEO FRACTURE OF BASE OF SKULL WITH INTRACRANIAL INJURY OF
OTHER ANo uNSPECIFIED NATuRE, WITH NLI LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF BASE OF SKULL WITH INTRACRANIAL INJURY OF
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED NATURES WITH MOOERATE ( 1-24 HaURS)
LOSS OF CLTNSCICIUSNESS
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF BASE OF SKULL WITH INTRACRANIAL INJURY OF
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED NATURE* WITH PROLONGEO (HORE THAN 24
HOURS) LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS ANO RETURN TO PRE-Ex ISTING
CONSCIOUS LEVEL
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF BASE OF SKULL WITH INTRACRANIAL INJURY LIF
OTHER ANO uNSPECIFIED NATURE- WITH PROLONGEO (HCIRE THAN 24
HOURS) LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS* Ii ITHOuT RETuRN To pRE-Ex IsT ING
CONSCIOUS LEVEL
C3_OSE0 FRACTURE OF BASE OF SKULL IAITH INTRACRANIAL INJURY OF
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED NATURE, WITH LOSS CIF CONSCIOUSNESS OF
UNSPECIFIED OURATION
OPEN FRACTURE OF BASE OF SKULL WITHOUT MENTION OF INTRACRANIAL
.41
●43CONSCIOUSNESS
CLOSED FRACTURE OF BASE OF SKULL HITHOUT MENTION OF INTRA-.04
CRANIAL INJURY, HITH PROLONGEO (HORE THAN 24 HOURS) LOSS CIF
consciousness ANO RETURN To PRE-EXISTING caNscxaus LEVEL
CLOSECI FRACTURE OF BASE OF SKULL wITHIJuT MENTION IIF INTRA-
CRANIAL INJURY9 WITH PROLONGEO (HORE THAN 24 HOURS) LOSS OF
CLINSCIOUSNESS* WITHC!UT RETURN TO PRE-EXISTING CONSCIOUS LEVEL
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF BASE OF SKULL WITHOUT MENTION CIF INTRA-





CLOSEO FRACTURE OF BASE OF SKULL ilITHOUT MENTION OF INTRA-







CLCISEO FRACTURE OF BASE OF SKULL wITH CEREBRAL LACERATION ANO
CONTUS ILTN
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF BASE OF SKULL WITH CEREBRAL LACERATION ANO
CONTUSION, WITH STATE OF CONSCIOUSNESS UNSPECIFIED
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF BASE OF SKULL WITH CEREBRAL LACERATION ANO
CONTUSION* WITH NO LOSS OF Consciousness
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF BASE OF SKULL WITH CEREBRAL LACERATION ANO
CONTUSION* wITH BRIEF (LESS THAN ONE HOUR) LOSS IIF
CONSCICIUSNESS
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF BASE OF SKULL WITH CEREBRAL LACERATION ANO
caNTusIa+i~ WITH pRoLoNGEO (MORE THAN 24 HOURS) LOSS aF
consciousness ANO RETuRN To PRE-EXISTING caNscIaus LEVEL
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF BASE OF SKULL HITH CEREBRAL LACERATION ANO
CONTUSION t HITH PROLONGEO (MORE THAN 24 HOURS) LOSS OF
CONSCIOUSNESS? HITHOUT RETURN TO PRE-EXISTING caNscIaus LEVEL
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF BASE OF SKULL WITH CEREBRAL LACERATION ANO
CONTUSION* wITH LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS OF UNSPECIFIED OURATION











CIPEN FRACTURE OF BASE OF SKULL MITHCIUT MENTION OF INTRACRANIAL
INJURY, WITH STATE OF CONSCIOUSNESS UNSPECIFIED
CIPEN FRACTURE OF BASE OF SKULL WITHOUT HENTION OF INTRACRANIAL
INJURYr WITH NO LOSS OF Consciousness
OPEN FRACTURE OF BASE OF SKULL wITHOUT flENTION OF INTRACRANIAL
INJURY* iAITH BRIEF (LESS THAN ONE HOUR) LOSS aF consciousness
OPEN FRACTIRE OF BASE LIF SKULL wITH CEREBRAL LACERATION ANO
.14
‘tIliTus IoN
OPEN FRACTURE OF BASE OF SKULL WITH CEREBRAL LACERATION ANO
CONTUSION, WITH STATE OF CONSCIOUSNESS UNSPECIFIED




CLINTUSILN, HITH NO LOSS OF CONSCILTUSNESS
OPEN FRACTURE OF BASE OF SKULL HITH CEREBRAL LACERATILIN ANO


















































OPEN FRACTURE OF BASE OF SKULL WITH SUBARACHNOIOV SUBOURAL, ANo
EXTRAMURAL HEMORRHAGE
OPEN FRACTURE OF BASE OF SKULL HITH SUBARACHNOIO* SUB OURAL?
AND EXTRAMURAL HEMORRHAGE , H17H STATE OF CONSCIOUSNESS
UNSP ECIFIEO
OPEN FRACTURE OF BASE OF SKULL WITH SUBARACHNOIO, SUB OURAL,
AND EXTRA IIURAL HE140RRHAGE, HITH NO LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS....-
OPEN FRACTURE OF BASE OF SKULL WITH SUBARACHNOIO. SUB OURAL s
ANO EXTRAMURAL HEMORRHAGE* WITH PROLONGEO ( MORE THAN 24 HOURS)
LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS? wITHOUT RETURN TO PRE-Ex IS71NG
CONSCIOUS LEVEL
OPEN FRACTURE OF BASE OF SKULL HITH OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED
INTRACRANIAL HEMORRHAGE
OPEN FRACTURE OF BASE OF SKULL ldITH OTHER ANO uNSPECIFIED
INTRACRANIAL HEMORRHAGE, !dITH PROLONGEO (MORE THAN 24 HOURS)
LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS, HITHouT RETuRN To preexisting coNscIous
LEVEL
OPEN FRACTURE OF BASE OF SKULL M17H OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED
INTRACRANIAL HEMORRHAGE, HITH LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS OF
uNSPEC1 FI EO OURAt ION
OPEN FRAC7URE OF BASE OF SKULL HITH INTRACRANIAL INJURY OF
OTHER ANO uNSPECIFIED NATURE
OPEN FRACTURE OF BASE OF SKULL UITH INTRACRANIAL INJURY OF
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED NATURE, WITH LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS OF
UNSPECIFIED OURATION
FRACTURE OF FACE BONES
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF NASAL BONES
OPEN FRACTURE OF NASAL BONES
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF IIANOIBLE
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF UNSPECIFIED SITE OF HANOIBLE
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF CON OYLAR PROCESS OF HANOIBLE
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF SUBCONOYLAR PROCESS OF MANO lBLE
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF CORONOIO PROCESS OF HANOIBLE
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF UNSPECIFIEO PART OF RAHUS OF HANOIBLE
CLOSE O FRACTURE OF ANGLE OF JAM
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF SYIIPHYSIS OF BOOY OF MANOIBLE
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF ALVEOLAR BOROER OF BoOY OF 14ANOIBLE
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED PART OF BOOY OF
MANOIBLE
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF MULTIPLE SITES OF llANOIBLE
OPEN FRACTURE OF HANOIBLE
OPEN FRACTURE OF uNSPECIFIED SITE OF flANOIBLE
OPEN FRACTURE OF CONOYLAR PROCESS OF HANOIBLE
OPEN FRACTURE OF SUBCONOYLAR PROCESS OF HANOIBLE
OPEN FRACTURE OF UNSPECIFIED PART OF RAHUS OF #lANOIBLE
OPEN FRACTURE OF ANGLE OF JAM
OPEN FRACTURE OF SYliPHYSIS OF BOOY OF t4ANOIBLE
OPEN FRACTURE OF ALVEOLAR BOROER OF BOOY OF HANO16LE
OPEN FRACTURE OF OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED PART OF BOOY OF MAN OIBLE
OPEN FRACTURE OF MULTIPLE SITES OF HANO18LE
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF HALAR ANO MAXILLARY BONES
OPEN FRACTURE OF MALAR ANO !IAXILLARY BONES
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF ORBITAL FLOOR ( BLOW-OUT)
OPEN FRACTURE OF ORBITAL FLOOR ( BLON-OUT)
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF OTHER FACIAL BONES
OPEN FRACT(Xi E OF OTHER FACIAL BONES
oTHER “ANO ONQUAL IFIEO SKULL FRACTURES
OTHER CLOSEO SKULL FRACTURE 141THOUT HENTION OF INTRACRANIAL
INJURY
OTHER CLOSEO SKULL FRACTURE UITHOUT MENTION OF INTRACRANIAL
INJURYS HITH STATE OF CONSCIOUSNESS UNSPECIFIED
OTHER CLOSEO SKULL FRACTURE 141THOUT MENTION OF INTRACRANIAL
‘iNJiJRy, WITH NO LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS
OTHER CLOSEO SKULL FRACTURE HITHOUT HENTION OF INTRACRANIAL
INJURY* HITH BRIEF (LESS THAN ONE HOUR) LOSS OF consciousness
OTHER CLOSEO SKULL FRACTURE HITH CEREBRAL LACERATION ANO
C ONTUS 10N
OTHER CLOSEO SKULL FRACTURE HITH CEREBRAL LACERATION ANO
CONTUSION s HITH STATE OF CONSCIOUSNESS UNSPEC IF I =
OTHER CLOSEO SKULL FRACTURE klITH CEREBRAL LACERATION ANO
CONTUSION, HITH NO LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS
OTHER CLOS EO SKULL FRACTURE HITH CEREBRAL LACERATION ANO

































OTHER CLOSEO SKULL FRACTURE liITH CEREBRAL LACERATION ANO
CONTUSION, blITH MOOERATE (l-24 HOURS) LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS
OTHER CLOSEO SKULL FRACTURE IAITH CERE13RAL LACERATION ANO
CONTUSION, HITH LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS OF UNSPECIFIED OURATION
oTHER CLOSEO SKULL FRACTURE HITH SUBARACHNO1O, SUBOURAL, ANO
EXTRAMURAL HENDRRHAGE
OTHER CLOSEO SKULL FRACTURE HITH SUBARACHNO1O* SUBOURAL*
ANo EXTRAMURAL HEMORRHAGE* HITH sTATE OF CONSCIOUSNESS
UNSP ECI FI EO
OTHER CLOSEO SKULL FRACTURE IAITH SUBARACHNO1O* SUBOURAL*
ANO EXTRAMURAL HEMORRHAGE* HITH NO LOSS oF consciousness
OTHER CL OSEO SKULL FRACTURE HITH SUBARACHNOIOS SUBoURAL*
ANO EXtramUral HEH0RRHA6E, IAITH BRIEF (LESS THAN ONE HOUR
LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS
OTHER CLOSEO SKULL FRACTURE HITH SUBARACHNOIOS SUBOURALS
ANO Extramural HEMORRHAGE* HI TH PROLONGEO (HORE THAN 24
HOURS) LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS, HITHOUT RETURN TO PRE-EXIST
CONSCIOUS LEVEL
OTHER CLOSEO SKULL FRACTURE ldITH SUBARACHNOIOS SUBOURALS
ANO EXTRAMURAL HEMORRHAGE, klITH LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS OF
UNSPECIFIED OURATION
OTHER CLOSEO SKULL FRACTURE UITH OTHER ANo UNSPECIFIED
NG
INTRACRANIAL HEMORRHAGE
OTHER CLOSEO SKUU FRACTURE HITH OTHER ANO uNSPECIFIED
INTRACRANIAL HE140RRHAGE, HITH STATE OF CONSCIOUSNESS
UNSPECI FI EO
OTHER CLOSEO SKULL FRACTURE HITH OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED
INTRACRANIAL HEMORRHAGES liITH NO LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS
OTHER CLOSEO SKULL FRACTURE HITH OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED
INTRACRANIAL HEMORRHAGE? HITH BRIEF (LESS THAN ONE HOUR)
LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS
OTHER CLOSEO SKULL FRACTURE HITH OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIEO
INTRACRANIAL HEMORRHAGE, HITH LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS OF
UNSPECIFIED OURATION
OTHER CLOSEO SKULL FRACTURE HI TH INTRACRANIAL INJuRY OF OTHER ANO
UNSPECIFI EO NATURE
OTHER CLOSEO SKULL FRACTURE UITH INTRACRANIAL INJURY OF OTHER
ANO UNSPECIFIED NATURE, MITH STATE OF CONSCIOUSNESS
UNSP ECI FIEO
oTHER oPEN SKULL FRACTURE HITHOUT HENTION OF INTRACRANIAL
. .
INJURY
OTHER OPEN SKULL FRACTURE IAITHOUT HENTION OF INTRACRANIAL
INJURY. UITH STATE OF CONSCIOUSNESS UNSPECIFI EO
OTHER OPEN SKULL FRACTURE klITHOUT MENTION OF INTRACRANIAL
INJURY* liITH LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS OF UNSPECIFIED OURATION
oTHER OPEN SKULL FRACTURE HITH CEREBRAL LACERATION ANO
CONTUS ION
OTHER OPEN SKULL FRACTURE UITH CEREBRAL LACERATION ANO
CONTUSION * HITH PROLONGEO (HORE THAN 24 HOURS) LOSS OF
CONSCIOUSNESS, HITHOUT RETURN TO PRE-EXISTING CONSCIOUS LEVEL
OTHER OPEN SKULL FRACTURE HITH CEREBRAL LACERATION ANO
CONTUSION, HITH LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS OF uNSPECIFIED OURATION
oTHER OPEN SKULL FRACTURE HITH INTRACRANIAL INJURY OF OTHER ANO
UNSPECIFIED NATURE
OTHER OPEN SKULL FRACTURE !dITH INTRACRANIAL IN JURY OF OTHER
ANO UNS PECIFIEO NATURES UITH STATE OF CONSCIOUSNESS
UNSP ECI FI EO
IWLTIpLE FRACTURES INVOLVING SKULL OR FAcE MITH OTHER BONES
CLOSEO FRACTURES INVOLVING SKULL OR FACE WITH OTHER BoNES *
WITHOUT MENTION OF INTRACRANIAL INJURY
CLOSEO FRACTURES INVOLVING SKULL OR FACE UITH OTHER BONES,
HITHOUT HENTION OF INTRACRANIAL INJURY, ldITH STATE OF
CONSCIOUSNESS UNSPECIFIED
CLOSEO FRACTURES INVOLVING SKULL OR FACE MITH OTHER BONES-
ldITHOUT HENTION OF INTRACRANIAL INJURY, IIITH NO LOSS OF
CONSCIOUSNESS
CLOSEO FRACTURES INVOLVING SKULL OR FACE HITH OTHER BONES*
1AITH CEREBRAL LACERATION ANo CONTUS1ON
C&osEo FRACTURES INV&VING SKULL OR FACE HITH OTHER BONES,
u ITH CEREBRAL LACERAT ION ANO CONTUSION, klITH HoOERATE
( 1-24 HOURS) LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS
CLOSEO FRACTURES INVOLVING SKULL OR FACE HITH OTHER BONES HITH
SUBARACHNOIO, SUBOURAL, ANO EXTRAMURAL HEMORRHAGE











































SUBARACHNOIO. sUBOURAL. ANO EXTRAMURAL HEMORRHAGE. UITH STATE
OF CONSCIOUSNESS uNSPECIFIED
CLOSEO FRACTURES INVOLVING SKULL OR FACE klITH OTHER BONES HITH
SLIBARACHNOIO, SUBOURAL, ANO EXTRAMURAL HEMORRHAGE, HITH LOSS OF
CONSCIOUSNESS OF UNSPECIFIED OURATION
CLOSEO FRACTURES INvoLVING SKULL OR FACE I(ITH OTHER BONES, ldITH
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFI EO INTRACRANIAL HEMORRHAGE
CLOSEO FRACTURES INVOLVING SKULL OR FACE HITH OTHER BONES, liITH
OTHER ANO uNSPECIFIED INTRACRANIAL HE140RRHAGE , HITH STATE OF
CONSCIOUSNESS UNSPECIFIED
CLOSEO FRACTURE5 INVOLVING SKULL OR FAcE IdITH OTHER 130NE5P WITH
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED INTRACRANIAL HEMORRHAGE, WITH NO LOSS OF
CONSCIOUSNESS
CLOSEO FRACTURES INVOLVING SKULL OR FACE HITH OTHER BONES, ldITH
INTRACRANIAL INJURY OF OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED NATURE
CLOSEO FRACTURES INVOLVING SKULL OR FACE klITH OTHER BONES, HITH
INTRACRANIAL INJURY OF OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED NATURE, HITH
pRoLoNGEo (MORE THAN 24 HOURS) LOSS OF C0N5cI OUSNESS, MITHOuT
RETURN TO PRE-EXISTING CGNSCIOUS LEVEL
OPEN FRACTURES INVOLVING SKULL OR FACE 141TH OTHER BONES*
HITHOUT liENTION OF INTRACRANIAL INJURY
OPEN FRACTURES INVOLVING SKULL OR FACE WITH OTHER BONES*
WITHOUT HENTION OF INTRACRANIAL INJURY, WITH STATE OF
CONSCIOUSNESS UNSPECIFIED
FRACTURE OF VERTEBRAL COLUHN WITHOUT MENTION OF SPINAL CORO
1NJUR%
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF CERVICAL VERTEBRA WITHOUT HENTION OF SPINAL
CORO INJURY
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF CERVICAL VERTEBRA, UNSPECIFIED LEVEL
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF FIRST CERVICAL VERTEBRA
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF sECONO CERVICAL VERTEBRA
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF THIRO CERVICAL VERTEBRA
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF FOURTH CERVICAL VERTEBRA
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF FIFTH CERVICAL VERTEBRA
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF SIXTH CERVICAL VERTEBRA
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF SEVENTH CERVICAL VERTEBRA
CLOSEO FRACTIAtE OF HULTIPLE CERVICAL VERTEBRAE
OPEN FRACTURE OF CERVICAL VERTEBRA wITHOUT HENTION OF SPINAL
CORO INJURY
OPEN FRACTURE OF FIRST CERVICAL VERTEBRA
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF 00RSAL (THORACIC) VERTEBRA wITHOUT HENTIoN
OF SPINAL CORO INJURY
OPEN FRACTURE OF 00RsAL (THORACIC) VERTEBRA MI THOUT MENTION OF
SPINAL CORO INJURY
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF LUHBAR vERTEBRA WITHOUT HENTION OF SPINAL
CORO INJURY
OPEN FRACTURE OF LUMBAR VERTEBRA WITHOUT HENTION OF SPINAL
CORO INJURY
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF SACRUH ANO COCCYX WITHOUT MENTION OF SPINAL
CORO INJURY
OPEN FRACTURE OF SACRUM ANO COCCYX WITHOUT flENTIIxi OF SPINAL
CORO 1NJUR%
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF UNSPECIFIED PART OF VERTEBRAL COLUHN
IAITHOUT MENTION OF SPINAL CORO INJURY
FRACTURE OF VERTEBRAL COLUHN WITH SPINAL CORO INJURY
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF CERVICAL VERTEBRA WITH SPINAL CORO INJURY












OPEN FRACTURE OF CERVICAL VERTEBRA wITH SPINAL CORO INJURY
OPEN FRACTURE OF C5-C7 LEVEL wITH UNSPECIFIED SPINAL CORO
INJURY
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF 00RSAL (THORACIC) VERTEBRA HITH SPINAL CORO
INJURY
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF T1-T6 LEvEL WITH UNSPECIFIED SPINAL CORO
OF C1-C4 LEVEL WITH COHPLETE LEsION OF CORO
OF Cl-C4 LEVEL wITH CENTRAL CORO SYNOROHE
OF C1-C4 LEVEL WITH OTHER SPECIFIEO SPINAL
OF C5-C7 LEVEL wITH UNSPECIFIED SPINAL CORO
OF C5-C7 LEVEL WITH COHPLETE LESION OF CORO
OF C5-C7 LEVEL WITH CENTRAL CORO SYNOROME











































































OF T1-T6 LEVEL WITH COMPLETE LESION OF CORO
OF T1-T6 LEVEL HITH CENTRAL CORO SYNOROHE
OF T1-T6 LEVEL wITH OTHER SPECIFIEO SPINAL
OF T7-T12 LEVEL WITH uNSPECIFIED SPINAL CORO
OF T7-T12 LEVEL WITH COHPLETE LESION OF CORO
OF T7-T12 LEVEL WITH OTHER SPECIFIEO SPINAL
OPEN FRACTURE OF 00RSAL (THORACIC) VERTEBRA HITH SPINAL CORO
INJURY
OPEN FRACTURE OF T7-TL2 LEVEL WITH COHPLETE LESION OF CORO
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF LUMBAR SPINE WITH SPINAL CORO INJURY
OPEN FRACTURE OF SACRUH ANO COCCYX WITH SPINAL CORO INJURY
OPEN FRACTURE OF SACRUH ANO COCCYX wITH uNSPECIFIED SPINAL
CORO INJURY
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF UNSPECIFIED VERTEBRA klITH SPINAL CORO
INJURY
FRACTURE OF RIB(S), STERNUM, LARYNX, ANO TRACHEA
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF RIB(S)
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF RIB(S), UNSPECIFIED
r! nQEo FRAcTuRE oF ONE RIB
.--”.
CLOSEO FRACTIA7E OF TUO RIBS
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF THREE RIBS
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF FOUR RIBS
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF FIVE RIBS
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF SIX RIBS
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF SEVEN RIBS
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF EIGHT OR MORE RIBS
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF MULTIPLE RIBS, UNSPECIFIED
OPEN FRACTURE OF RIB(S)
llDFN FRACTURE (JF ONE RIB-. . ..
OPEN FRACTURE OF TwO RIBS
OPEN FRACTURE OF THREE RIBS
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF STERNUM
FLAIL CHEST
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF LARYNX ANO TRACHEA
OPEN FRACTURE OF LARYNX ANO TRACHEA
FRACTURE OF PELVIS
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF ACETABULUM
OPEN FRACTURE OF ACETABULLW4
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF PUBIS
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF OTHER SPECIFIEO PART
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF ILIUM
Cl n.2Eo F~cTuRE oF Isc H~uH
OF PELVIS
--””.
HULTIPLE CLOSEO PELVIC FRACTURES WITH DISRUPTION OF PELVIC
CIRCLE
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF OTHER SPECIFIEO PART OF PELVIS
OPEN FRACTURE OF OTHER SPECIFIEO PART OF PELVIS
OPEN FRACTURE OF ILIUM
OPEN FRACTURE OF OTHER SPECIFIEO PART OF PELVIS
UNSPECIFIED CLOSEO FRACTURE OF PELVIS
UNSPECIFIED OPEN FRACTURE OF PELVIS
ILL-OEFINEO FRACTURES OF BONES OF TRUNK
FRACTURE OF BONES OF TRUNK, CLOSEO
FRACTURE OF WAVICLE
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF CLAVICLE
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF CLAVICLE, UNSPECIFIED PART
C, fiQEo F~cTuRE OF STERNAL ENO OF CLAVl CLE
“L ““.
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF SHAFT OF CLAVICLE
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF ACRO$IIAL ENO OF CLAVICLE
OPEN FRACTURE OF CLAVICLE
OPEN FRACTURE OF CLAVICLE, UNSPECIFIED PART
OPEN FRACTURE OF ACROHIAL ENO OF CLAVICLE
FRACTURE OF SCAPULA
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF SCAPULA
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF SCAPULA, UNSPECIFIEO PART
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF ACROMIAL PROCESS OF SCAPULA
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF CORACOIO PROCESS OF SCAPULA
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF GLENOIO CAVITY ANO NECK OF SCAPULA
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF OTHER PART OF SCAPULA
OPEN FRACTURE OF SCAPULA
.11 OPEN FRACTURE OF ACROHIAL PROCESS OF SCAPULA
812 FRACTURE Of HUMERUS
co
N .0 FRACTURE OF UPPER ENO OF HUMERUS, CLOSEO
.00 FRACTURE OF UNSPECIFXEO PART OF UPPER ENO OF HUMERUS, CLOSEO
.01 FRACTURE OF SURGICAL NECK OF HUMERUS, CLOSEO
.02 FRACTURE OF ANATOMICAL NECK OF HUMERUS, CLOSEO
.03 FRACTURE OF GREATER TUB EROSITY OF HUMERUS, CLOSEO
.09 OTHER CLOSEO FRACTURES OF UPPER ENO OF HUMERUS
.1 FRACTURE OF UPPER ENO OF HUMERUS, OPEN
.10 FRACTURE OF UNSPECIFIED PART OF UPPER ENO OF HUHERUS, OPEN
.1 1 FRACTURE OF SURGICAL NECK OF HUH ERUS, OPEN
.12 FRACTURE OF ANATOMICAL NECK OF HUHERUS* OPEN
.13 FRACTURE OF GREATER TUB EROSITY OF HUHERUS, OPEN
.19 OTHER OPEN FRACTURE OF UPPER ENO OF HUMERUS
.2 CLOSEO FRACTURE OF SHAFT OR UNSPECIFIED PART OF HUMERUS
.20 FRACTURE OF UNSPECIFIEO PART OF HUMERUS, CLOSEO
.21 FRACTURE OF SHAFT OF HUMERUS, CLOSEO
.3 FRACTURE OF SHAFT OR UNSPECIFIED PART OF HUHERUS, OPEN
.30 FRACTURE OF UNSPECIFIEO PART OF HUHERUS, OPEN
.31 FRACTURE OF SHAFT OF HUH ERUS, OPEN
.4 FRACTURE OF LOHER ENO OF HUH ERUS$ CLOSEO
.40 FRACTURE OF UNSPECIFIED PART OF LOHER ENo OF HUH ERUS, CLOSEO
.41 SUPRACONOYLAR FRACTURE OF HUMERUS, CLOSEO
.42 FRACTURE OF LATERAL CONOYLE OF HUHERUS, CLOSEO
.43 FRACTURE OF NEOIAL CONOYLE OF HUHERUS. CLOSEO
.44 FRACTURE OF UNSPECIFIED CONOYLE(S) OF HUHERUS, CLOSEO
.49 OTHER CLOSEO FRACTURES OF LOldER ENO OF HUHERUS
.5 FRACTURE OF LOMER ENO OF HUH ERUS, OPEN
.50 FRACTURE OF UNSPECIFIED PART OF LOUER ENO OF HUMERUS, OPEN
.51 SUPRACONOYLAR FRACTURE OF HUHERUS, OPEN
.52 FRACTURE OF LATERAL CONOYLE OF HUHERUS, OPEN
.54 FRACTURE OF UNSPECIFIED CONOYLE(S) OF HUH ERUS, OPEN
.59 OTHER FRACTURE OF LOhIER ENO OF HUHERUS, OPEN
813 FRACTURE OF RAOIUS ANO ULNA
.0 FRACTURE OF UPPER ENO OF RAOIUS ANO ULNA, CLOSEO
.00 CLOSEO FRACTURE OF UPPER ENO OF FOREARM, UNSPECIFIED
.01 FRACTURE OF OLECRANON PROCESS OF ULNA, CLOSEO
.02 FRACTURE OF CORONOIO PROCESS OF ULNA, CLOSEO
.03 MoNTEGGIA*S FRACTUREJ CLOSEO





























FRACTURE OF HEAO OF RAOIUS, CLOSEO
FRACTURE OF NECK OF RAOIUS, CLOSEO
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED CLOSEO FRACTURES OF PROXIHAL ENO OF
RAOIUS (ALONE)
FRACTURE OF RADIUS IAITH ULNA, UPPER ENO (ANY PART), CLOSEO
FRACTURE OF UPPER ENO OF RAOIUS ANO ULNA, OPEN
FRACTURE OF OLECRANON PROCESS OF ULNA* OPEN
HONTEGGIA-S FRACTURE, OPEN
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED OPEN FRACTURES OF PROXIMAL ENO OF
ULNA (ALONE)
FRACTURE OF HEAD OF RAOIUS, OPEN
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED OPEN FRACTURES OF PROXIHAL END OF
RADIUS (ALONE)
FRACTURE OF RAOIUS HITH ULNA, UPPER ENo (ANY PART), OPEN
FRACTURE OF SHAFT OF RAOIUS ANO ULNA, CLOSEO
FRACTURE OF SHAFT OF RAOIUS OR ULNAS UNSPECIFIED, CLOSEO
FRACTURE OF SHAFT OF RAOIUS (ALONE)* CLOSEO
FRACTURE OF SHAFT OF ULNA (ALONE), CLOSEO
FRACTURE OF SHAFT OF RAOIUS HITH ULNA, CLOSEO
FRACTURE OF SHAFT OF RAOIUS AND ULNA* OPEN
FRACTURE OF SHAFT OF RAOIUS (ALONE)? OPEN
FRACTURE OF SHAFT OF ULNA (AL0NE)9 OPEN
FRACTURE OF SHAFT OF RAOIUS IIIITH ULNA, OPEN
FRACTURE OF LO HER ENO OF RADIUS ANO ULNA, CLOSEO
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF LOHER ENO OF FOREARM, UNSPECIFIED
COLLES” FRACTURE, CLOSEO
OTHER CLOSEO FRACTURES OF OISTAL ENO OF RAOIUS (ALONE)
FRACTURE OF OISTAL ENO OF uLNA (ALONE), CLOSED
FRACTURE OF LOHER ENO OF RAOIUS wITH ULNA# CLOSEO
FRACTURE OF LO HER ENO OF RAOIUS ANO ULNA, OPEN
.51 COLLES” FRACTURE, OPEN
.52 OTHER OPEN FRACTURES OF OISTAL ENO OF RAOIUS (ALONE)
.53 FRACTURE OF OISTAL ENO OF ULNA (ALONE), OPEN

































































FRACTURE OF UN SPECIFIED PART OF RAOIUS uITH ULNA* CLOSEO
Cl_OSEO FRACTURE OF UNSPECIFIEO PART OF FOREARM
FRACTURE OF UNSPECIFIED PART OF RAOIUS (ALONE), CLOSEO
FRACTURE OF UNSPECIFIEO PART OF ULNA (ALONE), CLOSEO
FRACTURE OF UNSPECIFIED PART OF RAOIUS MITH ULNA, CLOSEO
FRACTURE OF UNSPECIFIED PART OF RAOIUS HITH ULNA, OPEN
FRACTURE OF UNSPECIFIEO PART OF RAOIUS (ALONE), OPEN
FRACTURE OF UNSPECIFIED pART OF ULNA (ALONEI. 0pEN
FRACTURE OF UNSPECIFIEO PART OF RAOIUS HITH ULNA, OPEN
FRACTURE OF CARPAL 80NE(S)
CLOSEO FRACTURES OF CARPAL BONE(S)
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF CARPAL BONE. UNSPECIFIEO
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF NAVICULAR (SCAPHOIO) 80NE OF liRIST
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF LUNATE (SEHILUNAR) BONE OF HRIST
cLosEo FRAcTuRE OF TRIQUETRAL (cuNEIFORH) BONE OF URIsT
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF TRAPEZIUM BONE (LARGER HULTANGULAR) OF
uRIS T
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF CAP ITATE 80NE (OS IIAGNU14) OF IARIST
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF OTHER BONE OF HRIST
OPEN FRACTURES OF CARPAL BONE(S)
OPEN FfWCTURE OF CARPAL 80 NE. UN SPECIFIED
OPEN FRACTURE OF NAVICULAR (SC APHOIO) 80NE OF HRIST
OPEN FRACTURE OF PISIFORH BONE OF HRIST
OPEN FRACTURE OF TRAPEZIUH BONE (LARGER HULTANGULAR) OF HRIST
OPEN FRACTURE OF CAP IT ATE BONE (OS 14AGNUH) OF HRIST
FRACTURE OF METACARPAL BONE(S)
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF METACARPAL 80 NE(S)
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF METACARPAL 80NE(S), SITE UNSPECIFIED
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF BASE OF THuH8 (FIRST) METACARPAL
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF BASE OF OTHER METACARPAL BONE(S)
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF SHAFT OF METACARPAL BONE(S)
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF NECK OF METACARPAL 80 NE(S)
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF HULTIPLE SITES OF METACARPUS
OPEN FRACTURE OF METACARPAL BONES
OPEN FRACTURE OF METACARPAL BONE(S), SITE UNSPECIFIED
OPEN FRACTURE OF 8ASE OF THUMB (FIRST) METACARPAL
OPEN FRACTURE OF BASE OF OTHER METACARPAL BONE(S)
OPEN FRACTURE OF SHAFT OF METACARPAL BONE(S)
OPEN FRACTURE OF NECK OF METACARPAL BONE(S)
OPEN FRACTURE OF MULTIPLE SITES OF METACARPUS
FRACTURE OF ONE OR MORE PHALANGES OF HANO
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF ONE OR MORE PHALANGES OF HANO
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF PHALANX OR PHALANGES OF HANO, UNSPECIFIEO
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF 14100LE OR PROXIHAL PHALANX OR PHALANGES OF
HANO
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF OISTAL PHALANX OR PHALANGES OF HANO
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF HULTIPLE SITES OF PHALANX OR PHALANGES OF
HANO
OPEN FRACTURE OF ONE OR HORE PHALANGES OF HANO
OPEN FRACTURE OF PHALANX OR PHALANGES OF HANO, UNSPECIFIED
OPEN FRACTURE OF MIOOLE OR PROXIHAL PHALANX OR PHALANGES OF
HANO
OPEN FRACTURE OF DISTAL PHALANX OR PHALANGES OF HANO
OPEN FRACTURE OF HULTIPLE SITES OF PHALANX OR PHALANGES OF
HANO
MULTIPLE FRACTURES OF HANO BONES
MuLTIPLE CLOSED FRACTURES OF HANO 80NES
HULTIPLE OPEN FRACTURES OF HANO BONES
IL L- OEFINEO FRACTURES OF UPPER LIHB
ILL-OEFINEO CLOSEO FRACTURES OF UPPER LIHB
ILL-OEFINEO OPEN FRACTURES OF UPPER LIHB
MuLTIPLE FRACTURES INVOLVING BOTH UPPER LIM8S, ANO uPPER LIHB
HITH RIB(S) ANO STERNUM
MULTIPLE CLOSEO FRACTURES INVOLVING 80TH UPPER LIMBS? ANO
UPPER LIMB HITH RIB(S) ANO STERNUH
MULTIPLE OPEN FRACTURES INVOLVING 80TH UPPER LIH8SS ANO UPPER
LIMB HITH RIB(S) ANO STERNUM
FRACTURE OF NECK OF FEHUR
TRANSCERWCAL FRACTURE; C!_OSEO
FRAcTuRE OF Unspecified IN TRACApSULAR SECTION OF NECK OF FEMUR*
CLOSEO
FRACTURE OF EPIPHYSIS (SEPARATION) (UPPER) OF NECK OF FEMUR,
CLOSEO









































































FRACTURE OF BA5E OF NECK OF FEHURs CLOSEO
OTHER TRANSCERVICAL FRACTURE OF FEMURS CLOSEO
TRANSCERVICAL FRACTURE? OPEN
fRAcTuRE OF w5pEc IFIE0 IN TRACAPSULAR SECTION OF NEcK OF FEMUR*
OPEN
FRACTURE OF EPIPHVSIS (SEPARATION) (UPPER) OF NECK OF FEHUR~
OPEN
OTHER TRANSCERVICAL FRACTURE OF FEHURS OPEN
PERTROCHANTERIC FRACTURE OF FEHUR* CLosEo
FRACTURE OF UNSPECIFIED TROCHANTERIC SECTION OF FEMUR, CLOSEO
FRACTURE OF INTERTROCHANTERIC SECTION OF FEMUR, CLOSEO
FRACTURE OF SUBTROCHANTERIC SECTION OF FEHUR* CLOSEO
PERTROCHANTERIC FRACTURE OF FEHUR* OPEN
FRACTURE OF UNSPECIFIED TROCHANTERIC SECTION OF FEMURS oPEN
FRACTURE OF INTERTROCHANTERIC SECTION OF FEMUR* OPEN
FRACTURE OF SUBTROCHANTERIC SECTION OF FEMUR, OPEN
FRACTURE OF UNSPECIFIED PART OF NECK OF FEHURS CLOSEO
FRACTURE OF OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED PARTS OF FEHUR
FRACTURE OF SHAFT OR UNSPECIFIED PART OF FEMURS CLOSEO
FRACTURE OF UNSPECIFIED PART OF FEHUR~ CLOSED
FRACTURE OF SHAFT OF FEHURS CLOSEO
FRACTURE OF SHAFT OR UNSPECIFIED PART OF FEHUR - OPEN
FRACTURE OF UNSPECIFIED PART OF FEMUR, OPEN
FRACTURE OF SHAFT OF FEHURS OPEN
FRACTURE OF LOHER END OF FEHUR* CLOSEO
FRACTURE OF LOIAER ENO OF FEMJR~ UNSPECIFIED PART, CLOSEO
FRACTURE OF FEHORAL CONOYLES CLOSEO
FRACTURE OF LOHER EPIPHYSIS OF FEHUR, CLOSEO
SUPRACONDYLAR FRACTURE OF FEHUR, CLOSEO
OTHER FRACTURE OF LOHER END OF FEHURS cLosEo
FRACTURE OF LOHER ENO OF FEHUR~ OPEN
FRACTURE OF LOUER ENO OF FEHUR* UNSPECIFIED PART, OPEN
FRACTURE OF FEHORAL CONOYLE* OPEN
FRACTURE OF LOHER EPIPHYSIS OF FEHUR~ OPEN
SUPRACONOYLAR FRACTURE OF FEHUR* OPEN
OTHER FRACTURE OF LOHER ENO OF FEHURt OPEN
FRACTURE OF PATELLA
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF PATELLA
oPEN FRACTURE OF PATELLA
FRACTURE OF TIBIA ANO FIBULA
FRACTURE OF UPPER ENO OF TIBIA ANO FIBULA, CLOSEO
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF UPPER ENO OF TIBIA
CLOSED FRACTURE OF UPPER ENO OF FIBULA
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF UPPER ENO OF FIBULA HITH TIBIA
FRACTURE OF UPPER END OF TIBIA. ANO FIBULAt OPEN
OPEN FRACTURE OF UPPER ENO OF TIBIA
OPEN FRACTURE OF UPPER ENO OF FIBULA
OPEN FRACTURE OF UPPER ENO OF FIBULA ilITH TIBIA
FRACTURE OF SHAFT OF TIBIA ANO FIBULA, CLOSEO
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF SHAFT OF TIBIA
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF SHAFT OF FIBULA
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF SHAFT OF FIBULA WITH TIBIA
FRACTURE OF SHAFT OF TIBIA ANO FIBULA* QpEN
OPEN FRACTURE OF SHAFT OF TIBIA
OPEN FRACTURE OF SHAFT OF FIBULA
OPEN FRACTURE OF SHAFT OF FIBULA IIITH TIBIA
FRACTURE OF UNSPECIFIED PART OF TIBIA ANO FIBULA, CLOSEO
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF UNSPECIFIED PART OF TIBIA
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF UNSPECIFIED PART OF FIBULA
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF UNSPECIFIED PART OF FIBULA HITH TIBIA
FRACTURE OF UNSPECIFIED PART OF TIBIA ANO FIBULAS OPEN
OPEN FRACTURE OF UNSPECIFIED PART OF TIBIA
OPEN FRACTURE OF UNSPECIFIED PART OF FIBULA
OPEN FRACTURE OF UNSPECIFIELI PART OF FIBULA WITH TIBIA
FRACTURE OF ANKLE
FRACTURE OF HEOIAL HALLEOLUSS CLOSEO
FRACTURE OF HEOIAL HALLEOLUS, OPEN
FRACTURE OF LATERAL HALLEOLUSt cLosED













































































uNSPECIFIED FRACTURE OF ANKLEs OPEN
FRACTURE OF WE OR HORE TARSAL ANO METATARSAL BONES
FRACTURE OF CALCANEUS, CLOSEO
FRACTURE OF CALCANEUS, OPEN
FRACTURE OF OTHER TARSAL AND METATARSAL BONES, CLOSEO
FRAcTuRE OF UNSPECIFIED BONE(S) OF FOOT (EXCEPT TOES)* cL05ED
FRACTURE OF ASTRAGALUS. CLOSEO
FRACTURE OF NAVICULAR (5 CApHOIO) BONE OF FOOT* CL05E0
FRACTURE OF CUB(3IO BONE* CLOSEO
FRACTURE OF CUNEIFORH BONE OF FOOT* CLOSEO
FRACTURE OF METATARSAL BONE(S)* CLOSED
OTHER FRACTURE OF TARSAL ANO METATARSAL BONES, CLOSEO
FRACTURE OF OTHER TARSAL ANO METATARSAL BONES* OPEN
FRACTURE OF UNSPECIFIED BONE(S) OF FOOT (Exe EpT TOES)C OPEN
FRACTURE OF ASTRAGALUSS OPEN
FRACTURE OF NAVICULAR (SCAPHOID) BONE OF FOOT? OPEN
FRACTURE OF CUBOIO BONE, OPEN
FRACTURE OF METATARSAL BONE(S), OPEN
OTHER FRACTURES OF TARSAL ANO METATARSAL BONES* OPEN
FRACTURE OF OWE OR HORE PHALANGES OF =nnr-----
CLOSED FRACTURE OF ONE OR MORE PHALANGES OF FOOT
OPEN FRACTURE OF ONE OR HORE PHALANGES OF FOOT
OTHER, MULTIPLE* ANO ILL-OEFINEO FRACTURES OF LOUER LIHB
LITHER* MULTIPLE AND ILL-OEFINED FRACTURES OF LOHER LIHB,
CLOSEO
OTHER, HULTIPLE ANO ILL-OEFINEO FRACTURES OF LOWER LIHB* OPEN
HULTIPLE FRACTURES INVOLVING BOTH LO14ER LIMBS* LOHER !(ITH
UPPER LIHB, ANO LOUER LIMB(S) HITH RIB(S) ANO STERNUM
MuLTIPLE FRACTURES INVOLVING BOTH LOHER LIHBS, LOUER HITH
UPPER LIHBo AND LOHER LIHB(S) HITH RIB(S) ANO STERNUH, CLOSEO
FRACTURE OF UNSPECIFIED BONES
FRACTURE OF UNSPECIFIED BONE. CLOQ=n,- .-”
FRACTURE OF UNSPECIFIED BONE, OPEN.
DISLOCATION OF JAH
CLOSEO OISLOCATION OF JAH
OISLUATION OF SHOULOER
CLOSEO DISLOCATION OF SHOULOER
CLOSEO DISLOCATION OF SHOULOER, UNSPECIFIED SITE
CLOSEO ANTERIOR DISLOCATION OF HUHERUS
CLOSEO POSTERIOR DISLOCATION OF HUMERUS
CLOSEO INFERIOR DISLOCATION OF HUMERUS
CLOSEO DISLOCATION OF ACROHIOCLAVICULAR (JOINT)
CLOSED DISLOCATION OF OTHER SITE OF SHOULDER
OPEN DISLOCATION OF SHOULOER
OPEN LIISLOCATION OF ACROHIOCLAVICULAR (JOINT)
OISLDCATION OF ELBDH
CLOSEO DISLOCATION OF ELBOH
CLOSED DISLOCATION OF ELBOH* UNSPECIFIED SITE
CLOSEO POSTERIOR DISLOCATION OF cti~nu.-”-.
CLOSEO LATERAL DISLOCATION OF ELBOH
OPEN DISLOCATION OF ELBOM
OPEN DISLOCATION OF ELBOH, UNSPECIFIED SITE
OPEN ANT ER1OR DISLOCATION OF ELnnw----
OISLOCATION OF HRIST
CLOSEO OISLOCATION OF HRIST
CLOSEO OISLOCATIDN OF HRIST, UNSPECIFIED PART
CLOSED DISLOCATION OF RAOIOULNAR (JoINT)? OIST
CLOSEO DISLOCATION OF CARPOt4ETACARpAL (JoINT)
CLOSEO DISLOCATION OF METACARPAL (BONE)* PROXI
CLOSEO DISLOCATION OF OTHER PART OF HRIST
DISLOCATION OF FINGER
CLOSEO OXSLOCATION OF FINGER
‘AL
HAL ENO
CLOSEO DISLOCATION OF FINGER, UNSPECIFIED PART
CLOSEO DISLOCATION OF HETACARPOPHALANGEAL (JOINT)
CLOSEO DISLOCATION OF INTERPHALANGEAL (JoINT), HAND
OPEN DISLOCATION OF FINGER
oPEN DISLOCATION OF FINGER, UNSPECIFIED PART
OPEN aIsLocATxoN OF HETACARPOPHALANGEAL (JOINT)
OPEN DISLOCATION INTERPHALANGEAL (JOINT), HANO
DISLOCATION OF HIP
CLOSED DISLOCATION OF HIP
CLOSEO DISLOCATION OF HIP, UNSPECIFIED SITE
CLOSED POSTERIOR DISLOCATION OF HIP











































































OTHER CL IISEO AN TER1OR O1SLOCATION OF HIP
O~SLOCATION OF KNEE -
TEAR ❑F HEOIAL CARTILAGE OR MENISCUS OF KNEE, CURRENT
TEAR OF LATERAL cARTILAGE OR MENISCUS OF KNEE, CURRENT
OTHER TEAR OF CARTILAGE OR MENISCUS OF KNEE. CURRENT
DIsLOCATION OF PATELLAv CLosEo
OTHER DISLOCATION OF KNEE, CLOSEO
CLOSEO DISLOCATION OF KNEE* UNSPECIFIED PART
ANTER1OR DISLOCATION OF TIBIA, PROXIMAL ENO, CLOSEO
PoSTERIOR DISLOCATION OF TIBIA* PROXIMAL ENO, CLOSEO
MEOIAL DISLOCATION OF TIBIA. PROXIMAL ENO, CLOSEO
LATERAL DISLOCATION OF TIBIA* pROXIHAL END* CLOSED
OTHER OISLOCATION OF KNEE. CLOSEO
OTHER DISLOCATION OF KNEE, OPEN
DISLOCATION OF KNEE? UNSPECIFIED PART* oPEN
O1SLOCATION OF ANKLE
CLOSEO DISLOCATION OF ANKLE
OPEN DISLOCATION OF ANKLE
OISLOCATION OF FOOT
CLOSEO DISLOCATION OF FoOT
CLOSEO DISLOCATION OF FOOT, UNSPECIFIED PAR1
CLOSEO OISLOCATION OF HIOTARSAL (JOINT)
CLOSEO DISLOCATION OF TARSOHETATARSAL (JOINT)
CLOSEO DISLOCATION OF METATARsAL (BONE), JOINT UNSPECIFIED
CLOSEO DISLOCATION OF nETATARsOpHALANGEAL (JOINT)
CLOSEO DISLOCATION OF OTHER PART OF FOOT
OPEN OISLOCATIDN OF FOOT
OPEN DISLOCATION OF TARSAL (BONE), JOINT UNSPECIFIED
OPEN DISLOCATION OF METATARSOPHALANGEAL (JOINT)
OTHER, HULTIPLE, ANO lLL-DEFINEO DISLOCATIONS
CLOSEO DISLOCATION, CERVICAL VERTEBRA
CLOSEO DISLOCATION, CERVICAL VERTEBRA* unspecified
CLOSEO OISLOCATIONJ FIRST CERVICAL VERTEBRA
CLOSEO OISLOCATIDNS SECONO CERVICAL VERTEBRA
CLOSEO OISLOCATXON, THIRO CERVICAL VERTEBRA
CLOSEO OISLOCATIDN, FOURTH CERVICAL vERTEBRA
CLOSEO DISLOCATION, FIFTH CERVICAL VERTEBRA
CLOSEO DISLOCATION* SIXTH CERVICAL VERTEBRA
CLOSEO DISLOCATION* SEVENTH CERVICAL VERTEBRA
CLOSEO OISLOCATION~ MULTIPLE CERVICAL VERTEBRAE
CLOSEO OLSLOCATION, THORACIC ANO LUMBAR VERTEBRA
c40SE0 DISLOCATION* LUHBAR VERTEBRA
CLOSEO DISLOCATION* THORACIC VERTEBRA
CLOSEO DISLOCATION* OTHER VERTEBRA
CLOSED DISLOCATION* VERTEBRA* UNSPECIFIED SITE
CLOSEO OISLOCATIDNS SACRUM
CLOSEO DISLOCATION, OTHER LOCATION
CLOSED OISLOCATIONT STERNUM
CLOSED DISLOCATION* OTHER LOCATION
CLOSEO DISLOCATION, HULTIPLE ANO ILL-OEFINEO SITES
SPRAINS AND STRAINS OF SHOULOER ANO UPPER ARM
ACROHIOCLAVICULAR (JOINT) (LIGAMENT) SPRAIN
CORACOCLAVICULAR (LIGAHENT) SPRAIN
ROTATOR CUFF (CAPSULE) SPRAIN
SPRAIN OF OTHER sPEc IFxEO SITES OF SHOULOER ANO UPPER AR14
SPRAIN OF UNSPECIFIED SITE OF SHOULOER AND UPPER ARH
SPRAINS AND STRAINS OF ELBOkl ANO FOREAR14
uLNAR COLLATERAL LIGAMENT SPRAIN
SPRAIN OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES OF ELBOW ANO FOREARM
SPRAIN OF uNSPECIFIED SITE OF ELBOM ANO FOREARtl
SPRAINS ANO STRAINS OF HRIST ANO HANO
HRIST SPRAIN
SPRAIN OF UNSPECIFIED SITE OF HRIST
SPRAIN OF CARPAL (JOINT) OF URIST
OTHER WRIST SPRAIN
HANO SPRAIN
SPRAIN OF UNSPECIFIED SITE OF HANO
SPRAIN OF METACARPOPHALANG EAL (Jo INT) oF HAND
SPRAIN OF XNTERPHALANGEAL (JOINT) OF HAND
OTHER HANO SPRAIN
SPRAINS ANO STRAINS OF HIP ANO THIGH
IL IOFEMORAL (LIGAMENT) SPRAIN
IscHIoc APsutAR (LIGAHENT ) sPRAIN




























































SPRAIN OF UNSPECIFIED SITE OF HIP ANO THIGH
SPRAINS ANO STRAINS OF KNEE ANO LEG
SPRAIN OF LATERAL COLLATERAL LIGAMENT OF KNEE
SPRAIN OF MEOIAL COLLATERAL LIGAMENT OF KNEE
SPRAIN OF CRUCIATE LIGAMENT OF KNEE
SPRAIN OF TIBIOFIBULAR (JOINT) (LIGAPIENT)s sup ERIoRr oF KNEE
SPRAIN OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES OF KNEE ANO LEG
SPRAIN OF OtSPECIF [EO SITE OF KNEE ANO LEG
SPRAINS ANO STRAINS OF ANx LE ANO FOOT
ANKLE SPRAIN
UNSPECIFIED SITE OF ANKLE SPRAIN
OELTOIO [L[GANENT) , ANKLE SPRAIN
CALCANEOFIBULAR (L IGAHENT) ANKLE SPRAIN
TIBIOFIBllAR (LIGAHENT) SPRAIN, OISTAL
OTHER ANKLE SPRAIN
FoOT SPRAIN
UNSPECIFIED SITE OF FOOT SPRAIN
HETATARSOPHALANGEAL (JOINT) SPRAIN
OTHER FOOT SPRAIN
SPRAINS ANO STRAINS OF SACROILIAC REGION
LUHBOSACRAL (JoINT) (LIGAMENT) SpRAXN
SACROILIAC (LIGANENT) SPRAIN
SACROSPINATUS (LIGAMENT) SpRAIN
oTHER SPECIFIEO SITES OF SACROILIAC REG1ON SPRAIN
UNSPECIFIED SITE OF SACROILIAC REGION SPRAIN






SPRAIN OF UNSPECIFIED SITE OF BACK
OTHER ANO IL L-OEFINEO SPRAINS ANO STRAINS
SPRAIN OF RIBS
STERNUM SPRAIN
STERNUM SPRAIN, UNSPECIFIED PART
CHONOROSTERNAL (JOINT) SPRAIN
PELVIC SPRAIN
oTHER SPECIFIEO SITES OF SPRAINS ANO sTRAINS
UNSPECIFIED SITE OF SPRAIN ANO STRAIN
CONCUSSION
CONCUSS ION H ITH NO LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS
CONCUSSION HITH BRIEF LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS
CONCUSS ION HITH MOOERATE LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS
CONCUSSION liITH PROLONGEO LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS ANO RETURN TO
PRE-EXISTING CONSCIOUS LEVEL
CONCUSSIW HITH PRDLONGEO LoSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS* 141THouT
RETURN TO PRE-Ex ISTING CONSCIOUS LEVEL
CONCUSSION 141TH LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS OF UNSPECIFIED DURATION
CONCUSSION* UNSPECIFIED
CEREBRAL LACERATION AND CONTUS 10N
COR7EX (cERE6RAL) CONTUS ION ldITHOUT MENTIoN OF OPEN
INTRACRANIAL HOUNO
CORTEX [ CEREBRAL) CONTUSION HITHOUT MENTION OF OPEN
INTRACRANIAL liOUNO, STATE OF CONSCIOUSNESS UNSP ECIFIEO
CORTEX ( CEREBRAL) CONTUSION HITHOUT MENTION OF OPEN
INTRACRANIAL uOUNO, HITIi NO LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS
CORTEX ( CEREBRAL) CONTUSION HITHOUT HENTION OF OPEN INTRA-
CRANIAL HOUNO, HITH BRIEF (LESS THAN ONE HOUR) LOSS OF
CONSCIOUSNESS
CORTEX ( CEREBRAL) CONTUSION MITHOUT MENT ION OF oPEN INTRA-
CRANIAL lJOUNO, HITH PROLDNGEO (PIORE THAN 24 HOURS) LOSS OF
CONSCIOUSNESS, HITHOUT RETURN TO PRE-EXISTING CONSCIOUS LEVEL
CORTEX ( CEREBRAL) CONTUSION MI THOUT HENTION OF OPEN INTRA-
CRANIAL MOUND, UITH LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS OF uNSPEC IFIED
OURATION
CORTEX ( CEREBRAL) CONTUSION HITHOUT MENTION OF OPEN INTRA-
CRANIAL HOUNO, UITH CONCUSSION. UNSPECIFIED
CEREBELLA OR BRAIN STE14 CONTUSION HXTHOUT WMT1 ~M O= ~PFN------------- .-.
INTRACRANIAL WONO
CEREBELLAR OR BRAIN STEM CONTUSION uITHOUT MENTION OF OPEN
INTRAcRANIAL uOUNO, HITH STATE OF CONSCIOUSNESS uNSPECIFIED
CEREBELLA OR BRAIN STE14 CONTUSION HITHOUT MENTION OF OPEN





CEREBELLA OR BRAIN STEH CONTUSION HITHOUT HENTION OF OPEN
INTRACRANIAL HOUND, HITH BRIEF (LESS THAN ONE HOUR) LOSS OF
CONSCIOUSNESS
CEREBEUAR OR BRAIN STEH CONTUSION HITHOUT MENTION OF OPEN
INTRACRANIAL llOUNO, HITH MOOERATE (l-24 HOURS) LOSS OF
CONSCIOUSNESS
CEREBELLA OR BRAIN STEH CONTUSION HITHOUT MENTION OF OPEN
INTRACRANIAL HOUNO, UITH PROLONGEO (MORE THAN 24 HOURS) LOSS
OF CONSCIOUSNESS ANO RETURN TO PRE-EXISTING CONSCIOUS LEVEL
CEREBELLA OR BRAIN STEM CONTUSION HITHOUT HENTION OF OPEN
INTRACRANIAL HOUNO, WITH PROLONGEO (INJRE THAN 24 HOURS) LOSS




OF OPEN INTRACRANIAL !dOUNO, HITH CONCUSSION, UNSPECIFIED
SUBARACHNOIO HEMORRHAGE FOLLOIAING INJURY lJITH OPEN INTRA-
CRANIAL HCAINO
SUBARACHNOIO HEIIORRHAGE FOLLOHING INJURY, HITH OPEN INTRA-
CRANIAL MOUNO* HITH BRIEf (LESS THAN ONE HouR) LOSS OF
CONSCIOUSNESS
.16 SUBARACHNO 10 HEMORRHAGE FOLLOH ING INJURY, HITH OPEN INTRA-
CRANIAL HOUNO, HITH LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS OF UNSPECIFIED
OURATION
SUBOURAL HEMORRHAGE FOLLOHING INJURY HITHOUT HENTION
OF OPEN INTRACRANIAL HOUND
SUBOURAL HEMORRHAGE FOLLOIAING INJuRY, HITHOUT HENTION OF
OPEN INTRACRANIAL HOUNO, HITH STATE OF CONSCIOUSNESS
UNSPEC1 FI EO
SUBOURAL HEMORRHAGE FOLLOHING INJURY, HITHOUT HENTION OF
OPEN INTRACRANIAL HOUNO, HITH NO LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS
SUBOURAL HEMORRHAGE FOLLOWING INJURY, HITHOUT MENTIoN OF






CEREBELLA OR BRAIN STEH CONTUSION WITHOUT HENTION OF OPEN






. . ......- .,
CEREBELLA OR BRAIN STEH CONTUSION IJITHOUT MENTION OF OPEN
INTRACRANIAL tiOUNO, wITH CONCUSSION. UNSPECIFIED
OTHER ANO (MSPECIFIEO CEREBRAL LACERATION ANO CONTUSION*
wITHOUT liEHTION OF oPEN INTRACRANIAL HOUNO
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED CEREBRAL LACERATION ANO CONTUSION*
141THOUT HENTION OF OPEN INTRACRANIAL IAOUNO, HITH STATE OF
CONSCIOUSNESS UNSPECIFIED
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED CEREBRAL LACERATION ANO CONTUSION,
WITHOUT MENTION OF oPEN INTRACRANIAL HOUNO, HITH NO LOSS OF
.23 SUBOURAL HEMORRHAGE FOLLOHING INJURY, HITHOUT MENTION OF
OPEN INTRACRANIAL HOUNO, HITH HOOERATE (l-24 HOURS) LOSS
OF CONSCIOUSNESS
.24 SUBOURAL HEMORRHAGE FOLLOHING INJURY, HITHOUT NENTION OF
OPEN INTRACRANIAL UOUNO, HITH PROLONGEO (MORE THAN 24
HOURS) LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS ANO RETURN TO PRE-EXISTING
CONSCIOUS LEVEL
SUEIOURAL HEMORRHAGE FOLLOHING INJURY, HITHOUT HENTION OF
OPEN INTRACRANIAL !dOUNO, HITH PROLONGEO (HORE THAN 24 HOURS)
LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS, HITHOUT RETURN TO PRE-EXISTING
.B 1
CONSCIOUSNESS
OTHER ANO uNSPECIFIED CEREBRAL LACERATION ANO CONTUSIONS
HITHOUT HENTION OF OPEN INTRACRANIAL HOUNO. HITH BRIEF (LESS
.82 .25
THAN ONE HOUR) LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS
.— —..
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED CEREBRAL LACERATION ANO CONTUS IONS
HITHOUT MENTION OF OPEN INTRACRANIAL HOUNO, HITH HOOERATE ( 1-24
HOURS) LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED CEREBRAL LACERATION ANO CONTUSION?
WITHOUT MENTION OF OPEN INTRACRANIAL UOUNO, H ITH PRO LONGEO
( MORE THAN 24 HOURS) LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS ANO RETURN TO PRE-
EXISTING CONSCIOUS LEVEL
OTHER ANO uNSPECIFIED CEREBRAL LACERATION ANO CONTUSION,
HITHOUT HENTION OF OPEN INTRACRANIAL HOUNO, H ITH PROLONGEO
( HORE THAN 24 HOURS) LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS, HITHOUT RETURN TO
PRE-EXISTING CONSCIOUS LEVEL
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED CEREBRAL LACERATION ANO CONTUS ION*
HITHOUT HENTION OF OPEN INTRACRANIAL HOUNO, IIIITH LOSS OF
CONSCIOUSNESS OF UNSPECIFIED OURATION
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED CEREBRAL LACERATION ANO CONTUSIONS
HITHOUT MENTION OF OPEN INTRACRANIAL HOUNO, H ITH CONCUSSI ON,
.83 CONSCIOUS LEVEL
SUBOURAL HEMORRHAGE FOLLOHING INJURY, HITHOUT HENTION OF
OPEN INTRACRANIAL HOUNO, HITH LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS OF
.26
.84 UNSPECI FI EO OURATION
SUBOURAL HEMORRHAGE FOLLOHING INJURY, HITHOUT MENTION OF
OPEN INTRACRANIAL klOUNO, HITH CONCUSSION, UNSPECIFIED
SUBOURAL HEMORRHAGE FOLLOHING INJURY IIIITH OPEN INTRACRANIAL
HOUNO
SUBOURAL HEMORRHAGE FOLLOHING INJURY, HITH OPEN INTRACRANIAL
HOUNO, HITH STATE OF CONSCIOUSNESS UNSPECIFIED
SUBOURAL HEMORRHAGE FOLLOMING INJURY, IJITH OPEN INTRACRANIAL
HOUNO* HI TH BRIEF ( LESS THAN ONE HOUR) LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS
SUBOURAL HEMORRHAGE FOLLOHING INJURY, HITH OPEN INTRACRANIAL
UOUNO, HI TH #100 ERATE ( 1-24 HOURS) LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS
SUBOURAL HEMORRHAGE FOLLOHING INJURY, HITH OPEN INTRACRANIAL
HOUNO, IAITH PRoLONGEO (HORE THAN 24 HouRs) LOSS OF CONSCIOUS-
NESS, HITHOUT RETURN TO PRE-EXISTING CONSCIOUS LEVEL
SUBOURAL HEMORRHAGE FOLLOWING INJURY, HITH OPEN INTRACRANIAL
HOUNO, HITH LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS OF UNSPECIFIED OURATION
EXtramUral HEMORRHAGE FOLLOHING INJuRy HITHOUT nENTION OF OPEN
INTRACRANIAL HOUNO
EXTRAMURAL HEMORRHAGE FOLLOHING INJURY, HITHOUT MENTION OF OPEN
INTRACRANIAL HOUNO, HITH STATE OF CONSCIOUSNESS UNSPECIFIED
EXTRAMURAL HEMORRHAGE FOLLOHING INJURY, HITHOUT HENTION OF OPEN
INTRACRANIAL HOUNO, HITH NO LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS
EXTRAOLRAL HEMORRHAGE FOLLOHING INJURY, HITHOUT HENTION OF OPEN










UNSP ECI FI EO
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED CEREBRAL LACERATION ANO CONTUSION*











OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED CEREBRAL LACERATION ANO CONTUSIONS
HITH OPEN INTRACRANIAL HOUNO, HITH NO LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS
SUBARACHNOIO, SUBOURAL, ANO EXTRAMURAL HEMoRRHAGE, FOLLOHING
INJURY
SUBARACHNOIO HEMORRHAGE FOLLOHING INJURY HITHOUT MENTION
OF OPEN INTRACRANIAL lXIUNO
SUBARACHNDIO HEMORRHAGE FOLLOHING INJURY, HITHOUT MENTION
OF OPEN INTRACRANIAL HOUNO, HITH STATE OF CONSCIOUSNESS
UNSPECIFIED
SUBARACHNOIO HEMORRHAGE FOLLOHING INJURY* HITHOUT HENTIoN
OF OPEN INTRAcRANIAL HOUNO, HITH NO LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS
SUBARACHNUIO HEMORRHAGE FOLLOHING INJURY9 HITHOUT MENTION
OF OPEN INTRACRANIAL HOUNO, liITH BRIEF (LESS THAN ONE HOUR)
LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS
SUBARACHNOIO HEMORRHAGE FOLLOHING INJURYS HITHOUT HENTIoN
OF OPEN INTRAcRANIAL HOUNO. HITH PROLONGEO (MORE THAN 24 HOURS)
LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS ANO RETURN TO PRE-EXISTING CONSCIOUS
LEVEL
SUBARACHNO IO HEMORRHAGE FoLLOHING INJURY. HITHOUT HE NTIoN
OF OPEN INTRACRANIAL HOUNO, HITH PROLONGEO (HCH7E THAN 24
HOURS) LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS, HITHOUT RETURN TO PRE-EXISTING
CONSCIOUSNESS
EXTRAMURAL HEMORRHAGE FOLLOHING INJURY, HITHOUT HENTION OF OPEN




CONSCIOUSNESS, HITHOUT RETURN TO PRE-EXISTING CONSCIOUS LEVEL
EXTRAMURAL HEMORRHAGE FOLLOHING INJURY, HITHOUT MENTION OF
OPEN INTRACRANIAL HOUNO, HITH LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS OF
UNSPECI FI EO OURATION
OTHER ANO uNSPECIFI EO INTRACRANIAL HEMORRHAGE FOLLOHING INJURY
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED INTRACRANIAL HEMORRHAGE FOLLOHING INJURY,
WITHOUT HENTION OF OPEN INTRACRANIAL uOUNO
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED INTRACRANIAL HEMORRHAGE FOLLOHING INJURY,








SU8ARACHM310 HEMORRHAGE FOLLOHING INJURYC HITHOUT MENTION
OF OPEN INTRACRANIAL HOUNO, lJITH LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS OF
UNSPECI FI EO OURATION
SUBARACHNOIO HEHORRHAGE FOLLOHING INJURYS HITHOUT HENTIOON
.01 OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED INTRACRANIAL HEMORRHAGE FoLLOHING INJURYS
UITHOUT HENTION OF OPEN INTRACRANIAL HOUNO, M ITH NO LOSS OF
CONSCIOUSNESS
.06
.02 OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED INTRACRANIAL HEMORRHAGE FOLLOHING INJURY*
HITHOUT HENTION OF OPEN INTRACRANIAL HOUNO, WITH BRIEF (LESS
ii
0) .03
THAN ONE HOUR) LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS








TRAUMATIC HEMOTHORAX HITHoUT MENTION OF OPEN liOUNO INTO THORAX
TRAUMATIC HEMOTHORAX HITH OPEN IIOUNO INTO THORAX
TRAUHAT IC PNEUHOHEMOTHORAX HITHOUT MENTION OF OPEN liOUNO INTO
THORAX
TRAUMATIC PNEUHOHEHOTHORAX HITH OPEN MOUND INTO THORAX
INJURY TO HEART ANO LUNG
-...—.
141THOUT-HENTION OF OPEN INTRACRANIAL wOUNOS WITH 140DERATE
(1-24 HOURS) LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED INTRACRANIAL HEMORRHAGE FOLLOWING INJURY*
uITHOUT HENTION OF OPEN INTRACRANIAL HOUND, HITH PROLONGEO
(MORE THAN 24 HOURS) Loss OF CON5CIOUSNES5 ANO RETURN TO PRE-
ExISTING CONSCIOUS LEVEL
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED INTRACRANIAL HEMORRHAGE FOLLOWING INJURY.
HITHOUT MENTION OF OPEN INTRACRANIAL HOUND, !dITH PROLONGEO
[HORE THAN 24 HOURS) LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS, MITHOUT RETURN TO
.04
HEART INJURY, HITHOUT IIENTIoN OF OPEN HOuNO INTO THORAX
UNSPECIF IEO INJURY TO HEART HITHOUT HENTION OF OPEN MOUNO INTO
THORAX.05
CONTUSION OF HEART WITHOUT 14ENTION OF OPEN MOUNO INTO THORAX
LACERATION OF HEART klITHOUT PENETRATION OF HEART CHAMBERS OR
MENTION OF OPEN ilOUNO INTO THORAX
HEART INJURY, HITH OPEN UOUNO INTO THORAX
LACERATION OF HEART HITHOUT PENETRATION OF HEART CHAMBERS,
wITH OPEN HOUNO INTO THORAX
.01
.02
PRE-EXISTING coNsc Ious LEVEL
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED INTRACRANIAL HEMORRHAGE FOLLOHING IN JURYS
MITHOUT MENTION OF OPEN INTRACRANIAL HOUNO, WITH LOSS OF
CONSCIOUSNESS OF UNSPECIFIED OURATION
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED INTRACRANIAL HEMORRHAGE FOLLOHING INJURYS





















LACERATION OF HEART UITH PENETRATION OF HEART CHAMBERS AND
OPEN HOUND INTO THORAX
.09
LUNG INJURY, HITHOUT MENTION OF OPEN IIOUNO INTO THORAX
UNSPECIFIED INJURY TO LUNG HITHOUT HENTION OF OPEN 140UN0
INTO THORAX
CONTUSION OF LUNG HfTHOUT MENTION OF OPEN HOUNO INTO THORAX
LACERATION OF LUNG III ITHOUT 14ENTION OF OPEN MOUNO INTO THORAX
LUNG INJURY, IIIITH OPEN HOUNO INTo THORAX
UNSPECIFIED INJURY TO LUNG wITH ‘OPEN iiOUNO INTO THORAX
CONTUSION OF LUNG kIITH OPEN MOUNO INTO THORAX
LACERATI~ OF LUNG WITH OPEN HOUNO INTO THORAX
INJURY TO OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED INTRATHORACIC ORGANS
INJURY TO OIAPHRAG#l wITHOUT HENTION OF OPEN HOUND INTO CAVITY
INJURY TO OIAPHRAGH liITH OPEN HOUND INTO CAVITY
INJURY TO OTHER SPECIFIEO INTRATHORACIC ORGANS 141THOUT MENTION
OF OPEN HOUNO INTO CAVITY
INJURY TO BRONCHUS WITHOUT MENTION OF OPEN liOUNO INTO CAVITY
INJURY TO ESOPHAGUS HIT HOUT MENTION OF OPEN HOUNO INTO CAVITY
INJURY TO OTHER SPECIFIEO INTRATHORACIC ORGANS MI THOUT
MENTION DF OPEN HOUND INTO CAVITY
INJURY TO OTHER SPECIFIED IN TRATHORACIC ORGANS HITH OPEN UOUNO
INTO CAVITY
UNSPECIFIEO
OTHER ANO uNSPECIFIED INTRACRANIAL HEMORRHAGE FOLLOIIING INJURY
UITH OPEN INTRACRANIAL UOUNO
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED INTRACRANIAL HEMORRHAGE FOLLOHING INJURY*
HITH OPEN INTRACRANIAL HOUNO, liITH STATE OF CONSCIOUSNESS
UNSPECIFIED
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED INTRACRANIAL HEMORRHAGE FOLLOHING INJURY,
WITH OPEN INTRACRANIAL klOUNO* HITH BRIEF (LESS THAN ONE HOUR)
LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED INTRACRANIAL HEMORRHAGE FOLLOHING INJURY,
wITH OPEN INTRACRANIAL HOUNOS HITH LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS OF
uNSPEC1 FIEO OURATION
INTRACRANIAL INJURY OF OTHER AND UNSPECIFIED NATURE
INTRACRANIAL INJuRY OF OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED NATURE wITHOUT
MENTION OF OPEN INTRACRANIAL HOUNO
INTRACRANIAL INJURY OF OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED NATURE, HXTHOUT









INTRACRANIAL INJURY OF OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED NATURE, liITHOUT





INJURY TO OTHER SPECIFIEO INTRATHORACIC ORGANS 141TH OPEN uOUNO
INTO CAVITY
NESS
INTRACRANIAL INJURY OF OTHER AND UNSPECIFIED NATURE, MITHOUT
MENTION OF OPEN INTRACRANIAL UOUNO, UITH BRIEF (LESS THAN ONE
HOUR ) LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS
INTRACRANIAL INJURY OF OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED NATURE, HITHOUT
14ENT ION OF OPEN INTRACRANIAL MOUNOt HITH HOOERATE ( 1-24 HOURS)
LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS
INTRACRANIAL INJURY OF OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED NATURE, HITHOUT
MENTION OF OPEN INTRACRANIAL WOUNOT HITH PROLONGEO (MORE THAN
24 HOURS} LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS ANO RETURN TO PRE-EXISTING
.02
INJURY TO MULTIPLE ANO UNSPECIFI EO INTRATHORAC XC ORGANS HITHOUT
HENTION OF OPEN HOUNO INTO CAVITY
INJURY TO MULTIPLE ANO uNSPECXFIEO INTRATHORAC IC ORGANS MITH















INJURY TO GASTROINTESTINAL TRACT
INJURY TO STOMACH wITHOUT MENTION OF OPEN HOUND INTO CAVITY
INJURY TO STOMACH WITH OPEN HOUNO INTO CAVITY




INTRACRANIAL INJURY OF OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED NATURE, HITHOUT
HENT ION OF OPEN INTRACRANIAL WOUNO, liITH PROLONGEO (HORE THAN
24 HOURS) LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS, HITHOUT RETURN TO PRE-EXISTING
CONSCIOUS LEVEL
INTRACRANIAL INJURY OF OTHER AND UNSPECIFIED NATURE, HITHOUT
MENTION OF OPEN INTRACRANIAL HOUNO, UITH LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS
‘XNJURy To SHALL INTESTINE, UN5PECIFIE0 SITE, UITHOUT MENTION
OF OPEN HOUNO INTO CAVITY
INJURY TO OUOOENUN HITHOUT HENTION OF OPEN HOUNO INTO CAVITY
OTHER INJURY TO SMALL INTESTINE HITHOUT t4ENTION OF OPEN MOUNO
INTO CAVITY
INJURY TO SHALL INTESTINE HITH OPEN HOUNO INTO CAVITY
INJURY TO SHALL INTESTINE, UNSPECIFIED SITE, HITH OPEN liOUNO
INTO CAVITY
INJURY TO OUOOENUH wITH OPEN HOUNO INTO CAVITY
OTHER INJURY TO SHALL INTESTINE HITH OPEN HOUND INTO CAVITY
INJuRY TO COLON OR RECTUM UITHOUT MENTION OF OPEN HOUND INTO
CAVITY
INJuRY TO COLON, UNSPECIFIED SITE, HITHOUT MENTION OF OPEN
MOUNO INTO CAVITY
INJURY TO TRANSVERSE COLON UXTHOUT HENTION OF OPEN MOUNO
INTo CAVITY





INTRACRANIAL INJURY OF OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED NATURE, HITHoUT
MENTION OF OPEN INTRACRANIAL UOUNOS WITH CONCUSSIONS
.09
UNSPECIFIED
INTRACRANIAL INJURY OF OTHER AND UNSPECIFIED NATURE liITH OPEN
INTRACRANIAL HOUNO
INTRACRANIAL INJURY OF OTHER AND UNSPECIFIED NATURE, 141TH OPEN
INTRACRANIAL HOUNO, WITH STATE OF CONSCIOUSNESS UNSPECIFI EO
INTRACRANIAL INJURY OF OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED NATURE, WITH OPEN
INTRACRANIAL WOUND, WITH NO LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS
INTRACRANIAL INJURY OF OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED NATURE, HITH OPEN














INJURY TO RECTUH HITHOUT MENTION OF OPEN 140UN0 INTO CAVITY
OTHER INJURY TO COLON OR RECTUH ldITHOUT HENTION OF OPEN
WOUNO INTO CAVITY
INJURY TO COLON OR RECTU#l WITH OPEN WDUND INTO CAVITY
INJURY TO COLON, UNSPECIFIED SITE, WITH OPEN HOUNO INTO CAVITY
INJURY TO ASCENOING (RIGHT) COLON WITH OPEN HOUNO INTO CAVITY
INJuRY TO TRANSVERSE COLON WITH OPEN WOUND INTO CAVITY
INJuRy TO 0E5cEN01NG (LEFT) COLON WITH OPEN WOUNO INTO CAVITY
CONSCIOUSNESS
INTRACRANIAL INJURY OF OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED NATURE, ldITH OPEN
iNTRACRAidiAL WOUNO, wITH PROLONGEO {MORE THAN 24 HOURS) LOSS OF
CONSCIOUSNESS, wITHOUT RETuRN TO PRE-EXISTING CONSCIOUS LEVEL
TRAUHATIC PNEuMOTHORAX ANO HE140THORAX












INJURY TO SIGMOIO COLON HITH OPEN HOUNO INTo CAVITY
INJURY TO RECTUH HITH OPEN UOUNO INTO CAVITY
INJURY TO MULTIPLE SITES IN COLON ANO RECTUM H ITH OPEN MOUNO
INTo CAVITY
INJURY TO OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED GAsTRoINTESTINAL SITES
HITHOUT HENTION OF OPEN blOUNO INTo CAVITY
INJURY TO GASTRO INTESTINAL TRACT, UNSPECIFIED SITE, liITHOUT
MENTION OF OPEN HOUNO INTO CAVITY
INJURY TO HEAO OF PANCREAS HITHOUT MENTION OF OPEN HOUNO INTo
CAVITY
INJURY TO BOOY OF PANCREAS WITHOUT HENTION OF OPEN UOUNO INTO
CAVITY





LACERATION OF KIONEY lJITHOUT MENTION OF OPEN HOUNO INTO CAVITY
INJuRY TO KIONEY wITH OPEN HOUNO INTO CAVITY
UNSPECIFIED INJURY TO KIONEY WITH OPEN 140UN0 INTO CAVITY
HEHATONA OF KIONEY, bII THOUT RUPTURE OF CAPSULE. HITH OPEN
ldOUNO INTo CAVITY
LACERATION OF KIONEY WITH OPEN bJOUNO INTO CAVITY




INJURY TO PELV XC ORGANS







INJURY TO BLAOOER ANO URETHRA HITH OPEN MOUNO INTO CAVITY







INJURY TO PANCREAS, MULTIPLE ANO UNSPECIFIED SITES, UITHOUT
MENTION OF OPEN IAOUNO INTO CAVITY
INJURY TO URETER HITH OPEN WOUNO INTo CAVITY
INJURY TO UTERUS WITHOUT MENTION OF OPEN IAOUNO INTO CAVITY




INJURY TO OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED GASTROINTESTINAL SITES HITHOUT
HENTION OF OPEN IAOUNO INTO CAVITY
INJURY TO OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED GASTROINTESTINAL SITES HITH
OPEN HOUNO INTO CAVITY
INJURY TO BOOY OF PANCREAS WITH OPEN UOUNO INTO CAVITY
INJURY TO TAIL OF PANCREAS HITH OPEN IIIOUNO INTO CAVITY
INJURY TO PANCREAS, HULTIPLE ANO UNSPECIFIED SITES, HITH OPEN
UOUNO INTO CAVITY
INJURY TO APPENOIX UITH OPEN HOUNO INTO CAVITY
INJURY TO OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED GASTROINTESTINAL SITES IAITH
OPEN IAOLNO INTO CAVITY
INJURY TO LIVER
INJuRY TO LIVER wITHOUT HENTION OF OPEN IAOUNO INTO CAVITY
UNSPECIFIED INJURY TO LIVER MI THOUT MENTION OF OPEN
blOUNO INTO CAVITY
HEHATOHA ANO CONTUSION OF LIVER HITHOUT HENTION
OF OPEN HOUNO INTO CAVITY
LACERATION OF LIVER? flINOR~ HITHOUT MENTION OF OPEN
l#OUNO INTO CAVITY
LACERATION OF LIVER* HOOERATEt HITHOUT MENTION OF OPEN l@lJNO
OPEN IAOUNO INTO CAVITY
INJURY TO OTHER SPECIFIEO PELVIC ORGANS tAITH OPEN HOUNO INTO
CAVITY
.7
.8 INJURY TO UNSPECIFIED PELVIC ORGAN HITHOUT HENTION OF OPEN
HOUNO INTO CAVITY
INJURY TO L?ASPECIFIEO PELVIC ORGAN HITH OPEN III(IUNO INTO CAVITY












INJURY TO UNSPECIFIED INTRA-ABOOMINAL ORGAN UITHOUT MENTION OF
OPEN UOW40 INTO CAVITY






.02 INJURY TO BILE OUCT ANO GALLBLAOOER HITHOUT flENTION OF OPEN
HOUNO I N70 CAVITY
INJURY TO PERITONEUM HITHOUT F!ENTION OF OPEN HOUNO INTO CAVITY

















INJURY TO OTHER ANO MULTIPLE INTRA-ABOOHINAL ORGANS HITHOUT
HENT ION OF OPEN HOUNO INTO CAVITY
.09
INTO CAVITY




INJURY TO OTHER INTRA-ABOOHINAL ORGANS HITH OPEN HOUNO INTO
CAVITY
INJURY TO UNSPECIFIED INTRA-ABOOHINAL ORGAN HITH OPEN
HOUNO INTO CAVITY
INJURY TO BILE OUCT ANO GALLBLAOOER HITH OPEN HOUNO INTO
CAVITY
INJURY TO PERITONEUM HITH OPEN HOUNO INTO CAVITY
INJURY TO RETROPERITONEUM HITH OPEN HOUNO INTO CAVITY
INJURY TO OTHER ANO MULTIPLE INTRA-ABOOHINAL ORGANS HITH
OPEN hQUNO INTO CAVITY
OTHER INJURY TO LIVER HITHOUT HENTION OF OPEN UOUNO INTO CAVITY
INJURY TO LIVER MITH OPEN HOUNO INTO CAVITY
UNSPECIF IEO INJURY TO LIVER WITH OPEN WOUNO INTO CAVITY
LACERATION OF LIVER* MINOR* WITH OPEN WOUNO INTO CAVITY
LACERATICUA OF LIVER* 1400 ERATE9 WITH OPEN MOUNO INTO CAVITY
LACERATION OF LIVERt MAJORS WITH OPEN WOUNO INTO CAVITY






INJURY TO SPLEEN WITHOUT HENTION OF OPEN WOUNO INTO CAVITY
UNSPECIFIED INJURY TO SPLEEN WITHOUT 14ENTION OF OPEN WOUNO
INTO CAVITY
HEMATOHA OF SPLEEN, WITHOUT RUPTURE OF CAPSULE, WITHOUT











INTERNAL INJUtY TO UNSPECIFIED OR ILL-OEFINEO ORGANS
INTERNAL INJURY TO UNSPECIFIED OR ILL-OEFINEO ORGANS WITHOUT
HENTION OF OPEN WOUNO INTO CAVITY





OPEN WOUNO OF OCULAR AONEXA
CAPSULAR TEARS TO SPLEEN* WITHOUT MAJOR DISRUPTION OF
PARENCHYHAt WITHOUT HENTION OF OPEN WOUNO INTO CAVITY
LACERATI~ OF SPLEEN EXTENOING INTO PARENCHYMA WITHOUT
MENTION OF OPEN WOUNO INTO CAVITY
HASSIVE PARENCHYMAL DISRUPTION OF SPLEEN WITHOUT HENTION OF
oPEN HOUNO INTO CAVITY
OTHER INJURY TO SPLEEN WITHOUT MENTION OF OPEN WOUNO INTO
LACERATION OF SKIN OF EYELIO ANO PERIOCULAR AREA
LACERATION OF EYELIO, FULL-THICKNESS, NOT INVOLVING
LACRIHAL PASSAGES
LACERATION OF EYELIO INVOLVING LACRIMAL PASSAGES
PENETRATING WOUNO OF ORBIT, WITHOUT MENTION OF FOREIGN BOOY
PENETRATING WOUNO OF ORBIT WITH FOREIGN BOOY
OTHER SPECIFIEO OPEN WOUNOS OF OCULAR AONEXA




INJURY TO SPLEEN WITH OPEN WOUNO INTO CAVITY








OPEN wOUNO OF EYEBALL
OCULAR LACERATION wITHOUT PROLAPSE OF INTRAOCULAR TISSUE
OCLLAR LACERATION HITH PROLAPSE OR EXPOSURE OF INTRAoCULAR
T IS SIIF
CAPSULAR TEARS TO SPLEEN, WITHOUT HAJOR DISRUPTION OF
PARENCHYllA, WITH OPEN WOUNO INTO CAVITY
LACERATI ffl OF SPLEEN EXTENOING INTO PARENCHYHA HITH OPEN
liOUNO INTO CAVITY
HASSIVE PARENCHYMAL DISRUPTION OF SPLEEN wITH OPEN WOUNO
INTO CAVITY
INJURY TO KILMEY
INJURY TO KIONEY wITHOUT HENTION OF OPEN MOUNO INTO CAVITY
UNSPECIFIED INJURY TO KIONEY WITHOUT HENTION OF OPEN WOUNO
INTO CAVITY
HEHATOHA OF KIONEY, WITHOUT RUPTURE OF CAPSULE c HITHOUT




















UNSPECIFIED LACERATION OF EYE
PENETRATION OF EYEBALL WITH MAGNETIC FOREIGN BOOY
PENETRATION OF EYEBALL IAITH (NoNMAGNETIc) FOREIGN BOOY
UNSPECIFIED OCULAR PENETRATIoN
UN SPECI FIEO OPEN WOUNO OF EYEBALL
OPEN WOUNO OF EAR
OPEN WOUNO OF EXTERNAL EAR, WITHOUT MENTION OF COMPLICATION




























































OPEN MOUNO OF AURICLE* HITHOUT I’IENTION OF COMPLICATION
OPEN UOUNO OF AU OITORY CANAL* U17HOUT MENTION OF COMPLICATION
OPEN HOUNO OF EXTERNAL EAR* CO14PLICATE0
oPEN IIOUNO OF EX7ERNAL EAR* UNSPECIFIED SITE, CO HPLICATEO
OPEN UOUNO OF AuRICLE, COHPLICATEO
OPEN UOUNO OF OTHER SPECIFIEO PARTS OF EAR, wITHOUT I4ENTION OF
COtiPLICATION
OPEN HOUNO OF EAR ORUfl* HITHOUT MENTION OF COHPLICATION
OPEN uOUNO OF OTHER ANO MULTIPLE SITES OF EAR, WITHOUT
MENTION OF COMPLICATION
OPEN UOUNO OF OTHER SPECIFIEO PARTS OF EAR, COHPLICATEO
OPEN UOUNO OF OTHER ANO HULTIPLE SITES OF EAR, COMPLICATE
OPEN HOUNO OF EARs PART UNSPECIFIED, liITHOUT MENTION OF
COHPLICATION
oPEN ilOUNO OF EAR, PART UNSPECIFIED* COMPLICATE
OTHER OPEN UOUNO OF HEAO
OPEN HOUNO OF SCALP, HITHOUT MENTION OF COMPLICATION
OPEN HOUNO OF SCALP, CO$IPLICATEO
OPEN HOUNO OF NOSE, WITHOUT HENTION OF COMPLICATION
OPEN UOUNO OF NOSE, UNSPECIFIED SITE, WITHOUT
MENTION OF COMPLICATION
OPEN HOUNO OF NASAL SEPTUM, liITHOUT MENTION OF COMPLICATION
oPEN HOUNO OF NASAL CAVITY? WITHOUT MENTION OF COMPLICATION
OPEN HOUND OF MULTIPLE SITES OF NOSE, MIT HOUT
14ENTION OF COMPLICATION
OPEN uOUNO OF NOSE, CO14PLICATE0
OPEN HOUNO OF NOSE, uNSPECXFIEO SITE, COMPLICATE
OPEN uOUNO OF NASAL SEPTUM, COHPLICATEO
OPEN HOUNO OF 14ULTIPLE SITES OF NOSE, COf4PLICATE0
OPEN HOUNO OF FACE, klITHOUT MENTION OF COMPLICATION
OPEN HOUNO OF FACE, UNSPECIFIED SITE, wITHOUT
HENTI@W OF COMPLICATION
OPEN liOUNO OF CHEEK, wITHOUT MENTION OF CO14PLICATION
OPEN HOUND OF FOREHEAD, HITHOUT MENTION OF COMPLICATION
OPEN ldOUNO OF LIP, UITHOUT MENTION OF COMPLICATION
OPEN MOUNO OF JAM, WITHOUT MENTION OF COMPLICATION
OPEN UOUNO OF OTHER ANO MuLTIPLE SITES OF FACE, UITHOUT
MENTION OF COMPLICATION
OPEN HDUNO OF FACE, COHPLICATEO
OPEN uOUNO OF FACE, UNSPECIFIED SITE, COMPLICATE
OPEN w)UNO OF CHEEKS COMPLICATE
OPEN HOUND OF FOREHEAOS COMPLICATE
OPEN HOUNO OF LIP, COHPLICATEO
OPEN MOUNO OF JAM, COMPLICATE
OPEN HOUNO OF OTHER ANO MULTIPLE SITES OF FACE, COMPLICATE
OPEN HOUNO OF INTERNAL STRUCTURES OF MOUTH. HITHOUT MENTION
OF COMPLICATION
OPEN MOUND OF MOUTH, uNSPECIFIED SITE, MI THOUT
14ENTION OF COMPLICATION
OPEN HOUNO OF BuCCAL HUCOSA, WITHOUT MENTION OF COMPLICATION
OPEN HOUNO OF GUM (ALVEDLAR PROCESS). HITHOUT
MENTION OF COMPLICATION
OPEN HOUND OF TOOTH (BROKEN), wITHOUT MENTION OF COHPLICATICN
OPEN HOUND OF TONGUE AND FLOOR OF MOUTH, MITHOUT
HENTION OF COMPLICATION
OPEN HOUNO OF PALATE, liITHOUT HENTION OF COMPLICATION
OPEN HOUND OF OTHER ANO HULTIPLE SITES OF HOUTH, liITHOUT
MENTION OF COMPLICATION
OPEN HOUNO OF INTERNAL sTRUCTURES OF IIOUTH, COHPLICATEO
OPEN HOUNO OF HOUTH, UNSPECIFIED SITE, COMPLICATE
oPEN MOUNO OF BUCCAL HUCOSA, COMPLICATED
OPEN UOUNO OF TOOTH (BROKEN), COMPLICATE
OPEN HOUNO OF TONGUE ANO FLOOR OF MoUTH* Complicate
OPEN HOUNO OF OTHER ANO MULTIPLE SITES OF I’IOUTH? COHPLICATEO
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED OPEN WOUNO OF HEAO HITHDUT MENTION OF
COMPLI CAT ION
OTHER ANO OWSPECIFIEO OPEN UOUNO OF HEAO, COMPLICATE
OPEN HOUNO OF NECK
OPEN HOUNO OF IARYNX ANO TRACHEA, MITHOUT HENTION OF
COMPLICATION
oPEN ldOUNO OF LARYNX WITH TRACHEA* HITHOUT MENTION
OF COMPLICATION






























































OPEN WOUND OF LARYNX ANO TRACHEA, COHPLICATEO
OPEN MOUNO OF LARYNX UITH TRACHEA, COMPLICATED
OPEN HOUNO OF LARYNXC COMPLICATE
OPEN liOUNO OF TRACHEA, COt4PLICATE0
OPEN HOUND OF THYROID GLANO, HITHOUT HENTION OF COMPLICATION
OPEN wOUNO OF PHARYNX, MITHOUT HENTION OF COMPLICATION
OPEN HOUNO OF PHARYNX, COMPLICATED
OPEN ldOUNO OF OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED PARTS OF NECK, HITHOUT
HENTION OF COMPLICATION
OPEN UOUNO OF OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED PARTS OF NECK, COHPLICATEO
OPEN HOUNO OF CHEST (WALL)
OPEN HOUNO OF CHEST (HALL), HITHOUT MENTION OF COHPLICATIDN
OPEN 140uN0 OF cHEs T (MALL), COMPLICATED
OPEN !dOUNO OF 8ACK
OPEN HOUNO OF BACK, HITHOUT MENTION OF COMPLICATION
OPEN liOUNO OF BACK, CO14PL1CATE0
OPEN HOUNO OF BuTTOCK
OPEN 140UN0 OF BUTTOCK, WITHOUT HENTION OF COMPLICATION
OPEN HOUNO OF 8UTTOCK, COMPLICATED
OPEN UOUNO OF GENITAL oRGANS (ExTERNAL), INCLUDING TRAUHATIC
AMPUTATION
OPEN HOUND OF PENIS, lJITHOUT MENTION OF COMPLICATION
OPEN HOUNO OF PENIS, COFIPLICATEO
OPEN kiOUNO OF SCROTUM ANO TESTES, HITHOUT MENTION OF
COMPLICATION
OPEN HOUNO OF VULVA. HITHOUT MENTION OF COMPLICATION
OPEN liOUNO OF VAGINA, liITHOUT 14ENTION OF COMPLICATION
OPEN HOUND OF VAGINA, COHPLICATEO
OPEN HOUNO OF OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED PARTS OF GENITAL ORGANS
(EXTERNAL), umiouT MENTION OF COMPLICATION
OPEN lJOUNO OF OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED SITES, ExCEPT LIMBS
OPEN uOUNO OF BREAST, HITHOUT HE NT ION OF COMPLICATION
OPEN HOUNO OF EULEAST, CO I’IPLICATEO
OPEN uOUNO OF ABDOMINAL WALL. ANTERIOR, HITHOUT MENTION OF
‘citipLicATIoN
OPEN UOUNO OF ABOOMINAL HALL, ANTERIOR, COHPLICATEO
OPEN MOUNO OF ABOO141NAL WALL, LATERAL, HITHOUT MENTION OF
COMPLICATION
OPEN WOUNO OF ABOOMINAL HALL, LATERAL, COUP LICATEO
OPEN HOUNO OF OTHER AND UNSPECIFIED PARTS OF TRuNK, HITHOUT
MENTION OF COMPLICATION
OPEN liOUNO OF OTHER AND UNSPECIFIED PARTS OF TRUNKS
COMPLICATED
OPEN HOUNO(S) (HULTIPLE) OF UNSPECIFIED SITE(S), wITHOUT
MENTION OF COMPLICATION
OPEN HO UNO(S) (MULTIPLE) OF uNsp EcIFx EO SITE(s), COHPLICATEO
OPEN UOUNO OF SHOULOER ANO UPPER ARM
OPEN HOUNO OF SHOULOER ANO UPPER ARII, lfITHOUT MENTION OF
COMPLICATION
OPEN HOUNO OF SHOULOER REGION, HITHOUT HENTION OF COMPLICATION
OPEN MOUNO OF SCAPULAR REGION, HITHOUT MENTION OF COMPLICATION
OPEN HOUNO OF AXILLARY REGION, wITHoUT MENTION OF COMPLICATION
OPEN uOUNO OF UPPER ARM, wITHOUT MENTIoN OF COMPLICATION
OPEN HOUNO OF )OJLTIPLE SITES OF sHOULOER ANO UPPER ARH* HITHOUT
MENTION OF COMPLICATION
oPEN HOUND OF SHOULOER ANO UPPER ARH. COMPLICATED-.
OPEN” UOUNO OF SHOULOER REG1ON, COHPLICATEO
OPEN HOUNO OF SCAPULAR REGION, COMPLICATE
OPEN HOUNO OF AX ILLARY REGION, COHPLICATEO
OPEN HOUNO OF UPPER ARM, COMPLICATED
OPEN MOUNO OF HULTIPLE SITES OF SHOULOER ANO UPPER ARHs
COHPLICATEO
OPEN HOUNO OF SHOULOER ANO UPPER ARH, ldITH TENOON INVOLVEMENT
OPEN HOUNO OF SHOULOER REGIDN, wITH TENDON INVOLVEMENT
OPEN 140UN0 OF AX ILLARY REGION, WITH TENOON INVOLVEMENT
OPEN IAOUNO OF UPPER ARM, HITH TENOON INVOLVEMENT
OPEN UOUNO OF ELBOH, FOREARM, ANO HRIST
OPEN WOUNO OF ELBOH, FOREARM* ANO WRIST, llf THOUT MENTION OF
CQt!PLI CAT ION
OPEN HOUND OF FOREARM, HITHOUT MENTION OF COMPLICATION
OPEN HOUNO OF EL80H, HITHOUT HENTION OF COMPLICATION
OPEN HoUNO OF WRIST, HITHOUT MENTION OF CO14PLICATION
oPEN ldo UNO OF ELBOH, FOR EARH, ANO WRIST, CO HPLICATEO

























































OPEN HOUND OF ELBDU, COHPI. ICATEO
OPEN HOUNO OF MRIST, CLIHPLICATEO
OPEN HOUNO OF ELBOH, FOR EARH, ANO liRISTr UITH TENOON
INVOLVEMENT
OPEN HOUNO OF FOREARM, UITH TENOON INVOLVEIIENT
OPEN ilOUNO OF ELBOH, uITH TENDON INVOLVEMENT
OPEN UOUNO OF HRIST; HITH TENOON INVOLVEMENT
OPEN HOUNO OF HAND EXCEPT FINGER(s) ALONE
OPEN HOUNO OF HANO EXCEPT FINGER(S) ALONE, liITHOUT 14ENTION OF
CO#lPLICATION
OPEN liOUNO OF HANO EXCEPT FINGER(S) ALONE* COHPLICATEO
OPEN HOUNO OF HANO EXCEPT FINGER(S) ALONES HITH TENOON
INVOLVEMENT
OPEN UOUNO OF FINGER(S)
OPEN liOUNO OF FINGER(S), UITHOUT MENTION OF COMPLICATION
OPEN HOUNO OF FINGER(S), COHPLICATEO
OPEN HOUNO OF FINGER(S), UITH TENOON INVOLVEMENT
HULTIPLE AND UNSPECIFIED OPEN IAOUNO OF UPPER LIMB
HuLTIPLE ANO UNSPECIFIED OPEN HOUNO OF UPPER LIMB, ldITHOUT
MENTION OF COMPLICATION
HULTIPLE ANO UNSPECIFIED OPEN HOUNO OF UPPER LIHB, COHPLICATEO
MULTIPLE AKI uNSPECIFIED OPEN liOUNO OF UPPER LIHB, HITH TENOON
INVOLVEMENT
TRAUMATIC AMPUTATION OF THUHB (COHPLETE) (pARTIAL)
TRAuHATxc AmpUtatiOn OF THUHB (complete) (martial). HITHOUT
HENTION OF COHPLICATIDN
TRAUHATIC AMPUTATION OF TtluHB (COf4PLETE) (PARTIAL), COHPLICATEO
TRAUMTIC AMPUTATION OF OTHER FINGER(S) (cOHpLETE) (pARTIAL)
TRAUHATIC AMPUTATION OF OTHER FINGER(S) (COHpLETE) (pARTIAL)9
HITHOUT HENTION OF COHPI.ICATION
TRAUHATIC AMPUTATION OF OTHER FINGER(S) (COHPLETE) (PARTIAL).
CO!lPLICATEO
TRAUHATIC A14puTATIoN OF ARH ANO HANO (cOHpLETE) (PARTIAL)
TRAUHATIC AMPUTATION OF ARH ANO HANO (COHPLETE) (PARTIAL).
UNILATERAL, BELOU ELBOld, UITHOUT HENTION OF COMPLICATION -
TRAUHATIC AMPUTATION OF ARH ANO HANO (COMPLETE) (PARTIAL).
UNILATERAL, AT OR ABOVE ELBOH, UITHDUT HENTION OF COMPLICATION
TRAUHATIC AMPUTATION OF ARM ANO HANO (COHPLETE) (PARTIAL)~
UNILATERAL, LEVEL NOT SPECIFIEO, HITHOUT HENTION OF
COMPLICATION
OPEN WOUNO OF HIP ANO THIGH
OPEN UOUNO OF HIP ANO THIGH, HITHOUT MENTION OF COMPLICATION
OPEN HOUNO OF HIP ANO THIGH, COHPLICATEO
OPEN HOUNO OF HIP ANO THIGH, HITH TENOON INVOLVEMENT
OPEN HOUNO OF KNEE, LEG (EXCEPT THIGH), ANO ANKLE
OPEN HOUNO OF KNEE, LEG (EXCEPT THIGHIs
MENTION OF COMPLICATION
OPEN HOUNO OF KNEEC LEG (EXCEPT THIGH)9
OPEN HOUNO OF KNEE, LEG (EXCEPT THIGH)*
INVOLVEMENT
OPEN liOUNO OF FOOT EXCEPT TOE(S) ALONE
OPEN HOUNO OF FoOT EXCEPT TOE(S) ALIX+E,
COMPLICATION
OPEN HOUNO OF FOOT EXCEPT TOE(S) ALONE,
OPEN lJOUNO OF FOOT EXCEPT TOE(S) ALONE.
I NVOLV EHENT
OPEN UOUNO OF TOE(S}
ANO ANKLE, HITHOUT
ANO ANKLE, CDHPLICATEO




OPEN UOUNO OF TOE(S), HITHDUT HENTIDN OF COMPLICATION
oPEN HOUND OF TOE(S), COHPLICATEO
OPEN WOUNO OF TOE(S), UITH TENOON INVOLVEMENT
HULTIPLE ANO UNSPECIFIED OPEN HOUNO OF LOUER LIHB
HULTIPLE ANO UNSPECIFIED OPEN HOUNO OF LOHER LIHB, UITHOUT
HENTIoN OF COMPLICATION
HULTIPLE ANO UNSPECIFIED OPEN HOUNO OF LOHER LIHB. COHPLICATEO
TRAuHATIc MpuTATION OF TOE(S) (COHpLETE) (PARTIAL)
TRAUHATIC AMPUTATION OF TOE(s) (COHpLETE) (PARTIAL), UITHOUT
HENTION OF COMPLICATION
TRAUHATIC AHPUTATIDN OF ToE(S) (COt4PLETE) [PARTIAL).
COHPLICATEO
TRAUNATIC AmpUtatiOn OF FOOT (COHpLETE) (PARTIAL)
TRAUHATIC AMPUTATION OF FOOT (COMPLETE) [PARTIAL)* UNILATERAL*
blITHOUT HENTION OF COMPLICATION








































































TRAUHATIC AMPUTATION OF LEG(S) (COHPLETE) (PARTIAL)
TRAUHATIC AHPUTATIm OF LEG(S) (COHPLETE) (PARTIAL),
UNILATERAL, BELOW KNEE, HITHOUT HENTION OF COMPLICATION
TRAuHATIc AHPUTATIDN OF LEG(S) (c0f4pLETE) (PARTIAL),
UNILATERAL, BELOIA KNEE, COHPLICATEO
TRAUHATIC AMPUTATION OF LEG(S) (COHPLETE) (PARTIAL)s
UNILATERAL, AT OR ABOVE KNEE, liITHDUT HENTION OF COMPLICATION
INJURY TO BLMO VESSELS OF HEAO ANO NECK
INJURY TO CAROTIO ARTERY
INJURY TO CAROTIO ARTERY, UNSPECIFIED
INJURY TO COHHON CAROTIO ARTERY
INJURY TO EXTERNAL CAROTIO ARTERY
INJURY TO INTERNAL JUGULAR VEIN
INJURY TO OTHER SPECIFIEO BLOOO VESSELS OF HEAO ANO NE
INJURY TO EXTERNAL JUGULAR VEIN
INJURY TO OTHER SPECIFIEO BLOOO VESSELS OF HEAO ANO
INJURY TO LWSPECIFIEO BLDDO VESSEL OF HEAO ANo NECK
INJURY TO BLODO VESSELS OF THORAX
!CK
NECK
INJURY TO THORACIC AORTA
INJURY TO INNOHINATE ANO SUBCLAVIAN ARTERIES
INJURY TO INNOHINATE ANO SUBCLAVIAN VEINS
INJURY TO OTHER SPECIFIEO BLODO VESSELS OF THORAX
INJURY TO INTERCOSTAL ARTERY OR VEIN
INJURY TO INTERNAL HAHHARY ARTERY OR VEIN
INJURY TO wmo VESSELS OF ABOO14EN ANO pELVIS
INJURY TO ABDOMINAL AORTA
INJURY TO INFERIOR VENA CAVA
INJURY TO INFERIOR VENA CAVA, UNSPECIFIED
INJURY TO HEPATIC VEINS
1NJUR% TO CELIAC ANO HESENTERIC ARTERIES
INJURY TO CELIAC ANO HESENTERIC ARTERIES, UNSPECIFIED
INJURY TO GASTRIC ARTERY
INJURY TO HEPATIC ARTERY
INJURY TO SPLENIC ARTERY
INJuRY TO OTHER SPECIFIEO BRANCHES OF CELIAC AXIS
INJURY To SUPERIDR HESENTERIC ARTERy (TRuNK)
INJURY TO INFERIoR HESENTERIC ARTERY
INJURY TO OTHER CELIAC ANO HESENTERIC ARTERIES
INJURY TO FURTAL ANO SPLENIC VEINS
INJURY TO OTHER PORTAL ANO SPLENIC VEINS
INJURY TO RENAL BLmO VESSELS
INJURY TO RENAL ARTERY
INJURY TO RENAL VEIN
IN.AJRY TO ILIAC BLLxJO VESSELS
INJURY TO ILIAC ARTERY
INJURY TO ILIAC VEIN
INJURY TO OTHER SPECIFIEO BLOOO VESSELS OF ABOOHEN ANO PELVIS
INJURY TO OVARIAN VEIN
INJURY TO OTHER SPECIFIEO BLLIOO VESSELS OF ABODHEN
INJURY TO ~SPECIFIELl BLDOO VESSEL OF ABOOHEN ANO PE1
INJURY TO BLmO VESSELS OF UPPER EXTREHITY
INJURY TO AX ILLARY BLOOO VESSELS
INJIXtY TO AXILLARY ARTERY
INJURY TO AXILLARY VEIN
INJURY TO ORACHIAL BLOOD VESSELS
INJuRY TO RALIIAL BLOOO VESSELS




INJURY TO PALHAR ARTERY
INJURY To at6xTm mmo VESSELS
IN.UJRY TO OTHER SPECIFIEO BLOOO VESSELS OF UPPER EXTREHITY
INJURY TO UNSPECIFIED BLmD VESSEL OF UPPER EXTREHITY
INJURY TO BLmD VESSELS OF LOHER EXTREHITY ANCI UNSPECIFIED
SITES
INJURY TO SUPERFICIAL FEllORAL ARTERY
INJURY TO FEMORAL VEINS
INJURY TO SAPHENJUS VEINS
INJURY TO mPLITEAL BLmO VESSELS
INJURY TO POPLITEAL ARTERY
INJURY TO POPLITEAL VEIN
INJURY To TIBIA BLaaa VESSELS
INJURY TO TIBIAL VESSEL(S), UNSPECIFIED
INJURY TO ANTERIOR TIBIAL ARTERY
INJURY TO ANTERIOR TIBIAL VEIN














INJURY TO OTHER SPECIFIED BLOOD VESSELS OF LOHER EXTREHITY
INJURY TO BLOOO VESSELS OF UNSPECIFIED SITE
LATE EFFECTS OF HUSCULOSKELETAL ANO CONNECTIVE TISSUE INJURIES
LATE EFFECT OF FRACTURE OF SKULL ANO FACE BONES
LATE EFFECT OF FRACTURE OF SPINE ANO TRUNK WITHOUT I4ENTION
OF SPINAL CORO LESION
LATE EFFECT OF FRACTURE OF UPPER ExTREMITIES
LATE EFFECT OF FRACTURE OF NECK OF FEMUR
LATE EFFECT OF FRACTURE OF LOUER EXTREMITIES
LATE EFFECT OF FRACTURE OF MULTIPLE ANO UNSPECIFIED BONES
LATE EFFECT OF OISLOCATION
LATE EFFECT OF SPRAIN ANO STRAIN HITHOUT MENTIoN OF TENOON
INJURY







INSECT BITE, NONVENOMOUS, OF SHOULOER ANO UPPER ARH, lNFECTEO
OTHER ANO IJNSPECIFIEO SUPERFICIAL INJURY OF SHOULOER ANO
UPPER ARH, WITHOUT MENTION OF INFECTION
SUPERFICIAL INJURY OF ELBOli, FOREARM, ANO wRIST
ABRASION OR FRICTION BURN OF ELBO!d, FOREARM? ANO WRIST*
HITHOUT 14ENTION OF INFECTION
ABRASION OR FRICTION BURN OF ELBOH, FOREAR14? ANO HRI$T*
lNFFCTFil. -----
BLISTER OF ELBOH, FOREARM, ANO blRIST, HITHOUT MENTIoN
OF INFECTION
INSECT BITE. NONVENOMOUS* OF ELBOM, FOREARMS ANO URI$T*
HITHOUT flENTION OF INFECTION
.4
.6 SUperfiCial FoREIGN BOOY (SPLINTER) OF ELBoii, FOREARM,







LATE EFFECT OF TRAUMAT KC AMPUTATION
IATE EFFECTS OF INJURIES TO SKIN ANO SUBCUTANEOUS TISSUES OTHER ANO uNSPECIFIED SUPERFICIAL INJURY OF ELBOk S
FOREARM, ANO HRIST, HITHOUT HENTION OF INFECTION
OTHER ANO UN SPECIFIED SUPERFICIAL INJURY OF ELBOH*
FOREARM, ANO HRIST, INFECTEO
SUPERFICIAL INJURY OF HANO(S) EXCEPT FINGER(S) ALONE
ABRASION OR FRICTION BURN OF HANO(S) EXCEPT FINGER(S) ALONE,
HITHOUT 14ENTION OF INFECTION





LATi E; FI+CT OF OPEN HOUNO OF HEAO, NECK, ANO TRUNK
LATE EFFECT OF OPEN HOUNO OF ExTREMITIES WITHOUT MENTION
OF TENOON INJURY
LATE EFFECT OF SUPERFICIAL INJURY
LATE EFFECT OF CONTUSION
LATE EFFECT OF CRUSHING
LATE EFFECT OF BURN OF EYE, FACE, HEAO, ANO NECK
LATE EFFECT OF BURN OF HRf ST ANO HANO
LATE EFFECT OF BURN OF OTHER EXTREMITIES
LATE EFFECT OF BURNS OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES
LATE EFFECT OF BURN OF uNSPECIFIED SITE
LATE EFFECTS OF INJURIES TO THE NERVOUS SYSTEM














.5 INSECT BITE, NONVENOMOUS* OF HANO(S) EXCEPT FINGER(S) ALONE*
lNFECTED-..
SUPERFICIAL FOREIGN BOOY (SPLINTER) OF HANo(s) EXCEPT
FINGER(S) ALONE, HITHOUT MAJOR OPEN MOUNO ANO HITHOUT
MENTION OF INFECTION
SUPERFICIAL FOREIGN BOOY (SPLINTER) OF HANO(S) EXCEPT
FINGER(S) ALONE, HITHOUT MAJOR OPEN HOUNO, INFECTEO
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED SUPERFICIAL INJURY OF HANO(S) EXCEPT
FINGER(S) ALONE, UITHOUT MENTION OF INFECTION
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED SUPERFICIAL INJURY OF HANO(S) EXCEPT
FINGER(S) ALONE, IN FECTEO
SUPERFICIAL INJURY OF FINGER(S)
.6
.7SKULL FRACTURE
LATE EFFECT OF INJURY TO CRANIAL NERVE








LATE EFFECT OF INJURY TO NERVE ROOT(S)$ SPINAL PLEXUS,
ANO OTHER NERVES OF TRUNK
LATE EFFECT OF INJURY TO PERIPHERAL NERVE OF SHOULOER.4
G IROLE ANO UPPER LIMB
LATE EFFECTS OF OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED INJURIES ABRASION OR FRICTION BURN OF FINGER(S), HITHOUT MENTION
OF INFECT ION
ABRASION OR FRICTION BURN OF FINGER(S), INFECTEO
INSECT BITE, NONVENOMOUS, OF FINGER(S), INFECTEO
SUPERFICIAL FOREIGN BOOy (SpLINTER) OF FINGER(s). HITHOuT
MAJOR OPEN HOUNO ANO WITHOUT MENTION OF INFECTION
SUPERFICIAL FOREIGN BOOY (SPLINTER) OF FINGER(S) , HITHOUT
HAJOR OPEN HOUNO, INFECTEO
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED SUPERFICIAL INJURY OF FINGER(S), IN FECTEO
SUPERFICIAL INJURY OF HIP, THIGH, LEG, ANO ANKLE
ABRASION OR FRICTION BURN OF HIP, THIGH? LEG, ANO ANKLE*






LATE EfFECT OF INTERNAL INJURY TO CHEST
LATE EFFECT OF INTERNAL INJURY TO INTRA-ABOOHINAL ORGANS
LATE EFFECT OF INTERNAL INJURY TO OTHER INTERNAL ORGANS
LATE EFFECT OF INJURY TO BLOOO VESSEL OF HEAO, NECK, ANO
EXTREMITIES
LATE EFFECT OF FOREIGN BOOY IN ORIFICE
LATE EFFECT OF CERTAIN COMPLICATIONS OF TRAUHA
LATE EFFECT OF lti SPECIFIED INJURY
LATE EFFECTS OF OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED EXTERNAL CAUSES
LATE EFFECT OF POISONING OUE TO DRUG, HEOICINAL OR
BIOLOGICAL SUBSTANCE
LATE EFFECT OF RAOIATXON
LATE EFFECT OF COHPLICATIONS OF SURGICAL ANO 14EOICAL CARE
LATE EFFECT OF CERTAIN OTHER EXTERNAL CAUSES
LATE EFFECT OF OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED ExTERNAL CAUSES
SUPERFICIAL INJURY OF FACE? NECK, ANO SCALP EXCEPT EYE
ABRASION OR FRICTION BURN OF FACE, NECK, ANO SCALP EXCEPT
EYE, UITHOUT MENTION OF INFECTION
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIEO SUPERFICIAL INJURY OF FACE, NECK, ANO
SCALP EXCEPT EYEs WITHOUT HENTION OF INFECTION
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED SUPERFICIAL INJURY OF FACE? NECK, ANO












.1 ABRASION OR FRICTION BURN OF HIP* THIGH* LEGs ANO ANKLE-
INFECTEO












BLISTER OF HIP, THIGH, LEG, ANO ANKLE, INFECTEO
INSECT BITEs NONVENOMOUS* OF HIP, THIGH* LEG. AND ANKLEs
UITHOUT HENTICW OF INFECTION
.B INSECT BITE, NONVENOMOUS, OF HIPs THIGHs LEGs ANO ANKLE*
INFECTEO
SUperfiCial FOREIGN BOOy (spLINTER) OF Hxp* THIGH, LEG*














SUPERFICIAL INJURY OF TRUNK
Af3RAsIoNOR FRICTION BURN OF TRUNK, IJITHOUT HENT ION OF
INFECT ION
ABRASION OR FRICTION BURN OF TRUNK, INFECTEO
BLISTER OF TRUNK, HITHOUT #lENTION OF INFECTION
INSECT 8 ITE* NONVENOMOUS, OF TRUNK, INFECTED
SUPERFICIAL FOREIGN BOOY (SPLiNTER) OF TRUNK, IdITHOuT HAJoR
OPEN IAOUNO ANO HITHOUT HENTION OF INFECTION
SUPERFICIAL FOREIGN BOOY (SPLINTER) OF TRUNK, MI THOUT
i4AJOR OPEN MOUNO, INFECTEO
OTHER ANO WSPECIFIEO SUPERFICIAL INJURY OF TRuNKs HITHOUT
HENTION OF INFECTION
SUPERFICIAL INJURY OF SHOULOER ANO UPPER ARH
ABRASION OR FRICTION BURN OF SHOULOER ANO UPPER ARM*
lJITHOUT HENTION OF INFECTION
.7 SUPERFICIAL FOREIGN BOOY (SPLINTER) OF HIP, THIGH, LEG*
ANO ANKLE, liITHOUT HAJOR OPEN HOUNO, INFECTEO
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED SUPERFICIAL INJURY OF HIP* THIGH*
LEG, ANO ANKLE* HITHOUT MENTION OF INFECTION
SUPERFICIAL INJURY OF FOOT ANO TOE(S)








ABRASION OR FRICTION BURN OF FOOT ANO TOE(S), IN FECTEO
BLISTER OF FOOT ANO TOE(S) s INFECTEO
INSECT BITE* NONVENOMOUS, OF FOOT ANO TOE(S)* HITHOUT
HENTION OF INFECTION
INSECT BITE, NONVENOMOUS, OF FOOT ANO TOE(S), IN FECTEO
SUPERFICIAL FOREIGN BOOY (SPLINTER) OF FOOT ANO ToE(s) ~





































































SUPERFICIAL FoREIGN BOOY (SPLINTER) OF FOOT ANO TOE(S)*
HITHOUT MAJOR OPEN WOUNO? INFECTEO
SUPERF lCIAL INJURY OF EYE ANO AONEXA
SUPERFICIAL INJURY OF EYELIOS ANO PERIOCULAR AREA
SUPERFICIAL INJURY OF CORNEA
OTHER AND UNSPECIFIED’ SUPERFICIAL INJURIES OF EYE
SUPERFICIAL INJURY OF OTHER, 14ULTIPLES ANO uNSPECIFIED SITES
ABRASION OR FRICTION BURN OF OTHER, HULTIPLE, ANO uNSPECIFIED
SITES* WITHOUT HENTION OF INFECTION
ABRASION OR FRICTION BURN OF OTHER* HULTIPLE~ ANO uNSPECIFIED
SITES, INFECTEO
INSECT BITE, NONVENOMOUS* OF OTHER, HULTIPLE* ANO uNSPECIFIED
SITES, HITHOUT HENTION OF INFECTION
SUPERFICIAL FOREIGN BOOY (SPLINTER) OF 0THER9 HutTIpLEs ANO
UNSPECIFI EO s ITES, iAITHOUT HAJoR OPEN bIOUNO A NO HITHOUT
MENTION OF INFECTION
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED SUPERFICIAL INJURY OF OTHER* MULTIPLE*
ANO UN SPECI FIEO SITES , HITHOUT MENTION OF INFECTION
CONTUSION IF FACE, SCALP, ANO NECK EXCEPT EYE(S)
CONTUSION OF EYE ANO AONExA
BLACK EYE, NOT OTHERHISE SPECIFIEO
CONTUSION OF EYEL 10S ANO PER IOCULAR AREA
CONTUSION OF ORBITAL TISSUES
CONTUSION OF EYEBALL
UNSPECIFIED CONTUSION OF EYE
CONTU510N OF TRUNK
CONTUSION OF BREAST
CONTUSION OF CHEST HALL
CONTUSION OF ABOO141NAL HALL
CONTUSION OF BACK
CONTUSION OF GENITAL ORGANS
CONTUSION OF HULT IPLE S1 TES OF TRUNK
CONTUSION OF uNSPECIFIED PART OF TRUNK
CONTUSION OF UPPER LIflB
CONTUSION OF SHOULOER ANO UPPER ARM
CONTUSION OF SHOULOER REGION
CONTUSION OF SCAPULAR REGION
CONTUSION OF AX ILLARY REGION
CONTUSION OF UPPER ARN
CONTUSION OF NULTIPLE SITES OF SHOULOER ANO UPPER AR14
CONTUSION OF ELBOIA ANO FOREARM
CONTUSION OF FOREARM
CONTUSION OF ELBOM
CONTUSION OF IIIRIST ANO HANO(S), EXCEPT FINGER(S) ALONE
CONTUSION OF HANO(S), EXCEPT FINGER(S) ALONE
CONTUSION OF HRIST
CONTUSION OF FINGER
CONTUSION OF HULTIPLE SITES OF UPPER LIHB
CONTUSION OF UNSPECIFIED PART OF UPPER LIMB
CONTUSION OF LOIIIER LIHB ANO OF OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED SITES
CONTUSION OF HIP ANO THIGH
CONTUSION OF THIGH
CONTUSION OF HIP
CONTUSION OF KNEE ANO LOHER LEG
CONTUSION OF LOHER LEG
CONTUS ION OF KNEE
CONTUSION OF ANKLE ANO FOOT, EXCLuo ING ToE( s)
CONTUS ION OF FOOT
CONTUS ION OF ANKLE
CONTUSION Of TOE
CONTUSION OF HULTIPLE SITES OF LOUER L114B
CONTUSION OF UNSPECIFIED PART OF LOHER LIMB
CONTUSION OF HULT IPLE SITES, NOT ELSEHHERE CLASS IFIEO
CONTUSION OF UNSPECIFIED SITE
CRUSHING INJURY OF FACE, SCALP, ANO NECK
CRUSHING INJ(EtY OF TRUNK
CRUSHING INJuRY OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES OF TRUNK
CRUSHING INJURY OF BACK
CRUSHING INJURY OF UPPER LIMB
CRUSHING INJURY OF SHOULOER ANO UPPER ARM
CRUSHING INJURY OF SHOULOER REGION
CRUSHING INJURY OF UPPER ARH
CRUSHING INJuRY OF ELBOU ANO FOREARM



































































CRUSHING INJURY OF WRIST ANO HANO(S)* EXCEPT FINGER(S) ALONE
CRUSHING INJURY OF HANO(S)
CRUSHING INJURY OF FINGER(S)
CRUSHING INJlN7Y OF LOHER LIHB
CRUSHING INJURY OF HIP ANO THIGH
CRUSHING INJURY OF THIGH
CRUSHING INJuRY OF HIP
cRUSHING INJURY OF KNEE ANO LouER LEG
CRUSHING INJURY OF LOWER LEG
CRUSHING INJURY OF KNEE
CRUSHING INJURY OF ANKLE ANO FOOT, EXCLUOING TOE(S) ALONE
CRUSHING INJURY OF FMT$ EXCLUOING ToE(S) ALONE
CRUSHING INJURY OF ANKLE
CRUSHING INJURY OF TOE(S)
CRUSHING INJURY OF UNSPECIFIED SITE OF LOHER LIHB
FoREIGN BOOY ON EXTERNAL EYE
CO RNEAL FOREIGN BOOY
FOREIGN 800Y IN CONJUNCTIVAL SAC
FOREIGN EUJOV IN OTHER ANO COMBINEO SITES ON EXTERNAL EYE
FoREIGN BOOY IN UNSPECIFIED SITE ON EXTERNAL EYE
FOREIGN BOOY IN EAR
FORE IGN BOOY I N NOSE
FoREIGN BOOY I N PHARYNX ANO LARYNX
FOREIGN BoOY IN PHARYNX
FOREIGN BoOY IN LARYNX
FORE IGN BOOV IN TRACHEA* BRONCHUS, ANO LuNG
FOREIGN BOOY IN TRACHEA
FOREIGN BDOY IN HAIN 8RONCHUS
FOREIGN BOOY IN OTHER SPEC IF IEO PARTS BRONCHUS AND LUNG
FOREIGN BOOY IN RESPIRATORY TREE, UNSPECIFIED
FOREIGN BOOY IN NQuTH. ESOPHAGUS, ANO STOHACH
FOREIGN 800Y IN MOUTH
FOREIGN BOOY IN ESOPHAGUS
FOREIGN BOOY IN STOMACH
FORE IGN BOOY IN INTESTINE ANO COLON
FOREIGN 800Y IN ANUS ANO REcTuH
FOREIGN BODY IN OXGESTIVE SYSTEM* UNSPECIFIED
FOREIGN BOOY IN GEN I TOUR INARY TRACT
FOREIGN BOOY IN BLAoOER ANO URETHRA
FOREIGN BOOY IN UTERUS. ANY PART
FOREIGN 800Y IN VULVA ANO VAGINA
FOREIGN 800Y IN UNSPECIFIED SITE IN GENITOURINARY TRACT
BURN CONFINEO TO EYE ANO AONEXA
CHEMICAL BURN OF EYELIOS ANO PERIOCULAR AREA
OTHER BURNS OF EYELIOS ANO PERIOCULAR AREA
ALKALINE CHEMICAL BURN OF CORNEA ANO CONJUNCTIVAL SAC
AC IO CHEHICAL BURN OF CORNEA ANO CONJUNCTIVAL SAC
OTHER BURN OF CORNEA ANO CONJUNCTIVAL SAC
UNSPECIFIED BURN OF EYE ANO AONEXA
BURN OF FACES HEAO* ANO NECK
BURN OF FACE, HEAO, ANO NECK, UNSPECIFIED OEGREE
BURN OF ONSPECIFIEO OEGREE OF
UNSPECIFIED SITE OF FACE ANO HEAO
BURN OF UNSPECI FIEO OEGREE OF EAR ( ANY PART)
BURN OF UNSPECIFIED OEGREE OF EYE (1.IITH OTHER PARTs OF FACE*
HEAO* ANO NECK)
BURN OF UNSPECIFIED OEGREE OF LIP(S)
BURN OF UNSPECIFIED OEGREE OF FOREHEAO ANO CHEEK
BURN OF UN SPECI FIEO OEGREE OF NECK
BURN OF UNSPECIFIED OEGREE OF MULTIPLE SITES ( EXCEPT ldITH
EYE) OF FACE* HEAOV ANO NECK
ERYTHEHA OUE TO BURN (FIRST OEGREE) OF FACE, HEAo, ANO NECK
ERYTHEMA OUE TO BURN (FIRST OEGREE) OF UNSPECIFIED SITE OF
FACE ANO HEAO
ERyTHE14A OUE TO BURN (FtRST OEGREE) OF EAR (ANY PART)
ERyTHENA OUE TO BURN (FIRsT OEGREE) OF EYE (HITH OTHER PARTS
OF FACES HEAO? ANO NECK)
ERYTHEHA OUE TO BURN (FIRST OEGREE) OF NOSE (s EpTuH)
ERyTHEHA OUE TO BURN (FIRST OEGREE) OF FOREHEAO ANO CHEEK
ERYTHEMA OUE TO BuRN (FIRST OEGREE) OF MULTIPLE SITES
(EXCEPT HITH EYE) OF FACET HEAO. ANO NECK
BLISTERS WITH EPIoERHAL LOSS OUE TO BURN (SECONO OEGREE) OF
FACE? HEAO, ANO NECK














































FACE AND HEAD, LWSPECIFIEO SITE
BLISTERS , HITH EPIOERHAL LOSS OUE TO BURN (S ECLMO OEGREE)
EAR (ANy PART)
BLISTERS, HITH EPIOERMAL LOSS DUE TO BURN (S ECONO OEGREE)
EYE (uITH OTHER PARTS OF FACE, HEAO, ANO NECK)
BLISTERS, uITH EPIOERHAL LOSS OUE TO BURN (S ECONO OEGREE)
LIP(S)
BLISTERS, HITH EPIOERMAL Loss OuE TO BuRN (S ECONO OEGREE)
CHIN
BLISTERS, HITH EPIOERNAL LOSS OUE TO BURN (SECONO OEGREE)
NOSE (S EPTUH)
BLISTERS, HITH EPIOERMAL LOSS OUE TO BURN (S ECONO OEGREE)
SCALP (ANY PART)
BLISTERS, ldITH EPIOERHAL LOSS OUE TO BURN (S ECONO OEGREE)
FOREHEAO ANO CHEEK
BLISTERS. HITH Ep10ERf4AL LOSS OUE TO BURN (sEcoNO OEGREE)
NECK
BLISTERS, HITH EPIOERNAL LOSS OUE TO BURN (SECONO OEGREE)
MULTIPLE SITES (ExCEp T HITH EYE) OF FACE, HEAO. ANO NECK










FACE, HEAO, ANO NECK
FULL-THIcKNEss SKIN LOSS OUE TO BURN (THIRO oEGREE NOS) OF
UNSPECIFIED SITE OF FACE ANO HEAO
FULL-THICKNESS SKIN LOSS OUE TO BURN (THIRO OEGREE NOS)
OF LIP(S)
BURN OF TRUNK
BURN OF TRWKS UNSPECIFIED OEGREE
BURN OF IJNSPECIFIEO OEGREE OF BACK (ANy PART)
ERYTHEMA OUE TO BURN (FIRST OEGREE) OF TRUNK
ERYTHEHA OUE TO BURN (FIRST OEGREE) OF UNSPECIFIED
SITE OF TRUNK
ERYTHEmA OUE TO BURN (FIRST OEGREE) OF BREAST
ERYTHEMA OUE TO BURN (FIRST OEGREE) OF CHEST HALL, EXCLUOING
BREAST ANO NIPPLE
ERYTHEHA OUE TO BURN (FIRST OEGREE) OF AIIOOMINAL HALL
ERYTHEHA OUE TO BURN (FIRST OEGREE) OF GENITALIA
ERYTHENA OUE TO BURN (FIRST OEGREE) OF
OTHER ANO HULTIPLE SITES OF TRUNK
BLISTERS H ITH EPI OERHAL LOSS OUE TO BURN (S ECONO OEGREE)
OF TRUNK
BLISTERS ldITH EPIOERMAL LOSS OUE TO BURN (SECONO OEGREE) oF
IJNSPECIFIEO SITE OF TRUNK
BLISTERS H ITH EPIOERHAL LOSS OUE TO BURN
(SECONO oEGREE) OF BREAST
BLISTERS HITH EPIOERMAL LOss OUE TO BURN (SEcONO OEGREE) OF
CHEST HALL, EXCLUOING BREAST ANO NIPPLE
BLISTERS H ITH EPIOERHAL LOSS OUE TO BURN
( SECONO OEGREE) OF ABOOMINAL HALL
BLISTERS HITH EPXOERHAL LOSS OUE TO BURN
(SECONO OEGREE) OF BACK (ANY PART)
BLISTERS HITH EPIOERMAL LOSS OUE TO BURN
(SECONO OEGREE) OF GENITALIA
BLISTERS H ITH EPIOERIIAL LOSS OUE TO BURN
(SECONO OEGREE) OF OTHER ANO MULTIPLE SITES OF TRUNK
FULL-THICKNESS SKIN Loss OUE TO BURN (THIRO OEGREE NOS )
OF TRUNK
FULL-THICKNESS SKIN LOSS OUE TO BURN (THIRO
OEGREE NOS) OF BREAST
FULL-THI cKNEss SKIN LOss OuE TO BURN (THIRO OEGREE NOs)
OF CHEST MALL, EXCLUOING BREAST ANO NIPPLE
FULL-THICKNESS SKIN LOSS OUE TO BURN [THIRO
OEGREE NOS) OF ABOOHINAL HALL
FULL-THICKNESS SKIN LOSS OUE TO BURN (THIRO
OEGREE NOS) OF BACK ( ANY PART)
OEEP NECROSIS OF UNDERLYING TISSUES OUE TO BURN {OEEP THIRO
OEGREE ) OF TRUNK HITHOUT MENTION OF LOSS OF BOOY PART
OEEP NECROSIS OF UNDERLYING TISSUES OUE TO BURN
(OEEP THIRO OEGREE) OF TRUNK, UNSPECIFIED SITE,
MITHOUT MENTION OF LOSS OF BOOY PART
OEEP NECROSIS OF UNDERLYING TISSUES OUE TO BURN {oEEP
THIRO OEGREE) OF BACK (ANY PART), HITHOUT MENTION OF LOSS
OF BACK
BURN OF UPPER LIMB, EXCEPT MRIST ANO HANO











































BURN OF UNSPECIFIED OEGREE OF UNSPECIFIED SITE OF UPPER LIMB
BURN OF WASPECIFIEO OEGREE OF ELBOH
BuRN OF UNSPECIFIED OEGREE OF SHOULOER
BURN OF UASPECIFIEO OEGREE OF MULTIPLE SITES
OF UPPER LIHB, ExCEPT HRIST ANO HANO
ERYTHEHA OUE TO BURN (FIRST OEGREE) OF UPPER LIfl B*
ExCEPT HRIST ANO HANO
ERYTHEmA OUE TO BURN (FIRsT OEGREE) OF FOREAM
ERYTHEH4 OUE TO BURN (FIRST OEGREE) OF UPPER ARM
BLISTERS WITH EpIOERHAL LOSS OUE TO BURN (s ECONO OEGREE)
OF UPPER LIHB , EXCEPT URIST ANO HANO
@&ISTERS blITH EPIOERMAL LOSS OUE TO BURN (S ECONO OEGREE)
OF uNSPECIFIED SITE OF UPPER LIHB
BLISTERS UITH EPIOERHAL LOSS OUE TO BURN (S ECONO OEGREE)
OF FOREARH
BLISTERS M ITH EPIOERf4AL LOSS OUE TO BURN (SECONO OEGREE )
OF ELBOW
BLISTERS HITH EPIOERMAL LOss OUE TO BURN (sEcONO OEGREE)
OF UPPER ARH
BLISTERS liITH EPIOERHAL LOSS OUE TO BURN (SECONO OEGREE)
OF SHOULOER
MISTERS HITH EPIOERHAL LOSS OUE TO BURN (S ECONO oEGREE)
OF 14ULTIPLE SITES OF UPPER LIHB, EXCEPT IARIST ANO HANO
FuLL-THICKNESS SKIN LOSS OUE TO BURN (THIRO OEGREE NOS) OF
UPPER LIHB, EXCEPT URIST ANO HANO
FULL-THICKNESS SKIN LOSS OUE TO BURN (THIRO OEGREE NOS)
OF UNSPECIFIED SITE OF UPPER LIHB
FULL-THICKNESS sKIN LOss OUE TO BURN (THIRO oEGREE NOS)
OF FOREARH
FuLL-THICKNESS SKIN LOSS OUE TO BURN (THIRO OEGREE NOS)
OF ELBOH
FULL-THICKNESS SKIN LOSS OUE TO BuRN (THIRO oEGREE NOS)
OF UPPER ARH
FULL-THICKNESS SKIN LOSS OUE TO BURN (THIRO OEGREE NOS)
OF SHOULOER
FULL–THICKNESS SKIN LOSS OUE TO BURN ( THIRO OEGREE NOS )
OF HULTIPLE SITES OF UPPER LIMB, EXCEPT IARIST ANO HANO
OEEP NECROSIS OF UNDERLYING TISSUES OUE TO BURN (OEEP TtiIRO
OEGREE) OF UPPER LIHB. EXCEPT HRIST ANO HANOS uITHouT HENTIoN
OF LOSS OF A BOOY PART
OEEP NECMSIS OF UNDERLYING TISSUES OUE TO BURN (OEEP THIRO
OEGREE) OF HULTIPLE SITES OF UPPER LIMB, EXCEPT IARIST ANO
HANO, UITHOUT MENTION OF LOSS OF UPPER LIHB
BURN OF WRIST(S) ANO HANOIS)
BURN OF iiRIST(S) ANO HANO(S) s UNSPECIFIED OEGREE
BURN OF UNSPECIFIED OEGREE OF UNSPECIFIED SITE OF HANO
BURN OF LNSPECIFIEO OEGREE OF SINGLE OXGIT (FINGER (NAIL))
OTHER THAN THUMB
BURN OF UNSPECIFIED OEGREE OF THO OR MORE OIGITS OF HANO,
INCLUOIHG THIMB
BURN OF WJSPECIFIEO OEGREE OF PALM OF HANO
BURN OF WSPECI FIEo OEGREE OF HRIST
BURN OF lMSPECIFIEO OEGREE OF HULTIPLE SITES OF HRIST(S) ANO
HANO(S)
ERYTHEHA OUE TO BURN (FIRST OEGREE) OF IARIsT(s) ANO HANO(s)
ERYTHENA OUE TO mRN (i=IRsT OEGREE) OF UnSpeCified SITE OF
HANO
ERYTHEIt4 OUE TO WRN (FIRsT OEGREE) OF IdRxsT
ERVTHEmA OUE TO BORN (FIRST oEGREE) OF MULTIPLE SITES OF
HRISTCS) ANO HANO(S)
BLISTERS UITH EPIOERMAL LOSS OUE TO BURN (S ECONO OEGREE)
OF HRIST(S) ANO HANO(S)
EL ISTERS H ITH EPIDERHAL LOSS OUE TO BURN (SECONO
uNSPECIFI EO SITE OF HANO
BLISTERS HITH EPIOERI!AL LOSS OUE TO BURN (SECONO
sINGLE oIGIT (FINGER (NAIL)) OTHER THAN THUMB
BLIsTERs UITH EpIOERHAL LOSS OUE TO BuRN (SECONO
THUMB (NAIL)
BLISTERS HITH EPIOERHAL LOSS OUE TO BURN (SECONO
TwO OR HORE OIGITS OF HANO, NoT INCLUOING THUHB
BLISTERS HITH EPIOERHAL LOSS OUE TO BURN (SECONO
Tk10 OR HORE OIGITS OF HANO, INCLUOING THUHB



















































BLISTERS HITH EPIoERHAL LOSS OuE TO BuRN (SECONCI DEGREE) OF
BAcK OF HANO
BLISTERS ‘dITH EPIOER14AL LOSS OUE TO BURN (SECONO DEGREE) OF
MRIST
BLISTERS ldITH EPIOERHAL LoSS OUE TO BURN (SECONO oEGREE) OF
MULTIPLE SITES OF WRIST(S) ANO HANO(S)
FULL-THICKNESS SKIN LOSS OUE TO BURN (THIRO OEGREE NOS )
OF wRIST(S) AND HANO(S)
FULL-THICKNESS SKIN LOSS OUE TO BURN (THIRO DEGREE
UNSPECI FI EO SITE OF HANO
FULL-THICKNESS SKIN LDSS OUE TO BURN (THIRO OEGREE
sINGLE DIGIT (FINGER (NAIL)) OTHER THAN THuHB
FULL-THICKNESS SKIN LOSS OUE TO BuRN (THIRO OEGREE
THuHB (NAIL)
FULL-THICKNESS SKIN LOSS OUE TO BURN (THIRO OEGREE
THO OR HDRE OIGITS OF HANO. NOT INCLUOING THUMB
FULL-THICKNESS SKIN LOSS DUE TO BURN (THIRO DEGREE
THO OR I!J3RE DIGITS OF HANO, INCLUOING THUMB
FULL-THICKNESS SKIN LOSS OUE TO BURN (THIRO DEGREE
PALM OF HAND
FULL-THICKNESS SKIN LOSS OUE TO BURN (THIRO OEGREE
BACK OF HAND
FuLL-THICKNESS SKIN LOSS OUE TO BURN (THIRD OEGREE
URIST
FULL-THICKNESS SKIN LoSS DUE TO BURN (THIRD DEGREE
MuLTIPLE SITES OF HRIST(S) AND HAND(S)
OEEP NECROSIS OF UNDERLYING TISSUES DUE TO BURN (DEEP
THIRO OEGREE) OF IARIST(S) ANO HANO(S), wITHOUT HENTION OF
LOSS OF A BODY PART
OEEP NECROSIS OF UNDERLYING TISSUES OUE TO BURN (OEEP THIRO
OEGREE) OF UNSPECIFIED SITE OF HANO, liITHOUT MENTION OF LOSS
OF HANO
OEEP NECROSIS OF UNDERLYING TISSUES OUE TO BURN (OEEP THIRO
DEGREE) OF TMO OR HORE OIGITS OF HANO, INCLUOING THuMB, HITHOUT
MENTION OF LOSS OF FINGERs
OEEP NECROSIS OF Underlying TISSuEs DuE TO BURN (OEEP THIRO
DEGREE) OF PALH DF HANO, 141THc4AT HENTION OF LOSS OF PAL#l










BURN OF LOHER LIHB(S), UNSPECIFIED OEGREE
BURN OF UNSPECIFIED OEGREE OF TOE(S) (NAIL)
BURN OF UtSPECIFIEO OEGREE OF FOOT
BURN DF UNSPECIFIED OEGREE OF LOHER LEG
BURN OF UNSPECIFIED OEGREE OF THIGH (ANY PART)
ERYTHEHA OUE TO BURN (FIRST OEGREE) OF LOMER LIHB(S)
ERYTHEHA OUE TO BURN (FIRsT DEGREE) OF LOMER LEG
BLISTERS lJITH EPIOERHAL LOSS OUE TO BURN (SECONO OEGREE)
OF LOHER LIMB(S)
BLISTERS MITH EPIOERHAL LOSS OIJE TD BURN (SECONO OEGREE)—-.....——
OF UNSPECIFIED SITE OF LOHER L[HFJ (LEG)
WISTERS UITH EPIOERHAL LOSS OUE TO BURN (SECONO OEGREE) OF
ToE(s) (NAIL)
BLISTERS IiITH EPIOERNAL Loss OUE TO BURN (SECONO OEGREE) OF
FOOT
BLISTERS wITH EPIOERHAL LOSS DUE TO BURN
(SECONO OEGREE) OF ANKLE
BLISTERS klITH EPIOERHAL LOSS DUE TO BURN
( SECOND OEGREE ) OF LO HER LEG
BLISTERS HITH EPIOERNAL LOSS OUE TO BURN
( SECOtJO OEGREE ) OF KNEE
BLISTERS MITH EPIOERMAL LOSS OUE TO BURN
(SECONO oEGREE) OF THIGH (ANY PART)
BLISTERS UITH EPIOERHAL LOSS oUE TO BURN
(SECONO OEGREE) OF HULTIPLE SITES OF LOMER LIMB(S)
FULL-THICKNESS SKIN LOss OUE TO BURN (THIRD OEGREE NOS)
OF LOMER LIMB(S)
FULL-THICKNESS SKIN LOSS DUE TO BURN (THIRO DEGREE NOS) OF
UNSPECIFIED sITE OF LOHER LIHB
FULL-THICKNESS SKIN Loss OUE TD BuRN (THIRO OEGREE NOS) OF
ToE(s) (NAIL)
FULL-THICKNESS SKIN LOSS OUE TO BURN (THIRD OEGREE NOS) OF FOOT
FULL-THICKNESS SKIN LOSS OUE TO BURN (THIRD OEGREE NOS) OF
ANKLE















































FULL-THICKNESS SKIN LOSS OUE TO BURN (THIRO OEGREE NOS) OF KNEE
FULL-THi CKNESS SKIN LOSS OUE TO BuRN (THIRO OEGREE NOS) OF
THIGH (ANY PART)
FULL-THICKNESS SKIN LOSS OUE TO BURN (THIRO DEGREE NOS) DF
MULTIPLE SITES OF LOHER LIHB(S)
OEEP NECROSIS OF UNDERLYING TISSUES OUE TO BURN (DEEP THIRO
DEGREE) OF LOHER LIMB(S) WITHOUT HENTIDN OF LOSS OF A BOOY PART
OEEP NECROSIS OF uNDERLYING TISSUES OUE TO BURN (OEEP THIRO
OEGREE) OF ANKLE, HITHOUT HENTION OF LOSS OF ANKLE
OEEP NECROSIS OF UNDERLYING TISSUES OUE TO BURN (OEEP THIRO
OEGREE) OF KNEE, HITHOUT HENTION OF LOSS OF KNEE
OEEP NECROSIS OF UNDERLYING TISSUES DUE TO BURN (OEEP THIRO
OEGREE) OF THIGH (ANY PART), HITHOUT HENTION OF LOSS OF THIGH
BURNS OF HULTIPLE SPECIFIEO SITES
BuRNs OF HuI_TIpLE SPEcIFxEO SITES, UNSPECIFIED OEGREE
ERYTHEHA OUE TO BURN (FIRST DEGREE) OF HULTIPLE SPECIFIEO SITES
BLISTERS HITH EPIOERHAL LOSS OUE TD BURN (S ECONO OEGREE) OF
MULTIPLE SPECIFIEO SITES
FuLL-THIcKNEss SKIN LDSS DuE TO BURN (THIRO OEGREE NOS) OF
HIJLTIPLE SPECIFIEO SITES
OEEP NECROSIS OF UNDERLYING TISSUES OUE TO BURN (DEEP THIRo
DEGREE) OF MULTIPLE SPECIFIED SITES, UITHOUT HENTION OF LOSS
OF A BOOY PART
OEEP NECROSIS OF UNDERLYING TISSUES OUE TO BURN (OEEP THIRD
OEGREE) OF HULTIPLE SPECIFIEO SITES, HITH LOSS OF A BOOY PART
BURN OF INTERNAL ORGANS
BURN OF M(JTH ANO PHARYNX
BuRN OF LARYNX, TRACHEA, AND LUNG
BuRN OF ESOPHAGUS
BURN DF GASTROINTESTINAL TRACT
BURN OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES OF INTERNAL ORGANS
BURN OF INTERNAL ORGANS, UNSPECIFIED SITE
BURNS CLASSIFIED ACCOROING TO EXTENT OF BOOY SURFACE INVOLVED
BURN (ANY OEGREE) INVOLVING LESS THAN 10 PERCENT OF BOOY
SURFACE
BURN (ANY OEGREE) INvOLVING LESS THAN 10 PERCENT OF BOOY
SURFACE UITH THIRO DEGREE BURN OF LESS THAN 10 PERCENT
OR UNSPECIFIED AMOUNT
BURN (ANY OEGREE) INVOLVING 10-19 PERCENT OF BOOY SURFACE
BURN (ANY OEGREE) INVOLVING 10-19 PERCENT OF BOOY SURFACE
HITH THIRD OEGREE BURN OF LESS THAN 10 PERCENT OR
UNSPECI FI EO AMOUNT
BuRN (ANy DEGREE) INVOLVING 10-19 pERCENT OF BOOY
SURFACE blITH THIRO OEGREE BURN OF 10-19 PERCENT
BURN (ANY OEGREE) INVOLVING 20-29 PERcENT OF BOOY SURFACE
BURN (ANY OEGREE) INVOLVING 20-29 PERCENT OF BOOY
SURFACE H ITH THIRO DEGREE BURN OF LESS THAN 10 PERCENT
OR UNSPECIFIED AHOUNT
BURN (ANY oEGREE) INVOLVING 20-29 PERCENT OF 800Y
SURFACE WITH THIRO oEGREE BURN OF 10-19 PERCENT
BURN (ANY OEGREE) INVOLVING 20-29 PERCENT OF BODY
SURFACE !.JITH THIRO DEGREE 8URN OF 20-29 PERCENT
BURN (ANy OEGREE) INvoLv ING 30-39 PERCENT OF BOOY SURFACE
BURN (ANY OEGREE) INVOLVING 30-39 PERCENT OF BOOY
SURFACE MITH THIRO OEGREE BURN OF 10-19 PERCENT
BURN (ANY OEGREE) INVOLVING 30-39 PERCENT OF BOOY
SURFACE MITH THIRO OEGREE BURN OF 30-39 PERCENT
BURN (ANY DEGREE) INVOLVING 40-49 PERCENT OF BOOY SURFACE
BURN (ANY OE6REE) INVOLVING 40-49 PERCENT OF BOOY
SURFACE HITH THIRO OEGREE BURN OF 10-19 PERCENT
BURN (ANY OEGREE) INVOLVING 40-49 PERCENT OF BODY
SURFACE HITH THIRO OEGREE BURN OF 40-49 PERCENT
BURN (ANY OEGREE) INvOLVING 50-59 PERCENT OF BOOY SURFACE
BURN (ANY DEGREE) INvOLv ING 50-59 pERcENT OF BOOY
SURFACE IAITH THIRO OEGREE BURN DF 10-19 PERCENT
BuRN (ANy DEGREE) INvoLvING 50-59 pERcENT oF BOOY
SURFACE IJITH THIRO DEGREE BURN OF 40-49 PERCENT
BURN (ANY DEGREE) INVOLVING 70-79 PERCENT OF BOOY SURFACE
BURN (ANY DEGREE) INVOLVING 70-79 PERCENT OF BOOY
SURFACE HITH THIRO DEGREE BURN OF 40-49 PERCENT
BuRN (ANY OEGREE) INVOLVING 80-89 PERCENT OF BOOY SURFACE
BURN (ANY OEGREE) INVOLVING 80-B9 PERCENT OF BOOY SURFACE WITH
THIRO OEGREE BURN OF LESS THAN 10 PERCENT OR UNSPECIFIED AHOUNT

































































SURFACE 1417H 7HIR0 oEGREE BURN OF 80-89 PERCENT
BURN (ANY OEGREE) INvOLv ING 90 PERc ENT OR HORE OF BODY SURFACE
BURN (ANy OEGREE) INVOLVING 90 pERCENT OR t40RE OF BOOY SURFAc E
HITH THIRO OEGREE BURN OF 90 PERCENT OR MORE OF BOOY SURFACE
BURN, UNSPECIFIED SITE
BuRN OF UNSPECIFIED SITE. UNSPECIFIED OEGREE
BLISTERS wITH EPIOERMAL LOSS OUE TO BuRN (S ECONO OEGREE)S
uNSPECIFI EO SITE
INJURY TO OPTIC NERVE ANO PATHWAYS
OPTIC NERVE INJURY
INJURY TO VISUAL CORTEX
INJURY TO UNSPECIFIED OPTIC NERVE ANO PATHWAYS
INJURY TO OTHER CRANIAL NERVE(S)
INJURY TO FACIAL NERVE
INJURY TO ACOUSTIC NERVE
INJURY TO OTHER SPECIFIEO CRANIAL NERVES
SPINAL CORO INJURY liITHOUT EVIOENCE OF SPINAL BONE INJURY
CERVICAL SPINAL CORO INJURY uITHOUT EVIOENCE OF SPINAL
BONE INJURY
C1-C4 LEvEL SPINAL CORO INJURY, UNsp EcI~IEo
C1-C4 LEVEL UITH COMPLETE LESION OF SPINAL CORO
C1-C4 LEVEL HITH CENTRAL CORO SYNOROME
C1-C4 LEVEL MITH OTHER SPECIFIEO SPINAL CORO INJURY
c5–C7 LEVEL SPINAL CORO INJURY, Unspecified
C5–C7 LEVEL MITH CENTRAL CORO SYNOROME
ooRsAL (THOR ACIC) 5p INAL CORO INJURy iIITHOUT EVIOENCE
OF SPINAL BONE INJURY
T1-T6 LEvEL SPINAL CORO INJURY, UNSPECIFIED
LU!4BAP. SPINAL CORO INJURY MI THOUT EVIOENCE OF SPINAL BONE INJURY
UNSPECIFIED SITE OF SPINAL CORO INJURY IAITHOUT EVIOENCE OF
SPINAL BONE INJURY
INJURY TO NERVE ROOTS ANO SPINAL PLEXUS
INJURY TO CERVICAL NERVE ROOT
INJURY TO LUMBAR NERVE ROOT
INJuRY TO BRACHIAL PLEXUS
INJURY TO LUHBOSACRAL PLEXUS
INJURY TO OTHER NERVE(S) OF TRUNK, EXCLUOING SHOULOER ANO
PELVIC GIROLES
INJURY TO CERVICAL SYMPATHETIC NERv E* ExcLuoING sHQuLo ER AtJo
PELVIC GIROLES
INJURY TO PERIPHERAL NERVE(S) OF SHOULOER GIROLE ANO UPPER LIMB
INJURY TO AX ILLARY NERVE
INJURY TO MEOIAN NERVE
INJURY TO ULNAR NERVE
INJURY TO RAOIAL NERVE
INJURY TO MUSCULOCUTANEOUS NERVE
INJURY TO OIGITAL NERVE, UPPER LIMB
INJURY TO OTHER SPECIFIEO NERVE(S) OF SHOULOER GIROLE
ANO UPPER LIME
INJURY TO UNSPECIFIED NERVE OF SHOULOER GIROLE ANO UPPER LIMB
INJURY TO PERIPHERAL NERVE(s) oF pELv Ic GIRo LE ANo LQ~ER LIHB
INJURY TO SCIATIC NERVE
INJURY TO FEMORAL NERVE
iNJURY TO FOSTERIOR TIBIAL NERVE
INJURY TO PERONEAL NERVE
INJURY TO OTHER SPECIFIEO NERVE(s) OF pELv Ic GIRoLE ANo Lo HER
LIMB
INJURY TO UNSPECIFIED NERVE OF PELVIC GIROLE ANO LOHER LIMB
INJURY TO ❑THER ANO UNSPECIFIED NERVES
INJURY TO OTHER SPECIFIEO NERVE(S)
INJURY TO HuLTIPLE NERVES IN SEVERAL PARTS
INJURY TO NERVES, UNSPECIFIED SITE
CERTAIN EARLY COMPLICATIONS OF TRAUMA
AIR EHBOLISH AS AN EARLY CO14PLICATION OF TRAUMA
FAT E14BOLISM AS AN EARLY CO14PLICATION OF TRAUMA
SECONOARY ANO RECURRENT HEMORRHAGE AS AN EARLY COMPLICATION
OF TRAUHA





oTHER EARLY COMPLICATIONS OF TRAUHA







































































OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED INJURY TO FACE ANO NECK
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED INJURY TO TRUNK
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED INJURY TO SHOULOER ANO UPPER ARM
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED INJURY TO ELBOW* FoREARH* ANo wRIs T
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED INJURY TO HANOS ExCEp T FINGER
OTHER ANO l!NSPECIFIEO INJURY TO FINGER
OTHER ANO uNSPECIFIED INJURY TO HIP ANO THIGH
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED INJURY TO KNEE, LEG, ANKLE* ANO Foo T
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED INJURY TO OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES*
INCLUOING MULTIPLE SITES
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED INJURY TO UNSPECIFIED SITE
POISONING BY ANTIBIOTICS
PoIS6NING BY PENICILLINS
PoISONING BY ERYTHROMYCIN ANO OTHER 14ACROLIOES
POISONING BY TETRACYCLINE GROUP
PoISONING BY CEPHALOSPORIN GROUP
POISONING BY ANTI NEOPLASTIC ANTIBIOTICS
POISONING BY OTHER SPECIFIEO ANTIBIOTICS
POISONING BY UNSPECIFIED ANTIBIOTIC
POISONING BY OTHER ANT I- INFECT IVES
POISONING BY ANTI HALARIALS ANO ORUGS ACTING ON OTHER
BLOOO PROTOZOA
POISONING BY OTHER ANT IPROTOZOAL ORUGS
POISONING BY OTHER AN TIMYC06ACTER1AL ORUGS
POISONING BY OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIEO AN TI-INFECTIVES
POISONING BY HORMONES ANO SYNTHETIC SUBSTITUTES
PoISONING BY AORENAL CORTICAL ST EROIOS
PoISONING BY INsuLINS ANO AN TIOIABETIC AGENTS
POISONING BY THYROIO ANO THYROIO DERIVATIVES
POISONING BY OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED HORt40NES ANO SYNTHETIC
SUBSTITUTES
POISONING BY PRIMARILY SYSTEMIC AGENTS
PoISONING BY ANT IALLERGIC ANO AN TIEHETIC ORUGS
POISONING BY ANT IN EOPLASTIC ANO IfihUNOSUPPRESSIVE ORUGS
POISONING BY VITAHINS. NoT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED
POISONING BY AGENTS PRIMARILY AFFECTING BLOOO CONSTITUENTS
POISONING BY IRON ANO ITS COHPOUNOS
POISONING BY ANTICOAGULANTS
POISONING BY VITAMIN K (PHYTONAOIONE)
POISONING BY UNSPECIFIED AGENT AFFECTING BLOOO CONSTITUENTS
POISONING BY ANALGESICS, ANT IPYRETICsf ANQ ANT IRHEuMATIcs
POISONING BY OPIATES ANO RELATEO NARCOTICS
POISONING BY OPIUM (ALKALOIDS), UNSPECIFIED
POISONING BY HEROIN
POISONING BY !iETHAOONE
PoISONING BY OTHER OPIATES ANO RELATEO NARCOTICS
PoISONING BY SALICYLATES
PoISONING BY AROHATIC ANALGESICS? NCIT ELs EHHERE classified
POISONING BY PYRAZOLE DERIVATIVES
PolsONING BY ANTI RHEut4ATIcs (ANT IpHLoGIsTIcS)
POISONING BY OTHER NON-NARCOTIC ANALGESICS
PoISONING BY OTHER SPECIFIEO ANALGESICS ANO ANTI PYRETICS
POISONING BY UNSPECIFIED ANALGESIC ANO ANT IPYRETIC
PoISONING BY ANT ICONVULSANTS ANO ANT I-PARKINSONISH ORUGS
POISONING BY OXAZOLIOINE DERIVATIVES
POISONING BY HYOANTOIN DERIVATIVES
POISONING BY SUCCINIMIOES
POISONING BY OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED ANTICONVULSANTS
PoISONING BY ANTI-PARKINSONISM ORUGS
PoISONING BY SEOATIVES ANO HYPNOTICS
POISONING BY BARBITURATES
POISONING BY CHLORAL HYORATE GROUP
POISONING BY GLUT ETHIHIOE GROUP
POISONING BY HIXEO SEOATIVES, NOT ELSEMHERE CLASSIFIED
POISONING BY OTHER SEOATIVES ANO HYPNOTICS
POISONING BY UNSPECIFIED SEOATIVE OR HYPNOTIC
POISONING BY OTHER CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM DEPRESSANTS ANO
ANESTHETICS
POISONING BY CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEH MUSCLE-TONS 0S9RESSANTS
POISONING BY INTRAVENOUS ANESTHETICS
POISONING BY OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIEO GENERAL ANEsTHETICS
POISONING BY SURFACE (TOPICAL) ANO INFILTRATION ANESTHETICS
POISONING BY PSYCHOTROPIC AGENTS




























































POISONING BY PHENOTHIA21NE-BASE0 TRANQUILIZERS
POISONING BY BUTYROPHENONE-BASEO TRANQUILIZERS
POISONING BY OTHER ANTIPSYCHOTICSS NEUROLEPTICSS ANo ~AJoR
TRANQUILIZERS
POISONING BY BENZOOIAZEP INE-BASEO TRANQUILIZERS
POISONING BY OTHER TRANQUILIZERS
POISONING BY PSYCHOOYSLEPTICS (HALLUCINOGENS)
POISONING BY PSYCHOSTIWLANTS
POISONING BY OTHER SPECIFIEO PSYCHOTROPIC AGENTS
POISONING BY UNSPECIFIED PSYCHOTROPIC AGENT
POISONING BY CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEH STIMULANTS
POISONING BY oTHER SPECIFIEO CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEH STIMULANTS
POISONING BY ORUGS PRIHARILY AFFECTING THE AUTONOHIC NERVOUS
SYSTEM
POISONING BY PARASYHPATHOHIHETICS (CHOLINERGIC$)
POISONING BY PARASYMPATHOLYTICS (ANTI CHOLINERGICS ANO
ANTIHUSCARINICS) ANO $PA$HOLYTICS
POISONING BY SYHPATHOHIHETICS (AORENERGICS)
POISONING BY SYHPATHOLYTICS (ANT IAORENERGICS)
POISONING BY AGENTS PRIHARILY AFFECTING THE CARDIOVASCULAR
SYSTEH
POISONING BY CAROIAC RHYTHM REGULATORS
POISONING BY CAROIOTONIC GLYCOSIOES ANO ORUGS OF SIHILAR ACTION
POISONING BY ANTI LIPEHIC ANO ANT IARTERIOSCLEROTIC ORUGS
PoISONING BY CORONARY VASOOILATORS
PoISONING BY OTHER ANT IHYPERTENSIVE AGENTS
POISONING BY OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED AGENTS PRIHARILY AFFECTING
THE CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEH
PoISONING BY AGENTS PRIHARILY AFFECTING THE GASTROINTESTINAL
SYSTEH
POISONING BY ANTACIDS ANO AN TIGASTRIC SECRETION ORUGS
POISONING BY IRRITANT CATHARTICS
POISONING BY OIGESTANTS
PoISONING BY ANTI OIARRHEAL ORUGS
POISONING BY OTHER SPECIFIEO AGENTS PRIMARILY AFFECTING THE
GASTROINTESTINAL SYSTEM
POISONING BY MATER, HINERAL$ ANO URIC ACIO HETABOLISH ORUGS
POISONING BY PURINE DERIVATIVE OIURETICS
POISONING BY SALURETICS
POISONING BY OTHER OIURETICS
POISONING BY ELECTROLYTIC, CALORIC, ANO MATER-BALANCE AGENTS
POISONING BY URIC ACIO HETABOLISH ORUGS
POISONING BY AGENTS PRIHARILY ACTING ON THE SHOOTH ANO
SKELETAL MSCLES ANO RESPIRATORY SYSTE14
PoISONING BY OXYTOCIC AGENTS
POISONING BY SKELETAL HUSCLE RELAXANTS
PoIsoNING BY OTHER ANO uNSPECIFIED ORUGS ACTING ON MUSCLES
POISONING BY ANTI TUSSIVES
PoISONING BY EXPECTORANTS
POISONING BY ANTI ASTHMATICS
POISONING BY AGENTS PRIHARILY AFFECTING SKIN ANO MUCOUS
HEHBRANE, OPHTHALMOLOGICAL, OTORHINOLARYNGOLOG ICAL, ANO OENTAL
ORUGS
POISONING BY LOCAL ANT I- INFECTIVES ANO ANT I- INFLAHHATORY ORUGS
PoISONING BY ANT IPRURITICS
POISONING BY KERATOLYTICS, KERATOPLASTICS? OTHER HAIR
TREATHENT ORUGS ANO PREPARATIONS
POISONING BY ANTI -INFECTIVES AND OTHER ORUGS ANO PREPARATIONS
FOR EAR* NOSE, ANO THROAT
POISONING BY OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED ORUGS ANO MEOICINAL
SUBSTANCES
POISONING BY OIETETICS
POISONING BY ALCOHOL DETERRENTS
POISONING BY PHARMACEUTICAL EXCIPIENTS
POISONING iw OTHER SPECIFIEO ORUGS ANO HEOIcINAL substances
PoISONING BY UNSPECIFIED ORUG OR HEOICINAL SUBSTANCE
POISONING BY BACTERIAL VACCINES
POISONING BY TETANUS VACCINE
POISONING BY OTHER VACCINES ANO BIOLOGICAL SUBSTANCES
POISONING BY SHALLPOX VACCINE
POISONING BY OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED VACCINES AND BIOLOGICAL
SUBSTANCES
TOXIC EFFECT OF ALCOHOL







































































TOXIC EFFECT OF METHYL ALCOHOL
TOXIC EFFECT OF ISOPROPYL ALCOHOL
TOXIC EFFECT OF FUSEL OIL
TOXIC EFFECT OF OTHER SPECIFIEO ALCOHOLS
ToxIC EFFECT OF UNSPECIFIED ALCOHOL
TOXIC EFFECT OF PETROLEUH PROOUCTS
TOXIC EFFECT OF SOLVENTS OTHER THAN PETROLEUH-BASEO
TOXIC EFFECT OF BENZENE AND HOMOLOGIES
TOXIC EFFECT OF OTHER NONPETROLEUH-BASEO SOLVENTS
TOXIC EFFECT OF CORROSIVE AROHATICS, ACIOS, ANO CAUSTIC ALKALIS
ToXIC EFFECT OF CORROSIVE AROHATICS
TOXIC EFFECT OF CAUSTIC ALKALIS
ToXIC EFFECT OF CAUSTIC, uNSPECIFIED
TOXIC EFFECT OF LEAO ANO ITS COHPOUNOS [INCLUOING FUMES)
TOXIC EFFECT OF INORGANIC LEAO COHPOUNOS
TOXIC EFFECT OF OTHER LEAD COMPOUNDS
TOXIC EFFECT OF UNSPECIFIED LEAO COHPOUNO
TOXIC EFFECT OF OTHER HETALS
TOXIC EFFECT OF HERCURY AND ITS COHPOUNDS
ToxIC EFFECT OF ARSENIC ANO ITS COMPOUNDS
TOXIC EFFECT OF OTHER SPECIFIEO HETALS
TOXIC EFFECT OF CARBON HONOX1OE
TOXIC EFFECT OF OTHER GASES, FUHES, OR VAPORS
TOXIC EFFECT OF LIWEFIEO PETROLEUH GASES
TOXIC EFFECT OF OTHER HYDROCARBON GAS
TOXIC EFFECT OF FREON
TOXIC EFFECT OF CHLORINE GAS
TOXIC EFFECT OF OTHER SPECIFIEO GASES, FUHES, OR VAPORS
ToxIC EFFECT OF UNSPECIFIED GAS, FUME, OR VAPOR
ToxIC EFFECT OF NOXIOUS SUBSTANCES EATEN AS FOOO
ToxIC EFFECT OF FISH ANO SHELLFISH EATEN AS FOOO
TOXIC EFFECT OF HUSHROOHS EATEN AS FOOO
TOXIC EFFECT OF BERRIES ANO OTHER PLANTS EATEN AS FOOO
TOXIC EFFECT OF OTHER SPECIFIEO NOXIOUS SUBSTANCES EATEN
AS FOOO
TOXIC EFFECT OF OTHER SUBSTANCES, CHIEFLY NON14EOICINAL AS TO
SOURCE
TOXIC EFFECT OF ORGANOPHOSPHATE ANO CARBAHATE
TOXIC EFFECT OF OTHER PESTICIDES, NOT ELSEUHERE CLASSIFIED
TOXIC EFFECT OF VENOM
ToxIC EFFECT OF SOAPS ANO DETERGENTS
TOXIC EFFECT OF OTHER SUBSTANCES, CHIEFLY NONHEOICINAL AS TO
SOURCE
ToxIC EFFECT OF UNSPECIFIED SUBSTANCE, CHIEFLY NONHEOICINAL AS
TO SOURCE
EFFECTS OF RAOIATION, UNSPECIFIED
EFFECTS OF REOUCEO TEMPERATURE
FROSTBITE OF HANO
FROSTBITE OF FOOT
FROSTBITE OF OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED SITES
HYPOTHERMIA
UNSPECIFIED EFFECT OF REOUCEO TEMPERATuRE
EFFECTS OF HEAT ANO LIGHT




HEAT EXHAUSTION OUE TO SALT OEPLETION
HEAT EXHAUSTION, UNSPECIFIED
OTHER SPECIFIEO HEAT EFFECTS
UNSPECIFIED EFFECTS OF HEAT ANO LIGHT
EFFECTS OF AIR PRESSURE
BARoTRAUHA, OTITIC
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED EFFECTS OF HIGH ALTITUOE
CAISSON OISEASE
EFFECTS OF OTHER EXTERNAL CAUSES
EFFECTS OF LIGHTNING
DROHNING ANO NONFATAL SUBMERSION
EFFECTS OF HUNGER
EXHAUSTION OUE TO EXCESSIVE EXERTION
ASPHYXIATION ANO STRANGULATION
ELECTROCUTION ANO NONFATAL EFFECTS OF ELECTRIC CURRENT
OTHER EFFECTS OF EXTERNAL CAUSES















































AN APHYLACTIC SHOCK, NOT ELSE MHERE CLASSIFIED
AN GIONEIJROTIC EOEFIA, NOT ELSEHHERE CLASSIFIED
UN SPECIFIED AOVERSE EFFECT OF ORUG, MEOICINAL ANO
BIOLOGICAL SUBSTANCE, NOT ELSEHHERE CLASSIFIED
ALLERGY, UNSPECIFIED, NOT EL SEMHERE CLASSIFIED
CHILO flALTREATMENT SYNOROME
OTHER SPECIFIEO AOVERSE EFFECTS, NOT EL SEHHERE CLASSIFIED
AOULT MALTREATMENT SYNOROHE
OTHER SPECIFIEO AOVERSE EFFECTS, NOT ELSE HHERE CLASSIFIED
CO HP LIBATIONS PECLLIAR TO CERTAIN SPECIFIEO PROCEDURES
MECHANICAL COMPLICATION OF CAROIAC OEVICE, IMPLANT, ANO GRAFT
MECHANICAL COMPLICATIONS OF UNSPECIFIED CAROIAC OEVICE,
lHPLANT, ANO GRAFT
MECHANICAL COMPLICATION OUE TO CAROIAC PACEMAKER (EL EC TROOE)
MECHANICAL COMPLICATION OUE TO HEART VALVE PROSTHESIS
MECHANICAL COHPLICATION OUE TO CORONARY BYPASS GRAFT
OTHER MECHANICAL COMPLICATION OF CAROIAC OEVICE. IMPLANTs
ANO GRAFT
MECHANICAL COMPLICATION OF OTHER VASCULAR DEVICE, IllPLANT,
AND GRAFT
MECHANICAL COMPLICATION OF NERVOUS SYSTEH OEVICE, IMPLANT,
ANO GRAFT
HECHANICAL COMPL1CATION OF GENITOURINARY DEVICE, IMPLANT.
ANO GRAFT
MECHANICAL COMPLICATION OF UNSPECIFIED GENITOURINARY OEVICE,
IMPLANT, AND GRAFT
meChaniCal COmpliCatiOn OUE TO URETHRAL (INDiIELLING) CATHETER
MECHANICAL COMPLICATIDN OUE TO INTRAUTERINE CONTRACEPTIVE
OEVICE
OTHER MECHANICAL COMPLICATION OF GENITOURINARY OEVICE, IMPLANT,
ANO GRAFT
MECHANICAL COMPLICATION OF INTERNAL ORTHOPEDIC DEVICE,
IMPLANT, ANO GRAFT
MECHANICAL COMPLICATION OF OTHER SPECIFIEO PROSTHETIC
oEv ICE, IMPLANT, AND GRAFT
OUE TO CORNEAL GRAFT
OUE TO GRAFT OF OTHER TISSUE, NOT ELSEUHERE CLASSIFIED
OUE TO OCULAR LENS PROSTHESIS
OUE TO BREAsT PROSTHESIS
OUE TO OTHER IHPLANT ANO INTERNAL OEVICE, NOT ELSEHHERE
CLASSIFIED
INFECTION ANO 1NFLAMMAT0R% REACTION DUE TO INTERNAL
PROSTHETIC OEVICE, I14PLANT, AND GRAFT
/ INFECTION ANO 1NFLAMMAT0R% REACTION DUE TO UNSPECIFIED
OEVICE, IMPLANT, ANO GRAFT
/ INFECTION ANO 1NFLAMMAT0R% REACTION OUE TO CAROIAC
OEVICE, IMPLANT, ANO GRAFT
/ INFECTION AND INFLAH14ATORY REACTION DUE TO OTHER
VASCULAR OEVICE, It4PLANT, ANO GRAFT
/ INFECTION ANO INFLA1414ATORY REACTION OUE TO NERVOUS
SYSTEM OEVICE, IllPLANT, ANO GRAFT
/ INFECTION ANO INFLAHHATORY REACTION OUE TO INDwELLING
URINARY CATHETER
/ INFECTION ANO INFLANHATORY REACTION DUE TO OTHER
GENITOURINARY OEVICE, IMPLANT, ANO GRAFT
/ INFECTION ANO INFLAMMATORY REACTION OUE TO INTERNAL
JOINT PROSTHESIS
/ INFECTION ANO INFLAMMATORY REACTION OUE TO OTHER
INTERNAL ORTHOPEDIC OEVICE, IMPLANT, ANO GRAFT
/ INFECTION ANO INFLAMMATORY REAC710N OUE TO OTHER
INTERNAL PROSTHETIC OEVICE, IllPLANT, OR GRAFT
OTHER COMPLICATIONS OF INTERNAL PROSTHETIC DEVICE*
IMPLANT, ANO GRAFT
/ OTHER COMPLICATIONS OUE TO UNSPECIFIED OEVICE, IHPLANT,
ANO GRAFT
/ OTHER COIIPLICATIONS OUE TO HEART VALVE PROSTHESIS
/ OTHER COHPLICATIONS OUE TO OTHER CARDIAC DEVICE,
IHPLANT, ANO GRAFT
,’ OTHER COMPLICATIONS OUE TO R!ZNAL DIALYSIS CEYIC5S
IMPLANT, ANO GRAFT
/ OTHER CO14PLICATIONS OUE TO OTHER VASCULAR OEVICE*
IMPLANT, ANO GRAFT





























































/ OTHER COMPLICATIONS OUE TO INTERNAL JOINT PROSTHESIS
/ OTHER COMPLICATIONS OUE TO OTHER INTERNAL ORTHOPEDIC
OEVICE, IMPLANT, ANO GRAFT
/ OTHER COMPLICATIONS OUE TO OTHER INTERNAL PROSTHETIC
OEVICE, IHPLANT~ AND GRAFT







OTHER SPECIFIEO TRANSPLANTED ORGAN
COMPLICATIONS OF REATTACHED EXTREMITY OR BOOY PART
COMPLICATIONS OF REATTACHED FINGER(S)
COMPLICATIONS AFFECTING SPECIFIEO BOOY SYSTEMS, NOT ELSE IAHERE
CLASS IFIEO
CENTRAL NE RVDUS SYSTEM COMPLICATIONS, NOT ELSEHHERE CLASSIFIED
CA ROXAC COMPLICATIONS, NOT ELSEHHERE CLASSIFIED
PERIPHERAL VASCULAR COMPLICATIONS, NOT ELSEHHERE CLASSIFIED
RESPIRATORY COMPLICATIONS, NOT ELSEHHERE CLASSIFIED
GASTROINTESTINAL COMPLICATIONS, NOT ELSEIAHERE CLASSIFIED
URINARY COMPLICATIONS, NOT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED
LATE AMPUTATION STUMP COMPLICATION
UNSPECIFIED LATE COMPLICATION OF AMPUTATION STUMP
NE UROHA OF AMPUTATION STUMP
1NFEc710N (CHRONIc) oF AMPUTATION STLMP
OTHER LATE AMPUTATION STUUP COMPLICATION
COMPLICATIONS AFFECTING OTHER SPECIFIEO 800Y SYSTEMS,
NOT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED
OTHER COMPLICATIONS OF PROCEDURES, NOT ELSEHHERE CLASSIFIED
POSTOPERATIVE SHOCK, NOT ELSEHHERE CLASSIFIED
HEMORRHAGE OR HEPIATO14A COMPLICATING A PROCEOURE, NOT EL SEIAHERE
CLASSIFIED
ACCIDENTAL PUNCTURE OR LACERATION OURING A PROCEOURE, No1
ELSEHHERE CLASSIFIED
DISRUPTION OF OPERATION UOUNO, NOT ELSEUHERE CLASSIFIED
FOREIGN BOOY ACCIDENTALLY LEFT OURING A PROCEOURE, NOT
ELSEUHERE CLASSIFIED
POSTOPERATIVE INFECTION, NOT ELSEUHERE CLASSIFIED
PERSISTENT POSTOPERATIVE FISTULA, NOT ELSEldHERE CLASSIFIED
ACUTE REACTION TO FOREIGN SUBSTANCE ACCIDENTALLY LEFT
OURING A PROCEOURE, NOT ELSEUHERE CLASSIFIED
OTHER SPECIFIED COMPLICATIONS OF PROCEDURES, NOT ELSEIAHERE
CLASSIFIED
UNSPECIFIED COMPLICATION OF PROCEOURE, NOT ELSEld HERE CLASSIFIED
COMPLICATIIMS OF HEOICAL CARE, NOT ELSEHHERE CLASSIFIED
AIR E14BOLISM AS A COMPLICATION OF MEDICAL CARE, NOT EL SEliHERE
CLASSIFIED
OTHER VASCULAR COMPLICATIONS OF HE OICAL CARE, NOT ELSE UHERE
CLASSIFIED
OTHER INFECTION DUE TO 14EOICAL CARES NOT ELSEi+HERE CLASSIFIED
ANAPHYLACTIC SHOCK DUE TO SERU14, NOT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED
OTHER SERUM REACTION, NOT EL SEHHERE CLASSIFIED
OTHER TRAN* US ION REACTION. NOT ELs EHHERE CLASSI FI EO
OTHER ANO ONSPECIFIED COMPLICATIONS OF HEOICAL CARE, N07
ELSEblHERE CLASSI FIEO
SUPPLE14ENTARY CLASSIFICATION OF FACTORS INFLUENCING HEALTH STATUS
ANo CONTACT IIITH HEALTH SERVICES
CONTACT HITH OR EXPOSURE TO COIWJN ICABLE OISEASES
CONTACT HITH OR EXPOSURE TO TUBERCULOSIS
CONTACT WITH OR EXPOSURE TO POLIOMYELITIS
CONTACT HITH OR EXPOSURE TO RUBELLA
CONTACT HI TH OR EXPOSURE TO VENEREAL OISEASES
CONTACT WITH OR EXPOSURE TO OTHER VIRAL DISEASES
CONTACT HITH OR ExPOSURE TO OTHER COM14UNICABLE OISEASES
CONTACT ilITH OR EXPOSURE TO UNSPECIFIEO COMMUNICABLE OISEASE
CARRIER OR SUSPECTEO CARRIER OF INFECTIOUS OISEASES
CARRIER OR SUSPECTEO CARRIER OF OTHER GASTROINTESTINAL
PATHOGENS
CARRIER OR SUSPECTEO CARRIER OF OTHER SPECIFIEO BACTERIAL
OISEASES
CARRIER OR SUSPECTEO CARRIER OF VIRAL HEPATITIS





















































NEEO FOR PROPHYLACTIC VACCINATION ANO INOCULATION AGAINST
CERTAIN VIRAL OISEASES
NEEO FOR PROPHYLACTIC vACCINATION ANO INOCULATION AGAINST
RUBELLA ALONE
NEEO FOR OTHER PROPHYLACTIC VACCINATION AND INOCULATION
AGAINST SINGLE OISEASES
NE ELI FOR PROPHYLACTIC VACCINATION ANO INOCULATION AGAINST
OTHER SPECIFIEO OISEASE
NEEO FOR PROPHYLACTIC VACCINATION ANO INOCULATION AGAINST
COHBINATI@S OF OISEASES
NEEO FOR PROPHYLACTIC VACCINATION WITH HEASLES-HUHPS-RUBELLA
(H14R) VACCINE
NEEO FOR ISOLATION ANO OTHER PROPHYLACTIC HEASURES
NEEO FOR ISOLATION
NEEO FOR PRoPHYLACTIC IMMUNOTHERAPY
NEEO FoR OTHER PROPHYLACTIC CHEMOTHERAPY
NEEO FOR OTHER SPECIFIED PROPHYLACTIC HEASURE
PERSONAL HISTORY OF MALIGNANT NEOPLAS#l
PERSONAL HISTORY OF HALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF GASTROINTESTINAL
TRACT
PERSONAL HISTORY OF MALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF UNSPECIFIED SITE
IN GASTROINTESTINAL TRACT
PERSONAL HISTORY OF MALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF TONGUE
PERSONAL HISTORY OF HALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF OTHER ANO
UNSPECIFIED PARTS OF ORAL CAVITY ANO PHARYNX
PERSONAL HISTORY OF MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF ESOPHAGUS
PERSONAL HISTORY OF HALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF STOHACH
PERSONAL HISTORY OF HALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF LARGE INTESTINE
PERSONAL HISTORY OF HALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF RECTUH, RECTOSIGHOIO
JUNCTION, ANO ANUS
PERSONAL HISTORY OF HALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF LIVER
PERSONAL HISTORY OF MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF OTHER SITES IN
GASTROINTESTINAL TRACT
PERSONAL HISTORY OF MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF TRACHEA, BRONCHUS*
ANO LUNG
PERSONAL HISTORY OF HALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF BRONCHUS ANO LUNG
PERSONAL HISTORY OF MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF TRACHEA
PERSONAL HISTORY OF MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF OTHER RESPIRATORY
ANO IN TRATHORACIC ORGANS
PERSONAL HISTORY OF MALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF LARYNX
PERSONAL HISTORY OF HALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF NASAL CAVITIES,
flIODLE EARs ANO ACCESSORY SINUSES
PERSONAL HISTORY OF MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF OTHER
RESPIRATORY ANO INTRATHORACIC ORGANS
PERSONAL HISTORY OF 14ALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF BREAST
PERSONAL HISTORY OF MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF GENITAL ORGANS
PERSONAL HISTORY OF MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF UNSPECIFIED
FEMALE GENITAL ORGAN
PERSONAL HISTORY OF MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF CERVIX UTERI
PERSONAL HISTORY OF flALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF OTHER PARTS OF UTERUS
PERSONAL HISTORY OF MALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF OVARY
PERSONAL HISTORY OF MALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF OTHER FEMALE GENITAL
ORGANS
PERSONAL HISTORY OF MALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF UNSPECIFIED
HALE GENITAL ORGAN
PERSONAL HISTORY OF HALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF PROSTATE
PERSONAL HISTORY OF NALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF TESTIS
PERSONAL HISTORY OF HALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF OTHER HALE GENITAL
ORGANS
PERSONAL HISTORY OF HALIGNANT NE OPLASH OF URINARY ORGANS
PERSONAL HISTORY OF MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF UNSPECIFIED
URINARY ORGAN
PERSONAL HISTORY OF liALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF BLAOOER
PERSONAL HISTORY OF MALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF KIONEY
PERSONAL HISTORY OF HALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF OTHER URINARY ORGANS
PERSONAL HISTORY OF LEUKEHIA
PERSONAL HISTORY OF UNSPECIFIED LEUKEHIA
PERSONAL HISTORY OF LYHPHo ID LEUKEMIA
PERSONAL HISTORY OF HYELOIO LEUKEHIA
PERSONAL HISTORY OF $IONOCYTIC LEUKEliIA
PERSONAL HISTORY OF OTHER LEuKEMIA































































PERSONAL HISTORY OF LYHPHOSARCOMA ANO RETICULOSARCOHA
PERSONAL HISTORY OF IUIOGKIN*S OISEASE
PERSONAL HISTORY OF OTHER LYMPHATIC ANO HEHATOPOIETIC
NEoPLASMS
PERSONAL HISTORY OF HALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF OTHER SITES
PERSONAL HISTORY OF NALIGNAHT NEOPLASH OF BONE
PERSONAL HISTORY OF HALIGNANT MELANOHA OF SKIN
PERSONAL HISTORY OF OTHER MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF SKIN
PERSONAL HISTORY OF HALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF EYE
PERSONAL HISTORY OF HALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF BRAIN
PERSONAL HISTORY OF HALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF OTHER PARTS OF
NERVOUS SYSTEH
PERSONAL HISTORY OF HALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF THYROIO
PERSONAL HISTORY OF HALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF OTHER ENOOCRINE
GLANOS ANO RELATEO STRUCTURES
PERSONAL HISTORY OF HALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF OTHER SITES
UNSPECIFIED PERSONAL HISTORY OF HAL IGNANT NEOPLASH
PERSONAL HISTORY OF HENTAL OISOROER
PERSONAL HISTORY OF SCHIZOPHRENIA
PERSONAL HISTORY OF AFFECTIVE OISOROERS
PERSONAL HISTORY OF ALCOHOLISM
PERSONAL HISTORY OF OTHER HENTAL OISOROERS
PERSONAL HISTORY OF UNSPECIFIED HENTAL OISOROER
PERSCt4AL HISTORY OF CERTAIN OTHER OISEASES
PERSONAL HISTORY OF INFECTIOUS ANO PARASITIC OISEASES
PERSONAL HISTORY OF NUTRITIONAL DEFICIENCY
PERSONAL HISTORY OF ENOOCRINE, METABOLIC, ANO IHHUNITY
OISOROERS
PERSONAL HISTORY OF OISEASES OF BLOOO ANO BLOOEFORHING ORGANS
PERSONAL HISTORY OF OISOROERS OF NERVOUS SYSTEM ANO SENSE
oRGANS
PERSONAL HISTORY OF OISEASES OF CIRCULATORY SYSTEM
PERSONAL HISTORY OF OISEASES OF RESPIRATORY SYSTEM
PERSONAL HISTORY OF OISEASES OF OIGESTIVE SYSTEH
PERSONAL HISTORY OF OTHER OISEASES
PERSONAL HISTORY OF OISOROERS OF URINARY SYSTEM
PERSONAL HISTORY OF TROPHOBLASTIC OISEASE
PERSONAL HISTORY OF OTHER GENITAL SYSTEH ANO OBSTETRIC
OISOROERS
PERSONAL HISTORY OF OISEASES OF SKIN ANO SUBCUTANEOUS TISSUE
PERSONAL HISTORY OF ARTHRITIS
PERSONAL HISTORY OF OTHER HUSCULOSKELETAL OISOROERS
PERSONAL HISTORY OF CONGENITAL HALFORHATIONS
PERSONAL HISTORY OF PERINATAL PR08LEHS
PERSONAL HISTORY OF OTHER SPECIFIED OISEASES
PERSONAL HISTORY W ALLERGY TO HEOICINAL AGENTS
PERSONAL HISTORY OF ALLERGY TO PENICILLIN
PERSONAL HISTORY OF ALLERGY TO OTHER ANTIBIOTIC AGENT
PERSONAL HISTORY OF ALLERGY TO SULFONAHIOES
PERSONAL HISTORY OF ALLERGY TO NARCOTIC AGENT
PERSONAL HISTORY OF ALLERGY TO ANALGESIC AGENT
PERSONAL HISTORY OF ALLERGY TO OTHER SPECIFIEO HEOICINAL
AGENTS
PERSONAL HISTORY OF ALLERGY TO UNSPECIFIED HEOICINAL AGENT











ALLERGYs OTHER THAN TO HEOIC INAL AGENTSS
TO HEALTH
SURGERY TO HEART ANO GREAT VESSELS ~
TO HEALTH
SURGERY TO OTHER HAJOR ORGANS, PRESENTING
IRRAOIATION$ PRESENTING HAZAROS TO HEALTH
PSYCHOLOGICAL TRAUMA* PRESENTING HAZAROS
INJURY, PRESENTING HAZAROS TO HEALTH
PERSONAL HISTORY OF POISONING, PRESENTING HAZAROS TO HEALTH
PERSONAL HISTORY OF CONTRACEPTION? PRESENTING HAZAROS TO HEALTH
OTHER SPECIFIED PERSONAL HISTORY PRESENTING HAZAROS TO HEALTH
PERSONAL HISTORY OF NONCOMPLIANCE IAITH HEOICAL TREATHENT*
PRESENTING HAZAROS TO HEALTH
OTHER SPECIFIEO PERSONAL HISTORY PRESENTING HAZAROS TO HEALTH
UNSPECIFIED PERSONAL HISTORY PRESENTING HAZAROS TO HEALTH
FAHILY HISTORY OF HALIGNANT NEOPLASH








































































FAMILY HISTORY OF MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF TRACHEA, 8RONCHLIS,
ANO LUNG
FA141LY HISTORY OF MALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF BREAST
FAMILY HISTORY OF HAL IGNANT NEOPLAS14 OF GENITAL ORGANS
FAHILY HISTORY OF MALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF URINARY ORGANS
FAMILY HISTORY OF OTHER SPECIFIEO HAL IGNANT NEOPLASM
FAHILY HI STORY OF CERTAIN CHRONIC OISABLING OISEASES
FAMILY HISTORY OF PSYCHIATRIC CONOITION
FAMILY HIS TORY OF STROKE (CEREBROVASCULAR)
FAMILY HISTORY OF OTHER NEUROLOGICAL OISEASES
FAMILY HISTORY OF ISCHEHIC HEART OISEASE
FA141LY HISTORY OF OTHER CARDIOVASCULAR OISEASES
FAMILY HISTORY OF ASTHMA
FAMILY HISTORY OF CERTAIN OTHER SPECIFIC CONDITIONS
FAHILY HIS TORY OF OIABETES MELLI TUS
FAMILY HIS TORY OF OTHER ENDOCRINE ANO METABOLIC OISEASES
FAMILY HISTORY OF OTHER BLOOO 01 SORDERS
FAHILY HISTORY OF OIGESTJVE OISOROERS
FAMILY HISTORY OF OTHER CONDITIONS
FAHILY HIS TORY OF OTHER CONOITION
HEALTH SLIPERVI SION OF INFANT OR CHILO
HEALTH SUPERVISION OF FOUNDLING
OTHER HEALTHY INFANT OR CHILO RECEIVING CARE
RouTINE INFANT OR CHILO HEALTH CHECK
CONS TITUTI~AL STATES IN OEVELOPIIENT
OTHER SPECIFIED CONSTITUTIONAL STATES IN OEVELOPHENT
NORHAL PREGNANCY
SUPERVISION OF NORHAL FIRST PREGNANCY
SUPERVISION OF OTHER NORMAL PREGNANCY
PREGNANT STATE, INCIDENTAL
SUPERVISION OF HIGH-RISK PREGNANCY
SUPERVISION OF HIGH-RISK PREGNANCY wITH HISTORY OF
INFERTILITY
SUPERVISION OF HIGH-RISK PREGNANCY HITH HISTORY OF ABORTION
SUPERVISION OF HIGH-RISK PREGNANCY liITH GRANO MuLTIPARITY
SUPERVISION OF HIGH-RISK PREGNANCY wITH OTHER POOR OBSTETRIC
HIS TORY
SUPERVISION OF HIGH_RISK PREGNANCY HITH OTHER POOR REPRODUCTIVE
HISTORY
/ SUPERVISION OF HIGH RISK PREGNANCY IIITH INSUFFICIENT
PRENATAL CARE
SUPERVISION OF OTHER HIGH-RISK PREGNANCY
SUPERVISION OF UNSPECIFIED HIGH-RISK PREGNANCY
POSTPARTUM CARE ANO EXAMINATION
POSTPARTUM CARE ANO EXAMINATION IPH4EOIATELY AFTER OELIVERY
ROUTINE POSTPARTUM FOLLOH-UP
CONTRACEPTIVE MANAGEMENT
GENERAL COUNSELING ANO AOVICE ON CONTRACEPTIVE MANAGEMENT
OTHER GENERAL COUNSELING ANO ADVICE ON CONTRACEPTIVE
14ANAGEfl ENT
INSERTION OF INTRAUTERINE CONTRACEPTIVE OEVICE
STERILIZATION
MENSTRUAL EXTRACTION
SURVEILLANCE OF PREVIOUSLY PRESCRIBE CONTRACEPTIVE METHODS
CONTRACEPTIVE SURVEILLANCE, UNSPECIFIED
SURVEILLANCE OF INTRAUTERINE CONTRACEPTIVE OEVICE
UNSPECIFIED CONTRACEPTIVE MANAGEMENT
PROCREATIVE MANAGEMENT
TU80PLASTY OR VASOPLASTY AFTER PREVIOUS STERILIZATION
ARTIFICIAL INSEMINATION
GENERAL COUNSELING ANO AOVICE ON PROCREATIVE flANAGE#lENT
OUTCOHE OF OELIVERY
HOTHER UITH SINGLE LIVEBORN
MOTHER liITH SINGLE STILLBORN
MoTHER UITH THINS, BOTH LIVEBORN
HOTHER WITH THINS, ONE LIVEBORN ANO ONE STILLBORN
HOTHER WITH TWINS, BOTH STILLBORN
HOTHER WITH OTHER MuLTIPLE BIRTH, ALL LIVEBORN
HOTHER WITH UNSPECIFIED Q!J?CQ!4E CIF OELIVERY
ANTE NATAL SCREENING
OTHER ANTENATAL SCREENING BASEO ON AMNIOCENTESIS
OTHER SPECIFIEO ANTENATAL SCREENING
SINGLE LIVEBORN








































































SINGLE LIVEBORN, BORN 8EFORE AOHISSION TO HOSPITAL
THIN BIRTH, HATE LIVEBORN
THIN BIRTH, HATE LIv EBORN, BORN BEFORE AOHISSION TO HOSPITAL
MENTAL ANO BEHAVIORAL PROBLEMS
MENTAL ANO BEHAVIORAL PROBLEHS WITH LEARNING
OTHER HENTAL PROBLEHS
UNSPECIFIED MENTAL OR BEHAVIORAL PROBLEM
PROBLEHS WITH SPECIAL SENSES ANO OTHER SPECIAL FUNCTIONS
OTHER EYE PROBLEHS
PROBLEMS WITH SMALLOWING ANO MASTICATION
ORGAN OR TISSUE REP LACEO BY TRANSPLANT
KIONEY REP LACEO BY TRANSPLANT
HEART REPLACEO BY TRANSPLANT
HEART VALVE REPLACED BY TRANSPLANT
BONE REP LACEO BY TRANSPLANT
LUNG REPLACEO BY TRANSPLANT
LIVER REPLACEO BY TRANSPLANT
OTHER SPECIFIEO ORGAN OR TISSUE REPLACEO BY TRANSPLANT
ORGAN OR TISSUE REP LACEO BY OTHER MEANS
EYE GLOBE REPLACEO BY OTHER HEANS
LENS REPLACEO BY OTHER MEANS
HEART REPLACEO BY OTHER MEANS
HEART VALVE REPLACEO BY OTHER MEANS
BLOOO VESSEL REPLACEO BY OTHER HEANS
JOINT REPLACED BY OTHER HEANS
LIMB REPLACEO BY OTHER MEANS






STATUS OF OTHER ARTIFICIAL OPENING OF GASTROINTESTINAL TRACT
CYSTOSTOMY STATUS
STATUS OF OTHER ARTIFICIAL OPENING OF URINARY TRACT
OTHER ARTIFICIAL OPENING STATUS
OTHER POSTSURGICAL STATES
PO STSURGICAL CAROIAC PACEHAKER IN SITU
PO STSURGICAL RENAL OIALYSIS STATUS
POSTSURGICAL PRESENCE OF CEREBROSPINAL FLUIO ORAINAGE OEVICE
PoSTSURGICAL INTESTINAL BYPASS OR ANASTOtlOSIS STATUS
POSTSURGICAL ARTHROOESIS STATUS
PRESENCE OF INTRAUTERINE CONTRACEPTIVE OEVICE
POSTSURGICAL STATES FOLLOWING SURGERY OF EYE ANO AONEXA
OTHER POSTSURGICAL STATUS
POSTSURGICAL AORTOCORONARY BYPASS STATUS
OTHER PO ST SURGICAL STATUS
OTHER OEPENOENCE ON HACHINES
OEPENOENCE ON ASPIRATOR
OEPENOENCE ON RESPIRATOR
OEPENOENCE ON OTHER ENABLING HACHINES
UNSPECIFIED HACHINE OEPENOENCE
OTHER PROBLEHS wITH INTERNAL ORGANS
OTHER URINARY PROBLEMS
PRoBLENS WITH LIMBS ANO OTHER PROBLEMS
DEFICIENCIES OF LIHBS
HOTOR PROBLEHS WITH LIHBS
OTHER PROBLEMS OF LIMBS
OTHER SPECIFIEO PROBLEMS INFLUENCING HEALTH STATUS
ELECTIVE SURGERY FOR PURPOSES OTHER THAN REMEOYING HEALTH
STATES
OTHER PLASTIC SURGERY FOR UNACCEPTABLE COSMETIC APPEARANCE
ROUTINE OR RITUAL CIRCUMCISION
OTHER ELECTIVE SURGERY FOR PURPOSES OTHER THAN REHEOYING
HEALTH STATES
AFTERCARE INVOLVING THE USE OF PLASTIC SURGERY
FITTING ANO AOJUST14ENT OF PROSTHETIC OEVICE
FITTING ANO AOJUSTHENT OF ARTIFICIAL LEG (COHPLETE) (PARTIAL)
FITTING ANO AOJUSTHENT OF OTHER SPECIFIEO PROSTHETIC OEVICE
FITTING AND AOJUST#lENT OF OTHER OEVICE
FITTING MO AOJUSTHENT OF CAROIAC PACEMAKER
FITTING ANO AOJUST#lENT OF ORTHODONTIC OEVICES









































































FITTING ANO ADJUSTMENT OF URINARY DEVICES
FITTING ANO ADJUSTMENT OF OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED DEVICE
OTHER ORTHOPEDIC AFTERCARE









ATTENTION TO OTHER ARTIFICIAL OPENING OF oIGESTIVE TRAC1
ATTENTION TO CYSTOSTOHY
ATTENTION TO OTHER ARTIFICIAL OPENING OF URINARY TRACT
ATTENTION TO OTHER SPECIFIEO ARTIFICIAL OPENING
AFTERCARE INVOLVING INTERMITTENT OIALYSIS
AFTERCARE INVOLVING EXTRACORPOREAL OIALYSIS
AFTERCARE INVOLVING OTHER OIALYSIS
CARE INVOLVING USE OF REHABILITATION PROCEDURES
CARE INVOLVING BREATHING EXERCISES
CARE INVOLVING OTHER PHYSICAL THERAPY
CARE INVOLVING OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY ANO VOCATIONAL
REHABILITATION
CARE INVOLVING SPEECH THERAPY
CARE INVOLVING OTHER SPECIFIEO REHABILITATION PROCEOURE
CARE INVCLVING ORTHOTIC TRAINING
CARE INVOLVING OTHER SPECIFIEO REHABILITATION PROCEOURE
CARE INVOLVING lNSPECIFIEO REHABILITATION PROCEDURE
oTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED AFTERCARE
RADIOTHERAPY SESSION
MAINTENANCE CHEMOTHERAPY
BLOOD TRANSFUSION, HITHDUT REPoRTEO DIAGNOSIS
ATTENTION TO SURGICAL OR ESSINGS ANO SUTURES









00N0RS OF OTHER SPECIFIEO ORGAN OR TISSUE





NO OTHER HOUSEHOLO HEH8ER ABLE TO RENOER CARE
HOLIOAY RELIEF CARE








HEALTH PRO B4EflS HITHIN FAMILY
‘ALc0H0LIst4 IN FAHILy
OTHER HEALTH PROBLEHS HITHIN THE FAMILY
MJLTIPARITY
OTHER UNHANTEO PREGNANCY
OTHER SPECIFIEO FAHILY CIRCUMSTANCES
UNSPECIFIED FAHILY CIRCUMSTANCE
OTHER PSYCHOSOCIAL CIRCUMSTANCES
AOVERSE EFFECTS OF WDRK ENvIRONMENT




REFUSAL OF TREATMENT FOR REASONS OF RELIGION OR CONSCIENCE



































































INTERPERSONAL PROBLEHSf NOT ELSEHHERE CLASSIFIED
BEREAVEHENTr UNCOHPLICATEO
OTHER PSYCHOLOGICAL OR PHYSICAL STRESSS NOT ELSEUHERE
Kl ASS IFIEO------- ---
UNSPECIFIED PSYCHOSOCIAL CIRCUMSTANCE
UNAVAILABILITY OF OTHER MEOICAL FACILITIES FOR CARE
HE OICAL SERVICES IN HOME NOT AVAILABLE
PERSON AWAITING ADHISSION TO AOEQUATE FACILITY ELSEWHERE
OTHER SPECIFIEO REASONS FOR UNAVAILABILITY OF HEOICAL
FACILITIES
PERSONS ENCOUNTERING HEALTH SERVICES FDR SPECIFIC PROCEOURESt
NOT CARRIEO OUT
VACCINATION NOT CARRIED OUT BECAUSE OF CONTRAINDICATION
SURGICAL OR OTHER PROCEOURE NOT CARRIED OUT BECAUSE OF
CONTRA I NO IC AT ION
SURGICAL OR OTHER PROCEOURE NOT CARRIEO OUT BECAUSE OF
PAT IENT*S DECISION
PROCEDURE NOT CARRIEO OUT FOR OTHER REASONS
OTHER PERSONS SEEKING CONSULTATION WITHOUT COHPLAINT OR
SICKNESS
HEALTHY PERSON ACCOMPANYING SICK PERSON
PERSON CONSULTING ON BEHALF OF ANOTHER PERSON
PERSON FEIGNING ILLNESS
OIETARY SURVEILLANCE ANO COUNSELING
OTHER COUNSELINGS NQT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED





CONVALESCEME FCN_LOWING TREATHENT OF FRACTURE
CONVALESCENCE FOLLOUING OTHER TREATHENT
CONVALESCENCE FOLLOWING COHBINEO TREATMENT
FOLLO1l-UP EXAMINATION
FDLLOH-UP EXAMINATION FOLLOWING SURGERY
FOLLOW-UP EXAMINATION FOLLOWING RADIOTHERAPY
FOLLOW-UP EXAMINATION FOLLOWING CHENCITHERAPY
FOLLOW-UP EXAMINATION FOLLOWING TREATMENT OF FRACTURE
FOLLOH-UP EXAMINATION FOLLOHING OTHER TREATHENT
FOLLOH-UP EXAMINATION FOLLOUING TREATMENT WITH HIGH-RISK
HEOICATIONt NOT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED
OTHER FOUOU-UP EXAMINATION
FOLLOH+JP EXAMINATION FOLLOUING COHBINEO TREATMENT
UNSPECIFIED FOLLOH-UP EXAMINATION
ENCOUNTERS F~ ADMINISTRATIVE PURPOSES
ENCOUNTERS FOR OTHER SPECIFIED AOHINISTRATIVE PURPOSE
ENCOUNTERS FOR OTHER SPECIFIED AOHINISTRATIVE PURPOSE
ENCOUNTERS FOR UNSPECIFIED AOHINISTRATIVE PURPOSE
GENERAL HEOICAL EXAMINATION
ROUTINE GENERAL MEDICAL EXAMINATION AT A HEALTH CARE FACILITY
GENERAL PSYCHIATRIC EXAMINATION* RE4UESTE0 BY THE AUTHORITY
OTHER GENERAL HEDICAL EXAMINATION FOR AOHINISTRATIVE PURPOSES
EXAMINATION FOR NORHAL COMPARISON OR CONTROL IN CLINICAL
RESEARCH
oTHER SPECIFIEO GENERAL MEDICAL EXAMINATIONS
UNSPECIFIED GENERAL HEOICAL EXAMINATION
OBSERVATION ANO EVALUATION FOR SUSPECTEO CONDITIONS
OBSERVATION FOR SUSPECTEO HENTAL CONOITION
OBSERVATION OF OTHER SUSPECTEO MENTAL CONOITION
OBSERVATION FOR SUSPECTEO HALIGNANT NEOPLASH
OBSERVATION FOR SUSPECTEO TUBERCULOSIS
OBSERVATION FOLLOWING ACCIDENT AT WORK
OBSERVATION FOLLOHING OTHER ACCIOENT
Di3SERVATION FOLLOHING ALLEGEO RAPE OR SEDUCTION
OBSERVATION FDLLOHING OTHER INFLICTEO INJURY
OBSERVATION FOR SUSPECTEO CARDIOVASCULAR OISEASE
OBSERVATION FOR OTHER SPECIFIEO SUSPECTEO CONDITIONS
OBSERVATION FOR UNSPECIFIED SUSPECTEO CONOITION
SPECIAL INVESTIGATIONS ANO EXAMINATIONS-.
EXAMINATION OF EYES ANO VISION
GYNECOLOGICAL EXAMINATION
PREGNANCY EXAMINATION OR TEST, PREGNANCY UNCONFIRHEO
























SPECIAL SCREENING EXAMINATION FOR VIRAL DISEASES
SCREENING ExAMINATION FOR UNSPECIFIED VIRAL DISEASE
SPECIAL SCREENING EXAHINATION FOR BACTERIAL ANO SPIROCHETAL
OISEASES
SCREENING EXAMINATION FOR PULMONARY TUBERCULOSIS
SCREENING ExAMINATION FOR OTHER SPECIFIEO BACTERrAL ANn...---- ..-
SPIROCHETAL OISEASES
SPECIAL SCREENING EXAM1NATION FOR OTHER INFECTIOUS oISEASES
SCREENING EXAMINATION FOR UNSPECIFIED INFECTIOUS OISEASE
SPECIAL SCREENING FOR ENOOCRINE, NUTRITIONAL, METABOLIC, AND
1MMUNIT% OISORDERS
SCREENING FOR OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED ENOOCRINEV
NUT RI TI~AL, METABOLIC ANO 1HHUNIT% OISOROERS
SPECIAL SCREENING FOR OISORDERS OF BLOOO ANO BLOOD-FORMING
ORGANS
SCREENING FOR SICKLE-CELL OISEASE OR TRAIT
SCREENING FOR UNSPECIFIEO OISOROER OF BLOOO ANCJ
BLOOD- FCR141NG ORGANS
SPECIAL SCREENING FOR CARDIOVASCULAR, RESPIRATORY. ANO
GENITOURINARY OISEASES
SCREENING FOR OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED CARDIOVASCULAR CONDITIONS
SPECIAL SCREENING FOR OTHER CONDITIONS
POSTNATAL sCREENING FOR CHROMOSOMAL ANOMALIES
SCREENING FOR OTHER SPECIFIEO CCINOITIONS
SCREENING FOR UNSPECIFIED CONDITILIN







































































OPERATIONS LIN THE NERVOUS SYSTEM
INCISION ANO EXCISION OF SKULL, BRAIN, AND CEREBRAL tlENINGES
CRANIAL PUNCTURE
CISTERNAL PuNCTURE
VENTRICULDPUNCTURE THROUGH PREVIOUSLY I!lPLANTEO CATHETER
❑THER CRANIAL PUNCTURE
OIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON SKULL. BRAIN, ANO CEREBRAL HE NINGES
CLOSEO [pERcuTANEOUSl [NEEOLEI i31apsy aF CEREBRAL MEN INGES
OPEN BIOPSY OF CEREBRAL HENINGES
CLOSEO [ PERCUTANEOUS I [N EEOLEI BICIPSY OF 8RAIN
OPEN BIOPSY OF BRAIN
OTiER OIAGNOSTXC pRacEouREs ON BRAIN ANO CEREBRAL 14EN INGES
OTHER DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON SKULL
CRANIOTOt4Y ANO CRANIECTCI14Y
INC1S1ON ANO OR AINAGE LIF CRANIAL SINUS
REOPENING OF CRANIOTOMY SITE
OTHER CRANIOTO14Y
OTHER CRANIECTIIHY
INCISION OF BRAIN ANO CEREBRAL K!EN INGES
INCISICVA Of CEREEIRAL MENINGES
LCIBCITOHY ANO TRACTLITOflY
OTHER INCISION OF BRAIN
OTHER EXCISION OR OBSTRUCTION CIF BRAIN ANO ilENINGES
ExCISION OF LESION CIR TISSUE OF CEREBRAL !IENINGES
LOBECTDNY OF BRAIN
OTHER mCISION CIR CIESTRUCTION OF LESION OR TISSUE OF BRAIN
EXCISION OF LESION CIF SKULL
OTHER OPERATILINS CIN SKULLS BRAIN, ANO CEREBRAL HEN INGES
CRAN IOPLAS TY
OPENING OF CRANIAL SUTURE
ELEVATION OF SKULL FRACTURE FRAGHENTS
FORMATION CIF CRANSAL BONE FLAP
BONE GRAFT TO SKULL
INSERTION OF SKULL PLATE
CITHER CRANIAL OSTECIPLASTY
REHWAL OF SKULL PLATE
RE PAIR OF CERE@RAL HEN INGES
SIMPLE SUTURE OF OURA HATER OF BRAIN
CITHER REPAIR (JF CEREBRAL HEN INGES
LIGATICN OF HEN INGEAL VEssFl-----
VENTRICULOSTOHY
EX TRACRANI& VENTRICULAR SU11M7,..”...
VENTRICULAR SHUNT TO STRUCTURE IN HEAD ANO NECK
VENTRICULAR SHUNT TO CIRCULATORY SYSTEH
VENTRICULAR SHUNT T(Z THORACIC CAVITY
VENTRICULAR SHUNT TO ABDLIHINAL CAVITY ANO CIRGANS
OTHER OPERATICINS TIT ESTA8LISH ORAINAGE OF VENTRICLE
REVISICIN, RENOVAL. ANO IRRIGATILIN LIF VENTRICULAR SHUNT
IRRIGATION OF VENTRICULAR ~Hll~r... . ... .. .
REPLAC E14ENT OF VENTRICULAR SHUNT
REflOVAL OF VENTRICULAR SHUNT
OTHER 0P ERATI13NS IIN SKULL, BRAIN, ANO CEREBRAL !IENINGES
LYSIS OF CORTICAL AOHESIONS
REPAIR CIF BRAIN
IMPLANTATION OF INTRACRANIAL NEUROSTIWLATOR
INSERTI(7N OR REPLACE#lENT CIF SKULL TONGS
OR HALO TRACTION OEVICE
REHOVAL - OF SKULL TONGS OR HAL(T TRACTION OEVICE
aTHER w ERATIONS ON SKULL* BRAIN. ANO CERE13RAL HEN INGES
OpERAT iaNs aN sp INAL caRa ANO sp IN AL CANAL STRUCTURES
Explanation ANO oEcaHpREss IaN OF SPINAL CANAL Structures
REOPENING OF LAHINECTCNIY SITE
OTHER EXPLORATION ANO OECOHPRESSION OF SPINAL CANAL
OIVISICIN OF INTRASPINAL NERVE ROIJT
CHOROC2TOHY
OTHER CHDROOTOMY
01 AGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON SPINAL CORD ANO SPINAL
CANAL STRUCTURES
SPINAL TAP
BIOPSY OF SPINAL C(3R0 OR SPINAL HENINGES
CITHER DIAGNOSTIC PRLICEOURES CIN SPINAL CCJRO ANO
SPINAL CANAL STRUCTURES




































































OR SPINAL HEN INGES
PLAS71C OPERATIONS ON SPINAL CORO STRUCTURES
REPAIR OF SPINAL HENINGOCELE
REPAIR OF SPINAL HYELOHENINGOCELE
REPAIR OF VERTEBRAL FRACTURE
OTHER REPAIR ANO PLASTIC OPERATIONS ON SPINAL CORO sTRUCTURES
LYSIS OF AWESIONS OF SPINAL CORO AND NERVE ROOTS
SHUNT OF SPINAL THECA
SPINAL SUBARACHNOIO-PERI TONEAL SHUNT
OTHER SHUNT OF SPINAL THECA
INJECTION OF OBSTRUCTIVE AGENT INTO SPINAL CANAL
OTHER OPERAT IONS ON SPINAL CORO ANO SPINAL CANAL STRUCTURES
INSERTION OF CATHETER INTO SPINAL CANAL FOR INFUSION OF
THERAPEUT XC OR PALLIATIVE SUBSTANCES
INJECTION OF ANESTHETIC INTo SPINAL CANAL FOR ANALGESIA
INJECTION OF OTHER AGENT INTO SPINAL CAMAI-----
INSERTION OR REPLACEMENT OF SPINAL NEUROSTIMULATOR
REHOVAL OF SPINAL NEUROSTIWLATOR
SPINAL BLOOD PATCH
PERCUTANEOUS oENERVATION OF FACET
REVIS Iffl OF SPINAL THECAL SHUNT
REMOVAL OF SPINAL THECAL SHUNT
OTHER W ERATIONS ON SPINAL CORO ANO SPINAL CANAL STRUCTURES
OPERATIONS ON CRANIAL ANO PERIPHERAL NERVES
INCISION, OIVISION, ANO EXCISION OF CRANIAL ANO PERIPHERAL
NERVES
ACOUSTIC NEUROTOHY
OIVISION OF TRIGE141NAL NERVE
OIVISION OR CRUSHING OF OTHER CRANIAL ANO PERIPHERAL NERVES
OTHER INCISION OF CRANIAL ANO PERIPHERAL NERVES
OTHER EXCISION OR AVULSION OF CRANIAL ANO PERIPHERAL NERVES
01 AGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON PERIPHERAL NERVOUS SYSTEH
CLOSEO [ PERCUTANEOUS 1 [NEEOLEI BIOPSY OF CRANIAL OR
PERIPHERAL NERVE OR GANGLION
OPEN BIOPSY OF CRANIAL OR PERIPHERAL NERVE OR GANGLION
OTHER DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON CRANIAL ANO
PERIPHERAL NERVES ANO GANGLIA
OBSTRUCTION OF CRANIAL ANO PERIPHERAL NERVES
SUTURE OF CRANIAL ANO PERIPHERAL NERVES
LYSI S OF AOHESIONS ANO OECOIIPRESSION OF CRANIAL
ANO PERIPHERAL NERVES
OECOHPRESS ION OF TRIGEHINAL NERVE ROOT
OTHER CRANIAL NERVE OECOHPRESSION
RELEASE OF CARPAL TUNNEL
RELEASE OF TARSAL TUNNEL
OTHER PERIPHERAL NERVE OR GANGLION OECOHPRESSI ON OR
LYSIS OF AOHESIONS
CRANIAL OR PERIPHERAL NERVE GRAFT
TRANSPOSITION OF CRANIAL ANO PERIPHERAL NERVES
OTHER CRANIAL OR PERIPHERAL NEUROPLASTV
HYPOGLOSSAL-FACIAL ANASTO140SIS
OTHER ANASTOMOSIS OF CRANIAL OR PERIPHERAL NERVE
REVISION OF PREVIOUS REPAIR OF CRANIAL ANO PERIPHERAL NERVES
REPAIR OF OLO TRAUMATIC INJURY OF CRANIAL
ANO PERIPHERAL NERVES
OTHER NE IA70PLASTY
INJECTION INTO PERIPHERAL NERVE
PERIPHERAL NERVE INJECTION* NOT OTHERklISE SPECIFIEO
INJECTION OF ANESTHETIC INTO PERIPHERAL NERVE FOR ANALGESIA
INJECTION OF OTHER AGENTs ExcEpT NEuRoLyTIc
OPERATIONS ON SYMPATHETIC NERVES OR GANGLIA
DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON SYMPATHETIC NERVES OR GANGLIA





OTHER SYHPATHECTOHY ANO GANGLIONECTOHY
INJECTION INTO SYMPATHETIC NERVE OR GANGLION
INJECTION OF ANESTHETIC INTO SYMPATHETIC NERVE FOR ANALGESIA
INJECTION OF NEuROLYTIC AGENT INTO SY14PATHETIC NERVE
OTHER INJECTION INTO SYMPATHETIC NERVE OR GANGLION
OTHER OPERATIONS ON SYMPATHETIC NERVES OR GANGLIA










































































OPERATIONS ON THE ENOOCRINE SYSTEH
OPERATIONS ON THYROIO ANO PARATHYROIO GLANOS
INCISION OF THYROIO FIELO
ASPIRATION OF THYROIO FIELO
REOPENING OF IAOUND OF THYROID FIELO
OTHER INCISION OF THYROIO FIELO
01 AGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON THYROIO ANO PARATHYROIO GLANOS
CLOSEO [PERCUTANEOUS 1 [NEEOLEI BIOPSY OF THYROIO GLAND
OPEN BIOPSY OF THYROIO GLANO
BIOPSY OF PARATHYROIO GLANO
UNILATERAL THYRoI O LOB ECTOHY
OTHER PART IAL THYROIOECTOHY
EXCISION OF LESION OF THYROIO
OTHER PARTIAL THYROIOECTOMY
COMPLETE THYROIOECTOMY
SUBS TERN AL THYROI OECTOHY
SUBSTERNAL THYROIOECTOHY* NOT OTHERWISE SPECIF IEO
PARTIAL SUBSTERNAL THYROIOECTOIIY
COHPLETE SUBSTERNAL THYROIOECTOHY




OTHER OPERATIONS ON THYROIO [R EGIONI ANO PARATHYROIO
OIVISION OF THYROIO ISTHMUS
SUTURE OF THYROIO GLANO
THYROIO TISSUE REIMPLANTATION
PARATHYROIO TISSUE REIMPLANTATION
OPERATIONS ON OTHER ENOOCRINE GLANOS
01 AGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON ADRENAL GLANOSr PITUITARY GLANO?
PINEAL GLANO, ANO THYMUS
CLOSEO [ PERCUTANEOUS I [NEEDLE] BIOPSY OF AORENAL GLANO
OPEN BIOPSY OF AORENAL GLANO
BIOPSY OF PITUITARY GLANOt TRANSSPHENOIOAL APPROACH
BIOPSY OF TMv~lS,..----
PARTIAL ADRENALECTO14Y




OTHER OPERATIONS ON AORENAL GLANOS* NERVES, ANO VESSELS
INCISION OF AORENAL GLANO
LIGATIffl OF AORENAL VESSELS
HYPOPHYSECTOHV ,.
PARTIAL EXCISION OF PITUITARY GLAND, TRANSFRONTAL APPROACH
PARTIAL EXCISION OF PITUITARY GLANO~ TRANSSPHENOIOAL APPROACH
PARTIAL EXCISION OF PITUITARY GLANO, UNSPECIFI EO APPROACH
TOTAL EXCISION OF PITUITARY GLANO~ TRANSFRONTAL APPROACH
TOTAL EXCISION OF PITUITARY GLANOC TRANSSPHEHD IOAL APPROACH
TOTAL EXCISION OF PiTuxTARy GLANO. OTHER spEcIFIEO APpROACH
TOTAL EXCISION OF PITUITARY GLANO. UNSPECIFIED APPROACH
OTHER OPERAT IONS ON HYPOPHYSIS
INCISION OF PITUITARY GLANO
OTHER OPERATIONS ON HYPOPHYSIS
THY14ECTOHY
THYHECTOHY ? NOT OTHERIIIISE SPECIFIEO
PARTIAL EXCISION OF THYHUS
TOTAL EXCISION OF THYtlUS
OPERATIONS ON THE EYE
OPERATIONS ON EYELIDS
INCISION OF EYELIO
SEVER ING OF BLEPHARORRHAPHY
OTHER INCISION OF EYELIO
DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON EYELIO
BIOPSY OF EYELIO
EXCISION OR OBSTRUCTION OF LESION OR TISSUE OF EYELID
REHOVAL OF LESION OF EYELIO, NOT OTHERHISE SPECIFIEO
EXCISION OF CHALAZION
EXCISIW OF OTHER HINOR LESION OF EYELIO
EXCISION OF HAJOR LESION OF EYELXOt PARTIAL-THICKNESS
EXCISION OF MAJOR LESION OF EYELIO, FULL-THICKNESS
OBSTRUCTION OF LESION OF EYELIO
REPAIR OF L?4-EPHAROPTOSIS ANO LIO RETRACTION






































































TECHN I(IUE IAITH SUTURE
REPAIR OF BLEPHAROPTOSIS BY FRONTALIS WJSCLE
TECHNIQUE HITH FASCIAL SLING
REPAIR OF k3LEPHAROPTOSIS 8Y RESECTION OR
AOVANCE14ENT OF LEVATOR MUSCLE OR APONEUROSIS
REPAIR OF 6LEpHAR0pT0s Is BY TARSAL TEcHNIauE
REPAIR OF BLEPHAROPTOSIS BY OTHER TECHNIQUES
CORRECTION OF L1O RETRACTION
REPAIR OF EN TROPION OR ECTROP1ON
REPAIR OF EN TROPION OR ECTROPION BY SUTURE TECHNIQUE
REPAIR OF ENTROPION OR ECTROPION lil TH HEOGE RESECTION
REPAIR OF EN TROPION OR ECTROPION 141TH LIO RECONSTRUCTION
OTHER REPAIR OF EN TROP1ON OR ECTROP1ON
OTHER AOJUSTHENT OF LIO POSITION
CANTHOTOIIY
BL EPHARO RRHA PHY
OTHER AOJUST14ENT OF L1O POSITION
RECONSTRUCTION OF EYELIO IIITH FLAPS OR GRAFTS
RECONSTRUCTION OF EYELIO llITH SKIN FLAP OR GRAFT
RECONSTRUCTION OF EYELIO !JIITH tWCOUS MEMBRANE FLAP OR GRAFT
RECONSTRUCTION OF EYELIO wITH TARSOCONJUNCTIVAL FLAP
OTHER RECONSTRUCTION OF EYELIO ldITH FLAPS OR GRAFTS
OTHER RECONSTRUCTION OF EYELIO
RECONSTRUCTION OF EYELIO, NOT OTHERWISE SPECIFIEO
RECONSTRUCTION OF EYELIO INVOLVING L1O MARGIN. PARTIAL-
THICKNESS
OTHER RECONSTRUCTION OF EYELIO, FULL-THICKNESS
OTHER REPAIR OF EYELIO
LINEAR REPAIR OF LACERATION OF EYELIO OR EYEBROW
OTHER REPAIR OF LACERATION OF EYELIO, PARTIAL-THICKNESS
REPAIR OF LACERATION OF EYELIO INVOLVING LIO HARGIN.
FULL–THICKNESS




OTHER OPERATIONS ON EYELIOS
OTHER EP lLATION OF EYELIO
OTHER OPERATIONS ON EYELIOS
OPERAT IONS ON LACRIMAL SYSTEM
DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON LACRIHAL SYSTEM
BIOPSY OF LACRI HAL GLANO
BIOPSY OF LACRIMAL SAC
OTHER 01 AGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON LACRIHAL SYSTEM
EXCISION OF LESION OR TISSUE OF LACRIMAL GLANO
EXCISION OF LESION OF LACRIMAL GLANO
OTHER PARTIAL OACRYOAOENECTOHY
HANIPULATICW OF LACRIMAL PASSAGE
PROBING OF t_ACRIHAL CANALICULI
PROBING OF NASOLACRI14AL OUCT
IN TUB ATIffl OF NASOLACRIMAL OUCT
INCISION OF LACRIMAL SAC ANO PASSAGES
INCIS ION OF LACRI!4AL SAC
OTHER INCISION OF LACRI14AL PASSAGES
EXCISION OF LACRIMAL SAC ANO PASSAGE
REPAIR OF CANALICULUS ANO PUNCTUM
OTHER REPAIR OF PUNCTUM
REPAIR OF CANALICULUS
FISTUL1ZATION OF LACRIMAL TRACT TO NASAL CAVITY
OACRYOCYSTORHINOSTOHY [OCR 1
OTHER OPERAT IONS ON LACRIMAL SYSTEM
OTHER OP ERAT IONS ON LACRIMAL SYSTEM
OPERATIONS ON CONJUNCTIVAL
DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON CONJUNCTIVAL
BIOPSY OF CONJUNCTIVAL
EXCISION OR OBSTRUCTION OF LESION OR TISSUE OF CONJUNCTIVAL
EXCISION OF LESION OR TISSUE OF CONJUNCTIVAL
OBSTRUCTION OF LESION OF CONJUNCTIVA
CO NJUNCTIVOPLASTY
RECONSTRWTION OF CONJUNCTIVAL CUL-DE-SAC HITH FREE GRAFT
OTHER FREE GRAFT TO CONJUNCTIVAL
OTHER CO NJ UNCTI VOPLASTY
LYSIS OF AOHESIONS OF CONJUNCTIVAL ANO EYELIO




































































OTHER OPERATIONS ON CONJUNCTIVAL
SUBCONJUNC TIVAL INJECT ION
OTHER OPERATIONS ON CONJUNCTIVAL
OPERATIONS ON CORNEA
INCISION OF CORNEA
OIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON CORNEA
SCRAPING OF CORNEA FOR SMEAR OR CULTURE
810PSY OF CORNEA
OTHER DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON CORNEA
ExCISION OF PTERYGILN4
ExCISION OF PTERYGIU14 MITH CORNEAL GRAFT
OTHER EXCISION OF PTERYGIUH
ExCISION OR OBSTRUCTION OF TISSUE OR OTHER LESION OF CORNEA
MECHANICAL REMOVAL OF CORNEAL EPITHELIUM
CRYOTHERAPY OF CORNEAL LESION
OTHER REMOVAL OR OBSTRUCTION OF CORNEAL LESION
REPAIR OF CORNEA
SUTUUE OF CORNEAL LACERATION
REPAIR OF POSTOPERATIVE HOUNO OEHISCENCE OF CORNEA
REPAIR OF CORNEAL LACERATION OR HOUNO MITH CONJUNCTIVAL FLAP
OTHER REPAIR OF CORNEA
CO RNEAL TRANSPLANT
CORNEAL TRANSPLANT, NOT OTHERHISE SPECIFIEO
LAMELLAR KERATOPLASTY HITH AUTOGRAFT
OTHER LAilELLAR KERATOPLASTY
OTHER PENETRATING KERATOPLASTY
OTHER RECONSTRUCTIVE SURGERY ON CORNEA
KERATOHELEUSIS
KERATOPROSTHESIS
OPERATIONS ON IRIS, CILIARY BOOY, SCLERA, ANO ANTE R1OR CHAHBER
REHOVAL OF INTRAOCULAR FOREIGN BOOY FROM AN TER1OR SEGHENT OF
F w=---
REHOVAL OF INTRAOCULAR FOREIGN BOOY FROH ANTER 10R
SEGMENT OF EYE, NOT OTHERUISE SPECIFIEO
REMOVAL 0+ INTRAOCULAR FOREIGN 800Y FROM ANTERIOR
SEGMENT OF EYE HITH USE OF MAGNET
REMOVAL OF INTRAOCULAR FORE1 GN BOOY FROM ANTERIOR
SEGMENT OF EYE IAITHOUT USE OF MAGNET
IR IOOTOflY ANO SIHPLE IRI OECTOMY
XRIOOTC+4Y ilITH TRANSFIXION
OTHER IR IOOTO$IY
EXCISION OF PROLAPSEO IRIS
OTHER IRIOECTOHY
DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON IRIS, CILIARY BOOY, SCLERA,
ANO ANTERIOR CHAMBER
DIAGNOSTIC ASPIRATION OF ANTERIOR CHAMBER OF EYE
OTHER 01 AGNOSTI C PROCEDURES ON IRIS, CILIARY BOOY,
SCLERA, ANO ANTERIOR CHA$IBER
IRIOOPLASTY ANO COREOPLASTY
LYSIS OF OTHER ANTERIOR SYNECHIAE
LYSIS OF POSTERIOR SYNECHIAE
COREOPLASTY
OTHER IR IOOPLASTY
FACILITATION OF INTRAOCULAR CIRCULATION
GONIOTOHY HITHOUT GONIOPUNCTURE
TRABECULOTOHY AB EXTERNO
CYCLO OIALY S1 S
OTHER FACILITATION OF INTRAOCULAR CIRCULATION
SCLERAL FIST ULIZATION
THERHOCAUTER IZATION OF SCLERA HITH IRIOECTOHY
TRABECULECTOHY AB EXTERNO
OTHER SC LERAL FISTULIZATION HITH IRIOECTOHY
POSTOPERATIVE REVISION OF SCLERAL FISTULIZATION PROCEOURE
OTHER SCLERAL F ISTULIZING PROCEOURE




SUTURE OF LACERATION OF SCLERA
EXCISION OR OBSTRUCTION OF LESION OF SCLERA
SCLERAL REINFoRCEMENT liITH GRAFT
OTHER OPERATIONS ON SCLERA

































































THERAPEUTIC EVACUATION OF ANTERIOR CHAHtitK
INJECTION INTO ANTERIOR CHAMBER
OTHER OPERATIONS ON ANTERIOR CHAMBER
OPERATIONS ON LENS
REMOVAL OF FOREIGN BOOY FROtl LENS
REHOVAL OF FOREIGN BODY FROM LENs, NOT OTHERUISE SPECIFIEO
REMOVAL OF FOREIGN BOOY FROtl LENS HITHOUT USE OF MAGNET
IN TRACAPSULAR EXTRACTION OF LENS
OTHER IN TRACAPSULAR EXTRACTION OF LENS
EXTRACAPSULAR EXTRACTION OF LENS BY LINEAR EXTRACTION TECHNIQUE
EXTRACAPSULAR EXTRACTION OF LENS BY sIMPLE ASPIRATION
[ ANO IRRIGATION I TECHNIQUE
EXTRACAPSULAR EXTRACTICU4 OF LENS BY FRAGMENTATION ANO
ASPIRATION TEClU41QUE
PHACOEMULS IF ICATION ANO ASPIRATION OF CATARACT
MECHANICAL PHACOFRAGHENTAT ION ANO ASPIRATION OF
CATARACT BY POSTERIOR ROUTE
MECHANICAL PHACOFRAGHENTATION ANO OTHER ASPIRATION OF CATARACT
OTHER EXTRACAPSULAR EXTRACTION OF LENS
ExTRACAPSULAR EXTRACTION OF LENS BY TEMPORAL INFERIOR ROUTE
OTHER EXTRACAPSULAR EXTRACTION OF LENS
OTHER CATARACT EXTRACTION
OISCISSION OF PRIHARY MEMBRANOUS CATARACT
EXCISION OF PRI MARY PIEHBRANOUS CATARACT
t4ECHANICAL FRAGMENTATION OF PRIHARY MEMBRANOUS CATARACT
OISCISSION OF SECONDARY HEHBRANE [ AFTER CATARACT 1
EXCISION OF SECONOARY HEHBRANE [ AFTER CATARACT 1
OTHER CATARACT EXTRACTION
INSERTION OF PROSTHETIC LENS [ PSEUOOPHAKOS 1
INSERTION OF PSEUOOPHAKOS, NOT OTHERUISE SPECIFIEO
INSERTION OF INTRAOCULAR LENS PROSTHESIS AT TIHE
OF CATARACT EXTRACTION, ONE-STAGE
SECONOARY INSERTION OF INTRAOCULAR LENS PROSTHESIS
REMOVAL OF IHPLANTEO LENS
OTHER OPERATIONS ON LENS
❑AERATIONS ON RETINA. CHOROIO. VITREOUS, AND POSTERIOR CHAllBER
RENOVAL ‘OF FOREIGN -BOOY FROli POSTERIOR SEG14ENT OF EYE
REHOVAL OF FOREIGN BOOY FROH POSTERIOR SEGHENT
OF EYE IIIITH USE OF HAGNET
REMOVAL OF FOREIGN BOOY FROM POSTERIOR SEGHENT
OF EYE IAITHOUT USE OF MAGNET
DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON RETINA, CHOROIO, VITREOUS, ANO
POSTERIOR CHAHBER
OIAGNOST XC ASPIRATION OF VITREOUS
OBSTRUCTION OF LESION OF RETINA ANO CHOROIO
OESTRUCT ION OF CHORIORETINAL LESION BY DIATHERHY
OBSTRUCTION OF CHORIORETINAL LESION BY CRYOTHERAPY
OBSTRUCTION OF CHORIORETINAL LESION BY XENON ARC
PHOTOCOAGULATION
OBSTRUCTION OF CHORIORETINAL LESION BY LASER PHOTOCOAGULATION
OBSTRUCTION OF CHORIORETINAL LESION BY PHOTOCOAGULATION OF
UNSPECIFIED TYPE
oBSTRUCTION OF CHORIORETINAL LESION BY RAOIATION THERAPY
OBSTRUCTION OF CHORIORETINAL LESION BY IMPLANTATION
OF RAOIATION SOURCE
OTHER OBSTRUCTION OF CHORIORETINAL LESION
REPAIR OF RETINAL TEAR
REPAIR OF RETINAL TEAR BY OIATHERHY
REPAIR OF RETINAL TEAR BY CRYOTHERAPY
REPAIR OF RETINAL TEAR BY LASER PHOTOCOAGULATION
REPAIR OF RETINAL TEAR BY PHOTOCOAGULATION OF uNSPECIFIED TYPE
OTHER REPAIR OF RETINAL TEAR
REPAIR OF RETINAL OETACHHENT WITH SCLERAL BUCKLING
ANO IMPLANT
SCLERAL BUCKLING WITH IMPLANT
OTHER SC LERAL BUCKLING
OTHER REPAIR OF RETINAL OETACHllENT
REPAIR OF RETINAL OETACHllENT 141TH OIATHERHY
REPAIR OF RETINAL OETACHIIENT 141TH CRYOTHERAPy
REPAIR OF RETINAL DETACHMENT HITH LASER PHOTOCOAGULATION
REPAIR OF RETINAL DETACHMENT HITH PHOTOCOAGULATION
OF UNSPECIFIED TYPE
OTHER REPAIR OF RETINAL DETACHMENT




































































RE140VAL OF VITREOUS* ANTERIOR APPROACH
OTHER REHOVAL OF VITRE~ll~
OF
.-””
MECHANICAL VITRECTOHY BY ANTERIOR APPROACH
OTHER MECHANICAL VITRECTOHY
INJECTION OF VITREOUS SUBSTITUTE
oTHER OPERATIONS ON VITREOUS
OTHER OPERATIONS ON RETINA, CHOROIOS ANO POSTERIOR CHAMBER
‘ERATIONS ON EXTRA OCULAR HUSCLES
DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES W EXTRAOCULAR HUSCLES OR TENDONS
oTHER DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON EXTRAOCULAR HUSCLES ANO TENOONS
OPERATIONS ON ONE EXTRADCULAR HUSCLE INVOLVING TEMPORARY
OETACHHENT FROH GLOBE
RECESSION OF ONE EXTRAOCULAR HUSCLE
REsECTION OF ONE EXTRAOCULAR HUSCLE
OTHER OPERATIONS ON ONE EXTRAOCULAR MUSCLE INVOLVING
TEHPORARY OETACHHENT FROM GLOBE
OTHER OPERATIONS ON ONE EXTRAOCULAR MUSCLE
LENGTHEN ING PROCEDURE ON ONE EXTRAOCULAR MUSCLE
SHORTENING PROC EOURE ON ONE EXTRAOCULAR HUSCLE
oTHER OPERATIONS ON ONE EXTRAOCULAR HUSCLE
OPERATIONS ON THO OR !IORE EXTRAOCULAR HUSCLES INVOLVING
TEHPORARY OETACHHENT FROH GLOBE, ONE OR BOTH EYES
OTHER OPERAT IONS ON THO OR MORE EXTRAOCULAR HUSCLESS
ONE OR BOTH EYES
REPAIR OF INJURY OF EXTRAOCULAR HUSCLE
OTHER OPERAT IONS ON EXTRAOCULAR HuSCLES AND TENOONS
OPERATIONS ON ORBIT ANO EYEBALL
ORBITOTOHY
ORB ITOTOHY HITH BONE FLAP
ORB ITOTOMY H ITH INSERT ION OF ORBITAL IMPLAN1
OTHER ORBITOTOHY
REHOVAL OF PENETRATING FOREIGN BOOY FROH EYE* NOT
OTHERHISE SPECIFIEO
DIAGNOST XC PROCEDURES ON ORBIT ANO EYEBALL
OPHTHALMOSCOPY
DIAGNOSTIC ASPIRATION OF ORBIT
BIOPSY OF EYEBALL ANO ORBIT
EV ISCERATICN OF EYEBALL
REMOVAL OF OCULAR CONTENTS HITH SYNCHRONOUS IHPLANT
INTO SCLERAL SHELL
OTHER EVISCERAT ION OF EYEBALL
ENUCLEATION OF EYEBALL
ENUCLEATION OF EYEBALL HITH SYNCHRONOUS IMPLANT INTO
TENON*S CAPSULE HITH ATTACHMENT OF HUSCLES
ENUCLEATION OF EYEBALL HITH OTHER SYNCHRONOUS IHPLANT
OTHER EN UCLEATI ON OF EYEBALL
EX EN TERATION OF ORBITAL CONTENTS
EXENTERATION OF ORBIT HITH REHOVAL OF ADJACENT STRUCTURES
OTHER EXENTERATION OF ORBIT
SECONOARY PROCEDURES AFTER REMOVAL OF EYEBALL
SECONOARY INSERTION OF OCULAR IMPLANT
OTHER REVISION OF ENUCLEATION SOCKET
OTHER SECONOARY PROCEDURES AFTER REHOVAL OF EYEBALL
REHOVAL OF OCULAR OR ORBITAL IMPLANT
REHOVAL OF ORBITAL IHPLANT
REPAIR OF INJURY OF EYEBALL ANO ORBIT
REPAIR OF liOUNO OF 0RPr7,“-,
REPAIR OF RUPTURE OF EYEBALL
OTHER REPAIR OF INJURY OF EYEBALL OR ORBIT
OTHER OPERATIONS ON oRBIT ANO EYEBALL
RETROBULBAR INJECTION OF THERAPEUTIC AGENT
EXCIS ION OF LES ION OF ORBIT
EXCISION OF LESION OF EYE, UNSPECIFIED STRUCTURE
OTHER OPERATIONS ON ORBIT
OTHER OPERATIONS ON EYEBALL
OPERATIONS ON THE EAR
OPERATIONS ON EXTERNAL EAR
INCISION OF EXTERNAL EAR
OTHER INCISION OF EXTERNAL EAR
DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON EXTERNAL EAR
0T0SCOP%








































































07HER OIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON EXTERNAL EAR
EXCISION OR DESTRUCTION OF LESION OF EXTERNAL EAR
ExCISION OF PREAURICULAR SINUS
EXCISION OR OBSTRUCTION OF OTHER LESION OF EXTERNAL EAR
OTHER EXCISION OF EXTERNAL EAR
RAOICAL EXCISION OF LESION OF ExTERNAL EAR
OTHER EXCISION OF EXTERNAL EAR
SUTURE OF LACERATION OF EXTERNAL EAR
SURGICAL COURECTION OF PROMINENT EAR
RECONSTRUCTION OF EXTERNAL AUDITORY CANAL
OTHER PLASTIC REPAIR OF EXTERNAL EAR
CONSTRLK TION OF AURICLE OF EAR
REATTACHMENT OF AMPUTATEO EAR
oTHER PLASTIC REPAIR OF EXTERNAL EAR
RECONSTRUCTIVE OPERATIONS ON MIOOLE EAR
STAPES MOBILIZATION
ST APEOECTOMY
STAPEDECTOHY HITH INCUS REPLACEMENT
OTHER ST APEOECTOMY
REVISION OF STAPEOECTCIMY
REVISION OF STAPEOECTIJIIY liITH INCUS REPLACEMENT
OTHER REVISION OF STAPEOECTOHY








OTHER REPAIR OF HIOOLE EAR
OTHER OPERATIONS ON MIOOLE ANO INNER EAR
MY RI NGOTOHY
HYRINGOTOHY ldITH INSERTION OF TUBE
OTHER HYRINGOTOHY
RENOVAL OF TYHPANOSTOHY TUBE
INCISION OF PIASTOIO ANO HIODLE EAR
INCISION OF HASTOIO
INCISIW OF HIDOLE EAR
OIAGNCISTIC PROCEDURES ON 14100LE ANO INNER EAR
mapsy aF nzoDLE ANO INNER EAR





OTHER EXCISION OF HIDOLE EAR
EXCISICYd OF LESION OF HIOOLE EAR
OTHER EXCISION OF FIIOOLE EAR
FE NESTRATILUA OF INNER EAR
FENESTRATION OF INNER EAR [INITIAL]
INCISION* EXCISION, AND OESTRUCTILIN OF INNER EAR
ENOOLY14PHATIC SHUNT
OTHER INCISION, EXCISION, ANO OBSTRUCTION OF INNER EAR
OTHER OPERATICINS ON INNER ANO HIODLE EAR
REVISION OF NASTOIOECTOPIY
REPAIR OF OVAL ANO ROUNO UINOOUS
IMPLANTATION OR REPLACEMENT OF COCHLEAR PROSTHETIC OEVICE,
HULTIPLE CHANNEL
OTHER OPERATIONS ON HIOOLE ANO INNER EAR
OPERATIONS ON THE NOSE, NOUTH, ANO PHARYNX
OPERATIONS ON NOSE
CONTROL OF EPISTAXIS
CONTROL OF EPISTAXIS~ NoT OTHERHXSE SPECIFIEO
CONTROL OF EPISTAXIS BY ANTERIOR NASAL PACKING
CONTROL OF EPISTAXIS BY POSTERIOR [ANO ANTERIORI PACKING
CONTROL OF EPISTAXIS BY CAUTERIZATION CANO PACKING3
CONTROL OF EPISTAXIS BY LIGATION OF ETHHOIOAL ARTERIES
CONTROL OF EPISTAXIS BY [TRANSANTRALI LIGATION OF
THE HAx ILLARY ARTERY
CONTROL OF EPISTAXIS BY LIGATION OF THE EXTERNAL
CAROTIO ARTERY









































































DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON NOSE
RHINOSCOPY
BIOPSY OF NOSE
OTHER DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON NOSE
LOCAL EXCIS1ON OR OBSTRUCTION OF LES1ON OF NOSE
EXCISION OR OBSTRUCTION OF LESION OF NOSE, NOT
OTHERNISE SPECIFIEO
LOCAL EXCISION OR OBSTRUCTION OF INTRANASAL LESION
LOCAL EXC1S1ON OR OESTRUCTION OF OTHER LES1ON OF NOSE
RESECTION OF NOSE
SUBHUCOUS RESECTION OF NASAL SEPTUM
TURBINECTOHY
TURBINECTOHY BY OIATHERMY OR CRYOSURGERY
FRACTURE OF THE TURBINATES
OTHER TURBINECTOHY
REOUCTION OF NASAL FRACTURE
CLOSEO REOUCTION OF NASAL FRACTURE
OPEN REOUTION OF NASAL FRACTURE
REPAIR ANO PLASTIC OPERATIONS ON THE NOSE
SUTURE OF LACERATION OF NOSE







OTHER REPAIR ANO PLAsTIC OPERATIONS ON NOSE
OTHER OPERATIONS ON NOSE
LYSIS OF AOHESIONS OF NOSE
OTHER OPERATIONS ON NOSE
OPERATIONS ON NASAL SINUSES
ASPIRATION AND LAVAGE OF NASAL SINUS
ASPIRATION ANO LAVAGE OF NAsAL SINUS, NOT IITHERHISE
SPECIFIEO
PUNCTURE OF NASAL SINUS FOR ASPIRATION OR LAvAGE
ASPIRATION OR LAVAGE OF NASAL SINUS THROUGH NATURAL OSTIUH
OIAGNLISTIC PROCEDURES ON NASAL SINUS
CLOSEO [ENOOSCOPICI [NEEOLEJ BIOPSY OF NASAL SINUS
OPEN B1OPSY OF NASAL SINUS




OTHER EXTERNAL #lAXILLARY ANTROTOHY




SINUSOTO#lY, NOT OTHERWISE SPECIFIEO
ETHHO 100 TCIMY
SPHENOIOOTO!IY
INCISION OF HULTIPLE NASAL SINUSES
OTHER NASAL SINUS ECTOIIY
SINUS ECTOHY, NOT OTHERWISE SPECIFIEO
EXCISION OF LESION OF HAXILLARY SINUS liITH
CALOHELL-LUC APPROACH
EXCISION OF LESION OF HAXILLARY SINUS HITH OTHER APPROACH
ETHWIOECTOHY
SPHENOIDECTOHY
REPAIR OF NASAL SINUS
CLOSURE OF NASAL SINUS FISTULA
OTHER REPAIR OF NASAL SINUS
OTHER apERATIaNs ON NASAL SINUSES
REMOVAL ANO RESTORATION OF TEETH
FORCEPS EXTRACTION OF TOOTH
EXTRACTION OF OECIOUOUS TOOTH
EXTRACTION OF OTHER TOOTH
SURGICAL REMOVAL OF TOOTH
OTHER SURGICAL EXTRACTION OF TOOTH
















































































APICOECTONY ANO ROOT CANAL THERAPY
ROOT CANALS NOT OTHERHIs E SPECIFIEO
ROOT CANAL THERAPY HITH IRRIGATION
OTHER OPERATIONS ON TEETH* GUMS, ANO ALVEOLI
INCISION OF GLIH OR ALVEOLAR BONE
OIAGNUSTIC PROCEDURES ON TEETHs GUMS, ANO ALVEOLI
BIOPSY OF GUH
OTHER 01 AGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON TEETH, GU14SS ANO ALVEOLI
GINGIVOPLASTY
OTHER OPERATIONS ON GUH
EXCISICti OF LESION OR TISSUE OF GUH
SUTURE OF LACERATION OF GUH
OTHER OPERATIONS ON GUM
EXCISION OF OENTAL LESION OF JAM
AL VEOLOPLA STY
EXPOSURE OF ToOTH
APPLICATION OF ORTHODONTIC APPLIANCE
OTHER OENTAL OPERATIONS
EXTENSION OR OEEPENING OF BUCCOLABIAL OR LINGUAL SULCUS
OTHER OENTAL OPERATIONS
OPERATIONS ON TONGUE
DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ffl TONGUE
CLOSEO [ NE EOLEI BIOPSY OF TONGUE
OPEN BIOPSY OF TONGUE




REPAIR OF TONGUE ANO GLOSSOPLASTY
SUTURE OF LACERATION OF TONGUE
OTHER REPAIR ANO PLASTIC OPERATIONS ON TONGUE
OTHER OPERATIONS ON TONGUE
LINGUAL FRENOTOHY
LINWAL FRENECTOHY
LYSIS OF AOHESIONS OF TONGUE
OTHER GLOSSOTOHY
OPERATIONS ON SALIVARY GLANOS ANO OUCTS
INCISION OF SALIVARY 6LAN0 OR OUCT
01 AGM3STIC PROCEDURES ON SALIVARY GLANOS ANO OUCTS
CLOSEO CNE EOLEI BIOPSY OF SALIVARY 6LAN0 OR DUCT
OPEN BIOPSY OF SALIVARY GLANO OR OUCT
ExCISION OF LESION OF SALIVARY GLANO
OTHER EXCISION OF SALIVARY GLANO LESION
S1 ALOAO ENECTOHY
SIALOAOENECTOHY, NOT OTHERHISE SPECIFIEO
PARTIAL SIALOAOENECTOHY
COHPLETE SIALOAOENECTOHY
REPAIR OF SALIVARY GLANO OR OUCT
OTHER REPAIR ANO PLASTIC OPERATIONS ON SALIVARY GLANO OR
OTHER OPERATIONS ON SALIVARY GLANO OR OUCT
PROBING OF SALIVARY OUCT
OTHER OPERATIONS ON SALIVARY GLANO OR OUCT
OTHER OPERATIONS ON WUTH ANO FACE
ORAINAGE OF FACE ANO FLOOR OF MOUTH
DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON ORAL CAVITY
BIOPSY OF BONY PALATE
BIOPSY OF UVULA ANO SOFT PALATE
BIOPSY OF LIP
BIOPSY OF tlOUTH, UNSPECIFIED STRUCTURE
EXCISION OF LESION OR TISSUE OF BONY PALATE
LOCAL EXCISION OR OBSTRUCTION OF LESION OR
TISSUE OF BONY PALATE
lIIIOEEXCISION OR OBSTRUCTION OF LESION OR TISSUE
OF BONY PALATE
EXCISION OF OTHER PARTS OF HOUTH
LABIAL FRENECTOHY
HIOE EXCISION OF LESION OF LIP
OTHER EXCISION OF LESION OR TISSUE OF LIP
OTHER EXCISION OF MOUTH
PLASTIC REPAIR OF fflUTH
SUTURE OF LACERATION OF LIP












































































CLOSURE OF FISTULA OF HOUTH
REPAIR OF CLEFT LIP
FuLL-THICKNESS SKIN GRAFT TO LIP ANO MOUTH
oTHER SKIN GRAFT TO LIP ANO HOUTH
ATTACHMENT OF PEOICLE OR FLAP GRAFT TO LIP ANO HOUTH
OTHER PLASTIC REPAIR OF MOUTH
PA LA TOP LASTY
SUTURE OF LACERATION OF PALATE
CORRECTION OF CLEFT PALATE
REVISICN OF CLEFT PALATE REPAIR
OTHER PLASTIC REPAIR OF PALATE
oPERATIONS ON UVULA
EXCIS ION OF UVULA
REPAIR OF UVULA
OTHER OPERATIONS ON UVULA
OTHER OPERATIONS ON HOUTH ANO FACE
INCIS ION OF HOUTH, UNSPECIFIED STRUCTURE
OTHER OPERATIONS ON ORAL CAVITY
OPERATIONS ON TONSILS ANO AOENOIOS
INCISION AM ORAINAGE OF TONSIL ANO PERITONSILLAR STRUCTURES
DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES W TONSILS ANO AOENOIOS
BIOPSY OF TONSILS ANO AOENOIOS
OTHER 01 AGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON TONSILS ANO AOENOIOS
TONSILLECTOMY ilITHOUT AOENOIOECTOHY
TONSILLECTOMY HITH AOENOIOECTOHY
EXCISION OF TONSIL TAG
AOENOIOECTONY ldITHOUT TONSILLECTOMY
CONTROL OF HEnORRHAGE AFTER TONSILLECTOHY ANO
OTHER OPERATIONS ON TONSILS ANO AOENOIOS
EXCISION OF LES ION OF TONSIL ANO AOENOIO
OTHER C!$ERATIONS ON TONSILS ANO AOENOIOS
OPERATIONS ON PHARYNX




OTHER DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON PHARYNX
EXCISION OF BRANCHIAL CLEFT CYST OR VESTIGE
EXCISION OR OBSTRUCTION OF LESION OR TISSUE OF PHARYNX
PLASTIC OPERATION ON PHARYNX
OTHER REPAIR OF PHARYNX
CLOSURE OF BRANCHIAL CLEFT FISTULA
CLOSURE OF OTHER FISTULA OF PHARYNX
LYSIS W PHARYNGEAL AOHESIONS
oTHER REPAIR OF PHARYNX....
OTHER OPERATIONS ON PHARYNX
OILATION OF PHARYNX
OPERATIONS ON THE RESPIRATORY SYSTEM
EXCISION OF LARYNX
EXCISION OR OBSTRUCTION OF LESION OR TISSUE OF LARYNX
HARSUP IA LIZAIION OF LARYNGEAL CYST
OTHER EXCISION OR OBSTRUCTION OF LESION OR TISSUE OF LARYNX
HEHILARYNGECTOHY
OTHER PARTIAL LARYNGECTOW











OTHER INCISION OF LARYNX OR TRACHEA
DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON LARYNX ANO TRACHEA
TRACHEOSCOPY THROUGH ARTIFICIAL STOMA
LARYNGOSCLIPY ANO OTHER TRACHEOSCOPY
CLOSEO [ ENOOSCOPIC 1 BIOPSY OF LARYNX
CLOSEO [ ENOOSCOPIC 1 BIOPSY OF TRACHEA
OPEN BIOPSY OF LARYNX OR TRACHEA
OTHER DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON LARYNX
OTHER DIAGNOSTIC PROCEOORES ON TRACHEA










































































SUTURE OF LACERATION OF LARYNX
CLOSURE OF FISTULA OF LARYNX
REPAIR OF LARYNGEAL FRACTURE
OTHER REPAIR OF LARYNX
REPAIR ANO PLASTIC OPERATIONS ON TRACHEA
SUTURE OF LACERATION OF TRACHEA
CLOSURE OF EXTERNAL FISTULA OF TRACHEA
CLOSURE OF OTHER FISTULA OF TRACHEA
REV IS ION OF TRACHEOSTOHY
RECONSTRWTION OF TRACHEA ANO CONSTRUCTION OF
ARTIFICIAL LARYNX
OTHER REPAIR ANO pLAsTIc OperatiOnS ON TRACHEA
oTHER OPERATIONS ON LARYNX ANO TRACHEA
DIVISION OF LARYNGEAL NERVE
REPLACEMENT OF LARYNGEAL CIR TRACHEAL STENT
/ TRACHEOESOPHAGEAL FISTULIZATXON
OTHER OP ERAT IONS ON LARYNX
OTHER OPERATIONS ON TRACHEA
EXCISION OF LUNG AND BRONCHUS
LOCAL ExCISION OR OBSTRUCTION OF LESION OR TISSUE OF BRONCHUS
/ ENOOSCOPIC EXCISION OR DESTRUCTION OF LESION OR TISSUE
OF BRONCHUS
/ OTHER LOCAL EXCISION OR OBSTRUCTION OF LESION OR TISSUE
flF EIRfflCHUS-.
oTHER EXCISION OF BRoNCHUS
LOCAL EXCISION OR OBSTRUCTION OF LESION OR TISSUE OF LUNG
PLICATION OF EMPHYSEMATOUS BLEB
OTHER LOCAL EXCISION OR oBSTRUCTION OF LESION OR TISSUE OF LUNG
SE GNENTAL RESECTION OF LUNG
L08ECTO14Y OF LUNG
cOMPLETE PNEUMONEC70HY
iAOICAL 015s EcTION OF THORACIC STRUCTURES
OTHER OPERATIONS ON LUNG ANO BRONCHUS
INCISION OF BRONCHUS
INCISION OF LUNG
01 AGNOS TIC PROCEDURES ON LUNG ANO BRONCHUS
BRONCHOSCOPY THROUGH ARTIFICIAL STOMA
FIBER-OPTIC BRONCHOSCOPY
OT HER BRONCHOSCOPY
CLOSEO [ ENOOSCOPIC 1 BIOPSY OF BRONCHUS
OPEN BIOPSY OF BRONCHUS
CLOSEO PERCUTANEOUS [NEEOLEI BIOPSY OF LUNG
CLOSEO ENOOSCOPIC BIOPSY OF LUNG
OPEN BIOPSY OF LUNG
OTHER DIAGNoSTIC PROCEDURES ON LUNG ANO BRONCHIJS
SURGICAL COLLAPSE OF LUNG
OBSTRUCTION OF PHRENIC NERVE FOR COLLAPSE OF LUNG
ARTIF lCIAL PNEUMOTHORAX FOR COLLAPSE OF LUNG
THORACOPLASTY
OTHER SURGICAL COLLAPSE OF LUNG
RE PAIR AND PLASTIC OPERATION ON LUNG ANO BRoNCHUS
SUTURE OF LACERATION OF BRONCHUS
CLOSURE OF LACERATION OF 1 lj~~-----
OTHER REPAIR ANO PLASTIC oPERATIONS ON BRONCHUS
OTHER REPAIR ANo PLASTIC oPERATIONS ON LUNG
oTHER OPERATIONS ON LUNG ANO BRONCHUS
PuNCTURE OF LUNG
OTHER OPERATIONS ON LUNG
OPERATIONS ON CHEST HALL* PLEURA, HEoIAs TINuH* ANo oIApHRAGH
INCISION OF CHEST HALL ANO pLEuRA
INCISION OF CHEST MALL
EXPLORATORY THORACOTOUY
REOPENING OF RECENT THORACOTOHY SITE
INSERTION OF INTERCOSTAL CA7HETER FOR ORAINAGE
OTHER INCISION OF PLEURA
INCISION OF HEOIASTINUM




BIOPSY OF CHEST HALL
PLEURAL B1 OPSY
C4_OSED CPERCUTANEOUS 1 [N EEOLEI BIOpSY OF HEOIASTINUH








































































B1oPS Y OF 01 APHRAGM
EXCISION OR OBSTRUCTION OF LESION OR TISSUE OF t4EOIASTINUH
EXCISION OR OBSTRUCTION OF LESION OF CHEST HALL
PLEURECTOMY
DECOR T1CATION OF LUNG
OTHER EXCISION OF PLEURA
SC AR IFICAT 10N OF PLEURA
REPAIR OF CHEST kiALL
SUTURE OF LACERATION OF CHEST HALL
CLOSURE OF THOR ACOSTOHY
cLOSuRE OF OTHER FISTULA OF THORAX
REPAIR OF PECTUS OEFORHITY
OTHER REPAIR OF CHEST HALL
OPERATIONS ON OIAPHRAGI’I
EXCXSION OF LESION OR TISSUE OF OIAPHRAGH
SUTURE OF LACERATION OF OIAPHRAGH
oTHER REPAIR OF OIAPHRAGfl
IMPLANTATION OF OIAPHRAGMATIC PACEMAKER
OTHER Operations ON THORAX
THORACENTESIS
INJECTION INTO THORACIC CAVITY
REPAIR OF PLEURA
OTHER OP ERATIoNS ON THORAX
OPERATIONS ON THE CARO1OVASCULAR SYSTEM
OPERATIONS ON VALVES ANO SEPTA OF HEART
CLOSEO HEART VALVOTOMY
CLOSEO HEART VALVOTOHY1 AORTIC VALVE
CLOSEO HEART VALVOTO14Y* MITRAL VALVE
C40SE0 HEART VALVOTOHY, PULMONARY VALVE
OPEN HEART VALVULOPLASTY HITHOUT REPLACEI’IENT
OPEN HEART VALVULOPLASTY OF AORTIC VALVE WITHOUT REPLACEMENT
OPEN HEART VALVULOPLASTY OF MITRAL VALVE wITHOUT REPLACEMENT
OPEN HEART vALVULOPLASTY OF PULMONARY VALVE HI THOUT REPLACEMENT
OPEN HEART VALVULOPLASTY OF TRICUSPIO vALVE HITHOUT REPLACEMENT
REPLACEMENT OF HEART VALVE
REPLACEMENT OF uNSPECIFIED HEART VALVE
REPLACEMENT OF AORTIC VALVE liITH TISSUE GRAFT
OTHER REPLACEMENT OF AORTIC VALVE
REPLACEMENT OF MITRAL VALVE HITH TISSUE GRAFT
oTHER REPLACEMENT OF MITRAL VALVE
REPLACEMENT OF PULMONARY vALVE MITH TISSUE GRAFT
OTHER REPLACEMENT OF PULllONARY VALVE
REPLACEMENT OF TRICUSPIO VALVE HITH TISSUE GRAFT
OTHER REPLACEMENT OF TRICUSPIO VALVE
OPERATIONS ON STRUCTURES AOJACENT TO HEART VALVES
OPERATIONS ON PAPILLARY MuSCLE
ANNULOPLASTY
IN FUN OIBUL ECTOil Y
oPERATIONS ON TRABECULAE CARNEAE COROIS
OPERATIONS ON OTHER STRUCTURES AOJACENT TO VALVES OF HEART
PRODUCT ION OF SEPTAL OEFECT IN HEART
ENLARGEMENT OF EXISTING ATRIAL SEPTAL oEFECT
CREATION OF SEPTAL OEFECT IN HEART
REPAIR OF ATRIAL ANO VENTRICULAR SEPTA li17H PROSTHESIS
REPAIR OF ATRIAL SEPTAL OEFECT HITH PROSTHESIS, OPEN TECHNIQUE
REPAIR OF ATRIAL SEPTAL OEFEcT uITH prostheses ● cLos Eo.
TECH NIQ UE
REPAIR OF VENTRICULAR SEPTAL OEFECT MITH PROSTHESIS
REPAIR OF EN DOCAROIAL CUSHION OEFECT WITH PROS THESIS
REPAIR OF ATRIAL ANo VENTRICULAR SEPTA HITH TISSUE GRAFT
REPAIR OF ATRIAL SEPTAL OEFECT HITH TISSUE GRAFT
REPAIR OF VENTRICULAR SEPTAL OEFECT U[TH TISSUE GRAFT
REPAIR OF ENOOCAROIAL CUSHION OEFECT 141TH TISSUE GRAFT
oTHER ANO uNSPECIFIED REPAIR OF ATRIAL ANO VENTRICULAR SEPTA
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED REPAIR OF ATRIAL SEPTAL OEFECT
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED REPAIR OF VENTRICULAR SEPTAL OEFECT
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED REPAIR OF ENOOCAROIAL CUSHION OEFECT
TOTAL REPAIR OF CERTAIN CONGENITAL CAROIAC ANoHALIES
TOTAL REpAIR OF TETRALOGY OF FALLOT
TOTAL REPAIR OF TOTAL ANOHALOUS PULMONARY VENOUS CONNECTION
ToTAL REPAIR OF TRUNCUS ARTERIOSUS


































































aIT HER OPERAT IONS ON VALVES ANO SEPTA OF HEART
INTER ATRIAL TRANSPOSITION OF VENOUS RETURN
CREATION OF CONOUIT BETUEEN R16HT VENTRXCLE
ANO PULfflNARY ARTERY
CREATION OF CONOUIT BETHEEN ATRIuH ANO PULHONARY ARTERY
REVISII14 OF CORRECTIVE PROCEOURE W H~AnT
“.. . . . . . . . .
PERCU TAN EOUS VALVULOPL ASTY
OTHER OPERATIONS ON VALVES OF HEART
oPERATIONS ON VESSELS OF HEART
REMOVAL OF CaRONARY ARTERY OBSTRUCTION
REMOVAL OF CORONARY ARTERY OBSTRUCTION* NOT OTHERHISE
SPECIFIEO
SINGLE VESSEL PERCUTANEOUS TRANSLUHINAL CORONARY ANGIaPLASTY
[ PTCA 1 HITH(RJT MENTION OF THROHBOLYTIC AGENT
SINGLE VESSEL PEIUXJTANEOUS TRANSLUHINAL CORaNARY ANGIOPLASTY
[ PTCA ] HI TH THROHBOLYTIC AGENT
OPEN CHEST CORONARY ARTERY ANGIOPLASTY
INTRACORONARY ARTERY THROHBOLYTIC INFUSION
HULTIPLE VESSEL PERCUTANEOUS TRANSLUHINAL CORONARY ANGIOPLASTY
[ PTCA 1 PERFORHEO OURING THE SAME OPERATION HI TH OR biITHaUT
MENTION OF THROHBOLYTIC AGENT
OTHER SPECIFIEO REHOVAL OF CORONARY ARTERY oBSTRUCTION
BYPASS ANASTOHaSIS FOR HEART REVASCULARIZATION
AORTOCOR~ARY BYPASS FOR HEART REVASCULARIZATIW s
NOT OTHERHISE SPECIFIEO
AORTOCIlllNARY BYPASS OF ONE CORONARY ARTERY
AORTOCORaNARY BYPASS OF THO CORONARY ARTERIES
AORTOCORONARY BYPASS OF THREE CORONARY ARTERIES
AORTOCORaNARY BYPASS OF FOUR OR HORE CORONARY ARTERIES
SINGLE INTERNAL NAH14ARY-CORONARY ARTERY BYPASS
OOUBL E INTERNAL HAHHARY-CORONARY ARTERY BYPASS
OTHER BYPASS ANASTOHOSIS FOR HEART REVASCULARI ZATIW
HEART REVASCULARIZATION BY ARTERIAL IHPLANT
OTHER OPERAT IONS aN VESSELS aF HEART
REPAIR OF ANEURYSH OF CORONARY VESSEL
OTHER OPERATIONS ON VESSELS OF HEART
OTHER OPERATIONS ON HEART ANO PERICAROIUH
PERICAROIOCENTESIS
CAROIOTONV ANO PERICAROIOTOHY
INCISION OF HEART? NOT OTHERHISE SPECIFIEO
CAROIOTOHY
PERICAROIOTOHY
DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON HEART ANO PERICAROIU#l
RIGHT HEART CAROIAC CATHETERIZATI~ ----
LEFT HEART CAROIAC CATHETERIZATION
COHBINEO RIGHT ANO LEFT HEART CAROIAC CATHETERIZATION
BIOPSY OF PERICAROIUH
BIOPSY OF HEART
CAROIAC ELECTROPHYSIOLOGIC STIMULATION ANO RECOROING STUOIES
CAROIAC NAPPING
OTHER aIAGNaSTIC PROCEDURES ON HEART ANO PERICAROIUH
PERICAROIECTOHY ANO EXCISION OF LESION OF HEART
PERICAROIECTOHY
EXCISION OF ANEURYSH OF HEART
EXCISION OR aBSTRACTION OF OTHER LESION OR TISSUE OF HEART
CATHETER ABLATION OF LESION OR TISSUES OF HEART
REPAIR OF HEART ANO PERICAROIUH
HEART TRMSPLANTATION
IMPLANTATION OF HEART ASSIST SYSTEH
IMPLANT OF PULSATION BALLOON
IHPLANT aF OTHER HEART ASS 1ST SYSTEM
REPLACEMENT ANO REPAIR OF HEART ASSIST SYSTEM
REHOVAI. OF HEART ASSIST SYSTEH. .
INSERTION, REVISION* REPLACEMENT. ANO REHOVAL OF PACEHAKER
LEAOS; INSERTION OF TEHPORARY PACEHAKER SYSTEH; OR
REVISION aF POCKET
INITIAL INSERTION OF LEAO [ELECTR00E]9 NaT OTHERHIsE SPECIFIEO
INITIAL INSERTION aF TRANSVENOUS LEAO [ELECTROaEl INTa
VENTRICLE
INITIAL INSERTION aF TRANSVENOUS LEAOS [ELECTRaOESl INTa
ATRIUH ANO VENTRICLE
INITIAL INSERTION OF TRANSVENOUS LEAO [ELECTROaEl INTa ATRIUH



































































REVISION OF LEAO CELECTROOEl
REPLACEMENT OF TRANSVENOUS ATRIAL ANO/aR VENTRICULAR
LEAOS(S) CELECTROOEl
REHOVAL OF LEAOS(S) [ELECTROOE 1 UITHOUT REPLACEMENT
INSERTION OF TEHPORARY TRANSVENaUS PACEHAKER SYSTEH
REVIS IIM OR RELOCATION OF PACENAKER POCKET
INSERTION* REPLACEHENT~ RENOVALS ANO REVISION OF PACE14AKER OEVICE
INSERTION OF PERHANENT PACEHAKER* INITIAL OR REPLACEMENT*
TYPE aF OEVICE MT SPECIFIEO
INITIAL INSERTION OF SINGL&CHAHBER OEVICE* NOT SPECIFIEO
AS RATE RESPONSIVE
INITIAL INSERTION OF SINGLE_ CHAMBER OEVICE? RATE RESPONSIVE
INITIAL INSERTION OF OUAL-CHAHBER OEVICE
REPLACEKENT OF ANY TYPE PACEHAKER OEVICE HITH SINGLE-CHAMBER
OEVICE* NOT SPECIFIEO AS RATE RESPONSIVE
REPLACEMENT OF ANY TYPE PACEHAKER OEVICE IIIITH SINGLE-CHAHBER
OEVICE, RATE RESPONSIVE
REPLACEMENT OF ANY TYPE PACEMAKER OEVICE HITH OUAL-
CHAHBER OEVICE
REVIS Iffl OR REHOVAL OF PACEHAKER OEVICE
OTHER OPERATIONS ON HEART ANO PERICAROIUH
OPEN CHEST CAROIAC HASSAGE
INJECTION OF THERAPEUTIC SUBSTANCE INTO HEART
INJECTION OF THERAPEUTIC SUBSTANCE INTO PERICAROILNI
IMPLANTATION OR REPLACEMENT OF AUTOHATIC CARaIaVERTER/
oEFI BRI UATOR? TOTAL SYSTEM [ AICol
REPLACEMENT OF AUTaHATIC CAROIOVERTER/OEFI BRILLATaR PULSE
GENERATOR ONLY
OTHER OPERATIONS ON HEART ANO PERICAROIUH
INCISIONf EXCISION* ANO OCCLUSION OF VESSELS
INCISION OF VESSEL
INCISION OF VESSEL, UNSPECIFIED SITE
INCISION OF OTHER VESSELS OF HEAO ANO NECK
INCISIfflOF UPPER LIHB VESSELS
INCISION OF AORTA
INCISION OF OTHER THORACIC VESSELS
INCIS ION OF ABOOHINAL ARTERIES
INCISION OF ABOOHINAL VEINS
INCISION OF LOHER LIHB ARTERIES
INCISION OF LO14ER LIHB VEINS
EN OARTERECTOHY
ENOARTERECTOHY, UNSPECIFIED SITE
ENOARTERECTOHY OF OTHER VESSELS OF HEAO ANO NECK
ENOARTERECTOIIY OF UPPER LIHB VESSELS
ENOARTERECTO14Y OF AORTA
ENOARTERKTOHY OF OTHER THORACIC VESSELS
ENOARTERECTOHY OF ABOOHINAL ARTERIES
ENOARTERECTOHY OF LOHER LIHB ARTERIES
01 A6NaSTIC PROCEDURES ON BLOOO VESSELS
BIOPSY OF BLMO VESSEL
PERCUTANEOUS ANGIOSCOPY
aTHER DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON BLOOO VESSELS
RESECTION OF VESSEL WITH ANA STOHOSIS
RESECTION OF OTHER VESSELS OF HEAO ANO NECK HI TH ANASTOHOS IS
RESECTION OF UPPER LIHB VESSELS HITH ANASTaHaSIS
RESECTION OF AORTA WITH ANASTOHOSIS
RESECTION OF OTHER THORACIC VESSELS WITH ANASTaHOSIS
RESECTION OF ABOONINAL ARTERIEs HITH ANASTOHOSIS
RESECTION OF ABOOHINAL VEINS blITH ANASTOHOSIS
RESECTION OF LOHER LIHB ARTERIES HITH ANASTaW3SIS
RESECTIaN OF VESSEL liITH REPLACEMENT
INTRACRANIAL VESSELS






LO HER LIMB ARTERIES
LOldER LIHB VEINS
LIGATION ANO STRIPPING OF VARICOSE VEINS
LIGATION ANO STRIPPING OF VARICOSE VEINS OF aTHER VESSELS
OF HEAO ANO NECK











































































LIGATION ANO STRIPPING OF A800H1NAL VARICOSE VEINS
LIGATICN ANO STRIPPING OF LOHER LIMB VARICOSE VEINS
OTHER EXCISION OF VESSELS
OTHER ExCISION OF VESSELS, UNSPECIFIED SITE
OTHER EXCISION OF INTRACRANIAL vESSELS
OTHER EXC1S1ON OF OTHER VESSELS OF HEAO ANO NECK
OTHER EXCISION OF UPPER LI148 VESSELS
OTHER ExCIS1ON OF AORTA
OTHER EXCISION OF OTHER THORACIC VESSELS
OTHER EXCISION OF AEOOHINAL ARTERIES
OTHER MCI SION OF ABOOIIINAL VEINS
OTHER ExCIS1ON OF LOHER LIME ARTERIES
OTHER ExCISION OF LOHER LIME VEINS
PL ICATION OF VENA CAVA
OTHER SURGICAL OCCLUSION OF VESSELS
OTHER SURGICAL OCCLUSION OF VESSELS, UNSPECIFIED SITE
OTHER SURGICAL OCCLUSION OF INTRACRANIAL VESSELS
OTHER SURGICAL OCCLUSION OF OTHER VESSELS OF HEAO ANO NECK
OTHER SURGICAL OCCLUSION OF UPPER LIHB VESSELS
OTHER SURGICAL OCCLUSION OF AORTA
OTHER SURGICAL OCCLUSION OF OTHER THORACIC VESSELS
OTHER SURGICAL OCCLUSION OF ALIOOHINAL ARTERIES
OTHER SURGICAL OCCLUSION OF ABOOll INAL VEINS
OTHER SURGICAL OCCLUSION OF LOHER LIMB ARTERIES
OTHER SURGICAL OCCLUSION OF LO HER LIMB VEINS
PUNCTURE OF vESSEL
ARTERIAL CATHETERIZATION
UM81LICAL VEIN CATHETER 1ZATION
OTHER VENDUS CATHETERIZATION / VENOUS CATHETERIZATION NOT
ELSE MHERE CLASSIFIED
VENOUS CUT OOklN
/ vENous Catheterization FOR RENAL OIALYSIS
OTHER PUNCTURE OF ARTERY
OTHER PUNCTURE OF VEIN
ITHER OPERATIONS ON VESSELS
SYSTEHIC TO PULMONARY ARTERY SHUNT
IN TRA-ABOOHINAL VENOUS SHUNT
OTHER SHUNT OR VASCULAR BYPASS
CAVAL-PULHONARY ARTERY ANASTOHOSIS
AORTA-SUE!C LAVIAN-CAROTIO 8YPASS
OTHER INTRATHORACIC vASCULAR SHUNT OR BYPASS
AORTA-RENAL 8YPASS
AORTA-IL IAC-FEHORAL BYPASS
OTHER IN TRA-ABDOMINAL VASCULAR SHUNT OR BYPASS
ARTER IOVENOSTOFIY FOR RENAL oIALYSIS
OTHER [PER IPHERALJ VASCULAR SHUNT OR BYPASS
SUTURE OF VESSEL
SUTURE OF UNSPECIFIED BLOOO VESSEL
SUTURE OF ARTERY
SUTURE OF VEIN
REvISION OF VASCULAR PROCEOURE
CONTROL OF HEMORRHAGE FOLLOHING VASCULAR SURGERY
REVISION OF ART ERIOVENOUS SHUNT FOR RENAL OIALYSIS
REHoVAL OF ARTERIOVENOUS SHUNT FOR RENAL OIALYSIS
OTHER REVISION OF VASCULAR PROCEOURE
OTHER REPAIR OF VESSELS
CLIPPING OF ANEURYSM
OTHER REPAIR Of ANEURYSM
REPAIR OF ARTERIOVENOUS FISTULA
RE-ENTRY OPERATION [AORTA I
REIMPLANTATION OF ABERRANT RENAL VESSEL
REPAIR OF 6L000 VESSEL HITH TISSUE PATCH GRAFT
REPAIR OF BLOOO VESSEL HITH SYNTHETIC PATCH GRAFT
REPAIR OF BLOOO VESSEL IJITH uNSPECIFIED TYPE OF PATCH GRAF1
OTHER REPAIR OF VESSEL
EXTRACORPOREAL CIRCULATION ANO PROCEDURES AUXILIARY TO
OPEN HEART SURGERY
EXTRACOPEREAL CIRCULATION AUXILIARY TO OPEN HEART SURGERY
HYPOTHEit HIA iSYSTEiiiCi iNCiOENiAL TO OPEN HEART SURGERY
CAROIOPLEGIA
IN TRAOPERATIVE CAROIAC PACEMAKER
EXTRA CORPOREAL flE14BRANE OXYGENATION CECMO1
PERIARTERIAL sYHPATHECTOMY











































































OTHER OPERATIONS ON VESSELS
FREEING OF VESSEL
INJECTION OF SC LEROSXNG AGENT INTO VEIN
INSERTION OF VESSEL-TO-VESSEL CANNULA




CONTROL OF HEMORRHAGE* NOT OTHERHISE SPECIFIEO
OTHER OPERATIONS ON VESSELS
OPERATIONS ON THE HEHIC ANO LYHPHATIC SYSTEM
OPERATIONS ON LYHPHATIC SYSTEH
INCISION OF LYHPHATIC STRUCTURES
DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON LYHPHATIC STRUCTURES
810PSY OF LYHPHATIC STRUCTURE
OTHER DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON LYMPHATIC STRUCTURES
SIHPLE EXCISION OF LYHPHATIC STRUCTURE
EXCISICW OF OEEP CERVICAL LYMPH NOOE
ExCISIDN OF INTERNAL MAMHARY LYHPH NOOE
ExCISION OF AXILLARY LYMPH NOOE
ExCISION OF INGUINAL LYMPH NOOE
SIHPLE EXCISION OF OTHER LYMPHATIC STRUCTURE
REGIONAL LYHPH Ni30E EXCISION
RAOICAL EXCISION OF CERVICAL LYHPH NOOES
RAOICAL NECK DISSECTION, NOT OTHERUISE SPECIFIEO
RAOICAL NECK O1SSECTION* UNILATERAL
RAOICAL NECK DISSECTION* BILATERAL
RAOICAL EXCISION OF OTHER LYMPH NOOES
RAOICAL EXCISION OF LYHPH NOOES, NOT OTHERHISE SPECIFIEO
RAOICAL EXCIS1ON OF AX ILLARY LYMPH NOOES
RAOICAL EXCISION OF PER IAORTIC LYHPH NOOES
RAOICAL EXCISION OF ILIAC LYMPH NOOES
RADICAL GROIN DISSECTION
RAOICAL EXCISION OF OTHER LYHPH NOOES
OPERATIONS ON TFb3RACIC OUCT
CLOSURE OF FISTULA OF THORACIC OUCT
LIGATION OF THORACIC OUCT
OTHER OPERATIONS ON LYHPHATIC STRUCTURES
OPERATIONS ON BONE HARROW ANO SPLEEN
OPERATIONS ON BONE HARRo H ANO SPLEEN
BONE HARROH TRANSPLANT, NOT OTHERHISE SPECIFIEO
AU TOLOGOUS BONE HARROM TRANSPLANT
AL LOGENEIC BONE MARROM TRANSPLANT HITH PURGING
ALLOGENEIC BONE HARROU TRANSPLANT HITHOUT PURGING
PUNCTURE OF SPLEEN
SPLENOTOMY
DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON BONE MARROH ANO SPLEEN
BIOPSY OF BONE !lARRoH
CLOSEO [ASPIRATION] [P ERCUTANEOUSI BIOPSY OF SPLEEN
OPEN BIOPSY OF SPLEEN
CITHER DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON BONE llARRLIH
ExcIsIoN OR dESTRUCTION OF LESION aft TISsUE OF SPLEEN
HARSUPZALIZATION CIF SPLENIC CYST
EXCXSIDN OF LESIIIN OR TISSUE OF SPLEEN
PARTIAL SPLENECTOHY
TllTAL SPLENECT13HY
OTHER OPERATICINS ON SPLEEN ANO BONE flARROU
ASPIRATION OF BCINE MARROld FROM 00N0R FOR TRANSPLANT
INJECTION INTO BCINE HARR13H
ExCISI@4 OF ACCESSORY SPLEEN
TRANSPLANTATION OF SPLEEN
REPAIR ANO PLASTIC OPERATIONS (3N SPLEEN
OTHER WERATICINS ON SPLEEN
OPERATIONS ON THE OIGESTIVE SYSTEM
CiPERAiiONS ON ESOPHAGUS
ES OPHAG(ITOHV
CITHER INCISICIN OF ESOPHAGUS
ES TJPHAG13ST OtlY
ESOPHAGOSTOMY* NOT OTHEFWISE SPECIFIEO
CERVICAL ESOPHAGOSTOHY
DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES CIN ESOPHAGUS
IMPERATIVE ES13PHAGOSCOPY BY INCISICIN










































































CLOSEO [ENOOSCOPICI BIOPSY OF ESOPHAGUS
OPEN BIOPSY OF ESOPHAGUS
OTHER DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON ESOPHAGUS
LOCAL EXCISION OR OBSTRUCTION OF LESION OR TISSUE OF ESOPHAGUS
LOCAL ExCISION OF ESOPHAGEAL OIVERTICULUH
LOCAL EXCISION OF OTHER LESION OR TISSUE OF ESOPHAGUS
/ ENOOSCOPIC EXCISION OR OBSTRUCTION OF LESION OR TISSUE
OF ESOPHAGUS
OTHER OBSTRUCTION OF LESION OR TISSUE OF ESOPHAGUS
EXCISION OF ESOPHAGUS
EsOPHAGECTOHYO NOT 07HERHISE SPECIFIEO
PARTIAL ES OPHAGECTOHY
TOTAL ES OPHAGECTOMY
IN TRATHORACIC ANASTOHOSIS OF ESOPHAGUS
INTRATHDRACIC ESOPHAGOESOPHAGOSTOHY
INTRATHORACIC ESOPHAGOGASTROSTOHY
OTHER IN TRATHORACIC ESOPHAGOENTEROSTOHY
INTRATfflRACIC ESOPHAGEAL ANASTLMOSIS HITH
INTERPOSITILY4 OF COLON
INTRATHOFWCIC ESOPHAGEAL ANASTOIIOSIS WITH OTHER INTERPOSITION
AN TESTERNAL ANASTOHDSIS OF ESOPHAGUS
AN7ESTERNAL ESOPHAGOGASTROSTOHY
OTHER AN TESTERNAL ESOPHAGOENTEROSTOHY
OTHER AN TEST ERNAL EsOPHAGEAL ANASTOHOSIS HITH INTERPoSITION
OTHER ANTESTERNAL ANASTOHOSIS OF ESOPHAGUS
ES OPHAGOHYOTOHY
OTHER REPAIR OF ESOPHAGUS
INSERTION OF PERHANENT TU8E INTO ESOPHAGUS
SUTURE OF LACERATION OF ESOPHAGUS
CLOSURE OF ESOPHAGOSTOHY
REPAIR OF ESOPHAGEAL FISTULA, NOT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED
PRODUCTION OF SUBCUTANEOUS TUNNEL HITHOUT ESOPHAGEAL
ANASTO!IOSIS
OTHER GRAFT OF ESOPHAGUS
OTHER REPAIR OF ESOPHAGUS
OTHER OPERATIONS ON ESOPHAGUS
INJECTION OR LIGATION OF ESOPHAGEAL VARICES
oILATION OF ESOPHAGUS
INCISION AND EXCISION OF STOHACH
GASTROTOHY
TEMPORARY GASTROSTOFIY




LOCAL EXCISION OR OBSTRUCTION OF LESION OR TISSUE OF S70HACH
GASTRIC POLYPECTOHY / ENOOSCOPIC EXCISION OR OBSTRUCTION
OF LESION OR TISSUE OF STOHACH
LOCAL EXCISION OF OTHER LESION OR TISSUE OF STOHACH
OTHER OBSTRUCTION OF LESION OR TISSUE OF STOHACH
PARTIAL GA STRECTOMY HITH ANASTOHOSIS TO ESOPHAGUS
PARTIAL GASTRECTOMY HITH ANASTOMOSIS TO OUOOENUH
PARTIAL GA STRECTOHY UITH ANASTOHOSIS TO JEJUNUH




OTHER OPERATIONS ON STO14ACH
VA GOTOMY




DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON STOHACH
TRANSABOOHINAL GASTROSCOPY
GASTROSCOPY THROUGH ARTIFICIAL STOHA
OTHER GASTROSCOPY
CLOSEO [ENOOSCOPICI BIOPSY OF STOHACH
OPEN BIOPSY OF STOHACH
OTHER DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON STOHACH
PYLOROPLASTY
oILATION OF PYLORUS BY INCISION



































































OTHER GASTROENTEROSTOHY kAITHOUT GASTRECTOHY
SUTURE OF GASTRIC CR OUOOENAL ULCER SITE
SUTURE OF PEPTIC ULCERS NOT OTHERMISE SPECIFIEO
SUTURE OF GASTRIC ULCER SITE
SUTURE OF OUOOENAL ULCER SITE
/ ENOOSCOPIC CONTROL OF GASTRIC OR OUOOENAL 8LEEDING
/ OTHER CONTROL OF HEt40RRHAGE OF STOHACH OR OUOOENUH
REVISION OF GASTRIC ANASTOHOSIS
oTHER REPAIR OF STOHACH
SUTURE OF LACERATION OF STOHACH
CLOSURE OF GASTROSTOHY
CLOSURE OF OTHER GASTRIC FISTULA
GASTR OPE XY
ESOPHAGOGASTROP LASTY
OTHER PRCK. EOURES FOR CREATION OF ESOPHAGOGASTRIC
SPHINCTERIC COMPETENCE
OTHER REPAIR OF STOMACH
OTHER OPERATIONS ON STOHACH
LIGATION OF GASTRIC VARICES
INTRAOPEfUITIVE MANIPULATION OF STOHACH
INSERTION OF GASTRIC BUBBLE [BALLOON I
OTHER OPERATIONS ON STOMACH
NCISION, EXCISION, ANO ANASTOHOSIS OF INTESTINE
EN TEROT OHY
INCISION OF INTESTINE* NOT OTHERWISE SPECIFIEO
INCISI@t4 OF OUOOENUH
OTHER INCISION OF SHALL INTESTINE
INCISION OF LARGE INTESTINE
DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON SHALL INTESTINE
TRANSABOOHINAL ENOOSCOPY OF StlALL INTESTINE
ENOOSCOPY OF SHALL INTESTINE THROUGH ARTIFICIAL STOHA
OTHER EN OOSCOPY OF SHALL INTESTINE
cLosEo IEN005c0PIC] BIOPSY OF SHALL INTESTINE
OPEN BIOPSY OF SHALL INTESTINE
ESOPHAGDGASTROOUODENOSCOPY [EGOJ wITH CLOSEO BIOPSY OF
SHALL INTESTINE
OTHER DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON SHALL INTESTINE
DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON LARGE INTESTINE
TRANSABOOHINAL ENOOSCOPY OF LARGE INTESTINE
ENOOSCOPY OF LARGE INTESTINE THROUGH ARTIFICIAL STOHA
COLON S CO PY
FL EX18LE SIGHOIOOSCOPY
CLOSEO [ENOOSCOPICI BIOPSY OF LARGE INTESTINE
OPEN 810PSY OF LARGE INTESTINE
INTESTINAL BIOPSY, SITE UNSPECIFIED
OTHER DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON INTESTINE, sITE UNSPECIFIED
LOCAL EXCISION OR OBSTRUCTION OF LESION OR TISSUE
OF SHALL INTESTINE
/ EMJ:CJ~C EXCISION OR OBSTRUCTION OF LESION OF
LOCAL EXCISION OF LESION OF OUOOENUH / OTHER LOCAL
EXCISION OF LESION OF OUOOENUll
OTHER OBSTRUCTION OF LESION OF OUOOENUH
LOCAL EXCISION OF LESION OR TISSUE OF SHALL INTESTINE*
EXCEPT CUOOENUH
OTHER OBSTRUCTION OF LESION OF SHALL INTES71NE?
EXCEPT OUOOENUH
LOCAL EXCISION OR OBSTRUCTION OF LESION OR TISSUE
OF LARGE INTESTINE
LOCAL EXCISION OF LESION OR TISSUE OF LARGE INTESTINE /
EXCISION OF LESION OR TISSUE OF LARGE INTESTINE
ENDOSCOPIC POLYPECTOHY OF LARGE INTESTINE
/ ENOOSCOPIC DESTRUCTION OF OTHER LESION OR TISSUE OF
LARGE INTESTINE
OTHER OBSTRUCTION OF LESION OF LARGE INTESTINE
ISOLATION OF INTESTINAL SEGHENT
ISOLATION OF SE GHENT OF SHALL INTESTINE
ISOLATION OF SEGMENT OF LARGE INTESTINE
OTHER EXCISION OF SHALL INTESTINE
HULTIPLE sEGHENTAL RESECTION OF SHALL 1N7ESTINE
OTHER PARTIAL RESECTION OF SHALL INTESTINE
ToTAL REMOVAL OF SHALL INTESTINE













































































MULTIPLE SEGMENTAL RESECTION OF LARGE INTESTINE
CECECTOMY
RIGHT HE MI COLECTO14Y
RESECTION OF TRANSVERSE COLON
LEFT HEHICOLECTOHY
SIGHOIDECTOMY
OTHER PARTIAL EXCIS1ON OF LARGE INTESTINE
TOTAL IN TRA-ABDOHINAL COLECTOMY
INTESTINAL ANA STOWISIS
INTESTINAL ANASTOHOSIS, NOT OTHERHISE SPECIFIEO
SMALL- TO-S I.IALL INTESTINAL ANASTOFIOSIS
ANAsToNo SIS OF SHALL INTESTINE TO RECTAL STUMP
OTHER SMALL-TO-LARGE INTESTINAL ANASTOMOSIS
LARGE-To-LARGE INTESTINAL ANASTOMOSIS
ANASTOHOSIS TO ANUS
OTHER OPERATIONS ON INTESTINE
EXTERIOR 12 AT ION OF INTESTINE
EXTERIOR 12 AT ION OF SHALL INTESTINE
RESECTION OF EXTERIORIZE SEGMENT OF SMALL INTESTINE
EXTERIOR IZATION OF LARGE INTESTINE
RESECTION OF ExTERIORIZE SEGMENT OF LARGE INTESTINE
COLOSTOMY




OELAYEO OPENING OF COLOSTOMY
IL EOSTOHY
IL EOSTONY, NOT OTHER liISE SPECIFIEO
TEMPoRARY lLEOSTOHY
CONTINENT ILEOSTO14Y
OTHER PERHANENT IL EOSTOMY
OTHER EN TEROSTOHY
OELAYEO OPENING OF OTHER ENTEROSTO14Y
/ PERCUTANEOUS tENOOSCOPICl JEJuNo.sTOHy tpEJ]
OTHER EN TEROSTOHY
REVISION OF INTESTINAL STOMA
REVISION OF INTESTINAL STOMA, NOT OTHERHISE SPECIFIEO
REVISION OF STOMA OF SHALL INTESTINE
REPAIR OF PERICOLOSTOMY HERNIA
OTHER REVISION OF STOHA OF LARGE INTESTINE
CLOSURE OF INTESTINAL STOMA
CLOSURE OF INTESTINAL STO$IA, NOT OTHERHISE SPECIFIEO
CLOSURE OF STOMA OF WALL INTESTINE
CLOSURE OF STO$lA OF LARGE INTESTINE
FIXATION OF INTESTINE
OTHER FIXATION OF SMALL INTESTINE
FIXATION OF LARGE INTESTINE TO ABOOMINAL HALL
OTHER FIXATION OF LARGE INTESTINE
OTHER REPAIR OF INTESTINE
SUTURE OF LACERATION OF OUOOENLW
CLOSURE OF FISTULA OF OUOOENLWI
SUTURE OF LACERATION OF SMALL INTESTINE, EXCEPT OUOOENUM
CLOSURE OF FISTULA OF SHALL INTESTINE, EXCEPT OUOOENUM
SUTURE OF LACERATION OF LARGE INTESTINE
CLOSURE OF FISTULA OF LARGE INTESTINE
OTHER REPAIR OF INTESTINE
IN TRA-ABOONINAL MANIPULATION OF INTESTINE
INTRA-ABOOHINAL MANIPULATION OF INTESTINE, NOT
OTHERHISE SPECIFIEO
IN TRA-ABOOMINAL MANIPULATION OF SHALL INTESTINE
INTRA-ABOOMINAL MANIPULATION OF LARGE INTESTINE
/ OILATION OF COLON
OTHER OPERATIONS ON INTESTINES
REVISION OF ANASTO140SIS OF SMALL INTESTINE
REVISION OF ANA STOHOSIS OF LARGE INTESTINE




ORAINAGE OF APPENOICEAL ABSCESS
OTHER OPERATIONS ON APPENOIX
APPENo ICOSTOHY







































































OPERATIONS ON RECTUM, RECTOSIGMO1O, ANO PER IRECTAL TISSUE
PROCTOTOMY
PRC!CTOSTOMY
DIAGNOSTIC PRO CEnllRES ON RECTUM, RECTOSIGHOIO, ANO
PER IRECTAL TISSUE
TRANSABOOHINAL PROCTOSIGMO IOOSCOPY
PROCTOSIGHOIO OSCOPY THROUGH ARTIFICIAL STOMA
RIGIo PROCTOSIGMOIO OSCOPY
CLOSEO [EN OOSCOPICI BIOPSY OF RECTUH
OPEN BIOPSY OF RECTUM
BIOPSY OF PERIRECTAL TISSUE
OTHER DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON RECTUM, RECTOPSIGMOIO,
ANO PER IRECTAL TISSUE
LOCAL EXCISION OR oBSTRUCTION OF LESION OR TISSUE OF RECTUM
OTHER EL EC TROCOAGULATION OF RECTAL LES1ON OR TISSUE
OESTRUCTION OF RECTAL LESION OR TISSUE BY LASER
LOCAL EXCISION OF RECTAL LESION OR TISSUE
PULL-THROUGH RESECTION OF RECTUM
SOAVE SUBHUCOSAL RESECTION OF RECTUM
OTHER PULL-THROUGH RESECTION OF RECTUll
ABOOHINOPERINEAL RESECTION OF RECTUM
OTHER RESECTION OF RECTU$l
TRANSSACRAL RECTOSIGFIO IOECTOMY
ANTER1OR RESECTION OF RECTUM HITH SYNCHRONOUS COLOSTGMY
OTHER AN TER1OR RESECTION OF RECTUM
POSTERIOR RESECTION OF RECTUM
OUHA14EL RESECTION OF RECTUM
OTHER RESECTION OF RECTUM
REPAIR OF RECTUM
SUTURE OF LACERATION OF RECTUH
CLOSURE OF PROCTOSTOMY
CLOSURE OF OTHER RECTAL FISTULA
ABOOMINAL PROCTOPEXY
OTHER PRCCTOPEXY
OTHER REPAIR OF RECTUM
INCISION OR EXCISION OF PERIRECTAL TISSUE OR LES1ON
INCISION OF PER IRECTAL TISSUE
EXCISION OF PER IRECTAL TISSUE
OTHER OPERATIONS ON RECTUM ANO PER IRECTAL TISSUE
ANORECTAL HYECTOMY
REPAIR OF PERIRECTAL FISTULA
OTHER OPERATIONS ON RECTUM ANO PERIRECTAL TISSUE
OPERATIONS ON ANUS
INCISION OR EXCISION OF PER IANAL TISSUE
INCISION OF PER IANAL ABSCESS
EXCISION OF PER IANAL SKIN TAGS
OTHER EXCISION OF PERIANAL TISSUE
INCISION OR EXCISION OF ANAL FISTULA
ANAL FISTULOTOt!Y
ANAL FISTULECTOHY
DIAGNoSTIC PROCEDURES ON ANUS ANO PER IANAL TISSUE
ANOSCOPY
BIOPSY OF PERIANAL TISSUE
BIOPSY OF ANUS
OTHER DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON ANUS ANO PER IANAL TISSUE
LOCAL EXCISION OR oBSTRUCTION OF OTHER LESION OR TISSUE OF ANUS
/ ENOOSCOPIC EXCISION OR OBSTRUCTION OF LESION OR TISSUE
OF ANUS






OBSTRUCTION OF HE140RRHOIOS BY CRYOTHERAPY
LIGATION OF HEMORRHOIDS
EXCIS1ON OF HEHORRHOIOS
EVACUATION OF THRO14BOSE0 HEHORRHOIOS
OTHER PROCEDURES ON HE HORRHOIOS
OIVISION OF ANAL SPHINCTER















































































CLOSURE OF ANAL FISTULA
OTHER REPAIR OF ANAL SPHINC7ER
oTHER OPERATIONS ON ANUS
INCISION OF ANAL SEPTUII
OTHER INCISION OF ANUS
REOUCTION OF ANAL PROLAPSE
CONTROL OF [POSTOPERATIVE] HEMORRHAGE OF ANUS
OPERATIONS ON LIVER
HEPATOTOMY
DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ffl LIVER
cLosED (PERCUTANEOUS) tNEEOLE] BIOPSY OF LIvER
OPEN BIOPSY OF LIVER
LOCAL EXCISION OR OBSTRUCTION OF LIVER TISSUE OR LESION
PARTIAL HEPATECTOHY





OTHER TRANSPLANT OF LIVER
REPAIR OF LIVER
CLOSURE OF LACERATION OF LIVER
OTHER REPAIR OF LIVER
OTHER OPERATIONS ON LIVER
PERCUTANEOUS ASP IRATION OF LIVER
LOCALIZEO PERFUSION OF LIVER
OTHER INJECTION OF THERAPEUTIC SUBSTANCE INTO LIVER
OTHER OPERATIONS ON LIVER
OPERATIONS ON GALLBLAOOER ANO BILIARY TRACT
CHOLECYSTOTOMY ANO CHDLECYSTOSTOHY
PERCUTANEOUS ASPIRATION OF GALLBLAOOER
TROCA R C HO LECYSTOSTOHY
OTHER CHOLECYSTOSTOIIY
OTHER CHOLECYSTOTOHY
DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON BILIARY TRACT
/ ENOOSCCP IC RETRDGRAOE CHOLANGIOPANCREATOGRAPHY [ ERCP 1
ENOOSCOPY OF BILIARY TRACT / ENQQscop Ic RETRQGRAQE
CHOLANG IOGRAPHY [ ERCI
CLOSEO [ PERCUTANEOUS I BIOPSY OF GALLBLAOOER OR BILE OUCTS
/ PERCUTANEOUS BIOPSY OF GALLBLAOOER OR BILE OUCTS
OPEN BIOPSY OF GALLBLADDER OR BILE OUCTS




AN AS TOHOSI S OF GALLBLAOOER OR BILE OUCT
ANASTOHOSIS OF GALLBLADDER TO HEPATIC DUCTS
ANASTOPJ3SIS OF GALLBLAOOER TO INTESTINE
ANASTOHDSI S OF GALLBLADDER TD STCIMACH
CHOLEOOCHDENTEROSTOHY
ANASTOPJ3SIS OF HEPATIC OUCT TO GASTROINTESTINAL TRACT
OTHER BILE OUCT ANASTOHOSI S
INCISION OF BILE OUCT FOR RELIEF OF OBSTRUCTION
COMMON OLCT EXPLORATION FOR REHOVAL OF CALCULUS
COMMON DUCT EXPLORATION FOR RELIEF OF OTHER OBSTRUCTION
INSERTION OF CHOLEOOCHOHEPATIC TUB~ FOR OECO14PRESSION
INCISION OF OTHER BILE OUCTS FOR RELIEF OF OBSTRUCTION
OTHER INCISION OF BILE OUCT
EXPLORAT ION OF COMMON BILE DUCT
INCIS ION OF BILE OUCT* EXCEPT COHHON
LOCAL EXCI S1 ON OR OBSTRUCTION OF BILE DUCT
EXCIS ION OF CYSTIC OUCT REMNANT
oTHER EXCISION OF COHHON BILE OUCT
EXCIS ION OF OTHER BILE OUCT
REPAIR OF BILE OUCTS
CHOLEODCWJ3PLASTY
REPAIR OF BILE OUCT* EXCEPT COMHON
OPERATIONS ON SPHINCTER OF 0001
OILATION OF SPHINCTER i3F 0001
PANCREAT XC SPHINCTEROTOHY
PANCREATIC SPHINCTEROPLASTY
/ ENOOSCOPIC OILATION DF AHPULLA ANO BILIARY OUCT
































































/ ENDOSCOPIC INSERTION OF STENT (TUBE) INTO BILE OUCT
/ ENOOSCOPIC REMOVAL OF STONE(S) FRDH BILIARY TRACT
OTHER OPERATIONS ON SPHINCTER OF 00DI
OTHER OPERATIONS ON BILIARY TRACT
CLOSURE OF CHDL ECYSTOS TOMY
CLOSURE OF OTHER BILIARY F ISTULA
REVISION OF ANASTOHOSIS OF BILIARY TRACT
REMOVAL OF PROSTHETIC OEVICE FROM BILE OUCT
PERCUTANEOUS EXTRACTION OF CDM140N OUCT STONES
THERAPEUTIC ENOOSCOPIC PROCEDURES ON BILIARY TRACT, ORAL ROUTE
oTHER PERCUTANEOUS PROCEDURES ON BILIARY TRACT
OTHER OPERATIONS ON BILIARY TRACT
OPERATIONS ON PANCREAS
PANCREATOTOIIY
ORAINAGE OF PANCREATIC CYST BY CATHETER
OTHER PANCREATOTOHY
DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON PANCREAS
CLOSEO [ AS PIRATIONI [NEEOLEI [ PERCUTANEOUS I BIOPSY OF PANCREAS
OPEN BIOPSY OF PANCREAS
/ ENDOSCOP XC RETROGRADE PANCREATOGRAPHY [ ERP 1
/ CLOSEO [ ENODSCOPIC 1 BIOPSY OF PANCREATIC OUCT
HARSUPIALIZATION OF PANCREATIC CYST







PANCREATIC TRANSPLANT* NoT OTHERHISE SPECIFf EO
OTHER OPERATIONS ON PANCREAS
ENOOSCOP IC RETROGRADE CANNULATION OF PANCREATIC OUCT [ ERCP 1
OTHER CANNULATION OF PANCREATIC OUCT / CANNULATION OF
PANCREATIC OUCT
OILATI~ OF I.IIRSUNG”SOUCT / ENOOSCOPIC INSERTION OF
STENT (TUBE) INTO PANCREATIC OUCT
STONE(S) FRDM PANCREATIC OUCT
OTHER REPAIR OF PANCREAS
ANASTOHOSIS OF PANCREAS
REPAIR OF HERNIA
UNILATERAL REPAIR OF IWUINAL HERNIA
uNILATERAL REPAIR OF INGUINAL HERNIA- NDT OTHERHISE SPECIFIEO
UNILATERAL REPAIR OF OIRECT INGUINAL HERNIA
UNILATERAL REPAIR OF INOIRECT INGUINAL HERNIA
UNILATERAL REPAIR OF OIRECT INGUINAL HERNIA HITH GRAFT
OR PROSTHESIS
UNILATERAL REPAIR DF INOIRECT INGUINAL HERNIA IAITH GRAFT
OR PROSTHESIS
UNILATERAL REPAIR OF INGUINAL HERNIA HITH GRAFT OR
PROSTHESIS* NOT OTHERHISE SPECIFIEO
BI LATERAL REPAIR OF INGUINAL HERNIA
BILATERAL REPAIR OF INGUINAL HERNIA, NOT OTHER IAISE SPECIFIEO
BILATERAL REPAIR OF OIRECT INGUINAL HERNIA
BILATERAL REPAIR OF IN OIRECT INGUINAL HERNIA
BILATERAL REPAIR OF INGUINAL HERNIA, ONE OIRECT ANO
ONE INOIRECT
BILATERAL REPAIR OF 01 RECT INGUINAL HERNIA klITH GRAFT
OR PROSTHESIS
BILATERAL REPAIR OF INOIRECT INGUINAL HERNIA HITH GRAFT
OR PROSTHESIS
BILATERAL REPAIR OF INGUINAL HERNIA, ONE OIRECT AND
ONE INOIRECT, WITH GRAFT OR PROSTHESIS
BILATERAL INGUINAL HERNIA REPAIR MITH GRAFT OR
PROSTHESIS* NOT OTHERHISE SPECIFIEO
UNILATERAL REPAIR OF FEMORAL HERNIA
uNILATERAL REPAIR OF FEMORAL HERNIA WITH GRAFT OR PROSTHESIS
OTHER UNILATERAL FEHORAL HERN1ORRHAPHY
BILATERAL REPAIR OF FEMORAL HERNIA
BILATERAL REPAIR OF FEHDRAL HERNIA WITH GRAFT OR PROSTHESIS
OTHER BILATERAL FEMDRAL HERNIORRHAPHY
REPAIR OF UI’IBILICAL HERNIA
REPAIR OF UMBILICAL HERNIA WITH PROSTHESIS
OTHER UMBILICAL HERNIORRHAPHY







































































[WITHOUT GRAFT OR PROSTHESIS I
1NC1S1ONAL HERNIA REPAIR
REPAIR OF OTHER HERNIA OF ANTERIOR ABOOMINAL HALL
REPAIR OF OTHER HERNIA OF ANTERIOR ABOO141NAL MALL
ldITH GRAFT OR PROSTHESIS
INCLSIONAL HERNIA REPAIR HITH PROSTHESIS
REPAIR OF OTHER HERNIA OF ANTERIOR ABOOMINAL
MALL HITH PROSTHESIS
REPAIR OF OIAPHRAGMATIC HERNIA, ABOOUINAL APPROACH
REPAIR OF OIAPHRAGMATIC HERNIA, THORACIC APPROACH
REPAIR OF OIAPHRAGHATIC HERNIA uITH THORACIC APPROACH,
NOT OTHER liISE SPECIFIEO
PLICATION OF THE OIAPHRAGH
REPAIR OF PARASTERNAL HERNIA
OTHER HERNIA REPAIR
OTHER OPERATIONS ON ABOOHINAL REGION
INCISION OF ABOO!IINAL HALL
LA PA ROTOHY
EXPLORATORY LAPAROTOMY
REOPENING OF RECENT LAPAROTOHY SITE
OTHER LA PA ROTOMY
DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES OF ABOOHINAL REGION
LAPAROSCOPY
BIOPSY OF ABOOIIINAL HALL OR UMBILICUS
BIOPSY OF PERITONEUM
CLOSEO [ PERCUTANEOUS I [NEEOLEI BIOPSY OF lNTRA-ABOOHINAL HASS
OTHER OIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON ABOOUINAL REG1ON
EXCISION OR OBSTRUCTION OF LESION OR TISSUE OF ABOOMINAL
HALL OR UHBILICUS
ExCISION OR OBSTRUCTION OF PERITONEAL TISSUE
LYSIS OF PERITONEAL AOHESIONS
SUTURE OF ABOOMINAL MALL ANO PERITONEUM
RECLOSURE OF POSTOPERATIVE DISRUPTION OF ABOO!IINAL MALL
OELAYEO CLOSURE OF GRANULATING ABOOMINAL 140UN0
OTHER SUTURE OF ABOOHINAL HALL
SUTURE OF PERITONEUM
OTHER REPAIR OF ABOOMINAL WALL ANO PERITONEUM
REPAIR OF GASTROSCHISIS
OTHER REPAIR OF ABOOHINAL HALL
OTHER REPAIR OF PERITONEUM
OTHER REPAIR OF 014ENTUH
OTHER REPAIR OF I! ESENTERY
OTHER OPERATIONS OF ABOOHINAL REGION
PERCUTANEOUS ABOOMINAL PARACENTESIS
REMOVAL OF FOREIGN 800Y FROM PERITONEAL CAVITY
CREATION OF CUTANEOPERITONEAL FISTULA
CREATION OF PERITONEOVASCULAR SHUNT
INCISION OF PERITONEUM
INJECTION OF AIR INTO PERITONEAL CAVITY
INJEc TIoN OF LOCALLY-ACTING THERAPEUTIC suasTANc E
INTo PERITONEAL CAVITY
PERITONEAL OIALYSIS
OTHER OPERATIONS OF ABOOHINAL REGION





PERCUTANEOUS NE PHROSTOMY HITHOUT FRAGMENTATIoN
PERCUTANEOUS NEPHROSTOMY HITH FRAGHENTATXON
PYELOTOIIY ANO PYELOSTOHY
PY ELO TOM Y
PY ELO STOMY
DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON KIONEY
NE PHRO SC OP Y
PY ELOSCO PY
CLOSED i percutaneous] lNEEOLEI BiOPSY OF Kio$JEy
OPEN BIOPSY OF KIONEY
LOCAL EXCISION OR OBSTRUCTION OF LESION OR TISSUE OF KIONEY











































































REMOVAL OF TRANSPLANTED OR REJECTEO KIONEY
BILATERAL NE PHRECTOMY
TRANSPLANT OF KIONEY
RENAL AU TO TRANSPLANTATION
OTHER KIONEY TRANSPLANTATION
NE PHROPEXY
nTHER REPAIR OF KIONEY-..
SUTURE OF LACERATION OF KIONEY
4NASTOHOS1S OF KIONEY
~ORRECTION OF URETEROPELVIC JUNCTION
OTHER REPAIR OF KIONEY
OTHER OPERATIONS ON KIONEY
Percutaneous ASPIRATION OF KlONEy tPELVISI
REPLACEMENT OF NEPHROSTOf4Y TUBE
REPLACEMENT OF PYELOSTOHY TUBE
LOCAL PERFUSION OF KIONEY
OTHER OPERATIONS ON KIONEY
IlDI=R4TIoNs oN uRETER-. ----




DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON URETER
llRETERoscopy
;LOSEO PERCUTANEOUS 810Psy OF URETER
CLOSEO ENOOSCOPIC BIOPSY OF URETER
nPEN BIOPSY OF URETER
i’NOOSCOPY (C YSTOSCOPY) (LO OPOSCOPY) OF ILEAL CONOUIT
URETERECTOHY
URETER EC TOHY, NOT OTHERHISE SPECIFIEO
PARTIAL URETERECTOMY
CUTANEOUS URETERO-ILEOSTOMY
FORI4ATION OF CUTANEOUS URETERO-ILEOSTOMY
REVISION OF CUTANEOUS URETERO-ILEOSTOFIY
OTHER EXTERNAL URINARY OIVERSION
FORHATION OF OTHER CUTANEOUS URETEROSTOHY
OTHER ANASTOHOSIS OR BYPASS OF URETER
URINARY OIVERSION TO INTESTINE
REVISION OF URETEROINTESTINAL ANASTO$lOSIS
URETERoNEocysTO SToHy-..
TRANSURETEROURETEROS TOHY
OTHER ANASTOMOSIS OR BYPASS OF URETER
REPAIR OF URETER
SUTURE OF LACERATION OF URETER
llq ETERop Exy
“,.
OTHER REPAIR OF URETER
OTHER OPERAT IONS ON URETER
OILATION OF URETERAL HEATUS
OTHER OPERATIONS ON URETER
OPERATIONS ON URINARY BLAOOER
TRANSURETHRAL CLEARANCE OF BLAOOER
CY STOTO HY
PERCUTANEOUS ASPIRATION OF BLAOOER
LYSIS OF INTRALLNIINAL AOHESIONS HITH INCISION INTO BLAOOER
/ percutaneous cys TosToHy




REvISION OF CYSTOSTOflY / REVISION OR CLOSURE OF
WESI COSTO #lY
01 A6NOSTIC PROCEDURES ON BLAOOER
CYSTOSCOPY THROUGH ARTIFICIAL STOHA
flTHER cysToscopy-..
CLOSEO [ TRANSURETHRALI BIOPSY OF BLAOOER
OPEN BIOPSY OF BLAOOER
OTHER DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON BLAOOER
TRANsuRETHRAL EXCISION OR OBSTRUCTION OF BLAOOER TISSUE
OT!.!E!! TRM4SUWTHRAL EXCISION OR OES?RUCTION OF
I ESION OR TISSUE OF BLAOOER
OTH;; EXCISION OR OBSTRUCTION OF BLAOOER TISSUE
EXCISION OF URACHUS













































































OTHER REPAIR OF URINARY BLAODER
SUTURE OF LACERATION OF EILAOOER
CLOSURE OF CYSTOSTOHY
REPAIR OF FISTULA INVOLVING BLAOOER ANO INTESTINE
REPAIR OF OTHER FISTULA OF BLAOOER
CYSTOURETHROPLASTY ANO PLASTIC REPAIR OF BLAOOER NECK
RECONSTRUCTION OF URINARY BLAOOER
OTHER REPAIR OF BLAOOER
OTHER OPERATIONS ON BLAOOER
SPHINCTEROTOHY OF BLAOOER
OILATION OF BLAOOER NECK
CONTROL OF [ POSTOPERATIVE I HEMORRHAGE OF BLAOOER
INSERTION OF INOHELLING URINARY CATHETER
REPLACEMENT OF INOMELLING URINARY CATHETER




01 AGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON URETHRA
OTHER UR ET HROSC OPY
BIOPSY OF URETHRA
OTHER DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON URETHRA ANO
PERIURETHRAL TISSUE
EXCISION OR OBSTRUCTION OF URETHRAL TISSUE
REPAIR OF URETHRA
SUTURE OF LACERATION OF URETHRA
CLOSURE OF OTHER FISTULA OF URETHRA
REANASTOHOSIS OF URETHRA
REPAIR OF HYPOSPAOIAS OR EPISPADIAS
OTHER RECONSTRUCTION OF URETHRA
URETHRAL HEATOPLASTY
OTHER REPAIR OF URETHRA
RELEASE OF URETHRAL STRICTURE
OR LESION
OILATION OF URETHRA
OTHER oPERATIONS ON URETHRA ANO PER IURETHRAL TISSUE
XNCISICN OF PER IURETHRAL TISSUE
IMPLANTATION OF ARTIFICIAL URINARY SPHINCTER [ AUSI
OTHER OPERATIONS ON URETHRA ANO PER IuRETHRAL T ISSUE
OTHER OPERATIONS ON URINARY TRACT
OISSECTIOt+ OF RETROPERITONEAL TISSUE
RETROPERITDNEAL DISSECTION, NOT OTHERHISE SPECIFIEO
URETERC4.YSIS !dITH FREEING OR REPOSITIONING OF URETER
FoR RETROPERITONEAL FIBROSIS
OTHER LYSIS OF PERIRENAL OR PERIURETERAL AOHESIONS
OTHER INCISION OF PERIRENAL OR PERIURETERAL TISSUE
INCISION OF PERIVESICAL TISSUE
LYSIS OF PERIVESICAL AOHESIONS
OTHER INCISION OF PERIVESICAL TISSUE
DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON PER IRENAL ANO PER IVES ICAL TISSUE
BIOPSY OF PERIRENAL OR PER IVES ICAL TISSUE
OTHER DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON PERIRENAL TISSUE?
PERIVESICAL TISSUE, ANO RETROPERITONEUM




OTHER REPAIR OF URINARY STRESS INCONTINENCE
LEVATOR HUSCLE OPERATION FOR URETHROVESICAL SUSPENSION
OTHER REPAIR OF URINARY STRESS INCONTINENCE
URETERAL CATHETERIZATION
OTHER OPERAT IONS ON URINARY SYSTEH
EXCISION OF PER IRENAL OR PER IV ESICAL TISSUE
REPLACEMENT OF URETEROSTOHY TUBE
REPLACEMENT OF CYSTOSTOHY TUBE
ULTRASONIC FRAGMENTATION OF URINARY STONES
ExTRACORPOREAL SHOCKWAVE LITHOTRIPSY [ESMLI
OTHER OPERATIONS ON URINARY SYSTEH
OPERATIONS ON THE HALE GENITAL ORGANS









































































DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON PROSTATE ANO SEMINAL VESICLES
CLOSEO [ PERCUTANEOUS 1 [NEEoLE 1 BIOPSY OF PROSTATE






LOCAL EXCISION OF LESION OF PROSTATE
OTHER PROSTATECTOHY
OPERATIONS ON SEMINAL VESICLES
INCISION OF SEHINAL VESICLE
EXCISION OF SEMINAL VESICLE
OTHER OPERATIONS ON SEHINAL VESICLES
OTHER OPERATIONS ON PROSTATE “
INJECTION INTO PROSTATE
CONTROL OF POSTOPERATIVE HEMORRHAGE OF PROSTATE
OTHER oPERATIONS ON PROSTATE
OPERATIONS ON SCROTUH ANO TUNICA VAGINALIS
INCISION ANO ORAINAGE OF SCROTUH AND TuNICA VAGINALIS
DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON SCROTUM ANO TUNICA VAGINALIS
BIOPSY OF SCROTUM OR TUNICA VAGINALIS
OTHER OIAGNOSTIC PROCEOURES ON scROTUH ANO TUNICA VAGINALXS
EXCISION OF HYOROCELE [OF TUNICA VAGINALISI
EXCISION OR oBSTRUCTION OF LESION OR TISSUE OF SCROTUM
REPAIR OF SC ROTUH ANO TUNICA VAGINALIS
SUTURE OF LACERATION OF SC ROTUH ANO TUNICA VAG INALIS
REPAIR OF SCROTAL FISTULA
OTHER REPAIR OF SCROTUH ANO TUNICA VAGINALIS
OTHER OPERATIONS ON SCROTUH ANO TUNICA VAGINALIS
PERCUTANEOUS ASPIRATION OF TUNICA VAGINALIS
ExCISION OF LESION OF TUNICA VAGINALIS OTHER THAN HYOROCELE
OTHER OPERAT IONS ON SC RDTUH ANO TUNICA VAGINAL IS
OPERATIONS ON TESTES
INCISION OF TESTIS
DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON TESTES
CLOSEO [ PERCUTANEOUS J BIOPSY OF TESTIS
OPEN BIOPSY OF TESTIS
OTHER DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON TESTES
ExCISION OR OBSTRUCTION OF TESTICULAR LESION
UNILATERAL ORCHIECTOHY
BILATERAL ORCHIECTOHY
REMOVAL OF BOTH TESTES AT SAME OPERATIVE EPISOOE
REHOVAL OF REHAINING TESTIS
ORCHIOPEXY
REPAIR OF TESTES
OTHER REPAIR OF TESTIS
INSERTION OF TESTICULAR PROSTHESIS
OTHER OPERATIONS ON TESTES
ASPIRATION OF TESTIS
OTHER OPERATIONS ON TESTES
OPERATIONS ON SPERHATIC CORO, EPIOIDYflISt AND VAS OEFERENs
DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON SPERHATIC CORO~ EPIOIOYHIS*
ANO VAS OEFERENS
BIOPSY OF SPERllATIC CORO, EPIOIOYHIS, OR VAS OEFERENS
EXCISION OF VARICOCELE ANO HYoROCELE OF SPERHATIC CORD
EXCISION OF CYST OF EPIOIOYHIS
ExCISION OF OTHER LESION OR TISSUE OF SPERMATIC CORO
ANO EPIOIOYHIS
EP IO IOYHECTOMY
REPAIR OF SPERHATIC CORO ANO EPIOIOYHIS
REDUCTION OF TORSION OF TESTIS OR SPERIIATIC CORO
VASOTOHY
VASECTOHY AND LIGATION OF VAS OEFERENS
LIGATIffl OF VAS OEFERENS
LIGATION OF SPERHATIC CORO
VASECTOHY
REPAIR OF VAS OEFERENS ANO EPIOIOYHIS
RECONSTRUCTION OF SURGICALLY OIVIOEO VAS OEFERENS
EPIOIOYHOVASOSTOHY
OTHER REPAIR OF VAS OEFERENS ANO EPIOIOYHIS











































































lNCISIffl OF SPERMATIC CORO
LYSIS OF AOHESIONS OF SPERMATIC CORO
OPERATIONS ON PENIS
CIRCUHCISIOti
01 AGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON THE PENIS
BIOPSY OF PENIS
LOCAL EXCISION OR OBSTRUCTION OF LESION OF PENIS
AMPUTATIffl OF PENIS
REPAIR ANO PLASTIC OPERATION ON PENIS
SUTURE OF LACERATION OF PENIS
RELEASE OF CHOROEE
CONSTROC TION OF PENIS
OTHER REPAIR OF PENIS
OTHER OPERAT IONS ON MALE GENITAL ORGANS
00RSAL OR LATERAL SLIT OF PREPUCE
INCISION OF PENIS
OIVISION OF PENILE AOHESIONS
INSERTION OR REPLACEMENT OF INTERNAL PROSTHESIS OF PENIS
REHOVAL OF INTERNAL PROSTHESIS OF PENIS
INSERTION OR REPLACEMENT OF INFLATABLE PENILE PROSTHESIS
OTHER OPERATIONS ON PENIS
OTHER OPERATIONS ON MALE GENITAL ORGANS
OPERATIONS ON THE FEMALE GENITAL ORGANS
OPERATIONS ON OVARY
00 PHOROTOll Y
OIAGNOST XC PROCEDURES ON OVARIES
AS PIRATIffl BIOPSY OF OVARY
OTHER BIOPSY OF OVARY
OTHER DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON OVARIES
LOCAL EXCISION OR OBSTRUCTION OF OVARIAN LESION OR TISSUE
HARSUPIALIZATION OF OVARIAN CYST
HEOGE RESECTION OF OVARY




REMOVAL OF BOTH OVARIES AT SAME OPERATIVE EPISOOE
REMOVAL OF REHAINING OVARY
BILATERAL SALPINGO-OOPHORECT OHY
REHOVAL OF BOTH OVARIES ANO TUBES AT SAME OPERATIVE EPISOOE
REHOVAL OF REMAINING OVARY ANO TUBE
REPAIR OF OVARY
SIMPLE SUTURE OF OVARY
OTHER REPAIR OF OVARY
LYSIS OF AOHESIONS OF OVARY ANO FALLOPIAN TUBE
OTHER OP ERAT IONS ON OVARY
ASPIRATION OF OVARY
TRANSPLANTATION OF OVARY
MANUAL RUPTURE OF OVARIAN CYST
RELEASE OF TORSION OF OVARY
OTHER OPERATIONS ON OVARY
OPERATIONS ON FALLOPIAN TUBES
SALPINGOTOMY
OIAGNOST IC PROCEDURES ON FALLOPIAN TUBES
BIOPSY OF FALLOPIAN TUBE
OTHER 01 AGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON FALLOPIAN TUBES
BILATERAL ENOOSCOPIC OBSTRUCTION OR OCCLUSION OF FALLOPIAN
TUBES
BILATERAL ENOOSCOPIC LIGATION ANO CRUSHING OF FALLoPIAN TUBES
BILATERAL ENOOSCOPIC LIGATION ANO OIVISION OF FALLOPIAN TUBES
OTHER BILATERAL ENOOSCOPIC OBSTRUCTION
OR OCCLUS 10N OF FALLOPIAN TUBES
OTHER BILATERAL OBSTRUCTION OR OCCLUSION OF FALLOP IAN TUBES
OTHER BILATERAL LIGATION ANO CRUSHING OF FALLOPIAN TUBES
OTHER BILATERAL LIGATION ANO OIVISION OF FALLOPIAN TUBES
OTHER BILATERAL OBSTRUCTION OR OCCLUSION OF FALLOPIAN TUBES
ToTAL UNILATERAL SiALPINt ECTOtiY
TOTAL BILATERAL SALPINGECTOHY
REMOVAL OF BOTH FALLOP IAN TUBES AT SAME OPERATIVE EP ISOOE
REHOVAL OF REMAINING FALLOPIAN TUBE
OTHER SALP IN GE CTOMY
EXCIS ION OR OBSTRUCTION OF LESION OF FALLOPIAN TUBE
SALPINGECTOHY HITH REMOVAL OF TUBAL PREGNANCY








































































OTHER PART lAL SALPINGECTO14Y
REPAIR OF FALLOPIAN TUBE




OTHER REPAIR OF FALLOP IAN TUBE
INSUFFLATION OF FALLOPIAN TUBE
OTHER OPERATIONS ON FALLOPIAN TUBES
ASPIRATICN OF FALLOPIAN TUBE
UNXLATERAL OBSTRUCTION OR OCCLUSION OF FALLOPIAN
REMOVAL OF PROSTHESIS OF FALLOPIAN TUBE
INSUFFLATION OF THERAPEuTIC AGENT INTO FALLOPIAN
OILATION OF FALLOPIAN TUBE




OILATION OF CERVICAL CANAL
OIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON CERVIX
ENOOCERVICAL B1OPSY
OTHER CERVICAL BIOPSY
CO NIZAT Iild OF CERVIX
OTHER EXCISION OR OBSTRUCTION OF LESION OR TISSUE OF CERVIX
DESTRUCTION OF LESION OF CERVIX BY CAUTERIZATION
OBSTRUCTION OF LESION OF CERVIX BY CRYOSURGERY
OTHER EXCISION OR OESTRUCTION OF LES1ON OR TISSUE OF CERVIX
AMPUTATION OF CERVIX
REPAIR OF INTERNAL CERVICAL OS
OTHER REPAIR OF CERVIX
SUTURE OF LACERATION OF CERVIX
OTHER REPAIR OF CERVIX
OTHER INCISION ANO EXCISION OF UTERUS
HYSTEROTONY
DIAGNosTIC PROCEDURES ON UTERUS ANO SUPPORTING STRUCTURES
OIGITAL EXAMINATION OF UTERUS
HYSTEROSCOPY
OPEN BIOPSY OF UTERUS
OPEN BIOPSY OF UTERINE LIGAMENTS
CLOSEO BIOPSY OF UTERINE LIGAMENTS
CLOSEO BIOPSY OF UTERUS
OTHER 01 AGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON UTERUS
ANO SUPPORTING STRUCTURES
EXCISION OR OBSTRUCTION OF LESION OR TISSUE OF UTERUS
OIVISION OF ENOOHETRIAL SYNECHIAE
INCISION OR EXCISION OF CONGENITAL SEPTUM OF UTERUS
OTHER aCISION OR OBSTRUCTION OF LESION OF UTERUS
SUBTOTAL ABOO141NAL HYSTERECTOMY
TOTAL ABOOMINAL HYSTERECTOMY
VAGINAL HYST ER ECTOHY
RAOICAL ABOOHINAL HYSTERECTOMY
RAOf CAL VAGINAL HYSTERECTOMY
PELVIC EVISCERATION
OTHER OPERATIONS ON UTERUS ANIJ SUPPORTING STRUCTURES
OILATION AMI CURETTAGE OF UTERUS
OILAT ION ANO CURETTAGE FOR TERMINATIoN OF PREGNANCY
OILATION ANO CURETTAGE FOLLOUING OELIVERY OR ABORTION
OTHER OILATION ANo CURETTAGE OF UTERUS
EXCISION OR OBSTRUCTION OF LESION OR TISSUE OF
UTERUS ANO SUPPORTING STRUCTURES
RE#lOVAL OF INTRALIGAHENTOUS EC TOPIC PREGNANCY
OTHER EXCISION OR OBSTRUCTION OF UTERUS
ANO SUPPORTING STRUCTURES
RE PAIR OF WERINE SUPPORTING STRUCTURES
OTHER UTERINE SUSPENSION
OTHER REPAIR OF UTERUS ANO SUPPORTING STRUCTURES
PARACERVICAL uTERINE OENERVATION
UTERINE REPAIR
SUTURE OF LACERATION OF UTERUS
CLOSURE OF FISTULA OF UTERUS
OTHER REPAIR OF UTERUS
ASPIRATION CURETTAGE OF UTERUS
ASPIRATION CURETTAGE OF UTERUS FOR TERMINATION OF PREGNANCY
ASPIRATICii CURETTAGE FOLLOHING OELIVERY OR ABORTION
OTHER ASPIRATION CURETTAGE OF UTERUS











































































INSER710N OF THERAPEuTIC OEVICE INTO UTERUS
INSERTION OF LAHINARIA
INCISION OF CERVIX
REMOVAL OF CERCLAGE HATERIAL FROM CERVIX
OTHER OPERATIONS ON SUPPORTING STRUCTURES OF UTERUS
OTHER OPERATIONS ON CERVIX ANO UTERUS
OPERATIONS ON VAGINA ANO CUL-DE-SAC
CULOOCENTESIS
INCISION OF vAGINA ANO CUL-DE-SAC
HYllENOTOHY
CULOOT@MY
LYSIS OF INTRALUllINAL AOHESIONS OF VAGINA
OTHER VAGINOTOHY





OTHER DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON VAGINA ANO CUL-DE-SAC
LOCAL EXCISION OR OBSTRUCTION OF VAGINA ANO CUL-DE-SAC
HYHENECTGHY
EXCISION OR OBSTRUCTION OF LESION OF CUL-DE-SAC
EXCISICF4 OR OBSTRUCTION OF LESION OF VAGINA
OBLITERATION ANO TOTAL EXCISION OF VAGINA
REPAIR OF CYSTOCELE ANO RECTOCELE
REPAIR OF CYSTOCELE ANO RECTOCELE
REPAIR OF CYSTOCELE
REPAIR OF RECTOCELE
VAGINAL CONSTRUCTION ANO RECONSTRUCTION
VAGINAL CONSTRUCTION
vAGINAL RECONSTRUCTIffl
OTHER REPAIR OF VAGINA
SUTURE OF LACERATION OF VAGINA
REPAIR OF COLOVAGINAL FISTULA
REPAIR OF RECTOVAGINAL FISTULA
REPAIR OF OTHER VAGINOENTERIC FISTULA
REPAIR OF OTHER FISTULA OF VAGINA
HYHENORRHAPHY
VAGINAL SUSPENSION ANO FIXATION
oTHER REPAIR OF VAGINA
OBLITERATIffl OF VAGINAL VAULT
OTHER OPERAT IONS ON VAGINA A NO CUL-DE-SAC
OTHER OPERATIONS ON CUL-DE-SAC
OPERATICINS ON VULVA ANO PERINEUM
INCISION OF VULVA ANO PERINEUM
LYSIS OF VULVAR AOHESIONS
OTHER INCISION OF VULVA ANO PERINEUI’I
DIAGNoSTIC PROCEDURES ON VULVA
BIOPSY OF VULVA
OPERATIONS ON BARTMJLIN* S GLANO
INCISION OF BARTHOLIN* S GLANO [CYST 1
HARSUPIALIZATION OF BARTHOLIN@ S GLANO [CYST I
EXCISION OR OTHER OBSTRUCTION OF BARTHOLIN*S GLANO [CYST I






REPAIR OF VULVA ANO PERINEUM
SUTURE OF LACERATION OF VULVA OR PERINEUM
REPAIR OF FISTULA OF VULVA OR PERINEUM
OTHER REPAIR OF VULVA ANO PERINEUM
OTHER OPERATIONS ON FEMALE GENITAL ORGANS
OBSTETRICAL PROCEDURES
FORCEPS* VACWH, ANO BREECH OELIVERY
LOU FORCEPS OPERATION
LOH FORCEPS OPERATION HITH EPISIOTOHY
HIO FORCEPS OPERATION
HIO FORCEPS OPERATION WITH EPISIOTOHY
OTHER HI O FORCEPS OPERATION
FORCEPS ROTATION OF FETAL HEAO
BREECH EXTIWCTION









































































OTHER PARTIAL BREECH EXTRACTION
TOTAL BREECH EXTRACTION HITH FORCEPS TO AFTERCOHING HEAO
OTHER TOTAL BREECH EXTRACTION
FORCEPS APPLICATION TO AFTERCOHING HEAO
VACUUM EXTRACTION
vACUUM EXTRACTION liITH EPISIOTOHY
OTHER VACUUH EXTRACTION
OTHER SPECIFIEO INSTRUMENTAL OELIVERY
UNSPECIFIED INSTRUMENTAL OELIVERY
OTHER PROCEDURES INOUCING OR ASSISTING OELIVERY
ARTIFICIAL RUPTURE OF HEHBRANES
INOUCTION OF LABOR BY ARTIFICIAL RUPTURE OF HEIIIBRANES
OTHER ARTIFICIAL RUPTURE OF HEHBRANES
OTHER SURGICAL INOUCTION OF LABOR
INTERNAL ANO COMBINEO VERSION ANO EXTRACTION
INTERNAL ANO COt4BINE0 VERSION HITHOUT EXTRACTION
INTERNAL ANO COHBINEO VERSION UITH EXTRACTION
FA ILEO FORCEPS
HE OICAL INOUCTION OF LABOR
HANUALLY ASS ISTEO OELIVERY
tlANuAL ROTATION OF FETAL HEAO
OTHER NANUALLY ASSISTEO OELIVERY
EPISIOTOHY
OPERATIONS ON FETUS TO FACILITATE OELIVERY
OTHER OPERATIONS ASSISTING OELIVERY
EXTERNAL VERSION TO ASSIST OELIVERY
OTHER OPERATIONS TO ASSIST OELIVERY
CESAREAN SECTION ANO REMOVAL OF FETUS
CLASSICAL CESAREAN SECTION
LOH CERVICAL CESAREAN SECTION
REHOVAL OF INTRAPERITONEAL EHBRYO
CESAREAN SECTION OF OTHER SPECIFIEO TYPE
CESAREAN SECTION OF UNSPECIFIED TYPE
HysTERoTot.Iy TO TERHINATE PREGNANCY
OTHER CESAREAN SECTION OF UNSPECIFIED TYPE
OTHER OBSTETRIC OPERATIONS
INTRA-AHNIOTIC INJECTICVA FOR ABORTION
DIAGNOSTIC AHNIOC ENTESIS
INTRAUTERINE TRANSFUSION
OTHER INTRAUTERINE OPERATIONS ON FETUS ANO AIINION
AHNIOSCOPY
FETAL EKG [ SCALP 1
FETAL BLIIJO SAHPLING ANO BIOPSY
FETAL MONITORING, NOT OTHERUISE SPECIFIEO
OTHER DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON FETUS ANO AHNION
HANUAL REHOVAL OF RETAINEO PLACENTA
REPAIR OF CURRENT OBSTETRIC LACERATION OF UTERUS
REPAIR OF CURRENT OBSTETRIC LACERATION OF UTERUS*
NOT OTHERHISE SPECIFIEO
REPAIR OF CURRENT OBSTETRIC LACERATION OF CERVIX
REPAIR OF CURRENT OBSTETRIC LACERATION OF CORPUS uTERI
REPAIR OF OTHER CURRENT OBSTETRIC LACERATION
REPAIR OF CURRENT OBSTETRIC LACERATION OF BLAOOER ANO URETHRA
REPAIR OF CURRENT OBSTETRIC LACERATION OF RECTUH
ANO SPHINCTER ANI
REPAIR OF OTHER CURRENT OBSTETRIC LACERATION
HANUAL EXPLORATION OF UTERINE CAVITY, POSTPARTUM
OBSTETRIC TAMPONAOE OF UTERUS OR VAGINA
OTHER OBSTETRIC OPERATIONS
EVACUATIffl OF OBSTETRICAL INCISIONAL HEHATOHA OF PER INEUH
EVACUATION OF OTHER HEHATOHA OF VULVA OR VAGINA
SURGI CAL CORRECTION OF INVERTEO UTERUS
HANUAL REP LACE14ENT OF INVERTEO UTERUS
OTHER OBSTETRIC OPERAT IONS
OPERATIONS ON THE MUSCULOSKELETAL SYSTEH
OPERATIONS ON FACIAL BONES ANO JOINTS
INCISION OF FACIAL BONE HITHOUT OIVISION
SEQUESTR ECTOHY OF FACIAL BONE
OTHER INCISION OF FACIAL BONE
DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON FACIAL BONES ANO JOINTS
BIOPSY OF FACIAL BONE
OTHER DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON FACIAL BONES ANO JOINTS
LOCAL EXCIS1ON OR OBSTRUCTION OF LESION OF FACIAL BONE







































































PARTIAL OS TECTOMY OF OTHER FACIAL BONE
EXCISION AND RECONSTRUCTION OF FACIAL BONES
TOTAL NANOIBULECTO14Y HITH SYNCHRONOUS RECONSTRUCTION
OTHER TOTAL !lANOIBULECTOHY
OTHER RECONSTRUCTION OF HANOIBLE
TOTAL OS TECTOMY OF OTHER FACIAL BONE
141TH SYtWHRONOUS RECONSTRUCTION
OTHER TOTAL OSTECTOHY OF OTHER FACIAL BONE
OTHER RECONSTRUCTION OF OTHER FACIAL BONE
TE MPOROMAN 01 BULAR ARTHRO PLAS TY
OTHER FACIAL BONE REPAIR ANO ORTHOGNATHIC SURGERY
CLOSEO OSTEOPLASTY [ OS TEOTOHY 1 OF MANOIBULAR RAMUS
OPEN OSTEOPLASTY [ OS TEOTOHYI OF HANOXBULAR RAM US
osTEopLAsTy COSTEOTOHYI OF BOOY OF t4ANOIBLE
OTHER OR THOGNATHIC SURGERY ON HANOIBLE
SEGHENTAL OSTEOPLASTY [OSTEOTOHYI OF HAXILLA
TOTAL OS TEOPLASTY [OSTEOTOMY 1 OF MAXILLA
REOUCTION GENIOPLASTY
AUG!iENTATI ON GENIOPLASTY
OTHER FACIAL BONE REPAIR
REOUCTION OF FACIAL FRACTURE
REOUCTION OF FACIAL FRACTURE, NOT OTHERHISE SPECIFIEO
CLOSEO REOUCTION OF HALAR ANO 2YGOMATIC FRACTURE
OPEN REOIKTION OF HALAR ANO 2YGOMATIC FRACTURE
CLOSEO REOUCTION OF MAXILLARY FRACTURE
OPEN REo LKTIoN OF MAXILLARY FRACTURE
CLOSEO REOUCTION OF HANOIBULAR FRACTURE
OPEN REOWTION OF HANOIBULAR FRACTURE
OPEN REOUTION OF ALVEOLAR FRACTURE
OTHER CLOSEO REOUCTION OF FACIAL FRACTURE
OTHER OPEN REOUCTION OF FACIAL FRACTURE
OTHER OPERATIONS ON FACIAL BONES ANO JOINTS
BONE GRAFT TO FACIAL BONE
INSERTION OF SYNTHETIC IMPLANT IN FACIAL BONE
CLOSEO R EOUCTION OF TEHPOROMANOIBULAR OISLOCAT ION
OTHER MANIPULATION OF TEMPOROflANOIBULAR JOINT
INJECTION OF THERAPEUTIC SUBSTANCE INTO
TEHPOROHANOIBULAR JOINT
REMOVAL OF INTERNAL FIXATION OEVICE FROM FACIAL BONE
OTHER OPERATIONS ON FACIAL BONES ANO JOINTS
INCISION, EXCISION, ANO OIVISION OF OTHER BONES
SE QUESTRECTOHY, EXCEPT FAC XAL BONES
SEQUESTRECTOHY OF CARPALS ANO 14ETACARPALS
SE4UESTRECTOMY OF FEHUR
SECNJESTRECTOHY OF PATEUA
SEQUESTRECTOHY OF TIBIA ANO FIEIuLA
SEQUESTRKTOHY OF TARSALS ANO METATARSAL
SEQUESTRECTOHY OF OTHER BONE, EXCEPT FACIAL BONES
OTHER INCISION OF BONE, EXCEPT FACIAL BONES, HITHOUT OIVISION
OTHER INCISION OF BONE HITHOUT OIVISION, UNSPECIFIED SITE
OTHER INCISION OF SCAPULA, CLAVICLE, ANO THORAX
[RIBS ANO STERNUM I MI THOUT OIVISION
OTHER INCISION OF HUHERUS WITHOUT OIVISION
OTHER INCISION OF RAOIUS ANO ULNA kIITHOUT OIVISION
OTHER INCISION OF CARPALS ANO HETACARPALS HITHOUT 01 VISION
oTHER INCISION OF FEHUR W THOUT OIVISION
OTHER INCISION OF PATELLA WITHOUT OIVKSION
OTHER INCISION OF TIBIA ANO FIBULA wITHOUT OIVISION
OTHER INCISION OF TARSALS ANO HETATARSALS HITHOUT OIVISION
OTHER INCISION OF OTHER BONE, EXCEPT FACIAL BONES, HITHOUT
OIVISION
MEOGE OSTEOTO!lY, EXCEPT FACIAL BONES
uEOGE OS TEOTONV OF SCAPULA, CLAVICLE, ANO THORAX
[ RIBS ANO STERNUM]
HEOGE OS TEOTOMY OF RAOIUS ANO ULNA
HEOGE OS TEOTOHY OF CAR PALS ANO HE TACARPALS
IAEOGE OS TEOTOMY OF FEMUR
IAEOGE OS TEOTOHY OF PAT ELLA
HEOGE OS TEOTOHY OF TIBIA ANO FIBULA
HEoGE OS TEOTOHY OF TARSALS ANO HE TATARSALS
HEOGE OS TEOTOMY OF OTHER BONE, EXCEPT FACIAL BONES
OTHER OIVISXON OF BoNE, EXCEPT FACIAL BONES


































































[ RIBS ANO STERNUM]
OTHER 01VISION OF HUMERUS
OTHER 01 VISION OF RAOIUS ANO ULNA
OTHER 01 vISION OF CARPALS ANO HETACARPALS
OTHER 01VISION OF FEHUR
OTHER OIVI SION OF PATELLA
OTHER OIVISION OF TIBIA ANO FIBULA
OTHER OX VISION OF TARSALS ANO HETATARSALS
OTHER OIVISION OF OTHER BONE, EXCEPT FACIAL BONES
BIOPSY OF BONE, EXCEPT FACIAL BONES
BIOPSY OF BONE, UNSPECIFIED SITE
BIOPSY OF SCAPULA. CLAVICLE. ANO THORAX [ RIBS ANO ST ERNUMI
BIOPSY OF HUHERUS -
BIOPSY OF CARPALS ANO $IETACARPALS
BIOPSY OF FEHUR
BIOPSY OF PATELLA
BIOPSY OF TIBIA ANO FIBULA
BIOPSY OF TARSALS ANO HETATARSALS
BIOPSY OF OTHER BONE, EXCEPT FACIAL BONES
EXCISION OF BuNION ANO BUN IONETTE
BUNIONECTOHY blITH SOFT TISSUE CORRECTION ANO OSTEOTOHY
OF THE FIRST METATARSAL
BUNION ECTOHY HITH SOFT TISSUE CORRECTION ANO ART HROOESIS
OTHER BUNIONECTOHY liITH SOFT TISSUE CORRECTION
EXCISION OF BUN IONETTE / EXCISION OR CORRECTION OF
BUNIONETTE
/ REPAIR OF HAHMER TOE
/ REPAIR OF CLAW TOE
/ OTHER EXCISION, FUSION, ANO REPAIR OF TOES
OTHER BUNXONECTO14Y
LOCAL EXCISION OF LESION OR TISSUE OF BONE, EXCEPT FACIAL BONES
LOCAL EXCISION OF LES1ON OR TISSUE OF BONE. UN SPECIFIED SITE
LOCAL EXCISION OF LESION OR TISSUE OF SCAPULA, CLAVICLE, ANO
THORAX [RIBS ANO STERNUHl
LOCAL EXCISION OF LESION OR TISSUE OF HUMERUS
LOCAL EXCISION OF LESION OR TISSUE OF RAOIUS ANO ULNA
LOCAL EXCISION OF LESION OR TISSUE OF CARPALS ANO ME IACARPALS
LOCAL EXCISION OF LESION OR TISSUE OF FEMUR
LOCAL EXCISION OF LESION OR TISSUE OF PA TELLA
LOCAL EXCISION OF LESION OR TISSUE OF TItIIA ANO FIBULA
LOCAL EXCIS1ON OF LESION OR TISSUE OF TARSALS ANO METATARSAL
LOCAL EXCISION OF LESION OR TISSUE OF OTHER BONE. EXCEPT
FACIAL BONES
EXCISION OF BONE FOR GRAFT, EXCEPT FACIAL BONES
EXCIS1ON OF BONE FOR GRAFT, UNSPECIFIED SITE
EXCISICN OF SCAPULA, CLAVICLE, ANO THORAX [RIBS ANO
STERNUHI FOR GRAFT
EXCISION OF RAOIUS ANO ULNA FOR GRAFT
EXCISION OF FEMUR FOR GRAFT
ExCIS Iffl OF PAT ELLA FOR GRAFT
EXCIS ION OF TIBIA ANO FIBULA FOR GRAFT
EXCIS ION OF TARSALS ANO HE TATARSALS FOR GRAFT
EXCISIffl OF OTHER BONE FOR GRAFT, EXCEPT FACIAL BONES
OTHER PARTIAL OSTECTOHY, EXCEPT FACIAL BONES
OTHER PARTIAL OS TECTOHY OF SCAPULA, CLAVICLE, ANO THORAX
[ RIBS ANO STERNUHI
OTHER PARTIAL OS TECTOHY OF HUHERUS
OTHER PARTIAL OS TECTOMY OF RAOIUS ANO ULNA
OTHER PARTIAL 0STECTO14Y OF CARPALS ANO HETACARPALS
OTHER PARTIAL OS TECTOHY OF FEHUR
OTHER PARTIAL oSTECTOMY OF PATELLA
OTHER PARTIAL OSTECTOMY OF TIBIA ANO FIBULA
OTHER PARTIAL oSTECTOHY OF TARSALS ANO 14ETATARSALS
OTHER PARTIAL OS TECTOHY OF OTHER BONE, EXCEPT FACIAL BONES
TOTAL OS TECTOMY, EXCEPT FACIAL BONES
TOTAL OS TECTOMY OF SCAPULA, CLAVICLE, ANO THORAX
[RIBS ANO STERNUHI
TOTAL OS TECTOHY OF CARPALS ANO HETACARPALS
TOTAL OS TECTOHY OF PAFELLA
TOTAL OS TECTOMY OF TARSALS ANO METATARSAL
TOTAL OS TECTOHY OF OTHER BONE, EXCEPT FACIAL BONES
OTHER OPERATIONS ON BONES, EXCEPT FACIAL BONES
BONE GRAFT . EXCEPT FACIAL BONES



























































BONE GRAFT OF SCAPULA, CLAVICLE, ANO THORAX [RIBS ANO
STERNUM 1
BONE GRAFT OF HUMERUS
EONE GRAFT OF RAOIUS ANO ULNA
BONE GRAFT OF CARPALS ANO HETACARPALS
BoNE GRAFT OF FEMUR
BONE GRAFT OF PATELLA
IWNE GRAFT OF TIBIA ANo FIBULA
BONE GRAFT OF TARSALS ANO HETATARSALS
BONE GRAFT OF OTHER BONE* EXCEPT FACIAL BONES
PERIOST EAL SUTURE* EXCEPT FACIAL BONES
PERIOSTEAL SUTURE OF HUHERUS
PERIOSTEAL SUTURE OF PATELLA
PERIOSTEAL SUTURE OF TIBIA ANO FIBULA
EP IPHYS EAL STAPLING
EPIPHYSEAL STAPLING OF FEMUR
EPIPHYSEAL STAPLING OF TIBIA AND FIBULA
OTHER CHANGE IN BONE LENGTH, EXCEPT FACIAL BONES
OTHER CHANGE IN BONE LENGTH OF RAOIUS AND ULNA
OTHER CHANGE IN BONE LENGTH OF CARPALS AND HETACARPALS
OTHER CHANGE IN BONE LENGTH OF FEMUR
OTHER CHANGE IN BONE LENGTH OF TIBIA AND FIBULA
OTHER CHANGE IN MNE LENGTH OF OTHER BONE, EXCEPT FACIAL BONE
OTHER REPAIR OR PLASTIC OPERATIONS CM BONE, SXCEPT FACIAL BONES
OTHER REPAIR OR PLASTIC OPERATIONS ON SCAPULA, CLAVICLE* AND
THORAX [RIBS ANO STERNUH1
OTHER REPAIR OR PLASTIC OPERATIONS ON HUMERUS
OTHER REPAIR OR PLASTIC OPERATIONS ON RADIUS ANO ULNA
OTHER REPAIR OR PLASTIC OPERATIONS ON CARPALS ANO HETACARPALS
OTHER REPAIR OR PLASTIC OPERATIONS ON FEMUR
OTHER REPAIR OR PLASTIC OPERATIONS ON PATELLA
OTHER REPAIR OR PLASTIC OPERATIONS ON TIBIA AND FIBULA
OTHER REPAIR OR PLASTIC OPERATIONS ON OTHER BONES
EXCEPT FACIAL BONES
INTERNAL FIXATION OF BONE* EXCEPT FACIAL BONES,
U ITHOUT FRACTURE REOUCTION
INTERNAL FIXATION OF BONE HITHOUT FRACTURE REOIKTION*
UNSPECIFIED SITE
INTERNAL FIXATION OF SCAPULAS CLAVICLE* AND THORAX
[ RIBS ANO STERNUM I lJITHOUT FRACTURE REOUCTION
INTERNAL FIXATION OF HUHERUS HITHOUT FRACTURE REOUCTION
INTERNAL FIXATION OF RADIUS AND uLNA MITHOUT FRACTURE
REOUCTION
INTERNAL FIXATION OF CARPALS A NO HETACARPALS H ITHOUT
FRACTIH(E REOUCTION
INTERNAL FIXATION OF FEHUR liITHOUT FRACTURE REOUCTION
INTERNAL FIXATION OF PATELLA WITHOUT FRACTURE REOUCTION
INTERNAL FIXATION OF TIBIA AND FIBULA liITHOUT
FRACTURE REOUCTION
INTERNAL FIXATION OF TARSALS A NO HETATARSALS H ITHOUT
FRACTURE REOUCTION
INTERNAL FIXATION OF OTHER BONE? EXCEPT FACIAL BONES*
MITHOUT FRACTURE REOUCTION
REHOVAL OF INTERNAL FIXATION DEVICE












REHOVAL OF INTERNAL FIXATION oEVICE FROM
EXCEPT FACIAL BONES
OS TEDCLASIS, EXCEPT FACIAL BONES
OSTEOCLASIS OF RAOIUS ANO ULNA
OSTEOCLASI S OF FEMUR
OSTEOCLASIS OF TIBIA ANO FIBULA
01 AGNOST IC PROCEDURES ON BONE? EXCEPT FACIAL BONES s
NOT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED
FIXATION OEVICE FROM

























































DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON FEHURt NOT ELSEHHERE CLASSIFIED
DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON OTHER BONE, EXCEPT FACIAL
80NES, MT ELSEIAHERE CLASSIFIED
INSERTION OF BONE GROUTH STIMULATOR
OTHER OPERATIONS ON TIBIA ANO FXBULA
OTHER OPERATIONS ON OTHER BONES EXCEPT FACIAL BONES
REOUCTION OF FRACTURE ANO DISLOCATION
CLOSEO REOUC710N OF FRACTURE~ EXCEPT FACIAL BONES,
HITHOUT INTERNAL FIXATION
CLOSEO REOUCTION OF FRACTURE HITHOUT INTERNAL FIXATION,
UNSPECIFIED S1 TE
CLOSEO REOUCTION OF FRACTURE OF
INTERNAL FIXAT ION
CLOSEO REOUCTION OF FRACTURE OF
INTERNAL FIXATION
CLOSEO REOUCTION OF FRACTURE OF
UITHOUT INTERNAL FIXATION
CLOSED REDUCTION OF FRACTURE OF
HITHOUT INTERNAL FIXATION
CLOSED REOUCTION OF FRACTURE OF
INTERNAL FIXATION
CLOSED REOUCTION OF FRACTURE OF
WITHOUT INTERNAL FIXATION
CLOSED REOUCTION OF FRACTURE OF
ldITHOUT INTERNAL FIXATION
CLOSEO REDUCTION OF FRACTURE OF
wITHOUT INTERNAL FIXATION
CLOSEO REDUCTION OF FRACTURE OF
HUHERUS HITHOUT





TARSALS ANO HE TATARSALS
PHALANGES OF FOOT
OTHER SPECIFIEO BONES
EXCEPT FACIAL BONES, HITHOUT INTERNAL FIXATION
CLOSEO REOUCTION OF FRACTURE- EXCEPT FACIAL BONES,
HITHOUT INTERNAL FIXATION
CLOSEO REOUCTION OF FRACTURE uITH INTERNAL FIXATION,
uNSPECIFIED SITE
CLOSEO REOUCTION OF FRACTURE OF HUHERUS HITH
INTERNAL FIXATION
CLOSEO REDUCTION OF FRACTURE OF RAOIUS ANO ULNA HITH
INTERNAL FIXATION
CLOSEO REOUCTION OF FRACTURE OF CARPALS AND HE TACARPALS
HITH INTERNAL FIXATION
CLOSEO REOUCTION OF FRACTURE OF PHALANGES OF HAND
WITH INTERNAL FIXATION
CLOSEO REDUCTION OF FRACTURE OF FEMUR WITH INTERNAL FIXATION
CLOSEO REOUCTION OF FRACTURE OF TIBIA AND FIBULA
141TH INTERNAL FIXATION
CLOSEO REOUCTION OF FRACTURE OF TARSALS AND HE TATARSALS
HITH INTERNAL FIXATION
CLOSEO REDUCTION OF FRACTURE OF OTHER SPECIFIEO BONE*
EXCEPT FACIAL BONES, UITH INTERNAL FIXATION
OPEN REOUCTION OF FRACTURES EXCEPT FACIAL BONES*
HITHOUT INTERNAL FIXATION
OPEN REOUCTION OF FRACTURE WITHOUT INTERNAL FIXATIONS
UNSPECIFIED SITE
OPEN REOUCTION OF FRACTURE OF
INTERNAL FIXATION
OPEN REDLLTIDN OF FRACTURE OF
HITHOUT INTERNAL FIXATION
OPEN REDUCTION OF FRACTURE OF
WITHOUT INTERNAL FIXATION
OPEN REDUCTION OF FRACTURE OF
WITHOUT INTERNAL FIXATION
OPEN REOUCTION OF FRACTURE OF
OPEN REDUCTION OF FRACTURE OF
ldITHOUT INTERNAL FIXATION
OPEN REDUCTION OF FRACTURE OF
WITHOUT INTERNAL FIXATION
OPEN REDUCTION OF FRACTURE OF
WITHOUT INTERNAL FIXATION
OPEN REOUCTION OF FRACTURE OF
EXCEPT FACIAL BONES* !JIITHOUT
HUHERUS IAITHOUT
RADIUS ANO ULNA
CARPALS ANO HE TACARPALS
PHALANGES OF HAND






OPEN REDUCTION OF FRACTURE, EXCEPT FACIAL BONES*
WITHOUT EXTERNAL FIXATION
OPEN REDUCTION OF FRACTURE wITH INTERNAL FIXATION,
UNSPECIFIED SITE


































































oPEN REOLKTION OF FRACTURE OF RAOIUS ANO ULNA
141TH INTERNAL FIXATION
OPEN REOUCTION OF FRACTURE OF CARPALS ANO HETACARPALS
HITH INTERNAL FIXATION
OPEN REDUCTION OF FRACTURE OF PHALANGES OF HANO
H ITH INTERNAL FIXATION
OPEN REOUCTION OF FRACTURE OF FEMUR HITH INTERNAL FIXATION
oPEN REOUCTION OF FRACTURE OF TIBIA ANO FIBULA
wITH INTERNAL FIXATION
OPEN REOUCTION OF FRACTURE OF TARSALS ANO HE TATARSALS
HITH INTERNAL FIXATION
OPEN REOLLTION OF FRACTURE OF PHALANGES OF FOOT
ldITH INTERNAL FIXATION
OPEN REOUCTION OF FRACTURE OF OTHER SPECIFIEO BONE,
ExCEPT FACIAL BONES, IAITH INTERNAL FIXATION
CLOSEO REOUCTION OF SEPARATEO EPIPHYSIS
CLOSEO REOUCTION OF SEPARATEO EPIPHYSIS OF HUMERUS
CLOSEO REOUCTION OF SE PARATEO EPIPHYSIS OF RAOIUS ANO uLNA
CLOSEO REOUCTION OF SE PARATEO EPIPHYSIS OF FEHUR
CLOSEO REOUCTION OF SEPARATEO EPIPHYSIS OF TIBIA ANO FIBULA
OPEN REOIKTION OF SE PARATEO EPIPHYSIS
OPEN REOUCTION OF SEPARATEO EPIPHYSIS OF RAOIUS AND ULNA
OPEN REOUCTION OF SE PARATEO EPIPHYSIS OF FEMUR
OPEN REOWTION OF SE PARATEO EPIPHYSIS OF TIBIA ANO FIBuLA
OPEN REOUCTION OF SEPARATEO EPIPHYSIS OF OTHER SPECIFIEO BONE
OE8RIOEMENT OF OPEN FRACTURE SITE, ExCEPT FACIAL BONES
oEBRIOEHENT OF OPEN FRACTURE OF HUMERUS
OEBRIOEMENT OF OPEN FRACTURE OF RAOIUS ANO ULNA
OEBRIOEMENT OF OPEN FRACTURE OF CARPALS ANO METACARPAL
OEBRIOEHENT OF OPEN FRACTURE OF PHALANGES OF HANO
OEBRIOEHENT OF OPEN FRACTURE OF FEMUR
OEBRIOEHENT OF oPEN FRACTURE OF TIBIA ANO FIBULA
0EBRIOE14ENT OF OPEN FRACTURE OF TARSALS ANO HE TATARSALS
OEBR1OEMENT OF OPEN FRACTURE OF PHALANGES OF FOOT
OEBRIOEHENT OF OPEN FRACTURE OF OTHER SPECIFIEO BONE,
EXCEPT FACIAL BONES
CLOSED REOUCTION OF DISLOCATION, EXCEPT TEMPOROHANOIBULAR
CLOSEO REOUCTION OF DISLOCATION OF SHOULOER
CLOSEO REouCTION OF DISLOCATION OF ELBOH
CLOSEO REOUCTION OF DISLOCATION OF HRIST
CLOSEO REOUCTION OF DISLOCATION OF HANO ANO FINGER
CLOSEO REOUCTION OF DISLOCATION OF HIP
CLOSEO REOUCTION OF DISLOCATION OF KNEE
CLOSEO REOUCTION OF DISLOCATION OF ANKLE
CLOSEO REOUCTION OF DISLOCATION OF FOOT ANO TOE
CLOSEO REo UCTION OF DISLOCATION OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITE.
EXCEPT TEHPOROHANOIBULAR
OPEN REOUCTION OF DISLOCATION, ExCEPT TEHPORO#lANOIBULAR
OPEN REOLKTION OF DISLOCATION OF SHOULOER
OPEN REOWTION OF DISLOCATION OF ELBOH
OPEN REOIJCTION OF DISLOCATION OF URIST
OPEN REOUCTION OF DISLOCATION OF HANO ANO FINGER
OPEN REOIX. TION OF DISLOCATION OF HIP
OPEN REOUCTION OF DISLOCATION OF KNEE
OPEN REOUCTION OF DISLOCATION OF ANKLE
OPEN REOUCTION OF DISLOCATION OF FOOT ANO TOE
OPEN REOUCTION OF DISLOCATION OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES
EXCEPT TEMPOROHANOIBULAR
uNSPECIFIED OPERATION ON BONE INJURY? EXCEPT FACIAL BONES
uNSPEC IFIEO OPERATION ON BONE INJURY OF HUMERUS
UNSPECIFIED OPERATION ON BONE 1NJUR% OF FEMUR
INCISION ANO EXCISION OF JOINT STRUCTURES
AR THROTOllY FOR REHOVAL OF PROSTHESIS
ARTHROTOHY FOR REMOVAL OF PROSTHESIS OF SHOULO ER
ARTHROTOMY FOR REMOVAL OF PROSTHESIS OF ELBOH
ARTHROTOklY FOR REHOVAL OF PROSTHESIS OF HRIST
AR THROTOMY FOR REMOVAL OF PROSTHESIS OF HANO ANO FINGER
ARTHROTOHY FOR RE140VAL OF PROSTHESIS OF HIP
ARTHROTOHY FOR REHOVAL OF Prosthesis OF KNEE
ARTHROTOMY FOR REMOVAL OF PROSTHESIS OF ANKLE
ARTHROTOMY FOR REMOVAL OF PROSTHESIS OF FOOT ANO TOE
OTHER ARTHROTOMY
OTHER AR THROTOMY, UNSPECIFIED SITE




































































OTHER AR THROTOMY OF
OTHER AR THROTOMY OF
OTHER AR THROTOHY OF
OTHER AR THROTOMY OF
OTHER AR THROTOMY OF
OTHER AR THROTOHY OF
OTHER AR THROTOMY OF
















ARTHROSCOPY OF FOOT ANO TOE
ARTHROSCOPY OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITE
BIOPSY OF JOINT STRUCTURE
BIOPSY OF JOINT STRUCTURE OF SHOULOER
BIOPSY OF JOINT STRUCTURE OF ELBOH
BIOPSY OF JOINT STRUCTURE OF HANO ANO FINGER
BIOPSY OF JOINT STRUCTURE OF HIP
BIOPSY OF JOINT STRUCTURE OF KNEE
BIOPSY OF JOINT STRUCTURE OF ANKLE
BIOPSY OF JOINT STRUCTURE OF FOOT ANO TOE
BIOPSY OF JOINT STRUCTURE OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITE














CAPSULE, LIGAtlENT, OR CARTILAGE,
CAPSULE, LIGAHENT, OR CARTILAGE OF SHOULOER
CAPSULE, LIGAHENT, OR CARTILAGE OF EL80H
CAPSULE, LIGAMENT, OR CARTILAGE OF IARIST
CAPSULE, LIGA14EtAT, OR CARTILAGE OF HANO ANO
CAPSULE, LIGAMENT, OR CARTILAGE OF HIP
CAPSULE. LIGAMENT, OR CARTILAGE OF KNEE
CAPSULE, LIGAMENT, OR CARTILAGE OF ANKLE
CAPSULE, LIGAMENT, OR CARTILAGE OF FOOT ANO
CAPSULE, LIGAMENT, OR CARTILAGE OF OTHER
SPECIFIEO SITE
EXCISION OR OBSTRUCTION OF INTERVERTEBRAL OISC
ExCISION OR OBSTRUCTION OF INTERVERTEBRAL oISC, UNSPECIFIED
EXCISION OF INTERVERTEBRAL OISC
INTERVERTABLE CHEMONUCLEOLYSIS
OTHER OESTRUCTXON OF INTERVERTEBRAL OISC










SYNOVECTOMY OF FOOT ANO TOE
SYNOVECTOMY OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITE
oTHER LOCAL EXCISION OR OBSTRUCTION OF LESION OF JOINT
OTHER LOCAL EXCISION OR OBSTRUCTION OF LESION OF SHOULOER JOINT
OTHER LOCAL EXCISION OR OESTRUCTLON OF LESION OF ELBOIA .lOINT
OTHER LOCAL EXCISION OR OBSTRUCTION OF LESION OF WRIST JOINT
OTHER LOCAL EXCISION OR OBSTRUCTION OF LESION OF JOINT OF HANO
ANO FINGER
oTHER LOCAL EXCISION OR OBSTRUCTION OF LESION OF HIP JOINT
OTHER LOCAL EXCISION OR OBSTRUCTION OF LESION OF KNEE JOINT
OTHER LOCAL EXCISION OR OBSTRUCTION OF LESION OF ANKLE JOINT
OTHER LOCAL EXCISION OR OBSTRUCTION OF LEsION OF JOItAT OF FOOT
ANO TOE
OTHER LOCAL EXCISION OR OBSTRUCTION OF LESION OF JOINT OF OTHER
SPECIFIEO SITE
oTHER ExCISION OF JOINT
OTHER EXCISION OF JOINT, UNSPECIFIED SITE
















OTHER ExCISION OF ELBOU JOINT
OTHER EXCISION OF URIST JOINT
OTHER EXCISION OF JOINT OF HANO ANO FINGER
OTHER EXCISION OF HIP JOINT
OTHER EXCISION OF KNEE JOINT
OTHER EXCISION OF ANKLE JOINT
OTHER EXCISION OF JOINT OF FOOT ANO TOE
OTHER EXCISION OF JOINT OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITE
REPAIR ANO PLASTIC OPERATIONS ON JOINT STRUCTURES
SPINAL FUSION
SPINAL FUSION, NOT OTHERWISE SPECIFIEO
ATLAS-AXIS SPINAL FUSION
OTHER CERVICAL SPINAL FUSION / OTHER CERVICAL FUSION,
ANTERIOR TECHNIQUE
00RSAL SPINAL FUSION / OTHER CERVICAL FUSION9 POSTERIOR
TECHNIQUE
OORSOLUHBAR SPINAL FUS ION MITH BARRINGTON ROO / 00RSAL
ANO OORSOLUHBAR FUSION, ANTERIoR TECHNIQUE
.05 OTHER OORSOLUHBAR SPINAL FUSION / OORSAL ANO OORSOLUMBAR
FUSION POSTERIOR TECHNIQUE
.06 LUMBAR SPINAL FUSION / LUMBAR ANO LUHBOSACRAL FUS IONT
ANTERIOR TECHNIQUE
.07 LUHBOSACRAL SPINAL FuSION / LUMBAR ANO LUHBOSACRAL
FUSION, LATERAL TRANSVERSE PROCESS TECHNIQUE
.08 REFUSION OF SPINE / LUHBAR ANO LuMBOSACRAL FUSION,
POSTERIOR TECHNIQUE
.09 OTHER SPINAL FUSION / REFUSION OF SPINE, ANY LEVEL OR
TECHNIQUE
















































OTHER FUSION OF FOOT
OTHER FUSION OF TOE
AR THROOESI S OF OTHER JOINT
ARTHROOESIS OF HIP
ARTHROOESI S OF KNEE
ARTHROOESIS OF SHOULOER





ARTHROOESIS OF OTHER SPECIFIEO JOINT
AR THROPLAS TV OF FOOT ANO TOE
ARTHROPLASTY OF FOOT ANO TOE IAITH SYNTHETIC PROSTHESIS
OTHER ARTHROPLASTY OF FOOT ANO TOE
AR THROPLAS TY OF KNEE ANO ANKLE




OTHER REPAIR OF THE CRUCIATE LIGAHENTS
OTHER REPAIR OF THE COLLATERAL LIGAMENTS
OTHER REPAIR OF KNEE
TOTAL ANKLE REPLACEMENT
OTHER REPAIR OF ANKLE
TOTAL HIP REPLACEMENT
TOTAL HIP REPLACEMENT UITH USE OF METHYL METHACRYLATE /
TOTAL HIP REPLACEMENT
/ PARTIAL HIP REPLACEMENT
/ REV ISICN OF HIP REPLACEMENT
/ TOTAL KNEE REPLACEMENT
/ REVISION OF KNEE REPLACEMENT
/ TOTAL ANKLE REPLACEMENT
/ REPLACEMENT OF JOINT OF FOOT ANO TOE
OTHER TOTAL HIP REPLACEMENT / REVISION OF JOINT
REPLACEMENT, NOT ELSEHHERE CLASSIFIED
OTHER ARTHROPLASTY OF HIP
REPLACEMENT OF HEAO OF FEHUR HITH USE OF METHYL flETHACRYLA
OTHER REPLAC EllENT OF HEAO OF FEMUR





































































OTHER REPAIR OF HIP
AR THROPI.ASTY OF HAND AND FINGER
ARTHROPLASTY OF HANO ANO FINGER HITH SYNTHETIC PROSTHESIS
/ ARTHROPLASTY OF HETACARPOPHALANGEAL AND
XNTERPHALANGEAL JOINT UITH IMPLANT
/ ARTHROPLASTY OF HE TACARPOPHALANGEAL ANO INTERPHALANGEAL
JOINT HITHOUT IMPLANT
/ TOTAL HRIST REPLACEMENT
/ ARTHROPLASTY OF CARPOCARPAL OR CARPOHETACARPAL JOINT
HITH IHPLANT
/ ARTHROPLASTY OF CARPOCARPAL OR CARPOMETACARPAL JOINT
UITHOUT IHPLANT
OTHER REPAIR OF HANO ANO FINGER / OTHER REPAIR OF HANO~
FINGERS ANO WRIST
ARTHROPLASTY OF UPPER EXTREHITYS EXCEPT HANO
/ TOTAL SHOULOER REPLACEMENT
ARTHROPLASTY OF SHOULOER MITH SYNTHETIC PROSTHESIS /
PARTIAL SHOULOER REPLACEMENT
REPAIR OF RECURRENT DISLOCATION OF SHOULOER
OTHER REPAIR OF SHOULDER
ARTHROPLASTY OF ELBOIA HITH SYNTHETIC PROSTHESIS / TOTAL
ELBOH R EPLACEHENT
OTHER REPAIR OF ELBOIA
ARTHROPLASTY OF CARPALS HITH SYNTHETIC PROSTHESIS
OTHER REPAIR OF HRIST
OTHER OPERATIONS ON JOINT STRUCTURES
ARTHROCENTESIS
INJECTION OF THERAPEUTIC SUBSTANCE INTO JOINT OR LIGAHENT
SUTURE OF CAPSULE OR L IGAklENT OF UPPER EXTREHI TY
SUTURE OF CAPSULE OR LIGAHENT OF ANKLE ANO FOOT
SUTURE OF CAPSULE OR LIGAHENT OF OTHER LOIAER EXTREMITY
OTHER REPAIR OF JOINT
OTHER OPERATIONS ON JOINT STRUCTURES
OPERATIONS ON HUSCLES TENOONS ANO FASCIA OF HANO
INCISION OF HUSCLE? TENOON, FASCIA, ANO BURSA OF HAND
EXPLORATION OF TENOON SHEATH OF HANO
MYOTOMY OF HAND
INCISION ANO ORAINAGE OF PALMAR OR THENAR SPACE
OTHER INCISION OF SOFT TISSUE OF HAND
OIVISION OF HUSCLE, TENOON? ANO FASCIA OF HANO
TENOTOHY OF HANO
FASCIOTOHY OF HANO
OTHER DIVISION OF SOFT TISSUE OF HANO
EXCISION OF LESION OF HUSCLE, TENOON, ANO FASCIA OF HANO
EXCISION OF LESIW OF TENOON SHEATH OF HANO
EXCISION OF LESION OF MUSCLE OF HANO
EXCISION OF OTHER LESION OF SOFT TISSUE OF HANO
OTHER EXCISION OF SOFT TISSUE OF HAND
EXCIS ION OF TENOON OF HAND FOR GRAFT
OTHER TENONECTOHY OF HANO
OTHER FASC IECTOMY OF HANO
OTHER EXCISION OF SOFT TISSUE OF HANO
SUTURE OF NUSCLE, TENOON, ANO FASCIA OF HANO
SUTURE OF TENDON SHEATH OF HAND
OELAY EO SUTURE OF FLEXOR TENDON OF HANO
OELAYEO SUTURE OF OTHER TENOON OF HANO
OTHER SUTURE OF FLEXOR TENOON OF HANO
OTHER SUTURE OF OTHER TENOON OF HANO
SUTURE OF HUSCLE OR FASCIA OF HANO
TRANSPLANTATION OF HUSCLE ANO TENOON OF HANO
AOVANCEHENT OF TENOON OF HANO
REATTACHMENT OF TENOON OF HANO
OTHER CHANGE IN NIJSCLE OR TENOON LENGTH OF HANO
OTHER HANO TENOON TRANSFER OR TRANSPLANTATION
OTHER HANO MUSCLE TRANSFER OR TRANSPLANTATION
OTHER HA NO HUSCLE TRANSPOSITION
RECONSTRUCTION OF THUHB
OTHER RECONSTRUCTION OF THUHB
PLASTIC OPERATION ON HANO HITH GRAFT OR I14PLANT
TENOON PULLEY RECONSTRUCTION
PLASTIC OPERATION ON HANO 141TH GRAFT OF HUSCLE OR FASCIA
PLASTIC OPERATION ON HANO wITH OTHER GRAFT OR IMPLANT
















































TRANSFER OF FINGER, EXCEPT THUMB
REPAIR OF CLEFT HANO
REPAIR OF HALLET FINGER
OTHER TENOOESIS OF HANO
OTHER TENOPLASTY OF HANO
OTHER PLASTIC OPERATIONS ON HANO
OTHER OPERATIONS ON MUSCLE, TENOON, ANO FASCIA OF HANO
LYSIS OF AOHESIONS OF HANO
ASPIRATION OF OTHER SOFT TISSUE OF HANO
INJECTION OF THERAPEUTIC SUBSTANCE INTO BURSA OF HAND
OTHER OPERATIONS ON MUSCLE, TENOON, ANO FASCIA OF HANO
OPERATIONS ON INJSCLE, TENOON, FASCIA, ANO BURSA, EXCEPT HANO
INCISION OF MUSCLE, TENDON, FASCIA, ANO BURSA
ExPLORAT ION OF TENOON SHEATH
MYOTOHY
BURSOTOHY
OTHER INCISION OF SOFT TISSUE
OIVISION OF MuSCLE* TENOON* ANO FASCIA
ACHILLOTENOTOMY
AOOUCTOR TENOTOHY OF HIP
OTHER TENOTOHY
FASCIOTOHY
OTHER OIVISION OF SOFT TISSUE
DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON MUSCLE, TENOON, FASCIA?
AND BURSA, INCLUOING THAT OF HANO
BIOPSY OF SOFT TISSUE
OTHER DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON MUSCLES TENOONS
FASCIA, ANO BURSA, lNCLUOING THAT OF HANO
ExCISION OF LESION OF WSCLE, TENOON, FASCIA, ANO 13URSA
EXCISION OF LESION OF TENOON SHEATH
EXCISION OF LESION OF MUSCLE
ExCISION OF LESION OF OTHER SOFT TISSUE
OTHER EXCISION OF MUSCLE, TENDON, ANO FASCIA
ExCISICW OF TENOON FOR GRAFT
OTHER TENONECTOMY
EXCISION OF MUSCLE OR FASCIA FOR GRAFT
OTHER FASCIECTOMY
OTHER HYEC TOHY
OTHER EXCISION OF SOFT TISSUE
13uRSECTOMY
SUTURE OF WSCLE, TENOON, ANO FASCIA
SUTURE OF TENOON SHEATH
ROTATOR CUFF REPAIR
OTHER SUTURE OF TENOON
OTHER SUTURE OF MUSCLE OR FASCIA




.74 REATTACHMENT OF HUSCLE
.75 TENOON TRANSFER OR TRANSPLANTATION
.76 OTHER TENOON TRANSPOSITION
.77 HUSCLE TRANSFER OR TRANSPLANTATION
.79 OTHER HUSCLE TRANSPOSITION
.8 OTHER PLASTIC OPERATIONS ON MUSCLE, TENOON, ANO FASCIA
.B1 TENOON GRAFT
.B 2 GRAFT OF MUSCLE OR FASCIA
.83 TENooN PULLEY RECONSTRUCTION
.84 RELEASE OF CLUBFOOT, NOT ELSEWHERE CLASS IFIECI














OTHER PLASTIC OPERATIONS ON HUSCLE
OTHER PLASTIC OPERATIONS ON TENOON
OTHER PLASTIC OPERATIONS ON FASCIA
OTHER OPERAT IONS ON lWSCLE, TENOON , FASCIA, ANO BURSA
LYSIS OF AOHESIONS OF MUSCLE, TENOON, FASCIA, ANO BURSA
ASPIRATION OF BURSA
ASPIRATION OF OTHER SOFT TISSUE
INJECTION OF THE RAP EIJT IC SUB STAMCE INT!J 91.!?.S.4
INJECTION OF THERAPEUTIC SUBSTANCE INTO TENDON
INJECTION OF LOCALLY-ACTING THERAPEUTIC
SUBSTANCE INTO OTHER SOFT TISSUE
OTHER OPERATIONS ON MUSCLE, TENOON, FASC 1A, ANO FJURSA









AMPUTATION OF UPPER LIMB
UPPER LIMB AMPUTATION, NOT OTHERUISE SPECIFIEO
AMPUTATION ANO OLSARTICULATION OF FINGER
AMPUTATIffl AND OISARTICULATION OF THUMB
A14PUTATI LV4 THROUGH HAND
Ai4PUTATI ffl THROUGH FOREARH
01 SARTICWATION OF ELBOH
DISARTICULATION OF SHOULOER
.1 AMPUTATION OF LOHER LIMB
.11 A14PUTATION OF TOE






























































AMPUTATION OF ANKLE THROUGH MALLEOLI OF TIBIA AND FIBULA








FOREARM, WRIST, OR HANO REATTACHMENT
REVISION OF AMPUTATION STUMP
I14PLANTATIW OR FITTING OF PROSTHETIC LIMB OEVICE
FITTING OF PROSTHESIS OF LOHER ARM ANO HANO
IMPLANTATION OF PROSTHETIC OEVICE OF ARM
FITTING OF PROSTHESIS BELOW KNEE
OPERATIONS ON THE INTEGUHENTARY SYSTEM
OPERATIONS ON THE BREAST
t4ASTOTOMV
OIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON BREAST
CLOSEO [ PERCUTANEOUS 1 [NEEOLEI BIOPSY OF BREAST
OPEN BIOPSY OF BREAST
OTHER 01 AGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON BREAST
ExCISION OR OBSTRUCTION OF BREAST TISSUE
LOCAL EXCISION OF LESION OF BREAST
RESECT ION OF QUAORANT OF BREAST
SUBTOTAL HASTEC TOMY
EXCISIDW OF ECTOPIC BREAST TISSUE
EXCISION OF NIPPLE
REDuCTION MAWIOPLASTY ANO SUBCUTANEOUS HAHMECTO14Y
UNILATERAL REOUCTION HAHHOPLASTY
BILATERAL REOOCTION HAFIHOPLASTY
UNILATERAL SUBCUTANEOUS #lA14HECTOklY UITH SYNCHRONOUS IHPLAN1
OTHER UNILATERAL SUBCUTANEOUS #lAMMECTOMY
BILATERAL SUBCUTANEOUS t4AM14ECTO14Y HITH SYNCHRONOUS IMPLANT




UNILATERAL EXTENDEO SIMPLE MASTECTOMY
BILATERAL EXTENOED SIHPLE MASTECTOMY
UNILATERAL RAOICAL MASTECTOMY
BILATERAL RAOICAL MASTECTOMY
UNILATERAL EXTENOEO RAOICAL MASTECTOMY
AUGMENTATION HAWIOPLASTY
AUGMENTATION MAl!~PLASTY, NOT OTHERHISE SPECIFIEO




TOTAL RECONSTRLK.TIW OF BREAST
OTHER REPAIR ANO PLASTIC OPERATIONS ON BREAST
SUTURE OF LACERATION OF BREAST
SPLIT-THICKNESS GRAFT TO BREAST
FULL-THICKNESS GRAFT TO BREAST
PEOICLE GRAFT TO BREAST
MUSCLE FLAP GRAFT TO BREAST
TRANSPOSITION OF NIPPLE
OTHER REPAIR OR RECONSTRUCTION OF NIPPLE
OTHER MAHHOPLASTY
.9 OTHER OPERAT IONS ON THE BREAST
.91 ASPIRATION OF BREAST










































































REHOVAL OF IHPLANT OF BREAST
INSERTION OF 8REAsT TISSUE EXPANOER
REMOVAL OF BREAST TISSUE EXPANDER(S)
OTHER OPERATIONS ON THE BREAST
OPERATIONS ON SKIN ANO SUBCUTANEOUS TISSUE
INCISION OF SKIN ANO SUBCUTANEOUS TISSUE
ASPIRATICW OF SKIN ANO SUBCUTANEOUS TISSUE
INJECTION OR TATTOOING OF SKIN LESION OR OEFECT
INCISION OF PILONIDAL SINUS OR CYST
OTHER INCISION WITH ORAINAGE OF SKIN ANO SUBCUTANEOUS TISSUE
INCISION HITH REMOVAL OF FOREIGN BOOY FROH SKIN ANO
SUBCUTANEOUS TISSUE
INSERTION OF INFUSION PUt4P
OTHER INCISION OF SKIN ANO SUBCUTANEOUS TISSUE
01 AGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON SKIN ANO SUBCUTANEOUS TISSUE
BIOPSY OF SKIN ANO SUBCUTANEOUS TISSUE
EXCISION OR OBSTRUCTION OF LESION OR TISSUE OF SKIN ANO
SUBCUTANEOUS TISSUE
EXCISION OF PILONIOAL CYST OR SINUS
EXCISIONAL OEBRIOEMENT OF HOUNO, INFECTION. OR BURN
REHOVAL OF NAIL, NAILBEO, OR NAi L FOLO
CHEMOSURGERY OF SKIN
OERHABRAS1ON
LIGATION OF OERHAL APPENOAGE
OEBRIOEHENT OF NAIL, NAIL BEO, OR NAIL FOLO
NONEXCISIONAL OEBRIOEHENT OF WOUNO, INFECTION OR BURN
OTHER LOCAL EXCISION OR OBSTRUCTION OF LESION OR TISSUE OF
SKIN ANO SUBCUTANEOUS TISSUE
RAOICAL ExCISION OF SKIN LESION
SUTURE OF SKIN ANO SUBCUTANEOUS TISSUE
REPLANTATION OF SCALP
SUTURE OF SKIN ANO SUBCUTANEOUS TISSUE OF OTHER SITES
FREE SKIN GRAFT
FREE SKIN GRAFT, NOT OTHERWISE SPECIFIEO
FULL-THICKNESS SKIN GRAFT TO HANO
OTHER SKIN GRAFT TO HANO
FULL-THICKNESS SKIN GRAFT TO OTHER SITES
HETEROGRAFT TO SKIN
HOHOGRAFT TO SKIN
OTHER SKIN GRAFT TO OTHER SITES
PEOICLE GRAFTS OR FLAPS
PEOICLE OR FLAP GRAFT, NOT OTHERWISE SPECIFIEO
CUTTING ANO PREPARATION OF PEOICLE GRAFTS OR FLAPS
AOVANCEHENT OF PEOICLE GRAFT
ATTACHMENT OF PEOICLE OR FLAP GRAFT TO HANO
ATTACHMENT OF PEOICLE OR FLAP GRAFT TO OTHER SITES
REVISION OF PEOICLE OR FLAP GRAFT
OTHER REPAIR AND RECONSTRUCTION OF SKIN ANO SUBCUTANEOUS TISSUE
FACIAL RHYTIOECTONY
SIZE REOKTION PLASTIC OPERATION
RELAXATION OF SCAR OR HEB CONTRACTURE OF SKIN
CORRECTIIM4 OF SYNOACTYLY
ONYCHOPLASTY
CITHER REPAIR ANO RECONSTRUCTION OF SKIN ANO SUBCUTANEOUS TISSUE
OTHER OPERATIONS ON SKIN ANO SUBCUTANEOUS TISSUE
EXCISION OF SKIN FOR GRAFT
INSERTION OF 71SSUE EXPANOER
OTHER OPERATIONS ON SKIN ANO SUBCUTANEOUS TISSUE
MISCELLANEOUS DIAGNOSTIC ANO THERAPEUTIC PROCEDURES
DIAGNOSTIC RAOIOLOGY
SOFT TISSUE X-RAY OF FACE, HEAO# ANO NECK
PNEUMOENCEPHALOGRAH
OTHER CONTRAST RAOIOGRAH OF BRAIN ANO SKULL
COHPUTER IZEO AXIAL TOMOGRAPHY OF HEAO
OTHER TOMOGRAPHY OF HEAO
CONTRAST OACRYOCYSTOGRAH
CONTRAST RAOIOGRAH OF NASOPHARYNX
CONTRAST LARYNGOGRAf4
CERVICAL LYHPHANGIOGRA14
OTHER X-RAY OF FACE, HEAO, ANO NECK
CONTRAST RAOIOGRAII OF ORBIT













































































SOFT TISSUE X-RAY OF THORAX
ENOOTRACHEAL BRONCHOGRA14
HEOIASTI NAL PNEU140GRAM
CONTRAST RAOIOGRAH OF HAHHARY OUCTS
XEROGRAPHY OF BREAST
OTHER NAHHOGRAPHY
SINOGRAtl OF CHEST HALL
OTHER X-RAY OF THORAX
COklPUTERIZ EO AXIAL TOMOGRAPHY OF THORAX






OTHER BILIARY TRACT X-RAY





OTHER X-RAY OF INTESTINE
CONTRAST PANCREATOGRAM
OTHER OIGESTIVE TRACT X-RAY
X-RAY OF URINARY SYSTEH








OTHER X-RAY OF THE URINARY SYSTEM
X-RAY OF FEHALE GENITAL ORGANS
X-RAY OF GRAVIO UTERUS
GAS CONTRAST HYSTEROSALPINGOGRAH
OPAQUE OYE CONTRAST HYSTEROSALPINGOGRAH
X-RAY OF HALE GENITAL ORGANS
CONTRAST VASOGRAH
OTHER DIAGNOSTIC RAOIOLOGY ANO RELATEO TECHNIQUES
SOFT TISSUE X-RAY OF ABOO14EN
COHPUTER IZEO AXIAL TOMOGRAPHY OF ABOOHEN
OTHER ABOOHEN TOMOGRAPHY
SINOGRAH OF ABOOHINAL HALL
ABOOHINAL LYIIPHANGIOGRAH
OTHER X-RAY OF ABOOHEN
PELVIC OPAQUE OYE cONTRAST RADIOGRAPHY
PELVIC GAS CNTRAST RADIOGRAPHY
OTHER PERITONEAL PNEUHOGRAH
RETROPERITONEAL FISTULOGRAM
RE TROP ER ITONEAL PNEUMOGRA#l
OTHER X-RAY
CONTRAST ARTHROGRAH
LYHPHANGIOGRAII OF LOHER LIHB
OTHER COHPUTERIZEO AXIAL TOMOGRAPHY
AR TERIOGRAPHY USING CONTRAST HATERIAL
ARTERIOGRAPHY USING CONTRAST HATERIALo UNSPECIFIED SITE
ARTERIOGMPHY OF CEREBRAL ARTERIES
AORTOGRAPHY
ARTERIOGRAPHY OF PULMONARY ARTERIES
ARTERIOGRAPHY OF OTHER INTRATHORACIC VESSELS
ARTERIOGRAPHY OF RENAL ARTERIES
ARTER IOGRAPHY OF PLACENTA
ARTERIOGPAPHY OF OTHER INTRA-ABOOHINAL ARTERIES
ARTER IOGRAPHY OF FEMORAL ANO oTHER LOHER EXTREHITY ARTERIES
ARTERIOGRAPHY OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES
ANGIOCAROI OGRAPHY USING CONTRAST MATERIAL
ANGIOCAROIOGRAPHY. NOT OTHERHISE SPECIFIEO
ANGIOCAROI OGRAPHY OF VENAE CAVAE
ANGIOCAROIOGRAPHY OF RIGHT HEART STRUCTURES
ANGIOCAROIOGRAPHY OF LEFT HEART STRUCTURES
COHBINEO RIGHT ANO LEFT HEART ANGIOCAROIOGRAPHY
































































CORONARY ART ERIOGRAPHY USING TMO CATHETERS
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED CORONARY ARTERIOGRAPHY
NEGATIVE-CONTRAST CA ROIAC ROENTGENOGRAPHY
PHLEBOGRAPHY
PHLEBOGRAPHY USING CONTRAST MATERIAL, UNSPECIFIED SITE
PHLEBOGRAPHY OF VEINS OF HEAO ANO NECK USING CONTRAST MATERIAL
PHLEBOGRAPHY OF PULMONARY VEINS USING CONTRAST HATERIAL
PHLEBOGRAPHY OF OTHER IN TRATHORAC IC VEINS
USING CONTRAST MATERIAL
PHLEBOGRAPHY OF THE PORTAL VENOUS SYSTEM
USING Cffl TRAST HATERIAL
PHLEBOGRAPHY OF OTHER INTRA-ABOOHINAL VE INS
USING CONTRAST MATERIAL
PHLEBOGRAPHY OF FEMORAL ANO OTHER LOHER EXTREHITY
VEINS USING CONTRAST MATERIAL
PHLEBOGRAPHY OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES USING CONTRAST MATERIAL
IA4PEOANt E PHLEBOGRAPHY
OIAGNOSTIC ULTRASOUND
DIAGNOSTIC ULTRASOUND OF HEAD AND NECK
OIAGNOST KC UL7RASOUN0 OF HEART
DIAGNoSTIC ULTRASOUND OF OTHER SITES OF THORAX
DIAGNOSTIC ULTRASOUND OF OIGESTIVE SYSTEFl
OIAGNOST IC ULTRASOUND DF uRINARY SYSTEM
DIAGNOSTIC ULTRASOUND OF ABDOMEN ANO RET ROPERI TONEUM
DIAGNOSTIC ULTRASOUND OF PERIPHERAL VASCULAR SYS TEH
DIAGNosTIC ULTRASOUND OF GRAVIO UTERUS





THERt40GRAPHY OF OTHER SITES
OTHER 01 AGN13STIC IMAGING
DIAGNoSTIC IMAGING, NOT ELSEHHERE CLASSIFIED
MAGNETIC RESONANCE IMAGING OF BRAIN ANO BRAIN STEM
HAGNETIC RESONANCE IllAGING DF CHEST ANO MYOCARDIUH FOR
EVALUATION OF HILAR ANO HEOIASTINAL LYMPHAOENOPATHY
MAGNETIC RESONANCE IMAGING OF 5P INAL CORO
HAGNETIC RESDNANCE IMAGING OF 14USCULOSKELETAL BONE HARROW
BLOOO SUPPLY
MAGNETIC RESONANCE IMAGING OF PELVIS, PROSTATE, ANO BLAOOER
/ MAGNETIC RESONANCE INAGING OF OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED
SITES
/ BONE MINERAL OENSITY STUDIES
MAGNETIC RESONANCE IMAGING OF OTHER AND uNSPECIFIED SITES
:NTE RVIEIJ, EVALUATION, CONSULTATION* ANO EXAMINATION
ANATOMIC ANO PHYSIOLOGIC MEASUREMENTS ANO HANUAL
EXAHINATIffl S — NERVOUS SYSTE14 ANO SENSE ORGANS
/ INTRACAROTIO ANOBARBITAL TEST
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM
POLYSOMNOGRAH
/ OTHER SLEEP DISORDER FUNCTION TESTS
/ VIDEO ANO RADIO-TELEMETERED ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHIC
UONITORING
ANATOMIC ANO pHys IOLOGIc HEASUREt4ENTS ANO MANUAL





URETHRAL PRESSURE PROFILE [UPP 1
OTHER AN ATOHIC AND PHYSIOLOGIC MEASUREMENTS ANO
MANUAL EXAMINATIONS
EsOPHAGEAL IIANOHETRY
CAROIAC STRESS TESTS ANO PACEMAKER CHECKS
CARDIOVASCULAR STRESS TEST USING TREAOHILL
HASTERS* THO-STEP STRESS TEST
CARDIOVASCULAR STRESS TEST USING BICYCLE ERGO14ETER
OTHER CARDIOVASCULAR STRESS TEST
ARTIFICIAL PACEHAKER RATE CHECK
ARTIFICIAL PACEHAKER ELECTROOE IHPEOANCE CHECK
ARTIFICIAL PACE HAKER SLEld RATE CHECK











































































PHONOCARCII OGRAH bll TH ELECT ROCAROIOGRAH LEAO
CAROTID PULSE TRACING HITH ELECTROCARDIOGRAM LEAD
APEXCAROIOGRAN [HITH ELECTROCARDIOGRAM LEAOI
PLETHYSHOGRAM
OTHER NO~PERATIVE CAROIAC ANO VASCULAR MEASUREMENTS
CIRCULATORY MONITORING
SYSTEMIC ARTERIAL PRESSURE MONITORING
CENTRAL VENOUS PRESSURE MONITORING
PULMONARY ARTERY PRESSURE MONITORING
PuLHONARY ARTERY HEOGE MONITORING
MEASUREMENT OF SYSTEHIC ARTERIAL BLOOO GASES
MEASUREMENT OF #lIXEO VENOUS BLOOD GASES
MoNITORING OF CAROIAC OUTPUT BY OXYGEN CONSUMPTION TECHNIQUE
MoNITOR1hK OF CAROIAC OUTPUT BY INOICATOR DILUTION
TECHNIQUE / MONITORING OF CARDIAC OUTPIJT BY OTHER
TECHNIQUE
MONITORING OF CORONARY BLOOO FLOil
AUTOPSY
NUCLEAR HEOI CINE
RADIOISOTOPE SCAN ANO FUNCTION STUOY
THYROIO SCAN ANO RADIOISOTOPE FUNCTION STUOIES
LX VER SCAN ANO RADIOISOTOPE FUNCTION STUDY
RENAL SCAN AND RADIOISOTOPE FUNCTION STUOY
GASTROINTESTINAL SCAN ANO RADIOISOTOPE FUNCTION STUOY
CARDIOVASCULAR ANO HEHATOPOIETIC SCAN AND
RADIOISOTOPE FUNCTION STUOY
OTHER RADIOISOTOPE FUNCTION STUOIES
OTHER RADIOISOTOPE SCAN
CEREBRAL SCAN
SCAN OF HEAD, EXCEPT CEREBRUH
PA RAT HYROI O SCAN
BONE SCAN
PULHONARY SCAN
SCAN OF LYUPHATIC SYSTEM
TOTAL F!OOY SCAN
SCAN OF OTHER SITE




TELERADIOTHERAPY OF 1 TO 25 14EV PROTONS
TELERAOIOTHERApy usING ELEcTRONS
TELERAOIOTHERAPY OF OTHER PARTICULATE RAOIATION
IMPLANTATION OR INSERTION OF RADIOACTIVE ELEMENTS
INJECTION OR INSTILLATION OF RADIOISOTOPES
OTHER RAOIOTHERAPEUTIC PROCEOURE
PHYSICAL THERAPY. RESPIRATORY THERAPY ? REHABILITATE ION,
ANO RELATED PROCEDURES
OTHER PHYSICAL THERAPY MUSCULOSKELETAL HANIPULAT ION
NANUAL RUPTURE OF JOINT AOHESIONS
OTHER FORCIBLE CORRECTION OF HUSCULOSKELETAL OEFORMITY
SKELETAL TRACTION ANO OTHER TRACTION





OTHER SKIN TRACTION OF LIHBS
OTHER IA4NDBILIZATION, PRESSURE, ANO ATTENTION TO HOUNO
APPLICATION OF PLASTER JACKET
APPLICATION OF NECK SUPPORT
APPLICATION OF OTHER CAST
APPLICATION OF SPLINT
OENTAL IAIRING
APPLICATION OF PRESSURE ORESSING
APPLICATION OF OTHER uOUNO ORESSING
OTHER I14140BILIZATION, PRESSURE, ANO ATTENT~ON To IIOUNO
RESPIRATORY THERAPY
CONTINUOUS POSITIVE AIRHAY PRESSURE [CPAP 1
OTHER MECHANICAL VENTILATION







































































OTHER CONTRDL DF ATt4DSPHERIC PRESSURE ANO CDNPDSITION
DTHER RESPIRATORY THERAPY
PROC EOURES RELATED TO THE PSYCHE
PSYCHIATRIC SDHATOTHERApy
CHEHI CAL SHOCK THERAPY
SUBCONVULSIVE ELECTROSHOCK THERAPY
DTHER ELECTROSHOCK THERAPY
ALCOHOL ANO ORUG REHABILITATION ANO DETOXIFICATION
/ ALCOl@L REHABILITATION
/ ALCOHOL OETOX IFICATIDN
/ ALCOHOL REHABILITATION ANO DETOXIFICATION
/ ORUG REHABILITATION
/ DRUG DETOXIFICATION
/ ORUG RWABILITATION ANO DETOXIFICATION
/ COMBINEO ALCOHOL ANO ORUG REHABILITATION
/ COMB INEO ALCOHOL ANO ORUG DETOXIFICATION
/ COHEIINEO ALCDHDL ANO ORUG REHABILITATION ANo
DETOXIFICATION
OPHTHALMOLOGIC ANO OTOLOGIC OIAGNOSIS ANO TREATMENT
GENERAL ANO sUBJECTIVE EYE EXAMINATION
EYE EXAtl INATION UNOER ANESTHESIA
EXAMINATIONS OF FORM AMI STRUCTURE OF EYE
FLUORESCEIN ANGIOGRAPHY OR ANGIOSCOPY OF EYE
ULTRASOUND STUOY OF EYE
P32 ANO OTHER TRACER STUOIES OF EYE
OBJECTIVE FUNCTIONAL TESTS OF EYE
EL ECTRD-DCULDGRAH [ EOG 1
VISUAL EVDKEO POTENTIAL [ VEP 1
ELECT RON YSTAGHOGRAH [ENG 1
ELECTROHYOGRAH OF EYE [ EHG 1
NONOPERATIVE PROCEDURES RELATEO TO HEARING
DTHER NONOPERATIVE PROCEDURES RELATEO TO HEARING
NONOPERATIVE INCUBATION ANO IRRIGATION
NONOpERATIVE INnAt3ATIoN OF GASTROINTESTINAL ANO
RESPIRATORY TRACTS
INSERTION OF NASOPHARYNGEAL AIRHAY
INSERTION OF OROPHARYNGEAL AIRUAY
INSERTION OF ESOPHAGEAL OBTURATOR AIRHAY
INSERTION OF ENOOTRACHEAL TUBE
OTHER INCUBATION OF RESPIRATORY TRACT
INSERTION OF SENGSTAKEN TUBE
INSERTION OF OTHER [ NASO-] GASTRIC TUBE
INSERTION OF [NASO-IINTESTINAL TUBE
INSERTION OF RECTAL TuBE
NONOPERATIVE OILATION ANO MANIPULATION
OILATION OF RECTUH
OILAT ION OF ANAL SPHINCTER
OILATIDN ANO MANIPULATION OF ENTEROSTOHY STOHA
THERAPEUTIC DISTENTION OF BLAOOER




EN TERAL INFUSION OF CONCENTRATE NUTRITIONAL SUBSTANCES
REPLACEMENT ANO REMOVAL OF THERAPEUTIC APPLIANCES
NONOPERATIVE REPLACEMENT OF GAsTROINTESTINAL APPLIANCE
/ REPLACEMENT OF sTENT (TUBE) IN BILIARY OR panCreatiC
DUCT
NONOPERATIVE REPLACEMENT OF HUSCULOSKELETAL ANO
INTEGUMENTARY SYSTEH APPLIANCE
REPLACEMENT OF CAST ON UPPER LIHB
REPLACEMENT OF CAST ON LOWER LIHB
REPLACEMENT OF OTHER CAST
NONOPERATIVE REMOVAL OF THERAPEUTIC OEVICE FROM GENITAL
SYSTEM
REMOVAL OF INTRAUTERINE CONTRACEPTIVE OEVICE
NONOPERATIVE REMOVAL OF FOREIGN BOOY
REHOVAL OF INTRALUHINAL FOREIGN BOOY FROH OIGESTIVE
SYSTEM h’ITHOUT INCISION

















































REHOVAL OF INTRALUHINAL FOREIGN BODY FROM STOMACH
ANO SHALL INTESTINE WITHOUT INCISION
REMOVAL OF INTRALU!IINAL FOREIGN BOOY FROM RECTUH
ANO ANUS WITHOUT INCISION
REHOvAL 0+ INTRALuHINAL FOREIGN BOOY FROM OTHER SITES
WITHOUT INCISION
REMOVAL OF INTRALUHINAL FOREIGN BOOY FROM EAR
WITHOUT INCISION
REMOVAL OF INTRALUHINAL FOREIGN BOOY FROM NOSE
WITHOUT INCISION
REHDVAL OF INTRALUHINAL FOREIGN BOOY FROH PHARYNX
WITHOUT INCISION
REMOVAL OF INTRALUIIINAL FOREIGN BOOY FROM LARYNX
wITHOUT INCISION
REMOVAL OF INTRALUHINAL FOREIGN BOOY FROH TRACHEA
ANO BRONCHUS WITHOUT INCISION
REHOVAL OF INTRALU141NAL FOREIGN BOOY FROM UTERUS
WITHOUT INCISION
REHOVAL OF INTRALUHINAL FOREIGN BOOY FROM VAGINA
WITHOUT INCISION
REMOVAL OF OTHER FOREIGN BOOY WITHOUT INCISION
REHOVAL OF FOREIGN BOOY, NOT OTHERWISE SPECIFIEO
REMOVAL OF SUPERFICIAL FOREIGN BOOY FROH
EYE HIT fflUT INCISION
REHOVAL OF OTHER FOREIGN BOOY WITHOUT INCISION FROM
HEAO ANO NECK
REHOVAL OF OTHER FOREIGN BOOY HITHOUT INCISION FROH
TRUNK EXCEPT SCROTUHS PENIS, OR VULVA
REHOVAL OF FOREIGN BOOY FROM HANO WITHOUT INCISION
REMOVAL OF FOREIGN BOOY WITHOUT INCISION FROM UPPER
LIHBt EXCEPT HAND
REMOVAL Of FOREIGN BOOY FROM FOOT IAITHOUT INCISION
REHOVAL OF FOREIGN BOOY WITHOUT INCISION FROM LOkJER
LIMB , EXCEPT FOOT
/ EXTRACORPERAL SHOCKWAVE LITHOTRIPSY [ ESWL 1
/ EXTRACORPERAL SHOCKWAVE LITHOTRIPSY [ES WL1 OF THE
KIONEYS URETER ANO/OR BLAOOER
/ EXTRACORPERAL SHOCKIAAVE LITHOTRIPSY [ ESWL 1 OF THE
GALLBLAOOER ANO/OR BILE OUCT
/ EXTRACORPERAL SHOCKWAVE LITHOTRIPSY [ ESWL 1 OF OTHER
SITES
ITHER NONOPERATIVE PROCEDURES
TRANSFUS ION OF BLOOO ANO BLOOO COMPONENTS
EXCHANGE TRANSFUSION
INJECTION OR INFUSION OF THERAPEUTIC OR PROPHYLACTIC
SUBSTANCE
PARENTERAL INFUSION OF THERAPEUTIC OR PROPHYLACTIC SUBSTANCE
INJECTION CR INFUSION OF OTHER THERAPEuTIC OR
PROPHYLACTIC SUBSTANCE
INJECTIDN OR INFUSION OF CANCER CHEHOTHERAPEUT IC
SUBSTANCE
CONVERSION OF CAROIAC RHYTHH
CAROIOPULHONARY RESUSCITATION, NOT OTHERWISE SPECIFI EO
ATRIAL CAROIOVERSION
OTHER ELECTRIC COUNTERSHOCK OF HEART
CLOSEO CHEST CARDIAC HASSAGE
CAROTIO SINUS ST IHULAT ION






HI SC ELLANEOUS PHYSICAL PROCEDURES
HYPOTHERMIA [CENTRAL] [LOCAL I
OTHER PHOTOTHERAPY
HYPERTHERHIA FOR TREATHENT OF CANCER
THERAPEUTIC C PHOTOPHERESIS
Appendix IV
Conversion table of changes
in ICD–9-CM codes
Although the Intema~ional Classification of Diseases,
9th Revision, Clinical Modification has been used for cod-
ing NHDS data since 1979, the classification undergoes
annual updating. Assignment of new diagnostic and pro-
cedure codes, fourth and fifth digit expansion of codes, as
well as code deletions, are contained in addenda devel-
oped by the ICD–9–CM Coordination and Maintenance
Committee and approved by the Director of NCHS and
the Administrator of the Health Care Financing Adminis-
tration. Addenda to the ICD–9–CM become effective
October 1 of the affected year and have been released for
1986, 1987, 1988, and 1989.
As described earlier, the 1989 NHDS involved two
data collection modes: manual and abstract. All data
collected manually were coded using the ICD–9–CM in-
cluding the addenda for 1986–89. Data collected via ab-
stract service were coded using two different ICD-9–CM
revisions. For the first 9 months of 1989, the ICD–9–CM
including the addenda of October 1, 1986–88 was used.
For the last 3 months of 1989, the ICD-9–CM including
the addenda of October 1, 1986–89 was used. Therefore,
the reader is cautioned that annual estimates for new
ICD-9-CM codes may be underestimated for 1989 and
that it is necessary to note both the old and new descrip-
tions for codes that were changed.
The following conversion table shows the new
ICD-9-CM codes, the date they were introduced, and the
code to which
signed prior to
the diagnosis or procedure had been as-
the development of the new code.
Diagnosis Codes
Effective Previous code(s)
Current code(s) assignment October f assignment
042.0-042,9 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
043.0-043 .9 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
044.0-044 .9.............,.. . .
088.81, 088.89 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
345.00-345 .01 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
345.10-345 .11 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
345.40-345.41 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
345.50-345 .51 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .,
345.60-345 .61. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
345.70-345 .7? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
345.80-345. So. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
345.90-345.91 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
403.00-403 .01 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
403.10403 .11 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
403.9W03.91 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
404.00404 .03 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
404.10404.13 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
404.90-404.93 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
410.00410.02 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
410.10410 .12 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
410.20410 .22. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
410.30410 .32. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
410.40410.42 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .,
410.50410 .52 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
410.60410.62 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
410.70410.72 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
410.80-410.82 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
410.90-410.92 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
411.81 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
411.89 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
429.71 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
429.79 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
493.20 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
493.21 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .






759.81 -759.89 . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . .
764.00-764.09 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
764.10–764.19 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
764.20-764 .29............,,. . .
764.90-764 .99 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
765.00-765 .09 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
765.10–765.19 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
795.6 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
996.51 –996.59 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
996.60-996 .69 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
996.70-996 .79 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
996.80-996.89 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V30.00-V30.01 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V31.00-V31.01 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V32.00-V32.01 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V33.00-V33.01 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V34.00-V34.01 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V35.0CI-V35.01 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V36.00-V36.01 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V37.00-V37.01 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

































































































































Current code(s) Effective Previous code(s)
assignment October 1 assignment
03.90 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
11.75 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
11.76 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
20.96-20 .98 . . . . . . . . , .
22.12 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
26.12 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
31.45 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
31.95 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
32.01 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
32.09 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
32.28 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
33.27 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
33.28 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
33.29 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
35.84 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
35.96 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
36.00-36.03 . . . . . . . . . .
36.04 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
36.05 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
36.09 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
37.26-37.27 . . . . . . . . . .
37.34 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
37.70 (Leads only). . . . . .






37.78 . . . . . . . . .





37.85-37.87 . . . . .
37.89 . . . . . . . . .
37.94-37.98 . . . . .
38.22 . . . . . . . . .
.,,,.
. . . . .
. . . . .
. . . . .
. . . . .
. . . . .
,..,,
. . . . .
. . . . .
. . . . .
,.,,,
. . . . .




only) . . . . . . . . . . . . .
38.45 (Thoracic aotta
added) . . . . . . . . . . . .
38.95 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
39.65 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
41.00-41.03. . . . . . . . . .
42.25 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
42.33 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
43.11 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
43.19 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
43.41 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
44.21 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
44,22 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
44.29 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
44.43 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
44.44 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
44.49 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
44.9344.94 . . . . . . . . . .
45.16 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45.30 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45.42 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45.43 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .























































































































Current code(s) Effective Previous code(s)
assignment Octoberl assignment
45.75 (Hartmann resection
added) . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45.95 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
46.32 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
46.85 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
49.31 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
49.39 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
51.10 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
51.11 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
51.14 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
51.15 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
51.64 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
51.84-51.88 . . . . . . . . .
51.97 . . . . . ...!.....
51.98 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
52.13 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
52.14 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
52.21 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
52.22 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
52.93 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
52.94 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
52.97 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
52.98 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
52.99 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
54.24 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
55.03-55.04 . . . . . . . . . .
56.33-56.34 . . . . . . . . . .
56.35 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
57.17-57.18 . . . . . . . . .
57.19 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
57.21 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
57.22 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
58.93 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
59.96 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
64.97 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
68.15 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
68.16 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
77.56 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
77.57 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
77.56 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
78.90* . . . . . . . . . . . . .
78.91* . . . . . . . . . . . . .
78,92* . . . . . . . . . . . . .
78.93* . . . . . . . . . . . . .
78.94* . . . . . . . . . . . . .
78.95* . . . . . . . . . . . . .
78.96* . . . . . . . . . . . . .
78,97* . . . . . . . . . . . . .
78.98* . . . . . . . . . . . . .
78.99* . . . . . . . . . . . . .
80.50-80.59 . . . . . . . .
81.03 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
81.04-S1.05 . . . . . . . . .
81.06-S1.07 . . . . . . . . .
81.08 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
81.09 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
81.40 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
81.51 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
81.52 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
61.53 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
81.54-61.55 . . . . . . . . .
81.56 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
81.57 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
81.59 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
81.72 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
81.73-81.74 . . . . . . . . .








































































































































Current code(s) Effective Previous code(s)
assignment October 1 assignment
S1.79. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1989
81.80 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1989
85.95 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1987
85.96 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1987
66.06 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1987
66.27 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1986
66.28 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1986
86.93 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1987
88.90 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1988
88.91 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1986
86.92 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1966
86.93 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1966
86.94 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1966
88.95 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1966
88.97 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1989
88.98 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1969
88.99 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1986
89.10 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1989
69.17-89.18 . . . . . . . . . 1988
89.19 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1989
93.90 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1968
94.61-94.69 . . . . . . . . . 1989
96.6 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1966
97.05 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1969
9S.51-98.52 . . . . . . . . . 1989
9&69 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1989
99.15 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1986
99.71–99.79*. . . . . . . . . 1986
99.85 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1987
99.86 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1967
































tgefOre O~tOber 1g87, ~~ntents of current code 36,05 would have been assigned to 36.0.
*Codas 78,90-78.99 were retitled as %sertlon of bone growth stimulator” m October 198C
the prev!ous contents of codes 76.90-78.99 were reassigned to males 78.40-76.49.
*@des99,71-gg.79 were deleted lnoctober 1987; the[rcontents were nOt transferred
elsewhere, In the October 1988 revlslon, codes 99,71-99.79 were reclassified as
“Therapeutic apheresis.”
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Programs and Collection Procedures – Reports
describing the general programs of the National Center for
Health Statistics and its offices and divisions and the data
collection methods used. They also include definitions and
other material necessary for understanding the data,
Data Evaluation and Methods Research –Studies of new
statistical methodology including experimental tests of new
survey methods, studies of vital statistics collection
methods, new analytical techniques, objective evaluations
of reliability of collected data, and contributions to statistical
theow. Studies also include comparison of U,S,
methodology with those of other countries,
Analytical and Epidemiological Studies – Reports
presenting analytical or interpretwe studies based on wtal
and health statistics, carrying the analysis further than the
expository types of reports in the other series.
Documents and Committee Reports – Final reports of
major committees concerned with vital and health statistics
and documents such as recommended model vital
registration laws and revised birth and death certificates,
Comparative International Vital and Health Statistics
Reports –Analytical and descriptive reports comparing
U.S. vital and health statistics with those of other countries.
Cognition and Survey Measurement– Reports from the
National Laboratory for Collaborative Research in Cognition
and Survey Measurement using methods of cognitive
science to design, evaluate, and test survey instruments,
Data From the National Health Interview Survey–
Statistics on illness, accidental injuries, disabili~, use of
hospital, medical, dental, and other services, and other
health-related topics, all based on data collected in the
continuing national household interview survey.
Data From the National Health Examination Survey and
the National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey–
Data from direct examination, testing, and measurement of
national samples of the civilian noninstitutionalized
population provide the basis for (1) estimates of the
medically defined prevalence of specific diseases in the
United States and the distributions of the population with
respact to physical, physiological, and psychological
characteristics and (2) analysis of relationships among the
various measurements without reference to an explicit finite
universe of persons,
Data From the Institutionalized Population Surveys–
Discontinued in 1975. Reports from these surveys are
included in Series 13.
Data on Health Resources Utilization –Statistics on the
utilization of health manpower and facilities providing long-
term care, ambulatory care, hospital care, and family
planning services.
Data on Health Resources: Manpower and Facllitiea–
Statistics on the numbers, geographic distribution, and
characteristics of health resources including physicians,
dentists, nurses, other health occupations, hospitals,








Data From Special Surveys-Statistics on health and
health-related topics collected in special surveys that are
not a part of the continuing data systems of the National
Center for Health Statistics,
Compilations of Advance Data From Vital and Health
Statistics –These reports provide early release of data
from the National Center for Health Statistics’ health and
demographic surveys. Many of these releases are followed
by detailed reports in the Vital and Health Statistics Series,
Data on Mortali~-Various statistics on mortality other
than as included in regular annual or monthly reports,
Special analyses by cause of death, age, and other
demographic variables; geographic and time series
Wldyses; and statistics on characteristics of deaths not
available from the vital records based on sample surveys of
those records.
Data on Natality, Marriage, and Divorce –Various
statistics on natality, marriage, and divorce other than
those included in regular annual or monthly reports.
Special analyses by demographic variables; geographic
and time series analyses; studies of fertility; and statistics
on characteristics of births not available from the vital
records based on sample surveys of those records,
Data From the National Moriality and Natality Surveys –
Discontinued in 1975. Reports from these sample surveys
based on vital records are included in Series 20 and 21,
respectively,
Data From the National Survey of Family Growth –
Statistics on fertilily, family formation and dissolution, family
planning, and related maternal and infant health topics
derived from a periodic survey of a nationwide probability
sample of women 15–44 years of age,
Compilations of Data on Natality, Mortality, Marriage,
Divorce, and Induced Terminations of Pregnancy–
Advance reports of births, deaths, marriages, and divorces
are based on final data from the National Vital &a~stic5
System and are published annually as supplements to the
Monthly Vital Statistics Report (MVSR), These reports are
followed by the publication of detailed data in Vital
Statistics of the United States annual volumes, Other
reports including induced terminations of pregnancy issued
periodically as supplements to the MVSR provide selected
findings based on data from the National Vrtal Statistics
System and may be followed by detailed reports in the Vital
and Health Statistics Series.
For answers to questions about this report or for a list of titles of reports
published in thase series, contact:
Scientific and Technical Information Branch
National Center for Health Statlatics
Centera for Disease Control
Public Health Service
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Public Health Serwce
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